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PREFACE

This volume entitled Studies in Indian History and Civilization

is a collection of ray research studies in different periods and

aspects of Indian history and culture. Some of these studies

have appeared in well-known journals relating to Indological

researches. But now they have been thoroughly revised and

rewritten in the light of latest studies and researches. Every

study contained in this 'Volume enshrines a new approach to the

problem it treats. The key-note of this new approach is a recon-

ciliation of literary evidence and archaeological data . Every

historical age or epoch is characterised by its peculiar atmosphere

which pervades every aspect of its culture and conditions its art,

science, philosophy, literature, economy, polity and styles and ideals

of life. This atmosphere knits the varied manifestations of life and

culture in a common relationship and thus gives an individuality

to the age. Hence there is a fundamental unity in the various

cultural strands of an age. The poet’s imagination, the story-

teller’s fancy, the artist’s vision, the philosopher’s insight, the

scientist's acumen, the trader’s method and the diplomat’s skill

partake of a common cultural background having its own peculiar

and singular atmosphere. The poet’s rhymes, the novelist’s diction,

the painter’s brush, the sculptor’s chisel, the architect’s scale, the

mint-inaster’s die and the craftsman^ tools create objects stamped

with the cultural identity of the age and thus express its innate

nature in diverse media and forms. Hence there is an under-

lying unity in all the creative works of an age. Literature,

art and monuments complement each other. Literary traditions

and archaeological evidence breathe the same air of the age.

Sometimes the legends of an age clothe the facts of history in such

a garb of fiction that their real form becomes somew’hat recondite

and they seem quite inconsistent with the data of archaeology and
epigraphy. But often the historical nucleus can be recovered from

thfc mass of legends by means of a method of critical analysis and

dissection. Through this approach the data of legends and
traditions contained in literature are easily brought in harmony
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with the facts of history gleaned from chronicles and archaeologi-

cal remains Thus, we should not shun literary legends and

traditions as mere figments of imagination but try to discover their

historical kernel by penetrating into their inner core with a critico-

comparative methodology We should endeavour to correlate every

datum with us proper context and perspective and considei it

from the standpoint of situations and probabilities which can be

gathered from othei reliable sources. Thus, a wonderful concordance

is sometimes established between historical, archaeological and

literary data. What appears as mere fiction shines up with a new

historical light It appears that the poet was merely colouiing

the facts of history with literary flourishes and imaginative touches.

Archaeology seems to provide a commentary to literary works.

Some of the studies contained in this collection bring out the

intimate relationship of history, literature and archaeology. An
approach to Kalidasa and his works from this standpoint is illumi-

nating in many ways. A study of the Puranas and epics, both

Indian and Iranian, the Mahabharala and the Shah-riama with this

methodology, results in the discovery of unknown facts and supplies

missing links of known data. Where archaeological evidence fails,

as in the case of Poros and Candragupta Maurya, the value or these

data becomes immense. We can ill-afford to shut out these data
of literary traditions coming from unforeseen sources such as the

Iranian epic, because' it is with analogous literary data only that we
arc forced to reconstruct the history of these epochs. If late Pali
works such as the Mahavaiiua Tika and the Mahavamsa of Moggallana,
penned in Ceylon, can be utilised for writing the histoiy of these
periods, there is no leason why the Iranian works, composed on the
basis of equally old records, containing traditions, with which they
were especially likely to be familiar, should be discarded ab initio.

Ofcourse, a very strict scrutiny and highly critical analysis is indis-

pensable while dealing with this material and only that fact is to be
accepted which fits in very closely with the known context of events,
but till! doc, not mean that we should harbour any inborn bios
asainst it and reject it outright without even reeling the need oh
examining it. in some studies I have shown tiiat this material lias

enough historical worth which can be assessed by a critical method
but a sympathetic outlooh. A scientific method shuns prejudices
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and picconceptions It is characterised b\ nn open and receptne

mind It never refuses to examine any set of dati for some bias

It has a use for every variety of evidence In these studies the

endeavour lias been to follow the scientific method of the study of

historical facts and cultural phenomena and to approach historical

legends and traditions contained in literary works and chronicles

as well as the data of archaeology
,
epigrapin and numismatics with

an open though critical mind

Moti Bhavan,

Saharanpur —Buddha. Pjukash

October 2, 1962
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CHAPTER I

The Hindu Philosophy of History

1 Tht meaning of history

History is a study ofthe past ofman This study has two stages

(I) the ascertaining of facts on the basis of a critical and scientific

investigation of the evidence left by the past and (2) the finding of

correlations and inter connections among the facts thus established

The second stage of the study of history relates to the arrangement

and classification of facts m such a way as to bring out the tendencies

or directions that they exhibit in their unfolding These tendencies

and directions are then compared and correlated to find if they

follow some pattern or system capable of being formulated in terms

of laws, theories and formulae For making sucli attempts it is

necessary, first, to regard the phenomena of human development

as real and substantial rather than as illusory' and shadowy and next,

to treat the process of the unfolding of these phenomena as dynamic

and fluxional

2 Hindu historiography

The Hindu view of life is commonly believed to be antagonistic

to the historical approach enunciated above In the \v hole range

of Hindu literature we seldom come across a work ofliistory written

on scientific lines Of course, the Puranas gne long chains of royal

genealogies and the Brahmanas contain detailed lists of priestly

families In the epics, the Ramoyana and the Uakabharata we get

b vast mass of ancient legendary lore and in the Pah canon of the

Buddhists and the Ardhamagadhi literature of the Jamas there are

numerous references to old kings battles and events as well as the

outbnes of the development of their respective churches In secular

and court literature there are some interesting chronicles like

the Hanaconla of Banabhatta, the Vihramanhadevacanta of Bilhana

the Pfavasahasankacanta of Padmagupta the htimarapalacanlas

of Jayasitnha and Hemacandra, the Ramacanta of Sandhyakara
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Nandin, the Gaudavako of Vakpati and the Prthui rSjavtjaya of an

anonymous wiiter. But these works are full of epic adulation,

colourful descriptions and courtly exaggeration. They do refer to

important events but they clothe them in poetic vestures so as to de-

prive them of their historical character. Only the Rajalarangint of

Kalhapa (1149-1150 a.d.) is a notable and solitary exception.

In it the author follows the critical and analytical method which covers

the first stage of the study of history, as stated above. He pleads for

the dispassionate investigation of facts and follows a scientific method
of historical criticism. The following quotations from his mtroduc-
toiy chapter clarify his methodology.

“That virtuous poet alone is worthy of praise who, free from
love or hatred, ever restricts his language to the exposition of
facts . I have examined eleven works of former scholars which
contain the chronicles of the kings as well as the views of the sage
Nila (Nilapuiana). ..By the inspection of ordinances (saJtma) of
former kings relating to religious foundations and grants, laudatory
inscriptions {pTasastipatfa ) as well as written records (sStfra) all

wearisome error has been set at rest.”1

But despite his excellent equipment and scientific method
Kalhana was unable t6 reconstruct the early history of Ka$mjra.“ His
account of the period preceding the seventh century cannot be regarded
as wholly trustworthy though it contains precious information which
when checked with the help of other materials becomes of para-
mount importance to the modern historian. The Pali chronicles of
Ceylon, Mahavamsa and Dtpavaiitsa, are likewise bare accounts ofkingly
successions interspersed with stray references to church history.
Despite all these works of historical character, the fact remains that
most of the glorious figure of Indian history have paled in the dimness
o ab e and romance. Buddha, Mahavjra, Candragupta Maurya,
Soka, Vikrarnaditya, Kalidasa, fiankaracarya and a host of other

monardis, drinkers and writers arc to us no moie than shadowy
Igurcs of fairy talcs. Notwithstanding the early recognition of his-
torical literature on a footing of equality with the Vedic literature,
as is manifest from the inclusion of history [ilihasa-veda) among the
scriptures to be read during the recital of the cycle of legends (p3ri-
plavahhyana) on the occasion ofthe horse sacrifice {ahamtdha), it is an

1
Rajalarangint 1 , 7 , 14

, 15 .
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undisputed Tact that we have no connected account of the history

of the Hindus written by them m their own language, much less a

history of other peoples and countries of the world from, their pens

3 The thtones oforganic causation

This seemingly historyless character of Hindu genius is the out-

come of the fundamental postulates of the thought and civilization

of the Hindu people The Hindu view of life is based on an organic

conception of nature According to it nature is so organically cons-

tituted that all its acts emerge from the convergence of the functions

of its whole system and effect in turn the working of its whole process

A seed sprouting and growing into a tree evokes and involves the

operation of the whole scheme of being Its development depends

on climatic action, alluvial function, osmotic process and favourable

environment no less than on the potentiality of the seed This view

of organic causation is best enunciated m the plulosophy of Sankhya
Yoga Starting from the metaphysical premises of neutral pluralism,

according to which mind and matter and all their effects, relations and
developments are diverse kinds of aggregates of the ultimate reals,

the gunas. Yoga philosophy has come to hold that causation signifies

the self determination of the organized whole The self determination

of the whole is also the self determination of the parts and vice

versa The tendency that guides the mode of evolution of an entity

is on the one hand the actuahsation of its potentiality and on the

other its subordination to the history of tile development of other
component entities in the interest of the total cosmic development
of which every individual development is a part and towards which
it has a tendency 2 As in Yoga so in Vedanta the concept ofcausation
means the multiplication and diversification of the Essential Absolute
{brahman) through illusion (may a) and supenmposilion {adkyasa)

The merging of the world of r«ne, place and causality m the being
of brahman is tantamount to a rejection of the idea of individuality

{akamkara) as a causal factor * Even in the realistic system of Nyaya
vaijepka, which postulates the ultimate reality ofatoms as the material
cause of the world a supreme dynamic principle pervading and

1 Salopathabrahmana XIII, 4 3
* S N Das Gupta ‘Yoga Theory of the Relation of Mind and

Body’, Cultural Heritage ofIndia Vol I, p 386
* Subramama Aiyer ‘The Essentials of Vedanta’, Cultural

Heritage of India Vol I, p 527
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asserting itself in it is conceived as its final cause. 1 In Buddhist

philosophy cause is defined as a combination of circumstances [pacca-

yasamggi) and the conception of cause as a single self-contained factor

or agent is rejected. According to this view nothing self-dependent

or possessed of soul exists. Everything that exists or appears is a phase

of the universal flux, that is to say, every object is a form of the inter-

dependence of the s)stcm of being. An individual is a mere creation

of samskaras or an aggregate of the shaudhas. His claim as a creator

or doer (
k&rnka )

oi knower (vedaka) is illusory and unsound. 2

4, Adipurusa and Vtrafrupa

The oigamc conception of nature implicit in Indian philosophy

expresses itself in the idea of the primeval being (adipunqa) adum-

brated in Rgoeda X, 90 and of the macrocosmic being (ViratrUPa)

developed in Bhagavadgita XI, 32-34. In the suggestive imagery of the

primeval being of the Rgveda there is a linking of social factors with

physical forces through the medium of a cosmic order. There, the

unity and system of the cosmic ordet is represented as a person from

whose limbs the phenomena of nature emanate. The priestly class

(brahmana

)

emerges from his mouth, the ruling class [rajanya) from

his arms, the traders and agriculturists (vaiiya) from lus thighs and the

1 Satkari Mookerji : ‘Nyaya-Vai§e3ika system of philosophy’,

Cultural Heritage of India Vol. I, p. 409. This position of

Hindu philosophy is summed up in the Bhagavadgita (III, 27)

as follows :

—

fcnwnfr ig>r: i

2 ASvaghosa : Saundai aiianda Kaiya XVII, 20-21

fafaw ^ i

OT*HT«Rr: swwfa ST^fa: II

urttRrX i

JTcflw snrefcr Prawv rto it

The doctrine of the plurality of causes is adumbrated by
Buddhaghofa in his Atthasalini p. 59.

wpnutfBrit sjxt 4ftRt,

I

*T ^ «F*P! fTPT WTraopRUt 1
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servile people (iudra)
from his feet The moon springs from his

mind, the sun from his eye, Indra and Agm from his mouth and the

wind from his breath Space issues from his navel, the sky rolls from

his head, the earth sprawls from his feet and the directions spread

out from his car.1 Thus the entire scheme of being comprehending

the social as well as the physical phenomena is concentric and

unified

As in the Rgoeda SOm the BhagavadgUd the grand and majestic

spectacle of the macrocosmic being comprising the processes of the

whole universe in the functions of his body is presented in an epic

style The macrocosmic being is the whole cosmic system personi-

fied He shines in the sun and thunders m the clouds, he breathes in

the breezes and blows in the blizzards He is both birth and death

and the quintessence of all that exists It is as his instruments that

the warriors fight in the battle and it is at his instance that they kill

each other The role of the individual is only to act as a means to

execute his will or to behave as a mmittamalra *

5 The conception of time

From the aforesaid standpoint of Hindu philosophy we arrive

at a significant conception of time Iu the Giia> Vir&trupa is called

‘time’ Time denotes movement In the Atharvaveda (XVTII,

53-54) time is called a horse who is pulling everything on with his

seven traces In another context time is compared to a vehicle

r Rgveda X, 09, 12-14

W^PTlsnr W^mfterfT TnT'TTTrr I

tthtt erjtsinqci it

TTTur sthutiT i

srqrrPTvTrzrer fr

nrem sfl i

* Bhagavadgita, XI, 32-34

sftewsiiisnrst sr^ri i

cht h Hfanxfo hs trstftnaT* tt

(T?mr^frTCS IRfl ITHTH fsreiT 5TTH H Sg tPT I

nifxTrnn^ ht *Fwrf%H ii

zto ^ sftcq' ^ nmtr 7 to? <pn-#HPr HiniftTre t

HITT (TcTTTfT HT Haifa TTHTTH II
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with the objects of the world as its wheels. It is said that the earth

and sky are born of time. Mind, soul and name are intimately

connected with the temporal process. The entire universe and frame

of being is pregnant with the process of time. Everything is in move-

ment 1 The basic source and cause of being is called ICalaprajapah.

This theory was known as ahorfitravada. We find a reference to it

m the famous jYaradiya S&kla. Like the modern relativist philosophy

it recognised the fundamental unity of time and space.

The theory of time has also been discussed by grammarians.

Commenting on Panim Sutra (III, 2, 123) s Fatahjail has expressed

some interesting views on time. He opines that past, present and

future arc relative terms. The present has no sense since the things

we denote by this expression have ever been in existence. Besides

this, the present is impossible since the action that is completed is

past and that which remains to be completed is future. We cannot

conceive of a thing which is complete and incomplete at one and

the same time. The existence of things is momentary. Every mo-
ment they appear and disappear. Hence past, present and future

have no significance. Here the discussion of Patahjali agrees with

the reasoning of Buddhist Madhyamika philosophy. 8 But Patafi-

jali adds that the piesent denotes that action which has not been
completed. In fact, time is the process of the birth and death or
appearance and disappearance of things. For convenience’s sake
we divide it into year, month and day.

Bhartrhari has also discussed the theory of time in detail. In
accordance with the postulates of Vai§esika philosophy he has dec-
lared time as eternal, omnipresent and monistic. It regulates and
controls the entire activities of the universe. It is the way the
scheme of being behaves and acts 4 It is the source of growth
(anugraha) and decay (vinasyala)

.

It moves like a persian wheel.

1 Atharvaveda XIX 54, 1.

hh: shot; hr HurffRir n

<T<ff fasTt (1

* Pamm Sutra III, 2, 123, and the Mahabhasya of
Patahjali on it.

1 fnseanapada commentary on MadkyamikavrUL pp. 383-385
Vasubandhu s Abhidharmakosa V, 124.
Bhartj-hari ; Vskyapadiya ed. Charudeva Sastri (Lahore 1934)
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Its main function consists in the decay and disappearance of things,

forms and phenomena Bhartrhari Ins called this function

khyahalasakit

Time is the basic process of creation When the atoms arc set

in motion by the invisible force of destiny and tlicir dormant activity

is awakened, movement starts and creation piocecds 1 The forms

which emerge from this movement arc controlled by time The

process that operates and intervenes between cause and effect is

called xamavaya On account of it things assume their individuali-

ties and we arc able to perceive unities and uniformities in them
*

Since time is eternal, things never come to an end, tlicy only change

their forms a

The above discussion shows tliat according to the Hindu philo-

sophies, studied here, there is activity and movement in the organic

structure and harmony of the universe and it is called time On the

one hand it is eternal and on the other it is momentary Its movement
is mechanical and cyclical Its two aspects arc conceived of as the

da\ and night of Brahman In Jama scriptures they arc described

as the a-atarptni and ulsarpini kalpas In the former dharma declines

and teaches the lowest point and in the other it progresses and reaches

the highest pitch Both of these eras arc further sub-divided into

six: periods (halos), viz » (1) Susama susama (die period of great happi-

ness), (2) susama (the period of happiness), (3) susamQ*du$ama ('he

period of happiness and sorrow), ( l) dusama susama (the period of

sorrow .and happiness), (5) dusama (the period of sorrow), and (5)

dusama dusama (the period of great sorrow) 4 Corresponding to the

Jama eras and ages arc the Buddhist four great and eighty smaller

1 I'afyapadtja III, 9, 20 Hdaraja s commentary

?? sTsratrra; q*m«ro fenwnr q-mm-

2 I akyapadtya III, 9, 42

tiftHTcTT ofa i

TTfTTstTT 3S!TF«TfrPr II

8 Vakyapadxya III, 9, 74 Hclaryas commentary

Pwf to ^ 5 qw
trffcf Fittitd Ift 1

For the Hindu philosophies of time see

F Otto Schrader ttber den Stand da Indtschen Philosophic zur

JSjttt Mahnviras and Buddhas pp 17 30

* Jambudt
papannah (Bombay) XVI II, 40
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kalpas which are the acts and scenes of the" drama of the successive

creations and dissolutions of the universe. In the Purajjas we get

the four-fold division of time into Kxta, Treta, Dvapara and Kali

ages In the first age virtue (dkarma) reigns supreme, in the second

it declines, in the third it becomes sparse and in the fourth it disap-

pears. This system of epochs corresponds to the division and demar-

cation of ages from the standpoint of the rise and fall of Dike pro-

posed by the Greek writers Hesiod and Aratus.

C Law and freedom in history.

We have observed that in some schools of Indian philosophy time

is legarded as the pnmaiy cause and mode of existence. It represents

the process of peipetual becoming. Its direction or tendency is

called destiny {myati) It has an inherent force and movement carry-

ing in its sweep the endless formations and transformations charac-
terising the scheme of being Hence in Pancaratra philosophy time-

energy (halasafji) with its concomitant destiny (tiiyafi) is regarded
as the um\enal ordering element (Suksmak Sarvaniyamakah)

.

The
VaiSesika system emphasises the spatial aspect of niyati by calling
it dis or the legulator of positions in space, but the Ajivika school
stresses its temporal aspect as well and treats it as the basis and per-
vasive principle of being. The latter believes in a process ofevolution
which proceeds according to its own innate logic and trend and drives
the existence in definite and determined directions in an inexorable
and immutable manner. This evolutionary process (parin$mavadd)
is completely unalterable, inhuman and mechanico-orgamsmic. It
has three facets : destiny

(
myati

)
or the tendency and function of

time {katasakli), the manifestation of destiny in action (sangatl) and
the resultant formation of the appearances of nature (bkava). Thus
the universal process is described as niyQti-sangali-bh&a-pmnata? God

1 S. N. Das Gupta : History of Indian Philosophy Vol. Ill p. 45.
F. O. Schrader, Introduction to the P&caratra and the Akir

-

budhnya SariihttH pp. 64-65. Schrader observes: “Niyati is
not only what the VaUes'ikas call Dis, to wit, the regula-
tor of positions in space, but it also regulates, as Karmic
necessity the intellectual capacity, inclinations and prac-
tical ability or every being, that is to say, it includes the
1unctions of the above mentioned fiaiva principles called
vidyu, raga and kali.

* DighaniKaya, 1 , 2 , Samanna-phala-Smta:

sfppmt, =ir;<t to, =tFi*[ feW/ufe sPot-rtci;! i

tot htot srftfTO •rrTt-TOr.iTrv'rai
i
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has no place in it I*vcn soul is regarded as a material entity hav ing a

definite form, size and colour Thus the whole of matter, organic

and inorganic, consisting of atoms, evolves and revolves according

to fixed tendencies and courses Animate matter undergoes regular

and automatic development like the ripening of a plant Con-

sidering the course of historical development from this standpoint

we arrive at the conceptions t\ Inch Spenglcr formulated in this cen-

tury 1 He held that each culture has Us own new possibilities of

self-expression uluch arise, ripen decay and never return These
cultures, sublimated life essences, grow with the same’superb aim-

lessness as the flowers of the field Thev belong like the plants and

animals to the hung nature of Goethe and not to he dead nature

of "New ton—We talk of the habitus of a plant by which we mean the

specific outward appearance that belongs to this plant alone and the

character and the style m which it presents itself in the realm of static

existence and spatial extension whereby ever} plant is distinguished,

m ever} one of its parts and at every single stage of its lire, from the

representatives of all other species This notion is so important
for the stud) of physiognom) that I propose to apply it to the great

Organisms of Histor) * The substance of Spcnglernn philosophy
is that history is a process of time and destiny The postulates of
Ay ivikism imply similar propositions *

Analogous to the tcmporalum (kalavQila) and evolutionism
{pannamaoQda) of some schools of Hindu philosophy studied above
is a tendency of naturalism

(siabhavafada) adumbrated by them The
Sanhhya school iccogmses the operation of natural law in the pro-
cess of evolution According to it evolution follows a definite law
which cannot be overstepped (Pans amabamamy ama) or, m other
words, there arc natural barriers which cannot be removed, and thus

evoWutmary course Vis to take a path to the exclusion ol those
lines where barriers could not be removed 4 This natural law and
its natural barriers consist in the inner nature of the evolution of
things In fact the evolution of an entity means the manifestation
of its potentiality m accordance with its inherent tendency To

1 Oswald Spengler The Decline of the West Vol 1 p 21
Ibid, p 156

3 B M Barua The Ajiukas
, Journal cf the Department of

Letters II (1920) pp I 80, A L Basham, History and Doctrines

of the Ajiukas (London 1951) part II
* S. N Das Gupta History of Indian Philosophy Vol I, p 256
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quote the Iih4garad%h3
t
“God create neither the actions, nor the

creative faculties nor the connections of quality and object ofthr world.

Nature alone prevail*.”* Citing thr views of these thinkers Guqaratrta

olKrn-t, “what makes the sharpness of thorns and the varied nature

of beast* and birth’ All thit comes alxiut by rt/jAAg.-fl. 'Ilirre it

nothing which acts at will. What it the use nf effort?1 Thus the

svnlihavavadins join hands with the niyativ.ulins.

'Pie determinwts mentioned above appeal to social structure

aho in their argument for the autonomy of the evolutionary process.

They argue that the return of tvork done liy man is determined not

so much by the nature of that work as by the social setting of that

man. Tor instance servants, slaves, merchant* and peasants all

put in ample labour to the Ix-st of their ability and rapacity but

they arc recompensed according to the scale of values of tfic different

kinds of l.dxmr evolved by the society in which they live. Some
people do not put in any labour at all yet they enjoy riches and pros-

perity; others toil Itard yet ran hardly make both ends meet.’ lienee

it follows tint man is not quite indejiendent in obtaining the reward
of his laliour according to Ins desire ur ability. Hr depends a good

deal on the operation of impersonal forces and factors manifested

in traditions, standards and values of the society to which he tickings.

Social phenomena also follow natural phenomena in their tenden-

cies.

The aforesaid schools of philosophy belittle the role of man by
imagining a fantastically vast expanse of time. According to the

1 Bhagnvadgita, V, H.

*r Td'sif q Tqlfoi tptfa sr*£: 1

** fTtrnrtg smifr it

2 Gunaratn.Ys_ commentary on faddartanasamuecaYa entitled

tarka~rnhas}dipika. 13.

stqrflfa #5tnj ftfaror? qirrift<JTT n i

77rr 7 grprirrstsfor jer: ii

3 Sdarka’s commentary on .SulraAtJaHga cd. Vcnicandra
Suracandra (Bombay 1917

) I, 1 ,
2,‘ 2

'

*rrg
sTcr: ntiR

f^f^qRigrfccrg’wci sfa i wi h 5W
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Ajivikas “the hed of the Ganga is 250 yojanas m length and half a
yojana m width and 500 dhams in depth Seven Gangas equal one

Mahaganga, seven Mahagangas equal one Sadmaganga, seven

Sadmagangas equal one Maccuganga, seven Maccugangas equal

one Iifihiyaganga, seven hohiyagangas equal one Avatiganga, and

seven Avatigangas equal one Paramavati The latter therefore

equals 117,649 Gangas If one grain of sand is removed every

hundred years from the bed of this imaginary river the total time

required for the removal of all the sand would be one sara 300,000

saras of this duration equal one mahakappa 3,400,000 mahakappas
form one maharnanasa

1

It is the period of the transmigration of

a soul This frightening and incalculable expanse of time agrees

with the immense time scale of modem astronomers and geologists

On this tunc scale, to quote Toynbee, “nineteen hundred years

are no more than the twinkling of an eye Thus man and lus

striving arc of no consequence in the long journey of his soul along
an inestimable course of time

It is clear from the above study or Indian determinism that it

regards man as subordinate and subservient to the impersonal forces

of nature and society According to it man is fully shackled to the
laws governing the course of his life He is an Ixion tied to the wheel
md a Sisyphus rolling an ever returning stone He is a prisoner
of time and a slave of destiny History transcends and overpowers
him, he cannot alter and amend history This is the philosophy
propounded by Hesiod, Ibn Khaldun, Vico, Comte and Spcngler
and implied in the developments of modern science 3

But there are also some schools of Indian thought which do not
countenance this determinism and fatalism Jainism, for instance.

1 \ L Basham History and Doctrine of the Ajwikas, pp 253-254
Arnold J Toynbee Civilization on Trial, p 238

* A ^ Whitehead in his Science and the Modern World observes
as follows

The pilgrim fathers of the scientific imagination as it exists
today are the great tragedians of ancient Athens, Aeschylus,
bophocles and Euripides Their version of fate, remorseless
and indifferent, urging a tragic incident to the inevitable issue,
is the amon possessed by science Tate in Greek tragedy be-
comes the oi der of nature m modern thought ”
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registers its strong protest against it. According to this system the

soul bears the brunt of the actions done by the body of man. The

painful condition of the self is brought about by one’s own action

and not by any other cause, fate, chance, creator, etc. A man is

responsible for his actions himself. His rise and fall, weal and woe,

happiness and sorrow depend on his own actions. He acts, suffers

and enjoys individually. He can cleanse the soul of the effects of

acts by renouncing bodily pleasures and performing austerities.

Since act (karman) is corporeal in character it can be wiped out by

bodily restraints. Hence Jainism enjoins severe austerities and

abnegations and complete detachment and withdrawal from the world

of senses. This is called the practice of nirjara or the wearing off

of /carman. By it man can shake off the shackles of karman and enable

his soul to relinquish the karmana, taijasa and audarika forms and attain

salvation (mohsa) and perfection {kaivalya).'

Buddhism also combats determinism and passivism and enjoins

a life of effort and activity. But it treats action
(
karman)

as psy-

chological rather than physical. In the Attharslm, karman is defined

as volition expressed in action.* It means consciousness of good and

bad, merit and demerit.3 Buddhism dispelled the horrible dread

of the accumulation of karmic sins through 84,00,000 Katya* by
propounding a Miltonic idea of mind which can undo in a moment
the work of ages.4 Thus absolue abstention from the world of

senses is not necessary for the attainment of happiness. The path

of the golden mean [madhjama pralipadq) based on the Four Noble
Truths (calsari aryasatytini) and consisting of the Noble Eightfold way
{aryaitangiknmarga) is essential for this purpose, 5 It lies midway

1 B C. Law: ‘Jaina View of Karma,’ Bharatiya Vtdya Vol. VI
pp 7-8 Afahavira

, His Life and Teachings, pp. 104 If.

* Allhasalini p. 88. HR TVrj I

3 Vuuddkimagga II p, 614 HR 1

4 3, A!, fiwua; ‘The Role of Buddhism in Indian Life and
Thought’, Indian Culture Vol. XIII (no. 2) 1946 p. 10G.

5 The Four Noble Truths are: (lj misery (2) the cause of
misery (3) the necessity of removing misery (4) the way
of removing misery.

The Noble Eightfold Path is : right view, right
aspiration, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood, right
effort, right mindfulness and right contemplation.

..
B. W. Rhys Davids; Buddhist Suites (Sacred books of the

Last) Vol XI p. 147.
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between indulgence and abnegation It consists of righteous con-

duct and Contemplation In the SalUkkasvlla of the Alajjhimamkaya

(I, I, 8) Buddha enjoins on the people to practise virtue irrespective

of the practice of other persons According to him one should

have such feeling that one should he viftuous, non-violent, non-

stealing, non-mdulgent, non lying, non backbiting, non abusing,

non coveting, non-envying even if others behave and act to the

contrary Virtue is dependent upon circumstance but has its own
independent footing also It signifies a code of private and public

conduct leading to the eradication of discord and rehabilitation

of harmony Buddha not only emphasized the practice of virtue

in private life but laid stress on its propagation in society by creating

suitable environment In the famous kutadanla sutta of the Digha-

mkqya (V), Buddha narrates the story of king Mahavijita who was

advised by his priest to abandon the Vedic ynjna The purohita

told him that there was lawlessness and disorder in his state Towns
and villages were being looted Highway robbery was rampant
If, therefore, he would levy taxes he should fail in his duty If lie

thought that by fining, expelling, imprisoning or hanging thieves

he would quell robbery he was mistaken for the thieves who would
escape would again foment trouble The correct way of putting an

end to this evil was to provide seed etc in adequate quantities to

those who desired to cultivate land, to furnish capital to those who
wanted to do business and to give jobs and suitable salaries to those

who sought government service Thus all people would be busy

in their work and there would be no chance of rebellion Again in the

CakkavaUsihanadasutta of the Dxghanikaya (XXVI) we hear of a king

who tried to eliminate thefts by giving financial aid to the culprits

who confessed that they committed the offence on account of string-

ency but failed m his endeavour because a large number of persons

took to this device of obtaining royal assistance Then he started

giving deterrent punishments to the convicts This struck terror in

the hearts of thieves But they, having no alternative, began to
organise and arm themselves and started committing open dacoitics

All this was due to unemployment and poverty in the state Therefore

the king Drdhanenu exhorted his son to eradicate misery and
poverty from the land by distributing work and money among the
people This is the modem approach to social problems In-
stead of relying on religious observances and scramental rites and
invoking divine pleasure and benediction thereby it was considered

more expedient to reform the social order, to launch economic
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measures and thus to tackle the problem of poverty, destitution

and unemployment. In this way Buddha extolled and emphas

ised the role of human effort and organisation in private and public

spheres and held that man can better his lot and circumstances by

his own actions. He is not dependent on natural or supernatural

powers but is a free agent having the right and capacity to shape

his life and culture as he thinks fit This view runs counter to the

deterministic theories studied by us above.

The Bhagavadgita effects a synthesis between the aforesaid two

different views about the freedom of man. We have seen above that

it subscribes to die theories of organic causation, inherent necessity,

temporalism and svabkaiaoada. But it concedes some freedom to

man in the sphere of action. It observes that man has a right to

choose his course in the field of action but has no control over its

result or reward. Therefoie it counsels a policy of indifference and

detachment so far as the outcome of actions is concerned.1 This

standpoint is brought into bold relief when Krsna after convin-

cing Arjuna of the impersonal and immutable character of the cosmic

process and of his role as an agent or instrument (nmittamalra) there-

of grants him leave to do as he pleases according to hit own judg-

ment,8 Here an effort has been made to reconcile law and freedom
in history. This is one of the most remarkable syntheses of Hindu
thought and philosophy.

7. The guest of universal cultural values.

We have observed that Hindu philosophy regards the entire

universe as an organic whole. For it the divisions and distinctions

of race, country or climate have little significance. The whole earth
is the mother af man and he is her child. 3 He derives suckle and

1 Bhagauadgita II, 47

in 'Tsm i

*Ti ^ n
2 B/iagaoadgUa XVIII, 63

sfa ft q^x ffqi 1

' I, 12 ^3, yjfcj ,
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nourishment form the earth as from his mother.1 He solicits afflu-

ence and prosperity from her and salutes her bosom full of gold

and riches. “The universe including the earth, heaven and nether

world is one country,”3 "mankind is one kind,” “the deepest truth

is that nothing is better than man”—this is the motto of the Mafia-

bharata. “All beings 1 regard alike, none is hateful to me or be-

loved; but those who with loving faith worship me abide in me,

and I also in them”3— declares the Lord in the Gita

•

Thus Indian

humanism was universal in character. It eschewed parochialism

and particularism. It abhorred that regional and sectarian con-

sciousness which generates the sensitiveness to political viccissitudcs.

To the Hindus it was not of much consequence whether the govern-

ment fell into the hands of persons belonging to a group different

from theirs. To them the goal of humanity was neither individual

riches nor national prosperity but the solution of the human prob-

lem of moral elevation and spiritual transfiguration. Their thinkers

grappled with the question of the reconciliation of man to the scheme
of being. Being bom in a land overflowing with milk and honey,4

where nature showered plenty and prosperity all around, they became
rather unmindful of the struggle of livelihood. (Svacchandi-vanajatena

iakenlpi prapurjate, Asya dagdhodaiasyarthe kah kuryat palakam mahat.)

Therefore they occupied themselves with the higher questions of
the spirit. Their humanism and universalism assumed a garb of
spiritualism.

In this context the cultural aspect of personality became more
important than the individual aspect. Man in general had greater

significance than man in particular. Individuals appear like hubbies
on the surface of the flow of history. Howsoever important they

may be they disappear in the current of time after their momentary
existence. Affer the passage of time all traces of tiieir existence

1 Atharvaceda XII, 110 *Tf 71 RRfTyfPI 4 W :

2 Alharvaveda XII, 1, 26 qfasTT II.

3 B/iagaiWgi la IX, 29

-7 H Jcq'lsf^T 7 I

7 *?3jf>cr 5 trf TTtJTTT 7fa & fPT 1

1

4 Athanauda XX, 127, 7-10

?r m t£ctPT *fa nfrjTT t

^rer qfa fa qssfg' rufcs: it
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are wiped out and it becomes questionable whether they even exis-

ted or not. The historian of Vhnupurana 1 observes :

“Arjuna Kartavjiya, who ruled over all continents by overcom-

ing the circle of his foes, is named only in course of stories and is

the subject of doubts and uncertainties. Were not the Ragha-

vas, whose sight could not be borne by the ten-headed Ravana

whose majesty illumined the faces of the quarters, reduced to ashes

in a trice by a bend of the eyebrows of death ? The paramount

sovereign on earth, Mandhatr by name, has attained a place in the

realm of stories Who is that fool who feels haughty after hearing

ofhim? Bhagiratha and others, Sagar, Kakustha, Ravana, Rama,

Laksamana, Yudhisthira etc.—we do not know whether it is true

or false that they ever lived.”

Following this trend of thought the Hindus did not attach impor-

tance to biographical details. Most of the eminent thinkers of the

country did not leave any account of their lives and times nor did

their contemporaries record their activities and memoirs. For

us Kapila, K-anada, Gautama, Pataftjali etc. are mere legendary

names. On the other hand the Hindus were adepts in evolving

cultural concepts like the universalism of Vedanta, the moral piety

of Buddhism and the great compassion of Bodhisattvacarya. To
sum up, in the words of Mukcrji, “history in Indian tiadition is not

the biography of heroes or representative men, but an ageless pro-

cess m which not men but the human species, not particular lives

but Life, cyclically grow, mature and decay.”2 From this standpoint
the historical process is something which develops of itself in an auto-

1 V'mupurana IV, 24, 72-75

*r: ‘MdfWl htthr store vrtoht : i

wsm refn«fto*rre: *r qw ii

imrero i

’rcmfa 5jnf ^ ST'to ? ^nT^'TTef'T faiFcT^ II

v*f)vwin tm: <? aren't zrvmwwt ^ i

sto «r fa«TT re q ct q fasr : n
a Radha Kamal Mukerji : History of Indian Civilization,

pp. 9-10
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nonious manner transcending and carrying in its sweep the indi-

viduals participating in it. This is tantamount to the view that

movements, not men, make history. This view implies that his-

torical events are the results of the needs, actions and volitions—con-

scious and sub-conscious—of a large number of individuals constituting

a society who cannot be separately named or described. These

social needs, actions and volitions find their expression through a series

of individuals who chance to be at the points of vantage that qualify

them for their respective roles. In the wrords of Morris R. Cohen

“these great men are the points of intersection of great social forces.”!

This view of history is analogous to what Knyre calls the Romantic,

conception of history which became popular in Europe in the-ninc-

teenth century as a reaction to the Enlightenment view of history

which found its superb expression in the thought of Condorcct.*

Indian culture is marked by a quest of unity in’ diversity. In

India different racial, linguistic, religious and political strands were

welded into an abiding cultural unity which has survived the rounds

of invasions and successions of empires. Indian culture is an organic

and harmonious synthesis of a large number of human cultural trends

and imperatives. But it has a unique individuality of its own which

defies confusion or pammixia. It represents the evolution of a bea-

utiful cosmos out of a hewildering chaos. The vehicle of this evo-

lution is the concept of the universal man (vtSoalman) and the sanctity

or all Life. “The whole world is Brahman, since it was created

by Brahman. The differences of varnas are not real," 1 declares

the AlahabhaTcta. The petty conflicts and squabbles of kings and
commanders for patches of land or pieces of gold pale into

insignificance before the great concepts and creations of poets

and philosophers and the noble missions and messages of rsis,

Buddhas and Tirthankaras. Recently Arnold J. Toynbee has
observed in this vein: “The works of artists and men of letters

outlive the deeds of businessmen, soldiers, and statesmen. The poets
and the philosophers outrange the historians, while the pro-,

phets and the saints overtop and outlast, them all. The
ghosts of Agamemnon and Pericles haunt the living world of

*• Morris R. Cohen : The Meaning of Human HistQrv%
pp. 222-221. •

*• Alexandre Koyre ‘condorcet‘ Journal of lhe History of Ideas
Vol. IX (1948) pp. 134-135.

J

3
. Mahabharata

,

Santi Parvan Ch. 108, Verse 10.
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today by grace of the magic words of Homer and Thucydides,

and, when Homer and Thucydides are no longer read, it is safe

to prophesy that Chnst and the Buddha and Socrates will still be

fresh m the memory of (to us) almost inconceivably distant

generations of men 1

0 The synthesis of moral and mechanical processes

We have seen above that the Hindus do not attach much sigrn

ficancc to individuals and their activities They are concerned

with broad epochal changes in cyclical successions The leitmotif

of these changes is the progress and regress of dharma The cyclical

process of time is also the winding course of dharma The wheel

(cakra) is the symbol of the process of time as well as the movement

of dharma In the Rgvcda (II, 13 14) the whole universe is conceived

of as a wheel and its movement is compared to the mechanical rotation

of the same Buddha called his first discourse the sermon on the

turning of the Wheel of Law (dhammacakka ppavattana sutta) The
Bhagavatas concentrated their thought and speculation on the ima

gery of the Sudarsana Cakra of Visnu According to the Ahir-

btidhnja samhita life, world activity, power, feeling, progress, effort

and determination all are synonymous with SudarSana Cakra 2 In

political terminology the entire field ofaction ofa paramount sovereign

is his Cakra (wheel)

The administrative machinery encompassing the power and
activity of the state represents the wheel of sovereignty Tlius the

wheel symbolises the synthesis of the moral and mechanical pro

cesses of life and the universe By this imagery, to quote a modem
thinker, into the ageless cyclical process ofthe world organism, India

imports a moral and cultural purpose through the conception of emana-
tion, fruition and destruction of dharma across the Krta, Treta, Dvapara
and Kali ages ofhistory (jugas), the moral order of Dharma, gradually

lapsing from punty and perfection into disorganisation and conflict

5 Arnold J Toynbee Civilization on Trial, p 5
1 Ahirbudhnya Samhita XII, 53 54 ed M D Ramanuja-

charya, Vol I, p 113

smt tnm PFrrafVxk 3-%^ i

'PlfasnWr It

qPT atpfl fatUTCEtpi 11
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and then beginning another cycle.”* The cyclical succession of the

ages is not merely a mechanical process analogous to the fixed

recurrence of natural phenomena but is essentially a moral order

based on the actions of men. The duration of the ago is not chro-

nologically immutable but rather depends upon the actions and

character of the people. ^In other words the succession of ages is

symbolic of the psychological development of man and represents the

stages of his moral progress.

The aforesaid view of the historical ages is best enunciated in an

old text pertaining to the Rgveda called Ailareya brahmana. In it,

in a parable of the animosity of Indra and King Hari4candra, the

former gives a very interesting discourse to the latter’s son Rohita,

exhorting him to keep moving without relaxation. In course of this

very suggestive discourse he observes, “the fortune of a sitting man
is static, of an idle man becomes still, of a sluggard sleeps and of

a moving man moves forward. Kali is sleeping, Dvapara is sha-

king off (of the sleep), Treta is rising and Krta is moving. The moving

man gets honey and tastes the fruit of ficus glomerata.

Look at the glory of the sun who never stops moving.”* In this ex-

hortation the succession of historical epochs is equated with the un-

folding of the psychological stages of man. The phenomena of sleep,

awakening and activity which constitute the cyclic routine of the life

of man are stated to underly the turnover of the periods of history.

Thus Kali is the age of sleep, Treta and Dvapara are the ages of
awakening and Krta is the age of activity. On this showing the

process of history characterised by the rhythmic succession of
periods is the counterpart of the daily life of man marked by the

*• Radha Kamal Mukerjee: History of Indian Civilization

p. 10.

2
. Aitareja-briihinana VII, 15.

father: i
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recurring phenomena of sleep, awakening and activity As every

individual acts, sleeps and awakes, so every group of individuals also

feels the urge ofaction, exhaustion and again of action There is thus

a unique harmony and symmetry between the tendency of an indi-

vidual and that of a group of them We can perceive the working

of the rhythm of action, sleep and awakennjjj in the histories of castes,

states, regions, institutions and even cultures Here I want to outline

the broad features of historical development that an approach from
this standpoint of activity, sleep and awakening unveils

While dealing with the behaviour of groups of individuals, we
have to apply (he analogies and parallels drawn Irom the life of indi-
viduals m a somewhat figurative way Or course, a number of
individuals compose a social group and their behaviour necessarily
conditions its character, but that group comes to possess a supra-
individual identity in virtue of which it follows its own way ofconduct
which is m some respects different from that of the individuals com-
posing it Hence when we speak of the activity, sleep and awakening
of social groups we mean thereby the alertness, inertia and rcinvi
goratipn of a large number of individuals that compose tt It is
from this standpoint that we have to study the periodtsed arrangement
of history according to the Hindu conception

The aforesaid discussion has shown that history is a collective
and impersonal process according to the Hindu view of life Thismeans that the totality of the individuals composing and participating
in it shapes its course The persons who occupy prominent positions
act only as the instruments of the will or the people as a whole.
Hence it follows that when the people as a whole are active it is the
age of activity when they are not active and lapse into inertia it
is an age of sleep, and when they again become active and shake off
their inertia, it is an age of awakening Let us now see how the
transition from one age to other is effected
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it ceases to exist This force or the people is the real basis of what

we call “democracy” As long ns this force persists, every government,

whatever its outward form or constitutional apparatus, has to base

itself on a democratic muon d eire As a result, it is strong, united

and popular When this force is withdrawn, a government, though

it may make a show of ascertaining the will or the people through

elections or referenda or plebiscites, loses its fundamental democratic

character and becomes a dictatorship of those who chance to

hold its key points As a consequence it is weak, divided “and

unpopular

Secondly, in a period when the people as a whole are active,

social institutions are characterised by mobility and broadness

A person having a particular bent of mind gets the necessary scope

to develop and express it Society provides the institutional channels

to direct this development and expression But when the people

cease to be active, social institutions are marked by rigidity and
nunowncss Persons do not get the necessary scope to develop
and express their individual potentialities, instead of directing this

development these institutions clog it The social horizon shrinks

and becomes parochial

Thirdly, the period when the people are active is marked by not-

able contributions and achievements in all fields of activities eg,
philosophy, science, art, literature, technology, cultural expansion
and social development But when the people cease to be active,

the faculty of making creative contributions Hags away In the
field of human activities the atmosphere of imitation and affectation
spreads widely, cultural expansion stops and social development
is stunted

Fourthly, when ‘the people as a whole arc active, they arc moved
by a faith which impels them to creative activity When they cease
to be active that faith dries up and gives place to escapism and apa-
thetic indifference

Thus we observe that when the people cease to be a powerful and
regulating force behind the state, social institutions are marked by
rigidity and immobility, the outlook of the people becomes narrow,
the creative element in the arts and humanities fades away and the
religions preach escapism, the “age of activity’ lapses into ihe “age
of sleep” And when these processes take a reverse criurse, that is,
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the people struggle to be active, to assert themselves in political alTairs,

to make the social institutions mobile, to render the arts and humani-

ties creative and to treat religion as conducive to social good, the

“.age of sleep” passes into the “age of awakening”.

9. The Hindu philosophy of history applied to world history.

Let us now sec if the history of different societies is capable of

being demarcated after the pattern suggested above in the light of

the tendencies of Hindu thought. Let us begin with Indian

history.

Looking at Indian history from the standpoint enunciated above

we stumble upon 647 a.d. as a turning point. In the period prece-

ding this date we watch the impressive spectacle of the intense activity

of the Indian people in all walks of life. When tyrants ascend the

throne, they are deposed; when royal dynasties detract from the

norm of conduct, they are overthrown. Traders, sailors, missiona-
ries, artists and colonisers cross the high seas of the south and the

arid deserts of the north and spread their culture in Indonesia and
Indochina on the one side and the Tarim basin along the Silk Route
on the other. Religious missions and political embassies visit the

countries of the West and the East and there is a brisk process or contact
and intercourse between India and the outside world. India adopts
much of western culture in the domain of science and arts and con-
tributes a great deal to it in the sphere of religion and thought. But
gradually the horizon shrinks and by 647 a.d., the date of the death
of Harsa, it narrows down to very parochial limits. People develop
a narrow regional outlook. Kings and captains, moved by motives
of selfish aggrandizement, quarrel and kill each other; the people,
blinded by the pall of inerita that has fallen upon them, follow them
without any perspective or objective. Regional jealousies are parall-
eled by sectarian bickerings and perpetual military contests are
matched by religious intolerance. In the arts, crafts, philosophy
and literature there is a sway of stereotyped subtleties. Castes grow

contact with the outside world is shunned, religions preach
escapism and a sense of weariness broods over the people.

In 1192 a.d. the Hindus arc finally crushed in the battle of
Taraori and the Turks and Afghans converted to Islam establish
their hegemony over India. But they themselves are projections
of the decadent spirit of India. As held by scholars like Prof.
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Muhammad Habib, Muslim rule in India was a system of foreign

domination and exploitation In his words “the so- called Muslim

period of Indian history is really the Turkish period with two Afghan

interludes in between It seems ironi(ril giving the name of Muslim

period to a time when the Mussalmans of India, by the unfortu-

nate fact of their birth, were excluded from all high offices
’ l

Likewise Sir Jadunath Sarkar, the greatest authority on this period,

observed “the net result of theocratic rule m a country like India

was the debasement and economic rum of the Hindus and Muslims

alike The Muslims, though politically dominant, fared no better

in the long run than the Zimmis Their intellectual and moral

degeneracy, in spite of state patronage, monopoly of public offices

and preferential taxation, increases with the passage of years The
moral canker at the heart of Indian Islam—the Hindus also shared

the rot, living under the same rule—was concealed for a time by the

frequent migration of scholars, saints and physicians from Persia

and Khurasan to the Indo-Muslim royal courts But when at the

beginning of the 18th century, the springhead of Islamic culture in

Persia dried up, through the decline of the Safavi royalty and poli-

tical revolutions, nothing could hide the utter bankruptcy of Islamic

theocracy m India ” 3 There was undoubtedly a temporary spurt

in arts and culture in the time of, say, Akbar or Shahjahan but the

general sleep of the people could not be shaken The chaos of the

eighteenth century brought to the surface the deep degeneration of

the people The Marathas did make a bid to resuscitate the ancient

culture and state that were interrupted by the Muslim conquests but

they were also steeped in the decadence of medieval times Hence
they could not hold their own against the new comers from the West
who took over the traditions of a foreign domination from the Muslim
Turks But their impact quickened the minds of the people, first

the Hindus and somewhat later the Muslims, into a new awakening
which can be dated from the halcyon peace that followed the suppres-

sion ofthe uprising of 1857 and which reached its highest point

in the attainment of independence in 1947 by the Indians

The same rhythm is also perceptible in Europe The brilliance

ofHellenic culture which dazzled the world m the form of the invasion

1 Muhammad Habib ‘Presidential Address’, Proceedings ofthe
Indian History Congress{\ Oth Session) Bombay (1947) p 15

” Jadunath Sarkar 1 Society during Muslim Period,” The
Hindustan Standard (Calcutta) 4 November 1951.
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ofAlexander the Great and the consequent defeat of the mighty Ach-

aemenian empire, burst forth in a remarkable development of art,

science and philosophy. Plato and Aristotle, Hippocrates, Eratos-

thenes, Apollonius and Hipparchus and Hero, Archimedes and Hero-

plnlus made their age memorable by pioneer work in philosophy,

politics, geography, mathematics, astrophysics, mechanics, physics

and medicine. The swiftness with which constitutions and govern-

ments were changed, the experimental attitude which takes nothing

for granted and the somewhat fleeting and unstable texture of life

which the Greeks exhibit show the age of activity in Greece at its

zenith. But after the battle of Actium in 31 b.c, the scene changes.

Caesars appear as gods incarnate and compel the people to worship

them as such, The idea of democracy is gradually deprived of all

substance. The Roman empire becomes a gigantic system of the

tyranny and exploitation of the lich over the common man. Society

become stiff-necked and stereotyped/ The man who brings the grain

of Africa to public shores at Ostia, the baker who makes it into

loaves for distribution, the butcher, the purveyor of wine and oil, the

man who feeds the furnaces of public baths arc bound to their callings,

from one geneiation to another. 1 The mentality of the lower classes

was based exclusively on religion and was hostile to the intellectual

achievements of the higher classes.* The advent of Christianity did

not signify any turnover in the course of history. In 390 A.D. The-
oplulusgot the library of Alexandria burnt and in 415 a.d. Hypatia,
the mathematician daughter of the Alexandrian astronomer Theon,
was mercilessly tormented by Christian fanatics This age of sleep

ended when the impact of Islamic thought brought home to the

people nr Luiope the message of the Greek thinkers. As a result,

there was the Renaissance, the Reformation, the progress in Science,
the great conquests of the ocean and the discovery of new lands.
The Iberian peninsula which fell under the domination of the Mus-
lims was so much invigorated by their contact as to rival the achieve-
ments of its conquerors by exhibiting a great expansionist spirit
in the Old and New Woilds. By the end of the seventeenth century
Europe realised the futility of religious wars and entered into'' a phase
of secular culture. The dignity of man asserted itself in the French
Res olution and the Reform Movements of Great Britain. The high

* D
i»

: Soei'lj in the Ijjst Century of the Western
Empire, p. 1D4.

J

M. 1. Rostoyt7efT : The Serial and Economic History of the
tloman Empire

, p 479
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ideals of justice and the dominating passion for science that charac-

terised the culture of the West won the appreciation of such persons

as the great Egyptian historian Al-Jabarti, the contemporary of

Napoleon Thus with the fall of the Bastille the age of awakening

developed into an age of activity.

Similar trends can be observed in the history of the Middle-East

The age of activity which manifested itself in the growth of cities, the

construction of temples and the progress in writing, laws and

commerce, art, engineering enterprises and astronomical observations

came to an end with the death of Hammurabi In the long age of

sleep that followed, the Kassites, Assyrians, and Neo-Babylonians

ruled in spite of the will of the people There was, no doubt, a shake-

up under the Achaemenids and the Seleucids but the age of awaken-

ing really came with the advent of Islam This religion embodied

a new and great conception of the unity of God and the equality of

his followers and breathed a new life into the bodies of old cultures

With a great stir the Middle-East awoke and embarked on a tremen-

dous movement of creativity in religion, philosophy, science, art

and literature Damascus and Baghdad rose to the heights of Babylon

and Nineveh But the coming of the House of Abbas to the helm

of affairs signified the predominance of Persian culture and politics

Thus the decadent shadows of Sassanian Iran spread over Islam

After the death of Harun-al-Rashid (763 a d —809 ad) the dis-

memberment of his empire started The Talunds, Saffarids, Sama-
nids, Seljuquids, Khwarazmians and Chingzkhamds gradually

assumed full-fledged sovereignty and reduced the Caliphate to a sha-

dow These nomadic peoples caused Islam to signalise loot and
plunder and they brought havoc to the civilized countries oftheMid-
dtertiV. Tint tusfeosuun Ibw-a.UAtb.'.c, tbe gwygrz^face Yz.qvA-z.U

H-imaui and the philosopher Ibn-Khaldun have drawn vivid pic-

tures of the decadence of these Islamic societies 1 The age of awaken-
ing m these countries dawned with the initiation of a programme
of Westernisation by the Ottoman Statesmen Selim III, Mahmud
II, Mehmcd Ah of Kavatla and Mustafa Kamal Ataturk

These studies arc sufficient to throw light on the methodology
that the Hindu conception of history implies According to it we

1 EG Browne A Literary History ofPasta Vol lip 430
de-Slane Prolegomens d' tbn Kkaldeun Vol 11, p 30
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can trace the succession of these ages in the history of all societies,

groups and countries. In China, for instance, the age of sleep came

in the latter half of the eighth century under the later Tangs and the

age of awakening dawned in 1911 a.d. with the establishment

of a Democratic Republic under Dr Sun-Yat Sen. In Egypt the

age of sleep came after the death of Akhenaton and the age of awaken-

ing shimmered with the process of Westernisation set afoot by

the Ottoman Statesman Mehmed All of KavalJa, there being brief

periods of brilliance, for instance, under the Ptolemies and the Mame-

lukes. In this manner this process can be traced in the history of

every country and culture.

In describing the rhythm of history as the succession of the ages

of activity, sleep and awakening, I have followed the nomenclature

adopted by the Aitareja-Brahmana in the interpretation of the four

traditional ages of Hindu chronology. But I do not mean to sug-

gest that the author of this text conceived of the process of history

on the basis of the above interpretation just as I have done. Yet

there is no doubt that the four ages did not signify to him fixed and

predetermined periods of time that are bound to run their set

courses in spite of the efforts of man; rather, they meant to him the

stages of the moral and mental development of man in which human
effort is the primary determining factor. That this conception was

not always overlooked is manifest from the fact that according to

the traditional belief the defeat and expulsion of the Sakas by
Vikramaditya in 58 u.c. marked the beginning of he Krta Yuga
or the age of truth. The Vikrama era was, for several centuries

after its initiation, called the Krta-era. Later on when Yalodhar-
man Visnu vardhana crushed the Hunas in the sixth century A. D.

he was conceived of as the Kalki Avatara or the incarnation of God
that is destined to appear at the end of the Kali age, as has been
shown by K. P. Jayaswal.1 Still later in the latter half of the 1 7th

century the advent of Shivaji was hailed as the coming of the divine

incarnation signifying the end of the Kali age. Thus we observe
that inspite of the traditional fixed periods of history which con-
stitute the bedrock of the chronology of the Puranas the conception
of these periods as phases of the moral and mental progress and regress

ofman was present in the minds of the Indian people. They stressed

the moral aspect of the historical periods besides their chronological

K. p. Jayaswal: “The Historical Position of Kalki” Indian
Antiquary, Vol. XLVI (1917) p. 145
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conception and the ay m which thts view was possible was the belief

in the rise and fall of virtue (dharma) as the basis of the succession

of ages When virtue was once accepted as the basis of the periodic

arrangement of history, the freedom ofhuman will and effort followed

as a corollary Hence a moral footing- was given to a natural process

How this conception embodying a synthesis or moral and natural

phenomena can be made the basis of a philosophical study of history

has been the aim of this stud}



CHAPTER II

Poros

Among the kings, who came into contact with Alexander

the Great, Poros has a unique position. He fought with him

unto the last and ultimately made an honourable peace with

him. Tali and stately in person, brave and courageous at

heart, Foremost in darting his javelins at the enemy and a great

terror on the field of battle, he made such a deep impression on

the mind of the Macedonian conqueror that he decided to make

friends with him instead of risking a fight to the finish. Thus,

he presents a striking contrast to the other antagonists of

Alexander, who cither flew from the battle-field or submitted to

his behests or hugged him as their supporter. Hence the

historians of Alexander have given a special place to him in

their histories Here an attempt is made to write his history and

evaluate the part, that he played in the events of his time.

1. The dynasty of Poros

Poros is a dynastic name. The nephew of Poros is also called

Poros hy Greek writers. About the first century' B.c. there was

another Poros, who sent an embassy to the court of Augustus

Caesar, as we learn from Strabo. The Sanskrit equivalent of the

word ‘Poros’ is ‘Puru’, which is the name of an old Aryan clan.

We learn fiom Vedic literature that the Purus were the

progenitors of the Kurus. The Rgceda\ describes a Kuril king
named Kuru-Sravana as a descendant of Trasadasyu, who
belonged to the clan of the Purus. The word ‘puru’ connotes

the idea of abundance and multitudinousness. It occurs in the
Avcsta, as ‘pouru’ and in the inscriptions of the Achaemenian

1 IV, 38, 1 ; VII, 19, 3.
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emperors of Iran as ‘parti’ 1 The clan of the Purus appears to

have acquired this name by virtue of their overwhelming

numbers and irresistible might The occurrence of the word

*puru* in Indo-Iranian literature shows that the clan bearing

this name was known in Iran as well as in India in fairly, early

times The sweeping tide of Aryan Vodkerwandcrung spread

the Purus from the regions of Iran up to the heart of India.

When the migratory penod of Aryan clans changed into the era

of settlement, the countless small stocks of the Samhita age

merged into the greater peoples, mentioned in the Brahmapas

Professor Oldenbcrg observed that the Bharatas and probabl>

their old enemies, the Purus, mixed with the Kurus, wlio

came to occupy the regions between the Sarasvati and the

Driadvati in course of time 9 But some sections of the Purus

escaped this process of racial amalgamation and kept tlicir

identity intact m the North-Western regions The Brhat-

Santhita of Varahanuhira associates the Pauravas with the peoples

of TaksaSda (Taxila) and Puskalavati (Pcukelaotis, modem
Pakholi m the neighbourhood of Peshawar according to Wilson

and Abbott and Parang and charsadc, 17 miles to the North-West
of this city according to Cunningham) and locates them in the

vicinity of the Malavas and Madrakas 3 The Mahabharala refers

to the city of the Pauravas, which was adjacent to the republics

of the Utsavnsanketas and the territory of Kasmira 4 Thus, it

appears that the Pauravas were settled in the North-West

1 Cf Naksh-i-Rustam inscription of Darius I in Sukumar Sen
Old Persian Inscriptions p 92 There the word ‘Paru’nam’ occurs as

a common noun meaning ‘many’
2 Hermann Oldcnberg Buddha pp 409-10, History and Cul

-

lust oj the India’,'. Vcaplr. YqL LvCChc Ycdvc Agc^ pp 252.-251

3 Bfkat-SamhUa ,IVt 26-27

1

1

1 Mahabharala II, XXVII, 15-17^
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It is likely that Puturavas Aila, the son of a ruler, who

migrated from Balhi (Bactria) m Central Asia to mid-India,1

had something to do with the Pauravas settled in the North-

West He is said to have lived with his wife Urvasl at a place

named ‘Nandana’,1 which has been identified by Sir Aurel

Stem with the mountainous territory of that name situated

right above a difficult path in the eastern part of the Salt Range

on the bank of the Jhelum 8 In this way, the Aila conqueror is

associated with that very region in which Poros had a hard

contest with Alexander in the 4th century n c Thus, Poros

belonged to the old and powerful clan of the Purus, which had

played a leading part in the Aryan Voelkerwanderung in India

2 The identity of the Pauravas and Pan alohas

The Pauravas inhabited a rugged and mountainous country

Hence they were counted among the Parvatiyas (mountaineers)

mentioned by ancient writers among the peoples of the North-

West Panmt includes ‘Parvata’ in the TaksaSiladigana4

and the Greek writers refer to the settlements of the Parvatiya

people beyond the borders of India Herodotus (I, 101) states

that the Paraitakenai occupied a mountainous part of Media,

Isidores of chaeax says that another tribe of the same name
lived between Drangiana and Arachosia, and Arrian writes that

1 Pamayana VII, 90, 21-22-23

2 Vayit-Purana ch 90

R RVq TR qunffcfcli \

ussror ftrcrram ^ Rlim t

TT3TT ^ »T5r I

8 Sir Aurel Stein Archaeological Survey in North-Western
India, p 25

1 Paijmi IV, 2, 143 Cf Ganapatha
under ^51311?. Cf. Pupim IV 3, 93 srotFsftfaRSS
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the Paraitakenai (Paraitakai) 1 inhabited the country to the east

of Baktra and Sogdiana They had a great rock-fortress which

was in the occupation of then: chief Khoriencs (Chorienes) When
Alexander invaded this fortress, CKyurtcs persuaded Khonenes to

submit to him But the surrender of this chief did not damp the

spirit of independence of these people Hence Alexander sent

Krateros against the Paraitakenai who were holding out against

him under their chiefs Katanes and Austanes Krateros had a

severe struggle with these people - Thus, we see that the

Pnrvatiyas were far flung in the North-West

We learn from the Mahabharala that the Purus were the lead-

ing tnbe of the Parvatiya group When Aquna marched against

Paurava, he encountered the stifF resistance of the Parvatiya

warriors and after defeating them in a battle he proceeded towards

the capital of that country, which was "guarded by Paurava” a

1 Hillcbraudt has identified the Paruetae or Parautai of Gedro-
sia or Ana uientiutied by Ptolemy with the Paravatas mentioned in

the Rgveda [leduche Mylhologle Vol 1, pp 94-97, Cambridge
History of India Vol I, p 87, DR Bkandarhar, Some Aspects

of Ancient Indian Culture p 3] The word Paravata appears to be
a variant of Parvataka or Parvatiya, for both of them are synony-
mous Dr Motichandra doubts this identification and holds that
Paraitakenai or Paraitakai stands for the Para tanganas mentioned
in the Alahabharatn [Geographical and Economic Studies in the •Maha-
bharata p 80] But he adduces no evidence in support of his view
Should we consider the forms Paratakai, Paruetai and Parautai,
we shall be driven to conclude that their equation with Parvata
is most natural As fur the Paraitakenai, the suffix ‘nai’ in it recalls
that in Assakcnoi and Astakenoi which stand for the Asvakas and
Astakas respectively Hence it would be implausible to connect
the ‘na’ of this word with the nasalm ‘para-tangana’

2 J W M’cnndlc The Invasion of India by Alexander the

Great, p 57

8 Makabkarata II, 27, M 15

*r h qrvre i

iftxii 1

1

SRnnfrftaFBgrciTR 1

(qT^r is described as that is, "surrounded by horses ’

Here ‘ASva’ may signify the Asvakayanas, who were the neigh-
bours of Paurava)
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Here it is noteworthy that Paurava is used in singular while

ParvaiNa is used m plural According to a sutra of Panmi,1

Paurava means the king of the Purus. It appears that the Pum

king ruled over the Parvatija people. Hence Arjuna planned

his expedition against the Puru king, for b> defeating him he

could easily become the master of the country of the Parvatlyas

Had it been otherwise, the author of the Aldhabhurala would hast

described him as matching against the Parvatiya people instead

of proceeding towards Paurava
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designation Hence the identification of Poros and Parvataka

suggested by I’ W Thomas and II C Seth rests on very'

strong grounds 1

3 Political conditions of north-western India on the tie of the rise of
Poros

In order to understand the rise of Poros at the time of the

invasion of Alexander it is necessary to cast a fi)ing glance at

the history of North-Western India in the liter Vedic period

In the Vedic age the Panjab was the cock pit of the conflicts of

various tribes, that migrated into India m successive waves

These tribes pressed towards the Last and established their settle-

menu in Mid Indian regions Hence the importance of the Sapia-

Smdhu-Pradc&i, passed over to the *Kuru K?etra’ and the

'Antarvcdi* of the Ganges and the Jumna I he Bruhinanas and
the Upamsads represent this stage of trinsilion of the Aryans
from the North West to the Middle country In these texts the

states of the North-West and the stales of the Middle country and
the East arc treated on an equal footing We learn from these

works that the chief states of the North West were Gandli ira,

Kekaya and Midra The Candhara territory embraced the

Rawalpindi district of Western Punjab and the Peshawar district

of the North Western frontier Province The kekaya country
was situated between the Jhelum and the Chcnab and comprised
the territories occupied by Poros at the time of Alexander’s in-

vasion I is clner city Rajagfha or Girnrija, mentioned m the

Ramqyana,* has been identified by Cunningham with Gnjak or

Jalalpur on the Jhelum, m the neighbourhood of winch the camp
of Alexander was laid According to the Jatakas, the kingdom and
capital of the kekayas were knowai as Kckaka after them and
this capital was one of the three principal cities of Jambudvipa A

1 Cambridge History of India, Vol I, p 471, H C Seth, On
the Identification of Poros &. Parvataka, Indian Historical Quarterly

(June 1941) p 173 ff

2 II, 67, 7

^ tfspr* 1

1
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branch of the Kekayas had migrated to the South and settled on

the bank of the Mahismati. Below the Kekayas were the Madras.

Their capital Sakala (modem Sialkot) was situated between the

Chenab and the Ravi. In early times, the realm of the Madras

was an important seat of Vedic learning and produced

such eminent scholars as Madragara Saungayani and Kapya

Patancala, the teacher of Uddalaka Arum.1 The Madras also

played an important part in the wars and confederacies of

those times. Salya, the king of the Madras, fought in the

battle of the Makabkarata and rose to be the commander-

in-chief of the Kuru forces after the death of Kama. But

gradually their morals sank and their political prestige

also waned. Below the Madras, the USinaras lived along the

approaches to the Madhyadesa. Besides these principal peoples,

there were other states and tribes like the Sibis. These peoples

and states were swept away by the imperialist movements that

started at the time of Gautama Buddha and culminated in 'the

Maurya empire. In the North-West, Gandliara played the part,

which was destined for Magadha in the ’ East. The Jaina

Utlaradkyayana-su.tr

a

1 refers to the Gandliara king Nagnajit or

Naggaji as an important king (bull of kings)', who ranked with

Dvimukha (Dummukha) of PaflcSla, Nimi of Videha, Karakandu
of Kalinga and Bhjma of Vidarbha [ Jataka Vol. Ill, p. 377]
and adopted the faith of the Jainas. In the middle of
the sixth century b.c., Pukkusati was the king of Gandhara;
He was a contemporary of King Bimbisara of Magadha and
Pradyota of Avanti. Buddhaghosa 3 states that there was a
friendly relation between Pukkusati and Bimbisara in token of
which he sent an embassy and a letter to him. He also waged
war with king Pradyota of Avanti and would have inflicted a
crushing defeat on him had not the Pandavas, who inhabited the
regions around Sakala in the days of Ptolemy, launched an attack
against him.4 Neater home, the territory ofKaSmira formed part

1 Ibid II, GO, 22

cftirorilgtTOr i

Bihadarany akopaniiad III, 7, 1.

2 Ld. Jarl Charpcnticr XVIII, p. 45.
* PapaJicasudani (Singhalese edition) Vol. II, p, 982' cited

By T. \V. Rhys Davids; Buddhist
,
India, p. 28.

4 Felix Lacote : Essay on Gunadha (English translation bv
Rev. A. M. Tabard) p. 176.’ ' y
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of the Gandhart Kingdom as we gniher from the Gandhara Jataka

1

and the region between the Chenab and the Ravi formerly

occupied by the Madras, passed under the domination of its

kings, for w c find a tribe named Gandarn (Skt Gandhara)
living there at the time of Alexander’s invasion, according to

Strabo* As already noted, Pukhusati tried conclusions with the

Pandavas, who lived in the Panjab and were probably menaced
by his expansionist policy 3 He also seems to have acted as a
bulwark against the expansion of the Achaemenian power m the

North West Ncarchus informs us that Cyrus planned an expedi-

tion against India through Gedrosia hut lost his entire army
except seven men If we study the political conditions of the

NorthWest at the time of Cyrus, we find that the only power
which was more than n match for the Persian monarch was
Gandhara Hence tt is not unlikely that it was the armies of
Gandhara which smashed the might of the intending invader
But the growth of the Achaemenian power under Camhysis and
Darius I synchronised with the decline or Gandhara and the irrup
tion of manv exotic and outlandish elements in the Punjab
Darius I conquered Gandhara and annexed it to his empire « The
downfall of Gandhara gave an occasion to many foreign
and indigenous tribes to carve out small states and principali-

ties for themselves and thus fill the vacuum caused by the

1 Cd Fausboll No 406

J \V M crmdle The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great
pp 111-112, 133 *

3 The Pandavas, the Pandoout, mentioned by Ptolemy as
settled in the Panjab, are probably the same as the Pnnunas
or Aijunayanas mentioned in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription of
Samudra Gupta [H G Raychoudbry Political History of Ancient
India 5th cd p 544] According to the Arthasostra of Kautilya,
the Janapada of the Trarjumkas (Piajjunakos) was held in as much
respect and esteem as Gandhara Evidently this Janapada was near
Gandhara [See Arthasasira HI, 18, p 194 nt**nTT5bfT ^
5FFTS!l<RhST stnesmiT] The authority of the Arthasastra on this point
is beyond doubt for its author is also said in the Uahacamsattka
(Vamsatlhappakasmi ) (PTS Vol p 181) to have been a resident of
Gandhara The proximity of Gandhara and the Janapada of the
Prajjunakas renders it possible that Puhkusati, while embarking on
an expansionist policy, came into collision -with them

’

* Sutumar Sen Old Persian Inscriptions
, pp 93 94 (Persenolis

inscription of Danus I)
*
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lapse or political authority. Jean Przyluski has shown that

shortly before and after the rise of the Achacincnian power, many

Iranian and Central Asiatic tribes entered into India probably as

a result of the pressure of imperial authority. These tribes were

collectively known as “Bahhkas”. 1 It appears that in course of

the movements and migrations of tribes, the Purus settled down

between the Jhclum and the Ravi in the scats or the Kckayas and

the Madras. One of their states lay between the Jhclum and the

Chenab and the other between the Chenab and the Ravi. The
decline of the Acliaememans after Xerxes and the weakening
of their authority in their Indian satrapies of Gandhara
and Sind (Sindhu) gave an impetus to the new tribes to

strengthen and consolidate their power in the territories, which
they had occupied. A. V. \V. Jackson has held that the

Achaemenian sway in India lasted up to 330 u.c.1 and Dr.
S. Chattopadhyaya has shown that Artaxerexcs II (40-1-395 nc.)
maintained intact the Indian empuc created by the genius of
Darius and his predecessors and that even Darius III (336-330 u.c.)

exercised authority over it.® These conclusions arc based on the
presence of Indian soldiers in Persian armies. But we learn
from Pa pirn* and Kaufilya’ that the Panjab was rampant
with floating contingents of mercenary soldiers, who lived by
the profession of arms and lent their services to those kings, who

1
J“*n Przyluski : ‘Un ancien pcuple du Panjab: les Oudoum-

baras
, Journal Asiahque, 1926, pp 11-13,

* Cambridge History ofIndia, Vol. I, p. 341.
* Sudhahara Chattopadhyaya : ‘The Rule of the Achaemenidsm !^‘ar

lndmn Hlsloncal Quarterly, Vol. XXV, No. 3, (Sept. 1949)
p 197. See also J. M. Unvala, ‘Political and Cultural relations bet-

vvlm,11 and
i
ndIa

’i Annals of the Bhandarkar 0. K< Institute Vol.XXVIII, pts. 3-4, July-Oct. 1947, p. 174.
4 Papini IV, 3, 91

(

Ibid V, 3, 114

=7^5? irr^t^rr^Ttrj a i

5
Arthasastro. XI, 1

Ibid II, 35

mnra iftsrvPfPT-***
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paid them best Such contingents of soldiers sought fortune

under the Achaememan emperors, who promised rich prospects

to their troops Hence it is quite implausible to conclude on

the basis of the presence of such contingents of soldiers in Per-

sian armies that Persian rule actually prevailed in India As

a matter of fact, the decline of Achaememan power was so rapid

and thorough that it is erroneous to think that the boister-

ous tribes of the North West continued to cling to that corpse

unto the last 1 Commenting on the decadence of Persian

art under the later Achaememans, Prof Herzfeld observed that

“Iranian art after Artaxcrexes II shows in astoundingly quick

decline, an unparallelled fall, to the point that even the mere
technique was almost entirely lost Old Persian art was dead

before Alexander conquered Persia and with the art the whole
culture died this complete decay was the cause, the conquest

was its consequence The burning or Persepolis by Alexander

was only the symbolic expression of the fact that the ancient East

had died ’ s Under these circumstances, the presumption of
Persian rule in India up to the death of Darius III is quite

baseless, as there is absolutely no evidence to show that there

was any vestige of Persian rule m India after Xerxes It appears

that sometime after the defeat of Xerxes in Greece the hold of
the Achaememans on the outlying provinces of their empire
began to weaken D R Bhandarkar held, on the basis of a
passage in the Harsaeartla of Banabhatta and the commentary
of Sankararya theron, that Kakavarna, son of SiSunaga, king
of Magadhn, who inherited Horn his father the empire of
the whole of Northern India except the Panjab and Rajputnnu,

invaded the Paujab and conquering up to tile confines of the
Achaememan empire, inflicted a defeat on the Persian satrap of
OmuHtHttr, vr/vifi*«w. vtrtlri *?«A V/aw. wry Vaifimg tfftah,
for as Bina and Sankararya suggest, Kakavarna was allured

b> the Yavanas, by which term they mean the Persians, as

Dr Bhandarkar has shown, to the vicinity of a place named
Nagar and assassinated with a dagger thrust in his neck [D R
Bhandarkar, 'Notes on Ancient History of India’, Jnrfiaa Ctiffiirr

1 Tor a like new see R C Mazumdar ‘Achaememan Rule
in India’, Indian Historical Quarteth, Vol XXV, No 3, Sept

, 1949,

p 153, et seq
5 E Herzfeld Iran in the Ancient East, p 274
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lapse of political authority Jean Przyluski lias shown that

shortly before and after the rise of the Achaememan power, many

Iranian and Central Asiatic tribes entered into India probably as

a lcsult of the pressure of imperial authority These tribes were

collectively known as Bahhkas 1 It appears that m Course of

the movements and migrations of tribes, the Purus settled down

between the Jhelum and the Ravi in the seats of the Kekayas and

the Madras One of their states lay between the Jhelum and the

Chenab and the other between the Chenab and the Ravi The

decline of the Achaemenians after Xerxes and the weakening

of their authority in their Indian satrapies of Gandhara

and Sind (Smdhu) gave an impetus to the new tribes to

strengthen and consolidate their power m the territories, which

they had occupied A V W Jackson has held that the

Aclriemcnian sway in India lasted up to 330 b g 2 and Dr
S Chattopidhyaya has shown that Artaxerexes II (404-395 B c

)

maintained intact the Indian empue created by the genius of

Darius and his predecessors and that even Darius III (336-330 u c )

exercised authority over it
3 These conclusions are based on the

presence of Indian soldiers in Persian armies But we learn

from Paijim4 and Kauplya4 that the Panjab was rampant
with floating contingents of mercenary soldiers, who lived by
the profession of arms and lent their services to those kings, who

1 Jean Przyluski ‘Un ancien peuple du Panjab les Oudoum
baras

, Journal Asiatiqut, 1926, pp 11-13
2 Cambridge History of India, Vol I, p 341
3 Sudhakara *? ~ " •* t Achaemenids

in India, Indian . \V *%
.

(Sept 1949)
P 197 See also J relations bet-
ween Iran and India

,
Annals of the Bhandarkar 0 R Institute Vol

XXVIII, pts 3 4, July Oct 1947, p 174
4 Panim IV, 3, 91

Ibid V, 3, 114

5 Arlhasastra XI, 1

Ibid II, 35
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paid them best Such contingents of soldiers sought fortune

under the Achaememan emperors, who promised rich prospects

to their troops Hence it is quite implausible to conclude on

the basis of the presence of such contingents of soldiers in Per-

sian armies that Persian rule actually prevailed m India As

a matter of fact, the decline of Achaememan power was so rapid

and thorough that it is erroneous to think that the boister-

ous tribes of the North-West continued to cling to that corpse

unto the last 1 Commenting on the decadence of Persian

art under the later Achaememans, Prof Herzfeld observed that

“Iranian art after Artaxcrexes II shows an astoundingly quick

decline, an unparallelled fall, to the point that even the mere

technique was almost entirely lost Old Persian art was dead

before Alexander conquered Persia and with the art the whole
culture died this complete decay was the cause, the conquest

was its consequence The burning of Fersepolis by Alexander

was only the symbolic expression of the fact that the ancient East

had died "* Under these circumstances, the presumption of

Persian rule in India up to the death of Darius III is quite

baseless, as there is absolutely no evidence to show that there

was any vestige of Persian rule in India after Xerxes It appears

that sometime after the defeat of Xerxes m Greece the hold of

the Acliaemenians on the outlying provinces of their empire
began to weaken D R Rhandarkar held, on the basis of a

passage in the Harsacartta of Banabhatta and the commentary
of Sankararya llicron, that Kakavarna, son of SiSunaga, king

of Mngndha, who inherited from his father the empire of

the whole of Northern India except the Panjab and Rajputana,

invaded the Panjab and conquering up to the confines of the

Achaememan empire, inflicted a defeat on the Persian satrap of
Gandhara But this invasion could not have any lasting eflcct,

for as Blna and Sankararya suggest, Kakavarna was allured

by the Yavanas, by which term they mean the Persians, as

Dr Blnndirkar has shown, to the vicinity of a place named
Nagar and assassinated with a dagger thrust in his neck [D R
Rhandarkar, ‘Notes on Ancient History of India’, Indian Culture

1 Torn like view see R C Mazumdar ‘Achaememan Rule
in India’, Indian Historical Qiiarterh, Vol XXV, No 3, Sept

,
1949,

p 153, et seq
* E Herzfeld Iran m the Ancient East, p 274
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Vol I, p 13 IT] This conjecture may not be historical!)

true but the fact that the Achaemenian power was waning after

Xerxes admits of no doubt Almost at that time the Indian

pros mces threw off the yoke of the Persians and the tribes and

peoples who had crowded the Panjab in the centuries gone by, set

up their autonomous states In this period of confl ct and turmoil

the Purus pursued an imperialist policy and struck their blows at

the neighbouring states We learn from Greek sources that the

Elder Poros1 who ruled between the Jhelum and the Chenab was

feared and envied in the surrounding areas Taxiles, the mlcr of

Tak?aSilv was his old enemy Abhisares lus powerful all), was

sceptical of his friendship as was manifest from hrs indecisive

polic) at the battle of the Jhelum
, lus own family member, who

ruled between the Chenab and the Ravi, was ready to welcome a

foreign invader in order to put an end to Ins greatness and prospe

nt) further south the Ksudrakas and the Mvlavas had

just repulsed his attack and armed themselves to the teeth to

guard their independence But the power of Poros was stcadd)

increasing and his dcstin) as a great monarch of India was fast

unfolding itself

4 The relations of Poros and Darius III

Poros had developed so much power tint the Achaemenian
emperor of Iran approached him for assistance in times of need

* Dr H C Seth has suggested that the personal name of the
Elder Poros was Dev ipi on the basis of the following passages of the
Puranas I \\nupurana IV, 21 4 r

>

7)77* rrer ;iar i

TTmpTtmql II

Bhaqaiata Tirana XII 2, 37

'I37h7?trf i

T?rmi7 tmriH 717771^731 n
I ajU Purana ch 99, \ erse 437

7*311 tfl HE |

TTmrRRiFfRi 1

1

Dr Seth identifies Dev ipi Paurav a with Poros and Maru Aiks
vakava with Candra Gupta Maur)a See bis 3 RltR

<1 WW R 171317 (m Hindi) pp GG-G9 But this is on!)
a conjecture
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We learn from Greek, Syriac and Persian sources that Darius III

Codomannus sought the help of Poros against Alexander the Gre^t

According to the Pseudo Kalhslhenes and its Synac version,

Darius invited Poros to meet him with an army at the Caspian

Gates and promised him half the spoil and Alexander s horse

Boukcphalas 1 But Firdausi in his Shah Natna gives a slightly

different version of this episode He says that in course of Jus

flight after his defeat (at Afbela) Darius Xvrote a letter to

Alexander in which lie set forth lus terms or peace with him
Alexander s response to this -offer was very favourable but in the

meantime Darius was struck with remorse at the -thought of sur

rendering himself at the feet of a foreign invader and leading the

life of an humble vassal Hence be made another attempt to resist

and repel Alexander and wrote a letter to Poros (Fur8 in the Arabic

and Persian version) requesting limn for succour and promising

him a rich return 8

The Etluopic version of rseudo Kalhslhenes also refers to the

invitation extended by Darius to Poros To quote the translation

of Budge

"And it came to pass that Darius wrote to Poros, the king *»f

India, and he asked him (for help) in hts letter saying this

•From Darius, who was the king of kings to Poros, the king

of India (greetings) Formerly T dwelt tit my kingdom in

glory and power, but now I entreat thee to receive me, and to be
pleased gracious!} to help me, because or this m ghty man of war

1 Pseudo halltslhetes cd C Muller Vol II, p 19

The History of Alexander the Great being the Synac version of the
rseudo Kalhslhenes edited and translated by Ernest A Wallis Budee
II, p 11

* In the Arabic script the letter p js written as ‘f

3 Shah Mama edited by Turner Macan Vol III p 1279
chu yavar nabudash zanazdik-o dur i

yaki namah banavisht nazdik i Fur ii

Pur az labali va zir dasti-o-dard i

nakhist afrln bar jahandar kard u
Digar guft k at mehtar i hindavan i

Khirdmand o-dan t va roshan ravan n
Hainan i kih mzd i tB aimd kliabar |

Kih maru chah amad za akhtar basar u
Sikandar ba\a\urd lashkar za rum

|

(continued on thefollowing page)
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who hath come upon me , he knoweth not feir, his coungeis

mighty, and his bodj is thick, and I never saw his like either

among kings or among all other men Behold, too, he hath gained

po<scssion of my women, who are the source of my depravity, and

behold I came upon the Greeks in several places, but I was not able

to beat them And he hath overcome me and put me to shame

because theie was none (among us) able to do battle against him

He hath taken my kingdom, and hath carried into captivity

mother, and my wife and my daughter, and there is nothing left

to me but death
,
and it is better for me to die than to become his

servant And now, help me, and do thou take heed to the love,

which hath always existed between us and then make ready for me
an army of the soldiers of the country, foi (Alexandci and his hosts)

are mighty men of war and are strong. Hasten thou io me with

this army, for I place my hope and confidence in thee and I will

abide on the borders of my country until thy message shall reach
me, and I will deal graciously with those who shall come unto me
from thyself and I will reward them abundantly with possessions

If I conquer Alexander 1 will send to thee one half of whatever I

find with him *

(continuedfrom the prenous page)

nah baimand ma m nah abad bum u
nah pevand o farzand-o takht-o-kulah i

nah didmm shahi nah ganj o sipah II

GarldQn kih bash! mera yarmand i

Kih az klieshtan baz daram gazand n

ranstamt chandan gohrha za ganj i

Kazafi pas nah bin! tu az ganj ranj ti

Hainan dar jahan niz naml shavf |

Ba mzd i bazuragan garamf shavf u
For English translation see the Shah Xam a of Tirdausi by Arthur

George Warner and Edmond Warner Vol VI p 5|
* As there was no one far or near to help
He wrote to F ur a humble, flattering letter
In deep distress and having first of all
Praised God said, ‘Ruler of the men of Hind
Thou man of wisdom, rede and ardent soul *

*

Thou surei> must have heard of my misfortune,
Sikander hath led forth a host from Rum
Nor corps or settlements or km or children,
Or crown or throne or ro) al diadem
Or treasury or host are left to us

'

(continued on thefollowingpage)
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And it came to pa«s that when Alexander heard these things

he straightway commanded his army to make ready for war, and

he and all those who were with him rose up, and they pursued

Darius the king n

These letters show that Darius had a high opinion of Poros and

pinned much hope on his assistance In the dark hour of distress

the prospect of the help of this Indian alt> was the only ray of

hope for the Achaememan emperor Poros made an immediate

response to the request of Darius and sent his elephant corps to

him But Alexander came to know the arrangements of Darius

and swooped down on his worsted rival with great force and

alacrity * Darius collected the remnants of his broken army and

tried to withstand the attack of Alexander But his troops had no

heart to fight with the buoyant hosts of Alexander Hence many of

his duels deserted him and sided with the enemy s Only three

(continuedfrom the preiious page)

Now if thou will help me to keep awav
Destruction from myself I will despatch
So many gems to tnec out of my treasures

That never shalt thou need to toil for more
Moreover thou shalt be renowned on earth
And held, m honour by the great

1 F A Wallis Budge The Htslorj ofAlexander the Great pp 87 89
1 Shut Aamacd Macau Vol III p 1280

dm Iskandar agali sliud zan i sukhan i

Kill darabi d ira chah afgand ban (t

Bafarmud ta bar kash dancl n a j

Bar amid ghaukaus o hindi dar a n
Bayivurd az istahhr chandan sipah i

kill khurshid bar charkli gum kard rah u
Warners translation Vol VI p ol Sikander

On hearing what Dai a son of Darab
Had done hade blow the trumpet There arose
The dm of kettledrum and Indian bell
Sikander from Istakhr led forth such powers
That sol was lost in heaven

* Shah Jiama ed Macan Vol III p 1280
chu dara bayuvurd lashkar barah i

sp»lu nah bar arzu razm khvah u
Shakist xh (lil \a gashtah az razm sir i

Sar bakht i Iranian gashtah zlr n

(canttrued on thefoliojjtng page)
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hundred cavaliers} followed, the king in his flight hut finding

hup a broken reed to lean upon his ministers assassinated him2

and went over to the side of Alexander, Meanwhile, the elephant

corps of Poros also arrived but it was Joo late 3 The emperpr

who had staked his all in the expectation of this aid was no

more

(continuedfrom the previous page)

Nayavikhtazid hich b i-rumiin I

chu rubah shud an narrah shcr i ziyan ji

Garan mayagan zmhan snudand i

za arj i bazurgi bakhvan shudand \\

Warners* translation VoT VI, p 51 “When Dara
Led forth his troops—no army bent on strife

But broken hearted and grown sick of war.

—

The fortunes of the Iranians drooped its head
They closed not with the Rumans hand to hand,
They were the fox, the Rumans were the lion,

And all the chiefs asked quarter, having come
Down from their pride to deep humility ”

1 Shah Kama ed Macan Vol III, p 1280
chu dara chunan did bar-gasht r’u t

Garizan hami raft baha h’u n

Baraftand basliah sasad sTwar I

Az-irtu har-lnkas hih bud namdar ii

Warners’ translation Vol VI, p 51
“Dara saw, turned away, 'and fled lamenting
With him there went three hundred cavaliers

The nublest of Iran ’

8 Shah Kama ed Macan Vol III, p 1280 |

cliu shab tirah gasht az Jttwa bad khast n

yake dashnah ba giraft Janusayar |

ba zU barbaru. small l shahr^ar n

Nagun shud sarnambardar shah |

Vazu baz gashtand yaksu sipah 1|

Warners translation Vol VI, p 52
‘ Night g[oomcd, a storm arose, Janfisiyar

Laid hand upon a dagger, stabbed the king
Upon the breast, that famed head reached its fall,

And then the troops deserted, one and all
’

Vide the following cxccrpt From the letter of Poros to Sikander
3 Shah Kama cd Mecan Vol III p 1305

Badangah kih d ira mcra yar hhvast i

Dil o bakht bavi nadidaim rast it

Hami zindah pilan farastadmash i

{continued on Ike. following page)
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In order to examine the correctness of the account of
Firdausi, it is necessary to refer to the history of Darius III, as

wc know it from reliable sources Darios fought three battles

with Alexander the first on the banks of the river Granikos in

334 b c the second at Issos in 333 » c and the third at

Gnugamela and Arbela in 330 n c In all these battles the vast

armies led by Daruis crumbled before the onslaughts of the

Macedonian forces and he took to flight in panic and confusion

At Issos when his cavalry on the extreme right was just on the

verge of victory, his flight from the hattle field broke the morale
of his forces and resulted in lus crushing defeat Likewise, at

Gaugamela, just as his cavalry on the right side broke the ranks
of Parmemon and burst through the gaps to capture the enemy’s
baggage, sudden flight gave the •signal of lus. defeat Firdausi
gives a correct account of these three battles He states that the
first two battles were fought on the western side of the Euphrates,
tint Darius flew from the battle-fields just when the issue of
war hung in the balance, that his flights spread such panic in his

troops that they either flew or went over to the enemy and that

Alexander treated the conquered country with great courtesy and
considerateness He thus avoids the error of the Syriac tradition
that there was onl> one battle between Darius and Alexander,1

and steers clear of the confusion of the Arabic historian Hisliam
bin Mohammad, who, as quoted by Tabari, remarks that they
fought for one year in Mesopotamia 5 Firdausi is also correct

[continuedfrom the previous page')

Hamidun bayan zuban riadmash
||

ChQ bar-dast an bindah bar-kashtah shud I

Sar-i-bakht irSmafl gashtah shud |i

Za dara chu ru-i ziram pak shud /

Tira zahr bannd’ah-i-uryak. shud U

Warners' translation Vol VI, p 1 12
“When Dara asked help
And I perceived his heart and fortune failing,

i
him mighty elephants and gave him

Uords of encouragement When he was slain
By that slave’s hand the Iranians’ fortune fell.
And when earth’s face was franchised from Dara
lhat trenchent bane became thmc antidote”

I
1 p^st 'A Wallis Budge The History of Alexander the Great

being the Sjnac version of the Pseudo-hallisthenes II, 9
* T Noldehc Bettragc gur Geschickte des Alexanderomans, p 42
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in regard to the murder of Darius at the hands of his ministers

He again escapes the fallacy of the Arabic writers that the

murder of Darius was encompassed with the connivance of

Alexander 1 Hence it is clear that Firdausi s account of Darius

III rests on a better tradition than that of the Syriac and

Arabic untings and his treatment of the episode of the request

of Darius to Poros for military assistance, which accords well

with the Syriac and even the Greek works, cannot be rejected as

merely fictitious

Greek writers inform us that after the battle of Gaugamela,

Darius was making efforts to raise another army When
Alexander had captured Babylon, Susa and Persepolis and was

marching against the Mardians he came to know of the efforts

that Damis was making at Ecbatana (Hamadan) to fight once

more with him Hence he lost no time m moving against him
to nip his efforts in the bud But Darius was completely cowed
down and fled towards Baktra to get protection under his kinsman

Brssos Firdausi states that he fought a battle with Alexander

but was routed While giving this information, Greek writers

omit to mention as to what cfTorts Darius was making to collect

fresh troops Three times his armies had borne the brunt of the

nt tacks or the Macedonians His officers and generals were
killed or dispersed and their morale was completely crushed

Hence it is unlikely that Darius was dreaming of getting MCtory
o\cr his triumphant mil who had routed him on three occasions,

by means of his broken and d inspirited followers He had some
oilier source of help, winch infused some hope of success in his

heart Considering the political conditions of Asia at that time
vc do not find any king other than Poros who could effectively

assist the fallen monarch of Iran against a formidable invader
Therefore, it suits the context of events that Darius sought the
assistance of Poros and he reidily agreed to give it

Tht Indian ineasioit of Alexander and the attitude of Poros (on aids it

As the forces of poros could not reach D intis betimes and
Alexander overtook him before lie was able to put up an effective

1 T Nsldeke Beitrofe cur Geschtchte des Alexenderemans, pp 44 50
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tesist'ince» the fate of the Achaemenian empire was sealed The
murder of Darius removed the symbol of the imperial authority

and. the Greek conqueror felt entitled, to wrest the sceptre of the

Achacmenians from the usurper Bessos After achieving this end

Alexander thought of invading India, the north western parts of

which constituted the richest satrapies of the Persian empire

The fact that the Indian contingents of troops fought on the side

of Darius and especially that Poros tried to help him by sending

his elephant corps might have chagrined Alexander and led

him to invade India and defeat her warlike peoples The ethtopic

version of the Pseudo haUtsthents is explicit on this point Budge

has rendered this passage as follows ‘ And Alexander heard

that Poros, the king of India, had come to the aid of Darius, the

king of Persia but when Poros heard that Darius was slain, he
returned to lus country together with his troops And Alexander
entreated Gocl Almighty to help him against Porns, the king of

India, and concerning the armies which he Iiad gathered together to

him and he commanded his soldiers to make ready to march * 1 The
peoples living in the north western parts of India as seen above,

had thrown away the yoke of the Persians long before the advent

of Alexander Poros was also on a look out for some opportunity

to conquer them as his enmity with Taxiles shows But they

proved a hard nut to crack Wheit Alexander marched against

them, Poros chuckled at the prospect of their annihilation and
felt confident that he would repel Alexander, should he enter his

territory iifter defeating them Hence he kept silent when
Alexander struggled with these peoples, but mobilized his resources

to guard against a possible attack from him Alexander defeated
the Astakenoi ( Hastikayams ) whose chief Astes (Hastin)

ViVi-i zA PmVaAzw&W, captfal xh Western Gand'nara,
reduced the Assakcnoi (Asvakayanas), who offered him a stiff resis

lance, stormed the independent citadels of Bazira, Ora and Aronos,
the people of which fought him to the last, entered Taxila (Takja-
silx), the metropolis of Southern Gandhara, whose king hugged
him as a great support against Poros Meanwhile, Poro- was mak
ing brisk preparations to accord a warlike welcome to the advanc
mg invader, as is manifest from the arrangements of battle made

* E A Wallis Budge The History of Alexander the Great,

p 107
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by him We learn from the ‘‘Universal History” of al-Makin

that Poros sent letters to the neighbouring kings, saying “since

Alexander hath come unto me, come ye unto me and help me,

and give me your advice, so that we may all be of one mind and

one intention, for if we be divided, Alexander will come and will

capture our kingdoms, and will conquer us " And the kings

consenting made answer unto him, saying, “We will come,” and

they made ready and came to hun with all their armies

1

There

is little substance in this remark Though Poros might have

written to the neighbouring kings his overweening and aggrandizing

attitude had antagonized them and none of them was ready to help

him m right earnest, Even the king of Ablusara on whose

assistance he counted much was playing a dual game Thus Poros

had to bear the brunt of Alexander’s onslaught single-handed

6 The battle of the Jhtlum belwttn Alexander and Poros n c 326*

from Taxda Alexander sent an envoy named Clcochares to

Poros to demand tribute from him and ask him to come to meet

him on the frontiers of his kingdom s Poros replied to this

ultimatum in a stern and provocative tone and promised to meet

1 E A Wallis Budge The History of Alexander th‘ Great, p 369

Arrian states that the battle of the Jhclum was fought in the

month of Mounycluon t e, between the 18th of April and 18th of

May 32G n c and E R Bevan accepts this view [Gamh Hist India
,

Vol I pp 361 362} But at another place Arrian observes that at

the time of the battle the rivers were swollen, ‘ for the sun is then
wont to turn towards the summer tropic ’ Thus, he makes the battle

take place after the solstice of June 21st Strabo states that the

rains had set in In India it usually happens towards the end of

June The description of the river and the weather clearly suggests

that the rainy season had come Under these circumstances, there

is much to be said in favour of V A Smith’s \ icw that the battle

was fought in July [Cajly History of India 3rd edition, p 85 f]

But the matter is unsettled AH wc cm say with certainty is that

the battle was fought between May and July
3 Curtins in J W M’cnndle The Invasion of India by Alexander

the Great, p 203 (Henceforth, this work will be referred to as
“
Invasion” for brevity s sake)

See also Shah~J\ama cd Macan Vol III, p 1301
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him at the appointed place in arms Tiie correspondence that

passed between these two monarchs has been given in detail in

the Shak’JVaHtah 1 Tins left no alternative to Alexander but to

march agamst Poros He also lcamt that the king of Abhisara,

who had sent him emojs, was advancing with an army for the

help of Poros Hence he made haste in order to prevent Ablusares

from meeting with Poros He took the lower route, which proceed-

ed with an inclination to the south, to Dundhial and thence by

Asanot and Vang to Jalalpur, as wc gather from the account of
Strabo (XV, I, 32), and encamped on a six mile long expanse on
the bank of the Jhelum from Shah-Kabir, two miles to the north-

east of Jalalpur, to Syadpur,5 Four miles to the west-south-

west of it In the way he had an encounter with Spitaccs or

Pittacus, the governor of the territory , in which the battle was
fought. [ Arrian ‘ Invasion” p 107 ] He sought to stem the

advance of Alexander at the instance of Poros But he could not

withstand the onset of the Macedonian forces and had to fall back

and join the mam army of Poros In the battle he was killed

[Poljaemns IV, 3, 21]

Alexander’^ army consisted of the Companions, who were moun-
ted and armed, the Hypasptsts_ (the hearers of round shields),

who acted as licavj infantry, but were Iightei in equipment and
more rapid in movement than the Hoplitcs (the bearers of oval
shields), who wore heavy armour, carried a sword and a spear and
formed the backbone of the famous Spai tin infantry, the phalanx,
winch was six rows deep, each soldier standing tlirce feet behind
another, wearing full defensive armour consisting of a helmet,

breast-plate and two long curved plates protecting the thighs and

1 Shah-Namu ed Macan Vol III, pp 1304-5
4 Sir Alexander Cunningham Geography of .Indent India pp

157-179 V A Smith, on the oilier hand, holds that the site of the
battle is represented b> the modern town of Jhelum [Early Hu-
fory of India 3rd edition, p 78] E R Bevan holds that a point
in favour of Jhelum is that it is higher up and Alexander seems
to have kept close to the hills [Gamb Hist India Vol I, p 361}
** ' " *’

\
*

i was at Jhelum [Alexanders
•

. with this view CAlexander
' '*

,
'

_ \ Ids that the camp lay at
Jalalpur [Archaeological Reconnaissances in Jiorlh-W'eslcm India and
South-Eastern Iran (1937)] As a matter of fact, jt is impossible to
ascertain the site of the battle with precision with our defective
documents
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carrying long swords, long shields and 24 feet long spears called

sarma so as to have the appearance or a gigantic porcupine or a

moving forest of glittering steel points, the archers mounted on

liorsc-hack comprising the Scythians and Aguamans and making

lightning movements and skirmishing and harassing the enemy

tanks Horn a distance, and the engines called bahsts and catapults,

which wcic meant for darting stones Tarn has shown that Alexander

had 5300 cavalry, 15,000 infantry and at least 14,500 archers The

cavalry consisted of two regiments under Koinos The battalions of

the phalanx wcic 7, those of Klitos the White and Antigoncs crossing

with Alexander, the other three of Meleager, Attaius and Gorgias

remaining on the opposite bank of the river strung out in different

plans, and subsequently crossing and joining Alexander, and

the remaining two under Polyparchon and Alketas staying With

Krnlcim in Alcxtnders camp and leinforcing the fighting ranks

ill the concluding stage of the battle Besides these forces, the

mounted light cavalry of the Thiacians and Scythians was posted m
the right wing The right wing consisted of the cavalry with the

Scythian icgimcnt forming the vanguard Then, there was the

unit of the foot archers and the light infantry, then the five batt-

alions of the phalanx wete posted in a straight line and again on the

extreme left were the units of the light infantry and the archers

skirled by a regiment of javelin men 1
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animal being not less thin a plethnim (101 English feet) apart

But Tarn thinks tint the elephants were divided into two shorter

lines inclined right and left tow mis his rear from the ends of the

front line making the face look like i huge redout Behind the

elephants was the infantry of 50,000 foot according to Diodoros or

30,000 accoiding to Arrun, which protruded to fill the gaps between
the towering beasts On each end of the array he posted his cav-

alrv,1 4000 according to Arrian oi 2000 according to plutarch, and
near it were the chariots, 300 according to Arnan and 1000 accoid-

ing to Diodoros Thus the Indian army piescnlcd the spectacle

of a mobile fortress As for the armaments, each chariot was drawn
by four horses and carried six men, namely a shield-bearer and an
archer on each side and two drivers armed with javelins The
infantry earned the bow of the size or a man, one end of which

was pressed under foot and the other was held by one hand
while the arrow was mounted on the stnng and shot forth by the

other,* some earned javelins and some were equipped with swords

and wicker-shields onl> These shields were made of buffalo-hide

andweieno match for the long metallic shields of the Macedonians
They were also handicapped for want of long pikes The
cavalry was not armoured and had no section of mounted archers

Thus the Greeks had a marked technological superiority over the

Indians which increased the drive and vigour of their numerically

larger cavalry

On the other side of the fhclum was the army of Poros It was
the ramy season and the river had swollen to immense propoitions 3

Hence it was very difficult for Alexander to cross over to the other

side, for the armies of Poros were there to pounce upon him and
frustrate his attempt at landing

1 Kauttlya provides that horses and bodyguards should be
placed on the sides of the army, Arthasastra X, 2, p 364

* According to Kautilya a bow was equal to five cubits or seven
and a half fce( Arthasaslra X, 5 p 372 tPT

Such bows are called by Panini and the. author of the Mahibhaiata
Mahesoasa The arrows were fitted with barbs (pahd) which
made their blows deadly fV S Agrawala, India as Known to Panini,

p 422
3 Curtius ‘ Invasion” p 206

Arnan “Invasion ’ p 95
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Small bodies of soldiers however, used to swim to the rocky

islands in the middle of the mer with their weapons on their heads

and fight there with the soldiers of the other side, while the rest of

the troops gazed at their duals from the banks and guessed the issue

of the struggle from there One day a party of bold youths led by

two adventurous chiefs, Symmachus and Nicanor, swam to an island

occupied by the Indians and wrought havoc in their ranks But

fresh reinforcements arrived from the bank and hemmed them on

all sides Most of them were killed in the rain of missiles that poured

from all sides and such as escaped were swept by the fast current or

swallowed by the whirring eddies 1 Such incidents resulted m
the alternation of joy and grief in the hearts of the belligerents

Man> da>s passed in this state of suspense The banks of the

Jhclutn were covered with horse and foot, echoed with the cries

or war slogans and were made picturesque by towering elephants

and sparkling chariots Each side was extremely cautious of the

other The Greeks were on a look out to steal a passage across

the river and the Indians were bent on checking their landing by
swooping upon them Hence each side had spread the chatns of

sentinels to keep a strict eye on the movements of the forces of the

oilier and communicate the news and orders, that w ere frequently

passed The Greeks made several shows of crossing the river but
when the Indians assembled on the opposite positions to stop their

landing they gave up the attempt and dispersed With these

femtes they induced a belief in the nunds of the Indians that they

were not serious alnnit crossing the river In course or lime the
Indians relaxed their vigilance

Meanwhile, Alexander found a suitable place for crossing the

river 150 stadia (nliout 17 miles) away from Ins camp I here the

mer made a remarkable bend and from its bank rose a blulT
densely covered with trees Near this bluff was a deep ravine which
served to screen the cavalry and the infantry I his place is, accord
mg to Cunningham, identical with the bed of the kandar Nala
to the north ofjalalpur larn objects to tins vicw^on the ground
tint the bend of the mer at that place is slight and not ‘notable
as Arrian states Facing this bluff was an untrodden island
overspread with dense forest Alexander moved thither with

* Curu It auon p 20a
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his army, 31,000 men according to Arrnn, and prepared the galleys

and hides for crossing the mcr 1 In order to divert the attention

of the Indians at another point, he ordered Attlos who resembled

him in shape and appearance, to make a show of guarding the bank

without an) intention of crossing the mer and asked Krateros,

with whom were the battalions of Polyperchon and Alkctas, to

remain on that side till he had crossed the n\cr and engaged the

elephants of Poro3 in war, which terrified die horses b) their roars

and forms and impeded their orderl) landing He also left another

bod) of troops consisting of the battalions of Attains, Gorgias and
Meleager at a point halfway between the camp and the place

of embarkation The three battalions were not together but were
strung out along the bank in different place*, obviously to meet
Poros if he tried to slip a force across the river between the camp
and Alexanders crossing place The) were to cross one by one
whenever they should sec the Indian arm) fully engaged The
battalions of Cleitus the White and Anhgones crossed with Alexander

Xautil>a also provided that having detached the flower of the army
and kept it on a favourable position not visible to the enemy the

commander in chief should array the rest of the army, ArthasasUa X,

°> p 372 lw

It was a stormy night The heavens vv ere thundering ram was
pouring and a blizzard was howling In that dismal hour the daring
leader of the Macedonians ordered his troops to cross the roaring
river* Tlic howl of the blizzard drowned the rattle of the arms
and the noise of the army and concealed the design of Alexander
from the Indian forces Vv hen the storm ceased, a pall of pitched
darkness muffled the face of the sky and made sight inoperative

Hence lie landed on an island mistaking jt to be the mainland
and drew his armies m battle ordei But Finding that a channel
of the river, which was immensely swollen by the rams of the night,
rushed between the island and the mainland, he searched a ford
and waded through neck deep water with difficulty Meanwhile,

1 Xautilya provides that when the crossing of a river is obs
tructed by an enemy the invader may cross it elsewhere Arthasaslra
x, 2, p 365 'rfornr i

3 Xautilya also prescribes crossing the river at night
op cit X, 2, p 365

°
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ncm of the attempted landing spread in the Indian camp 1 Poros

did not believe in it because he saw the other bank full of the armies

of Krateyos and thought that it was the real force of Alexander He
conjectured that his ally, the king of Abhisara, was approaching

for his assistance 2 But a reconnaissance party,3 led by a son of

Poros overtook the Greek armies while they were landing on the

mainland He was m command of 60 chariots, according to An-
stoboulus, or 2000 men and 120 chariots, according to Ptolemy 1

Curtius states that this army consisted of 100 chariots and 40Q0

horse and was commanded by Hages, the brother of Poros 5 An
encounter took place between the two forces and there was a severe

contest Arrian states on the basis or old authorities that in this

battle Alexander himself was wounded and his horse Boukephalas
was killed Justin writes that he fell headlong on the ground but
his attendants rushed to his help and saved his life 7 For sometime

1 Tarn observes, “after Alexander had crossed, he turned
don nstream towards Poros’ position, he would thus pass in turn the
three battalions strung out on the oilier bank Each of them, as he
came level, became useless where it was, as Poros could no longer
attempt to cross there even if he wished to, and would cross m its
turn and join Alexander He had more than ample transport and
would have sent some of his boats back for them [Alexander the
Great II p 191]

1

2 Curtius “Invasion1 p 207
i

Poros does not appear to have taken the report of Alexander s
landing seriously Had be done so he ought to have despatched
a better force, for there was no better opportunity .to overcome the
Cieck armies than at the time when they were emerging^ from

r
,

n'er
>

'r
Ct

,

an
,

<
!
exhausted A E Anspach [De Alexandn Maent

Expeditione Indica (London 1903)] supposes that the son of Poros was
already near the spot when Alexander landed and that findingn larger body than he could engage with, he sentfor help to Spitaces,

Slar,r^d T&
ahS °PPOS'" M'Ieagcr Sp,,aces br°“sh ' 60

Whatever the position may be, it is clear that
had no knowledge or the landing of Alexander
son met the Greek force just by accident

the Elder Poros
till then and his

* Arrian

6 Curtius

Arrian 1

also states that

7 Justin

Jtnasion p 101

Invasion

,

P ,U
‘

!.
(Branch ABoukephalas was lulled

,he battle or Jhelmn
"Invasion” p 323

p 207

P 10]
, Puuda-halltslhents (Branch A)

Wax killer? . -f . - *« «
'
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the issue of tlie battle hung in the balance. It was difficult to say

which side suffered more, for the Macedonians were trampled down
in the first charge of the chariots.

1

Hut the chariots stuck in the

mud caused by heavy rains and the mobile cavalry of the Greeks

soon overpowered them. The whole bank was so flooded with

water that there was little to distinguish it bom the current of the

river. Hence many horses plunged in the river with the chariots

and the drivers.* . In this stale of panic 400 horsemen including

the son. of Faros fell* and the rest of the forces were eventually

routed.

It was, as a matter of fact, on bearing from the 'soldiers, who
escaped from the initial encounter, that Toros was really aware
of the landing of Alexander. He was labouring under the
delusion that the regiments of Krateros represented the main armies
or Alexander. But when he became sure of the advent of the ene-
my lie proceeded to draw' up his army in order of battle. He left

some of his arm) (four or iKe hundred men and thirty-five

elephants) at the opposite posiuon of Krateros to keep
,
an eye

on his movements and led the rest to a fiat field, where the ground
was less plasliy and undulated. 1 According to

,
Arrian,8 he took

with him 4000 horse, 300 chariots,' &)0 elephants and 30,000, foot.

Diodorus* gives a bigger figure, 50,000 Toot and 1000 chariots^ but
he lessens the number of the elephants to 130. Plutarch*’ gives
a smaller figure, 20,000 infantry' and 2000 cavalry-. Curtins* reduces
the number or elephants still further to 05. It appears that the
havoc wrought by the elephants in the Greek forces was so appalling
that they were driven to magnify their menace by exaggerating
their number. The menace of the elephants led some later writers
to invent the my th of iron steeds which Alexander made to counteract

1 Curtius :
“
Invasion

"

p. 208.
2 Curtius ; "Invasion" p. 102.

,

3 Arrian ;

“
Invasion” p. 102.

I

* According to V. A. Smith the hostile forces met m the Karri
plain marked by the villages Strwal and pakral

(Oxford History of
Indiat p. G2).

8 Arrian :
“
Invasion” p. 102.

8 Diodoros : "Invasion" p 274.
7 Plutarch : "Invasion" p 310 i

8 Curtius ; “Invasion” p 204.
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their attack 1 The figures of Alexander’s arm) were not very

much different from those of the army of Poios He had no ele-

phant corps but had a numerical superiority m cavalry [Camb

Hist India Vol I, p 361] He had four hipparchies in the battle,

those of Hephaestion, Perdtccas, Coenes and Demetrius besides

the agema [Alexander the Great Vol IT, p 196] A force of 5000

Indians commanded by Taxiles was also with him [Arrian
1
Invasion” p 93] Poros took some time to draw, his army on the

battle field and was attacked by the enemy just when he was
finishing his arrangements He placed his elephants m the front

at the intervals of 33 J yards, according to Arrian,2 and 50 yards
according to Polyaenois,® and drew his infantry behind them in a
compact line, winch protruded to fill the gaps between the towering
beasts 4 Tarn holds that the elephants covered the infantry onty
m the centre , on the left of Poros his infantry extended far enough

1 Shah-Mama ed Metan Vol III, p 1308
Ba-asp o ba-naft absh andar zadand
Hamah Iashkar-i-Fur bar-sar-zadand
Az atish bai-afrokht naft-i-siyah

ba-junbid azan k-alianin bud sipah
Warners' translation, Vol p 11G
“The> lit the naptha in the steeds’.

Fur’s troops were in dismay The naphtha blazed.
Fur s troops recoiled because those steeds were iron ’’

The problem of the iron-steeds has been recently discussed in
detail by a German scholar [Han von Mzik “Die Sclnlderung der
ochfacht zwischen Alexander dem Grossen und dem InderKocnig
toros in Tirdousis’ ’Koenigsbuch”, Zntscknft dn Druischen Morgenla-
endischeii Geseltschafl Vol 104 (1954) pp 357-361] He traces this
legend to ancient Hebrew sources “Nach dcr Rabbmischcn Tj,co-
logie sind ueberhaupt die Engehcharen Gottcs feunger Natur, sic
glcichcn, gluehendem Erz” [p 361]

2 Aman “Imasion' p 103
3 Polyacnois “

Iniasion” p 346
*

,

Kzutih a prescribes that an array in which the front Is occu-pied hy elephants, the flanks by chariots and the v mgs bv horse isan way which can break the centre of the enemy—ArthaiSstra

,
The array of the army of Poros exactly resembles that describedby Kautilya above Kauplya terms this array Vijaya (ibid X, 6)
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beyond the elephants for horse-archer^ to be able to attack them

On each end ofthe array he posted his cavalry and in front of it his

chariots

1

Alexander adopted a simple and handy plan of

operations The battle line was very much like that of Issus and

Gaugamela from right to left, first Alexander’s own cavalry, then

the hypaspists, then the phalanx, with the light-armed troops on

cither flank, the only difference being that he massed his cavalry on

the right He divided his cavalry into two units, one he took

under his own command to attack the left wing of Poros and the

other under Koinos die kept to his right to fall on the rear of the

enemy’s cavalry as it moved from the right* to meet his attack on

the left or to attack the horsemen under the command of Alexander

Tarn thinks that Koinos was to move away from Alexander leftward

so that the Indians might suppose that he was going to support the

hor»e-archers Thd order was that when the Indian cavalry should

see the body of cat airy facing themselves and should atfack it,

Koinos was to swing round (to his own right) and take them m the

rear The order shows that Alexander was certain that the Indian

cavalry, a weaker force than his own, would attack him The only

way he could be certain was if he knew that he could make them

do so And he made them do so by showing them that all he had

with him after sending off Koinos was the agima and two hippar-

chies, a wraker force than their own It is wrong that Koinos

attacked Poros’ right wing [Alexander the Great II, pp 196-197] As
for the phalanx he ordered it to wait till he had thrown the Indian

ranks into confusion by the cavalry charges Thus Alexander complet-
ed his arrangements \ery briskly and was the first to launch a fierce

attack on the left wing of Poros with an advance squadron of 1000
mounted archers under Tauron 8 Seeing tins the Indian cavalry

1 According to Kautilya the elephants were enshrouded with
cotton and leather dress Arlftas istra X, 3, p 367 tTgRiqqTlq:

2 Droyscn, Thirw all and Mnberly held that Koinos was
ordered to station himself opposite the enemy’s right [Mobcrly
Alexander in Ihe Punjab, p 610] But KocM> and Rustow m their
History of Ihe Greek Military System point out that Koinos was placed
at the exterme right wing of the Greek forces Had he been de-
tached to oppose the right wing of Poros he would have been too
far from the operations

s Justin (“Ini aston' pp 322-323) states that Poros was the
first to attack the Macedonians and he demanded from them then

(continued on the follou ing page)
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galloped forward As they moved Koinos pounced on their rear

accoiding to thepreconceived plan Caught between the two attacks

the Indian cavalry hastih broke into two sections, one facing the

attack ip the fiont and the other lesisting the charge in the rear

While the> were busy changing then lines, Alexander fell upon

them and threw them in utter confusion Koinos also battered

vehemently on the rear The Indian cavahy took refuge behind

the elephants

Meanwhile Poros made a dashing charge on the enemy with

his elephants His original plan was to move under cover of his

elephants, first to frighten the enemy with the fiery assaults of

these beasts and then to make i heavy carnage of them with the

compact l.inks of the infantry Tins plan was analogous to the

modem method of moving the infantry undec cover of tank fire

But the hasty attack of Alexander had somewhat upset lus plan by

routing the cavahy \ ct he strained his nerves to launch the

elephant attack betimes As the drivers goaded the furious

animals towards the enemy, the infantry followed closely behind

them The elephants fughtened the horses by loud trumpeting

and trampled the regiments of the phalanx under their massive

feet They ciushed the armours and bones of the soldiers and

gored them through and through with their tusks Usually they

lifted the soldiers in their trunks and dashed them violently to

the ground 1 Sometimes they grasped the men, arms and all

with then tiunks and hoisting them above their heads delivered

them unto the driveis who cut their heads in a trice " Thus, they

(continualfiom tie prciioiis page)

king This statement is incorrect because it is unsupported by other
authorities Curtius

( Invasion p 207) writes that when the news
of Alexander s landing leached him lie thought that Abhisarcs came
to lus help He became conscious of the real situation only when
the routed soldiers of the party of his son gave the full report to
him Atrian ( ‘Invasion p 102) says that he was m a dilemma be
cause Kraterov appeared to be undci taking the passage on the
opposite side But at last he decided to find a fiat field and draw lus
army on u All this took much time It appears that he was just
completing lus arrangements 'when the enemy began the action
Diodoros clearly says that the Macedonian cavalry began the action
l *Invasion p 275]

&
(1 Diodoros Invasion p 275

* Curtius Invasion p 211
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went crushing through the Macedonian phalanx and spread great

terror and disaster in it
1 AH day long, the battle rernamed

doubtful, the Greets sometimes pursuing and sometimes fleeing

from the elephants* Towards the end the Greek oavnlrv drew

together in course of battle and fell upon the Indians with great

vigour 3 The Greek infantry also, being more mobile and light,

attacked the elephants on all sides with stckle-hkc choppers,

javelins and axes, wounded them hadl> and killed their drivers

Indian archers were also at a great disadvantage Their long

bows which were about the size of man and were pressed under

foot at one end and field by the left hand in the middle, while the

arrow was fixed on the string and discharged with the other, did

not fix firmly in the slippery ground 1 Hence the soldiers could

not acquit themselves as they could on any other dav The chariots

also got stuck in the mud and liccame useless for the action 4 In
the result, the Indian forces fell back on the defensive

Seeing the elephants of Poros in disorder, Kratcros crossed

the Jheluin and reinforced the embattled armies of Alexander
The arrival of fresh forces redoubled the vigour of the Greek
offensive and spread panic in Indian troops Poros himseir

was wounded particularlv in the right shoulder and turned his

elephant hack* to marshal as much forces as possible Diodoros
states that he gathered around him fortv of the clephanls that

were still under control and falling on the encmv with all the
weight of these animals made a great slaughter with his own
hand The javelins, he flung with his hand, flew like the shots
of a catapult* The elephant or Poros showed remarkable saga-

1 Arrian “Invasion p 106
2 Curtius “Invasion' p 211
3 Arrian “Invasion* p 106
* Curtins “Invasion ’ p 210
s Kautdya held that the terrain which is even and firm and

not wet is fit for chariots Arlkasaslra X, 4, p 370,

* Arrian “Invasion" p 108
7 Ksufilyn prescribes that when the enemy’s army is m a

compact body he should break it by means of his elephants Artha
saslra X, 3

8 Diodoros ‘ Invasion’ p 276
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cjty and care for his royal master and defended him against the

assailants by constantly repelling them 1 This charge of the

Indian elephants led by Poros himself spread great terror and des

traction m the Greek armies If the Ethiopic texts are to be be-

lieved most of the Greek cavalry was destroyed in the attack and

the soldiers were filled with gieat agony and grief Some of them

threw off their weapons and thought of going over to the enemy s

side Viewing this state, Alexander who was himself in great dis

tress ordered a cease fire and approached Poros with the proposals

of peace * Budge has translated the relevant passage of the Pseudo

Ka!hsthen»s as follows

‘ And Poros continued to fight with Alexander for 20 days, and

many of Alexander’s hoises were slain and by reason of this there

was such great sorrow among them that they wept and howled like

dogs, and they wished to throw down the arms, which were in their

hands, and to forsake Alexander and go over to the enemy
When Alexander saw this he drew nigh into their midst, being
himself in great tribulation and he wished to stop the fight And
having commanded the soldiers to cease fighting, he cried out
saying, ‘O Poros, King of India, behold, I perceive and know thy
strength and might, and moreover, what thou doest Iteih hard upon
me, and my heart is weary, and I have considered the fatigue

whereby we are all perishing Now, allhough I may wish to

destroy my own life, I would not that these men (who are with me)
should perish, for it is I who have brought them nigh unto death
here, and it is not a right thing for a king to deliver his soldiers
unto death and to save Ins own lifo Now I would that we comm-
and our armies to cease fighting fo a little and that wc two go
down and do battle with each other ’ ”

Joseph Ben Gonon mhnuHistoty of theJots" furmshe, the follow
ing information about the battle between Alexander and Poros

‘ Now the war between the Macedonians and the Indians was
prolonged until a great number or Alexander’s soldiers were destroy
ed and those (that remained) took counsel together to lav ’ *** of
Alexander and to deliver him over to the king of In ^ad

1 Plutarch Jinaston p 308
2 Ernest A Wallis Budge The

being a series of translations r

P 123

History of Alexaud
Ethiopic Histones r
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when Alexander knew this thing he sent me sige to the king of

India, saving * Behold, the war between us hath l»ccn prolonged

and trnn) ofour men have perished, let us now moke a first agree*

ment together and Jet us two leave our armies Jielund tis and meet

in combat with each other” 1

Tirdausi also states that when the intensity of tlic war readied

a high pitch Alexander addressed Form as follows

O' noble man 1

Our two hosts have been shattered tty the fight.

The wild beasts batten on the brains of men
Tlic horses hoofs arc trampling on their Ikjucs

Now lx>th of us arc heroes brave and joung

Both paladins of eloquence and brain

IVhj then slaughter hr the soldiers lot

Or bare survival after combating * 1

Arrian remarks that Alexander sent Ins friend Taxiles to

persuade Poros to make peace with him Hut as this messenger

of peace reached near Poros his blood lioilcd at the sight of lus

old cnemv and he threw a javelin at lum with such furr that

it would have broken Ins l>onrs had not he galloped his horse

back vcr> quicktv 3 According to Curtms this messenger was

the brother of Taxiles and un killed with the javelm of Poros*

But Alexander was so solicitous and desirous of peace with Poros

that instead of feeling slighted b\ the disrespect shown for Ins

cmo> be sent messenger after messenger to Poros and at last

commissioned Meroes to persuade him to come to terms with
him s Tli s person "Nlcroes is described as an Indian and a friend

1 Ernest A Wallis B idge The Ihsforj of Alexander the Great
being a series of translations of the rihiofiie Histones of Alexander,

pp 420-42

1

Warner s translation of the Shah \aniah Vol VI, p 1 17
Shah \amah cd Macan Vol III, p 1309
Sikandar badu guft k ai namd ir

Do hslikar sliakistih shud uz kur i 7 ir 11

Harm dam o did tmghz 1 mardum khurad 1

Harm n il 1 asp istakhv m ha spurad n
Do Mardaim har do dilair-ojav in l

Sukhan go va ba maghz do pahlavm n
Chara bn bar lashkar hami kushtin ast

1

Vagar 7ind »h az razm liar gashtan ast
3 Arrnn Itiasion p 100
4 Curtius lnvaston p 212
5 Arrian Invasion p 108



All Greek authorities agree that Puro5 reinstated in Ins

state and that the territories conquered by Alexander in India

were added to his dominions This sounds strange and incredible

that a victor gave his own conquered territory to a defeated

enemy instead of annexing his dominions to his own st itc

History affords no parnllcd to this (.vent in the light of which

we may judge how far it is believable All that we know about

the treatment that is meted out hy a victorious king to his van
quished rival goes against the reality of this event It is said that

Alexander wanted to make friends with Poros in consideration of

the valour d splayed by him on the field of battle * Hus remark

scarcely applies to a person who got such a gallant fighter as

Besses whipped mutilated and executed who flung a lance at Kleitos

who was tlic brother of lus nurse and the saviour of lus life

in the battle of the Granikos simply because lie praised hu father

Philip on an occasion who ordered lus most trusted generals

Parmcnion and his son to be pul to death on account of a flimsy

rumour of consp racy, who imprisoned nnd tortured to death

Kallisthcncs die nephew of Ins preceptor Aristotle, because lit made
an unsavoury comment on his adopt on of oriental manners who
made a wholesale massacre of the fugitives from Massaga whom
he had promised shelter and safely, in the dead of night, who put
innocent men women and children to death in course of lu$

homeward expedition through lower Panjab and Sindh and who
burnt Persepoh* and destroyed many cities of lus defeated enemies
1 ke Sangala In fict Alexanders heart was full of such pugnacious
viiulictiv encss and unbridled impulsiveness that he brooked no
affront or resistance and went all out to eliminate everyone that
came in his way Hence it passes comprehension that he was so
lenient towards his most redoubtable enemy, who inflicted a heavy
loss* on him as to add to his power and prestige even after
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Att Greek authorities agree that Poros was reinstated in Ins

st-\te and that the territories conquered by Alexander m India

were added to his dominions This sounds strange and incredible

that a victor gave his own conquered territory to a defeated

enemy instead of annexing his dominions lo his own state

History affords no panllcd to this event in the light of which

we mas judge how far it is believable AH that we know about

the treatment that is meted out by a victorious king to his van

qmshcd rival goes against the reality of this event It is said that

Alexander wanted to make friends with Poros in consideration of

the valour displayed by him on the field of battle. 1 1 his remark

scarcely applies to a person who got such a gallant fighter as

Dessos whipped mutilated and executed who flung a ! mcc at KJcitos

who was the brother of lus nurse and the saviour or Ins life

in the battle of the Giamkos, simply because he praised his father

Philip on an occasion who ordered his most trusted generals

Parmemon and lus son to lie put to death on account of a flimsy

rumour of conspiracy, who imprisoned and tortured to death

Kalhsthencs the nephew of lus preceptor Anstolle, because lie made
an unsavoury comment on his adoption of oriental manners who
made a wholesale massacre of the fugitives from Massaga whom
he had promised shelter and safety, in the dead of night who put
innocent men women and children to death in course of lus

homeward expedition through lower l’anjab and Sindh and who
burnt Persepohs and destroyed many cities of lus defeated enemies
like Saiigala In fid Alexanders heart w 'is full of such pugnacious
vindictiveness and unhndletl impulsiveness that he brooked no
affront or resistance and went all out to eliminate everyone that

came in lus way Hence it passes comprehension that he was so

lenient towards his most redoubtable enemy, who inflicted a heavy
Ajss’ on Aim, as Co add to Ais power and prestige, even after

1 Cicero in his Pro Marcello and Seneca in lus dc dementia praise
Alexander in tire highest terms for his magnanimous bthaviour
towards Poros

2 Arrian states that on Alexander s side there fell 80 of the
infantry, who took part in the first attack, 10 of the horse archers
who began the action 20 of the companion cavalry and 200 of the
other cavalry Diodoros gives a bigger figure of the losses of Alcx-

{(continued on thefollowing page)
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Paros at i Car. hatpin Manna

Meanwhile, a terrible storm was brewing in ihe Pmjib The
Bnihtnatjis had launched a ctmade against Greek rule,1

, the

worsted mb« and peoples were smarting under foreign domina-

tion , the clans and corps of mercenary soldiers were thrown out

of employment as a result of the extmen in of small states and the

establishment tf paramount authority o\cr them, and the people,

as a whole, were conscious of the need of a stable internment,

strong enough to withstand foreign imasions ami internal disrup-

tions Hus neat spirit led the people to rise against Greek gene

rals and governors Candragupta and Pores sensed the situ i

lion and became the leaders of the resolution which was spread

ing in the North West They began by userthrowing the remnants

of Greek rule and attacking the Greek prefects which sserc its

nominal symbols When Alexander was in Karmmia the news
of the murder of Philippos reached him and he commissioned

laxilcs and Ludamos to assume the administration of the province

governed by him* But the wave of resolution swept away the

last remnants of Greek rule m no time and Poros and Camlra
gupta emerged as the undisputed leaden of the people, under
s hom the liberation of the country ms accomplished

9 The conquest of Maqadka a d the murder of Poroi

After hbcratin., the Panjab from the yoke of the Greeks

Giiidn-.upta proceeded to conquer Magadha Tlie Mudra
raksasa of ViSakhadatta the 1 ainsallhappnkhunt ( \laka antsa Ttia),

the Mahaiamsa of Moggall ina known as the Cambodian \fakacamsaK

the Partsitfopana

i

of Ilemacandra and the COnjl and 1 JkS of the
drasjaka \iryukti on which Hcmacandra based his narrative,

and other Jain works like tlie commentary on the Uttaradhyayana
Stitra named ‘Sukhalodha

*

by DevendnigaOin alias Ncmicandra
Sun and the Bihatkuthakosa of HanjcOucurya, stale that Cmdra
gupta had an important colleague and collaborator in Parvataka

1 Plutarch Invasion p 306 Arrian Invasion p 139

* Arrian Itiasion p 177
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or Parvatesvara in his conquest of Magadha1
. There arc very strong

grounds for holding that Parvatesvara is identical with Poros, as

1 Varmatthappakasim (ed. G. P. Malalasehera) P. T. S. Vol. I

p. 183 TO tfa TOrkfltfifarT

flfifJT 5Td fllW STOSS ^gPPTOttl FlFST

rlf? fsfiKFTO qfcrcqrot TT3tfITR f^T a

rf mrehren fa gf«rr*-see also pp, 184- 185 trq ^

etm to^ctt ...etc.

Mahavamsts of Moggallana V 8G-94 G. P. Malalasekera.

Extended Mahavantsa pp. 59-60. (Royal Asiatic Society, Ceylon

branch)

dW T?3ft 5 (fUTTn^qt)

prrew ot?si% TOitt § 1

1

^fXr^TPT df?? fffe iM+til I

qfdcT4Wft FSFU TPI^d TOUtoII

Ibid V, 123 p. 62

tr53cTTT'jlJ*nT iff qfTT'k'U'T tj^fl 1

fir'rpnfeqifcf^ j

These traditions relate that when Canakya was distressed by the
order of arrest passed against him by King Dhanananda, for his.

insolent conduct at the session of the Alms Committee, lie approached
prince Parvata (Pabbato), who lived with his mother in the outskirt

of the city, and sought exit 'from there with his help. These tradi-

tions state that Parvata was the son of the Nanda King [See G. P.
Malalasekera: Dictionary of Pali Proper Names Vol. I p. 860 ; G. D.
Chatteiji*. Early' Life of Candragupta Maurya, B. C. Law Volume I

p. 590] This appears to be a mistake for no other source connects
'Parvata with the Nanda family. Only Diodoros writes that the
younger Poros, who ruled between the Akisenes and the Hydraohes*
fled from his kingdom to Magadha to take refuge under the Nandas
when the joint forces of Alexander and the Elder Poros threatened
to attack him. But this lemark does not in the least imply any
blood relationship between Poros and the Nanda family. The
account of the Ceylonese chronicles in this respect is based on a

' ' J ' r,‘ "
illy fictitious is the story of the living
irvataka (Parvata) as fellow-students

.
at the assasssination. of the latter

by the former at the instigation of Canakya after the discovery of his
inferiority as a ruler.
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shown In the earlier part of this chapter. Dr. Hermann Jacobi

identifies Panvtta with Parva, alias Punched, tlic eleventh king of

the Kirftta dynasty of Nepal, mentioned in the thiddhaparcaUya-

tamiavali, on the ground that in the reign of the seventh king

Jitedasti, the Buddha, visited Nepal, and in that of the fourteenth

king Sthunka, Atoka also visited that country [Parisiijaparran

( 2nd edition ) Introduction pp. LXxv-UtxVi; Indian Antiquary

Vol. VII p. 90 J. Hence it is likely that Parva was contemporary of

Candragupta Maurya. Alxml this viesv Mr. C. D. Chatterji perti-

nently observes as follows : ’‘while we do not question the historicity

of Parva alias Panchcn, the eleventh Kirata King of Gokarfla, it

passes comprehension how an astute politician ami strategist like

Cdijakya could count so much on the military assistance of a bar-

barous Mongoloid ruler of a hill state Tor overthrowing the last

Nanda King, when the war-veterans of Alexander, who had
brought under their heels the vast tract of Asia 'stretching from

the Hellespont to the Hyphais, wavered for want of confidence

in their success against the most pow-erful Xandranias, Kitig or the

Prasiol and the Gangaridai and ultimately retired almost from
the frontier of his kindgom.” [C. D. Chatterji. Early Life of Candra-

gupta Maurya B. C. Law Volume 1 p. G02] It appears that Capakya
and Candragupta were discussing a treaty of alliance with Poros

for the invasion of Magadha when Alexander apj»carcd on the scene,

for Airian says that they were old friends.

1

On the advent of
Alexander Candragupta tried to make peace with him in order
to make him an instrument of his policy of conquering the Nanda
empire and when his plan was impelled by the uncertain verdict

of the battle of the Jhclum, lie brought about a reconciliation bet-

ween him and Poros and thus established a triple entente ugainst

Magadha. But when Alexander retraced his steps he and his ally

Poros changed their policy, wiped out the vestiges of Greek rule

from India and led an expedition against Magadha. Hcmacandra*

1 Arrian’s remark applies to Mcrocs, who has been identified
by me with Candragupta Maurya.

3 Paiisii\aparvan VIII, 290-299 ed. Jacobi

rRTTSiffirTfVMTHR |

ITT HJVn TT5 It

(continued on thefollowing page)
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and Visakhadatta1 state that it was agreed upon between them that

they would equally divide^”the empire of the Nandas between them-

selves like two brothers.

We know that Poros was appointed by Alexander to govern

the territories between the Jhelum and the Beas. Alexander had

also founded two cities Nikaia and Boukephala in his kingdom

which were peopled by Greek settlers, who were mainly soldiers.

Poros had under him a contingent of Greek soliders, who were

partly enlisted from the Greek settlements and partly drawn from

the regiments that Alexander left in India to keep watch on his

interests Besides the Greeks, the Persian, Baktrian and Scythian

(continuedfrom Ike previous page)

.1

eppist# qifajftT 11

HfwiiTRi WRTClfrf I

cTrf: ddmd II

d f^^dddtsdd ddS I

7 Mudr&rak\asa ed. Telang Act. II, p. 126-127.

faTTqiJ^:— ‘BrfoiTCtfrdT dTfd*-

iBTIdd ^5>T%^T fTd: I

TTSTd:—f% dlFddcZ: ddd^VITd d^N+Id TT*nd-

FdHiq: 1

Sukhabodha of Devcndraganin, see H. Jacobi: Pariih\aparvan Appen-

dices pp. 15-16.

fiS*PPd*[5 XPTT dfrl^dT...

*1 *1 dd TPTd fdd'ddPff 1

A reference to ‘Parvata’ is found in the following verses of the
BjkalkalhaKosa of Ilariscnacarya (931-32 A.u.).

srdT^diFd^ftsfqr frownt* dd: qr^ i

f*H|q d fd»KMH dfd-llPld*^ 1

1

qPcsiiui vv: ddHTdrfdf’r: i

ddd d imi ddT n
—Bthalkalhakosa ed. A. N. Upadhye

(S. J. G.) 143, C6-G7p. 338.
The account of the Brhatkathahosa is mixed with fable and rom-

ance. There is no sense of historical accuracy in it. Only the name
‘Parvata* is of historical import.
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soldiers, who came to India with Alexander, swelled his ranks* and

his neighbours the kings of Kuluta K »5mira Sindh and M dava

(Malaya) joined him with their armies if the Wudrar aksasa is

to be belies cd

With these forces Poros mo\cd towards Pitahputra and con

quered it Hut just as he reached the pinnacle of power, his life was

cut short by the conspiracy of Canakya and Candragupta We
learn, that the Greek official Eudamos murdered an Indian king

just as Alexander turned his back on India and that Poros was the

king who was murdered after lus departure Hence it is plausible to

conclude that Eudamos murdered Poros at the instance of Cinakya

and Candragupta It appears that Eudamos was at the head of

the Greek regiments that accompanied Poros in bis Magadhan expedi-

tion When he had victory within his grasp and was going to

ascend the imperial throne, Canakya tipped Eudamos to murder
Poros According to the Wudraraksasa Parsataka was murdered by
poisoning 8 (physical contact with poison girl)

According to the Mudrarahasa after the murder of Parvataka

his son Malayaketu tried to avenge the death of his father on the

conspirators But his plans were foiled by the conspiracies of

Canakya We shall refer to Malayaketu in another study of this

collection The fortune of the Purus declined and their dominions

were annexed to the Maury a empire Only a legend of the feats of
Poros survived and was rendered into form and colour by sculptors

and painters Philostratos of Lemnos states that outside the walls

of Taxila was a temple of shell marble, round which were hung pic

tures on copper plates representing the Tents Df Alexander and l’oros 4

1 Mudraraksasa Act II, p 122 1

2 Ibid Act V, P 240 t

ftfSFTT — T=4 XI5TFTT £Cr ^ | ^

fqaTqofr qrc*fftrr f?r i

8 Mudaraksasa II, 16

apt ^rr irr faqqift trr srtnrar srtrr i

4 Translated by J W M Crindle Ancient I idta as described in

classical literature R C Majumdar Classical Accounts 0/ India p 388



CHAPTER III

The Home of the Mauryas

I. Buddhist traditions about (he Mauryas

Ceylonese Buddhist traditions connect the Mauryas (Pall Mori)a)
with the Sakyai The commentary on the Atahdvarim, known as

? amsatthappakinnl

,

states that a Inxly of tlie&Uyai, frightened by
the persecution of Viijlidabha, the King of Kosala, lied to the

mountainous regions and finding there a tract ofland having adequate
water supply and oveigrown with forest-trees like Pippali, (ficus!

religiosa) rounded a beautiful city on it, which was adorned with
various attractions such as orchards and icstdiouscs and protected
by strong ramparts and moats. This city Mas built with bricks',

coloured like peacocks’ necks and echoed with the cries of the pea*
cocks. Hence the Sakyas who resided there came to be known as

Monyas in the whole country. 1 The TfXs suggests another explana-
tion of the word ‘rttoriya* : the residents ofthe aforesaid city rejoiced
at its beauty (modaplti) and 'came to be known by ’ the word for

rejoicing’, ‘

tnoda the ‘d’ of which was changed into V so ns to form
the word ‘mrijra*.* Exactly like this is the account of the origin
of the Moriyas given in the Mahavantsa of Moggallana known as the
Extended nr Cambodian Mah&vatnsa. This work refers to * the migra*'
tion of the gakyas following the attack and persecution of ViAudaUha
to the mountainous'regions where 1

they 'founded the ''city known* as

1
Vnimsatthappakasini cd. G. P. Malalasckera (P.TS.Wol. I,

P 180 . . , _ .

,
fif «R ’RTrfa mi^fa gTvffiT %far -ttrftar r^pr^f

Ufamtr fatm rnmfflfafazsfaiimiT rrfnf jtq

fa <qi ». i <m R*t jt»r-

^ gffatnqlfaif ^ srfifa i •prrt' mfmft mfam4 «r?rq<jcrr

^ mm fa srrar i

* -

* Ibid., vol, I, p, 180 tftfwr fa sranffPRfafaqr Tft^pftfa CTeef

fa- fa faWm i
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Moriyanagara in the very language of the Vanntthnppakarini.1

With the details given in these works agrees the \ ersion of the Maha-

bodhwamsa.* All these versions of the origin of the Moriyas (Maurya5)

are based on the UllaraiihaTa-a\\hakatha as the Vamsatlhappakasini

lcls us know.* This work is relegated to the first century a r>.

and the I'anisnUhappnkatint , the Maharanua of Moggaliana and the

Mahabodhhamta have been assigned to the 8th-9th ,
9th-10th.

and lOtli-llth. centuries respectively by G. P. Malalasckera *

Thus, we find that the tradition of the^akyan origin of the Maury as

1 Extended MahUvamsa cd. G. P. Malalasckera (Royal Asiatic

Society, Ceylon Branch ) V 95-101, p. 60

t^T TTc*TT ^ *• *5 1
'*1

'
l

HWiM ^ II

tTTftpTT ftpRT I

?rin trssf qfgfs^rr f^T^cP'T^rnr ii

TT spf tp trfcfttgir i

( Jt

HOT Ttcf TPTtTJTT
f

1

WfetT l|^,tr I tl 1 I
,

TjvfktPt.wr in •<

*Prf *5T'II

TTTE WTf<T *firuW<Kl^tf*T I

Visi *< l<+£* TTPPTTPfT tTCT TT I

'

Tiroifg *nforrr* ^ ti , , ,

JRT tfivei'fl'l II

In this passage the reading of the word ‘mittadublihiria’ is very
doulitful Malalasckera gi\ es three more variants of it, ‘Vittaga .

bbiuV, ‘Vitatubbhena’ and ‘Vitatulibhina’. But the fact that
Vidudahha is intended here admits of no doubt.

(

In VII, ,19 the
auihnr clearly mentions Vidudahha and his massacre of the Sahyas
Vide Extended .Wahscamta, p. 102 1 1

1

.

'TfrprcT ^ trf^^TPr ’jdr’T^r i

Trpraaipft it . i

s df'ahSbodktntrfisa ed Strong '(P.T.S ) p 9!f. »*» * f

s Vamsalthappahasint I p. 100. 4

tfl ^'Ttmr r-it ^ tPTf^rtTfstpmrfr ^3fVpf

tTpITRt ^ *ft IRmW Rtr?£TTg ^Trft t

4 G. P. Malalasckera: Pali Literature Of Ceylon, p 255; 'Extended

Mahcjoamta (Introduction) p 52.
' ' 1
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was current m Ceylon since the dawn of the Christian era It is

however, noteworthy that this tradition is not mentioned by Bud

dhaghosa in his commentary on the MakapartmbbaM sutlanta of the

Dxghamkaya which is the earliest Buddhist text to refer to

the Mony as

In some Ceylonese works the Monyas are mentioned is a

Singhalese clan *

In Burmese traditions the foundation of the Maurya city (Moriya-

nagara) is ascribed to the princes of VaiSali who had escaped from the

massacre of Adzatathat (Ajatasatru) 2 In these traditions the princes

of Vaiialt and AjataSatru have been substituted for the Saky as and
Vidudahha respectnely

2 Jatna traditions about the Mauryas

Jama traditions connect the Miuryas with the May urapnsakas

or peacock tamers w ho lived in the kingdom of the Nandas 3 These

Mayuraposakas may be connected with a tribe named Mayuraka,

which is mentioned in the Mahabharata* among the peoples living

in the southern part of thi r Uttarapatha division lying to the nest

of the Midland 5 This tribe is described in this text as warlike hnd
frenzied Modern scholars have found i the confirmation of the

traditional association of the Mauryas with the peacock m themonu
ments of their period The figure of a peacock has been found at

the bottom of the pillar of ASoka at Nandangarh In the sculptures

on the Great Stupa at Sanci also, which are ascribed to ASoka on the

basis of the stones oF his life that they represent, the peacock figures

1 G P Malalasekera Dictionary of Pah Proper Names, vol II,

p 673 > 51

2 Bigandfet Life and legend of Gautama , II, p 12G
(

8 Hemacandra Pan&sfaparvan VIII, 229 IT (ed Jacobi)

T^T^ftffeT^Ftfr f^nrr mnrer zrcft i f

ttarrtrn \\

Devendragamn alias Ncmicandra Sun Sukhahodha on Uttaradyayana
Sutra III, i ed by Viiayomangai Suri, Nirnaya Sigar Press edition
(1937), p 57

BivniT'K aftr *11*1 *T?ft i dfa ^
xRfcr<r«rr«r

4 -Malvibhaiata, II, 35
* R K Nlookerjt Candragupta Maurya and His Times, p 24
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prominently 1 An indication of the importance of the peacock in

the age of Maury ns is elicited from the remarks of Aelian that

peacocks were kept m the parks of the Maury a palace at Putaliputra 3

But the evidence of Asoka s Rock Edict I leads to the conclusion that

the Maury as were peacock caters rather linn peacock tamers 3 In
the light of this interna! testimony of Mnuryn records, the explana-

tion of the surname ‘maurya’ through ‘may ura’ has only a super

ficial plausibility

f Brahmamcal traditions about the Afauiyas

Brahamamcal traditions connect the Mauiyas with the Nanda
family Ratnagrabha, the commentator of the I isrwpurana suggests

that Candragupta was the son of King Nanda by a wife named
Mura, and Dhundhiraja, the commentator of the Afudraraksasa,
adds that she was a Sudra by caste Her son was named Maurya,
who was the father of Candragupta Mahade\a m his ^ludraraksasa-

katha (ed
(

V Raghavan, Madras), Ravinartaka in lus Canada
katha (cd S C Law, Calcutta) and the author of the Purvaptlhika
which forms a part of the commentary or Dhundhiraja (cd Dasha-
ratlia Sharma, Bikaner) agree with him in this lespect Ksemendra
in lus Bihalkalh a manjart and Somadcva m his Laihasanlsagara call

Candragupta the son of Purvananda, whom they do not describe
as a king ViSuklndatta in his Aludrarahasa, which is the earliest

among the works noted above, no doubt, describes Candragupta
as J\andanvayah (V,5) but draws a clear distinction between his family

J Marshall A Guide to Sofiti, pp 44, 62, A Foucher Afonu-
menls of Sa rici p 231

\

J W M’Cnndle Ancient India as described tn Classical Lit
erature, pp 141-142

3 The meaning of the word Uaora' occurring in R E I of A&oka
is not quite certain Buddhaghosa m his commentary on the
Bhajabheravasutta of the Majjkimanikaya states that ‘mora’ signifies
a hied in general ^*t ?T3 ml srfqiWl Hence
it cannot be said with certainty that ‘mora’ m REI stands
for a peacock in particular However, the absence of the peacock
from the list of protected creatures mPE V as remarkable
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and tint of the Ninth* (11,7, VI G) 1 The import of the appircntl}

contradictor} stitements of ViS iklnchtli is tint tiiongh Cindra

gupta was so intimatcl) associated uith the Nindi sovereigns is to

merit the epithet landamayah he belonged to i sepnrate farml} tint

Inti nothing to do whatsoever with the Ninths The opinion of

II C Ra> Choudhur} tint the \fu Iraraksasa "claims a Nanda origin

for the first Muir} i is manifestl} erroneoas 1 The aforesaid view

winch lies it the hisis of the MutlraTakwia constitutes a sufficient

repudiation of the theories of the origin of the Maurjas from the

Nandi fund} advanced b) later Brahmamcal writers*

1 Tie th ones of the north ueslern origin of the Mauryas

Some scholars hold that the Miur}u haded from the north

western regions now included m Pakistan II C Seth and B M
Barna have shown sccptinsm for the tradihons connecting the

Manilas with Magadha 4 The former has identified Candra-

gupta with ^aSigupta who was the chief or the A<vakas and pla>cd

an important part in the doings of Alexander the Great in India

according to him He bases his theor> on the sumlarit} of the careers

and characters of these two persons But a rarehd perusal of the

account or the Greek writers conclusively slums that Sahgupta was

not the governor of the Assaketnans or ASvikas but was onl> an

agent of Alexander, tint he was powerless to quell the revolt of these

1 \fudrarahasa II, 7 Tclangs edition, p 112

fo grgf qfadJ’vISTT nf'T'IcnT 1

Tft jftq qqfq 1

1

Ibid VI, 6, Tclangs edition, p 271

nRt cq>uq i <tq rfuJia IT 1

qqr fapri xfr? n l

* K A Ndakanta Sastrt and others Tihe Age of the Jiandas

and Maurjas, p 141
s The grammatical error involved in deriving the word 'Maurja1

from Mura has been exposed b) C D Chatterji ‘Early Life of
Candragupta Maurya B C Law Volume, I, p 590 ff

4 H G Seth ‘Candragupta and Saligupta’ Indian Historical

Quarterly vol VIII pt 2, ‘Did Candragupta Mauyra belong to

North Western India ? Annals of the Bkandarhar Oriental Research

Institute Vol VIII part 2 Candragupta Maury a aur Bharat me Alexander
ki Parajaya (in Hindi) pp 87 et seq

B M Barua Social Status of Maurjas,’ Indian Culture, vol X,
part I, Asoka and His Inscriptions, I p 51
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people *101! tint fir from being on the side of the rclicls lie terved

the cause of Alexander by informing him through envoys of the State

of affairs in that province There is no evidence to prove thit

fiaSigupta ever espoused the cause of the Indians against Alexander

A11 that we know about him is that first he went over from the

Indians to Bessos the Persian Governor of Bahtra and, when the

latter was defeated by Alexander, lie went over to his side and served

him faithful!) so as to command his confidence These traits of the

career of Sasigupta have nothing in common with the events ofthe

earlv life of Candragupta

H C Seth supports his thcor) of the north western origin ofthe

Mammas with some traditions which relate that the Maurvas went into

exile as a result of the persecution of King Vidudnbha and founded a

cit) that came to be known as Woriyanagar The Ceylonese texts

which record these traditions and arc cited al»ovc, sa) nothing to in

dicatc that Moriyanagar was situated in the western parts of the

Himalayas But Hiuen Tsang states on the basis of hearsay infor-

mation that * m old slays Pt lu tse hia (Virudhakar \ja) having led

lus army to attack the Sakyas, four of the tribes resisted the advance

These were driven avvav by their own clansmen and each fled in a

different direction 1 One of these &vkyas went to the North West

and founded a state in Udyana on the bank of the river Swat This

person married the daughter of Nagaraja who lived there, and with

his help killed the king of Udyana and seized lus throne After the

death of this perosn his son U ta Io si na (Uttarasena) ascended the

throne and once when he was out for hunting Buddha came to lus

house and told his mother that her son belonged to his family and

that he should take a part of lus ashes after his death amidst the Sala

trees of KuSinagar On returning home Uttarasena proceeded to

KuSinagar and succeeded in getting a portion of Buddha s relics

with difficulty The kings of other countries treated him scornfully

and were unwilling to give him a share of the much prized relics

> they were taking to their own countries On this a great assembly

1 of Uevas acquainted them with Buddha s wishes on which the kings

divided the relics equally, beginning with him 2

* This tradition novvhere says that the person who founded the
state in Udyana w a3 of Maurya family But if it is assumed that he

1 S Beal Buddhist Records of the Western World vol I p 128
2 Ibid, vol I, p 133
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did belong to that family, since the account of his exile as a result of

the persecution of Pi-hi-tse-kia agrees with that of the Mauryas given

in the Ceylonese texts, cited above, it is unsafe to place implicit reli-

ance on these traditions in view of their being veiy late in origin.

Besides this, there are glaring discrepancies in the account of the

apportionment of the relies of Buddha in the narrative of Hiuen-

Tsang and the MahaparinibbUnasultanta. In the former the Sakya

exiles were the first to receive the relics, whereas, according to the

latter, they came too late to get the relics and had to content them-

selves with the ashes. Hence the evidence of Hiuen-Tsang cannot be

relied upon in this matter. Wc know for certain that the Maurya

empire embraced the whole of north-western regions and that the

branches of the Maurya family ruled over some states of these terri-

tories, notably KaJrajra, Khotan and the Indus-valley even
(

after

the decline of the central authority at Pataliputra. After the adoption

of Buddhism by ASoka the entire resources of this vast empire were

harnessed to the drive of Buddhist propaganda in the North-West.

In the wake of Ruddhist bhiksus and Maurya Maham.itras,' the leg-

ends and traditions current in the Buddhist world travelled in the

North-West and got a local colouring there. It is, therefore, necessary

to determine the original forms of these north-western versions be-

fore drawing any conclusion from them. In this particular case,

we find that the bulk of authentic historical evidence militates

against the legend recorded by Hiuen-Tsang. 1

As regards the argument of H. C. -Seth that Sakuni, whom the

R&jalarangint represents as the great-grandfather, of A&oka, is the

same as Sakuni of Gandh.ira mentioned in the Mahtibharata, it is

manifestly untenable in view of the fact that Sakuni is not an
exclusive designation of Gandharian princes and occurs in the

Puranie list of Vidchan kings as well.*

1 Fa-hien refers to the visit paid by Buddha to Purmapura.
He states that when Buddha was travelling in this country' with hi*
disciples, he said to Ananda, ‘after my parinirvana, there will be a
king named Kanigka, who shall on the spot build a tope.

1 [James
Leggc, Travels of Fa-hien, p. 33). Writing about Woo-chang or
Udyuna Fa-hien states : “there is a tradition that when Buddha
came to North-India, he came at once to this country and that here
he left a print of his foot, which is long or short according to the
ideas of the beholder.’’ (Ibid, p.29). But Fa-liien does not say any-
thing about the tradition of the meeting of Buddha with Uttarasena.

* Vi}u-Purana, 89, 29.
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B M Barua basc3 lus theory of the north western origin of

Candragupta Maurya on the fact that his education, military training

and alliances were all m that part of India and that some of ASoka’s

scribes were habituated to Kharosthi and a feu of his artists were

\ersed m the traditions of Persepohs He lays emphasis on the fict

that the Greek writers did not connect Candragupta with the Maurya
family

These arguments are so lightly developed that ne need not dis-

cuss them in detail The trend of the history of Candragupta was

such that he had loleavehis birth place and seek his fortune hundreds

of miles away His activities in the North-West by no means dis-

prove his eastern origin Likewise the influence of Persian art and

Kharosthi script on the art and writing of the Maurya period docs

not suggest that the founder of the Maurya dynasty hailed from

theNorth-SVcst As for the evidence of Greek writers, it is too meagre
and scanty to warrant any conclusion regarding the origin of the

Mauryas

R K Mookerji* holds that the Moeres or Mones, mentioned
by Greek writers, correspond to the Maury as Should this view

be correct, it would not only cut at the root of his own theories, but

would also amount to locating the Mauryas in the delta of the Sindh
But Curtius, who refers to Moeres, dcscrilies it as the name or title

of the king of the territory of Patala and says nothing to suggest

that it was the name of a tribe J W M Crindlc* equates this

word with ‘maharaja’ Thus no theory of the non-Magadhan origin

of the Mauryas can be woven on this word

The aforesaid discussion of the theories of the origin of the

Mauryas shows that those of the north western origin of these people

are baseless, those connecting them with the family of the Nandas
are fallacious and those associating them with the tribe of the pea-
cock-tamers are superficial Thus we are left with the theory of the

Sakyan origin given in the Ceylonese Buddhist texts that have been
cited at the beginning Let us, therefore, examine how far it is his-

torically correct and acceptable

1 R K. Mookcrji Candragupta Maurya and His Times, p 24
5 J W M’Cnndle The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great,

p 256
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5. The Mauryas and Moriya Satin ivesa

The Kalpasutra of Bhadrabahu informs us that Mahavira had

eleven ganadharas. Tlie eldest was Jndabhui (Indrabhuti), then

followed Aggibhui (Agnibhuti), Vaubh'ui (Vayubhuti), Viyatta

(Vyakta), Suhamina (Sudharman), Mandiya (Mandita), Moriyaputta

(Mauryaputra), Akampiya (Akampita), Ayalabhaya (Acalabhratp),

Meijja (Metarya) and Pabh.lsa (Prabhosa). These ganadharas

were all BrahmatU teachers and all except Indrabhuti and Sudharman

died during the life-time of Mahavira. The sixth ganadhara

Mandita belonged to the VaSistba gotra and the seventh Maurya-

putra was of the K5$yapa gotra. Both of these gajjadharas were

the residents of Moriya sannivesa,1 which was situated in

Magadha.*

Early Buddhist literature refers to a place Moliyagama, which

evidently represents ‘Moriyagama’ or the Moriya sannivesa ofjaina

texts. In the commentary on the Angutlaranikq) a mention is made
of a monk who went to Moliyagama for alms.5 In the Anguttarani-

kaya and the Satnyullanikaya a paribbajaka (parivrajaka) named
Moliyasivaka is mentioned.* He is stated to have visited Buddha
at Veluvana and questioned him regarding predestination after

which he became a convert to Buddhism. The name Moliyasivaka

perhaps suggests that this monk was a resident of the place known
as Moliyagama or Moriya sannivesa.

‘ Thus we observe that Moriya, Moliya (Maurya) was the name
of a place in Magadha, which roughly corresponds to the modern
Patna district of Bihar. As B. G. Law observes : "the kingdom or

country roughly corresponding to the modern Patna and Gaya districts

ofBehar was broadly divided into two khettas: Gaya and Magadha,
from a religious and may be also from a fiscal point or view. In

the Jamhudiva-pannaUi the latter is distinctly called Magaha-liliha-

khetta*"5 In the west and north Magadha was bounded by the

1 Kalpasutra VIII, l,4j Sacred Books of the East, XXII, p. 286.

2 Avassaya-nijjbhutli (Avasyaha-Niryukti) (Agamodaya Samiti
edition), p. 645.

3 Manorathapurani (P.T.S.), vol. I, p. 398.

* Anguttaranikaya (P.T.S.), vol. Ill, p. 356: Satnyullanikaya
(P.T.S.), vol. IV, p. 230.

3 B* G. Law : India as described in Early Texts ofBuddhism and
Jainism, p. 46.
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Ganga and in the cast it was bordered by the river Campa. Near
Rajagfha, the ancient capital of Magadha, there was a place called

‘Moranivapa*, which may he reminiscent ofa name connected with

Moriya.

1

Moriya is described as a sanntvesa, which, according to the

commentator of the Kalpasulra, means a halting place for the

caravans.8 Hence Moriya must have been situated along a route

of Magadha by which caravans used to pass, being thus situated

it was the place ofresidence ofmany wealthy traders and merchants.

The lihagavaiiiuira refers to a rich merchant named Tamali Moriya-
putta.3 B.C. Law holds tliat he was apparently a citizen ofTamahtti
(Tamraliptt).4 But his surname suggests that originally he
belonged to Moriya in Magadha and later on settled in Tamralipti
for purposes of trade, which perhaps gave him his name Tamali.
in this way, wc find that the place named Moriya was peopled
by men of all castes and callings including Brahmarias, parivrajakas

and Vaisyas. Was it founded by the Sakyas, who branched off
from their parent body to escape the persecution of Vidudabha?

6. A critical estimate of the theory of the separation of the Mariyas
from the Sakyas following the persecution of Vidudabha.

We know that Buddha passed away at the age of eighty. In the
Mahaparinibbuua-su Hein t

a

of the Dighanikaya (II, 3) he is said to
have told Subhadra just before his death that he took pravrajya
at the age of twentynine and fiftyonc years had passed since then.
In his eightieth year he had an interview with king Pascndi (Prasena-
jit) ofKosala, in course of which the latter remarked that both of
them were eighty years old, as the Dhamma-cehya-sulla of the
Majjhima-nikaya (II, 2, 9) states. At that time Prascnajit was the
reigning king of Kosala aud D5gha(Dlrgha)carayana was his

chief-minister. The king took Dirghacarayana with him to Meda-
lumpa(?),the town of the^abyas, where Buddha was staying and be-
fore entering the monastery handed over his sword and crown to him

1 B. C. Law: Rajagrha in Ancient Literature (Memoirs of the
Archaeological Survey of India, no. 5B)> pp. I fF.

2 H. Jacobi: Jaina Sutras (Sacred Books of the East) vol. 22,
introduction, p. 22.

3 BhagavatUulra (Agamodaya Samiti edition), 111, 1.

B. G. Law: Some Julius Gauotucal Sutras, p. 37.
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and walked inside alone Tills minister was the son of the sister of'

Bandhula, at first the commander-in-chief and then the chief

Justice of Ko&la, whom Prasenajit had got french crously

assassinated on the gound of a flimsy rumour of conspiracy.

Hence he was full of malice for that king and had entered into a

secret pact with his son Vidudabha with the object ofavenging the

death of his maternal uncle on him. Therefore leaving the king

in conversation with Buddha, he rushed back to Sravasti with the

insignia of royalty to coronate Vidudabha. When the king came

out and learnt of the revolt, lie proceeded towards Riijagrha

to seek succour from his' son-in-law Ajata^atru and punish the

rebels. But in the way he had an attack of diarrhoea and expired

at the gate of Rajagrha. Vidudabha ascended the throne and

instantly marched on Kapilavasiu to punish theSakyasfor marrying

Vasabhakhattiya, born of a slave girl, to his father and thus debasing

his maternal dejeent. On lcarningof the expedition Buddha went to

KapUavastu and his presence deterred the invader from attacking

the Sakyas and forced him to retrace lus steps. Thrice did the

king lead the expedition against the Sakyas but everytime he was

overwhelmed by the presence of Buddha near Kapilavasiu and re-

treated to his capital, as we learn from the Dhammapada-a\\hakalha

(IV, 3). Fa-hien also refers to the intervention of Buddha - in the

invasion of the gakyas by Vidudabha: "Four li south-east from the

city of Sravasti, a tope has been erected at the place where the

world-honoured one encountered king Virudhaka (Vidudabha)

when lie wished to attack the kingdom of Shay-e and took his stand

before him at the side of the road." 1 But the fourth time when

Vidudabha launched the attack, Buddha was no more to dissuade

hljn from his bloody design. Hence he fell upon the Sakyas and

wrought terrible havoc among them. AU these events look place in

the eightieth year of the life of Buddha, since in that year he re-

ceived Prasenajit as a king, after whose deposition and death Vi-

dudabha attacked the §akyas, and in the same year he passed away
at KuSinagar. If the Dhammapada~a\\hakalha ,

2 on which the above

1 James Legge: Travels of Fa-hien, pp. 62-G3
9 Dhammapada-atthakatha, Book IV, Story III, English transla-

tion by E. W. Burlingame, Buddkisl Legends (Harvard Oriental
Series), vol 29, pp. 30-46, Hindi translation by Rahula Sankri-
tyayana, Buddhacaryo, pp. 473-480.
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'account is based, is to be trusted, the absence of Buddha from the

land of the gakyas, when Vidudabha launched his attack fourth

time, was due to his incapacity to go there. It appears that his

intervention led Vidudabha to give up his plan of invading Kapila-

vastu for the time being. But when he had passed away, Vidu-
dabha found the field free to invade and exterminate the gakyas.

Had he done so in the life-time of Buddha, the latter should have

referred to it in his last discourses recorded in the Mahiparinibbana•

sultania for this was a subject in which he was particularly interested.

Besides this, the gakyas appear as the claimants of a portion of the

last remains of Buddha after his death. Thus the conclusion be-

comes irresistible that Vidudabha invaded the gakyas after the

demise ofBuddha. But just after the Great Decease we find the

Monyas of Pipphalivana among the claimants of the remains of

Buddha on the basis of a common Ksatriya caste along with the

gakyas. Hence it is quite impossible that the Morlyas came into

existence as a result of the separation oF a body of the gakyas from
the main clan and their migration to the sub-montane tract known
as Pipphalivana, with a view to escaping the persecution of Vidu-
dabha.

The evidence of the Pali texts, cited above, clearly shows that

Vidudabha’s three expeditions against the gakyas were launched in

the same year in which Buddha passed away. Is it not likely that

the fourth expedition, on the eve of which Buddha could not be
present at Kapilavastu, occurred before his death, though in 'the

same year, so as to allow the necessary time to the Moriyas to se-

parate from the gakyas and make their apperance at the last rites

or their illustrious kinsman? It has been shown above that the

Dhammapada-atthakalha leads u3 to a conclusion that rum counter to
such an argument. Besides this, there are some more weighty
considerations which make this reasoning quite untenable. It has
been stated above that two of the Ganadharas of Mahavjra, Man-
ila and Mauryaputra, belonged to Moriya (Maurya) sannivesa.
Both of them are said to have died during the life-time ofMahavjra.
Buddha and Mahavjra were contemporaries. Though scholars
differ as to who of them predeceased whom, the fact that a major
part of their lives was spent in the same period goes without doubt.
Hence these two Gaijadharas lived in the life-time ofBuddha also.

That’ is to say, the residents of Moriya sanniveSa, who are app-
arently the same as Mauryaputras or Mauryas lived more than one
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year before the death of Buddha Hence the hypothesis of their

coming into existence in the year of the death ofBuddha is out of

the question

7 Tki location of Moriya Sanmvesa, the home of the Afauryas

We have <een that Moriya sanmvesa was inhabited by people of

all castes and classes Brahmanas of different go teas and mer«

chants lived there They used the surname Mauryaputra irres

pective of the differences of their callings It is no wonder lhat

the Ksatriyas belonging to that place set up their claim to a share

of Buddha's ashes on the basis of a common caste.

As regards the location of Maurya (Moriya) we know that it

was in Magadha Hence we should search fonts site in the Patna

district The Gazetteer of the Patna district informs us that 287

miles from Calcutta on the East-Indian Railway is a station named
More (Mor) 1 Professor Syed Hasan Askari of Patna college has

let me know that this place was visited by the Englishman John
Marshall in the third week ofApril 1670 and he referred to it as

Mohore in his diary that has been edited by Sir Shafaat Ahmad Khan
This place is near Mokameh, which is mentioned by Marshall as

Mokoia Prof Askari writes that More is an important place aboun

ding in old mounds My friend Prof Ram Charitra Prasad Singh of

the department of Ancient Indian History and Archaeology, Patna

University, who recently visited this site at my instance, reported

that More station is 58 miles to the east of Patna The old

site is represented by More dih From this place have come a
large number of icons, Buddhist and Brahmamcal, that are
now placed in front of a modem temple of Durga, Devisthana
situated nearby, which is surrounded by peepul and imll trees

Two of these icons represent Buddha in Panmraana mtidra Impor-
tant among these finds is a beautiful Neolithic celt showing that
the place lias been inhabited from almost the very dawn of history

There are two more mounds, dihs, in the same locality at a distance
of two miles south of the present village They are called hadkt

dih and ekolki dtk Prof Singh found that cholki dih is a horse-shoe
type of mound with a depression in the north, which probably
represents a tank The mound is strewn with red ware potshreds

1 Bihar and Orissa District Gazetteer (Patna), by L S S O’ Mallev
revised byJFW James, p 237.
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Some of these shreds have a black interior. Grey-ware shreds

arc also found there In abundance. They are made of fine grained

paste and appear to be well- fin ishetl. He also found there two

terra-cotta collared bend*. At badki dih also which is a rectangular

mound, situated halfa mile west of chnfli dih, Prof. Singh collected

many northcrn-black-polished and grey-ware shreds. The N. ]l. V»

ware have a silvery appearance and the grey-ware slireds are

comparable to those found at cfofti dih. Whereas the discovery

of a Neolithic find shows that the site was populated in Rare
Neolithic times, the abundant finds of N- B. P. and grey-ware

shreds indicate that it >va* well inhabited in the Maurya and Post-

Mautya periods. Prof. Singh gathered some legends alwut these

mounds. He was told that the owner of the two mounds, tho\ki

and ladhi dih, w as a wealthy dosada (a member of law caste).

He svanted to establish inarriagc relation with the residents of
More Dih who were Bruhmarias. But these Brahmaijas were poor
people and they could not resist the pressure exerted on them by
the Dosada raja. Therefore they planned a conspiracy and invited

the whole family of the Dosada raja for the marriage. When the

Dosada raja arrived with his family they oirered them poisoned

food resulting in the death ofthe wliotc family. Only one pregnant
woman escaped and gave birth to a son svho was the ancestor of

the Monghyr raja Sir Kamlcshsvar Prasad Singh. This legend is

of course a later concoction and is of the nature of folk lore of

cock and hull type. Prof. Singh observes that *'il is an area

which is very rich in archaeological find*. The famous sites of
Rajora, Chawhi and others fall in straight cast of More and youT
Pataliputra would he straight west of More." This chain of
sites may point to the existence of an ancient route through
this region. ( I am very grateful to Prof. Singh for taking the

trouble of visiting More and sending me a detailed report of his

observations.) Tins region is also notable for pcepul trees which
might explain the name of Fipphalivana. In fact, pcepul trees

grow so abundantly in Patna district that many sites bear
names based on Peepulor Pipphali. At the southern foot of the

ISaibliar hill is a place named pcepul stone house.1 Behind it- is a'

cavern that has been identified by Cunningham with Asura’s cave.

1 Ibid, p. 229. Samuel Beal: Buddhist Records ofthe Westtfn World
vol. II, p. 156.
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The PipphaU cave is also mentioned in Udana and Dxghanikaya and

the travels of Fa*luen 1

This place ‘More’ represents the Monya town of Jama and

Buddhist literature, which was the home ofthe Mauryas

Modern scholars have sought to identify the site of Moriyanagar

by locating Pipphahvana B G Law finds an echo of the name

Pippalivana in Piprav », a village m the Birdpur estate in the district

of Basti,* and RahuIaS mkrityayana identifies it with the place called

Piparia, near Rampurva at the Narkatiyaganj station in Champaran

district * H C Raychoudhury takes a clue to the identification of

Pipphalivana from the site of the Embers Tope, winch the Mauryas

are stated to have built over the ashes of Buddha, according to the

MahapmnibbanasuUanta Fa hien says that four yojanas to the east

ofthe Tope of Rama was the place where the heir-apparent sent back

Ghandaka with his while horse and four yojanas to the east from
this place was the Charcoal Tope (Ashes Tope) where there was also

a monastery Going on 12 >ojanas still to the cast, one came to the

city of Kusanagar, which is identical with Kasia in the Gorakhpur

district 1 Fa hien says nothing to indicate that the Charcoal Tope
represented the site of the Maurya capital Hiuen Tsang specifically

gives the lie to such an assumption ' To the south-east of the head
shaving stupa,” lie writes, “in the middle of a desert, going 180 or

1 90 li, we come to a Nyagrodha grove in which there is a stupa

about 30 feet high Formerly when Tathagata had died and hts

remains had been divided, the Brahmanas who had obtained none,

came to the place of cremation, and taking the remnant of coal and
cinders to their native country, built this stupa over them and
offered their religious services to it Since then wonderful signs

have occurred in this place, sick persons who pray and worship here
are mostly cured 1,5 Thus, it is clear that, according to Hiuen-T’sang

1 Udana 1,6, III, 7 , Dighaniktya II, p 116 James Legge,
Travels ofFa-hten, p 85

z B G Law Geography of Early Buddhism, p 29 , India as
described tn Early Texts of Buddhism and Jainism, p 56 , Historical
Geography of Ancient India, pp 111-112

3 Rahula Sankntyana Buddhacarya (m Hindi), p 596
1 James Legge Travels ofFa hun, pp 69-70

st
B

„
S
,

amuel Beal Buddhist Records of the Western World vol
p 31 *
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the so-caltcd Ashes Tope was constructed by the Brahmanas rather

than the Monyas Besides this, Hiuen-Tsang locates tlus tope in the

Nyagrodhavana rather than the Pipplnhvma There is no suggestion,

whatsoever, that the site of this tope abounded m peepul trees

Therefore, the assumption ofH G Raychoudhury that this tope

was identical with that constructed by the Moriyas o\er the ashes

or Buddha has no leg to stand upon and his identification, on this

ground, of the city or the Mon>as with some place between Rum-
mindei in the Nepalese Tarai and Kasia in the Gorakhpur district 1

is very doubtful

The upshot of the above discussion is that the identifications of

Pipphalivana proposed by the aforesaid scholars arc conjectural

There is nothing to show that Piprava and Fiparia areas were noted

for peepul groves and there is no topographical or monumental
evidence to connect them with the Mauryas Likewise the location

of the city or the Mauryas near Gorakhpur is doubtful In fact,

the Mauryas hailed from the place which is now represented by the

town More in Patna district This town existed before the

death of Buddha and produced eminent teachers and traders

mentioned in Jama and Buddhist literature The Ksatnyas* of
this place were destined to rule over almost the whole of (he country
and produce men like Candragupta and Asoka They immortalised
the name of their parent town by using it Us their surname But
they had no connection, whatsoever, with the Sakyas of Kapilavnshi

The tradition of their being a branch of the Sakyas is the fabrication

of later Buddhist monks who were out to inient «ome connection
between their DharmaSoka and their great Master
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Candraguptn Mnurya in the Shnh-Namn of

Firdausi

1 The sources oj the hutorr of Alexander nrdCandragupUr \!cjrya

The contemporaneity and iwocntion of Cindrarupta

Miurja with Alexander the Great have in many cates mulled in

shedding light on his Imtoty Alexander was such a nnfihle

figure of ancient times tint the accounts of his life me! achieve

ments assumed \ annul forms and spread in numerous countries

All these accounts were based, in oneway nr the other, on the

memoirs ind histories prepared by the contemporaries of

Alexander who accompanied him on Ins expeditions These

original accounts are now lost and wc have their liter versions,

redactions and quotations for reconstructing the history of

Alexander These liter works dificr among themselves on many

vital points and, birring a few exceptions, their historical vilue

is open to question Professor Freeman has observed tint among

the file authors of the life of Alexander, Diodoros »J impenetrably

stupid inspite of being perfectly honest
,
Plutarch is a compiler

of anecdotes rather than a writer of a formal narrative of political

and military events , Justin is a feeble and careless capitomizer

and Quintus Curtius is little belter than a romance writer and is

liable to the suspicion of wilful departure from the truth Arrian

alone seems to have had at once the will and the power to

exercise a discreet judgment upon the statements of those who
went before him 1 Butin some cases the authority of Arrian is

manifestly dubious as, Tor instance, in the explanation of

Alexander’s attack on the evacuees of Massaga and the number of

casualties on his side in the battle of the Hydaspes In the opinion

of a modern historian he has skilfully thrown the veil on the

losses of Alexander m this battle 1 Arrian notes some striking

differences among the original sources and though lie usually

1 Treeman Historical Essays, second senes 3rd eddition,
pp 183 1R4

* W W Tarn Cambridge Ancient History, \ol VI, p 409
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follows the accounts of Ptolemy of Lagos and Aristoboulos of

Potidam or Kassandreia, he Is at times at a loss to decide as to

which account is closer to the truth. He also gives us to under-

stand that some or the information given by these first-liand

authorities is rank nonsense. For instance, Onesicritus’ reference

to two dragons of 80 and 140 cubits respectively and whales half

a stadia long and the remark ofother writers about the natives

of mount lmaus, who had backward-pointing feet, pass all

comprehension. In some cases, these writers merely jotted down
the rumours current among the people without examining their

correctness, e.g., the barber-ancestry of king Nanda (Xandramas)
and the marriage of Gleophis, the queen of Massaga, with

Alexander, as we shall see later on. These writers were not free

to give their independent judgment on the events they recorded.

Wc know that Callisdienes of Olynthos, a kinsman of Aristotle,

was imprisoned for making some unsavoury comments on the

Asiatic expedition of Alexander. Thus, wc observe that the writ-

ings of the companions of Alexander were tendencious attempts
to elevate his exploits at all costs. They were informed with the
Aristotelian idea that the superiority of the Greeks to the rest of
mankind gave them a natural right to attack, plunder and enslave
all barbarians who did not acknowledge their sway. 1

Hence while writing the history of Alexander or of Candra-
gupta Maurya wc cannot close tint door on the light that comes
from other sources which He embedded in the legends, traditions
and anecdotes current in Asiatic countries overrun by Alexander.
Most ofthese legends are obviously of the nature of romance and
have poor claims as reliable materials of history. But, sometimes,
we.do s/WMt ewa w. a. Tirass -c/T aw& twraViT-Tvrig \ht
scarcity ofmaterials the attempt is well worth making. Here I

am going to examine some traditions contained in the famous store-
house of Persian legends, the Shah-X3ma of Firdausi.

2. Firdausi and his Shah-Xama.

Abu'l QTuim Hrdausi was bom about a d. 920 or a little later
in a family of village esquires or Dihqans at Tus. A taste for anti-

1
.1- W* M’Crindle : Tht Imaiion of India ly Alexander the Great.

p. 92, F. N. 2.
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quartan research and folk-lore fostered by the perusal of the prose

“Uook of Kings” compiled in Persian from older sources by Abu

Mansur »1 Mamarf in a.d. 957-50 led him about a.d. 974 to

underlake the versification of the national epic, the first edition of

which was completed in a.d. 999 and dedicated to Ahmad bin

Muhammad bin Abu-Bakr of Khalanjan. About a n. 1010 he

prepared the second edition of the Shuh-numa and dedicated it to

Sultan Mahmood ofGhazna. But a quarrel took place between him

and the Sultan and he had to leave Ghaznit and live for some time

with a prince of the House of Buwayh. After that he returned

to his native town, an old man of ninety or more, and died about

A.D. 1020.*

1 E. G. Browne : A Literary History of Persia (from Firdausi to

Sadi) Vol. II, p, 141. According to T, Noldeke, Firdausi was bom

in A it. 323-324 corresponding to a.d. 935-3C. P’* Noldeke : Das

Jrantsche Mationatepos (Trubner 1096) pp. 22-23].

Recently it has been shown that the whole theory of the writing of

the Shak'tiama by Firdausi in response to the invitation of Sultan

Mahmood and the promise of gold coins made by him is a myth.

The actual fact is that Firdausi was 50 yeais old when he came to

Gazna and had been working on the epic for nearly 25 years and had

written half of it. Professor Mahmood Sheerani of Lahore in one of

his masterly essays 'Firdausi par car Maqale’ has proved that Fridausi

never wrote a single couplet of the said satire on Sultan Mahmood

or a single line of Yusuf~o-zulaikha, wrongly attributed to him. Shee-

rani’s views have been' endorsed byJ.E. Sanjana in his paper Ftrdatitt

and Sultan Mahmood : Who wrote the satire ? pp. 1-10. But it is

patent that ihc old age of Firdausi was full of deep disappointment

and misery. He lost his health ; his teeth had decayed ;
his eye-

sight had gone; he had become deaf and suffered from tremor of

the hand. His monetary difficulties capped his poor health. At

the end of the Shah-nana Firdausi expresses regret that the Sultan

has not cared to look at the great epic and solicits the help of the

Sultan’s favourite brother Amin Nasr who was favourably inclined

towards him. In the epilogue of the Great Epic he requests Amin
Nasr to remind the Sultan about his case. This shows that Firdausi s

meritwas not recognized or recompensed by the Sultan and posterity

wrote the spuiious satire to condemn the Sultan in the name of

the great poet
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Firdausi bised his Shah tiatn5 on the historical traditions

current among th“ Persian Dihqans who were the lower landed

gentry and the actual preserver* of the national traditions and
legends, as Noldeke has shown As early as the fifth century a d
we find a reference to these historical traditions in the work of

an Armenian author Moses of Khorene During the reign of Nau
shiman, the contemporary of Muhammad, and by the order of that

monarch an attempt was made to collect from \ arious parts of the
kingdom all the popular tales and legends relating to the

ancient kings and the results were deposited in the royal library

Under the last sovereign or the Sassaintan dynasty, Yczdcgird, the
work was resumed, the former collection was revised and greatly

enlarged b) the Dihqan Dansihvvar aided by several learned
moheds His work was called the hfiudai Nama which in old
dialect also meant the “Book of Kings ” After the Arab invasion
this work was in great danger of perishing at the hands of the ico-
noclastic Caliph Umar but it was fortunately saved and m the
second century of the Hejira was paraphrased into Arabic b>
Abdullah-ibn-al Mukaffa, a learned Persian converted to Islam
Other Gebrs (fire worshipping Persians) occupied themselves pn
vatcly with the collection of these traditions and when a prince of
Persian origin, Yaqub ibn Lcitji, the founder of the SafTand dynast) f
succeeded in throwing off the Caliph’s yoke, be set about conti-
nuing the work ofhu predecessors In h is reign the “Book orKings”
was translated Horn Pahlvi into Persian bv Abu-aJ Mamar-al-
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trusted with the composition of the 'Shah-jYama and ultimately

Firdausi embarked on the collection and completion of the Persian

national epic which his predecessors had begun.1

Firdausi was well versed in Pahlvi lore and his knowledge

of the legendary and historical tradition of his country was

very deep. Professor E. G. Browne has shown that he followed

his sources very closely and presented the traditions of his

country very correctly and faithfully.1 But it would be a mista e

to suppose that Firdausi’s work is a genuine history of Persia.

It is primarily an epic poem describing the wars, ways and

manners of the ancient heroes of Persia. Its only use to a

historian consists in the fact that it preserves some ancient

traditions intact which can be searched for some historical

material.

3. Firdausi’s treatment of the history of Alexander.

Firdausi deals at length with Alexander or Sikander in h's

Shah-Kama and it is with some sections of his account of this

monarch that I am directly concerned here. Hence it would not

be out of place to mention in a nutshell the growth of the

legends of Alexander in Iran. Wc have seen how the accounts

of the contemporaries of Alexander contained seeds of romance

which grew in the fertile soil of Egypt. Aboht the third century

WC come, across a work at Alexandria, which is said to have been

based on the hislory of Callisthenes, and is named by Isaac

Casanbon a* the Psendo-CaUhthrnrs. In the seventh century A-D.

a Greek text of this romance was translated into Pahlvi and

this pahlvi version was rendered into Syriac verse by .
Jacob or

Sartig in 521 a.d. The subject-matter of this legend became

known to the Prophet Muhammad who made use of »t
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Arabs held him in esteem, the Persians changed their \ iewT and

regarded him as their mm national emperor. Tabari (died A.u.

922 ) and Dinau ari (died a.d. 896) refer to the Persian ancestry

of Alexander but do not accept it. It appears that this story was

invented by Ibn-MukafTa while translating the Persian epic into

Arabic. From there Firdausi incorporated it in his Shak-Kama.

In this way, the romance of Alexander reached Firdausi in a

mingled stream and he accepted it as such. Hence though there is

an unmistakable Arab element in his account, which is unknown
to Pahlvi writers, the nucleus is the same as in Pahlvi traditions,

which grew independently on the soil of Persia. From the

eleventh century onwards Alexander becomes a legendary figure

and appears sometimes as an ideal sovereign and often as a
prophet encircled by a group of philosophers. In two Arabic
works of the eleventh century the legend of Alexander assumes a
purely didactic character. Nizami not only depicts him as a just
king engrossed in the service of the people but also adumbrates
through him the idea! of an egalitarian society. On the other
hand Amir Khusrau presents through him a magnificent picture
of a brilliant feudal monarch of the thirteenth century. Two
centuries later, the mystic writer Jami makes him the mouthpiece
of his moral precepts and throws the narrative aspect of his

legend into the background. But the famous Uzbek author Mir
AH Shir Naval in his Sodd-i-Jsl.andar again emphasizes the
political wisdom which this legend embodies and bases his
utopia on it. This sketch of the growth of Alexander’s legend
shows that Firdausi occupies a midway position. While he is
keenly conscious of the old Iranian tradition he engrafts the
new Arabic elements on it and does not entirely lose sight of the
historical aspect oT the legend, f V. E. Bertels: Roman <sh

AleKsandre I jego glavnye rersio nn roslohe (Moscow-Leningrad
1948) in Russian.]

4. The reference to A and or Kaid by Muslim historians.

Muslim historians refer to Alexander’s meeting with a wise
Indian king in course of his Indian expedition. This king is
called ‘Kaihan’ by Yaqubi* (9ih cent, ad.), ‘Kand’ by

1 T. Noldckc '. Beilrage £ur Cesckichte der Altxanderromans, p. 47.
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trusted with the composition of the Shah-Noma and ultimately

Firdausi embarked on the collection and completion of the Persian

national epic which his predecessors had begun.

1

Firdausi was well versed in Pahlvi lore and his knowledge

of the legendary and historical tradition of his country was

very deep. Professor E. G. Browne has shown that he followed

his sources very closely and presented the traditions of his

country very correctly and faithfully.* But it would be a mistake

to suppose that Firdausi’s work is a genuine history of Persia.

It is primarily an epic poem describing the wars, ways and

manners of the ancient heroes of Persia. Its only use to a

historian consists in the fact that it preserves some ancient

traditions intact which can be searched for some historical

material.

3. Firdausi’s treatment of the history of Alexander.

Firdausi deals at length with Alexander or Sikander in his

Shah-Nama and it is with some sections of his account of this

monarch that I am directly concerned here. Hence it would not

be out of place to mention in a nut-shell the growth of the

legends of Alexander in Iran. We have seen how the accounts

of the contemporaries of Alexander contained seeds of romance

which grew in the fertile soil of Egypt. Aboht the third century

we come . across a work at Alexandria, which is said to have been

based on the history of Callisthenes, and is named by Isaac

Casanbon as the Pseudo-Callislhenrs. In the seventh century a.d.

a Greek text of this romance was translated into Pahlvi and

this pahlvi version was rendered into Syriac verse by Jacob of

Sarug in 521 a.d. The subject-matter of this legend became

known to the Prophet Muhammad who made use of it in

the Qur’an and referred to Alexander under the title of Dhu-’I*

Kamayn or “the two-horned”. After the Muslim conquest of

Persia there was a change in the angle of vision of the Persians

regarding Alexander. In Sassanian times he was looked down
upon as a persecutor of the Zoroastrians and was classed with

Zah’hak and Afrasiab. But after the Muslim invasion, since the

1 Encyclopaedia Britannica Vol. IX, p. 225.
2 E. G. Browne: A Literary History of Persia, vol. II, pp. 140-142,

144-145, 147-150.
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Arabs held him in esteem, the Persians changed their view and

regarded him as their own national emperor. Tabari (died a.tj.

922 ) and Dinawari (died a.d. 896) refer to the Persian ancestry

of Alexander but do not accept it. It appears that this story was

invented by Ibn-Mukaffa while translating the Persian epic into

Arabic. From there Firdausi incorporated it in his Shah-Nama.

In this way, the romance of Alexander reached Firdausi in a

mingled stream and he accepted it as such. Hence though there is

an unmistakable Arab element in his account, which is unknown

to Palilv* writers, the nucleus is the same as in Pahlvi traditions,

which grew independently on the soil of Persia. From the

eleventh century onwards Alexander becomes a legendary figure

and appears sometimes as an ideal sovereign and often as a

prophet encircled by a group of philosophers. In two Arabic

works of the eleventh century the legend of Alexander assumes a

purely didactic character. Nizami not only depicts him as a just

king engrossed in the service of the people but also adumbrates
through him the ideal of an egalitarian society. On the other

hand Amir Khusrau presents through him a magnificent picture

of a brilliant feudal monarch of the thirteenth century. Two
centuries later, the mystic writer Jnmi makes him the mouthpiece
of his moral precepts and throws the narrative aspect of his

legend into the background. But the famous Uzbek author Mir
’AH Shir Navai in his Sadd'UJshandar again emphasizes the

political wisdom winch this legend embodies and bases his

utopia on it. This sketch of the growth of Alexander’s legend

shows that Firdausi occupies a midway position. While he is

keenly conscious of the old Iranian tradition he engrafts the

new Arabic elements on it and does not entirely lose sight of the
historical aspect of the legend. £ Y. E. Bertels: Roman ob

AlfLsandre I yego glavnye rersio na rosloke (Moscow-Leningrad
1948) in Russian.)

A. The reference to Kand or Kaid by Muslim historians,

Muslim historians refer to Alexander’s meeting with a wise
Indian king in course of his Indian expedition. This king is

called ‘Kaihnn’ by Yaqubi 1 (9ih cent, a d.), ‘Rand’ by

1 T. Noldeke \Beitrage %ur Ceschiehte der Alexanderromans, p. 47.
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Ma’sudi1 (died 956 ad), ‘Kafand’ by the author of the

Afajmut ul-Tawankh2, ‘Kaid’ by Firdausi3 and Amir

Khusrau,4 ‘Kandtros* m the syriac version of the Pseudo Kalhslhenes

and ‘Kanderos’ in the Ethiopic version of the same, the Greek form

being ‘Candaules’.* All these variants refer to the Indian word

‘Cand 8 which is the Prakrit form of ‘Candra’ In order to

1 Abu’l Ilasan ‘Ah bm al Husain al Mas’udi Kitab Aluruj ah

Dhahab wa Ala aim al Fauhar Les Prairies d' Or Vol II, p 260

(French translation by Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de
Courtrille)

2 Elliot and Darvson History of India as fold by Us own historians,

Vol I, p 108
3 Firdausi Shah Natna edited by Turner Macan Vol III,

P 1290

Firdausi has based his account of ‘Kaid’ on the Pahlvi sources
He states that he has simply recapitulated the Pahlvi traditions
{Chunan guft gu’inda e-Pahlvi] This is how he opens his account
of Kaid

4 Amir Khusrau, Khazam al Fulith ed by Dr. Wahid Mirza

(Asiatic Society, Calcutta) p 69

‘‘Kaide hindi ra chu bakhte Klnavar bi kina gasht

Tegh i iskander ba pish-c ru i-u a’ina gasht
”

[ When the adverse (
lit revengeful

) fortune of Kaid the
Indian became propitious ( lit unrevengeful ) the sword of
Iskander became for him a mirror]

In this verse Amir Khusrau compares Kaid with raja Ramdeo
of Deogir and Alexander with ‘Alauddin Khalji and refers to the
meeting of the said raja with him at Delhi which was reminiscent
of the meeting and alliance of Kaid and Sikandar

5 E A Wallis Budge The History ofAlexander the Great, p 191
It is said that Kanderos sought the assistance of Alexander to o\er-
come and defeat his adversary

( ,

8 Arabic characters there is no letter to denote the sound
c Hence it is expressed by the letter ‘A

'
(kaf) or * j

'

(jeem)
inscription of 'Cand' in Arabic would naturally be

hand It appears that as a result of the inadvertence of some
scribe a Curve (shosha) was inserted in this word and it was read
sa.'Kafani' It is in this form that we get it in the Majmal «l-

“5fra !lm,!ar misreading resulted in its form ‘AW used
in thsjftah Manta and other storks This conclusion is reinforc-
ed bj the fact that the author or the Majmul-ut TaaanU expressly
states that Kafand ’

,s identical with 'Kmi' of the Shah Nvna. (Elliot

( continued on thefollowing page)
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ascertain and establish the identity of this king ‘‘Candra” we

have to bear in mind the following considerations.

5. The contemporaneity of Kaid and Alexander

According to all authorities 'Candra* or *Kaid', to use

the form given by Firdausi, was a contemporary of Alexander.

We know for certain, that Candragupia Maurya, the famous

founder of the Maurya empire, lived in the time of Alexander.

Plutarch and Justin refer to an Indian King, Androcottos or

Sandrocottos who overthrew the Greek rule after the departure of

Alexander from India and laid the foundation of his empire at

Patalipulra. Seleucoi sent Megasthenes on an embassy to his

court. Sic William Jones identified Sandrocottos with Candra-

Gupta Maurya and this identification has been accepted by histo-

rians as the sheet-anchor of Indian chronology.

6. The Milad of Kaid and Taxila

Kaid is called an Indian King ( Shahd-Hind ) and his

capital is named as Milad. From Milad Alexander entered strai-

ght into the territory of Fur1 who is identical with Poros. Wc

( continued

f

mm the preiious page )

and Dawson op. fit. p. 108), Some scholars have identified Kafand
with Kadphises, [ R. N. Dandekar : History of the Guptas p. 77 ).

But this identification is quite untenable in view of the fact that
Kadphises was not a contemporary of Alexander but flourished
many centuries after him, whereas Kafand is clearly stated to he
his contemporary.

1 Shah-Nama ed. Maean Vol. Ill, p. 1304

Za-milad chfln bad lashkar barand
Ba-qannoj slmd ganjash anja bamand
Chit avurd lashkar ba- nazdik-i-FQr

Yaki nama farmGd pur jang-u-shUr.

For translation vide, Shah-Nama by Arthur George Warner and
Edmond Warner Vol. IV p. 110,

“Sikandcr swift as wind marched from Milad
Abandoning his treasures, reached Kanuj
And having led his army near to Far
Bade write to him a harsh and hostile letter.”
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learn from Greek writers that the kingdom of Poros lay on the

eastern s de of the Jhelum and the realm of Taxiles lay on

its western side Arrian states that after leaving a garrison at

Taxila and appointing Philip satrap of the Indians of that district

Alexander moved on towards the river Hydaspes, for he had learnt

that Poros with the whole of his army lay on the other side of that

river resolved to contest his passage 1 This position of Taxila

agrees with that of Milad and we are not wide of the mark if we

identify these two places

We have some evidence to show that Gandragupta was at

Taxila at the time of Alexander’s invasion We learn from the

Vantsatlhappakastni and the Afahavamsa of Moggallana that Ca

nakyaor Kautilya, the reputed preceptor of Gandragupta, was a

resident of Tak'aSila ( Takkasilnnaparavnsi) and that he brought

Candragupta with him and had him educated for seven or eight

years in all humanities and practical and technical arts 3 Jaiha

traditions represent Ganakya as a resident of a village named

Caijaya in Golla Visaya 3 This Visaya is probably identical

with Gola mentioned in a votive label found at Barhut 4 Hansena

1
J W M Candle Invasion of India by Alexander the Great p 92

3 Vamsallh/ippakanm (Mahaaamsa Ttka) ed G P Malnlasekera

(Pah Text Society edition) Vol I, p 184

JJTTT 3RPTZ5R gsp«»PP>nFfniT«pr

f-RvTfrTitfg 5T5H T*5 fasnrtffa I
Ibid, p 185 HtT^F^

^RF^Fa'T'r** i

The Mahavamsa of Moggallana is edited G P Malalasehera
under the name Extended Mahaaamsa (Royal Asiatic Society Ceylon
Branch) V 122 page 61

mf^rarr cf cim i

«j|<*rpr 5*roc m sF^rFm ftrcuF<T n
3 Aoalyaka Ntryuklt Churnt (Jama Bandhu Printing Press, Indore)

p 5G3 Hanbhadra Sun Aoasyaka sulra Vrttt (Agamodaya Samiti

Bombay) p 433, Hemacandra Parsisfa fiaroan (ed H Jacobi) VIII,
189 199 p 231 , Devendra Ganins Sukhahodha on Ulllafadhyayana

sulra (III, 1) in H Jacobi, Parsisfa parvan (Aopendices) p 13 The
Sukhahodha has been edited by Vijayomanga Suri and published
by the Niramya Sagara Press in 1937 vide pp 57 els eq of this

edition

4 Barua and Smha Barhut Inscriptions
, p 21, Cunningham

Stupa of Barhut, p 140
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in hts Bjhatkalkakosa

1

calk Canakya, son of Kapila, a resident

of Pataliputra This author is here mistaking Kapila, the father

of KalpaLa, who became the chief minister of the first Nanda, for

the father of Canakya In later literature there is a confusioh

about Avanti and Taksasila The lexicons identify these two place

names In the Vatjayanhkasa (p 159) we read

Hence it is probable that the Jaina traditions took Taksasila, the

place of residence of Canakya, to mean Avanti which included

tile Gola Vi aya The Mudraraksasa of Visakhadatta leaves the

impression that he hailed from the North This view is supported

and to some extent corroborated by the fact that Kautilya in his

Arlhasatra9 prescribes a fine for a person who slanders or vilifies

Gandhara of which Taksasila was an important city

Taksasila was a famous seat of learning in ancient times We
hear of it colleges and academies in Buddhist literature Jivaka,

tl e famous physician of the age of Buddha, studied there for

seven years 3 and Augulimala, the notorious robber, who had
spread terror in the kingdom of king Pra&enajit or Kosalat

received Ins education at that place

4

There was a special college

in this town where the three Vedas and the eighteen arts including

archery, hunting and elephant lore were taught to the princes

Atone time 101 princes ivere on the rolls of this college Another

f
centre of princes m this town was the military academy in which
103 students received education 4 It is very likely that Candra

f

yupta lived m one of these colleges and matured his plans of
conquering the kingdom of the Nandas there When Alexander
invaded India the e colleges were humming with fervent political

1 Harigena’s Bilalkathahosa ed A N Upadhyc (Singhi Jama
Granthamala) p 336

* Katifthja Arlkasastra ed R Shamslnstri III, IB p 194
* Ada wralfta puram (Anguttara Nikaya Atthakatha) on 11,4,5
1

PapaRchasudtni (Majjhtma Nikaya Atthakatha) on Anguli
m ilasulta II, 4, 6

5 R K Mookerji incient Indian Education from the Jalakasm B C Law Buddhistic Studies, pp 236 IT That Gandhara was a
famous seat of learning is manifest from Brahmapa sources also
[Vide Chandogya Upannad VI, 14 £atapatha Brahman a XI, 4, 1 , 1

hauntaki Brahmana VII, 6]
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activity which reached its climax in the movement organized. by

Candragupta. 1

7. Mihran, the guide of Kaid

Kaid worked under the guidance of a sage ' named

Mihran whose description shows that he was a learned Brahmana

leading an ascetic life. The word ‘Mihran’ is obviously a

Persian transcription of the Indian word ‘Brahmana” whose

'Prakrit form ‘Maha^a’ occurs in the Sukhabodhh of Devendra*

Ganm. He read the dreams or Kaid and chalked out the course

of his conduct following which he attained his objectives,2 • The

Afajmulitt-Tawankh also states that Kafand was blessed by a

Brahmana who foretold that the sovereignty of the land would

devolve upon him. Firdausi’s description of the sage is based on

1 Plutarch (J. W. M’Crindle, op. cit. p. 306) refers to the dis-

content of the Brihmanas in the North and the Mudrarthasa (p. 69).

states that some of the colleagues of Canakya', e. g. y
Indusarman

took part in the intrigues at Pataliputra. Some pupils of Canakya

also helped him in his devices and strategems. Hence, we conclude

that the movement initiated by Canakya had its origin in the

Schools and Colleges of TaksaSila.
3 Shah-Nama ed. Macan Vol. Ill, p. 1290-

Yaki namadar’ast mihran ba-uam

Za-gitf ba-dSnish rasidch bakam

Bn-shahr andarash khvah-u-arlim nist

Nashistanash juz ba dad-u-dam nist

Za-barg-i-gayahai-koh] Khurad

Chu mara bamardum hami nashamrad

Nashistanash ba gur-u-ahu buwad
Za-aram-u-mardum bayaksu buwad

Warners’ translation Vol. VI, p. 91:

“Memorial of the great and man of wisdom
There is a famous one by name Mihran,
Who had attained his fill of earthly lore

He will not sleep or rest him in a city.

And liveth but with cattle of the field

Subsisting on the herbs upon the mountains,
And not accounting us as fellow men
His home is with the onager and deer,

Apart from habitation and mankind.’’
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the accounts of Dandamis and other ascetics given by Onesicritus,

Nearchus, Chares of Mytilene and others These accounts

were freely used by later writers Palladius, the bishop of

Hellenopolis, at the beginning of the fifth century A o wrote a

treatise on the peoples of India and the Brahmanas on the basis

of older authorities This work was interpolated into codex A of

the Pseudo Calltsther.es and was included by Julius Valerius in

lus Latin translation of the romance But it is missing in the

Syriac version The first Oriental mention of Indian sages is

found in a Pahlvi treatise known as hamamak t Ardshir t-

Papakan But the account given in this work closely agrees

with that contained in Gieek treatises This shows that both or

them drew on a common source Hence Firdausi s description of

Mihran closely resembles that of Dandamis given by Megasthe
ncs 1 Firdausi calls the Indian sagc3, to whose class Mihran
belonged, ‘Brahmans " (Brahmanas) but he knows no distinction

between ascetics and household Brahmanas and m his eyes every

Brahmapa is an ascetic This explains Ins account of the guide
of Kaid

Wc know Tor certain that Candragupta vson the throne of
Magadha under the guidance and inspiration of Visnugupta
Canakya From the time he fell under the influence of Canakya
until his death he followed Ins advice and acknowledged his autho-
rity His association with Canakya is borne out hv the unanimous
evidence of Indian records 8

1

J W M Crindle Ancient India as described by Megasthenes rnd
Arrian pp 124 126

Shah \ama ed Macan Vol III, p 1327
Wazan jaygah lashkar andar kaslud

Ravan ta ba shahr i birahman rasid

Badan tazi L.ardarha i kuhun
Bapursid parhtzgaran sukhun

Warners translation Vol VI, p t43
“He marched thence to the country of thr* brahmans
To make enquiry of their ancient rites

From those abstemious men ”
8 All Indian sources bearing on the life of Candragupta

xnfer to his association with Canakya Only typical sources need
be cued here

(i) Vtsnuputana IV 24-

tr<r ^rr^T trefeTuterfr I

(continued on thefollowing page)
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8. The dreams ofKaid

Kaid was encouraged to assume the sovereignty of India

by his dreams.1 The Majmut-ui-Tawarifch also says that “Kafand

had visions of which he asked the interpretation from a Brah-

mapa.”2 The fact that Candragupta was encouraged to obtain

the raveieignty of India by some supernatural omens is borne

out by Justin. ‘'When l.e (Sandrocoltos),” he remarks, ‘‘lay

down overcome with fatigue and had fallen into a deep sleep,

a lion of enormous size approaching the slumberer licked with

its tongue the sweat, which oozed profusely from his body,' and

when he awoke, quietly took his departure. It was this prodigy

which first inspired htm with the hope of winning the throne.

. ...When he was, thereafter, preparing to attack Alexander’s

prefects, a wild elephant of monstrous size approached him and
kneeling submissively like a tame elephant received him on to

(continuedfrom the previous page)

(it) Mahavatnsa V. 16-17

tfrfwm afatrpT i

fd 5rr mil n

?r ^ffcrtrr (tt) t

(Hi) Hemacandra : Pamis\aparsan VIII, 376

^ : i

fmn n

(iv) Visakhadatta : Aludrarahsasa II, 2

^"’tf

1

TFT TVTTTF7 TTEPim M

(v) Kamandaka : Xitisdra (introduction)

^FTcRtTI : l

tTpJjflTT !)

1 Shah-Ndmd ed, Macan Vol. Ill, p, 1290

Damadam badah shab pas-i-yakdigar

Kami Khvab didin shaguftl-nagar.

Warners’ translation ibid p. 91

“He dreamt a dream ten days successively.”
* Elliot and Dawson: History of India Vnl I, if'’
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its back and fought vigorously in front of the array
,S1 Indian

sources also refer to the supernatural signs which presaged the

future greatness of Candragupta The Vonisatihappakasun states

that he was protected by a bull named ‘Cand’, when he was

exposed by Ins mother in a cattle shed, and refers to a moot-court

held by him, m which the hands of the boys acting as thieves sepa

rated from their bodies and again joined with them at his behest

The Mahavomsi of Moggnllana known as the Cambodtin or

Extended Mahavamsa3 describes the king’s game which

he used to play with his friends in his childhood and the Paruista-

patvan1 and the Sukhabodha5 inform us that be always acted as king

1
J W M’Gtrndlc The Imasion of India by Alexander the Great

p 328
2 Vamsallhappakaitm I pp 1 83-184

WRft STCSlfa l qgfcnrf ^ ^
fisfowi *rcn “sfwq" fir trFm ^ t

3 Extended Mahal ansa ed byG E Malalasekera [published by
the Ceylon branch ofthe Royal Asiatic Society] V, 1 10 112 p 61

THIVTI 1

tfbn^rep^rr w*F6 <tctY ii

xrsr^si^ti ytz »

ffqiTrft' ^ qtcnvKK% ii

t

m ? fa*ffafa ii

4 Hemacandra Panin\apanan VIII, 242 250 p 236

fa? I

^rtbrPT dTtft *rt u
tjful *T «TT5ITPJ t

fa *js*%*n

^rqqtryr?RY5TFT^gnn^ ?*r i

l> fa n
«nTR ^jn^flsfa *tt d nm i

tRstT iT^wr ^^'knri°qq.qTT n
s Sukhabodha on Uttaradhjajana ultra III, 1 H Jacobi, Parisian

partan (Appendices) p 15 Vjjayo Manga Sun s edition p 57
xtj$ i uurftfq fa irm i q qfa^ i 3t

fa \ fa farra j qfaYtn "qfa \ ?n tt$ i

^T*frrgT ;prf i qpr^ faqpr fa # tnffa i
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among his playmates and taking them as horses and elephants used

to mount them. Once Canakya accosted him as king and begged

some alms, whereupon he pointed to a herd of cows and directed

Canakya to take them off, without fear, for "the earth is meant for

the enjoyment of the brave.” These legends cropped up to. ex-

plain the meteoric rise or Candragupta and got a firm hold on

the people's minds.

9. The tyrant king.

The dreams of Kaid, as interpreted by Mihran, refer to a

king, his extortionate policy, his overthrow and the end of his

dynasty. This king had mighty troops which won him great

fame.1 He was very wealthy and the people of his kingdom

rolled in prosperity.* He amassed his wealth by exploiting and

tyrannizing over his subjects. His grinding taxes and exorbitant

exactions crushed the people and rendered the fate of the poor

miserable.3 Hence he was hated and despised by the people and
r

1 Shah-Mama ed. Macan vol. Ill, p. 1295

Ham! har zaman nB kunad lashkar!

Ki sazad az-u namdar afsari.

Warners’ tr. vol. VI, p. 97

"He will be gathering fresh hosts

To win his crown new fame."
2 Shah-Mama Vol. Ill, p. 1294

Zaman! bayayad ki mardum ba-chiz

Shavad shad-u-slri nayayadsh niz.

Warners’ tr. Vol. VI, p. 96-97

“A time will come when men
Will joy in wealth and never have enough.”

8 Shah-Mama Vol. Ill, p. 1294

Chu Kaivafi ba-burj-i-tarazu shavad

JahSn AW'flh’ft-i-haxu sharad
Shavad kar-i-darvjsh-u-bimar sust

Vazu chlz khvahad ham! tandarust

na hargiz Kashayad sar-i-ganj*i-Khhh

na zu bazdarad ham! ranj-i-Khish.

Warner, tr. Vol. VI, p. 97 "When’Saturn entereth Libra
The World will be beneath the strong arm, poor
And sick fare ill, and yet the well-to-do

Will still exact from them, will never open
Their own hoards, nor abate the others’ travail.”
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was regarded as “thankless, unjust and false* His “mean heart,

insatiable greed and gloomy soul resulted in the overthrow of

his dynasty

In the reign of this king liolymcn were despised, merit was

not recognized and learning was not rewarded Sages and scholars

roamed like paupers and begged from door to door to keep liodj

and soul together Such persons as received royal bounty misused

their faculties in flattery and sycophancy and employed their wits

1 Shah Nama. cd Macan Vol III p 1294

Azin pas yaki ruzgari buuad
Hi andar jahan shahryarl burwad
Hi damsh na bashad ba nazdik i u

Pur az gham buvad jin i tank i u
Jahan sar ba sar tira az ranj i u
Za naikl tahi sal u mah ganj i u

X X X X
Tu an khanara hamchu giti shams

Haman pll i sliahi buvad na «ipas

Hi bidadgar bashad u kathrg’o

juz az nam shahi na bashad darn,

ba-dil sifla bashad ba tan na tavan
ba az andarun tfz u tir » ravan

Sar anjaru chun ba guzard nam i u
hazishti bamanad ba faijara i u

Warners tr Vol VI, p 97

“A time is coming when the world will have
A king that is devoid of understanding
A king whose dark soul will be full of dudgeon
The whole world gloom beneath his tyranny ”

ibid p 94

* The elephant a thankless king unjust
Talse m his words, and royal hut m name,
A man of mean heart and of feible body
Keen in his greed and gloomy in his soul.

At length when he shall pass avvaj, his name
Abideth m d shonour in the end ”
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for praising and commending their worthless misters 1 The

ascet cs ind mendicants did not fare better Thej roamed from

1 Shah Kama ed Macan Vol III, p 1293

Zamam biji>ad lo pakiza jnard

shavad khvar chun id i danish hakhurd

ftakardar mahi ba darya shavad

Sar i bad kunash bar thurayya shavad

Hamj tishnagan ra ba klivanad ba ab

Kas u ra 2 damsh nayarad javib

Gunzand azan mart! damsh puzhuh

Kashayand labhi bi bad hamgiroh

X X X x

Zamani bayayad ki zinsan buvad
Ki dana parastar i nadan buvad
Bar ishan buvad damshumand khvar

Darakht i kbirad shan naya>ad babar

satamd a mard nadaH shavand

Satayash kunan pish e isban shavand

Ham i danad ankas ki goyad darugh

Hamj zan parastish na girad farugh

Wimers tr Vol VI, p 95

“A time w II come when holy men wdl be

Just like that fish, despised as having drunk
Of wisdom’s stream , but evil doers heads
Will be exalted to the Pleiades

When one shall call the thirst} to the niter
None wisely will respond, but all will shun
The wisdom seeker and combine to curse him *

tbid p 9G

‘ "When wiscmen will be slaves to ignorant.

Who will despise the erudite and those.

Their tree of wisdom fruiting not for them.
Will laud and openl> commend, the witless,

Though conscious of their own liypocm),
And that such service is inglorious ”
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door to door and not getting anything acted like slaves and serfs.1

To sum up, the people as a whole grew weak and wretched and

misery and indigence stalked the land. Their life became devoid

of all charm and pleasure.®

10. The tyrant king and the Nandas

The description of this king, given by Firdausi, agrees very

closely with the account of the nine Nandas that we get from

Greek and Indian sources. Nanda and his eight sons, collectively

known as *Navanandah* (nine Nandas), were very powerful

monarchs. They brought the whole country east of the Beas

including a large part of the Deccan under their rule. The

1 Shah-Mma ed. Macan Vol. Ill, p. 1294

Zamun] bayayad hi darvish zar

,
Shavad khvar bar-r.hashm dlnardar

Ba-blclifragl gard-i-d5ri-i-chjz

Ham! gardad u chiz nadihand niz

• Shavad raigani parastind’a

Va yabi bahai yak] band ’a

Warners’ translation p. 96 “A time

Will come when the wretched mendicant

Will be misprized in the rich man’s eyes

And turn in his resourcelessness to any
Possessed ofgoods who will not give him aught

So that he will become a wage less servant

Or else a slave without the purchasing.”
2 Shah-Nama ed. Macan Vol. IN, p. 1913

Azin pas nayayad yaki ruzgar

Ki darvish gardad chunan sust-u-khvar
Ki gar z-abr gardad baharan pur^Hb
Za*darvlsh pinhan kunad aftab

na-blrad baru nizbaran-i-khish

Dil-i-mard darvish azu gashta rish

Warners’ translation Vol. VI, p.
96~ “

“A time will come
Wherein the poor will grow so weak and wretched
That, though the clouds of springtide, charged with showers.
Shall hide the sunshine from the mendicant
Those very showers not even then will descend
On him, and he will be heart-stricken.”
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Puranas call Maha padma Nanda, the first of the Nine Nanda

Tc ngs 'the destroyer of all the K?atriyas and the paramount

sovereign whose writ ran unchallenged throughout the earth" 1

The Puranic, account of the unification of a large part of

India u tder the sceptre of the Nandas is corroborated by Gurtius

and Diodoros who relate that the reports of the military strength

of the people living beyond the Beas unnerved the armies of

Alexander and forced them to ietrace their steps According to

these writers, the Nandas kept an army of 20,000 horses 200,000

foot 2000 four horsed chariots and 4000 elephants (3000, accord

ing to Curtius) at the border of their kingdom for guarding the

approaches to it This appalling report sounded incredible to

Alexander and he sought its confirmation from Poros who
testified to its correctness Echoes of the campaigns and conquests

of Mahapadma Nanda are found in inscriptions and legends

The Hathigumpha inscription ofkharavela refers to the water

way* constructed by Nanda m kahnga and the seat- of the Jma
carried away by him from there as a trophy of his triumph 2 The

1 T:snupirana IV, 24

*r s OTTOsffcemRrfiTft nflrar 1

Of Mudrarttksasa IV, 11 t

2 Hathigumpha inscription edited by B M Barua Old
Brahmi Inscriptions tn the Udayagtri and fhandagtrt Cents, pp 31 33

hne 6 •Rif? 5PR
wrcyifs i

line 13 «i qtispffa— 4>fePI—faWn—

I

The reading and interpretation of the Hathigumpha inscription

are so uncertain that there is a sharp difference of opinion among
scholars as to the identification of king Nanda mentioned in it

Considering Kharave'a to be a contemporary of Pusyamitra gunga
and taking the expression ti lasa sata as meaning three hundred
years, k P Jayaswal identified Nandaraja with Nandivardbana

( cir 453 b c
) ( Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Researth Society vol

III parts III IV p 240 ) But arguing that Nandivardbana a not

credited with extensive conquests in any historical account and
that Mih ipadma Nanda is acclaimed in the Puranas as a mighty
conqueror R P Chanda and H C Raychoudhury identified

Nandaraja with the latter (Memoirs of the Archa -illogical Survey of
( continued on the following page )
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war of Nanda with the king ofKalmga m also referred to in a

Sanskrit work from which a few verses are quoted m an Onya
manuscript 1 But the outcome of the war is reversed in this work

Some inscriptions or the twelfth century discovered xn Mysore state

that Kuntila which comprised the southern part of the Bombay

Presidency and the northern part of Mysore was included m the

kingdom of the Nandas 2 The Jama Bhagavalt sulra3
(
XV, 1 )

{continu’dfrom the prenous page)

India Vol I pp 10,11, 14 15 Political History of Ancient India 5th

ed p 377) Basing himself on the statement in the inscriptions

of Atoka that Kalinga was not conquered by anybody hefore him,

B M Barua held that if the expression li vasa sala is taken to

mean 300 years then Nandaraja can be no other than Atoka him-

self, but if it is interpreted as signifying 103 years, then he is some
king of the neo Nanda dynasty of VidiSa gisunaudin or YaSonandm,
referred to m the Puranas (Old Brahmi Inscriptions p 282)

1 K P Jajaswal Halhigumpha inscription of the emperor hhara-

lela ‘in’ Journal of the Bihar and On sa Research Society Vol III

( 1917 ) p 482

Stcn Konow, Some Problems raised by the Rharatela Inscription m
Acta Onentaha Vol I ( 1923 ) pp 12 42

rr^cragf^trTcr fhrtd cT5T i

fsRPTFT I

9 L Rice Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions p 3
3 Rhagaiati sulra (Agamodaya Samiti edition) XV, 1

According to an alternative reading of this text, as used by
A F Rudolf Ilocrnle, this city named Satadvara is to he located in

the land of the Pund as beneath the Vaitadhya mountain {Uvasa
gadasao (Bib Ind ) Vol II Appendix I p II ) Punda or Pundra
( North Bengal ) was not far distant from Magadha and may have
formed part of the dominions of the Nandas The Kathasantsagara

( ed Durgaprasad and Parab III, 18 pp 268 ff) mentions a king
Devasenn of Pundravardhana and makes lnm say “it is impossible
to bar the course of fate whose d spensations are wonderful ’ qf-f

SFW a statement which sums up the Ajivika
creed B M Barua identifies Mahapadma of the Dhagaiah with
Mahapadma Nanda (Ajinkas m Journal of th Department of Letters

Vol II (1920) p 67) though A^ L Basham doubts this identifica

tion {History and Doctrines of the Ajtvtkas (London 1951) pp 142 45)
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speaks of i powerful king Dcvascna Vimalavahana Mahapadma

{
Mahapatirna ) reigning in the city of §atad\ \ra it the foot of the

Vindhya mountain long after the demise of Mankhalm Go4ala

This sutra calls him the embodiment or incarnation of GoS.da

This rernaik assumes importance in view of the fact that in the

reign of the Nandas the Ajivihas the follow ers of Go§a*a, were

so well off that Canakya disguised himself as an Ajivika to

ensure a safe fl ght from Patahputra 1 An indication of Nanda
rule in ihe South is provided by a city named ‘ Nav Nand Debra

(Nander) which is situated on the Godavari * The ktilkasanl

Sagara5 refers to the camp of king Nanda at Ayodhya and the

Afahabharata* mentions a city on the Ganges named Mahapadma
pura which may have been founded by Maliapadma Nanda in

token of some victory In Pah literature5 Nanda is described as a

king or Ka$J From these references it appears that the whole of

the Gangetic Valley together with a large part of the Deccan was

included m the Nanda empire

Tradition imputes a base origin to this great conqueror The
Jama writers Haribhadra Sun,5 Hemacandra* and Jmaprabha
Suri7 state that he was born of a courtezan by a barber named
Divakirti Greek writers have made some remarks which some

1
I amsattkappaf Qstm Vol Ip 130

tfl ST f-l'Kl dl T TnTI jJRj TTFTcIJ

TT nTT^mrfa-TT fTTUlTSTT PrflfT I

Tlic Mahavamsa of Moggallana however, says that C inakya
fled in the Form or a naked ascetic without specifying that lie was
an Ajiuka [V, 83, p 59] JFTTTfWTTT TTTT I

* MaCauliffc Sikh Religion V, p 23G
* Tr byTawneyVol I, p 21

, 49, XII 353, 1

4 Apartana II, 583 Theragat! • -*'* ' * T'

( Singhalese edition
) 11, 139 IT,

1

*Vhaf
t V’ T S, \ U , Mftff ,

>

dipani) p 73 ff

5 Avaijaka Sutra— 1 rtd (Agamoday a Samiti edition) p 690
TtPl^RTT TTTT TPT

* Panhs\apaTian Canto VJ, 231 232

TTfq Irfirrrjf»T3m Trr fiprrrT ti

*r smrpm i

7
\ mdha T%rtfa kalpa cd Jina Vipya Muni (Singlu Jaina

Grantliamal i) p G nPirp iP’GV^f
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scholars have interpreted to mean that Mahlpadma Nanda was
the son of a barber In order to assess the historical value of these

remarks let us study them in detail Writing about Nanda king
who was reigning at the time of Alexander’s iniasion Curtius

observes that “his father was, in fact, a barber, scarcely staving

off hunger by lus daity earnings, but, who, from lus being not

uncomely in person, has gained the affections or the queen and
was by her influence advanced to too near a place in the confi-

dence of the reigning monarch Afterwards, how ever, he trea-

cherously murdered his sovereign, and, then, under the pretence of
acting as guardian to the royal children, usurped the supreme
authority and, having put the young princes to death, begot the
present king, "ho was detested and held cheap by his subjects, as

he rather took after his father than conducted himself as the occu-
pant or a throne ” 1 This report was based on the rumours that
were current in the Panjab about the Nandas and were calculated
to exaggerate the excesses which made them unpopular in the esti-

mation of the people This is clear from the version of Diodoros
who does not appear to be sure cf the veracity of this rumour
He makes Poros remark to Alexander that “the king of the G.nn-
gandae was a man of quite worthless character, and held in no
respect, as he was thought to he the son of a barber This roan,
the king s father, was of a comely person and of him the queen
had become deeply enamoured The old king hat mg been treache-
rously murdered by his wife, the succession had devolved on him
who now reigned ”2

There are marked discrepancies in the aforesaid accounts of
Curtius and Diodoros Besides stating non commitally that the
king’s father was thought to be the son of a barber, Diodoros
clearly observes that the Magadhan predecessor of the Nandas
was murdered by the queen and not by her barber paramour,
whereas Curtius states that it was he who assassinated him
Diodoros does not refer to the sons of the Magadhan king and to
their assassination bj that barber paramour of the queen—facts to
'vIllch Curtius draws pointed attention Diodoros seems to imply

1 J W M’Cnndle Tfa Imaston of India by AUxandir the Great,

p 222

* J W M Crmdle tbid, p 282
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lint the said king was issueless and on his death the succession

devolved on that paramour , Curtius negatives this statement b>

referring to the sons of the said king

That the aforesaid accounts of the Greek writers 'ire entirely

false and basele s is conclusively established by the fi*ct that in

them the Nanda ting who was a contemporary of Poros and

Alexander is said to be the son of a barber, whereas, according to

all historical sources mdud ng the Jama traditions, he was one

of the eight successors of the first Nanda called Mahapadma in

the Puranas According to the Jama traditions the odium of

being the son of a barber attached to the name of the first Nanda

only Hts eight successors were his legitimate heirs [
Pansnta

parcan VIII, 2 3 p 913 j

¥7*?* ¥ sr i

?PTT TPTTTW tl

fzffcn7% 'rfdfta fspi i

According to the Puranas and Jama traditions, these eight

successors of the first Nanda were his sons, but, according to the

Buddhist works, the mi e and not eight Nandas were his brothers

and he died just after his coronation Thus, there were ten

Nandas
[
Vanisaltkappakasmi (P T S ) p 179 ,

Extended Maha

rantsa V 49 p 57 ) The fact is that the Buddhist account is

based on a mtsm derstandmg as it is not corroborated by any

other source

Greek accounts lead us to assume that the first Nanda, the

father or the last Nanda Xandramas or Agrammes, was lumsclf

a barber, a fact which no source even remotely suggests [H C
Raychoudhury in Age of the Pandas and A four} as cd by K. A
Nilikanta Shastri p *14

)

Besides this, there is also a world of difference lictwcen the

accounts of the aforesaid classical wntcis and the traditions

presorted mJama literature According to the former, the Nanda
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of future greatness m it and, accordingly, married his daughter

to him When his marriage procession was passing through the

streets, the procession of the royal insignia, following the

assassination of the issueless King Udajm at the hands of an

enemy’s son disguised as a Jama monk, met it and the state

elephant put Nanda on his back, the horse neighed and other

supernatural signs appeared in response to which the people and

the officers anointed Nanda as their sovereign 1 This story knows

nothing of the complicity of the filhcr ofNanda in the murder of
the king and attributes his acccsston to a lucky fluke

The Buddhist tradition contained in the Vamsatthappahasmi*

states that Nanda hailed from an unknown family, put himself at

the head of a band of robbers and went plundering through the

neighbourhood of Malaya, till he gathered so much money and
power as to invade Magadha, defeat its king and declare himself

as the sovereign Tins account shows that Nanda rose to power
somewhere in the i'ai\jab MaHvi being in the North West
according to the MudraraKfasa3

, and the robbers signifying the

Arattas of the Punjab, as manifest from the Baudhayana Dharna-
Sulra (I, 1,2, 13 15) and the Mahabharata (VIII, 4 1, 2070) Thus,
according to these sources, the caieer of Nanda was similar to

that of Candragupta Maurya
Some other Buddhist traditions scattered in Pali works

describe Nanda as a pious king of Ka$j According to them, he
belonged to a poor family, covered Knssapa Buddha s caitya with

1 Hemacandra Parts tsf parcan Canto VI 231 243 Jacobi’s
edition pp 196-197 Cf Avasyaka Wryukti Churnt XVII, 11, 30

* Vamsatihaipal asvn (P T S )
Vol I, pp 178-179

’ In the Afudmraksasa Act V ( Telang s edition
) p 240, Sin

ghanad? the king of the city ck Mala] a, is classed « ith the kings of
Kuluta, Kasmira Smdhu and Persia Hence it is evident that
Malaya was situated in the vicinity of these slates H G Seth
adduces good grounds for holding that Malaya stands for the Malloi,
mentioned by classical writers among the peoples or the Panjab
{Indian Historical Quarterly June 1941 Vol XVIII, p 173 IT) But
the Atudra

( 111 p 170 )distinctly mentions Lohitaksa, the son of
the king of the Malavas JnvWeispjql vUf^dlST -This shows that there
is some difference between Malaya and Milava in the eyes of the
author of the Mudraraksasa But it is undeniable that Malaya
was somewhere m the North West
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a golden sheet and in recompense of this act became king After his

accession to the throne, he held a great function of giving a Iras to

500 peccaka Buddhas led by Mahapaduma and entertained them

up to the time of their death At the time of their death he was busy

quelling a rebellion at the frontier of his state When he returned

home he gave his k rtgdom to his eldest son and became an ascetic

Echoes of the association of Mahapadma Nanda with Kasi are also

found in the Suttarupata Commentary1 which relates that Peccaka

Buddha Mahapaduma was born as a treasurer of Benaras (Kasi) m
a former life committed adultery and was born in hell as a result

A careful and critical comparison of these traditions shows

that they diverge very widely on many vital points and are

mainly based on floating rumours and hearsay reports which

carry little conviction Hence it is risky to place reliance on these

traditions in v ew of the fact that the Puranas, the Aludrarahasa

and the Arja mailjusri-mula kalpa do not support them but

definitely go against them The Puranas which usually represent

genuine historical traditions, call Mahapadma Nanda the son of

Mahanandin by a woman of low caste But his maternal descent

1 1,76
s Vtsnupurana IV, 21 > AlatsyaJurana ch

272, V 12 5TJPTT I

fTT ||

It is highly significant to note that Canakya calls the Nanda
king Nandm* while pronouncing his curse m the session of the

almshouse [ if VamsatihapJ aha mi I, p 182 ^
^rgrcrrg 'rsfinrr ^rf^fr trorr m ^3 fir 1

The Alahavarnsa of Moggallana states that one of the ten sons
ofKalaSoha was called Nandm (Extended \rahavaima V, 14 15,

p 55 56 ]

Trerrat'SFT wr 3 zn ^rifim i

^ ^Ro^cpinn %tnfg rr^rr 11

WT ^ iT4T I

iT’JTtrr ^Tfq- n
But this work distinguishes between Nandm and the first Nanda

who started his career as a robber It is likely that being the son of
the Sudra wife, be was not counted among the ten sons of the
reigning king and after usurping the throne he began to call himself
Aiand 1 and not Xaidin to distinguish himself from the previous lme
and to show himself as the founder of a new dynasty This is clear

{ continued on thefollowing page)
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did not detract from his high In a patriarchal society it is

mainly the caste of the father that determines the position of a

(continuedfrom the preitous page)

from the fact that insptte of the currency of the surname j\anda of

the first Nanda and his successors, their connection with the Nandtns

could not be concealed and the Yainsatth'ippkasini (
op cit ) made

Canakya call Dhana Nanda, <jYandtn'. It is illuminating to note

m this connection that, according to the Tibetan historian Tara-

natha, the second Buddhist council was held at Vaiiali in the

reign ofNandtn, while, according to the Mahaiamsa ( eh 4), it was

held in the reign of Kal iSoka J Tilliozat has proposed to identify

Nandin ofTaranatha with KalaSoka of the Singhalese works [Jean

Filhnzat, ‘Les deux Asoka et Its conciles Eouddluques,’ Journal

AstUaque Vol COvLl (1953 ) pp 48 49] It may he noted in this

connection that while enumerating the kings of Avanti the Purapas

give SiSunaga as a name of Nandnardhana

frRpTTT W 11

(r. F Pargitcr, Dynasties of the Rail Age p 19 N 35)
In the Puranas this Nardivardhana

(
S«‘unaka

)
son of Aji is

counted among the kings of Magadha

WXX '4
1 Hrail 1

Quoting a verse from Jaina sources to the effect that the king of
Avanti would become the lord of Pataliputra after the death of

Udayin, Shantilal Shah holds that Nandivardhaua, king of Avanti,
conquered Magadha after ihe death of Udaym and became its ruler.

[ Santilal Shah, Traditional Chronology of the Jamas ( Stuttgart )

( 1935 ) pp 31-32 ] SiSunaga’s son is called Kakavarna in the Pu-
ran.os and Kalasoka in the chronicles of Ceylon, whereas Nandi-
vardhana’s son is called Mahanandin m the Puranas and the Jama
works Comparing and squaring up both these sets of traditions
there remains no doubt that Nandnardhana is identical with gisu-

naga and Mahanandm is the same as Kalasoka Kakavarna
[Journal of the Bihar and ^Orissa Research Society 1 p 73] Malia-
padina Nanda was a son of this Mahanandin alias Kalafoka
Kakavarna After him his sons collectively known as the Nandas
came to the throne Thus the so-called Nine Nandas or Neo-
Nandas were connected with the Nandins, Nandivardhana and
Mahanandin, of Pataliputra, who succeeded the line of Birabisara,
Ajata^atru and Udayin
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person 1 It is certain that the father of Mahapadma belonged tc

the ruling family Hence the author of the Mudraraksasa had

no hesitation in assigning a high birth to him 3 Firdausi also

docs not impute any bad origin to this ting though he refers to

his mean character

The accession of Mahapadma to the throne has a semblance

of usurpation The Aryi mdUjuSrt mu la kalpa states that he was

at first a minister and implies that he rose to the throne by

staging a coup df
etat by means of his wealth 3 But the /’anjiga

parvai avers that the reigning king died issueless and the officers

and people anointed Nanda as their king 1

It appears that, not being the son of the queen consort, Nanda

had no right to the throne m preference to the lawful liens

Hence he was given the post of a minister Availing himself of

the opportunity, that he got by his association With the government,

he encompassed the murder of the lawful heirs and ingratiated

himself with the officers and the people who accepted him as

their king m view of the fact that there was no lawful heir of the

)nte king to take charge of die state It is certain that Maha-

padma made extensive conquests and his successors mamtaine

them They also kept intact the military system of Mahapadma

The reports of the Greek writers indicate that the army of the fast

Nanda king was very big and his hold over the territory cast of

the Beas was also firm

The wealth am! affluence of the Nandas passed into the realm

of proverbs The Tamil writer Mamulnar refers to the wealth of

the Nindas, which “having accumulated first in Patah hid itsc

l I tffiufiuraila IV, 10, 12 ,
Ajthaiastra III, 7

1 Mudraraksasa ir, 4 ;Tr?FIT

ttnd VI G TfcT 3?TCttrr ^1 Tf»R^ I

* At)a nufijKSrt mulakalja ed K P Jayaswal in The Imperial

Ihstorj of India p 31 5IT«I TIT mi I

* Paritt^aparvaH VI, 242 p 197

ttt SWjiq 'flVSR’T^ *r I

"IT =nrTT ^IT^fjnT^IPTT II
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m the floods of the Ganges,” 1 Xenophon (d after 355 a c) in !»s

Cyropaedia? refers to the Indian king, a very wealthy man, who

can be no other than Namla, and Hiuen-Tsang mentions “the five

treasures of king Nanda’s seven precious substances”. The Katha-

santsagara and the Mudraraksata state that the Nandas possessed

990 crorcs of gold pieces 5 The Arya-manjusn-muta kalpa calls

Mahapadma very prosperous (rtrmfm) and the Petaiatlhu cites an

adage which alludes to the kingdom of King Nanda abounding

m the wealth of all sorts of apparels* Several Pah works vtate

that Nanda had a tree of desires {kapparukkha) which prowded
him and his subjects with div me robes

The liking of the Nandas for wealth, born probably of the needs

ora vast military organization and a gigantic system of admimstia-

1 S. K. Aiyangar Beginnings of South Indian History p 07,

K A Ndakanta Shastn, Age of the jVandas and Maury at p 254.

Vamsalthappakasim (P T S) 1, p 180 sprnTprpi qTflT'KJira

trrar? erw cranft: mihivj ... ft

^rrprm^r f^r n^r fVwJii'rffr i

Vide Extended Mahavamsa V 54-59 p 50.

The Jaina work Tilthogali painna (verses G3G 639) states that a
Nanda king, who was very wealthy, beautiful and renowned, buried
a large quantity of gold under five topes and Kalki took it away
from there

5§r *r #Rr iy-11
, wr f^n: wrftr 1

1

tremfrrsr ^4#^ i

^ ^ r?r
(
?
) 'f it

^

ortr t

^ ^ ^RfnT^ ,
TTimt SlfflT 1.1

2 Xenophon’s Cyropaedia
( tr. by Walter Miller") III, n, 25

3 Kathatanlsagora (Tawney s tr) I, p 21, Mudraraksasg III, 27
^T^ftT5Rnr^T4n2t^P% ?T»5T: I

4 Petavaithu II, 2 16 ( ed by Rahula Sankrtyayana, Anand
Kausalyayana and Jagdish KaSyapa ) p. 10

sif«iHn«r tft mfew i

^rr^n (Vferffir qfe^^r it

tbidt III, 2, 18 p 31

jprcm 5# iiptrrT i
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tion, led them to devise ingenious schemes of extorting money

from the people Hence they imposed heavy taxes on the people

The VatnsaUhappakasmi states that they levied taxes even on skins,

gums, trees and stones 1 This made them very unpopular in

public and resulted in the circulation of the stones of their greed

and extortions " In India greedy kings were usually styled as

the sons of barbers King Bliaru of Bharukaceba was considered

1 VanisatlhappaL asmx V«#l I, p 180 tTrFTT

4 V'listff* (TTTJTTf0 ‘fUinidT ttvT

sprrfa i

* Vipupurana VI, 24 3**11 , Mudrarakfasa Act I, p 93

I Such stories seem to form the basis of

the Nanda Jataka (rnusboll, I, 224; which relates the story of a slave

named Nanda who was so greedy as to think of misappropriating

the treasure entiusted to him by his master for lus son and hence

hiding it away from him .

We know that the greed of the earlier Nandas was trans-

formed into the generosity of the last Nanda—Dhanananda of the

Mahavanua, Mahabodl ti aiusa and Vanisattkappakastm Tins change

lies at the basis of the tale of a Brahmaija who entered

into the corpse of the greedy king Nanda and began to lavish his

gifts right and left Vide, Merutufiga, Prabandka Cintamant ed

Jinavijaya Mum (Singhi Jaina Granthamala) p 136, Furatana

Prabandka Sangraha ed Jinavijaya Muni (S J G ) p 82) According
to the Jama work Bhallapannna painna (Agamodaya Samiti ed ) p
153 there was a king named Lobhananda who perished on account

of his greed

The stories of the greed and exploi cation of the Nanda king

seem Id refer to the early career of the last Nanda king, though
in his later life he turned very generous and even lavish probably
to wipe off the discontent caused by his policy Greek writers

and Ceylonese chroniclers relate these stories with special reference
to the last king The former impute a barber ancestry particularly
to him Hence, it appears that, though wealthy and prosperous,
Mahapadma was not the greedy tyrant of the anecdotes, it was
rather his successors who brought the opprobrium on the

family
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a barber’*? son because of his miserly disposition.1 Being the off-

spring of a barber was thought to be a great disgrace to a person.

Hence the Inmates of the harem of Bindusaia called the daughter

of the brahmana of Campii a barber’s daughter in order to divert

the attention or the king from her.2 Thus, it is no wonder that the

greedy Nanda king was dubbed as barber’s son by the people

who bore the brunt of his grinding exactions. Such slanderous

rumours lie at the back of the notices of classical writers and the

tradition current among the Jainas about the Nandas.

The burden of the taxes imposed by the Nandas crushed the

people so much that they heaved a sigh of relief at their down-fall 3

and thought that “the hcant-discases of the earth had been

removed.”*

As seen above, Mahapadma Nanda rose to sovereignty from the

post of a minister with the help of the officers and the people. These
officers, who considered him their equaljin rank, did not brook
his supremacy as a king. Hence he had to deal with them with
a hard hand in order to ensure the stability of the state. This
repression led to an under-current of resentment among the
ministers, which continued to rise under the reign or his successors,

and, at last, Candragupta led his forces against Magadha and
invested Pajaliputra. Many of these ministers were hand-in-

1 Supparaka-Jataka ed. FausbGll No 463
,

{ft wr {Hi tnr^rrfr fg m i

R

3 DivyaVadana ed. Cowell p. 370

{TT 'iiPid^*T 1141^ qiffpfr TPTT Slfrpjt

qerifqfqqrT i *ptt sm? {rarw >rfqui fa i *rr q-qgfa, ?nftpft

3 Afudrarakfdsa I, 1

1

’ tbid, III 10

WTfint qV^err: \

* Mudrarafaasa I, 13

{pjjsrai Oi‘i i
i
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Th«5,™ observe .tat picture of the kms will. his

power, armies, wealth, greed, tyranny, exacttom and dtsrcspeet for

the wise and learned fits in the framework or the history of the last

Nanda king. This king corresponds to the last Nanda sovereign

Dliai.an.nda (
Agrammes, Xa, .dramas ) in ,11 Miential. and

characteristics to such an extent that it is dilhenlt to doubt

their identity.

The second dream of Kaid related to the fall of one

king and the rise of another in his place'. The real significance

of this dream lim in the dethronement or the king referred to in

the first dream and the accession or Kaid in his place. This

clearly hints at the overthrow of the Nandas and the anointing

Candragupta.

11. The treaty of Kaid and A lexander

Kaid entered into an alliance with Alexander under

instruction from Mihran “to consort with wisdom and fight him

not”.* We learn from Plutarch that Candragupta saw Alexander

and after his retreat used to declare that liad he marched against

1 Shah-Kima ed. Macan Vol. Ill, p. 1293

Doyam ancha didi tu az taj-u-takhl

Kaz-u shud yaki digar amad za-haklit

Hamah-ast kin vazgona jahaft

yaki ra burad digar arad ravan.

Warners’ tr. vol. VT, p. 91

“Thy second dream concerning crown and throne

Which one man voided and another gained

IHustrateth that this Inconstant world

Rcmoveth one and speedethup another.”

2 Shah-Nama ed. Macau vol. Ill, p. 1292

Sikandar ba-yarad sipah-i-garah

Za-rum-ii-z- Iran guzida-sarah’

chu Khvahi ki bashad lira fibrfi,

Khirml yarkun jang Ci fa tnajii.
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Thus, we observe that Firdausi’s picture of the king with his

power, armies, wealth, greed, tyranny, exactions and disrespect for

the wise and learned fits in the framework of the history of the last

Nanda king. This king corresponds to the last Nanda sovereign

Dhanananda ( Agrammcs, Xandramas )
in all essentials and

characteristics to such an extent that it is difficult to doubt

their identity.

The second dream of Raid related to the fall of one

king and the rise of another in his place 1
. The real significance

of this dream lies in the dethronement of the king referred to in

the first dream and the accession oT Raid in his place. This

clearly hints at the overthrow of the Nandas and the anointing of

Candragupta.

1 1 . The treaty ofKaid and Alexander

Raid entered into an alliance with Alexander under

instruction from Mihran “to consort with wisdom and fight him
not”.2 Wc learn from Plutarch that Candragupta saw Alexander

and after his retreat used to declare that Jiad he marched against

1 Shclh-Nama cd. Macon Vol. Ill, p. 1293

Doyam ancha did} tu az taj-u-takht

Kaz-u sliud yak! digar atnad za»bakht

Hamah-ast kin vazgona jahah
yaki ra burad digar 3rad ravaft.

Warners’ tr. vol. VI, p. 94
“Thy second dream concerning crown and throne

Which one man voided and another gained
Illustrateth that this inconstant world

Rcmoveth one and speedeth up another.’*

2 Shah-Nama ed. Macan vol. Ill, p. 1292
Sikandar ba-yarad sipah i-garah

Za-rum-u-z- irah guzida-saran’
chu Khvahi ki bashnd tjra abru,

Khirad yar kun jang u ra maju.

Warners’ translation Vol. VI, p. 94
“Sikander will lead forth a mighty host
The chosen chieftains of Iran and Rome
And, if thou wouldst still rule, consort with wisdom
And fight him not.”
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glove with the invaders and gave them all possible help and

guidance.
1

The high-handedness and overweening demeanour of the

Nandas spread such disaffection among the people that they

looked down upon them as the leading villains2 of the time and

considered their titles to rule utterly false.3

There were also some cases in the reign of the Nandas in

which merit was not duly rewarded and wise and learned men

were not properly respected. A celebrated instance of the bad

attitude of King Dhanananda towards the learned men is that

of Canakya, who was dragged from the high seat by reason of

his uncomely fcatuies. This episode forms the plot of the Mudr'or

ralsasa of Vi&ikhadatta and the PralijHa-Canakya of Bhitaa,

which now survives in some quotations in the Abhinava-bharali

of Abhinavagupta 1

, and is repeatedly referred to in alt branches

of Indian literature. After the accession of Candragupta to

the throne the vices of the Nandas were grossly exaggerated with

a view to emphasizing the virtues of the Mauryas.

1 Aludraraksasa I, 23

^ sfatfar *tt =r nfrrar : »»

Parthtfaparvan VI, 244 p. 197 ed. Jacobi

*r trRr jrnfV ^nf'r^Ftfa n

Arya-maHjuiri-mula ~l.aIpa ed. Jayaswal p. 31

^TcTRftft Harass: i

^Rpfr II

( according to the Tibetan Text )
1 Ibid, p. 31

STh K-dluI cleft J

s
MudraTak}asa III, lU^f. ?PTitf5T<TTR31?: I

In the

MalsjapuTana Namla is called “the product of kali” eit).

According to the Puianas, the advent of the Nandas is heralded as

an age of £udra-rulc.

R. Ramamurti, Journal of Oriental Research l Madras ) HJ<
0929) p. 80.
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Thus, we observe that Firdausi’s picture of the king with his

power, armies, wealth, greed, tyranny, exactions and disrespect for

the wise and learned fits in the framework of the history of the last

Nanda king. This king corresponds to the last Nanda sovereign

Dhanananda ( Agrammcs, Xandramas ) in all essentials and

characteristics to such an extent that it is difficult to doubt

their identity.

The second dream of Kaid related to the fall of one

king and the rise of another in his place1
. The real significance

of this dream lies in the dethronement of the king referred to in

the first dream and the accession oT Kaid in his place. This

clearly hints at the overthrow of the Nandas and the anointing of

Candragupta.

1 1 . The treaty of Kaid and Alexander

Kaid entered Into an alliance with Alexander under
instruction from Mihran "to consort with wis’dom and fight him
not”.1 We leam from Plutarch that Candragupta saw Alexander

and after his retreat used to declare that had he marched against

1 Shah-Nama ed. Macan Vol. Ill, p. 1293

Doyam aiicha dld| tu az taj-u-takht

Kaz-fi shud yakl digar amad za-hakht

Haman-ast kin vazgona jahau

yaki ra burad digar arad ravaft.

Warners’ tr. vol. VI, p. 94
“Thy second dream concerning crown and throne

Which one man voided and another gained

Illustrateth that this inconstant world
Rcmovcth one and speedeth up another.”

2 Shah-Kama ed. Macan vol. Ill, p. 1292

Slkandar ba-yarad sipah-i*garan

Za-rum-u-z- Iran guzida-saran’

chu Khvahi lei bashad tira abru,

Khirad yar kun jang u ra majii.

Warners’ translation Vol. VI, p. 94
"Sikander will lead forth a mighty host

The chosen chieftains of Iran and Rome
And, if thou wouldst still rule, consort with wisdom
And fight him not.”
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the Nandas he would have been successful for they were hated for

their mean origin and wicked disposition.1 From this remark of

Plutarch Dr. H. C. Raychoudhury infers that “Candragupta

visited Alexander with the intention of inducing the conqueror to

put an end to the rule of the tyrant of Magadha. His conduct

may be compared to that ofRana Sangrama Singh who invited

Babur to put an end to the rdgime of Ibrahim Lodi.”8 This

policy of Candragupta must have resulted in the conclusion of

a military alliance for the invasion of Magadha between him and

Alexander.

12. The character of Kaid

Kaid was a very wise and genial man. His capacity for

administration and organization was superb and his bearing was

very dignified and graceful.® We know that Indian writers hold

a^ very high opinion of the character of Candragupta and the

Arya-maitjusri’-mula-halpa* states that he was “very affluent,

true to the duties of kingship and of a high moral character”.

13. The identity ofKaid and Candragupta Maurya

These points of resemblance between Kaid and Candragupta

leave no room for doubt about their identity. The legend of

1
J. W. M’Crindle: The Ini'asion of India by Alexander the Great

p. 311.

* H. C. Raychoudhury : Political History of Ancient India (5th

edition} p 268.
8 Shah‘Nama ed. Macan vol. Ill, p. 1290

- Yaki shah bud hind ra nam Kaid
Nakardi jus az danisJi-ra-i'Said

Dil ba*Khiradan dasht Maghz-i*ravan

Nashisht-i-Kayan farr’a-i-mubidah.

Warners’ translation vol—VI, p. 91

“There was in Hind a monarch, Kaid by name.
Whose sole pursuit was knowledge and advice
He had a sage’s heart, a prince’s brain,

__
King’s bearing and the grace of Arcliimages.”

4 Arja-ma7ljusri-mula-kalpa op. cit. p, 22

(j^nrVfr) tmfau *Tsy«r%: i

Cf. Mudraraksasa III, 3

H'ftefl ^Rc^TfiT ^ IT 5’^ ^1
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Gandragupta travelled for and wide in association with the

legend of Alexander and found its way in Persian literature.

Ma’sudi’s *Kand' is the nearest approach to the name of Candra-

gupta. Later on, it was wrongly written as JCat'd, as already

shown, and Firdausi used it in this form. Ifwe study these legends

in correlation with the authentic materials of
-

the history of

Gandragupta, we are likely to get some precious information

about him. Taking my stand on the identification of Knid and

Gandragupta, proposed on the basis of the aforesaid considera-

tions, I now proceed to study the fresh information given by the

Shah-Nama.

According to the Shoh-Namu, the first letter was written by

Alexander, although Gandragupta was already prepared to side

with him. Alexander wanted Candragupta to ally with him

and sent him a call to surrender. This shows that Alexander

was aware of the important position of Gandragupta. It is

well-known that Gandragupta was staying in some royal

college of Talcs as ila as an exile at the time of Alexander’s

invasion. He was forging his plans in collaboration with his

colleagues under the guidance of Canakya. In order to under-

stand the position ofGandragupta at TakaaSila, we should bear

in mind his early history.

14. Early life ofCandragupta Maurya

"Much ink has been shed on the ancestry of Candragupta.

Ratnagarbha, the commentator of the Vitnupurana, suggested that

he was the son of king Nanda by a wife named Mura1 and

Dhundhiraja Vyasa the commentator of the Afudrartiksasa, added
that she was a gudra by caste.2 Her son was named Maurya
who was the father of Gandragupta. Mahadeva in his AIttdra-

raksasa-Kalha ( ed. V. Raghavan, Madras ), Ravi Nartaka in his

Canakya-Kalha ( cd. S. G. Law, Calcutta ), and the authors of the

Purrapithika, which forms part oT the commentary of Dhun^hiraja

{ ed. Dasaratha Sharoia, Bikaner) agree with Dhurdhirnja in

this respect. But the statement of these later writers is not to be

1 Commentary of Vitnupurana IV, 24

pr sfWfaw srwr i

* K. T. Telang’s edition of the AfttdraTaksnsa p. 40

TUTS HwY pr7<TRTV*3ijr£r7qT «j4ciK*t«n I

toftt srr farm
i
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trusted in view of the reliable authority of the historical tradi-

tions which connect the Mauryas with a Ksatriya family.

The Mahaparmibbannuitanta of the Dighanikya
,

our earliest

authority, refeis to the Moriyas bring of the same caste as the

^akyas on .the basis of which they claimed a share of the ashes of

the Buddha. Some modem scholars have challenged the authority

of these traditions and held that Candragupta hailed bom
tlandhara in the North-West. 1 To accept the views of these

scholais is to reject in toto the unanimous evidence of Indian

traditions that Candragupta belonged to the East and became

associated with Canakya when he was returning from the capital

of the Nandas in a state of great unrest and discontent.

But, before we arrive at this conclusion, we must have positive and

definite evidence to establish that Candragupta did belong to the

iVorth-TVest and had absolutely nothing to do with any tribe of the

East. As has been shown elsewhere, the theory of the north-western

origin of Candragupta rests on happy guesses and far-fetched

conjectuies. Some hearsay traditions recorded by Hiuen-Tsang

and the circumstances of the association of Candragupta with \

the North-West, isolated from their correct .context, are the only

evidence which is adduced to buttress the conjecture of Candra-

gupta’s northern origin. Against this fragile and meagre

evidence we have the overwhelming and unanimous testimony of

all branches of Indian literature—Buddhist, Brahmanic and Jaina,

legendary, dramatic and historical—to the efTect that Candra-

gupta came from the East. To discard the whole of this testimony

in preference to vague conjectures is quite unscientific and un-

historical Hence we should refrain from passing a sweeping
judgment on this issue until more reliable evidence comes up to

settle it. In the present stage of our knowledge it is safe to fasten

our belief on the traditions of India and to hold in accordance
with them that Candragupta belonged to the East.

As shown earlier, the Mauryas hailed from a place called More
or Morin the Patna district. It is 287 miles from Calcutta on the

East Indian Railway. The residents "of this place used the surname

1 B. M. Barua: Social Status of the Mauryas ( Indian Culture vol.

X, part I ); Asnka and his Inscriptions part I, pp. 49-51. H.C. Seth:

Did Candragupta belong to North-Western India
( Annals of the Bhan-

darkar Oriental Research Institute Vol. XVIII, pt. 2 ); Candragupta

and Sasigupta (Indian Historical Quarterly vol. XIII, pt. 2 ).
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Maurya or Mauryaputra. The imperial Mauryas were the Ksatriyas

hailing from this place. Their main quarter in this locality seems

to have borne the name of Pipphalivana or Peepul grove. These

Ksatriyas had nothing to do with the Sakyas and their association

with the clan or the Buddha was a later innovation. But being

Ksatriyas they were justified in calling the Buddha their kinsman and
claiming a share of his ashes like many other Ksatriya tribes. With
the expansion of Magadha as an imperialist power, the Mauryas
lost their independence and were engulfed in its realm like many
other Ksatriya tribes. As a result of these untoward developments
the members ofthe clan left their home and took service with the
leading kings of those timet. It appears that some of these
Mauryas entered into the service of the kings of Pataliputra and
rose to high ranks and eminence there. One Maurya officer

became such a favourite of king MahSpadma Nanda, that he
brought up his son Gandragupta as one of his own sons. Hence
Indian tradition treated him as a dynast of the Nanda family.
Kgemendra and Somadeva called him a son of Purvananda. But
Vilakhadatta1

, resting on a better authority, clearly kept the
distinction between the families of Nanda and Gandragupta.2

Hence his reference to Gandragupta as ‘Xandanvajah' ( V, 5 )
implies only that he was regarded by Nanda as his own son.

The Mahavamsa of Moggall.ina gives the name of one of the
nine Nanda kings, who arc said to be the brothers of the first
Nanda, as “Candaguttika Nanda” or ‘Candagatika Nanda’
\ Kxlmded Mahavamsa V, 49-52 pp. 5’ -58

rptn ^ ^err i

^ li

1 Cf. Mudrarakiasa II, 8
Hqfq trq
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- Mitdra raksasi II, J
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ipTr^rs^r »7ftrer vzz fa cm u

TT^f^JrR7!^ T.ij\ I

tTJPT^t ^ ?PT*ft cTcfl 1

1

ffpftHfiT ^ ^TTfa rnf HHdMFTfa I

The Maha bodhivaritsa, (cd. Strong), however, gives difTercnt

names for some kings. According to it, the first three were

named Uggascna, Paljduka and Pandugiti. The names of

the rest arc the same in both the texts. It may also be noted

that F. VV. Thomas equates the name of the last Nanda
King ‘Xandramas* with *Candramas’

( Cambridge History of

India Vol. I p. 4G9) The name of the second king is Kanaka

in the Mahavanisa, cited above, and Patjduka in the Maha^odhi-

varitsa. This difference is probably due to the fact that the latter

word signifies the yellow colour of gold the meaning ofkanaka.

Likewise the colour of the moon (candra or canda) is yellowish.

Hence 'Candagalxka' was stated to be ‘pandugalika .’ All this is

pure guess-work. But if the above statement of the MahUvamsa

together with the restoration of Xandramas as Candramas
,

proposed

by F. W. Thomas, be correct, it would give us a clue to the problem

as to why Candragupta was connected with the Nanda family by

later writers. If Candragupta was also the name of a Nanda
king, the Maurya Candragupta could easily have been confused

and identified with him.

We have seen, above that the haughty and high-handed

attitude of the Nandas antagonized the ministers. It is likely

that Camlragupta’s family was also swept by the wave of

discontent that was rising among the officers of the state. When
Canakya was wronged at Palaliputra and he pledged to avenge

himself on the Nandas he counted on the dissentient elements of

the state and won over to his side a group of young enthusiasts

headed by Candragupta. 1

Candragupta was occupying a key-position at PAtaliputra.

If Mahadeva and Ravi-Nartaka are to be believed, his father

1 Ibid Act I, p. 69.

<uliT?TRI 1
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was the commandcr-in-cluef of the forces of the Nandas.1 He

himself was a great favourite of the king and was brought tip in

dose proximity with the royal family, as noted above. Hence he

knew all the ins and outs of the Nandas.1 That is why he was espe-

cially chosen by Canakya as the instrument of his policies. The
envoys and associates of Alexander appear to have apprized him of

the position of Candragupta. Therefore, he took the initiative in

opening the talks with him, as Firdausi states.

15. The details of the treaty of Candragupta Maurya and Alexander.

Candragupta’s position at TakjaSilS was very important.

The letter of Alexander gave him the desired opportunity to enter

into an alliance with him Tor the conquest of Magadha. Firdausi

states that he offered to send a beautiful girl, a philosopher, a

leech and a cup to Alexander in token of his fealty and friend-

ship.8 The envoy of Alexander communicated the offer of

1 The Vamsalthappakasini (I p. 183), however, states that his

father was the king of the Moriyas and he was killed before the

birth of Candragupta.

IT ifTfoTTFTPT t „

* Much romance has gathered round the infancy of Candra-
gupta. He is represented in popular tales and anecdotes, which
have found their way in Buddhist and Jaina works and crept into
the accounts of Greek and Latin writers, as a miraculous child

whose extraordinary acts suggested to Canakya his future great-
ness. These stories arc intended to stress the greatness of

Candragupta. It is difficult to take these stories as historical

accounts.

3 Shah-Pfama cd. Macan Vol. Ill, p. 1299

Chu barkhvand u pasakhnama ra

payam-i-jahanju-i-khnd-kama ra

Sipahdar-i-hindustan shad kasht

Ki az-ranj-i-iskandar azad gasht

X X X X
Badah pil bar-takht zarrin nihad
Ba pilf ki purmaya tarzih nihad
Faghastan baba rid Khunifi sarashk

Hamj raft ba failsuf-u-puzashk

Qadah hamchunan namdarl badast
Hama sarkushan az in’a-i-jam mast

(continued on the next page)
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Candragupta to his master, whereon he deputed ten wise men

to inspect the gifts and give him tliclr report. On getting a good

report from them, he ordered the gifts to be brought over to him.

This cemented lus alliance with the Indian King.

The author nf the Majmul-u '•'Taw a rikk also writes that Kafand

sought peace with Alexander “to whom he sent his daughter, a

skilful physician, a philosopher and a glass-vase.’' It is note-

worthy that Firdausi does not expressly say that the girl sent by

Kaid to Alexander was his daughter. The author of the said

Tawarikh was a critical scholar and traveller. He took the

passages about Kafand from Abul Hasan’s Persian rendering of

Abu-Saleh-bin-Sh’aab-bm-Jami’s Arabic translation of a Sanskrit

poem, which, according to M. Reinaud, was an old work existing

before the Rijalnrangmi and the Mahabharata. The original is

now lost and the extracts fiom the Persian version arc its only

remnants. This shows that the tradition recorded in these passages

is old and beased on Indian sources which are now lost. 1

I do not, however, know on what evidence M. Reinaud claims

such a high antiquity for the Sanskrit original of this source.

The convention of giving one’s daughter to a powerful ally to

obtain his assistance is referred to by Kaujilya.*

{continuedfrom the previous page)

Warners’ translation Vol. VI, p. 103-1 01

“The King of Hindustan

When he had read the answer to his letter

The message of the imperious world-aspirant

Joyed to be free from trouble with Sikander

Kaid placed gold thrones

Upon ten elephants and on another

More splendidly caparisoned, the Beauty
Who was escorted by the sage and leech

And showered tears of blood. A magnate bare
The cup, whose wine made all the chiefs bemused.”

1 Buddha Prakash, ‘New Light on the Early History of Candragupta

Mauryd’ in New Indian Antiquary Vol.VII. Nos. 1 1 and 12 Feb -March
(1944-45) p. 196.

Arthaiastm nf JCaufitja VII, 14

qrpTTKtf
i
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1G. The rumours of the marriage of Alexander with an Indian Woman.

The accounts or the Persian writers, summarized aliove, show

that Candragupta entered into a treaty of alliance with

Alexander and sent him some presents in token of it. Among the

presents these writers mention a girl, whom the author of the

Majmul-ul~TawariKh tikes to be the daughter of Candragupta,

as we have seen above. Matrimonial alliances have been entered

Into for strengthening military pacts and political treaties from

the earliest times. Hence there is nothing unusual in the dealings

of Candragupta and Alexander as mentioned by these writers.

But, there are some considerations which show that these writers

were labouring under some delusion while writing the account

of the sending of Candragupia’s daughter to Alexander. It

appeals that Candragupta had no daughter of marriageable age
at the time of his altiance with Alexander. Plutarch observes

that he was bat a youth when he met Alexander and the Mudra-
raliasa says that he ascended the throne of Magadha in his

adolescence.1 The VaiiualthappahSsini also states that Candra
Gupta studied at TakjaStla for seven or eight years under
Caiiakya and immediately after completing his education invaded
Magadha and defeated the N.indas. Hcncc it is not likely that
he had any daughter of marriageable age at the time of entering
into the treaty with Alexander. The girl in question was probably
attached to royal courts or was some courtezan and Candra-
Gupta secured her for presentation to Alexander. At any rate
Firdausi does not state that she was the daughter ofKaid. He
only says that she was a girl of rare beauty and charm. Hcncc
there was no matrimonial alliance between them. Let us sec

as to what could be the basis of such a tradition.

Some classical writers suggest that queen Clcophis2 of
Massaga offered her person to Alexander as a mark of capitulation

1 Aludrarahsasa III, 3

ytdr'lid VStifrT ^ ^ II

ibid VI, 12

2 R. K. Mookerjt : Chandra Gupta Maurya and his Times p. 40
equates the name Clcophis with Krpa.
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after the storming of her citadel. But there is no agreement, much

less unanimity, among these wi iters on this point. Arrian does not

refer to this incident at all. He only observes that after the

death ofAssakenos, the chief of Massaga, the people sent a herald

to Alexander to sue for peace. Alexander agreed to the proposal

of peace on the condition that the Indian mercenaries should

change their side and take service in his ranks. But, as they

were leaving the city and encamping on a hilf facing

Alexander’s camp, he fell upon them and cut them to pieces.

“The city now stripped of its defenders he took by storm and

captured the mother and daughter of Assakenos.” 1 This account

nowhere shows that there was any marital connection between

Alexander and Cleophis. Diodoros also does not refer to the

marriage of the queen of Massaga with Alexander. He states

that when the terms of the capitulation were ratified by oaths,

‘'the queen, to show her admiration of Alexander’s magnanimity,

sent out to him most valuable presents, with an intimation thht

she would fulfil all the stipulations.” But Alexander did not

keep the stipulations and attacked the evacuees in violation of

them, whereupon the latter defended themselves to the last drop of

blood and ultimately their women took up arms and preferred

death to dishonour. But they were outnumbered and over-

powered by the Macedonians who had a pre-conceived design to

attack them. Lastly, Alexander spared the “women that still

survived but took them away under charge of the cavalry”.2

This account shows that the queen also fought among the

defenders and nobody knows if she fell in the battle, or was
carried away by the enemy. Plutarch also does not mention the

matrimonial alliance of queen Cleophis and Alexander. He
simply alludes to the violation of the agreement of safety of the

evacuees on the part of Alexander and describes it as a ‘‘foul

blot on his martial fame”.3 Curtius gives some different touches
to this episode, here and there. He says that King Assacanus
had died before the invasion of Alexander and that Cleophis was
his mother, not wife. When the defence of the citadel became
impossible on account of the severe pressure of the enemy’s
assault, she “sent down envoys to the king to sue for pardon”.

1
J. W. M’Crindlc : Alexander's Invasion (op. cit

)

p. 69.
2

J. W. M’Crindle : op. eit. p. 269-270.
3

J. W. M’Crindle : op. cit. p, 306.
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1 The queen herself,” Curtius goes on, '‘having placed her son,

still a child, at Alexander’s knees, obtained not only pardon, but

permission to retain her former dignity, for she was styled

queen and some have believed that -this indulgent treatment was
accorded rather to the charms of her person than to pity for her

misfortunes At all events, she afterwards gave birth to a son

who received the name of Alexander, whoever his father may have

been 11 It is clear from this statement that Curtius was not

sure of the veracity of the rumours about the marriage of

Cleoplns and Alexander He was aware of these reports and

mentioned them in passing without committing himself as to their

correctness Justin8 alone tersely mentions this event as if he
treats it as a proved fact But he is a very late author and his

statement cannot be accepted against the evidence of four

historians who have better claims to be relied upon Moreover,
we have had occasion to see that these classical writers often

jotted down rumours and slanders afloat among the people Their
remarks about the barber ancestry of Nanda have been examined
in an earlier part of this study The reports about the wedlock
of Cleophis and Alexander arc equivalent to the rumours relating

totheNandas and rest on false and futile slanders that become
current among the credulous and misinformed people regarding
high personages But it is quite unhistorica! to repose any belief

in them

17 The rumours of the matrimonial alliance of Candragupta \faulya
and Selnicos

If it is argued that the basis of the matrimonial alliance of
Kaid and Alexander was the marital connection established
between Candragupta and Scleucos later on, we would observe
that the historicity of this latter event does not also rest on any
solid foundation No doubt Appianus states that ‘‘Seleucos
entered into relations of marriage with him” (Sandrocottos) and
Strabo observes that he gave the north western provinces of
India to Candragupta “m consequence of a marriage contract
and received in turn five hundred elephants’ [ Synake c 55,
Strabo’s Geognpky translated by Hamilton and Falconer Vol III

p 125 ] But Justin and Plutarch do not refer to this matrimonial
alliance in their accounts of Seleucos Besides this, we do not

1
J W M Crindle op ett pp 196—197

9 J W M’Crindle op at p 322
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know for certain if Candragupta had any daughter. Even if

it is presumed that he had any, though there is no evidence for it,

it is quite unlikely that he married her to Seleucos and got in

return from him the north*western provinces, for in that case

the marriage would be of astir* kind, which is one of the

unapproved forms of mariiage in Hindu law. As regards

Seleucos, we know fur certain that he had only one daughter,

Phila, who was married to Antjgonos Gonatas. How can we,

therefore, hold that he gave the hand of his daughter to Candra-

gupta ? On this point the best thing is to quote Bo uche-Eeclercq :

“On ne commit h Seleucos d’autres femmes qu’Apama et

Stratonice, ni d’autre fille que Phila, l’epouse d’ Antigone Gonatas.

On ne voit pas comment tl aurauit pu devenir ou le gendre ou le

beau-pere du roi hindou . . .

Seleucos only established, according to Bouche Leclercq, a

convention "autorisant les marriages mixtes entre Hellenes et

Hindous”.

“Dans le systeme social de PInde le seul proc6de pour

reguliser de telles unions consistait a attribuer theoriquement

aux Grecs unc caste ; et peut-ctre avons nous ici la forme

Grfecque de la tradition indigene qui, comma nous le verrons

tout-al’heure reconnait dans les compagnons d’Alexandre une

variety degeneree de Kshatriya ”
[ Hisloire des Seleueides

pp. 29-30 ].

Thus Bouche-Ledercq suggests that the allusion to the

matrimonial alliance, mentioned above, signifies only a convention

of jus connubii that was established am'mg the Greeks and Indians

implying the admission of the former in the fold of the Ksatriya

caste. Be that as it may, we have nr> indication here of a

marriage which may be taken to be the basis of the information
of the Persian writers. Most probably this episode of marriage

was based on floating reports and rumours similar to those which
gave birth to the story of the marriage of Clrophis with Alexander
or that of the daughter of Kaid with him.

18. The gifts sent by Candragupta Maurya to Alexander.

It is likely that some such rumour found its way in Persian

literature and was implanted on the dealings of Kaid and
Alexander by Persian writeis. They probably thought that the

woman who was sent to Alexander at Massaga was the daughter
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of Raid who sued for peace with him at Milad Anyway, there is

vert much chaos, confusion and misundersianding in tlic accounts

of Persian writers regarding the marriage of the daughter ofKaid
with Alexander and we are at a loss to accept this episode as a
historical event

As for the other gifts sent by Candngupta to Alexander,

we know that he had a strong liking for Indian saints and
philosophers During his sojourn at Taxila, he sent Onesicrilus,

a follower of the School of Diogenes, to sec the famous saint

Dandamis and request him to pay a visit to the Gieck camp But
he declined to go there, whereupon Alexander himself went to see

him

1

Candragupla was probably aware of the interest of

Alexander in Indian saints and philosophers Hence lie persuad
ed a philosopher to go over to him We Ieam from Greek writers

that a philosopher named KiHnos went to reside in the camp of
Alexander at Taxila Tor tlus he was despised by other

Brahmanas who used to say that ‘it had not pleased him to drink
the water of wisdom at the river Tiberoboam* 1 {Tabra nala),

which flowed near TaksaSila It is possible that Ralanos is

identical with the sage whom Cnndragupta sent to Alexander

Alexander also liked Indian physicians and astrologers

Firdausi* quotes his remark to the following effect —
Ne’er may this world lack Hind, for thou wouldst say

That all the leeches and astrologers flock thither

Hence it was in the fitness of dungs that Candragupta chose
a physician among his gifts As for the cup, it was directed to
the artistic taste of Alexander Thus Candragupta showed
great skill in the selection of gifts

1
J W M’Crindle Ancient India as described by Megasthenes

and Arrian p 125 127
8

Pseudo Callisthenes cited by Sylvain Levi in Journal Auatigue
Vol XV, p 236 237

3 Skah-Nama (Warners’ translation) Vol VI, p 108
Shah Nama ed Macan Vol III, p 1303

Sikandar bakhandid vaz u gasht shad
va ra guft bi-hmd glti ma bad
Puzashkaij-u Akhtar shanasau liama
Tu gufti ba-hmdustan shud rama
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In this chapter we have observed that Firdausi's account of the

alliance of Candragupta with Alexander rests on a firm

foundation, though the details often partake of the nature of

popular legends It accords well with the probabilities of the

situation and fits in the context of events about which we are

historically sure But Firdausi clothes the dry facts of history

in an epic garb Hence it is difficult for us to take his remarks

literally We can only accept the nucleus of fact as substantiated

by sound historical evidence



CHAPTER V

The Relations of Candragupta Maurya With
Alexander the Great

1. Plutarch on the meeting of Androrellos and Alexander

Soon after the retreat of Alexander the Great from India

Candragupta laid the foundations of the Maurya empire at P.'itali

putra. It was an unfuinilcd ambition of the Macedonian conqueror

to capture that famous seat of Indian empire and in the opinion

of Candragupta it was not difficult Tor him to do so because the

people groaned under the tyranny of the Nnndas despised them
for their base origin and atrocious policy and were eager to o\er-

throw them.1 It appears from a remark or Tlutarch that Candra-

gupta paid a visit to Alexander. He states, “Androcottos himself,

w ho was then but a youth, saw Alexander himself and afterwards

used to declare that Alexander could have easily taken possession

of the whole country since the king was hated and despised by
his subjects for the wickedness of his disposition and the meanness

of his origin.”*

This passage throw some light on the purpose for which
Candragupta visited Alexander and implies his view that Alexan-

der did not pay any heed to his suggestion and missed a great

prize which was so easy to acquire. But the strain of scaling the gla-

cis ofthe Panjab had unnerved the armies of Alexander to such an ex-

tent that all his entreaties failed to egg them on towards the East and
Candragupta failed to secure his assistance and had to fall back
rrn Yea Tfwri itacrotces ani Ae«Yees.

* AIudraTakiCtsa I, II

Arja-manjufri.mula-kalpa, K. P. Jayaswal, An Imperial History

of India (text) p. 31

*F=jTsf<r Hjrfa: i

r^mntrpmr *r*fFn*i *r*rt 1

1

Patui^aparvan of Hemcandra VI, 244 p. 197

iRR^ %fef?$rFT??n j

* Ufa wsft u
2 J.W. M'Crindlc; The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great p. 3 * 1
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This attempt of Candragupta to induce Alexander to march on

Magadha and put an end to the tyranny of the Nandas resulted in

the conclusion of a formal treaty between them which has been

discussed in detad in the preceding chapter particularly on the basis

of Persian sources This treaty appears to have been concluded

at TabsaSila where Candragupta lived with Canahyi before his

invasion of Pataliputra Following this treaty Candragupta seems

to have accompanied Alexander and was present m the battle of

the Jhelum tn which Alexander had to encounter the stiff resistance

ofPoros The outcome ot this contest is not precisely known, but

from the repeated attempts made by Alexander to court the friend

ship and alliance of Poros and the assistance that Poros gave to

Alexander in his advance towards the East, it becomes evident

that both the belligerants at last found discretion to be the better

part of valour and patched up an honourable peace instead of

fighting to the finish It appears that some Indian princes acted

as intermediaries in tins treaty and Candragupta took a prominent

part in the peace parleys

2 Arrian on tie meeting of A1trots and Poros

Arrian states that when Poros, wounded in his right shoulder,

wheeled Ins elephant round and began to retire from the field of

battle, Alexander sent Taxilcs (the King ofTak$aSiIa) to bring him

bach to him But Poros became furious at the sight of Ins old

enemy and instead of listening to lus message tried to hill hun with

a javelin Taxilcs instantly put his horse to the gallop and got

beyond the reach ofPoros But,’ Arrian continues, “not even for

tins act did Alexander feel any resentment against Poros, but sent

to him messenger after messenger and last of all Meroes, an Indian,

as he bad learnt that Poros and this Meroes were old friends As

soon as Poros heard the message wlucli Meroes now brought just

at a time when he was overpowered with thirst, he made hu
elephant halt and dismounted Then, when he had taken a draught

of witcr and felt revived, he requested Meroes to conduct him
without delay to Alexander He was then conducted to Alexander,

who, on learning that Meroes was approaching with him, rode

forward in front of Ins line with a few of the Companions to meet
lum ’ J

1 J W M Candle The Iniaston of India by Alexander the Great,

pp 108 109
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colleague and collaborator named ParvateSvara or Farvataka m
his conquest of Putaliputra This ParvateSvara or Parvataka has

been identified with Poros on very strong grounds, as we have seen

m a preceding study of this collection It appears that Candra-

gupta and Canakya were already discussing a treaty of alliance

with Poros for the invasion of Magadha Hcmicandra and De-

vendraganin inform us that Canakya approached Poros with a

proposal that after the overthrow of the Nandas they would equally

diude their Kingdom among themselves like brothers Thus the

remark ofArrain that Meroes was an old friend of Poros adequately

applies to Candragupta Maury a

These considerations establish the identity of Meroes with

Candragupta Maurya and show that he rendered yeoman’s
service to Alexander by putting an end to his hostility with Poros

and by persuading the latter to make friends with him He, thus,

clcircd the greatest hurdle that barred Alexander’s path towards

the interior of India and ensured his triumphant advance onwards,
which, however, came to a standstill on the bank of the Hyphasis
(Beas) due to reasons beyond the control of both Candragupta and
Alexander Candragupta dtd all this not because of any attach-

ment for Alexander but for his own sake, that is, for securing the

throne of Magadha, when, therefore, Ins plan failed and Alexanders
armies refused to move towards the realm of the Nandas and
compelled him to beat a retreat, he took to another course which
commenced with strengthening his alliance with Poro3 and uprooting
whit remained of Alexander’s rule in the Panjab and entrenching
his hold over it with the help of his esteemed colleague
1 Mudrarakiasa II P. 122

*tm 1

* Paruistapanan of Hemacandra VIII, 290 299

f^c^d atfr, rmr i

ssr ‘nr-r^reT'T ^ n

wn «nf*nr^ u
?nrnrr qHnrnrreT 1

rfii 'r^cT^nfr fTjrr. u

^rmw kmt i

* Stfkabodha ed Vijayomanga SQn PP 57-58

finrnrjTr HfiiTO t=tbtw Krxn vs ss'vs Trisim') i



CHAPTER VI

Historical Characters of the Maurya Period

in the

Mudrarakasa of Visakhadatta

1 . Introductory remarks

The Mttdrarakfasa1 of Visakhadatta is one of the few historical

dramas of Sanskrit literature. The historical texture of its plot has

1 The date of the composition of the A'udriirahasa is shrouded in

uncertainty. Several scholars arc Inclined to place Visakhadatta

in the fourth century A. D., the period of Candragupta II

Vikramaditya. [K. P. Jayaswal, Indian Antiquary (1913) pp. 265-

67 ; Sten Konow, Indian Antiquary (1914) pp. GG IT. Hillebrandt,

Zeitschrifl der Daitschen Aforgenlanduchen Gtsellschafl [(1B85) pp.

1130 IT. S, Srikaijtha gastrin, Indian Historical Quarterly (1931)

pp. 163—G9J. Jarl Charpentier takes him to be a contemporary

of the Later Guptas. [Journal of the Royat Asiatic Society (1923)

pp. 586 fT. ]. In the bharatavalya of the drama, which is the

main source of information about the date of the author, the

readings “Dantivarman,” "Rantivarman” and “Avantharman

are also found instead of “Candragupta”. The first two

of these names are not known to us from any historical source,

but two Avantivarmans are quite well-known in history : the

Maukhari King Avantivarman, who ruled at Kanauj in the

seventh century A. D. and whose son Grahavarman was married

to Haifa’s sister Raj yaSrj, and Avantivarm an, King ofKaSmira

who flourished in the ninth century. K.H.Dhruvain the introduc-

tion to his edition of the Aludrarahsasa (pp.XXI.VII) , V.J. Antani

in Indian Anliquay [ (1922) (pp. 49-51)] and R. S. Tripmhi in his

History ofKanauj p. 50 hold that the Avantivarman in question

was the King ofKanauj, referred tn ahove, whereas II. Jacobi

[W. Z. K. M. II, pp. 212-16] thinks that he was the king of

KaSmlra, mentioned, above. Jacobi has identified the eclipse,

mentioned in the play, with that which occurred on December 2,

860 A. D. But, as Dhruvn has shown, the way in which the

king of Ka^mfra is treated in the play precludes the possibility
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been mtenvoven with ingenious situations and tensions that heighten

the dramatic quality of the epochal events depicted in it Though

the manipulation of the intrigues and stratagems through which

of an) reference to Avantivarman of Kasmira m the bkaratavatya

As a matter of fact, the whole argument of the ascription of

the play to the time of one Avantvv arman is weak in view of

Hdlebrandt’s opinion that ihe variant Avantivarman js most

probabl) a later interpolation [S K De, Vuakhadaita, in B C

Lnto Volume I, pp 50 ff]

With regard to the theory of the contemporaneity of

Visakhadatta and Candragupta II Vikramaditya, same facts

and considerations deserve pointed emphasis In the bharala-

vafya of the Afudraraksasa (VII, 18) the Boar incarnation ofVunti

is invoked and there is a poignant reference to the resting of

the Eanli goddess on the edge of Ids protruding tooth In

the second line of this verse the king Candragupta is likened

to the Boar-incarnation of Visnu ui having supported the

earth on his arms —
*rPCl si Fan im\U
mi tnw+te ^^rfvTcrT fTfafr wtnt t

*r qTfq-^frjq^' ii

Tlie idea underlying this verse has been rendered into

stone in the Vanha cave m the Udayagiri hill near Blulsa

In this cave the robust and virile figure of the Boar-incarnation

holding the frail and frightened body of the Earth goddess on Ins

tooth is sculptured against the background of a multitude of

small figures One leg of the figure is bent on a rock and the

other is straightened while the hands press the loins in the

.TsuNeiwTiw? uir jAaYmViTg' vTmvirivsk TThr pusiram? fcxamsfcA'?
figure breathe a spirit of defiance and advance In the Udaya-
gin caves there is also an inscription engraved at the instance

of Virasena, who states that lie went there with Candragupta
when the latter traversed those regions in course of his conquest

ofthe whole earth [J T Fleet, Corpus Inscripltonum Indtrarun

111 No G, line 5 tnils flgm ]
It is, thus,

manifest tint the visit of Candragupta, occasioned b> his

campaigns gave a unique importance to the Udayagiri lull

which throbbed with sculptural activity as a consequence of the
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the political genius of the leading characters finds expression is

purely the product of the dramatist’s Imagination, the bedrock of the

play is historical in character and the dramatis personae, arc, to a

considerable extent, historical personages. Cartakya, Candragupta

same. The image of the Boar-incarnation rescuing the earth

appears as a national emblem of the campaigns of Candra-
gupta. It is the iconographic representation of the spirit that

moved tlic wars and expeditions of the early Guptas against the

remnants of Saka rule and the anarchy of contending local

chieftains. Hence it is In the fitness of things that this image has
been dated about 400 a. d. [The Vdk ataka-Gupta Age ,

cd.. Altc
bar and Majumdar, p. 415]. The conception underlying and
animating the bharalavakya, quoted above, unmistakably incor-

porates the spirit of the Boar-image associated with the reign
of Candragupta II. Besides this, the expression Srjmadhandhu-
bhrtyah in the bharalaoakya has been interpreted by K.. P. .Tayas-
wal to refer to the association of prince Bandhuvarman of
Mahva with Candragupta. Conscious of the chronological
difficulty involved in this synchronism, Jayaswal conjectures
that Bandhuvarman had come away tn the court of Candra-
gupta against the wishes of his father ViSvavarman [Indian
Antiquary (1917) p. 275]- This view is nothing more than a
happy guess and cannot be pressed very far. The only fact
•hat emerges from the above discussion is that the association
o Candragupta. with the Boar-incarnation in the bharalavakya
suggests a striking resemblance with the image of the Varaha
cave in the Udnyagiri hill that is connected with the movements
or Candragupta II.

Besides this consideration, the whole idea underlying the
composition or the plays relating to the exploits of Candragupta
laurya fits in very' aptly with the time of his namesake
candragupta II Vikramaditya. In addition to this, the
ragments of ViSakhadatta’s play Deuieandragupia demonstrate
natthe author was connected with the court of Candragupta

h ' dramatised in an elegant manner. The writing
nth these play, i„ the time or Candragupta Vikramaditya

assumes a singula, topical interest. S. V. Sohoni has conjec-
that the name Raksasa in this play recalls that of Sikhara,he minister or Candragupta Vikramaditya, with the letters"ad m a reverse order. [S. V. Sohoni. Tht Mui.i ofR^a
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and the Nandas are well inown historical names As regards

Parvataka, the suggestion of F W Thomas and H C Seth that he

is identical with Poros rests on a sound footing 1 Besides these

characters, there are some other personages in this drama to whose

identification I want to invite the attention of scholars

2 AIdlayaketii

In the Aludraraksasa if Canakya is posed against Rak^asa,

Candragupta has his antagonist in Malayaketu Malayaketu was

the son of Parvataka and an ally of Candragupta But after the

assassination of Parvataka at the instance of Canakya, he sided with

Raksasa in an effort to avenge the murder of his father At his

disposal were the contingents of Kuluta, Malaya, KaSmjra, Sindhu

and Persia led by Cttravarman, Smhanada, Puskaraksa, Susena and

Meghanada respectively But the machinations of Canakya foiled

in VtSakhadalta's Altidraraksasa in Journal of the Numismatic Society

of India (1956) Vol XVIII P 198] But this is a mere guess

In short, among the theories of the age of ViSakhadatta, that

which relegates him to the time or Candragupta Vikramaditya

is most appealing and plausible

As regards the source of the plot of the Altidraraksasa, the

oft-quoted expression of Dhamka, the commentator oFDhanan-
jaya's Dasarupaka, that the drama is based on the Brhatkatha,

has been ably refuted by C D Chatterji \Some observations on

the Brhatkatha and its alleged relation to the Aludraraksasa, in Indian

Culture, Vol T, p 209 ] Besides this, the palm leaf manuscripts

of the Dasarupaka with the Avaloka ofDhamka in the Govern-
ment Oriental Manuscripts Library of Madras do not contain

this expression Hence it is clearly a later interpolation and
cannot be given any credence [V Raghavan, The Brhatkatha,

the Aludraraksasa and the Avaloka of Dhamka on the Daiarupaka,

ibid, Vol I p 491 J Therefore, it is futile to conclude that

the characters of the Aludraraksasa, that are not found in the

halkatha, i e

,

the BihatkathamaHjari and Kalhasaritsagara,

are the creations of the playwright’s imagination To in\esti-

gate the authenticity and historicity of the characters of the

Aludraraksasa, wchavc to ransack other sources

1 F W Thomas, Cambridge History of India, Vol I, p 471 ,

H C Seth ‘On the identification of Poros and Parvataka’ Indian

Historical Quarterly (1941) p 173
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the designs or Malayaketu and brought about the rapprochement of

Candragupta and Raksasa. As a result of these intrigues Malaya-
ketu was captured and brought in the court of Candragupta.1 By
that time Raksasa had been won over to the side of Candragupta
and at his instance his life was saved and his patrimony was re-

stored.2 Hence Malayaketu evidently returned to his dominion in

the North-West together with his armies which included the contin-

gents of Yavana mercenaries.

We know from the History ofDiodoros (Ch. 34) that an Indian

general named Keteus was killed in the great battle of Gabicnd
between Eumenes and Antigonus.3 Keteus was in the army of
Eumene3 and the battle, in width he fell, tuok place in Iran in 316
B. C.1 He had two wives and both ofTered to burn themselves on
his pyre • the matter was referred to the Greek generals who decided
»n favour or the burning of the younger wife, as the elder one was
with child.

The presence of the Indian battalion led by Keteus in the

army of Eumenes is significant from another point of view also. We
know that Eudamus, the Thracian, was asked to assume charge of
the Indian satrapy by Alexander when he was advancing into

Karma nia and heard the tidings of the murder ofThilippus. Euda-
mus was a partisan of Eumenes and was therefore disfavoured by
Antipater, the regent of Macedonia from 321 to 310 n. c., who ap-
pointed Pithon as his nominee. In 317 b. c. Eudamus left India to
help Eumenes, and Pithon, who took the side of Antigonus, also left

ndla about the same time. It is stated by Diodoros that Eudamus
murdered Poros. As I have shown in my study of Poros, this event,

1 5¥T:-3T?
j tT*ft

i trgf gfazr 3r^fl LTwrr*T i

Mudraraktasa Act 7 Telang’s edition, p. 313 :

z TOrcr fgforipr et

irr^rr : i

^mtr:-srrdHMnifT5!it^TRiT7T?T*rW SPT*: nvpr:
j

(qTjq= Slfa) TT5 ST5TT-

^rri<pnT^Tt tprr- *3i*nfirwT&5T fWrfwr

Ppqipr fi?wT* i

pp. 313-314

J. W. M’Crindlet The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great,
p. 369.

J J

K. A. Nilakantha Sastri: Age of the Kandas and Mauryas, p. 103.
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in all probability, refers to the assassination of Parvataka at the

instigation of Canakya mentioned in the Mudraraksasa According

to the drama, Parvataka was murdered at Pataliputra Hence it is

likely that Eudamus with the Greek forces under him accompanied

the armies of Candragupta and Poios to Pataliputra and was tipp

ed by Canakya to murder that formidable rival of his proteg6 But

the drama shows that Canakj a manipulated the affairs m such a

way as to convince Malayaketu that his father s death was due to

the conspiracies of Raksasa Later on matters were composed in

an amicable manner and Malayaketu retired to his k ngdom in the

North West together with the Yavana forces that were probably

accompanied and commanded by Eudamus 1 Thence Eudamus went

to the help of Eumenes and it is quite possible that the Indian gene

ral Keteus went with him

The name Kcfeus corresponds to the Indian word *Ketu\ which

recalls the name of Malayaketu In fact the word ‘Ketu’ has

been used for Malayaketu in a punny verse of the Afudraralsasa
*

Hence the identity of Reteus and Malayaketu rests on a firm

footing which is strengthened by the fact that among the Indian

princes whose presence at the battle of Gabiene may be

traced in the reference to Kcteus, Malayaketu answers best to

the circumstances of the case, as shown above

The % ery name Malayaketu enshrines a quaint historical remi

mscence We learn from Arrian that Poros coveted the kingdom of

the Ksudrakas and the Malavas who repulsed his attack3 and

armed themselves to the teeth to guard their independence The
alliance of the Ksudrakas and the Malavas implied in the remark

of Arrian recalls their confederate military arrangement referred to

1 In the Mudraraksasa p 170 one Difigarata is stated to have
figuredm the retinue of Candragupta and Parvataka This name
js manifestly non Indian and one is tempted to conjecture that

it is a variant or the name of Eudamus, ‘dim’ and dam’ being

phonetically similar and *rata being a suffix of foreign names as

we gather from the Jama work Angavijja (cd Mum Punyavijaya)

ch 26 pp 150 158

* J W M Cnndlc The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great,

p U5
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by Pagini in the garasutra of IV, 2, 45 ^^nTm^lcT fHTraSTRlff I

V.S. Agrawala has shown that this reference relates to the period

preceding the invasion of Alexander. 1 It is quite likely that it

alludes to the joint armies of these peoples who had come close to

each other in the face of the menace of Poros. The prolonged

enmity of Poios and the Malavas probably lies at the basis of the

naming of his son as ‘Malayaketu’.2 Thus there is a singular

historical appositeness in the name of Malayaketu.

The identification of Keteus and Malayaketu demonstrates his

historical character and throws light on the later part oF his life.

2. Italagup la

The Mudrarafyasa refers to a relative of Candragupta Maurya
named Maharaja Baladcvagupta or Balagupta. He is shown to be

Inclined towards Malayaketu in view of the prospect of better

fortune.8 But Canakya won him over and strengthened his loyalty

for Candragupta as of other leading persons. We learn from Jaina

tources that the name of a ruler called Balabhadda, who belonged to

the Maurya dynasty and was ruling at RSjagrha, is connected with

the Third Schism (ninhava) of the Jaina church caused by the

disciples of A?3dhacarya in Seyawiya (Sctavya) in 214 A.V.4 Wc
also know from the same sources, especially the Titthogalipainnaa,

that the Maurya dynasty was established in Magadha in 210 A.V.
Thus Balabhadra of the Maurya dynasty was a contemporary
of Candragupta Maurya who founded the Maurya Empire. This
Balabhadra (Balabhadda) seems to have been a local administrative

1 V.S Agrawalat Jndta as known to Panini, pp. 460-569.
* In this connection it is necessary to remark that ‘malaya’

as used in the Alndtarakiasa is only a variant of ‘malaya’, since we
do not know of any other tribe of the North-West whose name may
correspond to the word 'malaya*. It is definite from the Madra-
raksafa that ’malaya’ belonged to the northern group of peoples.
In a reading in Hillcbrandt’s edition the expression

»s also found which strongly supports the identification of malaya
with the Malavas or Malloi.

s
^IitdraTaksasa Act III pp. 170*171.

Sippnfsrtfr qgnjaft sn^Piqr: nr^ft

i

* Shantilal Shah: The Traditional Chronology of the Jainas, p. 78.
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officer under Candragupta Maurya He appears to have shown

some interest in the ecclesiastical and liturgical disputes of the Jaina

church, as the association of his name with the Third Schism shows.

Considering the events of the time of Candragupta we are entitled

to think that Maharaja Balagupta, the relative of the 'great

founder of the Maurya dynasty, mentioned in the ftludraTaktasa, is

identical with Balabhadda of the Maurya dynasty, who was a con-

temporary of Candragupta, according to Jama traditions It is

likely that Candragupta appointed him as an administrative officer

at Rjijagriha

4. Viradhagupta

In the Afudraraksasa Viradhagupta is an officer under Raksasa.

He does the work of a spy in the guise of a snake-charmer.

1

We
learn from the Divyaoadana that Radhagupta was a minister of

ASoka.® In the light of this information the name Viradhagupta

assumes some historical significance.

1 ATudraraksasa Act II pp. 1 18-121.
2 Divyaoadana ed. Cowell pp. 373 ff.



CHAPTER VII

Fall of the Maurya Empire
1 Sources and authorities

After the passing away of Asoka we notice the disintegration

of his mighty empire Of his successors we have confused and
conflicting accounts m the Puranas, which differ, not only among
themselves, but each among its different manuscripts Likewise, the

Buddhist and Jama sources are meagre and discrepant and, unfor-

tunately for us, the classical sources also vouchsafe little light.

This much all the Puramc accounts agree upon that the total

duration of the Maurya empire is of 137 jears, but, strange to say,

the totals of the reigns, detailed therein, when added together,

m no case agree with the aggregate of 137 In the Malsya version

given on page 27 of Pargiter’s Dynasties of the Kali Age this total

is 146 years, while in the E Vayu (Jones MS) version (ibid p 28)
it comes up to 240 years and in the Vayu and Brahmanda versions,

collated together by Pargiter, it is only 133 One Alatsya MS
quoted in the introduction of Krishnamachanar’s Classical Sanskrit

1 The Verses of the ICahyugarqjavjttanla were first cited

by T Narajana Sastn in this work Age of Sankara
Mr Krishnamachariar quoted them from this work
Their historical value, as regards the Gupta
period, was emphasized hy B Bhattacharya in the paper,
‘New Light on the history of the Imperial Guptas' Journal

ofthe Bihar Research Society Vol XXX Part 1 March 1944

pp 1-47 But these verses are not found in the MS of the

Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, ’M.ndrasfCatalogue

no 2160 P 1046) Prof Jagwnath a paper, ‘The Kchyuga-

raja-Vjttanta and the Imperial Guptas,* Proceedings of the

Indian History Congress Madras (1944) pp 119-124 has proved
that the verses in question are spurious and were probably
composed after the discovery of the Bhttarx seal of Kumara-
gupta in 1C89 In view of these considerations, the authen-
ticity and authority of the verses of this text pertaining to the
Mauryas should also be looked upon with doubt. The fact,

that they assign a reign of 34 } ears to Candragupta and place-

SuparSva alter Asoka shows their doubtful character. ^
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Literature gives this total as 300 years and is followed in this

respect by the KahyugaTajainllanta of the Bhavnyotlara Parana

cited by that author The Mahaoamsa is silent about India after

Asoka The Dtijaaadana reallv goes Further but the incredibility

of its account is avouched by the simple fact that it describes

Pusyamitra as a descendant of the Mauryas. As for the Jama
sources, they end with Samprati

Now to give the names of the kings and the durations of their

reigns as recorded by various authorities, the Alatsja version given

by Pargiter goes thus I Candragupta (no duration of his reign

is given)
, 2 Asoka (36 years) (Bindusara is left out), 3 a

relative (naptr) of Asoka (17 years), 4 Dasaratha (8 years),

5 Samprati (9 years), 6 Satadhanvan (6 years), 7 Brhadratha

(70 years)

The ‘E Ta)u' of Pargiter gives this list m this way 1
Candn

gupta (24 years) , 2 Nanda*ara (25 years), 3 Asoka

(36 years), 4 kunala (8 y ears) , 5 Bandhupahta (8 >ears), 6

DaSona (7 years)
, 7 DaSaratha (8 jears) , 8 Samprati (9 years,

9 Saliiuka (13 years) , 10 Devadharman (7 years,) 11 Satadlia

mis (8 years), 12 Brhadratha (87 years)

The ‘Vayu generally and the Brahmanda version runs as follows

1 Candragupta (24 years), 2 Bhadms.ira (25 years),

3 Asoka (36 years), 4 hunala (8 years), 5 Bandhupahta

(0 years), C Indrapalita (10 years), 7 Dcvadbirmau (7 years),

8 Satadhanus (8 years), 9 Brhadratha (7 years)

The list of the Bhajiiyoltarapurana is as folloivs I Candragupta

(34 years), 2 Bindusara (28 years), 3 A£oka (36 years),

4 Suparsva (8 years) 5 Bandhupahta (8 years), G Indrapalita

(70 years), 7 Sangata (9 years), B SahSaka (13 years),

9 Devadharman (7 years), 10 Satadhanus (8 years), 11 Brhadratha

(68 years)

Tiranatha writes thus 1 Kunal-i 2 Vigatasoka 3 ,

Virascna

The Divyavadma observes as follows —
1 Samprati 2 Brhaspali 3 Vr?isena 4 Pusyadharman

5 Pu$yamitra
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Kalhana in his Kajdtarangini mentions Jaiauka as the son and

successor ofASoka m Kaimira and places after him Damodara about

whose origin he himself is m doubt

Some of these later Matnya monarchs arc referred to m old

literary works. These references vouch for their sound historical

character About Dasaratha we know something from his dedica-

tory lnsenptions in the Nagarjum caves About Samprati we learn

much from the Jama curtns, Tif-aS, narratives and poems

like Hemacandra's Parisistaparoan, Jinaprabhasuri’s Pafallputra-

kalpa
t

the Bhadrabahticarila
,

the DhammarPhipayarana of Snpra-

bha
}

the Akkhanamanikosa of Neuncandrasun, the Kumarava

lapaduoha of Somaprobhasurl, the Vrlh of MalayaprabhasurS

on the JayanUprakarana or Jayanliconlfl of Manatungasurt

to 4k*, totaaka. gpt

important information from the Yagapural1 *1 °f the Gwrgisamhita

and about B^hadcatha Bana’s Hanacanta gives us mte estmg details

All of these four kings, as well as Kunala, 3re said to have ruled

at Pataliputra Hence wc have no doubt as to their historicity

All the Purana versions refer to §atadlxanii The Vdya generally

and Brahmanda version names him as fjatadhanu Another Vayu

version refers to him as £atadharas The Vtsnu Puiana calls Ium

Satadbarman and the Bhagavatu mentions h»m as Satadhanvan In

the B-Vayu version his name figures as <5:itandhanu and in the

Afa/j)

a

version it occurs in the forms Satadhanvan, Sadadhanxan

and Sudhanvan It appears that Satadbanu is the correct form

of this name The unique concurrence of ah the Purapa versions

vouches for the historicity of this monaich. According to the

‘£-P<yu’ and Tip* generally and Brahmanda' versions §atAdhanu was

the son of Devaiarmatt or Devadharman who is said to have

reigned for seven >cars These two names seem to refer to one

and the same king. The Vutiu and Bhagaoala versions and the

MS of the Alalsya Parana cited by Knshnamachanar mention
a king SomaSarman in his place This name seems to be a

mistake for Devadharman or Devavarman The Malsj

a

version

describes Satadhanvan or Satadhanu as the son of Samprati This

* Samprati is said to be the son of Dasaratha. which is manife tl> a

mistake, for all other authorities concur rs describing Samprati

as the son of Kunala and the grandson of A£oka We learn from

Jama and Buddhist sources that Samprati ascended the throne just

after ASoka Hence it passes comprehension that Samprati ’s son was
anointed after the lapse of the rule of two monarchs The probability
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rather is that the father of Satadhanu was Devadharman or

Devavarman as the cogent and consistent testimony of the 'E Vayu

and Vayu generally and Brahman da' versions indicates Obviously

the two aforesaid Purarta versions carry greater weight than the

single Matsya version Thus the historicity of Davadharman or

Devavarman appears to be fairly certain

2 Chronologicalframework

The 'Matty

a

, 27 Vayu and Vayu generally and Brakmanda versions

agree that the total duration of the Maurya empire was 137 years 2

We know for certain that Candragupta reigned for 24 years

Bindusara for 25 years and Asoka For 36 years These three reigns

thus covered a period of 85 years If we take 321 nc as the

date of the accession of Candragupta, the death of Afcoka took place

m 236 n c i e 85 > ears later and the end of the Maurya dynasty

occurred m 1 84 b c t e 137 years later (321— 137=«184) There

fore, the time between the demise of ASoka and the extinction of the

Maurya dynasty is (236 bc— 184dc) 52 years Let us see how

this period of 52 years is covered

We have seen above that Buddhist3 and Jaina4 sources copcur in

stating that the successor of ASoki was Samp rati The Matsya and

E Vayu versions of Fargiter assign to him a reign of 9 years An MS
of Malsya Parana refers to him as Saptati The Visnu and Bhagavala

Puranas place a king Sangata in his place An MS of Bhagaiata

Parana calls him Sarny uta The MS of the Malsya Parana cited

by Kxishnamachauar gives lus name Sammati All these variants

2 Matsya version ^of jfrif Jrfhnrfer

E-Vaju version flCfffttTOpr yif ftTU 5T^7 TTfhcqfrT

Vayu generally and Brahmanda version

STfft *rfh«rf?T

8 j5\uyuvtnih>nr ee? fiswevV •Tita’ Nad «CiV XXZX p -ASfy

Aoadatiakalpalata of Ksemendra 74th Pallava p 597
We know from the Titlkogaltfoainna that the Maurya dynasty

listed For 160 years But a set of old githas incorporated in

the Vicarasrem of Merutunga informs us that this dynasty lasted

for 108 years Heznacmdra is silent about this fact Thus, n*
observe that Jama traditions are extremely confused on this

point On the other hand the Puranas unanimously agree that

theMaurya dynasty listed for 137 years
4 Bfhatkalpacurrn, 22, Kalpakiranavah

,

165
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presuppose the basic name Samprati All the versions, cited above,

state that lie ruled for 9 years

The identity of DaSaratha is established by his inscriptions in

the Nagarjum eaves According to the Matsja and E-Vaja versions

and the MS of the Ualsya Parana, cited by Knshmimclnnar, Daia-

ratlia remained on the throne for 0 ycare The Visnu Purana places

him after Suyaias and the Bl aga-ata Purana expressly calls Samprati

the son of Suyasas The MS of the Matsja PurSna, quoted by

Knslmamaclianar, calls Dasnratha the son of Kunah It appears

tliat Suya&is and Rui?ala represent one and the same person, since

both of them arc mentioned as the father of Samprati m different

sources* On tins showing Samprati and Dasaratlua seem, to be

brothers DaSaratha ascended the throne after Samprati

As regards 6ali$uka hts name is found m the ‘/T-I'aju' version of

Pargitcr and the MS of the Matsja Parana quoted by Krishanimn-

chartar In the Bhagarnta Parana lus name occurs as SUiSuha and in

the Vtsruu Prana the variants of lus name are &ahsuka, ^ahsmuka,

Sahiulla and gtlaluha In one Bhuga-ata MS the expression in

question is £alii\iif.<utatast<uja and m another MS called J-Bhaga^a'a

it is Salutfastu Su'esah Here SuyaSas is an epithet, just as it ap-

pears to be in the case of Kunula, as seen above This fiahiuha is

said to have reigned for thirteen years.

Devndharman or Dcvavnirnan « mentioned m the E-Vaytt and
'Vajti generally and Bra/m3nda' lists of Targiter We have referred to

Somalamnn mentioned m lus place in the f isnu and B/iSgaiata

Puranas and the MS of Matsja Purina quoted by Knslmamachariar
He is said to have reigned for 7 years in all the versions

Devadharman’s or Dt.vavarman's son Satadhanu is said to have
ruled for 8 years m the ‘E-Vaja' and ‘ Vqju generally and Brahmanda'
versions In the Matsja version lie is assigned a reign of G years

But the reading safsamah is hopelessly corrupt Its variants arc
Salsatnah, sasfamo^ and Padmapah lie appears to have reigned for

8 years

The son of Satadhanus was Brhadratha He is mentioned in

all the versions of the Matsja
,
Vbju, Brahmanda, Visnu and Bhaga.ata

* D R Bhandarkar holds that Suyasas was possibly an epithet

of Kamila or, what is more probable, his personal name.
[D R Bhandarkar, *ASoka and his Successors’, A Compreheune
History of India Vol II, p 43]
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Puraijas. In an MS of the Bhagavata Parana called C Bhagavata his

name is Uhadratha and in an MS of the Vayu-Purana it figures

as VfhadaSavas. But it is quite clear that the correct form is

Brhadratha. Accordmg to the *Vqjm generally and Bra/tmSnda*

version he reigned for 7 years. Of course, there are two variants

of sapta, sama and samu, but they make no sense. In the Matsya

version the reading is saptalih meaning 70, but the variant
4
saptavai

’

is quite clear and plausible. Pargiter suggests that ‘saptatiff is a

misreading for 'saptavai'. The soundness of this view is avouched

by the fact that a reign of 70 years is precluded by the period of

52 which intervenes between the death of A^oka and the end of the

Maurya dynasty, as seen above. Likewise, the reign of 87 years

assigned to him in the E-Vayu version is quite improbable and

implausible. The tradition of his reigning for 7 years is sound.

The lesult of the aforesaid enquiry is tabulated as follows :

—

Samprati . 9 years

Dasaratha ... 8 ,,

fifthsuka ... 13 „
Devadharman or Devavarman ... 7 „
fiatadhanu ... 8 „
Brhadratha ... 7 „

Total ... 52 years

The aforesaid six kings reigned for a period of 52 years. As we

have seen above, the period between the death of Aloka and the

end of his dynasty is 52 years. Our investigation shows that the

aforesaid six kings reigned for exactly 52 years. Thus the consensus

of Puranic authority bears out the chronology given above.

We have seen above that Samprati came to the throne just

after the death uf ASoka® and Brhadiatha was admittedly the last

Maurya monarch. A1V the Puranic sources agree that fiatadhanu

s D. R. Bbandarkar holds that the successor of Asoka was DaSa-
ratha. (A Comprehensive History of India Vol. H, p. -13). Romila

Thapar suggests that the successor of A§oka in the East at

Putaliputra was Dasaratha and in the North-West and KaSmira
was Kunala and after him his son Samprati {Asoka and the

'Decline of the Mouryas, p. 189). But.this view is incorrect because

all historical traditions clearly point out that Samprati was the

successor of Afoka and add that -he ruled in the eastern part ^
of his empire. We shall examine this view later.
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was the father of Bjhadratba and, as we observed, Devadharman or

Devavarman was the father of SatadhanU and preceded him.

Daiaratha and SalUuka came between Samprati and Davadharman

or Devavarman. We have seen' above that, according to the MS of

Malsyapurana, cited by Krishnamachariar, Da&nratha was the son of

Kunala. The ‘Vayu generally and Brahmanda' version assigns a reign

of 8 years to Kunala. The \1snu and Bhagarala-Ptiranns call the

successor of A£oka SuyaSas. The Bhagavala-Purana describes Sam-

prati as the son of SuyaSas. As Sampmti was manifestly the son of

Kunala, it follows that Kunala and Suyaias are identical. In this

way DaSaratha and Samprati were real brothers. As Samprati

succeeded A£oka, Dalaratha seems to have followed him. It appears

that Samprati was elder than Dasaratha and that on his death the

succession passed to his younger brother. Thus, Samprati was

followed by DaSaratha7 and Brhadratha was preceded by Satadhanu

and the latter by Devadharman or Devavarman. Inevitably, there-

fore, SahSOka^the only remaining later Maurya monarch, comes after

Dasaratha and before Devadharman or Devavarman. Thus, in terms

of the Christian era our chronology settles down ns follows :

—

b.c. . 236—ASoka’s death and accession of Samprati.

b.c. 227—The end of Samprati's reign and the accession of

Dasaratha.

b.c. 219—The end of DaSaratha’s reign and the accession of

Salisfika.

b.c. 206—The end of SaliSuku's reign and the accession of
. Devadharman or Devavarman

.

b.c. 199—The end of Devadharman ’s or Dcvavarman’s reign
• and the accession of Satadhanu.

b.c. 191—The end of Satadhanu’s reign and the accession of
Brhadratha.

b.c. 184—The assassination of Brhadratha and the Coup d' etat of
Pusyamitra and the end of the Maurya dynasty.

3- The question of Kunala.

Let us now consider the question of Kunala who is regarded
by Brahmana, Buddhist 'and -Jaina traditions as the son and successor

of Asoka. In' the ‘E'Vayu' version one Kulala is said to have

7 Matsya Burana says that ASoka was followed by his grandson
and the latter by DaSaratha. Pargitef, op. cit.
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reigned for 5 years after the death of AJoka. According to Pargi-

ter, Kulala is an easy misreading of Kunala. In the 'Vayu generally

and Brahmaiida’ version also Kunala is expressly stated to have

reigned for 8 years after ASoka. The reading in the Brahmiinda

Parana is KuSala and m the B. Vayu-Purana, NuSiila. The Visnu and

Bhagavata Puranas call ASoka’s son Suyalas. In the Afatsya~PtirBna

we read Sattrinsattu J5m5 raja bhavita'soka eva ca. Saptanam daia

variant tasya ttapta bhaoisyati. In an MS of this Purana, called P,

the variant of 'saptanam' is ‘suyasa’, The Divyavadana lets us know

that the real name of Kunala was Dharmavivardhana and the

sobriquet Kunala was given to him because he was as sweet-tongued

as the Kunala bird.® It appears that SuyaSas was another

sobriquet of this prince for in the Bhagavata Parana he is said to be

the father oFSamprati whereas in Buddhist and Jaina texts KunSla

is known as his father. F W. Thomas identified Kunala (Suyasas)

with Kustana, mentioned in Tibetan legends as the son of Asoka,

who colonised Khotan. 9 This view is corroborated by Hui-li, the

biographer of Hiuen T’sang, who says that “the first ancestor of

the king of Khotan was the eldest son of king ASoka and resided

in his kingdom of TaksaSila.” Fa-hten also mentions a certain

Fa-yl (Dharmavivardhana) as reigning in Afghanistan under

ASoka.10 As said above, Dharmavivardhana and Kunala are

identical. B. M. Barua goes a step further and identifies Kunala

with prince Tivala,11 son of Karuvaki, mentioned in the famous

Queen’s Edict inscribed on the Sanci pillar. We know that Kujiala

was blinded as a consequence of the intrigues of his step-mother

Ti3yarak3ita. Not only is this incident mentioned in the Divyavadana.

the Parisiitaparuan and other texts,12 but Hiuen T'sang also lends

8 Divyavadana, op, cil p. 406.
9 Cambridge History of India Vol. I, p. 507.
10 James Legge, Fa-hten's Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, p. 31.
rr B. MT. Barua Asoka and his Inscriptions, p. 54. But K. A.

Nilakanta Sastri holds that Tivara must be presumed to

have predeceased his father. The Age of the Jfandas and Alnuryas,

p. 243.
12 Divyavadana, p. 40ft zrr^3T5Tr TT^f Trf t flFtT

) fSPr! WFT J4FMR f^ffcFT^r^ I cfzrr

fsTfecT. <KTf3T5FI?RT
'

‘PTF4FT ^ f^TT?lftr?r£irfirfcf

Msjtha-curni, pp. 180-1 81. ?rmnT5TT fKRl SPU^TT
continued on page 151
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his authority to it. He states that “the eldest son of Aioka-

raja, when dwelling in Taksasila, having had his eyes put out, the

king ASoka was very angry, and sent deputies to order the

chief of the tribes dwelling there to be transported to the north

of snowy mountains and to establish themselves in the midst of a

desert valley." 15 It was they who colonised Khotan. Thus, \vc

find that KuQdla was in reality the son of ASoka and the episode

of his blindness is not without nny substance of truth. He seems

to have been appointed by ASoka as the governor of T»k?aiH.l for

quelling the insurrection of the people. He won the confidence

of the people and reigned over the Panjab and the North-Western

Provinces including Afghanistan with peace and success.11 But

due to the machinations of his step-mother Tisyaraksita, who
harboured rancour for him, he was blinded and deposed. Conse-

quently he could not succeed to the throne on account of his

infirmity though his title and right was fully recognised. But the

continuedfrom page 1 50

w^ftwrr tnfr tmYnwr ^ faf^um
snfltfirt i fun: i ’tmnffiPT pntpr r
*pr*flT5«r TTfau^qtiiq TferY, %fa vrrjf^cr tht

fafire’ spRfenr fa? *fRf qfq?*rY T^rt w rnfan^nfrtr

wnnsguft ttt i

r Parishfapanan of Hcmacandra IX, 10-20, pp, 2G0-2G1.

fldl TT3TT t

Witfu ^raY«TPT m 10 snfare II

ttt?tY sppfr <pt iprrere faqgqY i

ttst: qT^fs'TNHT 3 fajnrqT^nfiT
s

i

i

TYjfa -tqw+ifa qtfl i

The Buddhist and Jaina accounts differ on this point.

Whereas, according to the former, Tisyaraksita issued the
order ofblinding in her capacity ofreigning queen, according
to the latter, she inserted the dot over i

adhiyatdm' by foul

play. But both these traditions agree that Kunala was
blinded through the machinations of the ambitious queen
TiSyaraksita.

15 Samuel Beal, Buddhist Records of the U'estern World Voh'

2, pp. 309-310.
11 DiiyovadQiia, pp. 407-8.
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Puranas assign a reign of 0 years to him. Thus, “his position,”

to quote H. C. Raychoudhury, "was probably like that of Dhrita-

rastra of the Epic, and though nominally regarded as the sovereign

he was physically unfit to carry on the work of administration,

which was presumably entrusted to his favourite son Samprati,

who is described by Jaina and Buddhist writers as the immediate

successor of Aloka.” JS This position accounts for -the confusion

in the number of Maurya kings in certain Puranic versions. The
'E-Vaytt and the * Vayu generally and Brahmanda*19 versions state

that the total number of Maurya kings was 9. This figure tallies

with the number arrived at by us in this study. We have seen

that six kings ascended the throne of the Mauryas after ASoka.

Adding the names of Candragupta, Bindusara and ASoka to that

number we get the figure 9. But some versions 17 state that the

number of Maurya kings was 10. It appears that these versions are

based on that tradition which ascribed a separate reign to Kunala.

But since the so-called reign of Kupala and that of Samprati

overlapped, the former being unable to carry on the administra-

tion due to his blindness, the correct tradition of 9 Maurya kings

became current. In fact, Kunala had no separate or independent
,

reign.

Romila Thapar in her thesis Asoka and the Decline of the Mauryas

(Oxford 1961) p. 189 has suggested that Jalauka mentioned by

Kalhana is Kunala. It is due to an error or variation in Brahmi

script that Kunala has become Jalauka. lie succeeded ASoka in

KaSnvra and the North-West whereas DaSaratha succeeded him in

the East at Pataliputra. Jalauka or Kunala was followed by his son

Samprati in Kasmfra and the North-West. Subsequently after the

death of Daiaratha Samprati ascended the throne at Pataliputra also

15 H. C. Raychoudhury, Political History of Ancient India, p. 291
16 E- Vayu, q- tfteufo A variant of

qqrfhlf; is '‘Vayu generally and BrahmUnda” version

17 Matsya Purana : q ^ftefzrfVcT

T
r
tsn« Purana : tftqf q?r tiqqq't

Bhagcwala Purana

*frqf qsr qqr: i

7nn mtqfcrqfaqY ^FstV, it

quoted in Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age
, p. 26-27.
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and united the two parts of the Maurya empire. Tills view is

untenable for the following reasons: (1) the identity of JSlaulca and
Kunlila is based on a mere presumption. As will be shown later,

the name Jalauka has a historical background and Kalhana followed

some definite historical tradition on this point, howsoever confused

it might have been. (2) According to Kalhana, the successor of

Jalauka was Damodara; whereas, Kunala is known to have been
followed by Samprati, unknown to Kalhapa. (3) All Indian

traditions state that Kunala met ASoka at Pataliputra and that

Samprati was reigning there. According to the Dkylceidann, Sampniji

(Samprati) interfered with the gifts of A$oka to the Buddhist Church
in his last days at Pataliputra. Jain traditions associate him with
Ujjain. (4) Join traditions particularly Hcmacandra clearly say

that Samprati ruled over one hair of India only and the Deccan and
thereby preclude the possibility of the empire being united through
him. (5) According to Romila Thapar’s chronology given at page
196 of her book Samprati ruled for 9 years after Da&aratba's reign
of 8 years. The PurStjas say that Kunala reigned for U years. So
Kunala and Daiaratha died at the same time. IIow could Samprati
first reign in North-West and then later at Pataliputra? (G) In
the North-West Kharo$thI, not Brahmi, was used.

4. The reference to other kings.

We have seen that the total number of Maurya kings was
9 or 10, if we include Kunala in it. But the list or ‘E-Vayu version
contains 12 names. The names of Bandhupalita and DaSona arc
extra in it. Obviously, there is some overlapping here for this figure
of 12 is contradicted by the number 9, which, according to this
version, signifies the aggregate of Maurya kings. In the *Vay

u

gen rally and Brahmanda’ version Bandhupalita is described as the
son of Kunala and is said to have reigned for 8 years and Indra-
palita is stated to have succeeded Bandhupalita and exercised
sovereignty for 10 years. The variants of the expression’ ldasa-
CftauTrflro/iflfirflA’ are Mumimndrapslikih' dxlsms-
Mndra-tahtl. Pargitcr suggests darah/sniUnipsl'la. In this -version
Bandhupalita and Indrapalita occupy the places of Samprati and
Dasaratha. In it the names of these two important monarchs
are conspicuous by absence. But their historicity is avouched by
thz E-ra -y and Malsja versions as well as by Buddhist and Jaina
traditions and the Nagarjuni epigraphs respectively. Hence the
names of Bandhupalita and Indrapalita appear to have been
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substituted for them following some other cognate tradition- The
names of these kings do not figure in the Matsya version and the

name of Indrapalita is missing in the ‘E-Vayu

'

list. According to

the *Vaju generally and Brahmdnda’ version their reigns are said to

have lasted for 18 years while the reigns of Samprati and DaSa-

ralha were of 17 years. This figure of 18 does not accord with the

chronology ofMaurya kings, while that -of 17 exactly fits into it.

Thus, it is clear that Bandhupalita and Indrapalita or DaSona did

not belong to the direct Maurya line of succession- It appears that

these personages were princely governors who tried to pose as

independent rulers. The E-Vaju' version clearly shows that their

names were wantonly imposed on the Maurya genealogy. With

their usual lack of historical sense the chroniclers of the Vaytt and

Brakamsnda Puraijas described them as successors of Aloka and

Kupala. Little did they realise that they were ignoring other

authentic traditions supported by independent Jaina and Buddhist

accounts indicating that Samprati was the successor of ASoka.

5. The problem of partition.

At one time Dr. V. A. Smith expressed the view that there

was a formal division of the Maurya empire after ASoka but in

the third edition of his Asoka he admits that the hypothesis that

Asoka left two grand-sons, one DaSaratha succeeding lum in the

eastern and the other Samprati in the western dominions, is little

more than a guess.1® F. W. Thomas almost reiterated the view

of V. A. Smith and observed that the extreme confusion reign-

ing in the legends is probably to be explained by a division of

the empire beginning after Samprati.18 But we have no evidence

in support of this 'thesis. Likewise, the view of Romila Thapar that

there was a partition of the empire between Kunala and Dasaratha

does not carry conviction, as shown above.

As a matter of fact, there was a division of the empire but not

between Samprati and Dasaratha as held by Smith and others.

The Rajatarangmi of Kalhapa lets us know that the successor of

ASoka in KaSmira launched an expedition and conquered the coun-

try up to Kanauj.10 On the other hand, the Parish^aparavan of Hema-
18 V. A. Sm’th, Aioka (3rd ed.) p. 70.
lS F. W. Thomas, Cambridge History ofIndia Vol. I, p. 512
20 Rajatarangini I, p, 117

firefHT cpf?r b i
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candra informs ns that Samprati ruled over one half of India in-

cluding the South 21 Thus, it is clear that the region up to Kanya-
kubjn was under the sway of the successor of Asoka in the North-

West and the country to the east of Kanyakubja was ruled over by
Samprati. In this way there was a division of the Maurya empire.

6. The JforlkrWtslem Scene’. Virasena and Subhagasena.

We have seen above that the North-Western half of India se-

ceded from the Maurya empire after the death of Asoka. This
region with Taksagila > as its seat of government had revolted

thrice in the liey-day of the Maurya empire due to the tyranny
of its officers. After the removal of the strong hand of ASoka
from the state its people found a convenient opportunity to

overthrow the regime or Maurya officers, We learn from Poly-

bius that a king named Sophogsenus ruled in north-western India
at the time of Antiochus the Great. This king was of consider-
able .importance and standing as is manifest from the fact that
Autiochus was his old friend and renewed his traditional friend-
ship with him and courted him on terms of equality. Polybius
states: “He (Antiochus the Great) crossed the Caucasus and
descended into India, renewed his friendship with Sophogsenus
the king of the Indians; received more elephants, until he 'had 150
altogether and, having once more provisioned his troops, set out
again personally with his army leaving Androstliencs of Gyzicus,
the duty of taking home the treasure, which this king had agreed
to hand over to him.' ,2S /

'

We know that Antiochus .-had inarched to the East to suppress
the nascent power of the Bactrian Greeks. About 256 b.c. Diodotus
had revolted against the Seleucid authority. About 248 n.c. his son

21 ParUisfaparvan IX, 54.

*nwmnv i

53
Folibius XT, 39 translated in J. W. Mcrindle, Ancient India as
described m Classical Literature and cited in H. C. Raychoudhury,
Political History of Ancient India (5th edition) p. 361. B. R.
Bhandarkar holds that “Subhagasena must therefore be taken
to be an epithet of the Maurya emperor Sali&ilca who was
reigning in 206 b.c.” [ A Comprehensive History of India
Vol. II, p. 45.] But this is little better than a happy guess
lor there is not an iota of evidence In support of it.
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Diodotus II succeeded him. Both these rulers, however, issued

coins in the name of Antiochus. About 235 b.c. Diodotus II met

his end at the hands of Eutliydemus I. Polybius observes that

“after others had revolted Euthydemus possessed himself of the

throne of Bactna by destroying their descendants.”23 Euthydemus

strengthened his hold over Bactna and ruled as a powerful sovereign.

In 208 b c. Antiochus III moved against the Partitions and after

receiving their submission advanced to reclaim the allegiance of

Bactria. He took the highroad to Bacfria, crossed the river Anus

(Hari-rud) at night as Alexander did at Hydaspes and inflicted a

defeat on Euthydemus who retired to his capital Zariaspa (Bactra).

Antiochus laid siege to the capital which lasted for two years. In

course of this prolonged conflict the Seleucid monarch banked on

his old friendship with the Maurya king Sophagsenus or

Subhagasena and evidently derived much benefit from his assistance.

In the meantime, the pressure of the nomads of Central Asia became

unbearable to Euthydemus and compelled him to come to a com-

promise with Antiochus through the good offices of Teleas. As a

result of the settlement the Seleucid king retired to his realm and pro-

mised to marry his daughter to Euthydemus’ son Demetrius. Tarn

holds that the fact that the first overtures towards peace came from

him and he surrendered his elephants shows that he acknowledged

Seleucid sovereignty though it soon became a dead letter.51 After

this encounter with Euthydemus Antiochus crossed the Hindu Kush,

renewed his friendship with Subhagasena, received more elephants

from him and passing through Arachosia and Drangiana reached

Carmania and the western shores of the Persian Gulf. The expres-

sion “renewed his friendship” used by Polybius indicates that

Antiochus was already on friendly terms with Subhagasena. As

suggested above, he sought the assistance of the Maurya ruler during

the war with Euthydemus and at the conclusion of hostilities with

him cemented his alliance with this ruler by paying a visit to his

kingdom and taking from him elephants to meet the contingencies

of the way. In token of his friendship the Indian ruler made
monetary offerings to the royal guest which his officer Androsthcncs

took to the capital. Lassen remarked that ‘‘Subhagasena also

engaged in this league as a protection from Euthydemus whose power

Polybius XI, 29.

W.W. Tam: The Greeks in Baeltia and India, p. 82.
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had already manifested itself to the south of the Caucasus.”25

Subhagasena seems to be the successor of Vjrasena, who came to

the throne after A^oka, according to Taranatha.28 It appears that

after the secession of the north-western half of India from the

Maurya empire after the death of Asoka, Virasena entrenched his

hold over it while the other eastern and southern half of the country

passed under the domination of Samprati. It is not unlikely that

Virasena beloged to the Maurya family, as indicated by Taranatha.

This ruler maintained the old contacts and alliances with the’

Scleucids and preserved the integrity of the north-western marches.

According to the Rajalrangini of Kalhana, a nude-spread raid of

the Mlecchas occurred in Kasmira at that time.27 It is likely that

these Mlecchas represented or included the Bactrian Greeks who
had set up an independent kingdom in Bactria by challenging

the Seleucid authority about the middle of the third century n.c.

The reference to a widespread intrusion and upsurge of the

Mlecchas (mlccchasehuditamandaluk ) in the Rayalarangint becomes
intelligible only in the context of the rise and expansion of the

Bactrian Greeks.28 A. K. Narain thinks that the Greeks did not

penetrate as far as KaSraJra at that time. 29 But we know of no
other power than the Bactrian Greeks that could be so powerful

as to swoop over Kasmira and spread havoc there. There is nothing

inherently improbable in the occurrence of this Greek raid. How-
ever, it is quite likely that some other exotic elements may have
joined hands with these people in course of the invasion. It is

23 Christian Lassen: “Points in the History of the Greek and Indo-
Scythian Kings in Bactria, Kabul and India as illustrated by
deciphering the ancient legends on their coins” translated by
Roer in Journal of the A dalle Society of Bengal ( 1 840)

.

28 A. Schiefner, Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien, pp. 50-62; V. A.
Smith, Early History of India, p. 236; F. W. Thomas, Cambridge
History of India I, p. 512; K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, The Age of the

Xandas and Maury as, p. 246; J. N. Baneiji, A Comprehensive
History of India II, p. 148. The similarity of the ending *scna’ in

these names is a strong point in favour of the view.
27 Rajatarangini I, 115

fispipr 1

1

** Radha Kumud Mookerji, Age ofImperial Unily
t p. 0.

29 A. K. Narain, The Indo-Greeks

,

pp. 9-10.
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mount monarch in the whole of the North-West. He seems to have

repelled and checked the Bactrians by cultivating friendly relations

with their Seleucid overlords. He bequeathed a strong and pros-

perous kingdom to his successor Subhagascna who played a

momentous part in the events of the war of the Seleucids and the

Bactrians, as said above.

Kalhana observes that the successor or ASoka in KaSmlra ushered

' in the Brahmanical Renaissance by rehabilitating the old Varnas-

raina dharma. His preceptor is said to have been an erudite

philosopher who had defeated an assembly of puffed-up Buddhist

debators who were powerful in those days. lie is also stated to

have established a stable administration based on the 1 8 departments

of the state inaugurated by Yudhisthira. But the kingdom did not

attain development as it should have by means of trade, wealth

and the like and its administration was like that of an ordinary

state. According to Kalhana, the king inaugurated a policy of

militant Sarvism and persecuted the Buddhists and demolished their

Viharas.

Kalhana mentions a successor of JSlauka named Damodara

who was a Saiva like him. But he does not specify their relation-

slup. He is even doubtful whether he belonged to the house

of Jalankn. As Jalauba seems to be a doubtful name Daino-

dara also appears to be based on vague tradition. The para-

mount chiefs in the North-West were Vlrasena and Subhagasena.

It was they who guarded the northern-western marches and acted

as bulwark against the Greeks. Their power and policy

preserved the integrity of the western half of the Maurya em-
pire for about half a century. Probably these monarchs issued

the punch-marked coins which cannot now be identified. But the

coins bearing the legend negama, ParLcantkama and hisransame

discovered at Tak^afila and many other uninscribed copper coins,

which were struck before the ads ent of the Iudo-Grccks, may be
attributed to this period.83

After the return of Antiochus and his entanglement in a war with
Macedonia, in which he suffered a severe reverse, the Bactrian Greeks

John Allan, British Museum Catalogue of coin. Ancient India

p. XCXXXIX; Allan’s note in J, Marshall’s Taxtla Vol. II,

p. 055.
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mount monarch in the whole of the North-West. He seems to have

repelled and checked the Bactrians by cultivating friendly relations

with their Seleucid overlords. He bequeathed a strong and pros-

perous kingdom to his successor Subhagasena who played a

momentous part in the events of the war of the Seleucids and the

Bactrians, as said'above.

Kalhana observes that the successor of ASoka in KaSmira ushered

'in the Brahmanical Renaissance by rehabilitating the old Varna§-

rama dharma. His preceptor is said to have been an erudite

philosopher who had defeated an assembly of pulfed-up Buddhist

dehators who were powerful in those days. He is also stated to

have established a stable administration based on the 1 8 departments

of the state inaugurated by Yudhisthira. But the kingdom did not

attain development as it should have by means of trade, wealth

and the like and its administration was like that of an ordinary

state. According to Kalhana, the king inaugurated a policy of

militant Saivism and persecuted the Buddhists and demolished their

Vihfiras.

Kalhana mentions a successor of Jalauha named Damodara
who was a Saiva like him. But he does not specify their relation-

ship. He is even doubtful whether he belonged to the house

of jalauka. As Jalauha seems to be a doubtful name Damo-
dara also appears to be based on vague tradition. The para-

mount chiefs in the North-West were Virasena and Subhagasena.

It was they who guarded the northern-western marches and acted

ns bulwark against the Greeks. Their power and policy

preserved the integrity of the western half of the Maurya em-
pire for about half a century. Probably these monarchs issued

the punch-marked coins which cannot now be identified. But the

coins bearing the legend negama
,
Pancanehama and hisrahsame

discovered at Tak?aSilu and many other uninscribed copper coins,

which were struck before the advent of the Indo-Greeks, may be
attributed to this period.* 2

After the return of Antiochus and his entanglement in a war with
Macedonia, in which he suffered a severe reverse, the Bactrian Greeks

33 John Allan, British Musnrm Catalogue of coin, Ancient India

p. XCXXX1X; Allan’s note in J. Marshall’s Taxila Vol. II,

p. 855.
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began to expand their realm and encroach on the Indian Provinces

of the North-West.

It is also held that there was a separate branch of the Mauryas in

Khotan. Hiuen T’sang reports that under Kunala there ivas an

exodus of his followers from TatsaSila which’, resulted' in the

colonisation of Khotan and the Tibetan sources, translated by

Rockhill in his Life ofBuddha

,

show that the Maurya line^of Khotan

assumed independence after Asoka and Kunala’s successors there

were Vijayasambhava, Vijayavlrya, Vijayasimha and Vijayakirti.

The name Vijaya occurs in the ruling dynasty of Khotan, men-

tioned in the documents, discovered by Sir Aurel Stein. In docu-

ment No. C61 there is a reference to Khotan’s Maharaja Rayatiraya

Hinajha Avijidaswiha .
31 But it is doubtful if these rulers belonged

to the Maurya dynasty. Some of them are brought into

relationship with the Kus5nas. As regards the use of the Kha-

rosthi script and the north-western dialect of Prakrit there, it

was the result of Indo-Scythian influence and domination, as

suggested by Sir Aurel Stein* 5 and Sten Konow.3 ® Thus, it

cannot be confidently asserted that the conquest of the Khasa

country by Asoka referred to in the Dioyavadana signifies the

colonisation of Khotan by the Mauryas, mentioned in Buddhist

traditions. It may stand for the subjugation of the Khasa people

living on the borders of Kasmira.
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son Samprati,37 , According to the Divyavadana, he was designated

as the crown prince. When Asoka wanted to gift away his

kingdom to the Buddhist Order .-he remonstrated at the instance

of the ministers. :"But fhe king did make an expression of his

intention to donate 'the kingdom. Hence on coming to the

throne Samprati Redeemed the kingdom by paying an appreciable

sum of money *to the Buddhist Order.58 All this information

is ’ contained in', legends whose historicity is not immune from
fictitious ’elements. But they undoubtedly show that Asoka was

succeeded on the imperial throne by Samprati.

-8. Samprati (236 b.g.—227 s.c.)

. We have seen above that the death of Asoka was followed by

a turmoil. The north-western people shook off the imperial

37 Bfhal-Kalpacurn i 22

f% vrfefir sprsft Trim i

gwtfctf jhrV vni it

Kalpahiranavali 165

ifto ?T5rftr-

fmn ’T'rf^TcT, sncninr ^ i

Pariiittaparian IX, 50-51 pp. 263-264. .
*

ch‘4'lcM^ tJcTFcT^ I

|r^Ti^3r%: n

sprcftareft: i

^rraifa trtsfftrftftr 1

1

33 Divyaoadaaa p. 426

ffrqfe fTHT yft l

ri fH i H icM

I

^inT rranrt TT3IT 4apw«tiivn«i?*rr-

i s? ^ ffezr ErageTCHT 3rod i ^maf***^
TRpft I JTISTc^n^r VP^FTlfjrp: JTfafas: t m^u-

?rtr^n5HT^ ^r. qfa*ft fatten *r*qf<

TT5^ JrfcFSrPrcr; i

Ksemendra, Bodkisallvavadanakalpatata Pallava 74, Verses 0-12
!’ p. 597.

sT*t Orfas n'qpr qfscpftqfe: i

^q-qr^+Tqrq gsfV ^Tcpr it

srWRrrjnT^T^lfz^iiigT^ xrrer few wft q“tw: i

siq’q waft
\
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began to expand their realm and encroach on the Indiarl Provinces

of the North-West.

It is also held that there was a separate branch of the Mauryas in

Khotan. Hiuen T’sang reports that under 'K.unala there was an

exodus of his followers from TaksaSila which resulted* in the

colonisation of Khotan and the Tibetan sources
,

translated by

Rockhill in his Life of Buddha, show that the Maurya line ,of Khotan

assumed independence after Asoka and Kunala’s successors there

were Vyayasambhava, Vijayavlrya, Vijayasimha and Vijayakirtj.

The name Vxjaya occurs in the ruling dynasty of Khotan, men-

tioned in the documents, discovered by Sir Aurel Stein fn docu-

ment No. GG1 there is a reference to Khotan’s Maharaja Rajaliraja

Htnajha Avijtdasimka,
84 But it is doubtful if these rulers belonged

to the Maurya dynasty. Some of them are brought into

relationship with the Kusanas As regards the use of the Kha-

ro$thi script and the north-western dialect of Prakrit there, it

was the result of Indo-Scythian influence and domination, as

suggested by Sir Aurel Stein35 and Sten Konow.86 Thus, it

cannot be confidently asserted that the conquest of the Khasa

country by Afoka referred to in the Divyavadana signifies the

colonisation of Khotan by the Mauryas, mentioned in Buddhist

traditions. It may stand for the subjugation of the Khasa people

living on the borders of Kasmira.

7. The Eastern Theatre.

We have observed that Asoka’s son Kunala was blinded owing to

the intrigues of a queen of ASoka. As tradition has it, the blind

prince Kunala acquired proficiency in music and in one of his tours

in the East attracted the attention of the emperor. Pleased with his

performance, the king promised to grant him a boon, according to

his desire He demanded a cowrie (kakinl) and interpreted it as

kingdom in royal terminology. Then he gave his full introduction.

Moved with feeling the king asked as to what he will do with

the kingdom being unable to govern it owing to his blindness.

The blind prince pointed to his son who was just born. The
king was greatly pleased with this news and named his grand-

31 Aurel Stein, Ancient Khotan Vol. I, p. 366
35 Aurel Stein, Serindia, p. 143
38 Sten Konow, Corpus Inscrtpiionum Indicotutn Vol. II Part I

Introduction, p.
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son Samprati.17 According to the Diojavadana, he was designated

aa the crown prince. When Asoka wanted to gift away his

kingdom to the Buddliist Order -he remonstrated at the instance

of the ministers. .'But the king did make an expression of his

intention to .donate the kingdom. Hence on coming to the

throne Samprati redeemed the kingdom by paying an appreciable

sum of money to the Buddhist Order.38 All this information

is contained in legends whose historicity is not immune from

•fictitious elements. But they undoubtedly show that ASoka was
succeeded on the imperial throne by Samprati.

B. Samprati (236 B c.

—

227 b.c.)

We have seen above that the death of Asoka was followed by
a turmoil. The north-western people shook off the imperial

37 Bikal'KalpacUrni 22

Pr TTf^ftr fror i

'f'rfVr tpt ?prttT f^r n

Kalpaktranhoalx 165

^Ttnrr

=mn stotr tT^ frernr^m^r: i

Parishtaparvan IX, 50-51 pp. 263-2G4. .
*

j^rrsPr ii

HlHlfr +i>HRtr<fu g.cllctf?. 1

1

38 Dipyauad&na p. 426

frfw^ gpTRFT tpt 37‘r ntarnni 1

ttwi7mqTf»Tf^PT 1 sqtfm ^nrr

jfirer 1 ^ r^CTtnr Smd 1

1 *n«5FnftT: srfbfbs- i jn^trT-

'Thrift pRterr ^Tfc
TOzr srffrcsrftra. 1

Kfemendra, Bodhisaltvaiadanakalpalala Tallava 74, Verses

p. 597.

j

5?V tni^eff TTcnr II

5 fW frw q
a
pi : 1

T frrfcWifjfK, ^ ^ ^ fg-^caifa l
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authority and conquered the country upto Kanyakubja The

North West was taken to have been irretrievably lost Hence Sam

prati s regime was confined to the eastern half oflndia, as we gather

from the account of Hemacandra, cited above To cope with the

menace from the North West Sarnprati seems to have passed much

of his time at Ujjajini with which Jama tradmons associate him

Irom there he exercised his sway over of the people of Andhra,

Saurastra, Coorg and the Tar South 33 We learn from the

Yerragudi -ind Rijulamandagm inscriptions of Aloka, found in the

Kurnooi district, that AndhradcSa formed part of the empire of this

monarch Likewise, Maharastra was also included m his empire

Hence the said reference to these regions shows that Sarnprati

preserved the integrity of the empire in these territories His welfare

missions ministered to the moral and material requirements of the

people there

Wc learn from consistent Jaina traditions that Sarnprati embra

ced Jainism It is said that once when the Jama Patriarch Suha

stin came to Ujjayint to pay his respects to Jivantasvamin and his

procession w as passing through its main avenues, Sarnprati saw him

through a window, was deeply impressed by him, went to his

resort and sought initiation as a Jama lay follower (Sravaka) The

JVisitha, Bihalkalja Jyivahara and Pahcakalpa texts concur in

stating that Suhastin coverted Sarnprati to Jainism 40

33 Nisilhacumi

Ita ^rgpRrft ?r«rr sfirrr *r wtaPwr

halpacumi

fr*T w'nprr tyrspiftwr? hf-t fsw
^T33TTf^cfr 1

Pansutopana i IX 54

awnw 'rr^ru tref«opr i

!T^?5Tr«^^IWcr 'TT^m^quFsT^ n
40 Bthalkalpacurm p 135 ff

^ft it fsmrfor v F^ff

TTTWTTlrr T?TT rTI^ T^ft M ^ UfiT SfTcT

(snswr strt) *RHrr vrf'^n'rF?^ Trnrfrq sFdfrT

'rfNfaj ^F|?r Fscrr crn> opr §tr> t

But the Nisilhacurm states that Sarnprati came down from the

centumed on Page 163
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There is a chronological difficulty in the contemporaneity of

Samprati and Suhastin. According to the I ugapradhanapaftavatt,

Suhastin passed away in the 291st year of the Nirvana of Mahavira,

whereas, according to the Titthogdlipainna
,
the Maurya dynasty came

into power 210 years after the same, and since Candragupta, Bindu-

sara and Asoha reigned for 24, 25 and 36 years respectively, Sam-

prati was anointed in the (210 plus 24 plus 25 plus 36) 295th

year ofthe Nirvana.*1 Thus Suhastin must have been dead before

the coronation of Samprati. Muni Kalyajjavijaya and following him

&anti!al Shah resolve this difficulty by assuming that Suhastin

converted Samprati long before his coronation, when he was a

viceroy of Ujjaymi.*® The aforesaid traditions indicate that on

his conversion Samprati adopted the five vratas of the Jainas,

relinquished violence or injury to living beings and became a

continuedfrom page 1G2

window just on looking at Samprati and sought initiation at

his feet, vide, Pansisfaparvan XI, 32 p. 279.

Leumann has fixed the date of the AvaSyakacurtji as 600-650

a.d. According to Muni Punyavijaya, the DaSavaikalikacQrril of

Agaslyasimha was composed two or three centuries before the

Valabhi recension ofJaina texts. Hence its age is about the

second or the third century a. d. In the Nandicurm there is a

reference to the Mathura recension. Thus, it is clear that the

curni literature is fairly old and authentic.

The tradidon of the Brhatkalpaeurni seems to be more reasonable.
41 Kalyanavijaya, Vira-nircdna-Samvataur Jaina Kata gananij*

(in Hindi) (The Date of the Nirvaija of Mahavira and Jaina
Chi cmology), Xagari Praearin? Palnkd Vol 10 No. 4 pp. 585-
745j S. L. Shah, Traditional Chronology of the Jainas (Stuttgart

1928). H. Jacobi ; ‘Buddhas und Mahaviras Nirvana*,
Gujiati translation in BhdraliyaA'idyd (Singhi Smaraka issue);

Schubring, Die Lthre der Jainas pp. 5-30; A. B. Keith, Bulletin

of the School of Oriental and African studies VI, pp. 859-866.
41 Kalyanavijaya, op. tit. pp, 661-670.
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promoter of the Church 45 Hence it passes comprehension that he

could have undertaken the extensive military campaigns in the

South and the land of the Tamils It appears that he followed

the policy of Dhammawjaya launched by ASoka and won the

goodwill of the people of these regions by his welfare programmes

and missionary activities

Some Jama traditions point to die contemporaneity of Samprati

and the Jama Patriarch Mahagiri He is said to have reprimanded

Suhastin for accepting the offerings of the king 44 But, as said

above, Samprati ascended the throne 295 years after the demise

of Mahavjra whereas Mahagiri passed away in 245tli year of the

Vira Nirvana era or half a century before the accession of the former

Hence they cannot be contemporaries The AvasyaLacurni clearly

states that Mahagiri and Sahastm went from Pataliputra to Vidisa

thence the former went to Elakaccha (DaSarna) on a pilgrimage

to Gayaggapaya (Gajagrapada) and there fasted unto death, and the

litter went to Ujjayini to pay his respects to Jivintasvamin Thus,

it is clear that Mahagiri had passed away before the conversion

of Samprati and his munificence for the Jama Church It appears

that the tradition of Mahagiri was fastened on that or Samprati

through some misunderstanding

After his conversion and subsequent coronation Samprati show

ered his generosity on the Jama order He dispensed largesse and

chanties liberally, 45 covered the country with Jaina Shrines 49 and

43 Brhat halpa Curni, op cit

i

Panrti\apartva XI 62.

spirsm i

44 Brhat halpa curni p 135

sn?=r»i^7 ?r^rr ml sngrfr^,

crr^srrftr »rr vfhff Wrm i

Nistlkacurni p 191

fTdl g'PFS TTlfr I

2^rr
4 5 partsistaparvan XI, 64 p 282

spRRTsrrcPT ^rwrsftir i

43 Ibid XI 65
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became an ardent missionary ofJainism. He exhorted his officials

to embrace and espouse the cult of the grama jjas. 47 Following his

behest they instituted processions, offered oblations to the caityas*8

and patronised the monks. They undertook periodical tours to min-

ister to the well-being of the people, planted trees and groves and

constructed resthouses and monasteries for the monks. 48 At his

almshouses people took food incessantly.50 The shopkeepers, con-

fectioners, dairyowners, drapers etc. were directed to supply goods

to the monks free of cost and debit their prices to the royal

account.4* Adequate facilities Tor residence and preaching were

provided to the monks among the frontagers,59 and a vigorous missio-

nary programme was launched in the lands of the anaryns, particularly

the Andhras and the Tamils.51 The missionaries inculcated the

spirit of piety and righteousness as well as inspired the fear of the

might of the Maurya monarch in the hearts of the uncouth

anaryas.52

47 Pausis\apaTvan XI, 04 p . 204

45 Ibid XI 86-87

H'THfdlwr tfHFcTT fg*P3T: 1

JTW&TfVPirar cRf I

^ ^ mi: 1

1

19 jYistthaeurni op. cit.

tm 5tr rriT

q 5T tpf ftpf jfsq; 1

1

ft7Tf33prr *r wi trtqrc0! i

OTgtf 5^ fairm arm «rs^fcPTr

M Parisis^npnrzan XI, 104 p. 286
astiPidlfctf inpffsPT Kftsrifcgpr: j

51 Ibid XI, 110-111

trt ^P^f^ppT^nfrrra; t

irTN*f%5^^ *ndfit %trJnr i

'T- snrreqifa hi ft qng'^-RTtrqr \

82 Ibid XI, 88
uratsn nfqr aprnr^r, i
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The activities of Samprati recall those of his illustrious

grandfather His liberality towards monks and saints, feeding

and feisting of the poor and needy, construction of shrines and

monuments institution ofperiodical tours (anujane anujaht) plant

mg of trees and groves {Puppharuhan ai) propagation of piety and

virtue among the frontier and foreign lands are anologous to the

measures adopted by Asoka 55 In fact, this close similarity between

these policies is an evidence of their historicity 51 The Jama accounts

summarised above have close parallels in the Asokan epigraphs 55

Jama accounts throw interesting side-hghts on the character

of Samprau Hs heart was overflowing with the milk of love

for all living be ng (Jtiadaya trangitamanah) He gave up the greed

ofmoney and remitted the tributes of feudatories, 50 and rose

above the considerations of mine and thine 57 He trained a body

of officials who were attired as monks [Sa^huveiadhirannnTan) and

preached the canons of righteous conduct among inhospitable

people Thus he tried to convert the maclnnary of the state

into an organ of reform and welfare

9 Dasaralha (227 b c —219 do)

After a reign of strenuous activity lasting for nine years

Samprati passed assay His younger brother DaSaratha succeeded

53 lltd XI, 91, 99, 102

eTdtotrefRsTTfc'J I

Sgrmttt II

^ HTgfdfrciitf SRTg? ^ II v
31 Ibid XI, 93

•gPrar ^rr*ft yr i

55 The anujjm nnijafit of Samprati is but a variant of the an«ia (n)

yana of Aioka Lilewisc Pupphnnikanai recalls the planting

of trees mentioned m Giro ir Rock Edict III other points arc

equally common
58 Pansiitaparoan XI, 05

67 iiirfM, 104

m Pl5T Td I
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him on the throne of the Mauryas at Pataliputra. He dedicated

three caves on the Nagarjunl -'Hill, Vahiyjtka cave, Gopika cave

and Vadathika cave to the Ajivikas. The inscription of Vahiyaka

cave is to this effect- “That Vahiyaka c.ive has been given by

Daaalatha, dear to the gods, to the venerable Ajivikas, immediately

on ius accession, to be a place of abode during the rainy season

as long as moon and sun (shall endure) .” a# The other two caves

bear similar inscriptions, the only change? being in their names.

In these inscriptions Dasaratha adopts the celebrated title of

Asoka ‘dear to the gods’ (devanampriya) and records his interest

and faith in the Ajivikas. We learn from the Seventh

Pillar Edict of ASoka engraved on the Delhi Topra Pillar that

he appointed special Officers of Public Morals (dharmamZhatnatra}

for the welfare of the Buddhist Sangha, the Brahmana3, the

Ajivikas, the Nirgranthas and other sects.5 ® He is also known to

have dedicated three caves on the Barabsr Hill to them.*0 Thus
the solicitude of Dasaratha for the Ajivikas was in keeping with

the tolerant and eclectic traditions of his predecessors. In the

present state of our knowledge it can be presumed that he had

a special penchant for the Ajivika creed as Ins grandfather had

for Buddhism and his brother for Jainism.

10. Sdltsuka (219 b.c.

—

206 b c.) «

galisuka was the successor of DaSaratha.81 We get interesting

information about him in -the Yugaputdna of the Garglsamhita.62 x,

58 G. Buhler, ‘The Uarabar and Nagaijuni Hill cave Inscriptions

of ASoka and Dasaratha’ Indian antiquary XX (1891) pp. 361-65.

gprr SsniftfituT stfijfintor (trrtftfW?)

*pFrTf^ Yra-ftFifon? PrPit m i

69 Hultzsch, Corpus Inscriptionnm Indicnrum 1 pp. 131.
88 Ibid p.182
81 D. R. Bhandarkar conjectures that $dliiula seems to be an

Indian form of the Greek Seleueos. He was named by his father

after Seleueos III. [A Comprehensive History oj India 11 p. 44).

Since this guess lacks evidence nothing can be said about it.

#* Yugapurdtia, ed. D. R. Mankad lines f.9-93. p. 32.

sEgw (TjpTSTr: ? ) srrfaq-pt TTfacrfa i

TT5IT JLdRHT fsmRrV^: 1

Frati nih pU tmifjpK: i

it sijcs'ind'-C (? tn*<j nRra tot: i

fsRif TTT tnftpPI, 1
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The text of this passage is very corrupt Especially the last two

lines bristle with variant readings which make little sense In the

MS ofthe Tttgapurana available m the Bibhotheque Nationate of

Paris, bearing number B 184 No 2 of the collection Guinn, the

reading is sajyeithabhratar tm sadhu f eh> another reading is sa jjesfba-

bhralaram sadhuKeith but in the MS Vrddhagargi Samktia in the

possession of D R Mankad it is 'sa jyesthabhralarum sadhu Keith

prathitam gunaih' Jayaswal has translated the last two lines as

follows ‘He, the fool, commemorating (following) his elder brother,

the good and famous, on account of his virtues, will establish the

so-called conquest of Dharma” 63 While making this translation

Jayaswal amends ketiti* as Ketali' and takes it to be the same as

Pali ‘
kilteli ’ Mankad objects to tlus amendation and interpretation

on the following grounds — (1) it is a form of the present tense and

conflicts with the whole trend of the chapter where the future tense

is used
, (2) by amending ‘Keith' as ‘ketali the two lines become

syntactically independent and the existence of only one subject ‘salt

militates against such construction, (3) the elder brother is called

good and virtuous and it does not stand to reason that Sahsuka

w ould be called Mohatma or foolish by following him (4) it is not

clear how the sense of ‘commemorating’ is transferred to ‘following*

Mankad therefore, rejects the interpretation of Jayaswal

Mankad amends ‘sadhu ketild or ‘sadhu keleh' as saihum sakete and

translates the lines as follows —“He, the fool, will establish at

Saketa his brother named Vijaya, who was good, famous b> his

virtues and religious ” He takes Vijaya as the proper name of the

elder brother ofSahsuka According to him, Salisuka, who was himself

wicked and oppressive but strong, appointed his cider brother named
Vijaya a? a governor of Saketa This brother was virtuous and

religious but apparently weak as a governor Taking advantage of

83 K P Ja\ aswal. ‘Historical Data m the Gargi-Samhita and the

Brahmin Empire’ Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society

(1928) pp 397 ff
,
‘Demetrius, Kharavela, and the Gargi Sam-

hita, ibtd (1928) pp 127 ff , “The Pans MS of the Gargi Sam-

hita ibid (1928) pp 129 ff,
lJ)oUsagrantha GargesanihUa met>

Bharatiya Itihaia (In Hindi) (Indian History in the astrono-

mical treatise Gargasarfihita), A agon Pracannt Patnka Vol 10,

No 4 pp 1-15 Vide also K H Dhruva, ‘Historical contents

of the ^ugapurana’, ‘Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research

Society (1930) pp 18 If
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the weakness of this governor, the Yavanas, Pahcalas and Mathuras

Tunned themselves into a confederacy and attacked Saketa, s'ubdued

it and thence marched on and captured Pataliputra. Thus Salisuka

fell through his action of appointing his good but weak brother as

the governor ofSaketa 'Phis is why he is called Mohalma (foolish)

by the writer of this Purana,' 1

This interpretation is quite conjectural and unconvincing due
to the following reasons : (l) the reading 1sadhum s akele' is not war-

ranted by any MS discovered so far. It is the product of Mankad’s
imagination. (2) The Purana recounts the misdeeds and misconduct
of SaliSuka. It tries to paint as dark a picture of this monarch as

possible. The epithets tlustatman (of evil disposition), prijavigraftah

(fond of quarrels and conflicts), adha^mikah (of irreligious nature)

and mohalman (of foolish temperament) employed for Urn by the
author of the Purana indicate his trend of thought. AH these epi-

thets occurring in lines 90*91 and 93 respectively have an underlying
unity of conception. The substance of the author’s vietv is contained
in the remark that ‘he terribly oppresses his own country’ (svara^Ttim
mnrdate glvnam). Thus, it is unthinkable that while giving details of
his defects and demerits the author of the Turana would have men-
tioned such a good act of him as the appointment of liis virtuous
and meritorious gentle elder brother as the governor of Saketa.
It also passes comprehension as to why the author or the Purana
should have called Salisuka foolish for doing such a noble act as
the appointing of his goodnatured elder biother as the governor of
Saketa. (3) Mankad holds that the Greek invasion took place dur-
ing the reign ofSalisuka and was facilitated by the presence of his
virtuous but weak brother at Saketa. Hence, according to him, this
act of Salisuka proved his fatal mistake and the author of the Parana
was justified in calling him foolish. Mankad ignores the fact
that the Maury* empire did not end with Salisuka but endured
during the reigns of three more kings. It is an undisputed Tact that
Brhadratha was the last Maurya monarch on the throne of Patali-
putra and Ins general Pusyamitra assassinated hun-and usurped the
throne. The Greek invasion occurred after this event rather than
before it. Hence there is nothing to show that the Greek invasion
ol baketa and Pataliputra occurred during or after the reign of Sali-
suka. Mankad errs in treating the events recorded in the Twga
furqna as chronologically successive. If his view is accepted, it

D. R. Mankad, 2“uga Parana pp, 9-10.
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would follow that SahSuka was the direct successor of Udayin' In

fact, the TugaPitrana gives isolated snapshots rather than a connected

picture (4) IfVijaya was the elder brother of Salisuha he was natu-

rally entitled to succeed to the throne It is strange that he let

his brother occupy the imperial throne and himself became contented

with the governorship of Saketa It was even more unnatural on

the part of Salisuka to perpetuate a danger to his authority by in

stalling lus elder brother as the head of the administration or Saketa

whence he could pounce on his kingdom In such cases the younger

brothers remove the menace of the rebellions of the elder brothers

root and branch by deposing or assassinating them If Sahsuka made

his elder brother the governor of Saketa be sowed tares in his field by

keeping alive a source of rebellion (5) There is no evidence to show

that Saketa was the headquarters of any provincial administration

during the Maurya period No record or reference to it pertaining to

the Maurya period has come to light so far Hence it cannot be assn

med that Sahsuka made Vijaya the governor of Saketa when he was

himselfat the imperial capi’al at Patahputra, so near to Saketa (A>o

dhya) (6) The text nowhere indicates that Vijaya was made the

governor It only shows that Vijaya was appointed at Saketa, if

Mankad’s interpretation is to be accepted The account abruptly

ends there and it remains obscure as to what course of events the

author had in mind while referring to this fact In view of these

considerations the aforesaid interpretation ofMankad is contrary to

the context and defies historical probabilities It is quite unnatural

and unconvincing

The correct reading and interpretation of the verse m question

was given by H Kern long ago He suggested the reading *hatva

instead ofketetl 65 Thus the line means "having killed his virtuous

elder brother noted for his qualities ” But Kern erred m inter-

preting the next line to mean that Sahsuka "will establish 1ns

virtuous brother Vijaya ,,s® The incorrectness of this view is quite

obvious for there appears no connection between the killing of the

elder brother and the installing of one named Vijaya on the throne

by S'diSuka, when he was himself the king In this line pjjaja is

not a proper name but means ‘conquest’ as aptly suggested by

Jajaswal Thus the line signifies that the fool “w ill establish the

*s H Kern, Brkal Samhitq Preface p 36

-sirar (^rr t) i

”9 H Kern, op. at p 37
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so-called conquest of dharma.” The passage should thus he trans-

lated as follow's :

—

“Having killed his virtuous elder brother noted for his qualities

the Fool will establish the so-called conquest of Dharma.”

This passage is pregnant with a subtle irony and parody. Here
the expression *moh^lman

'

is a parody of 'devanam^priya' the title oF

A§oka and Dasaratha, and *vijayam dhSrmifam’ is a paraphrase of
dhaimavijaya (Dhammavijaya or dhrnmavijaya) oF the thirteenth

Rock Edict of ASoka.67 Just after his accession SaliSuka proclaimed
a policy of dha*mavijaya (conquest by Dharma) just like bis prede-
cessor ASoka. But since he ascended the throne after killing his

noble and virtuous elder brother, his policy of dharmavijaya was a
sham. His practice contradicted his policy and his action negatived
his profession. Thus, there is a subtle irony in the remark of the
author of the Yaga Purana that after committing the heinous offence
of killing his elder brother, who was a model of virtue and piety,

this king initiated and instituted the policy of the conquest by
Dharma. The word ‘nama’ in vijayam tiann dhatmikam' heightens
the satirical efTect of the verses. It clearly shows that the conquest
called religious was only nominal and showy, for the person, who
proclaimed it, in reality, acted against it by wading to the throne
through a pool of blood and killing such a noble soul as his elder
brother. This verse, thus, elaborates the idea of verse 90, in which
£ali§uka is called *priyavigrahah ’ or fond of quarrels and conflicts,
as well as that ofverse 91, where he is dubbed as dharmavadi adhartni-
kah or an irreligious man masquerading as religious and making
proclamations of religion. In Fact, the entire passage has a unique
unity of conception and expression. In this way, this construction
brings out the correct import of this passage and elucidates its
literary beauty. Thus, we find that after the death of DaSaratha
there was a sort of turmoil in which §ali£uka killed his elder
brother and assumed the reins of the state.

In line 89 SalisQka is called ‘karmasuta* or the son of Karma.
It appears that his father’s name was Karma. This Karma was
probably a relative of DaSaratha. galiSuka does not appear to have
been entitled to the throne. Hence he killed his elder brother and
himself became king.

ASoka s Rock Edict Xlil (Shahbazgarhi version)

^ TR.ffr
i
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Sahsuka appears to have been a good warrior In line 89 he

is called rtuksa which is meaningless Mankad amends it as rbhuksa

which is an epithet of Indra This word no doubt suggests prowess

but it does not stand to reason that the author of the Yuga Purana

who was out to revile the character of galisuka, would have g ven

lum such a good and glor ous title as rbhuksa or Indra In the

Paris Manuscript the reading of this word is dhanak$j which also

makes no sense It is likely that it is a corrupt form of dhanttskah

w hich signifies an ‘archer or ‘warrior 89 Thus the hne shntiJd he

‘dkanuskah karmosutah iahsuko bhaiujati * meaning ‘there will be the

warrior Sahsuka the son of Karma The epithet priymgrahah

(fond of conflict) Used for him in line 90 is in keeping with the

epithet ‘dhanuskah

Tn spite of his martial prowess and strength SahSuka followed

the policy of dharmavtjaja launched by his predecessors A$oka

championed and initiated this policj Though he had great regard

for all sects and creeds he specially favoured Buddhism Samprati

espoused and spread Jainism and DaSaratha had a penchant for

Ajvikism &ah$uka also had a leaning for these sects and pro

claimed and pursued a policy of conquest by dharma rather than

by arms He also seems to be interested in religious disputations

and expounded his own opinions in them Hence the luga Purana

calls him 'dharmaoadd or an exponent of religion

As a consequence of the policy of dhannavijaya the administration
became lax and the officials exploited the people The programme
of moral uplift nnd welfare as well as the exigencies of a vast

administration necessitated a big revenue We shall revert to this

subject in the next stud) Here it is sufficient to note that the

average min felt burdened in the later Maurja period Hence the

author of the Yuga Purana observed that &ah$Qka subjected the

country to terrible oppression (svarastram mardalt ghoram)

1 1 Derarlhamnn or Dcravarman (20G B C— 1 99 B G )

Accordingto the lE P<yr« \ersion, cited above, Devadharman was
the successor of § ihSQka He is not described as the son of £ ih§0ka
Hence he might have belonged to a cognate branch of the fund)
He reigned for seven >cars and bequeathed the kingdom to his son

^atadhanu

n
<T> ^irupala adha of \tagha II, 27

PtOi dU -

\

gffipTTj
I
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12 Satadhanu (199 B G—191 B C)

Satadhanu, the son of Devadharman or Devavarrmn, reigned for

eight years We do not know much about his times

13 Bihadratha (191 B G —184 BC)
Brhadratha was the successor of $atadhanu The ‘27 Vayu and

•Vaja generally and Brahmanda’ versions do not specify his relation

to Satadhanu But the Malsya version suggests that he was the son

of Satadhanu [Bjhadralhaslu variant tasya pulrasca laptalih {Sapta vai)

Brhadratha organised a strong and efficient army under the

famous Bralunana general Pusyamitra He used to inspect the

parades of the army It was while inspecting such a parade that

Pusyamitra assassinated him and put an end to the Mnurya dynasty,

as vve learn from the Harsacanta of Banabhatpi 70 Baria’s reference

suggests that Brhadratha committed the mistake of delegating great

authority to Pusyamitra

Patanjali in the MahaHiasya on Panmi s Asfadhjayisulra quotes a
verse showing that ‘ hearing the words of the king the Pusyamanavas

made the announcement ’ 71 The word Pusyamanava or Pusamapava
also occurs in the Jama text Angavtjja 71 V S Agrawala takes the
word ‘Pusyamnnava’ to refer to the men or militia of Pusyamitra 78

It appears that the enterprising general Pusyamitra organised a body
of his own men by taking advantage of the latitude given to lum by
Brhadratha Besides this, the army was fully under his control and
manned by the officers of his choice and liking Thus he com
manded the loyalty and allegiance of the army When the king
inspecting the parade of the army was assassinated at the instigation
of Pusyamitra, the army stolidly watched the incident and joined the
proclamation of the accession of its general to the throne

70 Harsacanta of Banabhatga, 6th Ucchvasa, ed Jivananda
(Calcutta) p G92

71 Mahibhoiya VII 2 23 fTrtT qm qpiiqi
|72 Angamjja ed Mum Punyavyaya, p 160

73 V S Agrawala, *A note on Pusya Mapava’
Journal of the Oriental Institute M S University of Baroda VolVI (Nos 2 3) Dec March 56 57
The expression shows that the entire army
was m favour of Pusyamitra
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inscription19 found in Rajputunu show that there was a king named

Dhavala or Dhavalappadeva of the Maurya lineage reigning as the

supreme ruler in V.S. 795 (A D. 730). An inscription from

Kanban refers to the Maui ya Suketuvarma,88 In padmaprabhtfakam

of Sudraka there is a mention of Mauryakumura Candrodaya who
went with an army to subdue the feudatories. 81 Likewise the famous

Aihole inscription of Pulakefcin II speaks of the Mauryas as being

defeated by this Cfdukyn King. They had a principality in Konkan
about (634-35 A.D.). An inscription found at Wnghli in Khandesh
mentions a Maurya chief Govindaraja with the date 991 Saka
(A.D. 1069) as a subordinate of the Yadava MahamapdaleSvara
Seu nacandra II and further informs us tliat lib family came to tliat

pAtt of the country from Valabhi in Surastra.1*2

19 Epigraphia Indiea Vol. XII, p. 11.
80 Bombay Gazetteer Vol. XIV, p. 372-73.
91

Calurbhani ed. V. S. Agrawala and Moticandra, p. 40.
82 Epigraphia Indiea Vol. II, p. 221-222.
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The Tuga Parana gives some more details ol this coup d’etat. It

mentions a Brahmana whose fame spi cad all around74 and whose

prosperous reign followed the chaotic and disturbed times of SaliSQka

and liis successors. This world-famed
(
lokaciiruta) Bralimaija is in

all probability identical with Fujyamhra. His own force is said

to have consisted or 2000 horses and innumerable elephants.74 This

force seems to refer to the Pusynmanavas. The parades of this

force, Pusyamanavas, were held in the southern sector of Pataliputra

which appears to have been the cantonment area.7® It was there

that Pusyamitra staged his coup and killing Brhadratha assumed

the reins of the goveinment. At that time, according to the Tuga

Parana, the whole capital rang with rejoicing and festivities.
77

The Harsacanla states that Brhadratha was of weak brain and

intelligence (prajnddurbala) . Hence he could not effectively maintain

his hold on the administration. On the other hand, Pusyamitra was

energetic and enterprising and commanded the confidence of the

army. Hence he succeeded in overthrowing the Maurya dynasty.

Thus fell the empire of the Mauryas.

14. Remnants of the Mauryas

It appears that some scions of the Maurya family continued to

exist in Magadha even after the extinction of the Maurya dynasty.

Hiuen Tsang speaks of Purnavarman, king of Magadha, who restored

the Bodlu tree destroyed by gaSanka. He is said to be the last of

the race of ASokaraja. His realm must have shrunk to negligible

proportions.

Traces of the Mauryas arc also found in Rajputana and the

Deccan. The Kanaswa inscription78 and the Dahok (Mewar)

71 Yuga Purana, line 148 p. 39.

tTfft tTT^ruft tfltfiftP-TcT: |

75
Jbid, line 153.

S'tptt I g iRtra: t

76 Jbid, line 152.

sferir mzi zr&r u&r ^ t

77 Ibid, lines 150-151.

Off: 5RSPF5W I

?) |

. H l|
78 Indian Antiquary Vol. XIX, p. 56.
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inscription79 found in Rajputuna show that there was a king named

Dhavala or Dhavalappadeva of the Maurya lineage reigning as the

supreme ruler in V.S. 795 (AD. 738). An inscription from

Kankan refers to the Maurya Suketuvarma.80 In padmaprabhilakam

of SQdraka there is a mention of Mauryakumara Candrodaya who
went with an army to subdue the feudatories.81 Likewise the famous

Aihole inscription of Pulakesin II speaks of the Mauryas as being

defeated by this Calukya King. They had a principality in Konkan
about (634-35 A.D.). An inscription found at Wnghli in Khaudcsh
mentions a Maurya chief Govindaraja with the date 991 Saka
(AD. 1069) »3 a subordinate of the Yiidava MahamapdalcSvara
Seunacandra II and further informs us that his family came to that

part of the country from Valablii in Suruftra.82

73 Epigraph!a Indxca Vol. XII, p. II.
80 Bombay Gazetteer Vol. XIV, p. 372-73.

Calurbhatii ed, V. S. Agrawala and Moticandra, p. 40.
82 Epigraphia Indiea Vol. II, p. 221-222.



CHAPTER VIII

Main Trends of the Social and Economic History

of the Maurya Empire

l. The urban-economic developments of the sixth century B.C. •

The Rgveda depicts the conflict and dichotomy of urban and

rural cultures. Indra is described as the breaker or forts, the des*

troyer of cities and the enemy of the Panis. The destruction of the

Pants is symbolic of the decadence of trade, industry and commerce.

The Vedic society consisted of the Arya vis

1

and kjstir which crystal-

iked into the aristocratic class and the common people. The

aristocracy gradually broke up into priests {brahmans) and warrior

rulers (rajanya). The common people took to agriculture, arts, crafts

and commerce. The defeated and backward people were first classed

as Dasyvs and Dasas and later as Sudras.

3

The later Vedic period

saw the tussles and conflicts of priests and kings.1 The Upaniiads

signify the protest of the Ksatriyas against the privileges and

etclusivism of the Brahmanas.

By the sixth centruy B.C., the age of Buddha and Mahavira,
the artisans, craftsmen, traders, financiers and capitalists had assumed

an unprecedented importance and overshadowed the royal and

sacerdotal classes. Buddhist and Jaina literature mirrors the brisk

and widespread activities of traders, manufacturers and capitalists

all over the country'. The picture of the economic prosperity of

the country that it depicts is exceptionally rich and colourful. We
sec large towns like Campa, Rajagflia, Savatthi, Saketa, Kosambi and

Bannras, mentioned in the Mahasudassana Sulla, protected by moats,

ramparts and gates and peopled by artisans, craftsmen, traders

1 Rgv da X, 89, 7; VIT, 19. 5; 1, 32, 10, X, 76, 3.
* Tajurveda XX, 9 XHTI

;
Ailareyabrahmana

VIII, 26 # faff;

3
3‘rtjurteda (Vajasncyisamihita) XVIIL'48: Hid, XXVI, 2;

Alharvaieda XIX 62, 1.

1 Ailareyabrahmana VIII, II, A. B. Keith, Rgveda Brahmanas
p. 314 ; MaUyapttrana I, 63, 61

;
Y. E. Parciter, Ancient Indian

Historical Tradition, p. 310.
8 Mundakopanisad I, 2, 7; ICathopanifad I, 2, 5.
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and millionaires These people followed tlieir lucrative professions

with great profit and affluence and had attained wonderful profici-

ency and specialisation in them They had also developed their own
autonomous organisations and guilds We hear of the eighteen

guilds,® lepresenting their respective crafts and professions, each having

its own president (pamukha

)

or elderman (jeUhaka), treasurer or

storekeeper (
bhindaganka) and bankers or finances (f-JfAt) Among

the setfkis also we come across the chief (ma/iaiejfhi) and deputy chief

{antueffhi) These heads were entitled to the use of special insignia

(seff/ti chatla) They had a significant voice in the alTairs of state

and a decisive role tn the formulation of its policies

In the sixth century B G the power, prestige and influence

of plutocrats overshadowed the aristocrats In the kingdom of Bim-
bisara there were five millionaires, Jotiya, Jatila, Mendhaka, Punnaha
and Kakabahya They were the pillars of the strength and pios-

penty of Magadha On the other hand, the neighbouring kingdom
ofKosala had no plutocrat of their standing Hence her king
Prasenajit requested the Magadhan monarch Bimbisara to permit
the migration and settlement of a financier in his kingdom so that

it may also prosper and flourish At first Bunbisara was reluctant

to part with financiers of his realm but after great entrea-

ties he consented to permit Mendhaka’s son Dhananjaya to settle

in KosaH The staff and attendants of this financier moved towards
the Kosalan capital gvavasti with gorgeous paraphernalia and mag-
nificent equipment As tradition has it, this grand retinue halted
at the outsknt of the city in the evening to avoid its dm and bustle
and permanently settled there which, m consequence of the evening
sojourn, came to be known as Sakcta The daughter of this financier
Dhananjaya, named Vi&akha7 was married to Purnavardhana, the son
of the celebrated financier of gravasti named Mng tra King Pra-

• Cambridge History of India I, p 183-184, T.W Rhys Davids
Buddhist India

, pp 98-100 ,B G Law, India as described m the
°f?ud

t

dh
,

tin
l
and J^nsm, pp 178-179, Dlghan,/ aya

h 1, 2 {SmaMapkata Suita) lists 25 professions In the Mma
casta avalana there are three large lists of gandharmVas (musi-
cians), srents (guilds) and ulpajatanas (craftsmen) The first
has 24 entries, the second 36 entries and the third 46 entriesEd Scnau Vol HI, pp 112-1H, Vol III, p 442-443

’ Angullara-tmlaj a A»hchalha 1,7,2E J Thomas,L<fi ofBwUhn, pp 105 6, G P. MalalmeWDictum of Pah Pwp r Atari 17, p 901, Rahula Sanlmtval
>ana, Buddka~Car)$, pp 325 332

r *
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scnajit also attended the marriage and enjoyed the sumptuous festi-

uitics for quite a long time. The glamour and brilliance of this

marriage live forever in Pali literature. It Is said that the bride

was offered a dowry of a crceper-necldace (mahalaia-abftutana) worth

nine crores, 5400 carts of coins, 500 carts full of vessels of gold, ghee,

husked and winnowed rice, ploughs, ploughshares and other farm-

implements and 500 carts with three slave women in each along with

big cattle, bulls and milch-cows. When ViSakha drove on the

roads of Sravastt standing in an open car and wearing the glittering

ciccpcr-nccklace with the dowry following her, the citizens thronging

the windows, balconies and verandahs were dazzled and astonished

at the sight of the fabulous wealth.

In Sravasti dwelt also the generous Anathapindaka who pur-

chased the Jetavana for the Buddhist order from prince Jeta by

spreading gold coins (hironya) over itso that their edges touched each

other (Koti-sanlfiara).* It is said that the owner prince Jeta told the

bujer Anatliapipdaka that the plot could not be sold even if one were

to cover it with gold coins by joining their edges. Thereupon, the

buyer said that he had purchased the plot by accepting the price.

The seller demurred to transfer it. Thereupon the matter was

referred to the court which decided it in favour of the buyer. This

show's that business magnates had acquired greater power and pelf

than the princes of royal blood. Hence there is no wonder that

kings wooed these financiers. It is common knowledge that

Bimbisara used to attend the dinners at the house of the father-in-

law of Anathipindaka at Rajagrha. In the Kathakosaprikaratta of

Jinesvarasuri there is a story that the widowed mother of Sali-

bhadra named Bhadra purchased the costly blankets from some

merchants which King Bimbisara could not purchase for queen

Celana on account of their very high price. This Bhadra used

these blankets for foot-dusters. Once she invited BimbisSra and

CelanS to drive with her, got the entire passage tastefully decorated

and accorded a warm welcome to the King. The King is stated to

have been astonished at the sight of her stables of horses and ele-

phants and multistoreyed mansions full of servants and riches.

The aforesaid stories conclusively prove that in the age of

Buddha and Maliavlra economic resources came to be regarded as

the mainstay of the state. The richness of Magadha in metal

deposits (Rajgir has important iron and copper resources) explained

8 Vinaja Culldtagga VI, 4, 9; Jataka I, p. 92.
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her rise as the nucleus of the Indian empire The fertility of her

soil also added considerably to her economic potential and political

importance 8 According to the Mahavagga her territory consisted

of 80,000 villages 10 In the sixth century B G these resources

were being fully tapped 11

As in Magadha so in other states the rise of the urban manu-
facturing and commercial class signified the growing importance of

economic factors. We hear of large caravans of merchants com-
prising as many as 500 wagons travelling from Eastern India to

Kasmfra and Gandhara for trade purposes 1! These merchants

etossed the boundaries of India also, visiting Babylon in the West and
the islands of the Indian ocean in the East 13 The Jatakas are

full of numerous references to large caravans moving by land and

8 Pansnta-panan of Hemacandra, pp. 1-2

fl«i«TO£ecrtfir ^fTFtrfq II

err trttPt STtrsfo i

TT% Wdfd II

10 Mahalagga V, 1

11 Arthasaitra VII, It
15 T W Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, p 98 4 The caravans, long

lines of small two-whcelcd carts, each drawn by two
bullocks, were a distinctive feature of the times ”
Moll Chandra, Sarlhavahi, p 65

18 Indian merchants used to go to the Middle Last with
compass crows and peacocks On a Tara seal a bird is

shown to be hovering over a ship (Henri Trankfort,
Cylinder Seals plate XI), Sylvam Lew holds that the
peacock was introduced into the West m the Achaememan
period “Lc passage du paon del’ Inde i Mediterranee,
sous les auspices des Achcmemdes, est, mieuM qu’un fait,
un symbole, il exprime 1’ unite economiquc d’une immense
region realtsce pour la premiere fois, 1* ouverture des
grandes routes de penetration, la rapidite des cchanges L’
Inde, entramee dans cctte revolution qui lui a donne lin-
denturc, a neglige d’en conscrver 1* lustoire, le come, plus
fidelc, cn aura du moms preserve la trace ” (Autourdu
Bdv cru-Jataka,’ Manorial Syham Leri, p 292) As regards
the references to the voyages to Suvarnadvfpa which de-
noted the land beyond the Eastern Sea (Bay of Bengal) «-ee
S>lvam Levi, les Marchanris de Mer ct Jeur role dans Ic
Bouddhismc prumtifMemorial Sjham Lea, p 133 G Gocdes
I es Etals Htndouues d' Indoehme et d Indonesie, pp 36 52

"
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sea routes with valuable merchandise and making fabulous profits.

These caravans (sarlha) led by their leaders {sarlhavaha) and pro-

tected by their own militias were fully organised and disciplined.

Their frequent journeys and voyages brought about the economic and

commercial unity of the country and rendered the polity of the

Sixteen Mahajanapadas obsolete. The repeated change of frontiers

and payment of tolls impeded free commercial activity.14 We know

that the traders used to complain about the payment of tolls to

the Magadhan officers as well as the Licchavis twice. Thus, the

character of political institutions contradicted the possibilities of

economic development which necessitated the growth of a unified

state.

2. Social and political unity as an expression of economic unity.

The religious leaders of that time, particularly Buddha, adum-

brated the ideal of universal sovereignty based on righteousness and

rectitude. His ideal was an emperor reigning over the whole of

Jambudvlpa with love, piety and peace.15 This ideal was

pregnant with the tendency of amalgamation that was very

pronounced in the spirit of the time. To quote B. M. Barua, “the

different records of the Brahmanas, the Jainas and Buddhists con-

cur in pointing to a time when the rival religious sects had to make

u T. W. Piiys /Javfcfs observes: “There were no made roads
and no bridges. There were taxes and octroi duties at

every different station entered. The cost of such carriage
must have been great, so great that only the more costly goods
could bear it.” {Buddhist India, p. 98) As regards the articles

of trade he writes: “Silks, muslins, the finer sorts of cloth
and cutlery and armour brocades, embroideries and drugs
and perfumes, ivory and ivorywork, jewellery and gold—
these were the main articles in which the merchants

Buddhist India, p. 100; A Comprehensive History of India
V«i IT at -*«»• - pp. 430-458),. We

iddha complained of

and dogs and declin-
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a compromise among themselves by accepting the deities of one

another especially to an epoch when the emperor was worshipped

as a God Such changes in Indian religion were coeval with the

foundation of an empire and consequent on the growth of the idea

of personality in religion and state 18 The march of Bimbisara

against Anga was the beginning of the realisation of the ideal of

the unified state set forth b} the Buddha This process of trans-

lating this ideal into reality was completed with the conquest of

Kalmga by ASoka and the promulgation of Dharmavijaya as the

policy of the state thereafter

The economic evolution of the age of Buddha manifested itself

m a transformation of social standards As seen above in the

Upamsad period the ruling rajanya class questioned the right of the

priesthood to exclusive sacerdotal privileges and spiritual attainments

In the age of Buddha both the royal and priestly classes were

eclipsed by the nascent trading and artisan classes The leaders of

the new religious and philosophical thought favoured the merchants

and craftsmen The very first disciples of Buddha were two merchants

named Tapassu and Bhallika 17 A greater part of his life was

spent among plutocrats, millionaires and businessmen Likewise,

Mahavira and ManUialm Ghosala lived among craftsmen and

artisans like the potter Halahala A scion of degraded caste

(Matangakula) like Prasenajit occupied the throne of hosaki

and contracted matrimonial relations with King Bimbisara of

Magadlia and became the favourite of the teachers and thuikcrs of

those times Brahinanas began to adopt a vanity of professions

with astonishing frequency The \Iah asutasomnjalaka tells the tale

of a rich brahmana who carried on trade between the eastern and
western parts or India in 500 wagons18 and the Phandana Jataha

speaks of a brahmam who took the profession of a carpenter 19 A
bnhmam of the Blnradvaja gotra living at Eknala in Dahkhma
gin was a rich agriculturist*0 and another living in a frontier

18 B M Barua 'Ajivtkas
, Journal of tie Dej artmenl of Letters

Vol II (1820) pp I 80
17 Vwaji Pttaht Mahnagga I, i 5 Rnhula S mkntjaj ana’s

translation, p 77

18 JaMlacA Tausb ill V, p 471

18 Ibid, IV, p 207
«• Jhd, V, p 127
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village earned his livelihood by selling hunted beasts .
21 According

to the Das/ibrafo/Mnajalaka, the brahmanas following the avocations of

physicians (Itkicchasamti), servants (piricarakasamq), tax-collectors

(mggahak(i‘S(ima)

,

diggers of the soil (khantighatasamn) ,
tradesmen

{vanijakatema), butchers (gogkateka), hunters (luddhakasama

)

and

bathers or Yajnikas (malnmajjanasama) .*2 As the brahmanas took

to the callings of the vrsalas so the latter also aspired to become

teachers and prophets by virtue of their piety, purity and pliilan-

thropy. In the words of the Suttanipata caste did not prevent a

man from attaining the attributes of a brahmana provided he

subjugated his passions and instincts .
23 The aboriginal Svapakas

and cSndSlas were no doubt outside the pale of Arya society

but even they could think of rising to the status of Brahmana*.

HarlkcSa-bala came of a family of Svapakas yet ranked as a monk

and sage .*4 A merchant’s daughter got a caijdala belaboured

because he met her at the city gate, but subsequently she became

his wife. A k$»triya is said to have worked successfully as a potter,

basket-maker, iced-worker, garland-maker and cook. This social

mobility and resilience was the result of the urban development

of the sixth century B.G, In the cities the chatter or traders and

clatter of craftsmen drowned the babble of caste-complcxes. Near

the gates of the cities, in squares and bazaars, thronged and jostled

people of all callings and forgot their respective superiority and

exdusivism. This revolution lias been brilliantly described by a

famous scholar as follows :

“In the Buddhist period the advance of civilization dissolved

the old union. Big towns now formed the centre of life. In the

towns or before the gates of towns lay the great, perhaps the

greatest, part of the scenes of the transactions that the Buddhist textv

relate They were the residence of a highly progressive
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the Sudras. Guilds and corporations of merchants and artisans

stepped into the foreground as adequately representing the actual

situation and its living interests pushing into the background such

concepts as those of vaiSya and $udra.”iS

Buddhism, Jainism, Ajivikism and other religious and philosophi-

cal systems of the times were the expressions of these egalitarian

social tendencies.

3, Secular standpoint and rational outlook

The economic orientation of life and culture generated a secular,

rational and social trend of thought. People lost* faith in super-

natural forces and recognised the value of social adjustment. In

an earlier study we hate referred to the ICvtadaila Sulla of the

Dighanikojo (5) where a priest advises the king to abandon yajha

and provide seed etc. to those who desired to cultivate land, furnish

capital to those who wanted to do business, and give jobs and
suitable salaries to those who sought government service. Thus,

all people would he busy in their work and the chances of

rebellion would be eliminated. Likewise in the CakkavtUtt-siha'iadi-

sulta of the Djghanikaya King Drdhanemi exhorted his son to

eradicate poverty and unemployment Horn the land by distributing

work and money among the people instead of swinging between
the extremes of wholesale acquittals and convictions of culprits.

This secular approach to social problems was based on the impoi-

tance of material and economic factor in human life. Expounding
this ideology in clear-cut terms Kautilya wrote that material factor

alone is important, for religious observances and worldly pleasures

depend on it.* 8

4. The dichotomy of rich andpoor

Tne rap’id econom'ic development oi t'nc rrc-Viaurya period
ushered in an era of material prosperity but concentrated it in the

hands of wealthy people. While we hear of multimillionaires (afi ti-

kolivibhava-sefthis) rolling in affluence and ready to cover the earth

with gold, vre also find the worker earning only a mauihti or

2S Hermann Oldenberg, On the History of the Caste System

translated by H. C Chahladar in India Antiquary (1920),

pp. 205-224. * * ->
*8 Rau\ihya Aflhasqstra I, 3 (Shjmasastn’s edition), p. 12-

t*? snrrtT. ^fer tnr^iumDr
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half matofa by which he could hardly support himself and his

mother.*7

Whereas the rich frequented the restaurants and enjoyed cooked

meat {ptkkvamaAsa), rice (odana) and cakes
(apupa

)

and recreated

themselves in taverns (panasala), the poor had to live by a rice-ball

{kummftsa-pinda) or barley boiled like rice and a little soup

{appasupam javabhaltam)- 3* Like trade and industry, agriculture also

underwent a process of monopolisation and capitalisation. The

kutumbins, setthis and gama-bhojakas began to acquire lands on

large scale and work them by means of slave and hired labour.

We hear of lar{£ estates of 1000 karisas and of farmers owning

500 plough-shares.*” Even simple villagers and farmers are said to

be keeping slaves in their families.10 It appears that the slates

played a leading part in the domestie life of the people. They were

engaged in cooking, fetching water, pounding and drying rice,

carrying food to and watching the fields, giving alms, ministering

to the master when he retired, handling the plates and dishes,

bringing the spitoon and fetching the fans during meals, sweeping

the >ards and stables and similar other duties.81 Ordinarily the

47 ‘The rich man in his palace, the poor man at his door* is

ihe mattn of Ibis age. In the Apadjna Vol. II, p. 357
we have the following life-sketch of a wealthy man
(setthiputta) : born in a rich family he is endowed with
the five pleasures of the senses. Inside his palatial re-

sidence he is entertained by dancing girls with music and
dances. Young maidens please him with jokes nnd
plays. Barbers, gardenrrs, jewellers, acrobats etc. attend on

, him. The poor and the needy and ihc beggars and
vagrants appear at his door. Traders and merchants or
various countries visit him. Artisans and crallsmcn approach
him for jobs and orders.

Tor the standard of riches see jfa'aka V, p. 303
*' Mafawranega Jat-ikn {Jatabi Vol. VI, p. 372) trfj Jtfg ipTTi

; Jataka I, p. 406
The rich man enjoyed rich rice (mahqvrihi) boiled with water
and prepared with meat

( *rblWr )
whose heap on the plate

looked like the Vindhya mountain (ftpwt qfiprpr)
Jataka IV, p. 276. “The karisa is a square measure of

land, bemg that space on which a karisa of seed can 1*
sown.

” JilaU VI, p. 117; III, p. lfi2; If, p.428
81 Uatital Mehta, Pre-Duddhiit India, p. 2 [ l
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price of a slave girl was 100 karsapanas but some slaves were 700

karsapanas worth and a few had the value of 1000 - pieces.3* The

treatment of the slaves depended on the good will of the master.

But, we have references to maltreatment of slaves also. They

were often thrashed, fettered, chained, branded and coerced.33

In this period of the concentration of the factors of production

in the hands of the moneyed class the free labourer was

gradually impoverished and ground down. He could

not compete with salve labour employed on large scale

projects and could hardly keep body and soul together with

his scanty earnings. Hence he ranked even below the slave.

The Jatakas deplore as a sign of social decadence the distressing

sight of sturdy' peasants leaving at home their own empty barns and

swelling the ranks of landless agricultural labourers to toil as hirelings

(kammakara or bhataka) on the estates of capitalists.31 Buddhism

andJainism deprecated the profession or sickle and yoke and brand-

ed the cultivator as engaged in a mean and violent work. In their

scale of values the labourer ranked with the slave.33 The daily

Jalaka ,
I, p. 299; III, p.343; VI, p. 577

33 Jalaka I, p. 402, VI, p. 554 ; VI, p. 138 ;
Puggalabarenali

p. 56;_B,C Law, ‘Slavery as known to the early Buddhists’

Bharatiya Vtdja IX fl948) K. M. Munshi Diamond Jubilee
Volume I, p. 305; U. N. Ghoshal, Studies in Indian

History and Culture, pp. 461-465; Jagdish Chandra Jain,

Life in Ancient India as depicted in the Jaina Canons, pp.
105-108.

31
Jatakr I, p. 339

3S Dighanikuja I, 51; Ahgutlaranik&ya I, 145, 206. Buddhism
was the expression of the urban-economic culture-complex
of the sixth century. The weltanshaaung of urban culture

has been graphically described by Oswald Spengler as

follon-s:—“In the city the picture is of deep long gorges

between high stony houses filled with coloured dust and
strange uproar, and men dwell in these houses the like of
which no natural being has ever conceived. Costumes, even
faces, are adjusted to a background cf stone. By day
there is a street traffic of strange colours and tones and by
night a new light that outshines the moon. And the yokel
stands helpless on the pavement, understanding nothing
and understood by nobody, tolerated as a useful type in

farce and provider of this world’s daily bread.” (The Decline

of the West Vol. II, p. 95)
—‘The splendid mass cities harbour

lamentable poverty' and degraded habits.”—‘The giant city

(continued on page 1

8
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wages of a labourer ranged, as said above, between one masaka

Karaapana) and J masaka
(3

l
j Karsapana). Of course, one

masaka* could fetch enough quantity of food and grocery and a

small quantity of ghee or oil for single person and sometimes

frugal persons enjoyed some other petty amenities, e. g., garland, per-

(conlinued from page 185}

sucks the country dry, insatiably and incessantly demanding

and devouring fresh streams of men.” {Ibid Vol. H,

P 102).

The dichotomy of rich and poor and the disregard of the

village-worker are important traits of Buddha’s world-view.

In the Jaina text Thananga (sthanaga) the slaves (ASs&l

labourers (bhrtaka)’and cultivators (bhaillaga) are called

people of lower category. These people and the indebted

are debarred from intuition. [Jagdish Candra Jain, History

of Prakrit Literature (in Hindi) p. 57].

* Dr. D. C. Sircar informs me that the relation between

the copper and silver karsapanas appears to have often

been—16 copper: 1 silver. Thus 1 copper karsapaija:

1/16 silver karsapana. (Dr. D. G. Sircars letter to me
no. 376-A/4611.4157 dated 11 December 1959.) P. L.Gupta
holds that one pana consisted of 32 masakas. He in-

terprets a passage of the Arlhdi&strn (II, 28) prescribing

the rates of feiry toll to mean that one pada was of eight

masakas [P. L. Gupta, 'Numismatic data in the ArthasSstra*

Journal of the Numismatic Society of India (A. S Altckar

Volume XY/7 (1960) p, 21] An exhaustive list of coin deno-

minations is given in Arlk liastra II, 12 as pana, half-pana,

quarter pana (pada', one-eight pana (aststabhiiga), mSsaka,
half-masaka, Kakini and lialf-Kakini. In it the denomina-
tion following 1/0 pana is ma?akn. There is no denomina-

•_ . ’
' tliis work theyc are

coin. So this two

, ,
bhaga or 1 /8 pana*

If we hold that this two ma?aka coin was different and
dis

r *' * ’ hi have been mentioned
in at it is not there shows
thr In case wc think that

l pana (nstabhaga) represented 4 masakas, it would appear
strange that there was no coin for 2 masakas. The above
list of coin-denominations is so complete that there hardly
seems any scope of omission in it. Therefore, the view’ of
ShamaSastri and V. S. Agrawala that one Kfn?apana
equivalent to lfi masakas is correct. Tims the ratio between
silver^ and copper was 1 : 16, since according to the
ArUiaiaitra pana was a silver coin and mSpka a copper coin.
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fume or drink with a part of it, yet it is patent that they were

haidpressed.

The process of economic impoverishment and squeezing can be

measured by the gradual devaluation of the currency. The old

decimal coinage of Satamana group had become a thing of the

past. Panint referred to a coin standard of 20 masakas or 40 rattis

called vimsatika.8 * At the time of Bimbisara also this standard was

prevalent, as we learn from Buddhaghosa’s commentary on the

Viitaya*1 But, at the time of .the Nandas and Mauryas the

lattspiin standard of 32 rattis become prevalent. 3fl There is a

Pali tradition that Kautdya or Canakya increased the treasury by
debasing the curren-y.5 * Probably it refers to the promulgation of

the silver karaap»T>a standard instead of the old vimsatika standard.

In Kosala the karsapaira was further reduced to 24 or 30 lattis, as

we learn from the finds from Paila in the Kheri district of U. P.40

Subsequently silver-plated copper karsapanas of a weight

standard of 32 rattis were struck. In these coins silver became
nominal, the metal was all copper. Many specimens of these coins

showing traces of thin copper plating have come to light. They
represent the debased coinage of Maurya timc3 introduced

to meet some unusual drain on the cunency and replenish the

exchequer. Thus, a man earning one karsapana in Maurya period

had less purchasing capacity than in earlier times.

In the money-economy loans and mortgages aie very common.
The more the concentration of wealth the greater the rate of
interest. Pan ini had a special term for a person who advances

ten and realises eleven (dasaikadaia).” ,l Patanjah has referred

34 Pacini V. 1, 32 farrRp{rrjr *=T
discussed in V. S. Agrawala,

Indian as Known la Panini, pp. 268-269.
3T C. D. Chatterji, “some New Numismatic terms in Pah texts’.

Journal of the If. P. Historical society VI (1933) p. 157-158.

*4 Arlhasaslra II, 12, p. 81 qurtpJq-Jr I «Trer3ftJT

30 ^Idkavamsa 1
~ika (Vartisatthappakasini) cd. G. P. Malalasc-

kcra, p. 183 tpr STplTT'TfTnTppf; SJffVftpplfsOT-

40 Durga Prasad, Numismatic Supplement XVIII, p. 77, Walsh,
Journal of the Numismatic Society of India No. II, p. 15-26.

41 Panini IV, 4, 31.
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to usercrs who realised double and treble their advances {dvaigunika

anti traiguntka). Baudhayana has fixed the rate of interest at

20%.42 Gautama, Vyasa, Narada, Manu and Yaj&avalkya have

recommended the rate or 15%. KaufUya also treated this rate

as equitable but stated that in - commercial circles the rate of

interest was G0%, in forests 120% and on sea 2-10%.42 The Mauryas

may have devised Some ways to curb usuary, for Megasihenes states
"

that the Indians neither put out money at usuary nor know how

to borrow. Yet the report of the Greek- envoy has to be taken

with a grain of salt. *

5. Slate capitalism under the Mauryas

The Maurya empire was the expression of the economic unity of

the country. Its system is reflected in Arlha&zstra of Kaujilya

From it we learn that the individual capitalist and trader was

treated as a menace to the state. Kautilya classes the traders

{Vaniks) with those people who are really thieves but parade as

gentlemen.* 4 Hence we discern a tendency to nationalise and

centralise all the key-industries and trades in its economy. A
substantial part of the laud was directly managed by the state.

The SItadhyaksa got it tilled with slaves and labourers.45 Other land

was settled on rent with the cultivators for life On the assumption

that land belonged to him who tilled it. Hence the inability to

cultivate land rendered it liable to forfeiture.40 Of course, the state

advanced seed, cattle and capital to promote cultivation 47 but

it also expected contributions from the cultivators in the shape of

labour, bullocks and money for cooperative undertakings launched
In the village. 4 8 Some land was granted free of rent and tAxca

45 Patanjali on PaninilV, 4, 30; II, 3, 31,
<s Arthaiaslra III, II, p. 174 qu;iHPT I

i *r=mr
iu Ibid IV, II, 7G, p. 204. faqfacpiif qrq^pjrpj

45 Ibid IT, 34, p. 115 tftapareft

46
Ibid ?Tfnr?TPnfe[?rFqTtfl spp;^ l

47
Ibid

|

48 Ibid ^4 sjw': 1

'PRpT ^ *roft <*4^ i
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to teachers, priests, scholars and officials in lieu of salaries but it

could not be alienated by sale or mortgage. 4* As Romila Thapar

says, land revenue given to religious sects did not mean a transfer

of ownership but only the gift of revenue so that the members of

the sect did not have to work for a Jiving. This position some-

what accords with the observation of the greet writers that in the

Maurya age all land was deemed to belong to the crown.60

Besides land, all tanks and ponds and their produce,81 the

sub-soil yields and minerals,62 the forest produce,63 the pastures* 1

and cattle, horses and elephants, roads, waterways86 etc. belonged

to the crown and were managed by their respective departments.16

The state ran its cotton, oil, sugar and dairy industries ; it had

the monopoly of the armament industry and ship-building yards,

it had the sole right to the manufacture of wines and liquors,

the minting of coins, the prescription of weights and measures and
regulation of prices and customs and wages.87

* 19 Ibid fcPflqPT|fpn**( I

80 Cambridge History of India Vol. J, p. 368-128 ; Bernhard,
Broler, JCaufilya Sludien Vol. 1, pp. 77-93. R. Thaper, Asoha
and the Decline of the Maurya!, p. 67. K. Thapar says that the

interesting fact which emerges from the Rumminder
inscription of ASoka is that the Kingdeals directly with the
question of exemption from land tribute. If there had been
any intermediary in the form of a landowner, the King
would have had some difficulty in granting the exemption,
since it would have effiectcd the landowners’ economic
position Megasthenes mentions that military officers were
paid in cash. This eliminated the necessity of granting
them land revenue by way of payment as was done by most
later Indian governments. Thus there could not be any
landlord system.

81
Arthasa,itra II, I, p. 47 TXStT

i

62 Ibidll
, 12, pp. 80-85

53 Ibid II, 17, pp. 99- lQ 1

81 Ibid II, 33, pp. 140-141
55 Ibid II, 4.55, VII, 12, p. 300
06 Ibid II, 31-32, pp- 135-140
67 Ibid II, 15, p. 97 tpmittro; HFJTfatTRT Fqq-

'R^fwfmraFtr fsmifinRn ^ ftrant t
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G The tot of the poor in the Maurya Empire

The Maury# Stale frowned on large accumulations of wealth.

An intricate and ubiquitous network of spies gathered reports

about the assets ofwealthy pople and kept an strict eye on both

the prodigal and frugal persons. 48 Ingenious methods of fleecing

and appropriating the wealth of the rich by making false imputa-

tions and concocting false charges were also in vogue. sa

Thus an effort was made to transform private capitalism Into

state capitalism by eliminating vested interests in rural and urban

economy. This meant some safety and security for the common

man. An Arya could not become a slave. His free status was

guaranteed by the state.80 The rights and equities of the slaves,

drawn from aboriginal and foreign tribes, were also regulated

and codified.01 The free worker, artisan and merchant were also

aHorded some protection.” Knutilya laid down that a person

causing hurt to a crafsmari was liable to be put to death (III, IS).

Likewise a person guilty of stealing the belongings of artisans had

to pay a heavy fine of 100 pai?as (II, 13). Prices were fixed from the'

standpoint of public convenience. Large profits were disallowed if

88 Ibid n, 3G, p 141. crtfoTa^raqTiirrtq^fqqTw^fhn: nftsn?Ttn-

Ibid II, 9, p. GO- i

89 Ibid V. 2. 90, p. 243.
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they proved oppressive or deleterious to the people. 63 Usually the

profit of a trader was fixed at 5% on local goods and 10% on

foreign goods (Kautilya II 21). Special attention was paid to the

problem of Famines which must have been vci y keen in that age.

Two inscriptions in Maurya Br.ihmi found in Sohgaura in the

Gorakhpur district (Indian Antiquary XXV, pp. 261-6) and at

Mahasthanagarh in Bogra district Bengal {Epigraphia Indiea XXII
XXII, pp. 1-3) speak of the state granaries instituted to combat
the ravages of famine whenever and wherever such contingencies

arose. Yet the Maurya measures did not signify any appreciable

amelioration of the lot of the poor. Kautilya fixed the wages of

the slaves, agricultural labourers and field watchmen at li karsapana

per month or 2/3 masaka per day plus food in proportion to their

work.®* On the other hand, the lowest daily wages or a Government
servant was two karsapana and that of a skilled worker four

karsapanas.®* The disparity of the rich and poor is also indicated

in the description of food. While an Arya eats 1 prastha of rice

and soup equal to one fourth part of rice and ghee equal to one
fourth part of soup, the dasa or karmakara can only have one sixth

prastha of soup and one twelfth prastha of ghee.®® In fact, the

deplorable condition of the worker is manifest from the injunction of
Aloka to mete out proper treatment to the slaves and workers as part

of one’s religious duty.®7 But the pious wish of tins noble emperor

“ Ibid U, 16, 35Tp- 98

^ inrprr»r^tor t ^ *tpt sprumrhr-

66 Arthtiiastrn II, 24, 41 , p. 1 10

'retire <m;-
if°rei ^rra; »

65 Ibid V,3, 91, p.248

vnfsrfaFfT i

8® Ibid II, 15, 34, p. 96

H^'JT rrfj:rr5PTt m cfSsviMi qrq

^5i^TT
TTHTf'T,T ^1 tJ^7TT!T1TrF/ 7r I 'T^TFRTPT-

i

®T Asoka’s Rock Edict TX (Kalsi)

i

Afofcfl, ttxt and glossary I,
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could not remove the miseries and improve the condition of this

mass of humanity.

7. Maurya etaiismt and bureaucracy

As said above, the Maurya experiment of etatisme and absolutism

brought in its train a'centralised bureaucracy. Almost all the impor-

tant officers of the state were paid in cash. The importance of sejfJiis

and mahasetjis had passed on to them. It is noteworthy that in

the ArthaiiiStra we have no reference to these millionaires (seUkis)

controlling the government. Instead of them we have the nlgmka

and gopa running the administration of the cities. In rural area

the samiharta was the head of a unit of 3200 villages, the sthaiiya

was incharge of a circle of 800 villages, the dronamukha administered

a division of 400 villages, the kharva^ka controlled a district of 200

villages, the sangrahana was responsible for a pocket of 10 villages

and the gopa managed the affairs of 5 villages, 88 At the capital a

secretariat consisting of 31 departments each having its president

or adhyaha administered and superintended collections and revenue,

mines, gold, stores, commerce, forests, armoury, weights and measures,

customs, spinning and weaving industry, agriculture, excise,

slaughter houses, courtezans, shipping, cattle, horses, elephants,

chariots, infantry, passports, pastures, metals, mint, treasury,

elephant forests, general tiadc, gambling, jails, ports and religious

institutions. The policy of these departments was chalked out

by the advisers of the king and their activities were corelated by a

council of ministers having its chairman and chief. The highest

salary was 48000 papas payable to the Chief Minister, Chief Priest,

Commander-in-Chicf and the Crown Prince and the lowest was 60

panas payable to peons and ordcrlys etc. This vast and complicated

bureaucracy penetrated into every walk of social and economic life

and started a process of tyranny and exploitation- Hence the

'jrjvpln. ipvix&fk vni stteAteA. Vft terra \te-ee teVamv* cVi-

zens ofTak-Ja&ila rising in revolt against the Maurya alficials.** When

the princes of the royal family went to pacify them they

84 Arihaiijslra II, 1, p. 46

FTRta, tfma, fssmW
PTPtitfT II, 35, p. 46

ttVrfc^^t II, 35, p. 141 nm^r aprr? fa*3*

i

*9 Dicyavadana, cd. Cowell, pp. 407*3
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acknowlegec! their loyalty to the state and complained of the

superciliousness and high*handedness of the wicked officials.70

Tlus shows that even though the people wanted to remain loyal

to the throne, the tyranny of the officials goaded them to rebellion.

In the Jatakas we read of tax-collectors
(
[niggahaka) who plundered

the wealth of the people like robbers without fear. Kautilya visualised

forty chances of embezzlement and provided deterrent punishments

to avoid them.71 For a time the vast machine worked, but soon

afterwards it began to break down.

A significant step in the disintegration ofMaurya adminstrutivc

machinery was the giving of extensive autonomous powers to his

rajjukas by A§oka.7z Hence they often began to disiegaid impel ial

injunctions. As a result Asoka had to address the Dhauh-Jaugada
Separate Rock Edicts to them uphraidtng and reprimanding them
for not appreciating at all or for partially realising h s solicitude

for his subjects.78 He appointed special Dharma-mahamatras
to sec that his policy of welfare and uplift was effectively carried out.

Their duty was to encourage the spirit of tolerance among different

70 Tbid

• scTKtmi t fire<rr *r wftortannfr

71 Arfhasastra II, 9, p. 70

Kauftlya was keenly aware of the tendency of corruption in
a bureaucracy. According to him, a government servant
was bound to eat up, at least, a bit of the king's revenue
just as it is impossible not to taste the honey or poison that
finds itself at the tip or tongue.

ftrfRRIW ^ 3T 5WRf*TT TlfT: I fqrTTI'qfTJ'-

ft sm: t

72 Asoka’s Pillar Edict IV, Delhi-Topra version

^ qgg qRu&<ig *n*rar q ^rfVrgr% err

wenfef^ 5t q* tfetr ^ qhn nm qfqqqr ^wrrfir

'TqcT^tT fir i

73 ASoka’s Separate Rock Edict I, Dhauli-Jaugada version

qqiq *r qqq fgfrtpn qqq fir fir?efifirf7 qr^rar-

fespr i thw ^ l tfl q 3^ qijqf-r trTtntrqqr

sre i %qr gqr gfaSr (fq) qn^nfir JT^xfir t *r fq

*r «v i
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sects for whom separate sectarian mahamatns functioned ASofca

made it obligatory ior all high officials, the rajjukas, pradesikas and

yuktas to undertake quinquennial official tours of inspection

(anusamyana) in their respective administrative units and to look

to the execution of public works of utility and impart instructions

in the principles of piety Later on, he directed the special

rajavacanika mihimatras to undertake these tours to prevent the

miscarriage of justice and high-handed actions The officers of

northern and central India were asked 10 go on such anti-corruption

tours every third year 74 But all these measures proved abortive

as soon as the mighty hand of ASoka was removed The following

half century must hive been a period of great corruption, exploita-

tion and impoverishment The common man must have groaned

and shrieked and quailed As a result, the administration crumbled

and broke to pieces Unfortunately no Kauplya has given us any

picture of this change We have only some hints in the Mahabhat}»

of Patanjah, the contemporary of the Sungas, who ushered M a

new policy of reform With their help we can reconstruct the

picture of the new movement which gave the coup de grace to the

expiring tragedy of the Mauryas

8 Economic aspect of thefall of the Mautya empire

Commenting on a Varttika of Katyayana on Pamni sutra V,

4, 116 Patanjah lets us know that the monthly wages of labourers

in his time were five six or ten karsapana* He calls these workers

PaUcaka mastkah Shnjka mastkah and dasaka mastkah He also mentions

a labourer working for one padika (J/4 karsapana) per day, i e , 7J
karsapanas per month It appears that food and clothing were

71 ASoka’s Separate Rock Edict I, Dhauh Version
-4 4*4%

44*J 445 44 ^ 4<444
44'* Ttfairren?

t 174 ^ ipsrfa 44 44

fa t fa 4 spirfa trerfa q- xrsfa fatp^fattfir

44 ffi 4 4fa4T4fa4fa fa^fa 44lf4 1
|rT4 44f44T%

fa 43T 4JJ44T44 (Jaugada Version) 4 *rTO44fmp 44T 4444M
fafefa^fa 1 444 414 t*4 fa 4Tf44f>4

|
[A C Woolner,

Asoka Text Glossary Vol I,pp 25-27]

" BhSVa on 1 3
. 72 niter 5if.3 TirsiP WTt
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prodded extra to the labourers.7 * Thus the Knutiliyan salary of 1

J

karsapanas per month was enhanced to 7$ karsapanas. Side by

side the old Vimtalika currency was also revived77 so as to increase

the value of money. Thus the fall of the Maurya empire and the

onset of the Sungas signified an economic change. It was in response

to economic factors that the Maurya empire- rose and it was in

answer to the same that it fell.

9. Oppressive taxation and exaction tn the Maurya period

We have observed that though the Maurya empire curbed the

capitalists, industrialists and merchants by improvising drastic state

controls and evolving a centralised etatist economy it failed to ini*

prove the lot of the worker to any appreciable extent. The state

stepped into the shoes of the private entrepreneur and its bureau-

cracy gradually assumed the role or plutocracy. In order to feed

this gigantic bureaucratic machinery enormous money was squeezed

from the people through grinding taxation and exaction. In Prc-

Maurya period the rise of trade and industry in eastern India had
necessitated a new policy or taxation. Panini framed a special rule

to regulate the names of special taxes prevalent in the eastern parts

of India. Commenting on this sutra the Kaiika has given four exam-

ples', (1) supe sunah a levy of one §ana coin per kitchen or house-

hold, (2) muhufe-kaTSaPanam, a tax of one karsapana coin per

capita, (3) drisadi mhiakah, an impost of one masaka coin per hand-
mill, (4) hale dvipadika and hale-tripadika, a fee of two or three

pada coins per plough-share.78 Thcie taxes w ere called Kara ruther

than Kara and the officer in charge of ra :sing them was named as

78 Patahjali’s, Bhasya on II, 3, 6 qpT'TfiEfrj;

11 Patanjali cites a teacher as stating that in “times past sixteen
masas made one kSrsapana" implying that in his time the
karsapana of 20 masas or vimsatika seas known in his
locality. Maliabhasya on I, 2, 64 aqq SHT^Id'OTr' TOW-
'TR. fiTfr: ?nr F=t.4jtfi*ji*Hrf<<i<H i nr
y.iRfqfa fiTTt: qqq’PPJrir 9R5T gtTT: *rrq t

Actual
_

specimens of vimsatika weight coins and their lower
denominations have been found in the paficala coinage
(V. S. Agrawala, India as Known to Palint, p. 270) In the
Smrti of Katyayana quoted in the Smrli-candrika (Part I, p.
231) also the currency of 20 masas or vimsatika is mentioned
instead of that of 16 masas which was a thing of the past.

78 V. S. Agrawala, India as Known to Panini, p. 242,
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karakara Inheriting this policy of taxation from Magadha the

Mauryas extended and intensified its scope and incidence as we
gather from the Arthasastro

The usual land revenue was the fourth part of the produce of

the soil (bkaga) ,fl Besides this, there was a special cess called boh

Irrigation charges (udakabhaga) varied from 1/5 to 1/3 of the produce

Often the revenue was increased to 1 /3 of the produce 80 There

were also many other imposts and levies like kara (a duty on or-

chards), vmta (a levy on pastures), variant (road-cess), rajju (settle-

ment charges), coraryju (police cess), senabhakta (military imposts),

pmdaknra (collective taxes), utsanga (compulsory presents on the

birth of a prince), parsua (taxes that are collected when there is some

margin left for such collection), panhinaka (compersation for dam-

age done by cattle to crops), aapqyamka (presents made to the king)

and Kaustheyika (taxes on lands below tanks, lakes etc built by the

king) 81 Trade and transport was subject to sulka (toll), tarlant

(road cess), ativahika (escort charges), gulmadeya (military imposts),

laradrya (ferry charges) and bkaga (tax of I /6th of the value of

goods) 82 Besides these regular taxes there were special emergency

levies euphemistically called 'benevolences’ (pranaya

)

Their inci-

dence on trade was particularly severe, dealers m gold, silver,

jewellery, horses and elephants were assessed at 500 panas, traders of

yarn, textiles, copper, brass, bronze, sandal, medicines and liquor

at 400 panas, merchants of corn, liquids, hardware, vehicles etc at

300 panas, dealers in glassware and handicrafts at 200 panas, persons

carrying on small crafts and carpenters at 100 papas and workers

78 Megasthcncs, Fragment I We learn from Asoka's Rum-
mindei Pillai Inscription that he rendered the Lumbini
village, where Buddha was born, ubahke and a(habkagtyi Tins
shows that the usual rate of bkaga was 114 of the produce
and Asoka i educed it by half This datum agrees with the
remark of the Greek envoy

80 ArthasQslra V, 2, 90, p 242 epp^ 37
TflcTUFTT ITT^nST ddW

I

81 ibid li, 6,24, p 60 ^ qfapp
str" fofor

i ibid ir, 14, 33,

p 93 Ms*i|ir ^fnrrTf, gf?r ^ ,
^rr qr^ qft-

82 Ibid II, 16, 35, p 99W 1
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of wood, bambooes, stone, earthenware, confectionaries and vege-

tables at fifty panas.

Actors and prostitutes had to pay half of their salaries to the

state and the goldsmiths and shroffs had to give away practically

their entire belongings. <s Dealers in animals had to pay 4 of fowls

and pigs, 1/6 ofsmall beasts like goats and sheep and 1/10 of cows,

buffaloes, horses, mules, asses and camels to the treasury.' 1 The state

frequently issued loans and appealed for donations 85 The superinten-

dent of religious institutions arranged supernatural demonstrations

in temple compounds and wayward places and incited and invited

the people to make monetary offerings.8 * The spies disguised as mer-

chants used to cheat and rob the traders of all their belongings, and

prostitutes appointed by the state extorted large sums of money from

the people.*1 Murders for appropriating wealth were frequent, and
intrigue and trickery, were rampant.*9 The king being the greatest

manufacturer, stockists and traders looked upon the private artisans

and merchants as thorns in their way which had to be removed by
all means. Trade was licenced, prices were controlled, profits of

traders were fixed (5% in the case of home made goods and 10%

89 Arthataslra V, 2, 90, p. 243. t^r^ar^qF^RTmrvTTJR-

^Rqtfcrff i 5i*pz«ai<r^TFRj5^ fasRqro-

i <iT?«rTT*rt qqPp'ffqrpt?

i ^ft 1^ atjun pt i'wi

u

u4i. *wsgtu t

According to Shamasastri 1 kara^lO Panas (English trans-

lation of the Arlhasastra, p. 272.
** Ibid, V, 2, 90, p. 243. ^TFT I STS'TCRPTTtrpnf I

8S Ibid, p. 243-244. TPTT^Tf *R*nFtJSq 'TUsrmXRfire&T t

88 Ibid, p. 244. icRrrEgefl FfrejRrzrRqVrqrfgqf gr

srcflqnt^T gfanFiTR^of srqfcr i

87 Ibid, p. 243.

1

“ 245. WmiOTmnTC PI PSmJ tftCTl
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on foreign good) 89 and monopolies, combines and corporations were

forbidden Artisans forming associations to strike work and to raise

their wages or to increase the price of the good they sold or decrease

that of the things they purchased were convicted and punished M

Thus the king kept everyliody under his iron heel and ferule It

is therefore, no wonder that the people were oppressed and crippled

With the passage of time the tide of miserj and discontent swelled

to immense proportions A chronicler writing about a later Maurya

king observed that calling himself virtuous but really devoid of virtue

he subjected his country to terrible oppression 91 It appears that this

oppression occurred mspite of their intention It must have contn

htited to the fall of the empire We know that the successors of the

Maurvas openly denounced these measures and policies Astfcas

ting an aspersion on the Maurya system, Mahaksatrapa Rudrtda

man stated that he constructed the embankment of the Sudarlana

lake in Saurastra, originally dug b> a Maur>a governor, with hts

own money, without oppressing
(apidayitoa) the town and village

people (ftfliirajanajadam) with taxes (kara) ,
corvee (ruff) and bene

volcnces (prannja
)

In the Saka period the rate of interest also went down Two wca

vers’ guilds at Govardhana (Nasik) stipulated to pa> interest Q onl>

1% and per month, ie , 12% and 9% per annum instead of

the standard rates of 15% and 24% m respect of two permanent

investments Tins shows that the capital position in Western India

became easj The low ering of the rate of interest and the reduc

lion- in taxes indicate a calculated effort to case the economic ten

sion of the preceding ages

* 89 Ibid, IV, 2, 77, p 20 fi $VTJ ZttftVFiT 'PTFTI

5TTORR I I TO T7TO Wtfl

fbtti, IV, 2, 77, p 205 TtriT'Ti'iTqaTr^ fan

qr *nr*nTOm ^ i

** 2 u a Parana cd D R Mankad, p 32

*rro mx ttvifirr i

” Gimar Inscription ofMaliak?atrapa Rudrad iman, Di'hhalUr
Effect onsfrom Sa sf.nl Inscriptions I, p 2 TTfafc

a«iqfT1TfiT Tt’RlTT? f^^TOTl’TFf ngcTr

’T TtTr TlPa^ I
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We have referred above to the discontent of the workers, tillers

and artisans and the discomfiture of the merchants, traders and

wealthy classes in the Maurya period. We have shown that its

policy of protecting the interest of the common roan {ertttgrahena-

prajanam)*3 by curbing the greed of businessmen proved a thin

veneer for the oppression of bureaucrats. Though starting with the

assumption that the state should not thrive at the expense of

its subjects it was driven to adopt the measures of strin grnt taxation

and exaction in order to fuel its vast administrative system, 71ms,

it tried to uproot the tlinrns (Kanlahasad/iana) of private enterprise

but itself became a thorn for national welfare.

10. Revolt against Maurja secularism

The Maurya empire was the culmination and rmlxxlirncnt of

the economic, material, rational and utilitarian wehanschaaung that

was growing for the last three centuries in eastern India as a conse-

quence of the development of urban culture, Wc have observed

that the concept of caste lost all sulmance and lire privileges nsso*

dated with it were shorn of all validity. Wc Irarn from the 'May
jhmanikaya that the llrihmanax were not exempt from capital pun-

ishment.* « 'Hie attitude of the state towards life was purely secular

It severed its connection with religious sects and superstitions.

Rather it harnessed religious beliefs to its economic pursuits and
policies. Kautilya uses religion as a byword. 1'or him the use or

temples is to coax money from the people in the form of offerings.

His devaladhjak\a is an important agent of the imperial exchequer.
In his polity the authority of the Veda, the lurr of heaven and the

doctrine of retribution are invoked only to push up the morale of

the army.** ASoka openly expressed his disapproval or the ceremonies

that people observed on the occasions of birth, marriage, departure
etc. and called them petty and worthless.* 8 Instead of them, lie

” ArthaJUltra IV, 2,77, p. 20G

** Afadhura Sulla, Majjhimamkaya II, p. 03 jf&tala I, p. *139;

Tick, Social Organisation in *\’orth- Eastern India in the Buddha's
Time

,

p. 212.

81 Arlhaiaslra X, 3,153, p. 367. TPTT^rcftTiTt^fT

trsRfpi t?r h sjTTsnfafb l

** ASoka's Rock Edict IX (Kalsi) sp^ffl

vpnnfa trTT|f*r FragHr ‘pft'rctf «nn*iPT wtmr srTufgtnTT

*r§*f»ra ^ *rY i*tr 1
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emphasized the practice of piety and righteousness consisting of good

treatment of slaves and workers, reverence to teachers and elders,

non-violence for all living beings and liberality for Brahmana and

bramana ascetics. Asoka also established equality before civil

and criminal law and rescinded all privileges and impunities. Though

his reforms were animated by a high moral idealism, they cut at

the root of social privileges and the popular beliefs which

buttressed them. Likewise, the policy of his successors Samprati,

DaSaratha and Sailsuka was to patronise the heretical sects which

stood for social equality Hence the old nobility and priesthood

melted and merged in a common stream of humanity. The Xngn-

Purana describes this state as follows:

97 ASoka’s Pillar Edict IV (Delhi Topra)

ffr errri fofa ^ f*nrr ^
U. N. Ghoshal interprets this passage in a slightly

different way. He observes: “The passage, however,

really means that ASoka, while completely delegating the

right of judicial trials to the class of officials called Riyukat
(not to all his officers), made this subject to the condition

of uniformity in judicial procedure and in the award of

judicial sentences. This is illustrated by the accompanying
order granting three days’ respite to condemned criminals

lying in prison under sentence of death.” [U. N. Ghoshal,

“On a Recent Estimate of Social and Political System of the

Maurya Empire,” Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute Vol XL (1959) p. 66]. But that ASoka wanted to

enforce uniformity in judicial trials, proceedings and awards

admits of no doubt. His injuction may better be read in

the light of the Madhura Sulla where the King announces
his policy of sentencing an accused convicted of theft or

adultery to capital punishment irrespective of his being a

Bralimana, Ksatriya, VaiSya or Sudra or of the rule of the

Bandhatana and Vasiftha Dharmasutras providing that the

killing of a Brahmana desperado is no murder. Of course,

Kautilya distinguished between the accused belonging to

different castes as regards the pronouncement of sentences.

But Asoka could make an innovation and improvement on

his views and was not bound by them. It is clear from
several texts, Tuga Parana, Mahabharala etc. that as a result

of the policies of the rulers of heretical views there was a
great social pammixia with the consequence that the four

castes were reduced to one only. This reference to the dis-

appearance of caste distinctions following the growth of

egalitarian tendencies would have had no significance if the

continued on page 201
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“In that age people would lose their nobility and religion.

Brahmanas, Ksatriyas, VaiSyas and Sudras will behave and dress

themselves alike. In that decadent age the people joining false

sects will undoubtedly make friends with each other for sexual mo-

tives, The Sudras clad is barks and gowns and growing matted

hair will become monks. .In the Kali age Sudras will surely per-

form sacrifices, prayers and fire-oblations. The Sudras will address

others as ‘bho’ and the Brahmanas will address as ‘arya’.*®

Likewise the MahabhaTfUa lets us know that in the age of deca-

dence (j-ugalsaja) Brahmanas, K$atriyas
f
Vaisyas and Sudras will

no longer survive and the world will become of one caste (ekavarnd).**

continuedfrom pa%e 200

immunities and privileges of the Brahmanas were allowed
to remain as they were. In that case the authors of these

texts should have no ground to grudge the policies of these
Kings. The fact that they did so suggests that these rulers

were not favourably disposed towards the immunities and
privileges which the Brahmanas enjoyed. The injunction or
Asoka mentioned above should be read in thccentcxtof
his following principle of policy : qsq qfq#W qiq |

qqrq f%f?r qsqq f^fl 07%
fq qqr qfqwg fq 5«3[TFq ^ SE l. Here this pious monarch
desires to minister to the well-being of all his subjects alike.
He does not distinguish them on the basis of caste or creed.

(A.C. Woolner, Asoka; Text and Glossary I, p 44).
99 Tuga Parana cd. Mankad, p. 33-34.

srqiqteqr^qqtsq qfqcqf% qTtqqr: i

qrKJ'qr: srfqqT ??or: rrsr^qq qqerq u

^qqqt: qqrqiTT qfqeqflq q B5iq: 1

qTq*rrq tfqrqqq qrmrfHFr qqerq it

^ffqfqrf q Fqqrftr qtftcqfjq q qsrq: i

ql'<q?+?fqqhTr arcrqf^qqrFurr: n

fq^r qqqr qt% qfq^qfqr q qqq. i

^ftq^Tiq q aftq q qpq% q qsqqt: ti

=t?t. «rfqqqfqr% qfqcqfqr q qqq. I

qtqrfqqsqqr q?r srr^TqrcqrqqTrqq. n
9 Afahabhtirala UT, 190, 42.

^Tfqqr q;qr q FqeqFqr qqrfqqr: i

n^'q^T qFqcqfq qnsrq n
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Describing the social mobility and fluidity the great epic observes:

“After being a Brahmana one becomes a Ksatriya, or Vaisya or Sudra,

Vahika or barber; then again a barber becomes a Brahmana and

a twice-born becomes a slave.”100 There was so much miscegenation

between the Brahmanas and the Sudras in the ages to come that

the parentage of the former became doubtful. Hence writing after

the commencement ofthe Christian era Agvaghosa remarked that the

Brahmanas as a caste had disappeared and instead of calurvarnya

(four castes) there was only one caste (ckavarnd) .

1QI

The secular policy of the Mauryas and their successors mint

have antagonised the caste people who joined hands with the dis-

gruntled moneyed classes and the disenchanted working masses to

bring about the downfall of the Maurya empire. We know from

the Rayatarongini that the successor of A§oka in Kasmira resuscitated

the pristine four-fold caste order and the polity based upon it m
the western half ofthe empire soon after his demise.102 The Yugt

PuTatia hails the advent of Brahmana rule after a tong period of

thraldom and decadence:

“Then a certain world-famous Biahmana whose glory will spread

all around will rule for 3(33?) years. Under him the kingdom

will thrive, Pu§papura will be beautiful and crowded, and people wilt

rejoice in honour of his achievement.” 103

™ Mahabkarata VIII, 45,
‘ 6-7.

H srr^T'jft Heft HqPn STfetr: I

STSTSW *rPh HTpTH. II

'Heft Ne^T ynFfpH STTjtFT: I

P53ft ^TeHt ^ yRftEftsfHsn^ II

101 Vajrasuci (ed. Surjit Kumar Mukhopadhyaya, Santinikctan

1950) p. 1 and p. 3 sTT^Fft HTH I HfS
srr^rimifH: hfhIPh faefft

N^gTeT iftTsrf^rirHf^n ^rSTP^iTH^^T^rcT I ^eft

^ tFTPh II

101 Rajalart&gint I, 117.

pjTe^ff ePTeH H 5tr%5pJeT I

103 Yuga Purattn, ed. Mankad, p. 39.

enft PHCHTH?TT ^TSToft sfhpPspjHr I

hfuFt ’sftP'T irripii Tn?r jjrcj ^p^tqfir u
HH: • 5 7jq nfo l
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1 1 . The Brohmanical Renaissance

The coup of Pusyamitra in 18 1 B.C. signified a BrShmana

Renaissance. His performance of the long forgotten ASvamcdha

urns the signal of the resuscitation of the old social system. Ilis

chief priest Patanjali, who probably presided at some of his sacrifices,

flings a subtle sarcasm at the Mauryas by remarking that the "Maur-

yas greedy of gold caused images (of gods) to be manufactured and

installed/' They were meant to be worshipped, sold and used as

sources of making money. Hence they could not be called ‘Siva,

Skanda etc”. They should have been termed as ‘Sivaka Skandaka'.

Panini’s rule V, 3, 99 did not apply to them. On the other hand,

the images in the time of Patanjali which were only for worship

and not for sale could aptly he called 'Siva, Skanda etc*, according

to Panini’s rule.101 Here Patanjali suggests that the images of gods

in the Maurya period were devices of making money by sale or

demonstration as Kau|ilya prescribes in the Arlhasaslta whereas the

images of his time were the objects of worship only. Thus the policy

of exploiting religion for financial purposes and playing upon the

credulity uf the people for extorting money was reversed immediately

after the overthrow of the Mauryas This is a significant indication

of Brahmanical Renaissance about which Sylvain Levi wrote as

follows

:

"Les Brahmancs cpiaient avee inqui etude les progres done civili-

sation rivals qui les surpassait. Jamais leur morgue aristocratique

n’avait pens6 a utiliser de parcils mo>cns de seduction pour agir

sur la multitude. La fin d’Asoka et la fin dc sa dynastie qui suivit

de pits marquent unc reaction Brahmanique qui parait avoir pris

uncharactere violent.” 108

The policy of the Sungas and Kajjvas was manifestly anti-

Buddhist. Ka.lha.na. lets, ns know that ?. Buddhist nun once sco cd
the king Jalauka in these words. “You should hear the reason why
I have been raised by the Buddhists whom you have antagonized by

101 Pacini V, 3, 99. cflfgfqq
1'

|

Patanjali’s Dhasya flgoa cpt? q- fqETfff fST^.

^ ?zrrtr t rn^err: tfsrfa
i

ios Sylvain Levi, L’ Inde el It Monde
,
p. 115.
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your wrath.”* These Buddhists must have been gratified when
the Yavanas showed a penchant for Buddhism.

12. Centrifugal forces and policies of pacifism

We have seen above that the Maurya empire was a complex

bureaucratic machine whose efficiency ' depended on its tightness

and cohesion. Even slight laxity and looseness was detrimental

to its working. Aioka gave an impetus to centrifugal tendencies

by increasing the rights and authority of his governors (Icjuka).

Side by side he turned his attention from military strength. After

the battle of Kalinga he became averse to the army. In the words

of Raychaudhury, “the martial ardour of Imperial Magadha had

vanished with the last cries of agony uttered in the battlefield of

Kalinga.”108 A’Soka devoted his full attention to his welfare

missions and activities. His schemes of constructing roads,

resthouses, watering-sheds and hospitals on a large scale must have

been a great strain on the exchequer. 107 His declared policy of

replacing the sound of wardrums by the sound of moral sermons109

resulted in the sapping of the vitality and strength of the army. In

his thirteenth Rock Edict he advised his sons and grandsons to desist

from new military109 ventures and the pursuit of arms. Hence it

* Rajatarangini I, 136.

in vi
sffcrog ireipfrsRn; i

«fht:

n
H, G. Raychoudhury, Political History of Ancient InHi&>

p. 304.
107 There is a story in the Divjavadana that ASoka donated

the whole of his empire to the Buddhist order and that

Samprati redeemed it after his death: atr> TI5TT

wtr qrrerurcr; j

Prftsrr B^qql nfd^TfqcT: Diiyaoadana, pp. 426-427.
08 Aloka’s Rock Edict IV (Gimar) ** ^pf fro*

?T5t (A. C. Woolner,
Aioka; Text and Glossary, p. 6.

A§oka s Rock Edict XIII (Shahbazgarhi) tT?rzj vnsS;

PtpRcr Prfir yr qqfcr i qg q? fgsrn n
ursqq

i mfa («T*R>fa) tft fq^$ ^ ^ Ktt? tf ^
n't | ift

|
(A.C. Woolner, op. cit., p. 30).
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is clear that the military strength which acted as the cement of

the centralised state system soon flagged away. It Is true that A$oka

tried to galvanise his administration by his moral sermons and fire

his officers by his high ideals, but as he himself admits, they did not

imbibe or appreciate them and paid little heed to his noble

behests. During his lifetime the peoples of the frontier regions

seem to have become turbulent but he curbed them by declaring

that he will tolerate only those acts of them which can be

tolerated (SRC II).' 1® In fact, he commanded sufficient prestige

to inspire awe in every part of his far-flung empire and maintain

its unity and cohesion. His action of enforcing the concordat in

the Buddhist Church by expelling and unfrocking the dissentient

monks amply demonstrated his energy and stamina. 111 But his

successors had no such administrative acumen or military' experience.

Unlike Asoha they had no record of the quelling of rebellions as of

Tafcsa§ila and the conquest of countries tike Khasa and Kaliiiga

to their credit. His successors lacked the assertiveness to restore

order in the kingdom. Brhadratha entrusted the affairs of the army
to the energetic and enterprising general Pusyamitra who maintained

his own militia called Pusyamanava114 and became virtually indepen-

dent and ultimately assassinated his master. These latter Maurya
monarchs no doubt carried out the dictate of Aloka by pursuing

the policy of religious conquest {dhermavijara) but they lacked the

strength and vitality to push it through. Their sermons had more
sound than substance. They had the effect of loosening the

administration and intensifying the exploitation of the people. In.

the result the people were impoverished. Unscrupulous officials

gave free rein to their acquisitiveness.

The decay of martial spirit and statecraft in the later Maurya
period resulted in the disintegration of the empire. The policy of
Aloha stunted the growth ofa political system which would have
given a new turn to human history. Judging his role a gifted

scholar has observed, “of the vision of the Cakravarti dharmika

110 Aloka’s Separate Edict II (A. C. Wooler, op. cit., p. 29)

h sn^rr Hfag tsfaert i

111 ASoka’s Bairat-Bhadra Edict (A. C. Woolner, oh. cit..

P- 34)
113 AhgarijjZ, ed. Punyavijaya Muni, p. 160, Patanjali has

cited this verse about them *TjrtanTT*f: uTgt?; gcq’rrivjqr.

in his Mahabhaiya (VII, 2, 23).
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dliarmaraja had not haunted his mind and thus completely

metamorphosed him, the irresistible martial spirit and marvellous

statecraft of Magadha would have found a further vent by

invading and subjugating the Tamil states and Tamraparni towards

the southern extremity of India and would probably not hate

remained satisfied except by going beoynd the confines of Bharata-

varsa and establishing an empire like that of Rome, Anoka’s

new angle of vision sounded a death-knell to the Indian aspirations

of a centralised national state and world-wide empire. The

effects of this change of policy, of the replacement of Vyays

by Dharmavyaya, were politically disastrous though spiritually

glorious.”113 Similarly other scholars and historians have held

Asoka responsible for the precipitous decline and disruption

of the once powerful Maurya empire.114 Other scholars differ

from this view and hold that Asoka’s failure was worth more to

humanity than the success of many others.115 But all of them

agree that soon after the death of A§oka the mighty Maurya

empire crumbled. He sacrificed arms and authority on the altar of

pacifism and humanism, but thereby exposed the state to fissiparous

forces and centrifugal elements. He could not adjust ideals and

realities and was oversanguinc about human nature. He became

oblivious of the need of coercion in human affairs. Hence his

policy of pacifism removed the veneer of unity from the social

and economic contradictions which tore the Maurya empire to

pieces. The flower of cosmopolitanism and humanitarianism ''as

nipped in the bud for want of the vital sap of political stability,

national integrity and military potency. Peace without power

is a fiction, piety without strength is a dream, dharma without

arlha is moonshine.

The policy of ASoha and his successors led to the proliferation

of ascetic and monastic sects. ASoka favoured Buddhism, Samprati

Jaiulwo., Dalacatha. AjwikUtn and £$Ais\ik& similar heretical cults-

As a result, the number of monks and nuns must have increased.

A large number of freed slaves and workers must have embraced

m D. R. Bhandarkar, Asoka, p. 256.

111 K. P. Jayaswal, Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research

Society, Vol, II, p 03 ; C. Raychoudhury, Political History

of Ancunt India, p. 801; K.A. Nilakanta Sastri, Calcutta

Review (1943), p. 123.

m B. M. B.irua, Asoka and His Inscriptions, p 055.
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monastic life to escape from the miseries of the work a day

world 116 Many sinecures, sluggards and truants must have

found t safe asylum in these orders Wc learn from a Jataka

story that some monks used to pass as ascetics in. day and commit

nefarious offences at night Hence the king issued a proclamation

banishing all ascetics from his kingdom 117 Some similar considcra

tion might have led Kautilya to proscribe the monks and ascetics

lie laid an embargo on the construction of monasteries and rest

houses foi recluses in country side118 and prescribed a penalty

for a person who takes to ascetic life without providing for his

family and instigates the women to do so 119 In fact, there was

no place for ascetics and lotus-eaters in Ins polity But from

the time of ASoka there must have been a spate of such people

who swelled the ranks of idlers and preached escapism and

pessimism

1 3 Afystie, escapist and metaphysical trends of thought

The policy of Dharmavijaya had a snivelling effect on the mind
of the people Religions especially Buddhism took a mystic

and metaphysical turn Prior to the advent of ASoka the

rational, material and utilitarian orientation of Buddhism was under-

going a change In the second Buddhist council said to have been

held under KalasoKa Kakavarnin in Magadha the breach between

the Mahasanghikas and Mahasthaviravadins had definitely taken

1,8 Ordinarily Buddhism did not permit the initiation of
slaves in the Buddhist order Rut freed slaves could
join it Some of these slaves became eminent saints and
authors The male slave Dasaka and the female slave
Punna ranked as eminent composers of the gathas
(7Ttcragalha p 4 , Thcrtgalha , p 123) These slaves were
freed by Anathapindaka

117 Jataka Vol Til, p 301 W srftcTT fTSTTW

Ttfhr ftr swr&RTiiT Trarfamr

'raw’g fczz Fsssth -it ttsut tFthtF-h fir ->tF* 'rcrtffr,

Dhammapada Althakatha III, p 54, mentions the expulsion

of a monk because of his association with a woman
118 ArthasaSlra It, l,p 43 £rm**TP?«T JnrfsRTSTTT TTFT SR'R-

tTTFTTSTfT | T ? EPHTPTT FT^ntq? STf^I ^ t

119 Ibl(l snr*<r F»rg ^ snrrsnrcr

Ibid IV, I, p 204 cntfin^tmTTT ^inprefsrafir ^Fq^mV
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place and according to Vasumitra, the schism was due to the fact

that the Vajjum monks did not agree with the sthaviras in recog-

nizing Arhathood as the highest spiritual state and treated it only

as an intermediate state leading to the highest which in their view

was Buddhahood. Religious differences reached a high pitch at

the time of ASoka and he had to deal with the discordant

elements rather harshly. He attempted to reconcile their

differences by appealing to the dynamic of conduct and

morality enshrined in the teachings of Buddha. The scriptures,

he recommended, arc quite devoid of mystic or metaphysical contro-

versies But the immense popularisation of Buddhism led to its devia-

tion from the position envisaged by Buddha. The Kathavatthu

composed by Moggalliputta Tissa probably during the lifetime

of Asoka gives an account of the tenets of different sects

including the Vaitulyakas according to whom Buddha never

lived in the world and it was his image that delivered the

teachings. Besides treating the Buddha and Sangha as transcen-

dental they gave evidence of the tendency of adopting sex-symbo!s.
IM

This was a sign of the unision of mysticism and sensualism which

turned Buddhism into new directions in the first millenium A. D.

Thus, the economic orientation and worldly weltanshaaung of the

Maurya empire came into conflict with mystic and supernatural

tendencies of thought. People no longer treated man as a productive

unit and an economic entity and were not satisfied with his defini-

tion as a bundle of sensations and an aggregate of electrochemical

energies. They began to regard him as possessed of mystic 3nd

transcendental forces. Thus the very basis of Maurya economy

and sociology was undermined. This new conception of man was a

challenge to the thesis of the Maurya state. Thus fell the empto

of the Mauryas.

ito N. Dutta, “Emergence of Mahayana, Buddhism and

Buddhist Institutions”, Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. E

pp. 200-285.



CHAPTER IX

A New Approach to the Indo-Greeks

1 The settlement ofthe Greeks tn Baelna

Arnold J Toynbee has formulated a law that "the march

which is c.\-poscd to the heaviest external pressure is stimulated into

a greater vitality than any other region 1,1 According to him, a

"march” faced with a lasting menace of invaders is more vital,

creative and expansive than an "interior” shielded by strong frontiers

and defences 1 Never was this rule more poignantly illustrated than

by the rise and growth or the Bactnan Greeks as a paramount

power m the East

Bactna and Sogdiana mark the dividing line of the Steppe and

the Sown and thus act as a frontier march between nomadic com-
munities and sedentary societies From earliest times die settled

population of Iran has tried to strengthen this march as an effective

bulwark against nomadic peoples and from equally remote times

the latter have attempted to pierce and occupy it as a jumping
ground to attack the former The Achaememds aimed at reduc-

ing and fortifying this march and Cyrus fell fighting with the Massa
getac Danus and Xerxes settled the Toman exiles and captives in

this region When Alexander campaigned there, some of these Ionian

colonies put up strong resistance He was able to reduce them after

fighting for two years After the end of fighting he settled about

20,000 soldiers, the sick or wounded, m the towns founded by him
there in order to keep the dihqans of Balkh and Sughd in check

But on his death m 323 B G they rose w revolt and wanted to

'oe repatriated ’lnB’/l *bTj "btasanor was appointed governor ol

this region by the successors of Alexander who met at Triparadeisos
In 312 BG Seleucos triumphed in the East and reclaimed the all-

egiance of all recalcitrant provinces including Bactna Though he
had to cede the provinces bordering on the north western frontier

of India to Candragupta Maurya in 305 B G 3 there is strong reason

1 Arnold J Toynbee, A Study of History, Vol II, p 139
2 Ibid, p, 1 12
3 The tradition of the ceding of the provinces of Ana, Aracho

sia, Paropamisdae and Gedrosia has *bcen recently con-

conttimed onpage 2 1

0
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to believe that his hold over Bactria and Sogdiana was secure. ' He

associated his son^ the future Antiochus, in his rule and, dividing bis

continuedfrom page 209
_

finned by the discovery of a bilingual ^inscnptioi^trf Ascto

near Kandahar.
* " 1 " "nn"

'

Sommer, E Be)
^

Asoka, journal _ . .. , _
is in Greek and Aramaic scripts and languages. It has given

the he to the view of Tarn that the frontier of the Mainya

empire ivas the same as separates Pakistan from Afghanis'

tan now-a-days (W W. Tarn, The Greeks in Bactm and Indio

p. 100) and has confirmed the view of Foucher that it was

marked by the Helmund to the west of Kandahar. (
•

Foucher, La meille route de V Inde de Baches a Taxtla Vo .

p. 209) In Rock Edict XIII ASoka refers to the YonaJ,

Kambojas, Gandharas and other peoples living in the north-

western regions of the empire. This inscription enables u*

to locate the Yavanas (Greeks) with precision and certainty.

This document was manifestly addressed to the Yavanas t

their own language and script and was engraved by a sent*

of their nationality.

In the Seleucid period the Greeks carrying their langua?*

and culture with them had spread far into the east. The

capitals of Istakhr and the temples of Persepolis, Khurha ana

Kangawar in Iran indicate the course of the eastward was*

of Greek culture. (Ernst Herzfeld, Iran in the Ancient East pP-

275-286). The Kandahar inscription of ASoka indicates tnc

easternmost extent of the expansion of Greek culture. J

also sheds a flood of new light on the reference to. the scrip

or the Yavanas, Tavanarii, in the grammar of Panini. Go,d‘

stiicker, Spooner and others suggested that Taeanant refers to

the Persian Cuneiform script and Tam and Bloch held tW
the word Yavana signifies n - * ’ •** 1

,

T

Les inscriptions d' Asoka p. 9

has confirmed the view of V- * ' 1

noted a Greek and Tacana !
’

Indische Studien IV. 89; A. I \-
ttire p. '125) We haw seen above that the Achaemenian

emperors had settled Ionian captives, refugees and colonists

in the east upto Bactria and Sogdiana. When Alexander

invaded India he was astonished to find a colony of Greeks

at Nysa. These Greeks spoke and wrote their own language*

The words Tarana and Tavariant particularly refer to them

and their writing. The Kandahar inscription of ASoka h35

soiled this problem for good. The Greek script and langu*

age came- to .stay in Afghanistan. At Surkh Kotal a large

number of Greek inscriptions have recently come to Kg«n

continued onpage 21

1
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empire, entrusted him with the provinces of the Orient with

Seleucia as his residence But under Antiochus I (280 261 B G ) the

signs of weakness appeared and it is mostly believed that Persia

became independent The reign of his successor Antiochus IX

(261 246 B G ) was marked by serious territorial losses Parth ia and
Hyrcama seceded about 249 248 B C - and Bactna made a bid for

independence about the same time Thus~thc dissentient Ionian

and Greek elemcntsTthat were^estive from the very outset and had
been steeled in their resolve to overthrow the imperial \oke by their

contacts with the freedom-loving dibqans and were galvanised to

create a great empire by the atmosphere of a march state, rose

against the Scleucids end established an independent state

2 The fist of the Bactnan Greeks under Diodolus

The leader, who acted as the chosen vessel of the discontent

and assertiveness of the Bactnan Greeks, was the Seleucid governor
Diodotus. On the basis of corns and the portraits, they bear, it has

been argued that there were two kings hearing the name Diodotus
One of them bears an elderly face and the other has younger and
angular features 4 The first Diodotus rebelled in Bactria in the

continuedfrom page 210

(Raoul Gunel, ‘Inscriptions dc Surkh Kotal,’ JournalAsiatiqut
(1954) pp 189-205) Of special interest is {lie inscription or
the Kusana emperor Kaniska found there (Andr6 Maricq
La grande inscription de Kaniska ct l’ctco tokhanen’ Journu
Astalique (1958) pp 345-440, IV B Henning, ‘The Bactnan
Inscription.’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and Afncanl
Studies, London Vol XXIII Part I (19o0) pp 47-55

) This
inscription refers to the repairing of a sanctuary of Kanaka
by an official named Nokonzoko with the help of three
other officials in the Ksuna year 31 This script has enabled
us to identify the writing mentioned by Hiuen T sang m
Bamiyan Its documents hive come from Baghlan In the
hands ol scribes accustomed to rounded scripts like Aramaic
Kharosthi and Pchlvi this script assumed a cursive form
which was current m the period of the Kusano Sassamds
and Hephthahtcs Thus, for more than a thousand years the
Greek script was prevalent in these regions

4 George MacDonald, ‘The Hellenic Kingdoms of Syria,
Bactna and Parthia’, Cambridge History ofIndia Vol I p 393 ,

VV W Tarn, The Greeks in Bactna and India p 73, A k’
Narain, The Indo-Grecks p 16 E T Newell (The Coinage of
the Eastern Seleucid Mints PL LI I, 5 6) docs not subscribe to
this view and holds that the portrait with younger features

continued on page 212
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beginning of Antiochus’ reign about 25G B C But he seems to

have kept the semblance of allegiance to the Scleucids as is clear

from the fact that the name of Antiochus continues on some of his

coins But subsequently he issued his otvn coins with his name and

portrait About 248 B C Diodotus II succeeded his father and

adopted the cautious policy of issuing coins with the name as well

as the head of Antiochus II But gradually he substituted his head

for that of Antiochus and lastly he replaced the name of the latter

also by that of his son Thus, Diodotus II acted with great care

and caution in his political career and ultimately assumed fuff

independence 5

The revolt of Diodotus gave the signal to a flare up in the East

In the words ofJustin “all the other peoples of the East, influenced

by Ins example, fell away from the Macedonians One Arsaces, a

man of uncertain origin, overthrew Androgorus and after

putting him to death took upon himself the government of the

country Not long after, too, he made himself master ofHyrcama

and, thus, invested with authority over the nations, raised a large

army through fear of Seleucos and Theodotus (Diodotus), king of

Bactria But being soon relieved of his fear by the death of The-

odotus (Diodotus)
,
and not long after, engaging with King Seleucos,

who came to take vengeance on the rebels, he obtained a victory
* *

This passage shows that Diodotus was not friendly towards the

rebels of Parthia It is likely that his connection with the Seleu

cids made him look down upon the uprising of the Parthians But

continuedfrom page 211

/

is the result of the idealisation of the face with the passage

of time A N Lahin also holds that there was only one

Diodotus (‘The Diodotus coins’, Indian Historical Quarterly

Vol 33 (1957) p 228) But, as Justin clearly says that

Diodotus was succeeded by a son of the siame name as him

self, there is no reason why the numismato evidence should

not be interpreted xn that light Inspite of his shortcomings,

Justin is too clear here to be ignored The account of

Polybius that Euthydemus told Antiochus that he had “put

the children of the rebels to death and that was how he

happened to be the king” (XI, 34) also suggests jbat

Diodotus I was succeeded by his son
A Cunningham Coins of Alexander’s Successors tit the East

p 98 LP 1

• Justin X/i, 4 In this passage Theodotus is a mistake f°r

Diodotus
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his death removed the menace that stared the Parthians in the face.

His successor Diodotus II seems to have entered into an alliance

with Arsaces and his successor and brother Tiridates or at least

adopted a favourable attitude towards them In the result, Tiridates

obtained a victory over Seleucos II and annexed the province of

Hyrcama." '™
•

.t - .

buffer be
'

.
... the

Bactnans *

3 The advent ofEuthydemus

The career of Diodotus II was cut short by the rise of the satrap

ofAna and Margiana named Euthydemus 8 Strabo informs us that

Eutliydemus occasioned the revolt of all the country near the

province of Bactnana8 and Polybius states that he possessed himself

of the throne by destroying the descendant10 of Diodotus Euthy-

demus pacified and strengthened his state and completely broke

away from the Seleucids We have referred to the march of An-
tiochus III against him m 208 B C in a preceding study of this

collection Antiochus strengthened and renewed his friendship with

the Indian king Subhagasena in course of this campaign This

struggle ended in a compromise between the belhgerants Euthydemus

made a show of submission, as is clear from the remark of Polybius

that “ having caused a written treaty to be drawn up and the

terms of the treaty to be confirmed on oath he marched away
after liberally provisioning his troops and accepting the elephants

belonging to Euthydemus M11 However, the title of king was con-

ceded to Euthydemus and Antiochus desired to marry his daughter

to his handsome and polished son Demetrius After the departure

of Antiochus, Euthydemus occupied the Parthian satrapies of Asla-

uene and Apavarktikene and perhaps part of Parthyene which
became theBactnan satrapies of Tapuna and Traxiane 13 But Strabo,

who is the chief authority of Tarn, does not expressly name Euthy-
dcmusinconncction with the conquest of the Parthian satrapies

by the Greeks

7 R Ghirshman, Iran p 244
8 A Cunningham, op cit p 134
9 Strabo’s Geography tr by Hamilton and Talconer Vol II

p 251
10 Polybius, Htslonae XT, 39 tr by W R Baton
11 Polybius, op at XT, 39
** W W Tam, The Greeks in Bactrta and India p 88
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4 The reign ofDemeinus I

Euthydemus was succeeded by his son Demetrius ADH
Bivir has suggested that Eutliydemus had designated Demetrius as

a sub {.mg during his own reign 15 The entanglement of Antiochus

III m the affairs of the West which culminated in his defeat m Mag-

nesia in 1 8"9 B C gave an incentive and opporCuiuty to the ener-

getic and enterprising Bactrian monarch to expand his realm He

conquered Arachosta and founded a city called Demetna there after

Jus name This city was situated somewhere between Seistan and

Gazm, as is clear from the account of Isidore of Chirax It is

noteworthy that the early Scytlio Parthian kings of Arachosia em

ployed the coin types of Euthydemus and Demetrius 13 The fact

that some coins of Demetrius have been found in Seistan may be

taken to indicate that he annexed this region to his kingdom

Likewise, his influence is deemed to have spread in the eastern

part of Gedrosia In the north the Greeks advanced beyond Sog

diana and marched up to the Seres and the Phymi that denote

the regions of Kashglnr and Tishhurghan From these regiors

came the nickel which was used by the Greeks for minting coins

Since the first Greek king to issue nickel coins is Euthydemus Hi

who is distinguished from Euthydemus I on numismatic considera-

tions, it Ins been conjectured that he directed and led the cam

pugn in Centr'd Asia It his ilsp been surmised that he was a

brother of Demetrius, whom his father Euthydemns I entrusted with

the charge of the operations in the North, whereas the other brother

was commissioned to conquer the South 18 But there is no sound

evidence in support of this guess

While Demetrius was bus \ with his conquests, a certain Anti

miclius, who assumed the title of Theos, carved a kingdom in Bad

ikhshan, where his corns hive been found in a number larger than

that of the coins of Demetrius, in the hoard discovered at Qunduz 15

1S ADH Bivar, ‘The Bactn Coinage of Euthydemus and

Demetrius* A umismaltc Chronicle Gth series Vol XI pp 22-39
11 Tarn, op cit p 91
18 R B Whitchrid, Catalogue of the Coins in the Panjab Museum,

Ijihore Vol T hido Greek Coins PL XIV, 379, 385 G
18 A X ISirun, The hido Greeks p 27
1 ADH Ihvir, ‘The Barman Treasure of Kunduz

Journal of the .\umismattc Society of India (1956) Vol 17 Part
lp 37 Jn ibis treasure there arc 14 coins of Antimifhus
Theos ind 3 of Demetrius
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From there he penetrated Into the Kabul and Upper Indus valleys

and led an expedition up to Takialila. He was the first Indo-Grcek

king to strike square copper coins on the Indian model.18 On the

basis or physiognomy Mme. Trevcr holds that he was a Helleni-

sed Sogdian.1* It appears that after the death of Euthydemus he

started on a career of conquest as a rival of Demetrius. Tim tussle

between two factions of the Bactrian Greeks led by Demetrius and
Ar.timachus teems to have delayed the elfective conquest of the

Indus valley and resulted m an internecine conflict among them

which curbed and stopped the promising activity of Demetrius.

Scholars have set tip the theory of the conquest ofthe Gangetic val-

ley up to Pa$aliputra and the Indus valley up to SaurSsJra by Demetrius

I. Tarn has suggested that Demetrius I was fortunate in having two

able commanders in Apollodotus and Menander. According to him,

Apollodotus marched from Kabul to Broach conquering a territory

of 900 miles, and Menander swooped down the plains of the Gan-
getic valley up to Pajaliputra occupying a land of 1100 miles

between 182 B.G. and 167 B.C. during the reign of Pusyamitra

Sunga. Tam is of the opinion that Demetrius kept Pataliputra under

occupation for seven years from 175 B.C, to 167 B.C.*0 Besides

the aforesaid generals, the sons of Demetrius I, Euthydemus II,

Demetrius II, Pantalconand Agathocles managed the affairs ofother

parts of his empire.*1 Tarn’s views about Demetrius’ invasion of India

have been accepted by many scholars with minor variations. H. G.

Raychoudhury holds that the Yavana invasion under Demetrius took

place during the reign of Pusyamitra ^unga.:! D. C. Sircar believes

that this event occurred just after the death of the Maurya emperor
&ali§uka mentioned in the Yugapurana of the Gargisamhita-23 A. N.
Lahiri thinks that Demetrius crossed the Hindukush sometime be-

fore 185 B.G. and after staying in the north-western parts of India

,s R. E. Whitehead, ‘Notes on the Indo-Greeks’ Numismatic
Chronicle (1940) p. 104.

10 K. B. Trever, Pamyalniki Greko-baklriskogo iskusstva (Moscow
1940) p. 7.

20 W. W. Tarn, The Greeks in Bactria and India pp. 155-6.
S1 Ibid PP. 134, 137, 156, 157; Cambridge History of India I

p. 401 ; J. N. Banerji, A Comprehensive History of India Vol. II
(The Mauiyas and £atavahanas) pp. 153-154.

85 H. G. Raychoudhury, Political History ofAncient India p. 383.
23 D. C. Sircar, “The Yavanas’, The Age of Imperial Unity

pp. 106-108.
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for some time led a long-distance expedition upto Pataliputra held

by the weak Bjhadratha Maurya24. P. C. Bagchi opines that Demet-

rius’ invasion followed the death of Pusyamitra at his hands.25

The aforesaid theory of the invasion of India by Demetrius I is

controverted by A. K.. Narain. He has shown that Justin does not

call Demetrius the son of Euthydemus. He has hinted that the

remark of Apollodorus of Artemi ta, in which Demetrius, the son of

F.uthydemus, is bracketed with Menander as the conqueror ofa realm

larger than that subdued by the Macedonians, was looked askance

at by Strabo, and that this Greek historian mistook Demetrius, the

son of Euthydemus, who was better known by reason of his associa-

tion with Antiochus III, for Demetrius, king of the Indians, who

ruled south of the Hindukush and issued bilingual coins.28 He has fur-

ther proved that the bilingual copper and silver coins bearing legends

in Greek andKhaiosjhi and disclosing Aniketos (aparajita) as the title

of the, king were struck by Demetrius II rather than Demetrius I who

issued the Attic silver tetradrachms found in Bactria only.17 The

most important feature to distinguish the Demetrius of the bilingual

silver coins from that of the Attic tetradrachms is that the

former do not conform to the standard Attic weight. Had these

. coins been the issues of one and the same Demetrius, there »

no reason why the bilingual coins should have -deviated from the

Attic standard. Since no coin of Demetrius I has been found in the

north-western regions of the Panjab there is nothing to show that

he had anything to do with India. Hence Narain dismisses the the-

ory of the conquests of Demetrius in India in toto. As regards the

reference to the invasion of the Yavanas after the reign of SaliSuha

in the Tugapursna, which is taken by Sircar and Lahiri as evidence

of the invasion of Demetrius during the reign of Brhadratha, Narain

observes that there is no chronological sequence in the narrative of

this chronicle, fur, otherwise, galiSuka will have to be taken as the

successor of Udsyin 58 Thus, there is nothing to uphold the theory

of the invasion of India by Demetrius I.

A. N. Lahiri, ‘When did Demetrius invade India’, Iitdtas

Htstoncal Qiiarltrly Vol. XXXIII (1957) p. 40.
Bagchi, 'KnmiSa and Demetrius.’ Indian Historical Quarterly

Vol. XXII (1946) pp. 81 fT.

28 A. K. Narain, The Indo-Grceks p. 37.
27 Hid-pp. 29-30.
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5 The career ofPusyamitra Sunga

It js also noteworthy that Brhadratha’s reigo is known to have

been disturbed only by the coup de etai, staged by his general

Pusyamitra which resulted ra his death and the overthrow of his

dynasty There is no evidence to prove that his times witnessed

any invasion of the Greeks On the other hand, the appointment

of Pusyatrutra as the commander in chief of army by Brhadratha

shows that his military administration was tidy and strong After

his assassination and the accession of Pusyamitra, the mifitary

system of the Magadhan empire was strengthened and revitalised

Relinquishing the snivelling ideals of peace and non violence, the

energetic warrior emperor Pusyamitra embraced the Brahmanical

standards of aggression and expansion His performance of two
ASvamedhas39 at the climax of military campaigns shows that he
made a valiant effort to resuscitate the falling structure of the

Maurya empire His attention was nvetted on the north western

frontiers Hence he seems to have conquered the Punjab,' which

formed part of the kingdom of Subhagasena, as we gather from
tlic DwjUiadana This Buddhist work indicates that Pusyamitra

went out on an expedition killing Buddhist monks and destroying

monastnes and stupas and reached Sakala, the capital of the Panjab,

where he issued a proclamation that lie, who would present a head
ofa Sramana to him, will get a reward of one hundred dmaras 30

33 m the Ayodhya stone Inscription of Dhana
deva, D C Sircar, Select Inscriptions hearing on Ancient Indian

History and Civilization p 90
30 Divywadana ed Cowell p 426 *srrCT*T

Prefer srforcr i *r i frnfrf&r *n

hjtt l

According to Taranatha, Jalandhara and Sakala were in-
cluded in the empire of Pusyamitra, These legends are

reproduced in the Arya—-AlanjuSn-—mula—Kalpa (K P
Jayaswal, An Imperial Ihston of India (text) pp 38 verses
530 533)

’Tf^tfcr jf ti% I

tnfa fMsromsut Tpfftsrw 5 i

imifauffa tRT fT^iTFT (rntjw^sr) i>

continued on page 218
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The account of the anti-Buddhist activities of Pu?yamitra is highly

coloured and exaggerated. It is the renaissance of Brabmamcal

sacrifices and the extension of imperial patronage to this religion

in preference to Buddhism and Jainism that resulted in the painting

ofPusyamitra as the arch-cncmy of the- Buddhists. But these

accounts contain the historical nucleus of the victorious expedition

of Pusvamitra to £akala in the Panjab. The suggestion of

A. K. Narain that §akala was situated somewhere near Patali-

putra*1 has no leg to stand upon, for no locality bears this name

there. His argument that since Pu?yamitra is shown to have

reached Sakala after marching from PStaliputra, the former should

be in the vicinity of the latter, is entirely conjectural, because the

account here describes the two extremities of the empire. From

Sakala in the Panjab the armies of Pusyamitra advanced to the

North-Wen to stem the menace of the Yavanas who were hovering

over the frontiers. One of his grandsons Vasumitra is shown to have

inflicted a crushing defeat on the Yavanas on the banks of the

Sindliu in the Mulacikagriimitra of Kalidasa.8 * Attempts have been

made to locate this river in Central India and identify it either

with a tributary of the Chambal called Kali-Sindhu or with a river

named Sindhu which joins the confluence of the Chambal and the

Yamuna.38 But as R. C . Majumdar has shown, these views are

continuedfrom pa*e 217

'iWIJT'T'JR
i

? qrciTvf zrcwfer i

31 A. K. Narain, The Indo-Greeks p. 87.
32 Malavikagnimilra of Kalidasa (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series).

pp 227-228 it JTHRP snfafl: I

erer: wffc qnf^r

'A' reference to the defeat oF the Yavanas is found in Maha-
• bhafata II, 4, 23

^TcTcT ^ 41 I

n^rgrpr 4ra%4R
i

33 Louis de la Vall6e-Poussin, V hide aux temps ties Mauryas d
des barbares,' Greet, Scythes Barthes et Tue-tchi p. 1 79; Tarn,
The Greeks in Bactriaand India p 228.
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quite speculative and Sindhu is no other than Indus 31 Pusyamitra,

who was an adept in military tactics, must have strengthened the

defences of the north western marches and deputed his grandson

Vasumitra as their warden to keep the Yavanas in check After

the victor) of Vasumitra over the Yaiims, Pus)amitra performed

the horse sacrifice mentioned in the pln> of Kalidasa But

towards the end of his reign he himself undertook an expedition

in the North-West He marched at the head of his armies

to subdue the Yavanas heyond the Indus lie penetrated

into the region called Kosthaka31 which is the same as

Sthulakostha, Barakot or Virakot, modern Birkot and Udejgram in

the region ufManglanar This region represented the Bijira of the

Greeks and the coins of the Indo greeks, parthians and Scythians

have been (bund there in profusion 34 According to the I'may a of

the Mulasarvastw5dms, the Buddha visited this region and converted

the mother of Uttarasena As Uttarasena is associated with

Udyana (Uddiyana) by Hiuen T’sang 37 it is certain that Kosthaka

was included in this province The king of this region is called

Dan^tramvasin in the Divy aitdanti This name recalls the legend of

the tooth relic of the Budd! a, which was venerated in the North-

West, according to Buddhist writers 38 Being unable to face

Pusyamitra, Danstramvasin invited a Yaksa Krmisa from the North
for his assistance Krmisa is said to have hurled a rock under which
Pusyamitra was crushed to death In other words, in the war with

Krrms.a the gunga emperor was killed Tins event took place m
154 B G or 149 B C , the date of the death of Pusyamitra, if the

Jama traditions assigning a reign of 30 years or 35 years to him are

believed,3* or in 148 BC if the Puramc chronology specifying the
34 R G Majumdar, ‘Some Observations on Pusyamitra aud his

Empire,’ Indian Historical Quarterly (1925) pp 91 fi* ‘North
India after the Maurya Empire Journal of the Numisma'tc
Society Vol XXII (1960) pp 47 55

35 DivyHiadana cd Cowell p 434
36 Autel Stein, An Archaeological Tour tn Upp-r Swat and Adrc'crt

Hills (M AS 1 1 42
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show him as a man of about 45 years only 47 Hence it is out of the

question that he lived upto 85 or 90 years

7 The struggle tn India after the death ofPusyanutra and the imasion of
Demetrius II

The death of Pugyamitra m the fight with Krmisa or Demetrius

II in the north-western regions beyond the Indus unleashed a storm

of fissiparous forces in India Already m the time of the great

Sunga general there had been trouble in central India Yajnasena,

a descendant of a minister of Brhadratha, had set up an independent

state in Vidarbha, which \gnvmitra, the son of Pusyanutra, had
brought into subjection after an armed conflict, as we gather from the

hlalauikagmmitra of Kalidasa After Pusyamitra’s death, Agninutra

ascended the throne at Pataliputra and Balnmitra-Bhanumitra suc-

ceeded him m Avanti and the western dominions It is note-worthy

that theJama texts refer to Balamitra Bhanumitra after Pusyanutra

and assign them a reign of GO years 48 and take no notice of
Agmmitra, whereas the Puranas pointedly mention Agnimitra as

the son and immediate successor of Pusyanutra 40 The only in-

ference these conflicting traditions suggest is that Agnimitra assumed
the reins ofthe gunga state at Pataliputra and Balamitra Bhanumitra
set up an independent state in the western regions Coins reveal

the existence of a king named Bhanumitra who can be easily

47 While King Sate Catalogue Part I (1904) PLX. 955
48

Tiithogahpainna, 621-622

qrepTT'NTt yr trrorcw faqiftr cRpy i

gfwm qvraten yrfacrpjiir (f»rrTW) ii

WvTfqvr-nr^Pmr hist i

Vtcarasrem of Merutunga qq \ o gcjrfjrTr’Tr

V I

the Jama texts refer to the joint rule of Balanntra-Bhanumi-
tra It appears that the real powei vested in BhSnumura
and Balamitra was associated with lnm only in name
Hence, while wc get enough coins of Bhanumitra, we” have
no issues of Balamitra

19 Agnimitra is said to have reigned for 8 years H C
Riychoudhury, Political History of Anc ent India p 391

,

Cambridge History of India p 467
,
¥ E Pargiter, Dynasties of

the Kali Age pp 30 31, Age of Imperial Unity p 97, V A
Smith, Early History of India p 191, Vayupurana cited by
Pargiter,

sjfctwiflr gin y t
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identified with his namesake of Jaina traditions. These coins of

Bhanumitra have been found in Parscala-KoSala -and Ahicchatra

as well as in the Kangra district of the Panjab. 50 They show that

this king helds way Over these regions. As a matter of fact, the

coins of a large number of kings having milra-cnding names have

been found at Pancala-KoSala, Ayodhya, Ahicchatra, Kosaro,

Mathura, Avanti and other places. The names of 25 kings can be

recovered from these coins and inscriptions. 51 They show that alter

Pusyamitra the Sunga empire had broken up in fragments presided

over by ri\al rulers. With the pas-age of time the process of baltan-

isation became more and more rapid and the Magadhan empire

was reduced to a congeries of conflicting principalities Accord-

ing toJayaswal, Pusyamitra had 8 sons51 and, m the opinion ofBhat-

tacarya, Agnimitra had this number of sons, named after the 8Vasus

worshipped at GayS,s* and they became independent in the regions

that they administered. Allan believes that the Mitra kings

refer to a dynasty different from the Sungas,54 but, in view of the

fact that many Sunga kings mentioned in the Puranas have u4mes

occurring on the Coins, it is quite possible that this line is not dif-

ferent from the Sungas and is rather a combination of several off-

shoots of this dynasty.55 However, it is clear that after Pusya-

mitra there was dissension and discord in the empire and afleast

Bhanumitra and Agnimitra reigned as rivals in the West and the

East. There is also some evidence to show that Agnimitra led au

expedition in the western regions and fought against Bhanumitra-

The coins of Agnimitra have been found at Pancala«Kosala, Ahic-

chatra and Mathura which were included in the kingdom °

,

50 Alexander Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India pp. 69, 74,

79, 93; V. A. Smith, Catalogue of Coins in Indian Museum

parti p. 184; Part 11 p. 166

/*} 'Tarapada Bhattacarya, ‘The Sunga Dynasty’, Journal of

^ the Bihar Research Society (1949) Vol. XXXV pp. 47-48-

-*-53 K. P Jayaswal, ‘Notes on the Brahmana Empire’, Journal

of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society (1930) p. 259
55 Tarapada BhattScarya, op. cit. p. 50.

64 - John Allan, A Catalogue of Indian Coins in the British Museum,

Coins of Ancient India (London 193G) pp. 120-121.

5* K. P. Jayaswal, ‘A Further Note on the HSthigurapha ins*

cription’, Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society

pp. 47G; H. C. Raychoudhury. * Political History of Ancient

India pp. 392-395; Louis de la Vallee-Poussin, L’lnde uux

temps des Mauryas.et its Barbarts etc. pp. 175-176.
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Bhanumitra, as the discoveries of his coins in these regions indicate.

The finds ofthese coins of Agnimitra show that he occupied these

territories in order to restore the integrity of the Sunga empire

by liquidating Bhanumitra. In this atmosphere the Yavana invader

•Demetrius found a golden opportunity to plunge into the interior

of the Indian plains and penetrate up to Pataliputra. This raid

is described in the Tugaput^na of the (lafgisamhita and hinted in the

remarks of the grammarian PatahjaU about the siege of Saketa and

and Madhyamiha by the Yavanas The Puranas give some lucid

and interesting details of this invasion to \\ htch due attention has

not so far been paid.

8. The Purante accounts of the Indian tniasion of Kalayavana

In connection with the account of Krsna the Puranas desrribe

an invasion of Mathura by tlic Yavana forces led by Kalayavana

at the instance ofKing Jaras-ndha of Magadha 50 It is stated that

after the defeat and death of Kamsa at the hands of Krsna and

Balarama and the settingup of an independent state at Mathur2,

his father-in-law Jarasandha, king of Magadha, laid siege to

Mathura with a large army of 23 aksauhmis. But Krsna and

Balarama defeated him and put him to Right. The attack of

Mathura and the disaster of Jar2sandha were repeated 10 times.

Despairing of defeating the Yadavas led by Krsna single-handed

Jarasandha thought of scchuig the succour of the powerful king of

the Yavanas named Kalayavana He seem ed the service of the

Salva king and sent him on an embassy to Kalayavana to solicit

his assistance for the invasion of Mathura.67 In Ins opinion

Kalayavana was the only king who could vanquish the Yadavas of

66 Brahmapuruna Ch. 196 Verse 1; cli. 197 verse 7

Vttnupurafia, Amsa 5, ch. 23 verge 1 , ch 24 verse 7.

Padmapurana, Uttarakhaijda ch. 273 verses 33-70

IIanvamsapuranu, Visnuparvan II chs 50-57

Bhagavatapurana Xth Skandha, ch. 50 Verse 44, ch. 52
verse 5.

57 IlarivamsapurQna, Visnuparvan II ch 54 verses 1-2
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Mathura 68 Salva conveyed the message of the Magadhan monarch
to the Yavana chief who agreed to the proposal chuckling at the

prospect of reducing and destroying the nascent power of

Mathura 69 With a vast army consisting of the Sakas, Tusaras

(Tukharas), Daradas, Paradas, Srngalas, Khasas, Pahlavas, Mlecchas

and Haimavatas, equipped with various weapons and dressed m
variegated costumes, the Yavana king Kalayavana invested

Mathura,60 His fleet footed cavalry of celestial horses which

moved like wind, and regiments of asses and camels shook the earth

by their furious marches and charges 61 So numerous and countless

“ Ibid 52, 25 28

w oft tmrfa'rfhn q
-

i

% i

*tnj*l«n*i40fTsr rmror fMnicr l

69 Idid 53, 25

3n?nsq 5liRTr qjtft fXni I

faf^TT UFT II

69 Idtd 57, lo 20

5m?ynTT fTR^r ^IRTT I

*15 it

^ TJ3FT SFlfa STvPTfFr |

fTl'TT^yll tiuiff tlTTtrFq^Tcr I
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Prom this account it is clear that the Yavana raid starte

From the North West The peoples enumerated here are weld
known The Srngalas may be identical with the Spignis M
Makabharata 1147,2 M+ltguitT TtHSTT ^ 1

They arc probably reminiscent of the Visanms o[Jlgt/d*
(VII, 83) It is noteworthy that several persons depicted >n

the art of Mathura are shown is wearing headdresses consis

ting of ram’s horns They are a foreign people of northern
origin

^

The in\ asion and siege of Mathura by the Ya\ anas 3nd
other northern peoples is also described in the Mahabha'ato
XII, 102, 5

rUH trtTTTTTf>Tfm q |

61 Hartranuapurana, VifQuparv-m 53, 10
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was this army that the sun also became invisible by the cloud of

dust raised by it, and the excrements discharged by animals formed

rivers 85 Krsna challenged the invader by sending a black poisonous

serpent in a jar to him through an envoy who pointed out the

resemblance of Krsna to that snake Kalayavina took the gauntlet by

killing the serpent with ants es Jarasandha also was likely to attack

Mathura about the same tune 84 Considering himself sandwitched

between these two penis Krsna resorted to a unique strategy and
ordered the women also to take up arms85 But considering himself

unequal to the task of withstanding the attack of the Yavanas and

the Magadhans he decided upon quitting Mathura He sent his

people to the ncwly-foupded city of Dvaraha which was situated on

a tongue of land reclaimed from the sea 80 There the Ysdavas,

88 tbid, 54,21 22
^tJHT 3 'Ttfaq I

3?r»r snn* u
qsqfcsqTtrr qqrfqq i

dTO q?n ^ II

Earlier m connection with the siege of Mathura by Jara
sandha it is stated that Mathura was fortified and its

walls were pierced by four strong gates

« ifiid 57,32 34

qgm fqvTM'Tqqrrqq i

TcnT qnST'BTvRT II

** Brahmapttrana ch 1 96,9

fawmtq ureq qqq i

qqrqftiT qr*m qsnmqfo it

Visnupurana, /lnisa 5,23,9

fq-qqimq stfaq *rn;q i

TOT nrzT qpiqw qfqcqfa II

Padmapurana, Uttarakhanda 273,37

ipTTrftHctt-i'W t

8S Brahmapurana ch 196, 11, Vt$nupur5na V, 23,11

irFTTTf’T ^Fctqrfq I

frrtftsfq' <rr *«»?$ Ft i

89 Brahmapurana ch. 196, 13 14, Visnupurant V, 23, 13-14
qfasr qtfq-qt qlqqrfq i

jqrr% ^i^TjCr srrerr qr faqq u
H^leiinr *i r i

qqXTqrFqq sftr crrrqtq \

Padmapurana, Uttarakliaxjda 273, 39-40
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Andhakas and Vtsdis flourished for a long time. Krsna and

Balarama went out to fight the enemy and had„ a severe contest

with the Yavanas, according to the Padmapurana 67 But the Brahma-

purana and the Vtsnupurana do not referto the fight but simply state

that Krspa presented himselfm the Yavana camp and recognizing him

as his chief enemy Kalayavana gave him a hot pursuit 63 All the

Puraijas concur in stating that Kfsna fled before Kalayavana and

reached the cave in which King Mucukuncia was lying in a sound

sleep in consequeuce of a divme boon that he
,
who would disturb

his sleep, would be burnt to death by his fiery look There

Kr?i?a concealed himself in some crany and Kalayavana mistaking

the sleeping Mucukunda for Krsija Licked *him violently” so as to

67 padmapurana, Uttarahhaoda 273, 45 H

It

xw'r ctiwrrem ^ i

^r^TRT II

33 Brahmapurana 196, 16-18, Visnupurana V, 23, 16-18

HNTnrr farm. i

frsHTnr q ntf^l u

q stpqr ^ qq'
i

Trgrqtfqqqtfa: q- h: ti

dqiqqTcT frcujfsftf qfEpfrr
i

qq u
37 Brakmapurfrna 195, 19-20; Visnupurana V, 23, 19-20

qrsfq qfTOt qqqt <|cjqr qrq; i

qprq arsqtqpr 2^*1 11

qczqrqrq qqrqt «rnnvT qqqtfiqr i

qqq rT^TW II

Ifartvanisapurana, ViSljunatvan 57.. 55.

qqrf qn^t^r 5 qtTfqqrqfq 1

$T<qq qqqsfi FqFqdcr 11

Padmapurana, Uttarkhanda 273, 54-55-56.

qi^q qmrrqra' rr^fqq i

CPT j^rqfr- |,

q'nTPT q^tFqqqt q’qqpnst i

gqtrcqstrr qqT q^qfqfrcTqTcf ti

Fqqrqt qfqcrT snq qqq^iH.Jrfqtr: i
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disturb his sleep Mucukunda woke up furiously and cast an

angry glance at Kalayavana With the fire radiating from Ins eyes

Kalayavana was instantly burnt to ashes. Thus freed from the

menace of his formidable n\al, Kjjoa relumed lo Mathura and

took possession of the army consisting of elephants, horses and

cliariots, but he elected to lcpair to Dviirakd and coronated

Ugrasena there.70

9 The tdentily of/latajaiana and DemtUuis If

In this account of the invasion of Mathura by KSlayavana there

arc set cral suggestive points which assume a singular importance in

the light of historical facts K.ilayav ana was the king of the Yavanas

or Greeks He belonged to the north-western regions as the composi-

tion of lus armies ofnortlicm and ccntial Asiatic peoples like the

Sahas, Tukharas, Daradas, Paradas, Khasas, Paldavasand the Hima-
layan tribes demonstrates The Puraijas obviously erred in referring his

birth to the southern regions, as is manifest from the composition ofhis

troops Kalayavana’s invasion is symbolic of a raid of these northern

peoples equipped with contingents of horses, asses and camels in the

Gangctic valley His attack was launched at the invitation and insti-

gation of the king of Magadha who was desirous of reducing the

power of Mathura and bringing this region under Ins control His
success was facilitated by the antagonism and animosity between the
kingdoms of Mathura and Magadha that were at war with each
other His adversary could not meet him on the battle-field and
took to flight leaving him a free passage to advance further H»
victory proved pyrrhic, for he met lus death just after his invasion

and that his onslaught, though smashing, disastrous and irrepressible,

ended in a \am march of northern peoples and armies in the plains

of the Gangetic valley, leaving only a bleak trail of devastation with-

out achieving any lasting military or political result

These facts fit in very closely and adequately with the history

of the Graeco-Bactnan invasion of India after the death of Pujya-
nutra fiunga We have observed how Pusyanutra breathed his last

wlule fighting with KrmiSa or Demetrius II in die trans-Indus reg-

10 Brahmaptiran& 197, 6-7 .

swfsfa tTrcrfasrifttyim f| t

snrri r3t u
qprtu siwn i

TOfirvrafa %% ^ trsl ii
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ions. He appears to have fallen down in a defile and been crushed

to death by collision against some boulder or rock. The Greek inva-

der came thereat the instance of the local Buddhist chieftain menaced

by the triumphant advance of Fujyamitra as the harbinger of the

movement of the Brahmanient renaissance. After the death of Pujya-

mitra his empire broke up into at least two parts ruled by Bhanu-

mitra and Agnimitra respectively. We have suggested above that

Agnimitra marched ill the West to reclaim the allegiance of the

recalcitrant clique led by Bhlnumitra and campaigned in Kojala,

Ahicchatra and Mathura. This e\cnt has its reminiscence in the

besieging of Mathura by the Magadhan king Jarisandlia to quell

the rebellion of the Yadavas and suppress the uprising of Knna.

But, being unable to vanquish the army of Mathura, he sent for

Kalayavana through Salva. It appears that Agnimitra invited

KfmiSa or Demetrius from the the North-West to invade and invest

Mathura and facilitate the reduction and defeat of BhSnumitra.

It was in response to this invitation that Demetrius descended trough

the Panjab into the Gangetic Valley at the head of a vast army of

northern peoples at d swept ofT the nascent power of Mathura and

Paheala. A. K. Narain has suggested that it was rather at the in-

vitation of and in collaboiatiott with the peoples of Mathura and

Pancula that the Greeks invaded the Gangetic valley' and da-

cended up to, Pajaliputra.71 He prefers the reading of verses 91*

95 of the TugaptirZna of the Gargisnmhita given in some manuscript*

to the effect talah saketamakramjra pakcala mUthurastatha. Tau/tn3Si a

suvikranlah prapsjanti kusumadhcajam to that adopted by Jayaswal

which is as follows: tatah Saketamskramya pascalan Tnathur&mltUlhi

javattah dutfacikrBntah prapsjanli kusumadhrajam

,

7

:

According to him,

the discovery of a coin of Indramitra in the Kumrahar excavations

and the occurrence of the names of Bhanumitra and Indramitra in the

inscription on the Bodh-gaya railings show that these kings raided

PataBputra. His opinion is that the Greek invasion, which was led

by Menander rather than Demetrius, took place about J 50 B.C. at

the fag-end of the rule of Pusyamitra. But there is nothing to esta-

blish that Indramitra succeeded Pusyamitra in the Mathura-PaBcala
region. Such an assumption is clearly contradicted by the consistent

71 A. K. Narain, The Indo-Greeks pp. 80-37. A similar view has

been expressed by R. G. Majumdar, ‘North India after the

/• Maurya Empire’, Journal of The Numismatic Society Vol. XXfl
(1260) pp. 47-55.

/ 7* ibid. pp. 175-176
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Jaina tradition that Balamitra-Bhanumitn succeeded Pusyamitra
at least m the western donnotons We have seen that coins of
Bhanumitra are found not only in Pancala, Mathura and Ahicchatra

but also in the Panjab Hence there is no question of Indramitra
succeeding Pu?yamitra If he at all occupied a kingly position it

was after Bhanumitra and Agmmitra, that is to say, after the lapse

of some years after the death of Pusyam tra Thus, the occurrence

of the Greek raid at the time of Indramitra does not accord with

the theory of its taking place about 150 BG In view of these

considerations the so called numismatic basis of the preference of the

reading pafitala and miilhura to Parlcalan malhuram falls through

As for the figuring of these variants m some manuscripts of the I ttga-

putana, A S Altchar has observed that” on such points of contro-

versy we can, however, arrive at definite conclusions not by any
critical examination of a text which is admittedly corrupt, but by
the discovery of fresh and conclusive evidence”71 Allehar emphasises

the fact that the Tttgapurana “while describing the retreat of the

invaders, refers only to the Yavanas and not also to their allies

madftjadese naslhatjanlt yavana juddha durmadah

If the Yavanas are described here as 1 uddkadurmadah, one

presumes that in the earlier passage also they should by described as

yaianah dusfankrsnlah and not asjavanasca stmkraMah 11 Thus, there

is no reason why the definite conclusion that the Greeks were ass sted

by the Mathuras and Panealas m the invasion of Pataliputra should

be based merely on some variant readings of the corrupt text of the

Tttgapurana On the other hand, the clear statement m the Puranas
about the invitation of Kalayavana by the king of Magadha for

attacking Mathura, supported by the discovery of the coins of Agm-
mitra in Fancala, Mathura and Ahicchatra, lend colour to the cor-

rectness of the reading paUcalan malhuram in the text of the Tuga-
Ptirana and shows that the primary aim of the Yavana invader was
to reduce and occupy Mathur3 But, thereafter, he made the policy
of inviting foreign armies recoil on the head of Agmmitra and
after conquering Mathura and Pancala moved forward to capture
Pataliputra the celebrated capital of the Indian empire Since
the chroniclers of the Puranas were concerned with the narrative of
Krsna Only, they finished their account of the Yavana invasion with

Journal of the Mmunuitc Soctcty (1957) Vo! XIX Part II
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the investment of Mathura and the flight of its inhabitants implying

the conquest of this city and its kingdom.” Besides this, the reduction

and capture of Mathura was the most spectacular achievement of

the Greek invaders and their further march and hasty retreat proved

a vain cavalcade. Hence the authors of the Puranas concentrated

and confined their attention to this part of the invasion. Only the

author of the Yugapurana, concerned as he was with the affairs of

Pataliputra, as the entire trend of his narrative from Udayin,

SaliSuka, etc shows, gave some information on the further course

of this invasion. While the authors of other Puranas described this

episode from the standpoint of the account of Mathura, the writer of

the Yugapurana narrated it from the standpoint of the account of

Pataliputra. Hence, whereas the other Puranas left the thread of

the narrative with the conquest of Mathura, the Yugapurana carried

it further to the siege of Pataliputra.

According to the Yugapurana, the tide of Yavana invasion clashed

with the mud fortifications and embankments of Puspapura.76 But

a sudden outbreak of rebellion in the heart of the Yavana state forced

the invaders to retrace their steps from the outskirts of Pataliputra*’
7

75 It is noteworthy that the chroniclers of the Puranas did

describe the Yavana invasion led by kalayavana as the rnam

and central theme of their narrative. They were concerned

with the affairs of Mathura only and had to refer to this

invasion only so far as it related to the affairs of that City

and Krsna. Hence, it was natural for them to omit the

subsequent course and stages of the invasion. This part of

the invasion was adventitious to their narrative.
,a Yugapurana

,

ed. Mankad p. 33 ; Kern, BrhaUainhila (intro-

duction) p. 37

wrc 5^2^ srfaff Tfti ff&) i

tTTJvTT Purer re ST rire: 1

1

77 Ibid lines 113-1 16, Mankad’s edition P. 35

^trrrefteqflnncn nfrarfHr ^ tfre: ii

recureiPre uK res i

cTcft ^jre^rrrer wn qfarq u
Just after referring to the laid of the Yavanasupto the forti-

fications of Pataliputra and the terror spreading in the

. i country the chronicler of the Yugapurana mentions a western

war in line 98 re^pparfh’ tPewt This suggest'

continued onpage 231
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Hence the chronicler of the Yugnptrana described their retreat with-

out bringing in any Indian power Thus, to sum up, the tradition

or the invasion of Mathura by Ka! mnna at the instance of the

Magadhan kingJarasandha enshrines the memory of the invasion

of Mathura and Patients by the Bactrim Greeks in the atmosphere

of the internecine scramble for power among the successors of

Pu;yamitra probably on the invitation of Agnunitra who was out

to Liquidate the growing power of the rival state of Bhanunutra tn

Pincala and the West

The Puranic account, summarised above, shows that the people

of Mathura tool, to tlietr heels and quilted Mathura when it was
invested by the Yavanas They are stated to have migrated to

Saurastra in the couth west This explains the association of

Bhanumitra with these regions including Bhfguhaccha in the Jama
traditions Thus, avoiding the struggle with the overwhelming

armies of the Yavanas, BhSnumitta was able to rule for a long time,

hinted m the Jama traditions But the advancing tide ofYavana
onslaught had to roll back as a result of its own internecine

pressure The appearance of disruptive forces led bv Eucratidcs

m the heart of the Greek empire and their movement towards the

Panjab endangering the very existence of the invaders of Mathura
and Magadha forced them to march back to the North West But
this vast army swollen by Indnn captives and retainers was some-
how outmanoeuvred by the picked warriors of Eucratidcs and
Demetrius was probably killed in the aflary, f»r lie his heard of no
more The death ofDemetrius just after the Indian invasion has
its counterpart m the death of Kalayavana just after the invasion

of Mathura The role of Eucratides has been transferred to Mucu-
kunda by a quaint process of the evolution of legends

10 The war of Eucratides and Demetrius II

We learn from Justin that Eucratides started his career

in Bactna when Mithndates I ascended the throne of Parthia

continuedfrom page 230
that just at the approach of the Yavana forces at the ram-
parts of Patahputra a great war broke out in the West
This western war is the internecine conflict which is desenb
ed in 1 ne 115 Thus it is clear that the Yavanas returned
from the ramparts of Patahputra on account of some war in
the West without occupying or conquering Pajaliputra or
fighting any battle there
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Muhridatrs 1 is held to havr started hit reign alxntt 171 B. C.

Hence it ti assumed that Pucratidet aho began Ids activities

about that time. According to Justin, he staged several wars

with great valour nml was much weakened by Ids tones in

them, )ct?* “it lien he was besieged by Drmetriui, king of the

Indians, with a garrison of only three hundred soldiers, he repulsed

by continual sallies a force of sixty thousand enemies.” The

account of Justin is so loosely connected that its historical value hat

l>cen rightly questioned hy Tarn and others T* Yet taking the said

passage as it is, one cannot conclude tliat the rnc of Kucratides

about 171 Il.C. synchronised with his war with Demetrius La which

the latter saw his end On the other hand, Justin here implies

that the rise of Eueratidrs ushered in a bout of warfare at a result

of which his power was considerably reduced. Though he divin-

ed remarkable valour in these wars. Ins losses told so heavily cn

his military strength that he could not marshal more than 307

soldiers when he tried conclusions With the mighty Demetrius

equipped with an army of GO.OQO soldiers.** It appears that when

Demetrius was busy consolidating his hold over the newly-occupied

regions of the Paropamisdae and Gandhura, Uticratidcs rose in

Bactria and proclaimed humell* the ruler of that country. But the

times were troubled and the expansion of the Parthian* tmcPr

Mithridatcs I in particular subjected Eucratidcs to a severe military

strain. It is welbknawn that Eucratidcs had to cede the two

satrapies of Turiva and Aspiomu to Miihridates. The reference

to the military losses of Eucratidcs in the account ofJustin probably

denotes this surrender of territory to Mithridatcs. But when
Demetrius defeat'd the armies of rujyamitra in a battle in the

North-West and swooped down the Panjab into the Gangetic

78

79

sn

Justin X/i, G Multa^ tanicn Eucratidcs Bella magnaviftu*e

gessit, quibus adtritus cum obsidionem Dcmetrii, ^S*5

tnclorum, patcretur cum ecc militibus IX milia ho$tiut»
aclsiduu eruptionihus vicit.

J
V‘'V

: l2.
rn’ Greds in ^clria and India V. 109 ; A. K

xjScnf^z?
5 Coins’’ Indion IIistorkal <lua,lab (I9571

Tarn, (nfieit pp. 140, 155. 15G) doubts the story of 300
soldiers or Eucratidcs outmanoeuvring the 00,000 men of
Demetrius, In fact, nothing is known about the last da)»

Bactria
lCtriUS* HC have bccn kilIcd in tllc %hting 10
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valley up to Pataliputra to fish in the troubled waters of Post-

Pnsyamitra rivalries and conflicts and conquer an empire m India,

Fucratides found a golden opportunity to pounce on the kingdom

of Demetrius This menace forced Demetrius to return to the

North-West hurriedly and suppress the power oT Eucratides Rut,

as luck would have it, he expired tn the encounter, though equipped

with a vast army A dashing and desperate sally of the besieged

soldiers of Eucratides made short shrift of Demetrius This event

took place about 150 B C Narain has conjectured that Demet-

rius II died in 165 B C Bt but there is no evidence in support of this

view On the other hand, there is cogent proof of the fact that

Demetrius died after undertaking his Indian campaign The

reference to the death of Kalayavana just after the invasion of

Mathura in the Puranas and the outbreak of internecine strife

among the Greek invaders m the Ytigapardna complements and

corroborates the remark of Justin about the insurrection and war

of Eucratides and the disaster of Demetrius It is noteworthy in this

connection that for about two decades Eucratides and Demetrius

ruled over Bactna and Paropanusdae respectively The history

of the I ndo Greeks furnishes several parallels of the simultaneous

rule of more than one king over different parts of the same realm

It i3 held by scholars that Euthydcmus I entrusted the conquest of

the south to his son Demetrius I and that of the north upto the

Seres and the Fhyrni to his second son Euthydemus II and that

both of them struck coins and ruled as joint kings 82 Even the

powerful Menander ruled his big realm with joint king3 or sub-

kings Antimachus II ruled over Gandhara and his coins have been

found in the Swat valley and northern Arachosm Tn the first

Bajaur hoard his coins numbered 152 and m the second, 17, whereas

in the Mir Zakah treasure their number was 133 68 Another such

king was Polexcnus, who assumed the grandiloquent titles of
“Epiphanes* and ‘Soter*, and whose coins have been found mostly

in the Peshawar and Utmanzai regions 88 A third kmg of this

81 A K Narain, The Indo Greeks p 53
8

1

Tarn, The Greeks in Baclrta >vid India p 111
83 MFC Martin, ‘A find of Indo Greek Hemidrachms in

Bajaur, 'Journal of the Royal Astatic Society ofBengal%
Numismatic

Supplement (1926 27) Vol 40 pp 18
81 H L Haugliton, ‘Miscellanea, Notes on Greek and Kushan

continued on page 234
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category was Epander whose coins have been discovered in the

upper Kabul valley. A fourth contemporary of Menander was

Heliocles T, whose 204 coins85 figure in the Kunduz treasure

indicating his flourishing rule, and who is stated to have died in

140 B. G. when Menander was at the height of his power in

western Panjab. Indeed, there is some evidence to show that

Menander crossed the Hindukush in an effort to recover Bactria

and issued Attic tetradrachms one of which has been found there.

According to Plutarch, he died in the camp in course of the

campaign beyond the Hindukush. The substance of the above

discussion is that even in its palmy days the Indo-Greek kingdom

a\as a thin veneer covering a number of kingships which were

virtually independent and occasionally at loggerheads among them-

selves It is, therefore, no wonder that Eucratides and Demetrius

II ruled side by side in Bactria and the Paropamisdae, the former

struggling with the waxing power of the Parthians and the latter

entrenching his dominion in the mountainous retreats on the north-

western frontiers of India. It was only when Eucratides tried to

wrest the scat of Demetrius during his absence in the Gangetic

valley that hostilities broke out between them with the results

mentioned above. Thus, the remark of Justin about the rise of

Eucratides about 171 B.C. is in harmony’ with the dating of his

war with Demetrius about 150 B.C.

As regards the identity ofKalayavana, we have to note that Yavano

is a tribal designation and hsla is a personal appellation. We have

observed in the discussion about the name ‘KrmiSa’ how hr re*

presents tr or dr of the eastern version of the name of Demetrius as

available in the name Tremiz or Trimid. In the initial conjunct

consonant the cerebral liquid becomes dental very frequently. As

seen above, in the translation of the DiyyavadUfia the name of Kf-

mi§a figures as ki-li-sho. In some Indian versions also hr may

naturafiy become U which gets Sanskritised as kala. Thus,

tolinuedfrom page 233

Coins from N. W. India, *Numismatic Chronicle (1947)

pp. 141 F.

R. Curicl andD. Schlumberger, Tr6sors monitatres d’Afghanistan

(Paris 1953) p. 78.
85 A. D. H. Bivar, ‘The Bactrian Treasure of Kunduz,’ Journal

' of the Numismatic Society of India (1956) Vol. XVII Part

IP. 37.
V '
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has a phonetic connection with the name of Demetrius as current

in the eastern versions This Sanslcntisntion has also a semantic
value in vs much as it shows that the person hearing this name
was dreadful as death or relentless vs time There is no other

name m the history of the Indo Greeks to which the name kala
may correspond The synchronism and association of Krsna and
Demetrius became current in legends A remote echo of the

tradition of this association is found m the Middle East The
Armenian historian Zcnob dr Klag relates that during the reign

of Valarsace two Indians named Gisane and Demetr fled from their

country as a result of the persecution of their king Tmaskeh and
sought the protection of th s Armenian king Valarsace gave
them the pro\mce ofDamn where they refounded the city of Vishap
Soon afterwards they reached the neighbouring city of Achtichtat
and set up the idols of the gods worshipped in India there Thar
son installed two copper idols on a mountain named Karfcc This
Indian colony prospered and flourished and remained faithful to

Indian Gods In the fourth century the Christians had to contend
hard with these people 80 I assen has equated the name Gisan6
svith Krsna and Sylvam L6vi has also identified the name Gisane
with Krsna and Demetr with Demetrius According to L£vi, the
association of Gisane and Demetr or Krsna and Demetrius m the
afoicsaid legend is symbolic ofthe cooperation of the Indians and
Greeks m founding an Indian colony in Armenia”7 Though in this

legend Gisane and Demetr are not given any kingly position and
there is no suggestion that they correspond to Krsna, the Indian
hero and Demelrms the Indo-Oreek king yet the association of
their names appears to be reminiscent of the traditional association
of Krsna and Demetrius m popular tales and legends In the light
of this datum the fact that the name kalf can be linguistically con
nected with the first syllable m the name of Demetrius assumes
significance

Thus the legend of the invasion of Mathura by Kalayavana
reflects the history of the raid of Demetrius m the Gangetic
valley just after the death of Pusyamitra about 150 B G

84

87

Zenob de Klag Histoire de la province de Daron Journal
Ari/7/iy ie (1 864) ZetUehrtpfur die hut de ties Mor^enlandes (1837)Vol T p 235 Emm Pagamsme Armenen P 30
Sylvam Ldvi Le Bouddhisme et les Grecs’ Memorial Sjlvatawb p 211 '
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11. The criticism of the theory of the Indian Invasion of Afenander.

Some scholars hold that the credit of leading the armed expe-

dition in the interior of India goes to Menander rather than

Demetrius;®* others treat it as a joint venture of Demetrius and

Menander.®* The remark of Strabo that "more tribes were sub-

dued by them ratlicr than by Alexander, mostly by Menander is

wrapt in doubt by his own conditional expression: "at least if

he actually crossed the Hypanis towards the east and advanced

as far as the Imaus.” In the following sentence this author couples

Demetrius to Menander as regards the Yavana conquests in India.

Evidence for Menander’s invasion of Mathura is sought to e

extracted from an illustration of the use of the imperfect tense

given by Abhayanandin in his Aldhavitti on the Jainendra Vya arana

which purports to show that a certain Mahendra besiege

MathurS {arunan-methtnira mathuran). V. S. Agnxwala has am011*

ded the reading mahendra as menandra for which there « n0

sound basis at present.*0 Hence A. K. Narain has rightly cast

doubt on the alleged historical worth of this evidence.* 1 A® °r

the story of the Buddha prophesying to Indra that a king Mro"

* would erect a stupa at PStaligrama, given by Kfemendra”, ithas no

evidentiary value, because, besides being very late in dale, it i* n0

corroborated by any ancient source and is rather contradicted Y

the Tugafurana which categorically states that the Yavanaa retreat

from the ramparts or Pataliputra by reason of the breaking out o a

a dreadful war in their homeland. As regards numismatic evidence

of Menander’s so-called invasion, Narain has convincingly shO''*jl

that it does not bear out his reign to the cast of the Ravi,

course, stray coins of Menander have come to light in Hoshlyarpur >

Kangra, Saharanpur, Sonipat and Bundelkhand but "they a“

evidence not of his rule in these districts but of the popularity

88 V. A. Smith, Early History of India pp. 21 1*212; A.K. Nar»'n*

The Indo -Greeks pp. 78-90. .

s* W. W. Tarn, op. til P. 155; E. J. Rapson, ‘The Successor* j*

Alexander the Great’, Cambridge History of India Vol. * P*
* ’

H. G. Raychoudhury, op. cit.
,

fl0 V. S. Agrawala, ‘An Ancient Reference to Menand*?*

Invasion’, Indian Huletieal Quarterly Vol. XXI, (1953)
“•

81 A* K. Narain, The Indo-Creeks P. 81. „
02 T. W. Rhys Davids, The Questions of AUlinda Part

Page XVII
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his money is commercial circles'* 93 As Allan has shown Mathura

was in the hands of the local kings until its conquest by Rajuvula

who, like his son Sodasa, copied the local type on Ins coins

Had the Yavanas been already there, there would have been a

break in the Hindu coinage earlier” 91 and the Saka kings would

have imitated the Indo-Greek coin-types rather than those of the

local rulers On the other hand, there are definite traces of the

advance of Demetrius in MadhyadeSa Agrawala ha3 shown that

on some cla} -seals found at Rajaghat in Renaras Pallas Athene

is depicted as standing holding shield in left hand and a spear in

right as on the coins of Demetrius Similarly, on some seals

the naked figure of Heracles is portrayed with one elbow resting on

a club just as on some coins of Demetrius Several sealings depict

the head of an Indo Greek king which resembles the head of

Demetrius on his coins These finds indicate the invasion of

Demetrius in these regions 95 The most damaging objection

to the theory of ascribing the Indian invasion to Menander arises

from the remark of the Yugapurano that a serious internecine

disruption and revolt flared up in the heart of the Yavana kingdom,
when they were nearing the purlieus of Pa^aliputra, which compelled

them to retreat in haste The } ugapurana further states that this inter-

nal disastrous struggle brought about the destruction of the Yavanas 9®

and their disappearance from MadhyadeSa97 The traditions of
the other Puranas also show that the Yavana leader wis killed soon
after ha raid of the Gangctic valley We know that Menander
enjoyed a long flourislung rule memorable for literary,

scientific and philosophical activities-’9 which made Ins name and

93 A K Naram, The Indo-Greeks p 89
91 John Marshall, Taxtla lip 8G2
95 V S Agrawala, ‘An Ancient Reference to Menander’s

Invasion, Indian Historical QjuirUrly op eit p 182
*« 1ugapurana line 116 fTapiqirnrRT TfiKPr I

97 Ibid hne 113 ^ *mr |

9S The peace and prosperity of the age ofMenander is manifest
form the Ahlmdapdrlho This work is a product of the impact
of Ruddhtst philosophy on Greek mind This unique treatise
of logic and dialectics has an Indo Greek s-tting Its
dialogues breathe the spirit of Sagala (Sskala) where
hldinda with his entourage of 500 courtiers including
Dcvamantiya, AnantakSya, Mankura, Sabbadinna etc

continued crc page 238
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fame travel far and wide and earned for him a lasting place in

Buddhist traditions. There is no suggestion that Menander

faced any revolt of his rivals or that he was hilled in 150 B. C.

in some internecine struggle soon after the demise of Pufyaroitra.

The comparatively long, peaceful and prosperous rule of Menander

definitely gives the lie to the suggestion that it was he who

led the ill-fated invasion referred to in the tradition of the Puratias.

Rather, the tragic end of Demetrius in a desperate encounter with

Eucratides accords with the tradition of the death of Knl(\ywana,

when he was leading the invasion of the Middle country, and of die

continued from page 237

argues with an open and eager mind with the Buddhist

patriarch Nagasena. As shown by Tarn, the author of the

Mtlmdapanho knew the current Greek of the Hellenistic

East and had read a little current literature. The picture

of an ideal Budhm city in’* which all men aie wise and

faithful, depicted in the second part of this work, recalls

the account of Plato. There is a Greek original of a part

of the framework of the first part of this text, which

reached Alexandria, as shown by Tam.

_

Menander was not only interested in philosophy and

logic but also in astronomy. It is a well-known fact mat

the Greeks made a substantial contribution to Indian

astronomy (Sylvain Levi, ‘La Grece et I’lnde d’ap«s 1«

documents Indiens’ Memorial Sylvain Ltvi PP 197-19°)

Varahamihira notes in his Brkatsamkita (11, 14) that the

Yavanas arc Mlccchas but they were honoured like t?
15

since astrology was studied and cultivated among them.

He- mentions a writer called Yavancsvara and his coni-

men tater Utpala- quotes at least 200 verses ftom him.

(P. V. Kane, ‘The problem of the introduction of Rlh.

in Indian Astronomy and Astrology, ‘BfiSratrja Vidyd Vol. L*

(1948) F. 315). Recently a treatise entitled Vxddhayavanajar

taka composed by Yavanacarya M Inaraja known as the

overlord of the Yavanas has come to light and in it occur

the twelve verses which Uipala has cited fiom the worK
of Yavancsvara. This Yavana king Mlnaraja seems to

represent the Greek king Menander. (P. V. Kane, ‘Yavan«*
vara and Utpaia,’

'
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Botncty

Vol. XXX (1955) Part I). In this connection it is ;*E
"“*'*'* " *t"’ ... --

• Milinda given in thc

s hard to equal, harder
' d superior of all “(5

’ — of thought”. (T. ' •

Rhys Davids, ‘The Questions of Milinda’ Sacred Books of m
East Vol. XXXV PP. 0-7)



CHAPTER X

Thakura

1 CflHrrototMW of the word “(fta/tura’

Tl«i word thakura and its variants are used in almost all the

languages of northern India In Nepali the word {hakur (feminine

(M»rant) means a mister and is the title with winch a master 11

addressed by a slave, in Shina fhakur stands for a barber, m
Assamese fhakur signifies a Brahtmni and in Bengal t and Qnya it

denotes the same as well as a deity, m Hmdi it is used for a land

lord ind is employed by the Rajputs as their surname and is also

a synonym of God in Panjabi fhakar connotes a landlord, in Sindht

fhahtru is used to designate a beggar (faqirj
, m Kashmiri (felur

has the sense ofan idol, in Gujrati \hakor or fhakar » a tribe of

Rajputs^ind in Mantlu fhakur is the name of a jungle tribe of

North Konkan AH these words are derived from the Sanskftword
Uakkura and the Prabrt words fhakkura, thakura or \hakm 1 In

Prukrt the aforesaid words mean a Ksatriyi or Rajput and the

owner, head chid or leader of a village etc* In Samlet the word
fhakkura meins a deity, an object or reverence, i mm of rink and a
cluef, 'recording to Mon.er Willnms,* an idol, a deity ind i title of

the Bralmunas (dvyas) according to the Vaca:pat}ai ind “Gottlied
an Gegenstand der Verchrung, als Ehrentitcl nach dem Namcn
ausgczeichneter Personhclikeiten’

, according to Otto BOhthngk and
Rudolph Roth ‘ In Pali we do not come across this word But
'

„ .

et-efa no,cs * thoknraka in his Dtchonan tf Fdt
Proper J\

rmts* which a used m the Culmui1 a5 the namcohbccW

inl £sm^a*

‘ n^vind D« Seth, P0M p 160

p 137S
R J™dnl MMUno Rvoitl,a, Vol I'

Sir Monicr-Williams, A Santkrtl-Engluh Dictionary p «»
Vafasfatya, Pul IV, p 3189

|l'„rt,rS»rf,P IS’

P 979̂ 283
aSe'1Cr1 ' D,’lm«ry °/P*h Pro/*, Hams Vol t

Cu/flMmra, Xc 16, 24, 27
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of the Any&kkhaUayadha who were the mercenary soldiers employed

by Bhuvanekabahu I for assassinating his adversary Mitta and

regaining possession of the throne of Simhal'i Wilhelm Geiger

thinks that these metcenanes must have come from South India,

but Malalasekera holds that they weie Rajputs as the name of

their general thakuraka indicates In order to determine the original

import of this word it is necessary to study its early uses

2 Literary use* of the word ’fhakura

The word \hakura occurs in the Samaraiccakaha of Hanbhadra
Sun who flourished in 585 (Vikrama era) or 529 A D according

to Jama tradition, but whose date has been worked out as 788 820

A D by Hermann Jacobi 8 In this work the woid \hakura is used

in plural8 and refers to the people who fought with the Sabaras The
fact that the fhakuras arc contrasted with the Sabaras shows that

they were a tribe like the latter No peculiar prestige or honour
attaches to this word here It is the name of a people like other

ordinary tribal designations

In the 9th century the siddha Kanhapa (Rrspapada) used the

word \huhira and \hakaraka in his songs to denote the state of mind
characterised by nescience (avidyacilta) He sings that by the true

and beneficent teaclung his sense ofdualism is lemoved, lus nescience

(ihakura) is destroyed and he has attained unision with Jinapura 10

Again he says that by his wisdom he has turned his mind enveloped

m sufieting and ignorance
(
thakuraka), into an enlightened state u

Here fhakura symbolises the state of ignorance suffering and sm
It is used in a derogatoiy sense In the begmnmg of the tenth

century Rajasekhara the court poet of the Gurjara Pratihara king

8 Samaraiccakaha of Hanbhadra Suri, ed H Jacobi, Intro-
.. duction p 8

9
sriqfVzr 'rsnn^ST TTfsqr vt^tt Pr*r

spmra i ddr ?r«rrr Ter

SUff ?WJ^I0T I tftwir I IT^TI r*PT^T tfSRr I

tnr^tTT friR'Ti-vfr^ i nf^r ^ nff t zrrt
tr^ft

i

10 Caryagiltkoia ed P C Bagcbi and Sannbhiksu p 41

fatrs fsrvrsx 1

1

11 Ibid

trfcnr RfifafaBr i

^Ffwr vr^-fT f5HTT 11
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Mahcndrapala, used the word ‘thakura’ in his Prakrit phj

KaTfiuramaHjari (III 8) in the sense or a chief or king »

After Hanbhadra Suri the historian Kalhana, who completed his

chronicle Rqatormgmt in 1 150 A D ,
mentioned the \hakkuras in ha

account of the events of the reigns of KalaSa and Har?a (1089 A D

1101 A D ) in KaSmira The account begins with the death of the

king of Rajapura (Rajauri) and the coronation of his son Sangra

mapala The latter s uncle Madanapala rose in revolt and as a

result of his fear the sister of Sangrama and the fhakkura Jassaraja

implored the assistance of Ralasa 15 Put the people of Rajauri

suspected hah&a and Ins armies came back The fkakkffw ivere

the supporters of KalaSa s successor Har?a He sent them from

the jail to keep the royal armies neutral at the time of his release

There is also a reference to the \hakurkas of the Lohar fort 1 * situated

in the Lohrm valley which was attacked by Mahmud Gaznaw

according to Tcnshta and the Tabaqal i Ikban These references

show that (hrJ.Lura was a designation of warriors

About the same time Lak?managapin, a pupil of Hcmacandm

used the word \hakkura in his Supasanahacana that was completed

m 1 113 AD“ In it there is a story of a merchant named

Navadhana residing at Udaynpurn Once a fhakkura purchased

utensils worth ten thousand dammns from Ins shop and then clothes

of the value of twenty thousand dammas on credit Navadhaita

demanded the price and at last went to the public officers for help

but everybody demanded a bribe In this story this \hakkvta n

represented as a rich man •*

In the works or the Muslim historians of the period of Arabia

and Gbazavitlc im vions (lie warrior class of India u generally

** '•TTTSt ZTJTT TpTtT^»nSt»F5 tRTTT pTSTqfc I

** IlZjataranginl VII, 533 537
i‘ Ibid, VII, 706 739
i* Supaianahacaria of Lakjmaoagamn, cd Ilargovmd PaiJ

1 Seth (introduction) p 9
*• Supasanahacana, op at

, p 112

Ptttts ftfrrTZTfq^r^ fr^f?;

Tiff STTTt Fpl* eTTT ^Cfnr ?TPT^RrPP{
<i3 inr *pi crjj 5m n

mwr *r ttq 35K
rfST! totor fix wroi *Frnpi
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referred to as fhakura The word Ksatriya is seldom met with and

the term Rajput had not yet become current Thirteenth century

authorities divide this thakura class into the three grades of rats,

ra«5f anb rateafs 17

Thereafter the word thakura is used in tlurteenth century of the

Vikrama era by Nemicandra Bhandan m his Safthisayapayatana 18

Here thakura is a man of position and authority who commands and

demands submission

Then, in the fourteenth century A D J^otiriSvara Kavi SeLhara-

carya (about 1324 AD), the friend of King Harisimha, notes the

word thakkura in his prahasana entitled Dhurtasamagama The re-

ference here is to the hermitage of one Mrla'igSra thakkura 19

Between 1400 A D and 1550 AD the author of the Aue>a

pradipa, a commentary on the A a<yofirakasa, named Govmda
Thakkura, bears this surname thakkura

In the Ananlasamhita quoted in the Smrtyarlhasagara of Chhalan

Nrsunhacarya (later than 1G75 AD ) the word thakkura is taken to

mean a deity 20

In the Padmavat of Malik Muhammad Jayasi (1540 AD) the

word thakura is used to denote the Rajputs and fhakurqyi is used

for the generality of Rajputs 21

A study of the above references to the word thakura thakkura m a

more or less chronological order shows (1) that this word was first

used m Prakjt and thence became current in Sarakrt, (2) that at

17 Elliot and Dawson's History ofIndia as told by ils own Historians,

Vol II Introduction by M Habib p. 38
78 Safthuajapayarana of Nemicandra Bhandan, gatlia, No 98

WTPT'T'T ^ t

Pf 35 ffcfrrafon w
18 Dhurtasamagama ofJyotirUvara 75, 9,

Anantasamhita cited in the Vacojpatya, op at , Part 4, n«
3189

TH'rr qpr ifhrfr ^fprpT i

21 Padntaiat 42, 503, 3-4, ed V S Agrawala,

qqqpT I

II

qf^n: ?fr qru i

sjrrf srft h
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first it signified a tribe like the £abaras but later it became an

honorific and was employed as such by men of prestige and position,

(3) that the title \kalkura was given to the Ksatriyas or warriors

but later on it came to be used by the Brahmams also and lastly it

became a synonym of Cod, (4) that this word was not current in

the literature of the early period but came into vogue after the

eighth century, (5) and that this word was borrowed from some

exotic source

3 *Thakura’ and ‘Tegm

'

It was suggested by Sylvam Levi that the word \hahira is

derived from the Turkish word tegm, lekjn or tengin S K Chatterjt

accepted this equation observing that “phonetically as well as

semantically tengin could be casil) connected with \hakwa. In a

large number of languages, final ‘r’, *1' and ‘n’ are interchangeable,

the vowel in the second syllable in this word m the original old

Turkish was not a proper V but a hind of spread lip ‘u’ which

could easily become a ‘u* m Indian adaptation The interior con-

sonant is either a ‘k’ or a ‘g’, and the vowel m the first syllable ‘e’

or ‘a* can easily be rendered by short or long ‘a’ m India, while

the alveolar ‘t* of the original Turkish word could normally become
cerebrahsed and aspirated

”2S In fact, a Western Turk king «
known to have adopted the title of Sahi-tegm between 630 AD
and 658 A D The corns of this king bearing legends in Brahm>
and Pehlvi have been published and studied by R Ghirshman

"3

It is believed that this ruler received Hiuan-T’sang at his capital

on the Kunduz in G 14 AD 14 But there is nothing to show that

this ruler had anything to do with India, nor is there any evidence
to prove that the kings bearing the title of tegin played any
significant part in Indian history so as to lend their honorific per
manently to Indian languages Unless and until it is established

that the kings or people using the word tegm had intimate and
important connections with India, it is difficult to hold how a word
of theirs became so u ide-spread and came to acquire such sanctity

and prestige in India Linguistic exchange presupposes a cultural

intercourse and m the absence of evidence showing cultural or

social affinity the mere resemblance of phonetic elements cannot
warrant the inference of a loan of words Besides this, tegm is *

** Sumtikumar Chatterji’s letter tome, dated 12th April, 1955
23 R Ghirshman, Les Chionucs HephtaUtes, pp 48-49
24 E Ch&vznnes, Documents ur Us Tou-h’me Occidental, p M
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kingly title in Turkish rather than a tribal name, whereas in India

fkahura 13 first used as the name of a people or the designation of

a tribe There is no suggestion of kingly status or honorary position

m the earl} uses of this word, as seen above Hence it is far-fetched

to connect it with the Turkish title tegtn In the words of H. W.
Bailey “Turkish legtn is not likel} to be concerned here

4 The tiord ‘ttaugara’

In order to determine the et\mo!ogv of the word fhakura it is

necessary to consider a group of words relating to the Tokhanans

A study of these words has assumed a new significance smee the

discovery of the word ttaugara in the manuscript known as the Stael-

Holstein Scroll •• This manuscript contains a list of names of places

and peoples and the rele\ant passage has been translated by \V. 15

Henning as follows ‘‘The royal clan Yaghlaqar, the five tribes

Buqu, Busqut, Kurabor, Qorbar these arc Tubs The royal clan

Sikar (the five tribes) ttaugara, Lyabor, Cafigh, Ynhutkar and other

Ghilpabut in the Black mountains these are called Tardus In

Sulml the Turk Bayirqu and the Cumul ”27

H W Bailey identifies ttaugara with an important cit> in Kan-su

on the silk-route named 60 f-tp-t mentioned m tlic itinerary of a si

merchant Maes Titianos Bailey finds in it the name of the

Tokhamans “toghara tokhara” and after a brilliant discussion

records hi* conclusion as follows “It has been argued that ‘toghara-

tokhara’ is the indigenous name of tlic people or the 0po<v<—Srw’n

region who are later known in the Rartrian region under the same
name tokhara Their histor} thus coincides with that attributed by
Chinese historians to the Ta Yuc Che ,9 " a

Henning disagrees with this conclusion and holds that the occur-

rence of ttaugara m a hit of purely Turkish tribes shows that it

designated a Turkish tribe of the Tardus group, and that a reference

to the Tokhanans or Yue che is out of the question According to

25 H IV Bailey s letter to me dated 1th March, 1955
26 p \V Thomas and Sten Konow ,

“Two Medieval Documents
from Tun huaug’ , Oslo Ethnografisha A lust tints Slrijler, (Oslo,

1929)

, pp 120
27 WB Henning, “Argi and the Tokhirians”, Bulletin of the

School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol IX Part 3 (London,

1930)

, pp 546 571
"s H W Bailey , “Ttaugara”, Bulletin of the School of Oriental

and Afncan Studies, Vol VIII (1937), p 91G
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him, this word becomes Uaumgara with a nasal (anusvSra) and stands

for a Tobs tribe named longra which is mentioned in the Orkhon

inscriptions and whom the Chinese have called t ung-to !0 Expressing

his agreement with this view Pell tot observed “nous avons accepte

lin instant que le nom khotanais 'ttangara' rcpresentait celui des

tokharcs sue la foi tie HW Bailey ct malgrc des objections de temps

ct de lieu Mats le khotanais est plein dc piigcs On a reconnu

depuis lors que *Vaugara* est une mediocre transcription khotanaise

du nom de la tribu turque dcs Tongra (les T’ong le des Documents sitr

Us T ou-kiue de Chavannes) bien connus \ l’dpoque des T’ang *“

But the mere presence of ttaugara in a list of Turkish tribes does not

necessarily mean that it had nothing to do with the Yue che It is

a common phenomenon that a name of a locality or territory survives

changes m population It is quite conceivable that remnants of the

Little Yue-Chc had joined the Turkish confederacy and lent th«r

pristine name to their tribal designations Gustav Haloun has shown

that a Chinese envoy to Khotan thought it possible to recognize

them as late as 938 942 AD Sl

The occurrence of the word (taugara do (<tp< as a place name »n

the homeland of the Yue che lends colour to the view that their

indigenous name was akin to this word Bailey has attempted to

show that the Chinese word Ta Tut che is a transliteration of this

word 0oy<p< According to him, eke signifies a clan and in the

opinion of Henning it is an indigenous plural ending, whereas Ta Tut

is a representation of the original word which Henning determine5

as t’ghur> 0 ghur, t’ghuer, B'ghuer etc These suggestions are open to

serious objections, as shown by Pelhot Similarly the conjectures

that Tut che is a transcription of Arit, Suguda, Tangut or Shtja made

by Muller, Laufer and Boodberg have no strong leg to stand upon
33

It is likely that this word, pronounced as gut-tta
,
according to Karl

29 W B Henning, “Argi and the Tokhanans”, toe eit

30 Portion of a letter cited by A Foucher, La vteille route de

Vfade de Badres a Taxtla, Vol II, p 238, sec also P Pelliot

‘A propGS du ‘TakhanenY’ T oung Pao, Vol XXXlI
(1936), p 258

31 G Haloun, ‘‘Zur He tsi Frage”, Zeitscknjl der Deitlscken

Morgenlandischen Gesellschqfl , Vol XC (1937), 285
3’ Berthold Laufer, The Language of the Tut che or fado Sc} (hunts

p 12, Peter A Boodberg, ‘‘Two notes on the history of tlie

Chinese frontier”, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (1936),
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gren, and meaning “the moon people”33 was not only a transcription,

but also a translation of some word signifying the “moon” in the

language of those people In this connection it is significant to note

that m the Chinese translation of the Sutralankara Kamska is given

the title Chan-Can {Istan-dati) which was also borne by the rulers of

Gandhara and Hu mi as late as the eighth century and another

title used by him was Chen-Co (isren da) which also denotes ‘candra’

or ‘the moon’.41 that the king Chou chen t’an (Candana of India) is

brought into relation with the long ofFu nan, both ofwhom presented

tame elephants to the Eastern T sin king Mu-ti, m their annals,35

and that, according to the Mah&bhQTala, Rsika is mentioned with

Gandra (moon) and Diti 38 The Prakft forms «si and txt demons-

trate the equation of arsi asit which Sten Konow traces to the Saka

word ar& Analogous to it are the Saka words aljsa meaning ‘sil-

very’ and aljtala meaning ‘silver’ which are akin to the Avestan word
crezata (silvery), the Sanskrt word rajata (silver), and the Persian

word arziz (tm) 37 All these words have the original sense of white-

ness and brightness, the characteristics of the moon From the

same word arzi has come the form erzyina meaning a ‘leader’ or

‘chief’ 38 In an inscription of kadphiscs this word ‘erzhuna’ means

a prince This latter word has unmistakable resemblance with the

Sanskrt word arjuna, winch besides being the name of a tribe in

the Arlhasaslra of Kauttlya39 and the Allahabad pillar inscription of

Samudragupta,40 signifies ‘white,* 'clear
’
‘bright,’ ‘silvery’ It is

highly significant that At]iina, the hero of the Afahabharata war,

33 Jan Charpcntier, “Die ethnograplusche Stellung der To
chare r,” J^DAIG (1917), pp 347 308

3
‘ Sylvain Levi, “Kamska ct Satavahana”, Journal slsiatinue

(1936), pp 61-121

35 Sylvam L£vi, “Deux peuples mdconnus”, Memorial Sylvain
Levi, p 239

38 Atahabharata (Adiparv-jn), I, Cl, 30
37 Sten Konow

,
Sola Studies p 115

38 Sten Konow, Kharosh\hi Inscriptions (introduction), p 61
39 Arthalaitra of K-\u(dya III 72 (cd R Shamshastn) p 194

80 J F ricct, Corpus InscnpUnnum Indicarum, Vol III (Gupta

Inscriptions), No \
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was so called because he was 'white’ and ‘pure in action
,11 This

Arjuna is known to have hailed from the Candra-vam§a or moon-

family This name also occurs repeatedly in the rojal genealogies

of the Central Asiatic oasis-states of Kiica and Qarashahr 1 AH

41 Afahabharata, Viratparvan IV, 39, 18

'ifasiTr 3°rf 4 ipt 1

JRtfrr TO ^ 1

1

42 II Luders, Weilire Bairage gur Geschichtc and Gngraphie von

Ostiurk stan 1930), p 28 ,
Sylvam Uv», “Lc Tokhanen, Jour-

nal Asiattque (1933), reprinted in Fragments de Tates nou

fefiem, pp 22-24 The first king of Yen Ki (AtpiuwOi

dern Qarashahr, known to history was Shoen (75 A u ), iv -

ose name is a Chinese transcription of Arjuna A la **

king of Qarashahr was called At Po-ifiaen, whose nar® ’

conserved in the Tseu-cha tong-hen in the fomi Sun M t 0 >

which stands for Stn^rjona Another lung of this region ''

Indrarjuna Kuca had a line of kings with whose names

title po (white), that stands for arjuna, was mvana >

associated In a narrative of the Chinese wutcr Ycn)»no

tsa-tsu the hero is named A-cht-eul
(
Arjuna) and m a inanu

,

cript of Tohhanan B dialect preserved m the Leningi^

museum a king Ksemarcune
(
Ksemljitna

)

is referred to

the Uighur redaction of the Hidimbavadha the natfi

Arjuna figures as Arcuni

Tile word arjuna occurs m Vedic literature also

I, 112, 23, IV, 26, X, VIII, 1, 11,, rajurvefa X, 21

palhalrahmana II, 1, 2, 11, V, 4, 3, 7) There it

‘white’ and ‘white leprosy’ and is also an epithet Ind
,

But it does not denote a tribe or a human hero On

other hand, we come across the name of a northern »

Arjunaha or Arjunayana or PrSrjuna in the ArlhaiaStt

Kautilya and the Allahabad Pillar Inscription of SarnU I

gupta, as seen above This tnbe seems to be connected 'v'

the name arjuna The use of tins word m the sense 0

tnhe or human hero is foreign to Vedic literature B" ‘

Central Asia among the states and principalities foun

by the Sakas it mvaiiably denotes an eponymous hero

Among Central Asiatic tribes black is regarded as
jj’

colour of the common people and white the colour ol

aristocracy Thus, the use of arjuna in the sense of a

hero or a tribal progenitor appears to have been denied fn,rn

Central Asiatic &ika sources

Vedic and Sika both branched from the same pWih
Indo-l uropenn language Hence many words were coin'

mon to both But whereas arjima m Vedic lost its pr»st,n

sense and was only med as an adjective signifying ‘wh»,f“

continued on pagt 2^

denote*
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these facts tend to show that the lunar clan of Arj una is reminis-

cent of the old Vue die people of Central Asia 13 That

the Yuc-che were m occupation of the northern states of the Tarim

continuedfrom page 240

ness’, m fiaka it meant a tribe and a human hero and later

on this sense was imparted to this word m India as a result

of the impact of the Sakas in the Xth and IXth centuries •**

B C [Buddha Prakash, Mahabkarala, A Historical Study (m
Hindi) f/agari Prjcannt Patnba Banaras Vol 62 p I45J

45 As regards the question of §aka influence on the ArflhqhfiQ-

rata,
it is pertinent to quote the intuitive suggestion of

Arnold J Toynbee that “it is tempting to conjecture that
the otherwise extraordinary phenomenon of a revival, in
the Indie world in this age, of an interest m a 'heroic'

tradition descending from the Aryan invaders of the Indus
Valley in the second millennium B G , may partly be
accounted for by the arrival in force, in the course of the
last two centuries B C and the first two centuries of the
Christian Era, of £aka swarm of barbarian invaders who
had lately acquired the same literary tastes, as a result of
the same social experience, as their Aryan predecessors who
had trodden the road from Eurasia to India more than a
thousand years earlier ’ “When the Sakas felt a need for
‘heroic* poetry,” Toynbee goes on to add, “they addressed
themselves to their Indie sulyccts, and it is evident that,
when this demand is made upon a suhject population, its

poets will be prone, like the householder in the pnrable, to
b'i"g forth out of their ‘treasure things old and new* ”

(Arnold I Tovnbee, “The Volkenvanderung of the Ary as
and the Sanskrit Epic,” Hi A Study of History, Vol V, pp 604-
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basin, long before the foundation of the Kusana Empire is manifest

from the names of the places Kutsi, Ku-shih and Kao-chang (K.

chan) which were known to the Chinese already in the early Han

period.44 But in the second century B.C. the pressure of the Hiung-

nu resulted in the dispersal of the Yue-che from their homeland in

Kan-su and Ning-sia, and while a part of them fled to the eastern

Altyn Tagh and the Richthofen mountains in the vicinity of the

Kiang and came to be known as Little Yue-'che, their greater part

migrated to
^
the West, defeated a number or Saka tribes in the

northern Tien-shan on the Upper Ili, Chu, and Naryn, and settled

there for about three decades when the Wu-Sun pounced on them

and drove them further west towards Sogdiana and Bactria45 where

Chang K’ien found them in 129-8 B.C.*® These Yue-che came to

be known as Ta Yue-che. They gave their name to the . territory

they occupied. Hence from the 4th to the 8th centuries A.D. the

region between Sogdiana at the Iron Gates and Bamiyan was called

Togharistan or Tokharistan.

5. Movements of the Yue-che

The Yue-che, who invaded Sogdiana and Bactria, were a com-

posite people consisting of many cognate tribes. We learn from the

Hou Honshu and Ts'ien Han-shi that Ta-hia (Bactria), where the

Yue-che settled, was divided into the realms of five hi-heut and
that

the ht-heu of Kuei-shuang K’ien-tsieu-kio (K’ien-tsieu-kie) or Ku2u1a

Kadphises seized the territories of other ki-heu and became dominant
over the Yue-che. There is a difference of opinion as to whether
these ki-heu including the Kuei-shuang were the indigenous people of

Ta-hia different from the Yue-che or the Yue-che themselves.17 But

M Ott0 Maenchcn-Helfcn, “The Yueh-chih Problem Re-exanu-
ned*' Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 65(1945),

P* •

4S E. Chavann es, Memories de Sse-rna- Ts'ien, I
, p p. 7 1 -72.

Friedrich Hirth, “The Story of Chang K’ien, China’s
Pioneer in Western Asia,” Journal of the American Oriental

Soatty, Vol. 37 (1917), p. 9G.
" Following the Japanese scholars Kuwabara Jitzuzo and

HanedaToru, Sten Konow and Paul Pelliot hold that the
Inc fn-hni represented the indigenous population of Ta-hia
ra her than the Ta Yuc-chc [StenKonmv, “Notes on Indo*
bcylhjan ChTmoW," Journal of tujim History (1933) f. 1

1

1 aul 1 elliot) “Tokharicn et Koutch&n,” Journal Asiatic1*

continued on page 213
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it is commonly accepted that the KuSans were intimately connected

with that vast complex of nomadic tribes who arc now called

Sarmatians 44

continuedfrom page 242

(I943)t p 38]. Gustav Haloun and Aurcl Stein have
left the question open (G Haloun, “Zur Ue-tsi Trage,"

ZDMG (1937), p ?57, fn 7, Sir Aurel Stein, Senndia, p,
287) W W Tarn {The Crteks in Batina and India, p
287, fn 4) and Otto Macnchen-Helfen (“The Yueh-chih
Problem Re-examined” JAOS (1915), pp 72-73) have
adhered to the old theory that the ht-heu, particularly

the Kuci-sliuang (KuSan), were the Yue-chc themselves

Maenchen-Halfcn goes to the extent of holding that Yueh-
chih is the transcription ofthe word kusa {ibid

, pp 77, 80)

It is noteworthy that e\cn Pclhot, who distinguished

the Kuci-shuang from the Yuc-clie, holds that the iakhn

of the Uighur colophons is the Tukharian winch Iliuan

T*sang found m Tohhamtan and Kasan of the same colo-

phons is the language of Kucaand that both these languages
belong to one Tamil) “Sij’ai raison," he observes, “les

Tokhariens ct Kusana apparticnnent a unc grande unitd
linguistiquc qui auroit cssaunc a date fort nncicnnc, par
vogues successive, peut etre, non sculcment au Tokharistan,
mais a Kuca, a Qarasahr et meme dans It region de
Turfan” (“ToUnrien et koatchcen, Journal Astatique

(1934), p 105)

That the Ku;unas in India considered themselves
related to the &akas is manifest from the fact that in the
ancestral gallery (drrakula

)

of the Kusana kings found at
Mat near Mathura the statutes of Wirm Kadphiscs and
Kanaka hate been found along with that oT Cajtana, the son
of Ysamotika, one of the Western Satraps of Saurlistra and
Malaa [J Ph Vogel, “Explorations at Mathura", Archaeolo-
gical Surity of India (1911 12), p 126] This shows that
Gsetxn-t, s Saits by berth, was freaftrd as s member of(heir
•"< 1 V" “— It is alto significant that

’ a high Scythian cap with
‘

. ,
• ids us of Saka ngrakhauda

[J Ph Vogel, ‘La Sculpture de Mathura,” Ars Asiatics
(1930), p r, IV a-b]

18 Thc_ costumes and armaments of the Indian Sakas and
Kuaanas resembled those found in the graves of the
Sarmatians These Sarmatians used the long sword in place
or the short akmakes and give \ip the use of die goiyfos,
among them bow and arrow no longer played the important
role offormer ti^^ahU'rtUj lance as well as the heavy scale

<e » r,
» continued on page 244
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Greek sources also refer to the political changes that overtook the

Yue-che in Bactria. Strabo (XT, 51, 11) states that between 140 and

130 B.C. the Asioi, Pasianoi, Tokharoi and Sakarauli seized the

province of Bactria from the Greeks and Trogus Pompeius narrows

the list tn the Asiani and Sacarnucae only. As Haloun has proposed

to correct atiant as cusant 19 and according to Trogus they were the lords

of the Tochan (reges Tocharorutn Asiani), it is plausible to correlate this

development to the predominance of the Kuei-shuang over the Yue-

clie hordes referred to in Cliinesc sources noted above In course oftime

the Ash (arri) and the Twghr (y) came to signify one and the same

people. The cahar toghrista (n) or the ‘four twghry' and the Toquz-drhn

or the ‘nine’ ArSi were the two names of the same country, nation,

and language. About the beginning of the ninth century the Uighurs

were fighting with the Tibetans and the four Twghry, and about a

century before that date the Northern Tu-K'iue were waging Wr

against the Toquz ArSin (rrn), the next-door neighbours of the Tibe-

tans. Henning believes that tughr, T'ghur or iioghry stands for the

Yue-che and ariin-arsi signifies the U Sun (Wu Suen). These two

elements had been indiscriminately mixed up about the T’ang period-

continuedfrom page 243

, armour or ring armour began to be prominently employ^
On the coins of Azes the king is clad in a long Centra'

Asian coat having a curious chequered pattern and wit t

sleeves consisting of rings or coils which signify a ring

armour. On the statue of Wima Kadphiscs the long ana

strong lance is displayed and on that of Kaniska the long

swoid is strapped to the coat. On his coins Kaniska is often

shown with a long lance. The armour which is not shown

on the coins ofWima and Kaniska become prominent under

Vasudevn and his successors. Small gold plaques character-

istic of the Sarmatian dress are also sewn on the garmcn s

of the seated Kusina king whose statue has been found ar

Mat. The dress and deportment of the Saka Kusana*

strongly point to their nomadic origin and militate again*

their identification with a sedentary people of a region

Ta-hia [for a discussion of this problem see Ludwig

Bachhofcr, “On Greeks and Sakas in India”, 3°*l%
Pr,r,, o...-.,.

pp . 247-240J-

the Ku?anas see ab°

arcfuologiques
“

.
\

45 Haloun, “Zur He-tsi Frage”, %DMG . (op. «/.), 253, note 4

50 W. B Henning, “Argi and the Tokharians”, BSOAS (°P-
cltJ’

pp. 540-571.
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The Arsi-tokhara tribes migrated further west and left their imprints

on a large number ofpeoples The Siraci and the Aorsi living on the

shores of the Black Sea had been in relation with the Greeks since the

middle of the first century BG !l Eater, when the Alans occupied the

region inhabited by the Aorsij the latter mixed up with them, and the

tribal name Ahnorst recalls their merger From the coasts of the Cas-

pian Sea another branch of the Aorst expanded towards the Don and

in the Kurgans of the Kuban region their culture is well represented

in archaeological remains s® With the Aursi a tribe called Tagorac

also went west as we learn from Pliny In fact the Aorsi-Arsi

and Tagorac were m the same wave of migration and Maenchen-

Helfen*3 is right in tdentifying them with the Asit-Asiant reges Tochar-

orum After the conquest of the Mongols some of these tubes entered

into their groupings and came back to the Far East The Asud and the

ToXhuraur, the branches of the Dzhalair, were those Tokharians who
mixed up with the Mongols These people mixed up with the

Turks also One of the chief Oguz tribes was the Dukcr which

has been identified with the Tokhara by S P Tolstov The Asiaru-

Wu-sun ha\e survived among the Kazaks up to the present

times Likewise the four tribes of the Ossets (1) Digor

on the the Urukh and its tributaries, (2) Allagir on the

Ardon, (3) Kurtat on the Sandon and Fi igdon, and (4) Tagateon the

G iseldon and its tributaries contain Tokharian elements Their
western-most branch, the Digor, speak a dialect of their own and
call their country Digor (itigiir or diguron), which name occurs in the

Geography of Moses of Khorene as Ashligor or As Digor or Arsi-Tagarc

These Digor-Digur were the descendants of the Tocliar-Tagurai 11

6 The Tue-che and India

Tins brief survey of the expansion and migration of the Yuc-che-
Tokhanans from Kan-su up to the Danube and from the Aral Sea. up
to lhe plateau of the Deccan in India show's that “wherever they
came to live they left traces in the shape of names indubitably derived

61 J Junge, Saka Sludten, pp 54, 75
52 M Rostoivzew, Sky thien und dcr Bosporus, p 604
53 O Moenchen-Helfen, “The- Yuch chili Problem Re-exa-

mined”, JAOS, Vol 65 (1945), p 79
61 \V Miller, Die Sprache der Osseten {Grundnss der Iramscken

Philologie) , V Mmorsky, Hudud aUAlam, p 445
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from a word ‘toghara’
” 5S In India the Yue-chc played a dominant

part up to the fourth century A D
,
and their power reached its zenith

under Karuska Sylvain L£vi has shown that Kamska was in control

of the port of Barygaza and Kalyana He identifies him with

Sandancs mentioned m the Periplus of the rrythrean Sea on the ground

that this title corresponds to the name Chan-t’an or Candana which

is used for the famous Kusana monarch m the Chinese translation

of the SutralaniaTa After the establishment of the supremacy of the

Kusanas over the port of Kalyana the Greek ships bound for that

port began to be conveyed under guard to Barygaza s* The

prominence of the Ku?anas in the Deccan is suggested by the refer

ences to the R?ikas along with the Mahisakas m the Rimayan*11 and

the A hStka 81 Though the reading of the coin legends on some coins

ascribed to one ‘Mana , in view of which a theory of Snka dorama

tion in the South has been set up, 59
is doubtful, it is highly significant

that even such a late author as Bilhana (1062-1064 A D )
refers to

the presence of Xu?ana cavalry m the South and calls them by their

old name Tukkhara at a time when this nomenclature had practically

fallen into disuse B0

85 Ludwig Bachhofer, ‘‘On Greeks and Sakas in India ” JAOS,
Vol G1 (1941), p 245

50

57

S3

5»

M

Sylvain Levi, “Kantska et Satavahana,” Journal eUiatique

(1936), pp 61-121
J

llamayana , hukindha Kanda, 41, 10
Aai'Ao on Farm, , IV, 2, 132 5tra wlPfC

, SlftWt
'’lid the Nasik cave inscription of Gautamlputra
S (takarni, line 2 rffw «RTT RST

(Sir R G Bhandarkar, Collected Works, Vol

I* P 231)

V V Mirashi, “The Spread of §aka Era in South India,"
Indian Historical Qiiarterly, Vol (1950), pp 216 222, for the
contrary view see D G Sircar, “The Spread oNlic Saka Era
in South India,’

1

/ // ft Vol 27 (1951), pp 174-17G, V V
Miruln has given the rejoinder m “The Spread of gika Era
in South India ’ Ibid (1951), pp 311.340 This discussion
has been recently revived by D G Sircar in his ‘‘Presidential
Address t° the Numismatic Society of India (Calcutta
scsMon 1955) , v Journal of the tfu-numatic Society of India,
Xyill, part f, p 7 Mirashi has given Ins rejoinder in hu
• Numismatic Notes” (iftirf

, pp 1 16-1 19) A S AlteLar has
aho come to support Mirashi (“Numismatic Studies and
Researches in India,” lbid t p 129)
Bilhaija, I tkraniinia deva cartta, XVIII 93

continued on page 247
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Sylvam Levi goes to the extent of holding that the Kusanas pene- '•

tratcd into the Tar South and established their sway in the land of

the Dravulas He adduces evidence in support of this view from the

Later Han Annals where it is stated that the Great Yueh-chih attach-

ed the kingdom of Tung-U and enslaved it Levi identifies Tung-L

with Dravida 81 But this view is contested by F W. Thomas who
holds that Tung-h cannot refer to the Dravidian South since the use

of camels is not attested there and the residents of that country are

not so tall as the Later Han Annals state According to Thomas,

Tung-li is not a transcription but a translation of Sanskrit PiQtya

(Purva) Vtbhaga or Pragdtsa, meaning ‘Eastern Division* This term

is equivalent to the Prasioi which denotes the Fracya people or the

Magadha empire 83 Should this view be correct, we would get evid-

ence of the expansion of the Kusanas up to the confines of Maga-
dha in the east, which accords well with the tradition of the conflict

of Kamska with the rulers of Soked (Saketa) and Fataliputra,

continuedfrom page 246

qFSTKitfTT sTjn'rsFrr i

^T^rfarfiFrfc^s tfrsftr *r iTTcg^
In medieval times the word tukhara had lost its ethnic

connotation and had become a synonym of ‘horse’ It is

well known that the horses of Tukhanstan were very famous
Hence the word tukhara came to mean a horse exclusively
in course of time, just as China m modern times means
pottery and porcelain, or damask stand for a particular cloth
manufactured in Damascus, or mudra, derived from the
name of Egypt, denoted the flat seal m ancient Iran and
India In the Padmavat of Malik Muhammad Jayasi (1540AD) lufckota \s used in the sense of ‘horse’ Vide Padmavat
42, 512, 5-6, ed V S Agrawal, p. 544

ftF? tfftrrc fhrr i

F*r ^ f star n

ft «i «pt tfrariTr i

%% '’-HFIKT n
Ibid, 26, 276, p 262.

81 Sylvam Levi, Kusanaet Salavahana, op at
«s p VV Thomas, “Sandancs, Nahapana, Castana and Kan-

iska* Tung-h, Pan-clu and Chinese Turkestan”, Hew Indian
AnHquary Vol, VII (1944), pp 31-101
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recorded by Tibetan writers, as well as the finds of his inscriptions

at Mathura, Siavasti and Sarnath and the discovery of his coins at

Gbazipur and Gorakhpur The tradition of the rule of the Munin

das at Patahputra is avouched by the Jama texts, which associate

a teacher Padahpta sun with a Murunda ruler, and the notices in

the Chinese Encyclopaedia Ku hm hi chit From Magadha the Mur

undas had established their relations with Fu nan 83

The eastern portion of Ramska’s empire was governed by the

Mahaksatrapa Rharapallana and the K?atrapa Vanaspara 81 Thus

we observe that the Ivusana empire under Kaniska embraced the

vast territory from the north west including Khwarazm Kapisi and

Peshawar to Gorakhpur and Sarnath in the east, and the- plateau of

the Deccan 'This big empire was the chrysalis of that wide and deep

cultural impact which resulted and expressed itself in a word of such

exalted and extended prevalence as thakura

7 ’Thakura and ‘ttaugara a linguistic study

After a study of the historical and cultural matrix of the word

thakura fet us now approach its linguistic aspects It is well known

that the Kusaijas were a branch of that vast group of tribes which »

called Tokharum The Asti or Astam were one of their constituent

tubes and later came to be identified with them In India the Asa

were called Rsika and the Tokkarians were known as Tukhara In the

Chinese translations ofSanskrt works Tukhara is transcribed as Tu

ho lo and translated as Yue che For instance, m a list of langtng«

tianslated into Chinese in 431 Gunavarman substituted the name of

Yue che for Tukhara and m his translation of the great commentar)

of the Prajuafiaratmla {Ta che lu luen), Kumarajiva transcribed this

word as Ta ha lo and explained it as Siao Yue che 8j Another spelling

of this woid is teou k it lo (ten ha lek) which shows that the onguJ.il

Indian form was tukaraka that is to say, it had an unaspirated guttural

surd k in place of l.h Another spelling of this word had a cerebral

sibilant s instead of the guttural surd k or kh Tn the Chinese trans-

lation of the Samyuklugama, made between 435 and 443 AD 68 ‘l”5

83 Sylvain Levi, “Deux Peuples meconnus, ’ Memorial S)loan

Let i, pp 235 242
81 Adns Banerji, ‘ Eastern Expansion of the K.usana Empire*

/ II a, Vol 27 (1951), pp 294 303, H C Rnychoudluir)

Political History ofAncient India (5th edition), p 473
6S Sylvain Ldvi Fragments dt lextes houtcheens, pp 24 25
68 Paul Pelliot, * Tokhanen et Koucheen” J A (1934), p 34
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word was transcribed as TeiJ she h which presupposes the form

tusara This pronunciation resulted from the confusion in the guttural

aspirated surd and the cerebral sibilant * The semantic use of tlus

word denoting ‘frost is not likely to be concerned here

The word tukhara or tukara is analogous to tta igara of the Stael

Holstein Scroll, 0a-f<p< of Ptolemy , and thod Aar, phod kar of the

Tibetan texts After the migration of the Tohlianan \ uc-chc in the

\S est this word came to be pronounced as To.x*poi (lol/’ar i) The
avords too kh cala (G TQ.ropoi), txhart, and its variant th^grn in

Latin, tvkhank or tokhirastan in Armenian ttc khry in Turkish, and
Tuih^ra in Sanskrt arc based on this pronunciation Henning deter-

mines its pristine form as elkhuare, tekh ua r, t-i kh uar, to khuar or

Ikhuar But side h) side with tins the spelling containing the

guttural spirant gh was also current The Greek Taghorot, Latm
Tagare Sogdonm 'tgh w r’k, Arabic Tagh a>\itan or Toghara Tibetan

tho-gar, tho-dkar for the western Tokhanan as against thod kar, phod

kar Cor those of the Hast are instances in point Henning fi\cs its

form as tughr {Tibetan Druga) (*t ghttr) According to him yith is

a rcnderuig of t gfuir, 6ghur, t ghucr, Gghicr In Uighur, which, as

a rule, follows Sogdian in matters of orthography, the name of
Bactria Tokhanstan, tkhuur, would normally be written as t gh to ry

Hence Henning holds that tin ghv, cannot refer to Tokhanstan but
• rather denotes Qarashahr, Qoro and the adjacent districts But lie.

admits that tughr is a variant ofthe tribal name Tochan In fact, as

Bailey observes, the toghara language is indifferent to the quantity of
vowels as is manifest from the variety of vowels in the variants of the

word iokhnra or lughr, noted above

The above discussion of the variants of the word tukhara shows
that a final liquid r is attested m .all the forms and that the medial
consonant was kh gh as well as k Even in the Indian variants of
tukhara the form lukara is known This form tukara presupposes tughr
with a guttural sonant Many languages of Central Asia have a
tendency to replace the sonants by surds In both the dialects of
Ar§i the four kinds of Indo European occlusives—surds, aspirated
surds sonants, and aspirated sonants—are reduced to only p t, k
Kutchean, m particular, does not possess any sonant stops except
nasals and avoids the use of aspirates e g ,

skt agaru < K akarti

aSvagandha < asvakanla tagara < lakara, bhwgaraja < pmkamc, yoga

J Marquart Eransahr, p 539
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< yoka 83 Similarly, Sogdian had no sonants, though it possessed

the spirants Usually the sonants were replaced by the surds in

it e g skt ghan\ika < kupykh, mrghatana < nyak’tn, stvaghota < spkws,

grddhakufa < krytkwly, gandharva < knt’rfl, gotama < k'wl'm', gotra

< kiottr, mahadeva < mytyfl, mahasamudra < my-nsm'wtry 83 This

feature is noticeable in a dialect of PaiSacl called Cuft£a Pmfact

Hemacandra m his Siddha hemacandra-sabdamtsasana (IV, 325)

describes this feature m the rule cultka patsactke trtiya-turyajo radya

dwltyau ’° Commenting on this rule he observes cultki patsactke

varganatn Irltyaluryayoh sthane yathusanhhyamadyadvitiyau lhavalah

nagaram < nakaram, marganah <[ makkano, gmla\am < kintajam,

mejich < mekho, oyaghrah < lakkho, gharmah < khammo , raja < raCa,

jarjaram < caccaram, jimutah < cimuto, nirjharah < mccharo, jharjharah

<C,chaccharo, tadqgom < ta\akam, mandalam < man\alam, damantkah <
\amaruko, gadham < kafham, sandah <g san\ho, dhakka < {talks,

madanah < matano, kandarpah < knntappo, damodamh < tamolvo,

madhuram < malkuram, bandhavah < panthavo, dkult < thuh, balakah<.

Palako, rabhasah < raphaso, rambha < rampha, bhagavati < phakavatl,

tuyojitam < myoetlam Aiaallaksant kasyZpi ‘padtma, ttyasya sthane

'papma* *dadha ttyasya sthane 'ta\ha ’ Like Hemacandra, Varanici

in his Prakrtaprakasa makes a reference to his feature m his aphorism

varganam trliyacalurthajorayujoranadyoradyau 71 Thus, according to

Vararuci, the initial and conjunct sonants are not changed into surds,

-whereas m the opinion of Hemacandra the change takes place m all

cases

The word CuhkZ or cultka is a variant of Suhka which represents

the Chinese Su It, that is based on an original *Stiltk < *suwdhtk,sm
eastern and southern dialectical form of Sogdian *sughdik7* and cultka-

patsact was a variety of north-western dialect spoken by the Sogdians
It has been shown by P C Bagchi that the Sogdians penetrated
deeply into Indian population and culture following their far-flung

commercial contacts The Sulkt rajputs of the Shahpur district, the

Solgi and Solkah jats of the Multan reg.on and the Sud, Suda or Stidgx

of Amritsar, Ludhiana and Macchiwara in the Panjab at present,

88 Sylvam L6vi, rragm^nts de lextes Koulchiens, p 160
E Bcn\eniste, Textes Sogdiens, pp 255-260

° H
i

Cm
n

C
T
nd,?'S

,
^^^Pala-canta (Prakrta-dvyaSrayakavya),

cd P L Vaidya, p 593
” Vararuci** Prakrtaprakasa (X, 3), ed P L, Vaidya, pill

Robert Gauthiot, Bssai de Crammatre Sogdtenne, p vi
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and the Calufyos of the Deccan and the Solatikis of Gujrat in ancient
times, appear to be the remnants of the Sogdians who came and
settled in India 73

It may also lie suggested that the name of the
famous city of j\fathura, whose ancient name had the aspirated dental
sonant *dh', eg, m the form Madhuvana, and which has assumed its

present form m accordance with the rule of cuMit-ptutan , noted above,
betrays a Sogdian influence that bespeaks the settlement of the
Sogdians in Middle India

Thus, it is clear that the form takara having a guttural surd in-

stead of a sonant shows a Sogdian influence Evidently it was
from Sogdiana and through her people that this Form became
current m India

Ordinarily in Prakrt the medial surds and sonants k, g, c, j, t, d,

p disappear, e g , mukula < maulo, nakula < noulam, sagaro < s3aro,

nagara<naaram 71 But smee in cultka paiiaci the sonant is transformed
into a surd and that surd retains its sound, the said rule of ordinary
Prakrts, Afaharafin or Saurasehx has no application Hence there is

no grammatical or philological difficulty in the form luka'a. or its

variants

As regards the vowel of the first consonant in the word under
consideration it is clear from the analysis of Hennmg that it was
not universally u The forms l-kh uar and t-a-khuar ime no such
u That these forms were actually in use is manifest from the forms
lakoraioi, takara, thagora used by Ptolemy and tazora, lahora on the
Tabula Peulmgertana, north of Alexandria Bucefalos Thus it is

certain that the vowel of the initial consonant was a In this

way a variant of tukhara was takara As for the cercbralisi-
tion of the dental surd there are numerous instances of such
change in Prakjt We know full well how the dental in the word
pattarux becomes { and xesults in Parana and survives in the name
Anahillapa\ana This phenomenon has been noticed by ancmcl
grammarians also Vararuci formulates a special rule to explain
this change 75 According to him ‘rt' usually becomes

‘t’, though there

1 P G Bagchi, “SuLika, culika and cultka paiSacI”, m India and
Central Aria, pp 146-147

Vararuci Prakrtaprakosa, 111, 2, p 30 Kagacamtadapayavam
Praia lopah, Hemacandra VIII, 1, p 177 Ka ga ca-ta at da-
pa-ya-Vatn prayo luk

Vararuci, PrZkitapTakasa, III, 23 pattane.
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are also certain exceptions to this rule.76 Hemacandra notes the

cerebralisation of the initial dental surds in some words, e.g., tagara

<}qy«ra, trasara < f asara,
ftirara<fitt«rn.77 In modem Sindhi this

feature is very prominent and connects it directly with Vracaia

Apabhram^a, e.g. skt. tantra < Hindi lamia <Sindhi famo, Hindi

dma< Sindhi dianu. Hence the change of t into \ in takara presents

no difficulty and the form \akara becomes easily understandable. That

the vowel of the second consonant was alternately a, c, a, a, tia is

abundantly clear From the large number of forms cited above. Thus

fakara easily becomes fakurai

#
in Indian variants. That die initial

surd becomes aspirated is patent from the form 6tyop< thagora,

noted above. In this way, we get the form fkakur, thakhwa from

tukhara and its several variants. In this phonetic and orthographical

change the basic indifference of the toghara or tukhari language to

vowels has played a dominant part.

This word tukhqra^hakura is ofIranian origin, according to Bailey.

The^ significant presence oigh or~kh in it is a pointer to this kct.

Its wide-spread use from the Urhcimal of the Yue-che in Kan-su up

to the heart of Europe and the interior oF India proves that it "Was

the native name of these people.

Our study has led us to the conclusion that the word Jhakura-

thakkura, is a word of the Yue-che Tokhari language and was brough*

by its speakers to India. Originally it denoted the Yue-che, but

since they came to hold a dominant position in India, it was invested

with a sense ofprestige and respect and came to mean a chief,

warrior, noble, lord in general. The lung association of the Yue-che

and Sakas with India and their consequent deep penetration into

her population and culture made the word popular in this country.

As a result, it gradually lost its tribal or territorial connotation as the

word dahyu-daryu and sudra had done earlier. From being a syno-

nym of ‘lord* or ‘chief’ it was but one step to signify a man of the

high caste—Ksatriya or Brahmana—and at last to stand for the

highest divine power. Thus, the semantic difficulty in respect of tbu

78 Ibid, III, 22 rlasya faA, for exceptions see III, 24 na dhUrh

adtsu.

77 Hemacand c* ,n ' ’
’ YT '

trasara-tuve
1 "

.
’

following '
.

« ,

.

p. 54:

AOatuccha-tayara-kappura-dhuva-mahamahia-fasara-sui-vattfro.
Kumara-vihare patto tuvara-padihara-dinna-karo.
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word melts away, as there are numerous instances of tribal names
becoming common titles.

To sum up, the word tkikura is a link connecting Indian culture

with the vast Eurasian Tolthnriati word. It is a symbol of the

deep imprint left by the Tokharians on Indian cutture and is also

an indication of the marvellous assimilative character of Indian
civilization.



CHAPTER XI

Samudragupta and the ^alca-KnSanas

K The reference to the Soka^Kutanas in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription

ofSamudragupta

In the Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta the

“daivaputra-sahi-SahanuSahHaka-murunda” and the dwellers of

all the islands like the Ceylonese arc stated to have offered personal

allegiance to Samudragupta, presented daughters in marriage and

solicited royal charters tearing the garuda symbol for the go\em-

ancc of theirown territories and, thus, acknowledged the suzerainty

of Samudragupta. 1 According to Allan, the titles daticjatia

(dcvapulra), sahi and sahUnuiahl denoted three rulers of small

states into wliich the Kusana empire had broken up;1 Srojd>

holds that this compound title refers to the Chionite king

Grumbatcs who fought with the Romans in association with the

Sassnnid emperor Shahpulir II below the walls of Amida in 359

A.D.;S Raychoudhury sees in this honorific a reference to the

Sassanids themselves besides the Kujapas who had accepted their

supremacy
;

4 and Majumdar thinks that a Ku'lna ruler exercising

sway over Kabul and a part of the panjab and possibly other

territories farther to the west is intended here.5 In the Purapas

the Allecchas, Sudras and Vtatyas are said to liavc been ruling

over the ‘'Indus Valley up to Candrabhaga (Ravi) and Kathiawar
and Kalinira”8 at a time when the Gupta dominionwas confin'd

1
J- P. Fleet, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarurn, Vot. HI. 1^
23-24.

^Tm?i'r;tfTm:cJR[^;^r^q-!T^f^qT«riiij->4 lTr?ri7m%4rfrcfgy€W5ra^r'ir-

2 John Allan, Catalogue of the Coins of the Gupta J?)nasties,

pp 26-27.
J *

3 V. A. Smith, Journal of the Roj-al Asiatic Society (1097) p- 32-

4 H • C Rajchoudhury, Political History ofAncient India (5th

ed.), p.547.
J

5 R. G. Majumdar, The VakaUka-Gupta Age, p. 135.
6 F. E. Pargiter

, Dj nasties of the Kali Age, p. 53.
^tPTFIT tif irgcp^ 1
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to “Prayaga, Saketa, Magadha and the regions along the Ganges”
in the beginning of the fourth century A.D. I have identified

these MIecchas with the Kuganas who were in occupation of these

regions at that time.

7

That the title “devaputra-Sahl-SahanuSaht” refers to the

Imperial Kusanas is manifest from the fact that in a Chinese text

of the third century cited in a work of the T’ang period it is

expressly stated that “the king of the country of Yue-che i* called

Son ofHeaven.”9 Besides this, the Kusaija records indicate that

the title "$5hl-$&hanu55hi” was also employed by them. Thus
it is clear that the aforesaid title in the Allahabad Pillar Inscrip-

tion signifies some Ku?ana ruler of eminent position and in o-der

to ascertain his identity and period it is necessary to cast a glance

at the history of the Later Kusanas.

2. The debacle of the Kufanas

We know, for certain, that the rise of the Sassnnid power in

Iran menaced and eclipsed the empire of the Kusanas in the

north-west of India. The resurgence of independent tribes

and peoples in the interior of the Indian plains: the Maghas at

KauSambl, the Nagas or Bliaraiivas at Padmavati and Mathura,

the Yaudlieyas in the cis-Sutlej region, the Paurjas on the banks of

theJumna near Jagadhari, whose epigraph has been recently un-
earthed at Jagatgram near Chuhadpur in the Dehiadun district, the

Kunindas between the Sutlej and the Beas, the Arjunayanas in

the Agra-Jaipur area, the Madras in the Ravi-Chenah doab
and the Malavas in the Ajmer-Mewar territory and the modern
province afMalwa as well as a host of other princes and chief-

tains mentioned in the Allahabad Pillar inscription spelled its

doom in the east. While the realms of the Sakas, §iladas and
'Sndahntt.Tc-, ‘hft. Sic/hiran h««r«r» 'ItrA hold* -swuy :m *lto~

Panjab, shrank to negligible proportions as a result of the pressure

of these Indian peoples, the main nucleus of Kusana power in

Bactria, Afghanistan and the trans-Tndus region was blighted

by the attacks of Ardashir I (224-241 A.D.) and his son and
successor Shahpuhr I (241-272 A.D.). According to Tabaii,
the Kusana king sent ambassadors to Ardashir and acknowledged

7 Buddha Prakash, The Political Geography of India on the Eve of
Gupta Ascendency, Indian Culture, Vol XIII ( 1946), p 85.

8 P. Pelliot, T'oungPao (1923), p. 123 cited in Sylvain J^vl,
Devaputra, Journal Asiatique (1933), p. II.
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liis suzerainty.® Rut the Kusaga kingdom continued to exist

inspitc or the profession or allegiance on the part of its rulers as

is clear from a remark of the f|Vi IJo, which records the events

up to the reign of emperor Ming (227-239 A.D.), to the effect

that “the kingdom of Ki-pin, the kingdom ofTa-hta, the kingdom

or Kao-fou (Kabul) and the kingdom of T’icn-Chou were

subservient to the Ta Yue-che.” 10 It was under Shahpuhr I that

the fabric of the Ku;aQa empire was smashed. Shahpuhr I enu-

merates Turan, Makuran, Pa ratan, Hindustan and Kushanfahr

with its frontiers reaching up to Pushkabur (Peshawar) in the

south and extending up to KaS, Sugd, Sasstan or Bukhara,

Sogdiana and Taskand in ihr north as parts of Jus empire.* 1 The

jack of the second city of ltegr.im (KupiSi) is to he dated in this

period. It appears that the northern parts of the Ku?aija empire

were placed under the direct administration or the governor of

Khurass.in who bore the titfe of Kushanshah or king ofthe K
Peroz, the brother of Shahpuhr I, called himself the great Ktuhan*

shah on his coins. After 252 Shahpuhr I 'made his son Ifortnhd

the governor of Khurassan with the pompous title of “the great

king of the Kushans.” 18 Ghirsl.mnn challenges this view on the

ground that Ilormizd, the crown-prince, is known as the “king of

Armenia” and Teroz, the brother of the emperor, as ^Vlipuht

(royal prince) in the Kaaba Zarathustra Inscription of Shahpuhr

I.13 But still the fact remains that the Kusanas received a severe

set-back under Shahpuhr and their empire was badly shattered.

The Latter Ku?ana kings, VSsudeva II, Kanaka II and VSsudeva

III exercised a nominal sovereignty over their shrunken and derelict

dominion.

9 Ernst Herzreld, Paihuli, I, p. 36.

10 Edouard Chavannes, Jxs pays d’Occident d'apres U IIVi

T’oung Pao (1905), pp. 519-571.
11 M. Sprengling, Shahpuhr I„lhe Great on the Kaabah of^oroasttr,

American Journal of Semctic Languages and Literature

(1940), pp. 353-358.
12 Ernst Hetzfcld, ICusano-Sassanian Coins (Memoirs of the

Archaeological Survey of India No. 38 (1930) p. 32, Pmuh,
I, p. 48; Joseph Hackin, Repartitions des momtates ancicnnes tn

Afghanistan, Journal Asiatique (1935), p. 287; A Christensen.

Clean sous les Sassamdts, pp. 222-223.
13 Ren 6 Ghirshman, Segram, Recherches Archcologtques ct Hislotr

?«« stir les Ronchans, p. 1 65.
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3. The relations of the Kusanas ivith Rome and the Sassamd empire

Though the Kusanas were thus cornered and conquered, they

continued to make themselx es felt in Sa'S-uud politics by

maintaining diplomatic contacts with other imperial powers like

Rome, which w is at daggers drawn w ith the Sassamds and by

taking a significant part in the domestic rivalries and fratricidal

conflicts which flared up in Iran after the death of Shalipuhr

At the time of the captivity of the Roman Emperor Valerian in

2G0 A D the king of the Bactrians is slated to have made an

offer of help to Rome Again in 274 AD the envoys of the

king of jBactna offered presents to the emperor Aurehan on the

occasion ofa triumphal festivity organized in token of his victory

over Queen Zenobia, This king of Bactria was m all probability

a Rusana king

After the death of Shahpuhr I a war of succession broke out

between his sons Hornnzd and Bahram Bahram (272 293)

tried to propitiate the Roman emperor Probus by making suitable

presents and concluding a treaty favourable to the latter 11 But

the death ofProlius in 282 in course of the invasion of the

Sartnatians moped hit plan in the hud His successor Carus,

however, suppressed the Sarmatians, marched against the

Sassamds defeated the Iranian armies and seized the whole of

Mesopotamia Then, crossing the Tigris, he invested the Sassamd
capital Ctesiphon, but before he could carry his campaign to a
decisive conclusion his assassination in July 203 made short shrift of

his endeavour In this turmoil Bahram II sued for peace and
surrendered the whole of Mesopotamia to the Romans but sub-
dued the recalcitrant Kusanas by conquering Seistan and appointing
his son as its governor Again the pressure of Rome under Dio-
cletian yievcojed. Bahrain. II Ceora. Cully the. Wjul'Ay
the Kusanas who helped and filliped his rebellious brother Hormizd
and forced lnm to forgo the semblance of rule o\er Mesopotamia
and Armenia 15 After the death of Bahram II in 293 his son
Bahram III occupied the throne foi only a few months, for the
revolt of his grand uncle Narse soon flared up resulting in the over
throw of his rule and the substitution of the younger branch of the
Sassamds for his line

11 H Mattingly , Cambridge Ancient Iftstorj, Vot XII, p 306
,s Mattingly, Cambridge Anaml fhstorj, Vol X1T, p 320
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Narse was the ruler uf Seistan, Turan and India* that is to say,

the dominions of the Kusanas, at the time of the death of Shahpuhr

I, as is manifest from his inscription on the Kaaba of Zarathustra,

Hence it is likely that he was on terms of intimacy with the

Kusanas, which he used to good purpose in his revolt against the

line of Bahram and acknowledged in his reference to the king of

the Kusanas in a vein or honour before the Caesar ofRome among

the kings, who are stated to have come to felicitate him on his

coronation, in the inscription of Paikuli..16 Fortified by his alliances

in the east Narse tried to wrest the lost provinces of the Sassanid

empire from the Romans by marching against them at the time

when Diocletian was busy in the affairs of Egypt, but fortune i

not favour him and in a rout he even lost his family to the enemy.

The victorious legions of Gelarius seized Ctesiphon compel ing

Narse to negotiate a treaty by which the protectorate ofR°m'

over Mesopotamia and Armenia was confirmed and five s®a

provinces beyond the Tigris were ceded to the Romans as a ransom

for his imprisoned family. This disaster accentuated the necessity

of a close Kushano-Sassanid alliance. On the part of the Kusapas

also the move to come close to the Sassanids was urgent as a result

of the relentless pressure of the Indian tribes. Hence Hormizd

(301-309), the son and successor of Narse, married the daughter©

the Kusana king of Kabul. This marriage was celebrated as a

momentous event of those times and “the out-fit of the bride tva*

remarkable for its splendour”. Hormizd kept peace with t e

Romans till his death.

The death of Hormizd ushered in a bout of internecine wart.

In the result, Shahpuhr II was crowned in 309 even before his

birth, as tradition has it. During the period of regency the

Shahrdars and Vaspuhrs raised their heads and the Arabs also trie

to fish in troubled waters.17 However, in the second year of Sha *

puhr’s reign, that is in 310-311, the protectorate of the Sassani *

over the realm of the Kusanas was intact, for, in the first inscription1

of Persepolis we find the emperor’s brother, who was also h*

namesake, holding charge of the kingdom of Seistan, Turan an

Sind.18 But soon afterwards the Kusanas utilized the disturbances

of Iran for extending their realm and proclaiming their indepen-

18 Herzfcld, Paikuli I, p. 117.
17 A. Christensen, Jibuti sous Us Sasscnides, p. 229.
18 E. Hcrzfeld, Paikuli, p. 121; Ktts5no-Sassanian Coins, p. 36.
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dcnce. Tabari iaforma us that in this age the kings of the Turks,
Rome and India raised the banner of revolt19 and Marquart inter-

prets this remark to mean that the Kujanas also grew assertive80

and assumed their full imperial titles.

4. The pressure of Shahpuhr II on the Kmanas

On attaining maturity Shahpuhr II addressed himself to the task

of healing the dagger-thrust that his predecessors had sustained at

llte hands of the Romans. His arms first fell upon Armenia whose
king Tiran was brought into captivity in Iran. The Armenians
appealed to the Roman Emperor Constantine the Great for help
and the Roman armies readily came forth and defeated theSassanian
army in 336 A.D. But the death of Constantine in 337 A.D. gave a
respite to the Persians and Shahpuhr stirred a revolt in Armenia
against the Romans and laid scige to Nisibis. The following year,

338, the emperor Constance reformed the Roman army, by the

introduction of the armoured cavalry and in 339 drove the Fenians
from the frontiers of Mesopotamia. Thereafter for about one decade
there was a lull in the fight which was punctuated by minor skir-

mishes. The only notable encounter was the battle of Singara in
344 A.D. in which Shahpuhr II lost his son who fell into the hands
of the Romans. Ghirshman holds that in this calm Shahpuhr II
h'quidated the Ku?anas in the east who were a ihom in his side and
that the reference to the Kujalja king in the full panoply of imperial
titles dated about 340 A.D. afterwhich their kingdom was annexed
to the Sassanid empire .

91 This view is incorrect for it is on record
that after the battle of Singara Shahpuhr had to contend with the
descending avalanche of the Chionitcs or Hunas and had to fight

with the Sakas of gakasthana also. Marquart has corrected the
reading of the word Gclanis as Scgcstanis in a passage cf Amrr.i.tnus
Marcel linus (XVII, 5. 1 )

» On (his bash Christensen holds that
gakasthana (Saccstcnc) was independent up to thar tiroe.» ' Thus,
from 350 onwards Shahpuhr was at war with tie Chiociut and’
the Eusem or Cuseni or the Kusjpas and it srxs about 333 that he
finished ofT with them in order to concentrate Us full resource* on
the war against the Romans which started with tie sei-c of the

zs

Zotcnbcrg, AnnaUs de Talari. II p. Of.

J. Marquart, Eraruhah, p. 20.
R. Ghirshman, Lrs CH-rUee-H'* -a~la
J. Marq uart, ErusskSr. pp. 20-50.
A. Christensen, fires let Sz^dde:,

p. 71.

p.231.
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Roman fortress of Amida, modern Diarbekr, in 359 According to

Ammianus Marccllmus, who fought in the Roman army against

the Sassanids in Mesopotamia the Chionite and Kusana contingents

fought on the side of Shahpuhr II in tins campaign

Prof Herzfeld has brought to our notice an inscription dated 47

of the reign of Shahpuhr II, corresponding to 356 A D
,
found at

Persepolis, which refers to a high Judge of Kabul, named Slok who

prayed that Shahpuhr would return to Kabul m safety
,5 If the

date of this inscription is correctly determined, it shows that by

356 A D the Sassanids were in possession of the homeland of the

Ku$anas and that their participation in the siege ofAmida on behalf

of Shahpuhr was a result of their prostration The date of the

aforesaid Persepolis inscription is in accord with the remark of

Ammianus Marcellinus that Shahpuhr spent the winter of 3a6-57

A D m the furthermost limit of his kingdom on the borders of the

Chtomtae and the Cuseni Thus it is clear that the war against

the Kusanas came to an end in 356 A D with their defeat and the

occupation of their territories by the Sassanids The MerV coins

of Shahpuhr II discovered in the exeat ations at Tnxila by SirJohn

Marshall also show that the Sassanid forces had penetrated up to

this place in India and dislocated the Kusanas 28 The discotery of

the crest of the Sascamd empire depicting two winged bores

facing each other in heraldic pose at Gunde Peisa near Begram u

al'o i pointer to this fact 27 It was in commemoration of tits

victory over the Ku?anas that Shahpuhr II issued a special type of

coins bearing h s name in Tokharian characters

5 The alliance of the husanas with Samudragupla between 350 356 AJ)

Thus it is dear that the \ictory or Shahpuhr II over the Kujanai

resulted in their debacle for the time being Hence it is e\*dcnt

that the title ‘ de\aputra $alu SahanuSalu ' could be used f*>f the

Ku?ana king only before 356 AD It appears that between 3^0

and 356, when the pressure of the Sassanids on the Kusit?as was

very great, the latter sought succour in another quarter by all) mg
themsches with the nascent power of Sarmulragupta Tins alliance

is referred torn the Allahabad Pillar inscription, cited above It*'

*' J Marquart, op at , p 36 note 5
is

IS

*7

r Herzfeld, Kusano Passant an Coins, p 36

J Marshall, Archaeological Survey of India (An
(1911-15) nos 10 49,(1915 1G) nos 51 and 52
R Glurshman, Jiegram, p 70 plate C

irual Reports)
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significant that some coins or the Kusana type have been found

with the names of Samudra and Candra and some Scythian rulers

of the West are known to have used some coins of the Gupta type.

Hence in the words of R. C. Majumdar “the statement in the

record of Samudrngupta about his relations with the Saka and

Kusapa chiefs rnay not be regarded as altogether without

foundation.”48

A. S. Altckar holds that the Kusana king referred to in the

Allahabad Pillar inscription was Kidara who founded his empire

about 358 A.D.** The question of the Kidarites is highly

controversial and Alfred von Gutschmid30 Pelliot, Enohi, Robert

Gobi* 1 and Curiel and Schlumbcrger 32 hold that the Kidaritcs

rose to power in the first hair of the fifth century A. D. Gob! has

based this finding on a study of Sassanian coinage. Curie] and
Scliluiuberger hold that Kidara was a contemporary of Yazdegird
II (438-457 A D.) on the ground that it was his crown, not that of

Shahpuhr II, which he imitated on his coins. These authors base

their identification on the work of Kurt Erdcmann on the crowns
of the Sassantan monar’chs. [Kurt Erdemann, Die Eniwicklutig der

Sassanidischen Krone, Ars Islamica Vol. XV-XVI (1951) pp. 87-123].

The view or these authors about the chronological position of
KidSra agrees with the opinion expressed by me on the basis of
some data of Indian history and literature.33 Besides these consi-

derations, the coins of Kidara bear the legend “Kidara Kushana
Sha”31 which docs not bespeak any imperial position such as the

18 The Classical Age, p. 11

.

28 The Vaka\af,a-Gitpla Age
, p. 20.

30 Alfred von Gutschmid, Geschickte Irons wid seiner jVachbarlander
pp. 168 IF; See also M. A. Stein, ‘Zur Geschichte der £ahis
won Kahn!, FejhskriJl JixdfJfVon Hoik, p. 196; Specht, 'Etudes
sur I'Asie Centrale, pp. 12 ff.

31 P. Pelliot, Tokkarien et Koutcheen, Journal Asiatiquc (19344
pp. 43-45. *

K. Enoki, The Otigin of the White Huns or Htbhlhaliles
East and West (1955), pp. 231-237.

R. Gobi’s letter to me dated 20 June 1955.
32 R. Curiel and D. Schlumbcrger, Tresors Aloneiaires d'

Afghanistan (Parts 1953), pp. 119-124.
33 Chapter XV of this book.
31 M. F. C. Martin, Coins ofKidara and the little Kuss^as, Numis-

matic Supplement (Silver Jubilee Nuraer) (1938), p. 39.
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pompous title employed in the Allahabad Pillar Inscription con-

veys. The fact that the title of the Rusapas, devaputra-sahi-

SahanuSahi, is different from that of Kidara renders the identifica-

tion proposed by Altekar doubtful.

The upshot of the above enquiry is that the reference to

“devaputra-Sahi-Sahanusahi” in the Allahabad Pillar inscription of

Samudragupta and his alliance and subordination to the Gupta

monarch mentioned in it relates to a Later Kusana king who was

at war with the Sassanid emperor Shahpuhr II between 350-356

A.D. and was in need of some aid to contend with this menace.

This title reflects the state of ihe affairs of the said decade and

shows that the reference in question cannot be latter than 356-

358 A.D. From this it is clear that the Allahabad Pillar inscrip-

tion was composed between 350 and 356 A.D. and the conquests of

Samudragupta had been accomplished before this period.



CHAPTER XII

Candragupta Vikramaditya and Ardashir II

1 The rise of the Kmanas m the later part of the reign of Shahpuhr II

About 355 356 A D the Sassanid emperor Shahpuhr II

worsted the Ku?anas But the Kusanas again raised their heads

when Persia was engaged m a war with Armenia Writing about

the events of 367-368 Faustus of Byzantium observes as follows —
* Although in that age the war between Persia and Armenia

was stopped, however, the king of the Kushans, who was of
Arsacid origin, started a (new) war with the king Sapor, the

Sa«samd That prince having assembled all the armies and
cavaliers, whom he had brought in capmvity from Armenia,

ordered them to march and placed himself at their head After

the commencement of the war between the king of the Rushans
and that of Persia, the armies of the former cruelly harassed those

of Persia, captured many of their enemies and routed away the

rest In that affair Trasdamad distinguished lmnsclf by lus bravery

and saved the life of Sapor, the king of the Persians ”

1 From a little time before, the king of the Persians, of the

Sassanid race, was at war with the great king of the Kushans,

the Arsacid, who resided at the town of Pahl The king of the

Persians sent an army, reinforeed by Armenian captives, to fight with
the Rushans After the commencement of the fight the Kushans
gained advantage against the Persians who took to flight The
Kushans pursued them and made such a massacre of them that

nobody could escape ” x

1 Faustus of Byzantium V, VII and V, XXXVII, J Marquart,
Eransakr p 50, R Ghirshman, *I.es Chiomtes Hephtahtes

p 79 Quoting Marquart A Christensen remarks that
I'austus meant the Chlorates by the word Kusanas

(L'Ircn
sous les Sassanides p 234) But Glurshman takes them to

refer to the Kusanas It is certain that the Chiomtes
established their power during the lifetime of Shahpuhr
But there is nothing to show that they acquired so much
power as to challenge the Sassanid monarch The
evidence at our disposal shows that they continued to owe
allegiance to Shahpuhr We can, therefore, easily d.s-^
tmguish between the Kusanas and the Chiomtes
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Although this author describes the king or the Ku?Sns as

an Arsacid, it appears that he had the Kusuna ruler of Balkh in

mind while making the aforesaid observations. In '371 A.D.

also we find Shahpuhr II campaigning in the East after his

defeat jn the battle of Bagavan against the Armenians and the

Roman armies of Valens. Towards the end of his reign -Shahpuhr

II was busy with ihe affairs of Rome. After the worsening of

relations between the Romans and the Armenians Valens started

the talks of peace with the Persians as a result ofwhich Persia acquir-

ed the right to control the throne of Armenia. Inspite of this treaty,

the Romans installed Varazdat on the throne of Armenia but he

broke with Rome and was dethroned. Thereafter the Armenians

sought the help of the Persians against the Romans. Shahpuhr

piofited from this occasion and sent an army to Armenia under die

leadership of Suren which nominated Marzban on the throne of

Armenia. Just afterwards Shahpuhhr II passed away. In these

entanglements and preoccupations the Kusanas resuscitated their

power and just after the death of Shahpuhr II, which almost

cuiucidcd with that of Samudragupta in India, swooped down over

the Punjab

2. The Aujafla tnwtflOtt of India after Iht death of Samudragupta

References to the K.ui3tia invasion of the Punjab'just after the

death of Samudragupta and the accession of Ramagupta are found

in the DevwndragufU of Visakhadatta, theJJarsaamfa of Bapabhatta,

the haiyamimansa of Rajasekhara and the Sanjan and Cambay cop-

per plate inscriptions or the Rastmkuta period. This evidence hns

been amply discussed and thrashed out by many eminent scholars.

Sylvain L6vi, Altekar, Bhandarkar, Banerji and others have accepted

the historical nucleus underlying these legends Raychoudhury,

Majumdar and others rejected these evidences as pure fiction. Their

mam arguments are that Ramagupta did not strike any coins, Ids

name does not occur in gupta genealogical records, the roarraige

his widow Dhruvadevi with his younger hiother Canrlragupta clashes

witli the cherished notions abuut morality and social custom prt
*

valent in those times and that the inheritor of the mighty empire

of Samudragupta could not be so decisively defeated by a
king that he had no means of saving his kingdom save by consent

mg to surrender his wife. But, as Majumdar admits, “these obj**

tions are not unanswerable.”* Ramagupta could not strike *»M
* H

" ?50
MaJUmtlar Und A ’ S ' A1,eVar> The Vakataka—GupM' 1?'
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due to the extreme shortness of hisxeign; his name could not figure

in Gupta inscriptions since they are not records of successions of

lungs but are rather genealogical tables, the marriage of a widow
with the younger brother of her husband is not prohibited by law

or custom, and the north-western march of the Gupta empire re-

mained so unsafe throughout that invaders could swoop through

it whenever they felt strong or inclined to move This happened
under ELumaragupta,* Skandagupta and even later At the time

nf invading a kingdom the sturdy races of the north-west were

more impelled by their innate drive or pressure than by considera-

tions of the strength or weakness of the opposite party If the

Kusanas could hold their own against the redoubtable and

indomitable Shahpuhr II even after sustaining a defeat at lus hands

they could easily think of pouncing upon the Gupta empire after

the death of the heroic emperor Samudragupta Such junctures

ore usually the occasions of invasions or revolutions Thus, the

objections to the reconstruction of the history of £aka invasion

under Ramagupta on the basis of the aforesaid sources are more
apparent than real

We know that Dhruvasvamini or Dhruvadevi was the wife of

Candragupta Her former husband Ramagupta was ready to sur-

render her to the &aka invader But Candragupta did not like

tins idea and dc\ ised an ingenious strategem to vanquish the vol-

uptuous invader He was attended by choice wainors dressed m
female garbs When their procession of palanquins reached the

Sata camp and the £akn king confidently met the pretended

Gupta queen, Candragupta pounced on lum and made short shrift

of his life Likewise, other warriors wrought havoc in the ememy
camp After this dashing victory Candragupta, who was sure to

have become immensely popular, murdered Ramagupta, married his

widow and ascended the throne with pomp and glory sometime
before 380 AD At that time Ardashir II was on the throne of the

Sa9samds He succeeded Shahpuhr II in 379 AD and reigned up
to 383 A D After the victory of Candragupta over the &aka-
Kusanas and his coronation Ardashir II was naturally so much,
struck with his power and prestige as to realise the need of esta-

blishing diplomatic contacts with him by sending an. ambassador
with adequate presents On tins point Pehlavi and Persian sources

provide some interesting information which has not as yet been pro-
perly analysed and studied
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3. The PehUai and Persian traditions oftkt relations of Ardashir and Ami

From ihc Pehlavi work KaranmU-i-Ardashir-Papdan "c lam

that Ardashir was connected with an Indian king Kaid.3 Firdausi

reproduces this account in hi» Shah-nama verbatim.
4 After the

derisive battle of Hunnuzdagan Ardashir I advanced into and

conquered Media and put to death the members of his rival's

family. But there was no peace in the empire. Hence lie sent

an embassy to the wise Indian king Kaid for soliciting his advice.

Kaid expressed the view that a union of the houses of Ardas ir

and Mihrak could be the only guarantee of peace. Following thu

advice Ardashir married a daughter af Mihrak who had escape

the mas;>acre.

Warner has shown that the stpry of the marriage of Ardashir

with the daughter of Mihrak or Ardwan, who icprcsents the Par

jam, is pure fiction. It was an invention of later,writers lo conncct

the Sassanians with their predecessors, the Farthians. fa id,

Ardashir killed all the members of the family of his adversarifs

and there was no occasion for him to contract matrimonial relatitfi

with any person belonging to it.*

In fact, the contemporaneity of Ardashir I and Kaid is aho tk

result of some misunderstanding. Ardashir I ascended the dtroRC

in 226 A.D. and was succeeded by his son Shiihpuhr I in 2 “ ‘

Let us sec if there was a famous king in India bearing the natk

Kaid in that period. We have seen in a preceding study, inehtu

in this collection, that Kaid stands for the name Candra or Can r*

guptn.* According to Persian and Arabic writers, Kaid vas a

contemporary of Sikandcr and formed an alliance with HinU

course of his Indian invasion. Evidently, this Kaid could not h' e

tipto the time of Ardashir I. It has been conjectured that Can ™

was a binda r»rKani?ka, but he flourished before the time of Ardasl' 1 *

according to the chronology of Louhizcn de Ixcuw as well *3

that of Ghirshman. As regards Candragupta 1 of the Gup1*

sljnasty he is credited with the starting of the Gupta San»vat o

* T. Ntddckc. Cisekichtr dcs Artachir-i-PapaKan aus dem Fr^T

flJmrfgli p. G5.

* Shlh-nstni of Firdausi ed. Turner Macnn Vol. III. p-

* Arthur George Warner and Edmond Warner, CnS*1'"

translation in verse of the SMAngma Vol. Vi, p. 256.

* Cardrapipia Afaurja in the ShshnUms ofFirdausi, Chapter

above.
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20 December 318 AD or of 261’ebruary 320 A D Some scholars

doubt this fact and hold that it was Samudragupta who really

founded this era In any case Candragupta I flourished in the

opening decades of the fourth century AD or the closing decades

of the third century A D He could not flourish in the second

quarter of the third century A D so as to be a contemporary of

Ardashir Thus we do not know of any famous Indian king

bearing the name Candra or Candragupta who could be a contem*
porary of Ardashir I How then could this legend grow 9

We know that Ardashir II came to the throne in 379 A D
About the same time Candragupta H Vikvamaditya was anointed

as king for the earliest record of his reign is the msenp
tion found at Mathura dated 61 G E corresponding to 380 A D
Thus Ardashir II and Candragupta II were contemporaries As
seen above, Candragupta made a deep impression on Ins contem-
poraries by gaming a resounding victory over the §aka K.u?ana
invaders In these circumstances, it is understandable that Arda
shir II thought of establishing diplomatic contacts with him and
with this end in view sent an embassy to his court But since

Ardashir II was not so illustrious or epoch making as Ardashir I

the events of his time were transferred to the reign of his famous
predecessor Thus, the legend of the contemporaneity of Ardashir I

and Raid arose Firdausi strictly adhered to his sources

In the words of Warner, ‘‘no other great poet ever imposed such
strict limitations on himself’ “He puts himself at the mercy of
his authorities and where they fad him, as they do sometimes in

this portion of the Skahnama He makes no attempt to invent

incidents, but leaves a blank and passes on ”7 Thus Firdausi

repeated the mistaken notions or confused traditions of his pre-

decessors without making any effort to correct them This is how
and why the tradition of Ardashir I and Raid has been taken over

from Pehlavi sources in the Shahnama

4 The embassy ofArdashir II tn the court of Candragupta II

According to the ShahnSma, Ardashir sent an envoy of high
family to Raid with “many steeds, with gold and silk of Chin ’

8

These presents are usually mentioned m Indian works in connec-
tion with northern peoples The northern peoples, particularly

the Rambojas,are stated to have brought the presents of horses to

the court ofYudhtsthira in the Mahabkarata (II, 45, 19,, 20, II, 47,

3 4) and to Raghu in the Raghuvamsa (IV, 70) They are also said



CHAPTER XIII

Kalidasa and the Hunas

1 The Reference to the Hunas in the Raghvvamsa

Kalidasa has referred to the Huijas in his account of the north-

western campaign of Raghu given in the Fourth canto of the

Raghuvatnsa “The horses, who removed the exhaustion of the

journey by rolling on the banks of the Vanksu (Sindhu), shook

their manes that were smeared with saffron filaments There, the

exploits of Raghu, whose valour expressed itself among the husbands

of the Huna women, became manifest m the gashes of their

cheeks*’1 In this passage it is controversial whether the reading

vanksu should be accepted or sindhu should be preferred MalhnXtha

has accepted the reading sindhu and D R Bhandirkar3 and
Hodiwala3 have agreed with him On the other hand, K B Pathak*

has taken the variant vanksu as correct and identified it with the

Oxus S K Aiynngar5 has followed this view but equated vanksu

with a tributary of the Okus named YYaksliah rather than the

Oxus itself B C Law has also endorsed this \ lew and identified

Vanksu with the Oxus and its tributaries 8 Among ancient com-
mentators Dinakara, Dharmameru and Vijnjaganm have accepted
the reading 'tankin' and Cantravardham and Vailabhadev

n

have used the reading mnkinu according to some manuscripts of

their commentaries Sumativ yaya has esprcssly employed the reading

1 Raghuvamsa, IV, 67 68

feA II

ffr gorr^tgpTr i

tnra 1

1

a Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal (Letters) Vol
XII, No 1, (1947), pp 3G 37

s Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Astatic Soctetyl930),

pp 282 83
4 Indian Antiquary (1912), p 266
5 Indian Antiquary (1919), pp 65*74
0 BC Law, Geegraf focal Aspects of Kalidasa's IVorkr, (Calcutta,

1954), p 2
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vanksu- In another manuscript of this commentary the reading is

martini. All these readings and variants are based upon vanhtl.

For the determination of the correct reading of this word the Nagpur

stone inscription of Naravarmadeva dated 1161 Vikrama era or

1104-1105 A.D. is very important. Verses 35-54 of this inscription

allude to the victorious campaign of his brother Laksm&deva who

is represented like Raghu as going from east to west and north

to south conquering all the countries. Verse 54 refers to the

encampment of Lakgmadeva on the banks of the Vanksu in con-

nection with his encounter with the king of the Kiras. Kielborn

has translated this verse as follows :

“Being encamped on the banks of the Vanksu, which were

even softer than nature made them because the saffron filaments

on them were withering under the rolling of the teams of fristy

horses, presented by the Turuska, whom he had eradicated with

ease, he taught the Kira chief to utter most flattering Speeches,

who on account of the proximity of the Sarasvati was eloquent

beyond measure and who was like a parrot shut up in a big cage.

The first line of this verse paraphrases verse 67 of the IV canto

of the RaghuvamSa
,
cited above. In it the reference to the wither-

ing of the saffron filaments as a result of the rolling of horses recalls

the description of the smearing of the manes of the horses of Raghu

with saffron by reason of their rolling down. A glance at the

imagery and phraseology of these verses leaves no room for doubt

that the author of the Nagpur praSasti, who was probably Naravar-

madeva himself, had in mind the conception of Kalidasa and

recapitulated it in almost the same style. This identity of idea and

diction is a guarantee of the reading vanksu in the verse of the

Itaghuvamfa. Had the reading in this verse been sindhu, it is hard to

comprehend how the author of the Nagpur praSasti contemplated

the campaign of Laksmadeva on the banks of the Vanksu where

horses rolled freely in saffron fields. The use of the words and

thought of Kalidasa in a context foreign to his composition h

quite unthinkable. The obvious inference it suggests it

7 Epigraphia IWrVa, Vol. IT, p. 188.
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Kalidasa referred to the rolling of horses m the saffron fields of

the Vanlsu regions m connection with the conquest of the nor-

thern quarter by Raghu and that Naravarmadeva attributed

this exploit to Ins brother Lahsmadeva following the model set by
the great poet

The problem of the reading of the word in dispute has to be
tackled from another point of view also Kalidasa associates the

saffron-producing regions with the river he has in mind It is a well-

known fact that saffron was cultivated m Bactria and the adjoin-

ing territories m ancient times Berthold Laufer8 has shown that

saffron (ciocus satwus of the family of hiitac) has been cultivated

in western Asia from remote ages so much so that it is unknown in

a wild stage In China Chang K’len is stated to have obtained

the seeds of the hun lan (carthamus) in the western countries (Si Yu)

But the knowledge of saffron of the Chinese people up to the

T’ang period was extremely confused and they did not easily

distinguish between saffron (crocus sativus) and safflower (carth-

amus tinctonus) It was during the period of the Mongol domina-

tion under the Yuan dynasty that saffron began to be regularly

imported into China through Arab merchants® as is manifest

from its names kt-fu lan (tsa fu-lan) and safa tsi (sa fa lan) which

are akin to Japanese safuran and Siamese faran and are the trans-

criptions of Arabic za'firan or zafaran that, on its part, has rscultcd

in Spanish azafran, Portuguese arafrao or esa/rao, Tndo-Portuguese

safrao, Italian zafferano
,
French safran, English saffron

t
Rumanian

sofran » Russian safran, old Armenian zavhran, New Armenian 50/rfln

and Dighur sakparan This wide prevalence of the Arabic word
Za'firan or zafaran from the Pacific to the Atlantic proves that the

trade of this commodity was mostly in the hands of the Arabs in

medieval tunes and that it was an important product of western

Asia where they had come to predominate Generally the product

of memecylon wluch was a cheap colouring substance was substi-

tuted for saffron in trade The Chinese term Yu km denotes tlus

product as well as saffron Li Chi-chen states th3t Yu kin was
8 Berthold Laufer, Sino-Iramca (Chicago, 1919) p 309
9 W Watters holds that saffron was first imported into China

from Persia direct or at least obtained immediately from
Persian traders (Fssajs on the Chinese Language, p 34ft) But
the word za’faran is an Arabic loan-word in Persian and
may have been brought to China by Arab traders, as held
b} Berthold Laufer (Ano-framra, p 31 1 f n 3)
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produced in Hellenistic Orient (Ta Tsin). Hiuen-T’sang observes

that to the north-west of the wall of the Bodhi tree at Buddhagaya

was a stupa called Tu-kin-kiem

?

(Kunkuma) that was built by a

merchant-chief of the country of Tsao-kiu-ch'u (Arachosia or

Zahnlistan) who had been rescued from a shipwreck by Kwan-lsz-

Isai (AvalokiteSvara Bodhisattva). 10 The name of this stupa, Kura-

kuma stupa, suggests that the merchant who built it dealt mainly

in saffron which he used to bring from Arachosia to eastern India

for purposes of trade. The T’ang Annals confirm this fact y

mentioning saffron as a product of Uddiyana, Jaguda and Baltistan

besides India. It is on record that in 719 A.D. the king of Kang

(Bukhara) presented thirty pounds of saffron to' the Chinese

emperor.11

Saffron was also known ir Ancient Persia. The Chinese tests

Chm-shi and Sin Shu counts Tu-Un among His products of fw<

(Persia). Acschyles refers to the saffron yellow footgear of ng

Darius. 18 In the works of Istakliri and Idnsi saffron is mentions

among the products of Derbend, Ispahan and Transoxiana.
1’

mentions saffron as the principal product of Rud-Dcrawer in t

«

province ofJcbal in ancient Media.11 The Armenian customers

esteemed most highly the saflion of Khurassan, which, however,

was marketed in such small quantities that the Persians had to

meet the demand with exportations from Caucasus. The share o

the Persians in the distribution of saffron is vividly demonstrate

by the Tibetan word for it, gur-Lum, gar-gum, which is threat j

traceable to Persian kurkum or karkam. According to I'riwbi
^

Hirth, the Chinese word Yu-kin is nlso derived from this source*

It is also noteworthy that the Sogdian word for this product

lurhumba and the Tokharian word kurkama belong to the same

family. Besides kurkum, there are Persian keikhan and kay a

which denote saffron in the flower. It is likclv that the latter

word kafiSa denotes some special variety of it which was Ero
'vn

10 Samuel Beal, Buddhist Records of the I Western World, Vol.

pp. 126-127, 283-284, Vol. I, p. 62.

11 Edouard Chavanncs, Documents sur les 7 ’cu-Kive Occident'111
'1’

p. 203.
18 Hehn, Kullurpflanztn

,

p. 264.
18 A. Jnubert, Geographie de el-IJnsi, pp. 168-192.
11 B. de Meynard, Diclionnaire Ccographique dt la Perse, p. 2C7.

,s Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vot- •v -

p. 221.
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jn ksptst (KaSmira or Gandhara) Thus, jt is clear that the Oxtis

regions, Persia Arachosia, Uddiyana, Baltistan and KaSmira were

the mam saffron producing lands in ancient times

Indian sources arc also conversant with the saffron of Bactria

In the 4marakoso1* one of the synonyms of kumkuma is oathka
which suggests its Bactrian origin l

~
The Amaral osa has been assign-

18 Amarakosa, Kfv arga, verses 123 24 (cd SI arma and Sardesai)

p 159

cPn^PlPTT'tU 4 a ifw fTTTT^T 1

fptW ** ^ *T ftTOPt* u

TtftvnrifciPm t* ^Tr^rrfitrr i
*

tftr srrfhTT^PT n
17 According to Berthold Laufcr it was from Persia that the

saffron plant was propagated to Kasmira He states that

"reminiscence of tins event is preserved m the Sansltyt

term talhtka, a synonym of saffron, which means ‘origination

from Pahlava ’ {Stno Iramcn, p 320 ] Laufer errs in

treating taUnfa as signifying pahla a The two terms are

m fact distinct Valht unmistakably represents Balkh or
Bactria Hence talhika signifies the saffron of Bactria,

which was far famed m ancient times, as seen above
That saffron was an introduction in Kasmira is manifest

from the Buddhist legend that Madhyantika the fust

apostle of Buddhism in KaSmIra, planted the saffron plant

[Scincfncr, T5ran alhaj Gescl ichtc des Buddhimus m Indten

P 13, Jean Przvluski Journal Analiqu' (1914), p 357]

The saffron of Kasmira also became famous in ancient
time Reference has been made to the Persian word for
saffron l aftia, which is derived from kap'si The Chinese
writer Li Chi Chen has given Cha hi mo (dza gu ma)
as a synonym of 2u km This term is also given with
the translation luktn m the Clunese-Sanshrt dictionary
Fan yi mingyi 1st This word is equated by Taufer
with Sanskrt Jaguda through the medium of a vernacular

form jaguma (Stno Iramea
t p 318) In the Annals of

the Lcang dynasty it is stated that 3 u ktn is produced
is KaSmira In 647 A D the country L.ia pi in India
is said to have offered it to the Chinese court From India
saffron was exported to fu nan (Cambodia) whose king
Jayavarman offered it with storax and other aromatics to
the Chinese Court m 519 (Paul Pclhot, Bulletin de I ecole
rrancaistd Extreme Orient II, p 20) The saffron of Ka§-
mjra is also noted m the Aw t Akbari (tr Blochmann, Vol T

p 04) and the Memoirs of Jahangir (H M Elliot, His’ory
of India as iold by its oitn historians

t
(VI p 375)
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ed to the Fourth century AJX by K.G. Oak.18 Hence it is clear that

in the early Gupta period, which is generally taken to be the age of

Kalidasa, the safFron of Bactria was fairly well-known and popular

in India. In his gloss on the Amarakosa, known as Amara-

loiodghatana, Kslrasvamin19
(later half of the eleventh century)

explains valhika as a product of Valhi-desa or Bactria and adds that

in the northern campaign of Raghu it is referred to as besmearing

the manes of his horses. Here Ksirasvamin quotes the actual verse

of the Raghuvamsa (IV 67)*° which proves that he had the reading

Vanksu in this verse before him. Otherwise it passes comprehension

as to how he could have cited this verse while commenting on the

word v$thika as a synonym of saffron.

It is thus settled that Kalidasa located the HQnas conquered

by Raghu on the bank of the Vanksu or the Oxm- 1 rather than the

Sindhu or the Indus. We ha\e now to ascertain as to when the

Huijas hved in the Oxm regions and played a part in their

history.

is

19

*0

u

K. G, Oak, AmarakoSa with the commentary of Ksirasvamin,
introduction p. 8 ; Pandit Ramavatara Sarnia holds that its

author Amarasingha must have flourished before the sixth

century A.D^ when it was translated into Chinese by
Gunarata, (ICalpadrukosa of KeSava, introduction, p. 17).

Kslrasvamin implies that Amara was prior to the Buddhist
grammarian Ghandragomin. Hence he should be taken to

have lived before 450 A.D. (H.D. garma and R.N. Sardesai,
Amarakosa, introduction, p. 1).

Ramavatara §arma, Knlpadrukoia of KtScva, intro-

duction p. 13.

Amarakoia (ed. garma & Sardesai), p. 159.

strata? i

f i

The river Oxus or Amu-darya. is called Vanksu, Vaksu
Cafiju in Indian literature, Po-tsu (formerly Written a*
r?-chf) in Chinese (S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western
florid, Vol. I p. 12) and WaUah-ib by al-ldrisi (Bretschncider
Medieval Geography, p. 1C6). It issues from the western
era of the Sarik-Knl lake and after a course of unwaids of a
thousand miles, in a direction generally north-west, folk

"**?”** ^uthern end of the Aral Sea (Wood, Oxus, pP>

Too
lht Rt>> al Geographies! Society, Vol. X, pp-

IZ>-123 Vol. xlu, p. 507
; Vol. xlviii, p. 221).
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2 Ajlying survey of the history of the Htung nu

In the second half of the third century B C we find a confedera-

tion of tribes organising itselfm the whole of Mongolia which the

Chinese have called Hiung nu The Chinese changed the spelling of

this word to suit their different attitudes towards these people In

10 AD emperor Wang-Mang changed Htung nu, to Hiang nu,

implying the idea of submission Six >cars later when he was on

good terms with these people, he ordered them to be called hung-nu,

denoting respect and esteem Thus, the Chinese were concerned

with the semantic value of this name and were oblivious of its phone-

tic signification implying an ethnic connotation It is now almost

established that the Hiung nu were the Turks,'" although the latter

name, which was ongmall} an epithet, was then unknown
*3 But

11 The word turk is a Mongol word meaning ‘strong’ brave’

Its plural turkut underlies the Chinese word t'u hue, which
was used to designate the people of Altai, who revolted

against the Juan ^uan in 551 AD and set up an empire
of their own with its capital near the Orkhon in Outer
Mongolia It is for the first time in that year that we come
across the word lurk (Paul PcIUot, La Haute Aste, p 12)

'3 Kurakichi Shiratori has on the other hand, held that the

Hiung nu were Mongols He bases his view on Imguistie

grounds [K Shiratori, 'Sur 1 ongine ties Hiong nou’, Journal

Astaitque (1923) p 71] The Russio i Sinologist N J
Bichurin was of the same opinion, But eorher Shiratori

himself has emphasized the Turkish origin or these people on
other linguistic grounds [ Uber die Sprachen der Hiung nu
und der Tung hu St-imme , Bulletin de l Academic Impenale des

Sciences (1902), p 2] Chinese sources are consistent in main-
taining that the Turks were the descendants of the Hiung-
nu According to the Pei Shih the affinity of the Turks and
the Hiung nu is stressed In it it is stated that “the Turks,
who lived to the right of the Western Lake, arc a separate
branch of the Hiung nu ” In it wc also read that “the
Tolas are descendants’ of the Hiung nu ” Further we
learn that the speech of the K.a ch’e (Red Ti) was like that
of the Hiung nu In the T’ang Sfu the presumed Hiung-
nu origin of the Turks is restated The Uighurs are like-

wise said to be of Hiung nu origin Thus all tribes listed

with little or no reservation as former Hiung nu turn out
to be Turkic (William Samolm "Hsiung nu Hun Turk,'
Central Asiatic Jou nal Vol III no 2 pp 149 150) Altheim
lists four Hunmc tribes Amilzur, Itimar, Tunsur and Boish
for which he presents Turkish etymologies [F Altheim,
AUtla und dte Hunnen (1951) p 100] But his method is not
always acceptable
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though the leading clan of this group was of Turkish stock, it

docs not follow that the confederation did not include Iranian

elements. In fact, the costume and armaments—pantaloon,

coat, belt, boots, long swords etc.—which the Chinese copied from

the Hiung-nu in the beginning of the third century B.C. were

Iranian par excellence, as shown by Bcrthold Laufei ,

5J M. I. Rostovt-

zefT25 and Otto Maenchen-Helfen,26 and the Hiung-nu owed them to

the Iranians who were their close neighbours in ancient times.27

Recent researches in linguistics and archaeology have demons'

trated that the Hiung-nu had a strong Indo-European element also.

The descriptions and representations of the Hiung-nu by the Chinese

bear out their Indo-Euiopean aflinites in unmistakable terms. For

example, the baibanan whom Ho-Ch'U-ping’s horse is shown to

be trampling under its hoofs has a mustache and a full bear

uncommon among the Mongoloids, as pointed out by C. ' •

Bishop.28 We learn from the. Chin-shu that the Hiung-nu soldiers

slain by the order of the Chinese Shih Min, who became the ruler

of Chao in northern Honan in 349, were distinguished by hig

noses and full beards.

Following the recognition of the Indo-European element amonS

the Hiung-nu the etymology of their name has also been subjects

to afresh analysis. Tomaschck had derived the name Hiuag-nn r̂om

Turkish on, ana. meaning ‘to grow’. Alfoldi connected it with 9“".

meaning ‘glutton, gulo\ Nemeth suggested the equation of hnn with

font (gun), meaning a ‘people*, some analogous words being Mongo

foimun ‘man’, Samoyed Kum and Latin homo. Bazin thought that

kun came from qvn signifying ‘force’ and Bussagli conjectured

that it is related to hnn meaning ‘ferocious’ in an Anatohan

21 Berthold Laufer, Chinese Clay Figures, Prolegomena on the HttlotJ

of Defensive Armour (Chicago, 1914), pp. 218 ff.

25 M. I. Rostovtzeff, Iranians and Greeks tn South Russia (Oxfur ,

1922) p. 204 ; T. Talbot Rice, 7*Ae Scythians pp. 19M-

»

S. Umehara, Etude des bronzes des royaumes eotnbattanls, (Ky01 *

1936) plates 87-08.
70 Otto Maenchen-Helfen, ‘Crenelated mane and scabbar

^

slide’ Central Asiatic Journal Vol III. no. 2 pp* 95 et *e£l’*

‘Ate Chinese hii-pU and ICuo-ln Indo-European loan words •

Language Voh 21 (1945) pp. 256-260
87 Paul Pelhot, La Haute Asie, p. 7.

'

28 C. W. Bidiop
, The Tomb of Ho ChM-ping’, Artil'tts A»af

(1928-29) Vol I p. 37
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dialect Ia Otto Maenchen-Helfen has come forth with the suggestion

that the word hun is related to the Iraman-Avestan word hunara

(skill) and kunaraumt (skilful) 30

In the second half of the third century D G the confederacy

of the Hiung ntt was headed by a shan-yu whose title is transcribed

m Chinese as CfCeng-h Lou-t'ou shan-yu

,

in which the echo of the

Turco-Mongol word tangri (sky) is discernible 31 Below the jhan-yti,

whose capital was on the Orkhon, two great dignitaries called

T’u-h’t (Turk, doghn meaning ‘faithful* ‘right’) resided on the

Kcruleu and Mount Khangn respectively. Below these personages

ranged the official heirarchy of the Ku-h of right and left wings

and corresponding to them m descending Older were the generals,

governors, great lang-hu, great /.« tn and chiefs of thousands,

hundreds and tens **

After an initial rebuff under Ts’in She Huang-ti (221-210 B C.)

whose general Mung Then completed the Great Wall and expelled

the Hiung-nu from the the Ordoj in 214 B G ,
the Hiung-nu commen-

ced their expansion in the west by attacking the Yue-che under their

i/irnyuTeu-man (210-200 BG) Macwtuen (209 174 BC), the son

and successor of 1 ’cn-rnon, inflicted a crushing defeat on the Yue che

in western Kan-su and Ins son Lco-shang (174-161 BC) killed

their chief and made a drinking bowl of his skull and compelled

them to migrate towards the west across the northern Gobi
Leaving a fraction of their kith and kin to settle to the south of

Nan-shan among the Khang, where they came to be known as

Siao Yue-che, their main body reached the valley of the Ih and
the Issih-Lul, but were pushed out from there by the Wu-sucn
with the assistance of the Hiung-nu This movement of the Yue-che
was fraught with great consequences for the history of southern

and western Asia, to which we shall revert later Here it is

sufficient to note that the expulsion of the Yue-che enhanced the

80 Sitzungibcrichte der Berliner Ahademte efer M’issenschqften (I88G)
VqI III p 7G3, Archaologiscke Anzetger (1931) p 393,
Nemeth AUila es Hunjai (Budapest 1940) p 225

w Oita Macnchen Helfcn, The Ethnic Name Hun’ Stadia
Serua Bernhard Karlgren dedicala (1959) pp 223-238

31 Kurahiclu Shiratori, ‘A study of the titles of Khagan and
Khatum*, A{emmrs of the Toyo i?«n7o, l, p 11, ‘On the Terri-
tory of the Hstung-nu prince Hs’u t’u Wang and his metal
statues for Heaven Worship,’ 161d , V, p 71

ai Edouard Chat annes, Les Memoirs de Sse ma T’s’ten, I, p 65
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power and prestige of the Hiung-nu. In 167 B.C. they penetrated

into Shen-si up to Huei-chong and burnt the royal palace and in

158 appeared near Ch'ang-ngan and again in 142 attacked the

Great Wall in the Yen-men area. Thus, the meance of the Hiung-nu

hovered over the whole of the Chinese Frontier and was forestalled

only by the advent of emperor Wu-ti (140-87 B.C.), 'whose

ambassador Ghang-K’ien tried to instigate the Yue-che against

them (129 B.C.) and whose general Wei T’sing routed them from

the march of Shao-fang in 124 B.C. Wei T’sing’s nephew Ho K'iu-

ping chased them away from Kan-su m 121 B.C. and with his uncle

pierced into the heart of the Hiung-nu empire in Outer Mongolia

up to the lower course of the Ongkin and surprised the shan-yu

Yi-che-sie killing or capturing 19,000 soldiers. Ho K’iu-ping pene-

trated deeper up to the Upper Tula and the Orkhon and celebrated

a solemn sacrifice of 80 Hiung-nu chiefs on the mountain-tops of

their country :
33 But towards the end of his reign Wu-ti saw

his disaster of Varus, when the young Chinese captain Li Ling

rushed into Mongolia with 5000 soldiers and was overwhelmed

and annihilated by the Hiung-nu hordes. But the Hiung-nu could

not make any impression on the Han empire and diverted their

attention to the oases of the Tarim basin where at last the Chinese

succeeded in establishing their hegemony by 60 B.C. After 60 B.C

schism, secession and conflict tore the organisation of the Hiung-flu*

Two rival claimants Hu-han-yc and Che-chc disputed the title of

shan-yu. In 51 B.C. the former submitted himself in the court of

Siuan-ti at Ch’ang-ngan and solicited his assistance against l»s

rival. With the aid of Chinese forces he defeated his antagonist

and installed himself on the Orkhon. In 33 he returned to the

imperial court to offer his allegiance and receive as a recompco54

the hand of a Chinese princess. The vanquished horde quitt^

Mongolia and sought fortune in the territory of Russian

Turkistan— forcing their way through the Wu-sucn of the I«>

confederating with the Ku-kie of the Irnil and the K’icn-ku

of the Aral Steppes, encroaching on the land of the K’ang-klU

and laying their camp in the Steppes of Chu and Talas. But the

Chinese hardly gave them the time to consolidate and their gencf™

Ch’eng Tang pounced on Che-chc in the Steppes of Chu an

decapitated him in 36-35 B.C. Thereafter the Hiung-nu disapp^

from the western scene till in the fourth century A D. wc fin

** Edouard Chavannes, ibid., I, pp. 67, 68.
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another horde swarming in that direction that has been wrongly

identified with these people and with which we shall deal later on.

While the western Hiung-nu were thus worsted, the eastern

horde, cowed down for the time being, raised its head in

the tune of troubles and conflicts that marked the end of the Han
dynasty (8-25 A.D.). In 10 A.D. their shan-yu siezed the king-

dom of Turfan and plundered up to tire frontier or the Chinese

empire. But in 25 A.D. the establishment of the Later Han dyna-

sty synchronized with the scission of the Hning-nu hordes. The
eight hordes of the south led by Pi rose against the shan-yu, P’u-nu

and offered allegiance to the Chinese court. The emperor Kuang
Wu-ti rehabilitated them along the limes of Kan-su and Shan-si as

clients of the empire. As for the northen Hiung-nu, they were

beaten by the Sicn-pei and the Wu-liuau who were set against them
by Tsi Yong, the Chinese governor of Leao-tong.

In the first century A.D. dawned the golden age of Chinese

expansion in the West. The reign of Mmg-ti (58-75 A.D.) Cliang-

ti (76-88 A.D.) and Ho-ti (89-105 A.D.) saw the subjugation of

the states of the Tarim basin by the armies of Pan Ch’ao. In the

course of these operations Chinese generals often repelled the Hiung-

nu. In 91, for instance, Keng K’uei marched up to the Orkhon
and inflicted a bloody defeat on the Hiung-nu, capturing the house-

hold of the shan-yu and nominating in his place his brother Yu-
ch’u-kien. The new ruler raised his head again in 93 but was
crushed and killed by the Sicn-pei. These northern Hiung-nu
were finally engulfed in the empire set up by this Mongol horde
ofSien-pi (Sarbi, Sirbi or Sirvi)** in 155 A.D.

As for the southern. Iliuag-tiu, they moved to the south under
the pressure of the Sien-pei and settled inside the great bend of
the Yellow River in the Steppe of Ordos and the regions adjoining
A-ia-shan. Their shan-yu, Hu-ch’u-ts’iuan (195-216 A.D.) began
to live at P’ing-yang in the heart of Shan-si.ss In the fourth cen-
tury the fall of the Hans unleashed a turmoil of civil wars in which

S1 Paul Pelliot, ‘Tokharien et Koutcheen’, Journal Asialiaue
(1934), P. 35 fF.Torii,

' . . - -

des populations pruuiti

of the College of Science,

XXXVI, pp. 9-19.
95 Peter A. Boodbcrg, ‘Two Notes on the History of the Chinese

Frontier’, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies (1936). pp. 292-
298.
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the Hiung-nu of P’ing-yang put forth their claim to the Imperial

throne under the cloak of legitimacy and in 304 A D. their chief

Ueu Yuan obtained from the court of the T'stng emperor the title

of shan-yu of the five hordes. In 308 he was proclaimed emperor

at Tai-yuan as the legitimate heir of the Hans and founded a

dynasty known as Pei-han or T’sien Chao. In 329 She Lei supplanted

the line of Pei-han and inaugurated the dynasty called Hen Chao,

which remained m power upto 350 A.D., when the Mu-jung of the

Sien-pei race seized the whole of Ho-pei, Shan-si and Shan-timg an

their chief Mu-jung Tsiun set up Ins capital at Yen or Ki (Peking).

This empire known as Hen Yen lasted up to 407 and th.it of Si en

founded by another member of the Mu-jung family maintained

itself up to 417. Ultimately the Mu-jung empire passed mto the

hands of the T’o-pa or Tabgach Turks whose energetic leader T o*

pa Kuei (386-409 A.D.) established his regime under the dynastic

name of Wei.36

This brief tesumc of the history of the Hiung-nu up to the

fourth century of the Christain era conclusively proves that they

had nothing to do with the regions of the Onus valley*7 and could

not be referred to as occupying them by' any author prior to that

century. Let us now outline the events of the Ofus Valley from

the first century B.C. to the 4th century A.D. in order to find out

whether they fit in with the reference to the Hunas on the Onus

in the Raghuianisa of Kalidasa.

34 Ren6 Grousset, VEmpire des Steppes (Paris, 1943), pp. 96.

37 Recently K. Enoki has expressed his agreement with the

view that the Hiung-nu never entered BaCtriana. In *n

article entitled Sogdtana and the Hsiung-un published in

Central Asiatic Journal, (1955) Vol. I, Parti, pp- 43-0-

Enoki has discussed the remark of tire Wei-shu (book 10-)

that the Hiuug-nu killed the king of Su-t’e, which was

called Yen-ts'ai in ancient times and was also known as

Wen-na sha, and conquered it and that Hu-i was the tin™

ruler of this line of Hiung-nu. Enoki has shown that the

identification of Su-t'e and Yen-t’sai is baseless
.

and that

the aforesaid remark does not prove the identity of the

Huns and the Hiung-nu. In fact, the theory of the onenW*

of the Hum and the Hiung-nu is quite unfounded. Here *

historical tradition or the Han period has been 'wrongly

engrafted on the events of Sogdiana. Sea also Otto Macn*

chcn-Hcifcn, JJjzanlion Vol. 17 (1944-45) pp. 225-231
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3 A thumb-nail skelck of the history of the Oxits Valley

It has been observed above that the Ta Yue-che migrated to-

wards the west as a result of the pressure of the Hiung-nu and the

Wu suen In 129 8 B C Chang K’len found them in Sogdiana to

the north of the Oxus ss At that time they were also occupying

the country to the south of this river, called Ta Aifl
30 in Chinese

works They put an end to the Greek kingdom of Bactria and

possibly Sogdiana40 and divided the country into five principalities

ruled by the five Hi lieu (Yaghbu) of Hieu mi, Shuang mi, Kuei

sliuang, Hi tuen and Kao Fu or Tu mi 11 The advent of these

33 Haneda Toru, ‘A propos des Ta Yue-tche et des Houei
chouang,’ Bulletin de la Alaison Tranco Japonaise (1933),

p 13-14 Friedrich Hirth The Story of Chang K.’ien,

China s Pioneer in Western Asia’, Journal of the American

Oriental Society (1917), p 96
33 Ta Hia signifies Tukhanstan, the eastern part of Bactria

[Sylvam Levi, ‘Le Tokharien Journal Asiatigue (1933),

p 5] Bactria was, in fact, divided into two parts, Balkh and
Tukhanstan This division was known up to the time of
the Arab geographer Ibn Khurdadbeh • [J Marquart
Eransahr, noth der Geographie des Ps A loses Xorenach p 70]
That the Ta Yue che occupied this eastern part of Bactria

rather than Balkh at that time is clear from the fact that
their capital is located at Lan she Ch’eng which has been
identified by Marquart with Ishkamish in Badakshan [J
Marquart, Wehrot und Arang p, 86 ]

40 The Chinese name of Sogdnna or Ferghana Tayuan has been
equated with the Indo Iranian name of the Greeks Yavana
(Rene Grousset, L'Empire des Steppes, p 75 f n ) Should
this view be correct, we would be entitled to hold tint the
Graeco Bactnan empire extended beyond the Oxus

41 J J De Groot {Die U esilunder Chinas in der Varchhsthch’n

xjeit, p 97), has proposed the following identifications of
these names Hicu mi =\Vakhan, Shuang mi = Chitral,

is evidently a mistake for Tu mi, which remains obscure

These five hi heu were the Ta hia The Hett Han shu
states that the Yue che divided the country among five hi-
heu Trom this remark it follows that the five hi heu were
the Yue che themselves But the Ts'ten Han shu gives a
different version from which it has been inferred that these

continued on Page 290
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people is referred to in the remark of Strabo (XI, 511),

based on the information of Apollodoros, who wrote between

the fall of Bactria and the death of Mithradates II in 87

B.G., that between 140 and 130 B.C. the Asioi, Pasianoi,

Tokharoi and Sakarauli seized the province of Bactria from the

Greeks S. P. Tolstov has placed the Asiani to the east and

north-east of the Syr-darya and in the Hi and Chu river basins,

the Apasiakae (Pasianoi) in the basin of the Jana-darya, the

Tochari in the basin of the Kuvan-darya, and the Syr-darya doab,

and the Sacaraucae (Sakarauli) in the basin of the Inkar-darya.

[S P. Tolstov, Central
t
Asian Scythians in Ike light of the latest

archaeological discoveries
,
contributed to the International Conference

on Asian Archaeology, New Delhi, on 20-10-61] In place of these

four tribes Trogus, whose source is dated shortly after 87 B.C.,

continuedfrom page 289

hi-hcu were different from the Yuc-chc and represented

the indigenous population of Ta-hia over which the latter

had come to rule. The Japanese scholars Kuwahara Jitzuzo

and Haneda Toru have advanced this view and Sten Konow
[‘Notes on Indo-Scythian Chronology’, Journal ofIndian History,

(1933), p. 38] and Paul PelUot [‘Tokharien et Koutcheen,
Journal Asialique (1934) p. 38] have stood by it. Gustav
Haloun has discussed this point in detail but reserved

his judgment. [G. Haloun, ‘Zur t)e-tsi Frage’, %eitsthrift

der Deutschen Morgenlandischcn Gestllschaft (1937), p. 257,
f.n. 1]. Likewise Sir Aurel Stein leaves the question

open {Serindia, p. 287). W. W. Tarn, however, subs-

cribed to the old theory that the Hi-heu including the

Kuel-shuang (Kusana) were the Yue-che themselves.
{The Greeks in Bactria and India, p. 287.- f.'n. 4). Re*
cently, Otto Maenchen-Helfen has endorsed the older
view and stated that the “five hi-heu, among them the

Kush anas, * r— ’ ’ * —

”

the Yue-che
ehih Proble .

Society , 194 ,

ofKushanas were settled in the northern Tarim valley long
before the Kushana empire was founded, as is clear from
various place names, e.g, Kutsi, Ku-shih, Kao-ch’ang, etc.

It is noteworthy that Kuca was known as KtiSa or Ktisan
in Uighur texts and Kosan in the history of Rashiduddin.
[Paul PelUot, ‘Tokharien et Koutchden’, Journal Asialtipft

(1934) p. 59 f.n.]. O. Maenchen-Helfen thinks that Tueh-chih
is a transcription of the word kusha {ibid., pp. 77-80.)
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notes only two, Asiam and Sacaraucac 42 Haloun has proposed to

correct asiam as cusani 43 This shows that the Kusaijas (Kuei-

shuang) joined the ^alias in the invasion of the Greek kingdom

Ludwig Bachhofer has held that the Greek realm was invaded by
two waves of peoples about 141-39 B G the Sacaraucae11 and Asiam
attacked Bactna more at the instigation of the Parthian monarch
Mithradates than as a result of the pressure from the north and

a decade later the Toklianans came and drove out the Sacaraucae

but let stay the Asiam who acknowledged their suzerainty 45 Otto

Macrchen Helfcn rejects this view and states that Bactna was in-

vaded only once by the Yue che He relies on the T stm Han shu 96

B where it is expressly stated that when the gakas in the northern

T ien shan were driven out by the Yue che they went not to

Bactna but to Ki pin 44 The Sacaraucae and Yue-che invaded the

valley of the Oxus at one and the same time, the former occupying

Bukhara to the north of the Oxus and western Bactnana and
Margiana to its south and the latter settling in the eastern parts

of the valley in a north to south direction 47 It appears that Greek

rule and authority continued to exist in the Kunduz area after the

debacle of the Graeco Bactnan kingdom The discovery of a

hoard of Graeco-Bactnan tetradrachms at a spot half way between
the towns of Kunduz and Klianabad in the Afghan province of
Kataghan in 1948, in which the Graeco Bactnan coins of Lysias

Theophilus, Antialcidas, Amyntas, Archebius, Phjloxenus and

-4" For an up to date and complete compilation of the passages
in the Classical sources referring to the conquest of Bactna
seej Junge Saka Studien (Leipzig, 1 939) pp 96 97

43 Gustav Haloun, ‘Zur Ue tsi Frage,’ op cit

,

p 253 fn 4
44 R Ghirshman identifies the Sacaraucae with the saharao or

sakarau of com legends [Beqram, recherches archcolapiques et

hislonques sur les Kouchans {Cairo 1946) p 114] O G Von
Wesendonk sees in them the Sakaravaka [ Kusan, Chiomten
und Hcphthaliten,3

Alio (1933) p 337] while, according to

J Marquart they represent the Saka haumavarka [Das ersle

Kapitel des Galha Ustavali (Rome, 1930) p 43]
43 Ludwig Rachhofer, ‘On the. Greeks and Sakas m India,

Journal of the American Oriental Society (1941 pp 216 247)
44 Otto Maenchen Helfen ‘The Yueh Chih Problem Re

examined’. Journal of the American Oriental Society (1945)
pp 71-72 fn 7]

47 R Ghirshman Begram, Recherches archeologimes et ktstonques jur
les Kouchans (Cairo, 1946) p 114
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of oflicial-in'charge of the said hoard buried it

(7rc<k
mffC

f the /In.-xl nomadic invasion of the Kunduz enclave.43

oiirhc cxCO
w3J „0t thc last Graeco-Bactrian ruler, that his reign

'Hw* by nomadic invasions and that his coins continued

t»-m »ot
^

imitated long after Ins death have been shown by
to be

. jjc holds that Kapi$i continued to be under Greek
G

\
^ ven after the .advent of the Sakas in India. According to Inm,

*u
I nnd AriHs® lmd nothing to do with the Upper Kabul Valley. 1’

ol Sacaraucac began to play an important part in the politics of

Persia. Their part in thc death ofPhraates II and Artaban was

significant. With their aid Sinatroces became the king of Persia

77 p.c, and they were a decisive factor in tlic struggle of Pfiraates

IV with his adversary Tiridatcs in 27»2G B.C.60 Prom coins we

know the names of their kings Artadr and his son Hyrcodes.61 The

legends on these coins arc sometimes in Greek, sometimes in Sogdian

or in both and tlieir reverse is copied from lire coins of Azilises,

the successor of Azcs I, whose reign falls - in thc second half of thc

18 A. D. H. liivar, ‘1'Jie Bactrjan Treasure of Kunduz’, Journal

of the Numismatic Society of India (1955) Vol. XVII, Part I,

pp. 45-46.

*9 G. K. Jenkins, ‘Indo-Scythie Mints’, Journal of the Numismatic

Society of India (1955), Vol. XVII part II pp. 20-22.
60 Albert Hermann, •Sacaratrcaf in Pauly, Wissowa,‘Kroll, Real-

Emyclopadit der Clasnschen Altertumswissenschafl Vol. f, pp.
11G1-1C20.

A Gardiner, The Coins of ike Greek and Scythian Kings of Badria
and India m the British Aluseum, pi. XXXIV, 8. On these

coins F.W. Thomas [‘Parthian and Indo*Sassanian Goins’

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society: (1883) p. 74-76] and A.
Cunningham [Numismatic Chronicle (1883) pp. 48-5, ibid.,

(1890) p. 114] read the title Uanyu or chan-yu which may
correspond to shan-yu, the title of the Hiung-nu. Should this

reading be correct, it would show that these gakas had
• -

g-nu. But

. (W.W.
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first century B G This shows that these kings ruled over the parts

of Sogdiana and Bactnana, mentioned above Contemporaneous

with them was the Kusapa King Hera us whose coin design also

resembles that of ‘Azikscs fi* Ghirshman interprets the remark of

Pompeius Trogus

—

additae his res Scylhicae Reget Tocarorum Attain

intentusque Saraucum'—to mean that Heraus overthrew Hyrcodes

about 20 B C 53 and conquered the realm of Sacaraucae and staged

a coup d'etat in his own country by supplanting the ruling families

These changes had their repercussions in the lands to the north

of the Oxus occupied by the K’ang kiu
(
hankas of Indian works)

The fall of the old ruling house of the Yue che and the overthrow

ofthe Sacaraucae gave an occasion to the K’ang km to swoop upon

Bukhara It was at that time that the independent Sogdian kingdom

was formed to which the coins, bearing on the observe the bust of

the king with face turned to the left and a legend m Sogdian and

on the reverse an archer facing the right, that have been found at

Tali Barzu near Samarqand, can be ascribed 61 It was also then

that the people of Choresmia (Khwarazm) felt the impact of the

rising power of the Kusanas The Russian archaeologist S P. Tolstov,

to whom the credit of excavating the ancient sites of Toprak Kala

and Janbas Kala in Choresmia goes, has shown that the most ancient

coins found there are exact copies of the tctradrachms of Heraus

Thereafter the currency of the Choresmian kings ceases and in its

place we find a large number of Kusana coins These coins suggest

that they were made in this region rather than in India This is a

very important point For the problem of Indian chronology 6“ Side

by side an Indo Buddhist strain becomes manifest m Choresmian art

which suggests the domination of the Kusanas In the western part
of Koikrylgan-Kala’s central building a statuette of a sitting woman
was found whose clothes are not typical of Khorezm In one of the
outbuildings of the same monument a miniature statuette of a mon-

62 E J Rapson, Indian Coins, p 9, R B Whitehead, ‘Notes on
the Indo Greeks’, Numismatic Chronicle (1940), p 120
Whitehead has referred to the researches of the Russian
numismatist A N Zograf

53 R Ghirshman, Begram, p 116
51 J de Morgan, Manuel de Numumaltque Ortenlale figs 536 37,

40,41,42,43
‘ ’

65 R N Frye, Notes on the Early Coinage of Transoxtana (Numis-
matic Notes and Monographs, No 113, New York,
American Numismatic Society 1949) p 9
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'

'
bcen unearthed. In 'their stylistic peculiarities,

with a haby no*
.

a|jy t }, c m0nkey, are close to the works of

both these statuet^^ of special significance is the “hall of the

art, produced ,n
_jrjSI^en »» fn the ruins of the royal palace at Toprak

dark skinned ff1*^
fca tures of these dark-skinned warriors are very

Jlala- I P
. , jndian population of South India. It is also

near to^ 1

tjjat several skulls of the same type were discover-

interes^inS
sepulchres of the fortress. In the opinion ofTolstov

cd in one
babjc to regard these dark-skinned warriors as the

•‘it is more
.

... ...... recruited in South or Central

* practised in those days, on the

ire’s
opposite border. ine muian warriors that remained in

Khorezm after the collapse of the empire formed the core ofthe guard

contingents kept by the rulers of independent Khorezm.”56 Tolstov

is inclined to see in certain fortresses to the east of the Oxus like Ayaz

Kala the advance posts of the Kusaija empire. The tide of Ku?ana

expansion reached further west and engulfed the town of Urartu in

Transcaucasia whose ruins at the site of Arin-Berd (Gauli-Tapa)

in Erivan have been excavated by the Russian archaeologist B. B.

Piotrovsky. Advancing further west the Kusanns occupied Crimea

and fortified the Greek town of Neapolis, which has been unearthed

and explored by the Russian archaeologists P. N. Schulz and V. A
Golovkina. The similarity of the frescoes at Toprak Knalaad in

Crimea suggest that they were made by the same population group

which invaded both territories at about the same time.” Thus,

we observe that the Scythian movement which spread along the

Oxus Valley reached up to Crimea on one hand and penetrated

into India on the other. In the third century A.D. the far-flun£

Kusana empire having its bases in Central Asia in the Oxus Valley

and the north-western regions of India suffered a set-back. It b

only in the third century A.D., the period of the decline of the

Kusana empire, that the local coins of Clioresmia, based on then

own models, begin to reappear.68

5a S.P. Tolstov, Ancient Khorezm audits Tics with India, The
Hindustan Times Weekly, March 3, 1957, p. 2.

” 5?.
B* pio,rovsky and others, Ourarlou, Keapolis d:s Sythef*

06132
tL Orient ^Lnc!cn Illustrd 8, Paris, 1954] pp. 56,

58 S. P. Tolstov, Drcrnyj Khorezm (Djanbaskala); Po sh'lcm

drtvntUioTtzmyskoj cmhzacii (Toprak Kala)

.
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About the beginning of the Christian era the north to south

division o£ the Oxus Valley was replaced by a new west to east

demarcation with the Oxus as the natural frontier To the south

of this river lay the Kusana empire and to its north the Sogdian

kingdom While the Kusana empire expanded towards the south,

Ngan si (Parthia) Kao fu (Kabul) Pu ta and Ki pin under K’icn-

tsien k 10 (Kuzula Kadphises),59 the Sogdian kingdom took part m
the politics of the Tarim Valley and aided the states of the

Kashghar regions in their struggle with China When the Chinese

general Pan Ch’ao invaded the king of Kashghar, namely Chong,
the king of Sogdiana sent armies for his help At that time the

king of Sogdiana was matrimonially related to the Yue che Hence
Pan Gh ao sent an embassy to the Yue che asking their king to

remonstrate with the Sogdian king and prevent him from aiding

the king of Kashghar At the instance of the Yuc-chc that king

suspended hostilities and returned to his country with Chong But

soon afterwards Chong reappeared at the head of the Sogdian army

and pretended to surrender Pan Ch ao discovered the intrigue

and got him beheaded 80 This shows that mspite of the mediation

of tlic Yue Che, the Sogdians continued to follow their own in-

dependent policy

The political geography of the Oxus Valley remained the same

under Wima Kadphises The Heu Han shit indicates that the

ingdom of Sogdiana spread its tentacles to the north of the Aral

Sea where the northern mo3t route connected eastern and central

Asia with the Greek settlements on the shore of the Black Sea and
the centres of the Sarmatians The kingdom of Yen situated in the

neighbourhood of the Yen tsai or Alams was dependent on Sogdiana

This control of the commercial route raised the position of Sogdian

traders in the ancient world

The said balance ot power on flie banks ol flic Oxus came to an
end with the conquest of Sogdiana by Kamaka on which recent

archaeological excavations have thrown a flood of light At Airam
near Terrncz on the northern bank of the Oxus some sculptures have
come to light which bear a deep imprint of the Mathura school 81

59 Edouard Chavanne3 ‘Les Pays d Occident d’apr£s 1c Hcu
Han shou’, 'T'oung pao (1907), p 190

80 Edouard Chavannes T oung Pao (1906), p 230
Rt M E Masson Brief Communications, Academy of the Sciences of

the USSR (1940), pp 113 1 14 (in Russian)
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The coins found there range up to the time of Vasudeva

and a fragment of stone vase bears an inscription in KharogthL

These facts together with the notice of Transoxiana as an integral

part of the Ku$ajja empire and the mention of Bukhara, Samarqand

and Tashqand as its northern limits in the Kaaba Zarathustra

inscription of Shahpuhr I® 9 prove that Sogdiana was annexed by

Kaniska to his kingdom.

The advent of the Sassanid empire meant the doom of the

Ktisana empire ofKani$ka. We learn from Tabari®3 and the Res

Gestae divt SaPoris that Ardashir, the founder of the Sassanid

dynasty, invaded the Kusana empire. But the Kaaba Zarathustra

inscription of Shahpuhr I sliows that the empire of Ardashir did

not cross the line going from Merv via Herat to Se'istan, His work

was taken up by his son Shahpuhr I who carried his arms upto

the confines of the Kujana empire and conquered Puskabur (P«ha-

war) Kas (the south-western part of Transoxiana with Bukhara
as the centre) Sughd (the north-western part of Transoxiana

including Samarqand or, according to Arab geographers, the lower

valley of the Zarafshan® 5
)
and Sasstan (the region of Tashkand) •**

The burnt and deserted remains of the second city at Begram and
the temples at Surkh Kotal47 and the abandoned sites ofTermed
and the fourth city at Tali-Barzu88 are evidences of these vicissi-

tudes. Similarly the coins, bearing royal effigies with crowns

resembling those of the Sassanid kings from Ardashir I and Sh&h-
..puhr I to Hormizd IV (574-590), found at the Choresmian sites,

Ihe new ceramic, decorated in Sassanian style and having forms

62 M. Sprengffng, ‘Shahpuhr I the Great, on the Kaabah of

AmericanJiourttal of Semetie Languages and Literature

(1940), pp. 354-357.
A

T,*
Noldcke, Ceschichle der Perser und Araber zur Zed der

oassamden, Aus der Arabischer Chronik des Tabari, p. 17.
64 E. Honigmann and A. Maricq, Recherches sur les Res Gestae

(Bruxelles, 1953), pp. 106-107.
*s U. Frye, ‘Sughd and the Sogdians ’ Journal of the American

Oriental Society (1943), pp. 14-16.
** M. Sprengling, op. eit., pp. 354-356.
47 Daniel Schlumberger, ‘Le Temple de Surkh Kotal en Bac-

triane
, Journal Asiatique (1954), p. 170.

G. GrigoriefF, Tali-Barzu
, Gossaudarstveniy Ermitage troudi

otdela istoru koultouri i iskoustva II (1940) p. 95-97 (
!n

Russian). A. L. Mongait, Archaeology in the U.S.S.R., p. 21»-
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approaching Persian silver-ware discovered xn stratum V ai Tali

Barzu m Sogdiana as well as in stratum III at Begram, prove that

these regions came within the sphere of influence of the Sassamds

in III IV centuries A D The later Kusanas became, in fact, sub-

servient to the Sassamds 89

68 The chronology of this period mostly depends on the date of

Kamska which is a puzzling problem of ancient history

Fleet held that Kanina started the era of 58 RC, known
as Vikrama era Fergusson, Oldenberg, Thomas, Banerji,

Rapson etc ,
think that he founded the era of 78 AD Sten

knnow fixed 128 29 AD, as the starting point of his reign

while R Ghirshman favours the date 144 AD R G
Majumdar believes that the era in question was the

Traikutaka Kalachuri-chedi era of 248 AD (for references

see H C Raychoudhury, Political History of Ancient India 5th

edition, pp 465 472) Recently Mrs J E. Van Lohuizen de
Lceuiv in her book Th' Scythian renod and Dr N P
Chakravarti in his Preitdential address to the Ahmedabad
session of the Indian History Congress {27 Dec 1954) have
pleaded for the date 78 A D A L Basham has also

endorsed this view though he held that “from the point

of new of India the evidence still favours 78 as the date of

Kamska’s accession but from that of Central Asia it appears

to support 144 ” [A L Basham, ‘The succession of the

line of Kaniska’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African

Studies (1957) Vol XX p 88] Earlier, Basham held that

Kaniska and Rudradarmn could not be contempoTanes.
Hence the date 144 for Kan ska which makes him a con-
icmporiry of Rudradanian is not probable [‘A new study
of the Saka-Kusana period’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental

and African Studies (1953) Vol XV pp 91-9G] But now he
has began to accept the possibility of the date 144 on
archaecological considerations Recently A K Narain in a
paper Dale of Kaniska, submitted for discussion in a seminar
held in London, suggested that the accession of Kaniska took
place in 103 A D He cites the Hou Han shu to show
that An kun, king of Su le, exiled his uncle Ch’en P’an to

the Yue-che An kuo died issudess and the people anointed
I-Fu, a son of a uterine younger brother of Ch’en-P’an,
as king of Su-lc Ch'en P an solicited the assistance of
the Yuc-chc king to get the throne who readily agreed to

help him With the arrival of Ch’en P’an with Yue-che
armies the peoples divested 1-Fu of the royal seal and
anointed Ch’en P’an Narain identifies Ch’en P’an with
the hostages that a tributary state of China to the west
of the Mellon River sent to the Yue-che km? Kaniska
through fear and whom he treated with courtesy and

continued on page 298
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This flying survey of the history of the Oxus Valley from the

second century B.G. to the third century A.D. clearly shows that

the HuQas never lived on the Oxus during this period and the

continuedfrom page 297
kindness, according to Hiuen T’sang. But there are so many
differences and discrepancies in these two accounts that it is

difficult to identify the events mentioned in them. Whereas
Ch’en P’an was an exile and fugitive, who left Su-le on

account of resentment and with a view to get the throne

with the assistance of the powerful Yue-che, the hostage

m the account ofHiuen T’sang was purposely sent by the

king and he willingly came to the court of Kanaka under

the king’s order. Gh’cn P’an’s visit to the Yue-che did not

imply their control over Su-le, much less the idea of the

submission of that state, since the Yue-che king did not

intervene in the affairs of of An-Kuo till his death, inspite of

his sympathy for Ch’en P'an. But the king, who sent the

hostage to Kaniska, according to Hiuen T’sang, did so for

fear of the Yue-che monarch to evade his wrath and to

express his readiness to make submission to him. The
account of Hou Han-shu shows a state of discontent and strife

in Su-le, but the narrative of Hiuen-T’sang does not indicate

any such state of affairs. According to the former, the visit

of Gh’cn P’an to the Yue-clic court resulted in the

intervention of the Yue-che armies in Su-le after the

deatli of An-Kuo, but, according to the latter, the arrival

of the hostage was the result of the campaigns and con-

quests of Kaniska to the east of the T’sung-ling. For

these reasons it is not possible to subscribe to the theory

°f. Narain. It is not necessary to express any final

opinion on this point here. Yet some facts may bc

referred to which tend to throw light on this point. The
Chinese text San-Kuo Che (HI, 3a) has a notice of a king
Po-tiao, which has been rendered by Pelliot as follows :

“la troisi^me annee t'ai-houo la 12e lune (lejout)

Kouei-wei (5 Janvier 230) le roi des Grands Yue-tche, Po-
tiao (*Pua-d'ieu, lire P’o-tiao *Bud-d'ieu, “Vasudeva
euvoya an ambassadeur offrir des presents ; on donna a

(P o)-tiao le titre de roi des Grands Yue-tche apparante
aux W“” r«rr_tr r '

’ “
' Asiatique (

1934)

p. 40). with Vasudeva
of the . lie same as the

Kusan; Armenian king

Jvhusro 1

i (vehs3=vasu)
[M. k. . * > u uno msioire tie ia dynastie de$

Sassanides’, Journal Asiatique (1866) p. 133-134]. This Vasudeva
is the last Kusana king whose coins are found in the second

continued on page 299
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reference to them m the -RagAtiuwtfa can by no stretch of imagi-

nation be dated before the 3rd-4th century AD Even Indian

works, winch advert to the geographical conditions of earlier

periods, mention the §akat, Tufaras (Tukharas) (the stock of Yue-

chc) Lampakas (a people akin to the §akas according to the

ibhidhanaantamatit of Hemacandra tampakatiu murundah syuh

continuedfrom page 298

city at Begram and at Tcrmez His corns arc conspicuous

by absence at Suikh Kotal though coins of Huviska are
abundant there (Daniel Schlumbcrgcr, ‘Lc Temple dc Surkh
Kotal en Bacinane’

,
Journal Asialtquc (1954) pp 177-179)

These coins of Vasudeva arc different in form, execution,

design and legends from the coins of other kings bcanng thw
name On the corns of another VaaudtNT the form or
the altar is shorter and less large and has no trace of fire

A striped trident is placed behind the altar and the legend
commences on the top to the nght of the head of the king
[Ludwig Bachhofer, ‘Homelier und Munzen der spaten Kusa-
nas’, Journal of the American Oriental Society (1936), pp 429 439,
Nos 11, 13] From this pronounced difference it is mani-
fest that the latter belonged to a different Vasudeva who
copied the coins of Wima Kadphises There is also a third

group of coins which purport to be issued b> another
Vasudeva Trom the artistic point of \ lew they represent H
marked decline The disproportion between the head and
the body of the kmg is striking The cutting and arrange-
ment of the characters and symbols are confused and uneven
The letters a, o and A take the form or o The pieces are
larger and less thick These peculiarities mark out the king
of these coins as a third Vasudex a

In the second stratum at Begram it is the corns of the
first Vasudeva rather than the second or third that are
available This Vasudeva belonged to the line of Kantska
I It is thus clear that the dynasty of Kantska came to an
end in the reign of Shahpuhr 1 between 241-250 A D Since
the latest known date on the corns of the Kusatias belonging
to the line of Kaniska is 98, it is plausible that the initial

ycai of this reckoning was about 144 AD Ghirslimaii,
‘Le problcme de la chronologic des Kouchans,’ Cahtcrs d’
histoire mondialc Vol III (1957) pp, 689 722) In this paper
Glurshman argues the case for 144 with full reference to
archaeological data But there is nothing conclusive about
this date of Kaniska and it is an open question whether he
came to the throne in 144 AD or 78 A D Tor the pur-
pose of the present enquiry it is sufficient to note that in the
first century B G the Yue che were predominant m Trans-
oxiana and the HQpas did not appear on the scene.
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Kansas (K’ang-Kiu) etc., as the inhabitants of the Ox us regions.^

In the Sabhaparvaa of the Mahabharata, where Arjuna is stated to

have led an expedition in the north-west just as Raghu is said to

have done in the Raghtioamsn, the B&lhikas (Bactrains) Daradas,

Kambhojas (Lampakas) Parama-Kambhojns and Rsikas and

Faramarsikas rather than the Hunas are mentioned as his mam

antagonists.71 Again in the same pnrvan the Sahas, Tusaras and

Kankas are said to have presented horses to Yudhisthira on the

occasion of his sacrifice.78 The juxtaposition of these peoples

agrees with the settlement of the Sacaraucac, Yue-Che and K’ang-

Kiu in the Oxus Valley in the first century B.C. Thus, it is crystal

clear that the Hunas are not associated with the Oxus regions in

early Indian literature. Hence the theory that Kalidasa lived in

the first century B.C. is quite baseless. We had better desist from

reiterating it in view of his reference to the Hurias on the Oxus

and the absence of the conditions prevailing in the north-west in

the first century B G. from hfi account of the campaign of Raghu.

The above enquiry led us to conclude that Kalidasa could not

have flourished before the fourth century A.D. and certainly did

not live in tlie first century B.C. In order to specify the year, in

which the mention of the lianas on the Oxus by him can be dated,

70 Vayu Purana, 47, 44.

Matsya Purina, 121, 45.

For references from other Puranas see I). O. Sircar, ‘Text of Jh®
Puranic I.ist of Rivers. Indian Historical Quarttriy (1951), Vol.

XXII p.233.
71 Maltabharala II, 27 22-25.

era-: TOrfawsl i

trffrr qfwfjr ^ it

TOR ^ ^rcgI^T3pt?TT4n!jT?Tf^: II

WTxTTt fesf ifa l

Pwrafe *T TO TO^tTitPT; 1!

rrfgcrf^pr ‘’TW’TOrTOfr: u
f Variant Campakan. 2 Variant in or isl.

72 MaJiibharata II, 47, 2G.

®PFT*5STO: (fTTIT:) TRJT: vjfjpifl TO: I
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it is necessary to study the history or these people in the fourth

century AD. But before undertaking this enquiry it would be

better to tackle the thorny question of the race and culture of the

Huijas.

4 A bntfoutline of the history of the Hephtha.hte-Hv.nas

The Hunas are known as Hyadna m Iranian works ViStaspa

demands divine favour to repel the Hyaon bandit Arejataspa and
prays to be able to liberate the people from the thraldom of Hyaona
and kill them in multitudes 73 The Bahman Yasht speaks of the Xu

m

ut Turkut Xazflr vt Tupil [the Khyon (Hyauna), the Turks, the.

Khazars and the Tibetans] as non-Iranian peoples 71 The Bundahishn

contains a passage of great historical interest which reads as follows

anf>5akra\van Xusraw € havadhan oySan hiyonan kEs5n aspatak 6
eranlahr hame kirt spokht vitarg hast cran§ahr apebim kirt75 (Ano-

sharwan Khusrau, son ofKawadha, drove the Iliyon who made re-

peated attacks on ErSnsahr, closed the passes and made Eransahr

free from fear). In this passage the Hiyon or Hyaona are identical

with the same people who uivaded the Sassamd empire under Ka-
wadh m the fifth century A.D.

The King who invaded Iran under Peroz (459-484 A D.) and
killed him is called Akhshunwar by Tabari, Khushnuwaz by Firdausi,

Akhshuvan by Dinawari and Khshunvaz in the Bundahtshn .
79 I\ W.

K. Mflller holds that all these variant readings are based on the

« fashT5i,~30] IX, 31; XVII, 50-51 m J Darmestctcr, Le
Zend-Avesta II, p 439, 607-60

74 H. W. Bailey, ‘Iramca’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and
African Studies, London (1943, pp 1-2). Bahman Yasht cd
Anklesana VI, C eton be dzanend an 3 avesan esmtOxmakan
satakanak ut 1000 akanak ut bevarakanak, apac vartend
drafs nisan (i) a - mar 3pah 1 avelan devam 3 vicart-vars,

be rasend 6 tn eran dehan 5 man 5 ohrmazd dat hen i

fraxvenitar fraxvanik dusman turak ut karmir hat val - drafs
hand

“Thus, those men, offspring of fury, will slay a hundred-
fold, a thousandfold and ten thousandfold The banners
-and standards of the numberless army of those demons with
dishevelled hair will return. There will come into these
Iran lands of mine Ohrmazd-created, the troops with broad
front, the’hostile Turak (Turk) and the Red Hyon whose
banners are uplifted ”

15 Bundahishn ed. Anklesana, p 215
79

J, Marquart, Etansahrt p. 60, Anklesana, Bundahishn, p. 215.
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Sogdian word “khshevad” meaning ‘a king’.’7 On the other hand,

It. Ghirshman thinks that these words represent khevan, the name,

of the Khionites.78 It is not tinlikcly that the very name Khe-

van or Khion or Hion or Hyaon or Hupa is akin to the Sogdian

word khshevan, noted above, which means a king.

Western chroniclers know these people as kiyonaye or Khionite.

Joshua counts them among the enemies of Pcroz and Ammianus

Marcelllnus refers to them and their king Grumbates as fighting on

the side of Shahpuhr II under the walls of Amida.78 Chinese annals

call these pocplc Hoa or Utia which was written as Hoa-tun

under the later Wei. The Leang-Shu refers to the king Yc-ta-i»1i-to

of the people Hoa. According to Albert Hermann, it is clear from

this passage that the name of the people was Hoa and that of the

dynasty of kings which ruled over them was Yc-ta-i-li-to or

Hephthal.80 In the Suit Shu also mention is made of a people Va

which is based on Hoa-tun.

Curiously enough two coins found in the stupa of Hadda have

a legend reading as KTV,\AA©HIONO (Katulpli Hion). 11 Like-

wise a large number oT coins which are attributed to the adversaries

of the Sassanids, namely the Khionites, bear the name of Hion. This

word hion is the same as Avestan hynona, Pehlvi khiyon, Syiiac

kiyonqye, Chinese hoa, hoa-tun and un and Sanskft Aiina. Thus,

it is clear that the Hunas of Sanskpt works are the Khionites who

appeared on the horizon of the Sassanid empire in the fourth

century A.D. and played a leading part in its history so as to

pass into the realm of mythology in Iranian scriptures. There is

no evidence to connect the Hupas known in Indian works with the

Hiung-nu.

There is also a people called Hephthalites. They are called

1-la, Yc-ta by Sung Yun, Yt-la-i-li-lo in the Ltang Shu, Top-tal in

Korean, Ep-dat in Annamite, Ten talz in Japanese. Ejlal in Pelilvi,

Hep tal in Armenian, Abdel in Syrian, Heptal in the Bundahishn,

77 Sogdische Texts I, p. 108.
78 R. Ghirshman, les Chionitcs-Hephtalites (Cairo 1948) p- 19
79 A. Christensen, Viren sous Us Sassanides, pp. 235-236.M Albert Hermann, ‘Die Hephtaliten und ihre. Beziehungen zu

China, Asia Major (1924), pp. 571-572.
ai„ J’' " ’ ~

r Indo-Scy thians,’ Numismatic
" /II ; R. Ghirshman, Lis Claw

10 .
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Ilayalhel in the history of Mirkhund, Hclal in Persian, Haital in Ara-

bic, Hephlhahtes by the Byzantine historians and Abdali in modem
Pushto From coins we know of several kings bearing the name
Hephthal HrjTAA The legend on one coin is H nT/\A SAIIO
HTO[NO] “of Hephthal King Khionite” This king is shown as

wearing a crown having three crcncllations and surmounted by a

glnhe This crown design is found on the coins of Sluhpuhr II

Hence this king Hephthal or Hephtal appears to be a contemporary

ofShahpuhr II R,> There are coins of another king named Hephthal,

who is shown as wearing a crown of a different design At the

front of it is a crescent, from a calotte rises a shaft having a small

crescent at the root and a bigger one above it, which encloses

a pear-shaped globe Behind the bigger crescent float the pearl-

strung ribbons Paruck attributes this design to Yazdegird I and

Ghirshman to Yazdegird II 83 Goins reveal the existence of a third

king Hephthal whose crown differs from those of the two kings of

this name mentioned above The calotte encases a globe the front

of which lias a. crescent Behind it hang two long and large rib-

bons This head dress is in the likeness of a fez cap with a dangling

tassel which some Mohammedans wear now a days This simpler

design shows some independence m the choice of coiffure The
legend is HftTyyA HIONO (Hephthal Hiono) There are also

some bilingual coins bearing the name Hephthal On the obverse

of one piece studied by Paruck*4 the bust of the Sassamd king

Kawadh with the crown of his current issues is accompanied by a
legend in Pehlvi kaaiadh afzunx while on the margin is super-

imposed in two lines a legend in Tukhanan characters reading

IIAn/ATAA (A) “Hephthal” Similarly there are coins of

Khusrau I restruck with the name of Hephthal These coins were
-paiii m Irfatfie *oy ‘aussumA vmperors “to fne YJmonfie Vings

These coins reveal that Hephthal was the name of at least three

kings and Hion was their surname Thus, it is clear that Hephthal
was a dynastic name and Hion was an ethnic designation and
Ghirshman is perfectly right in holding that the Hephthalites and
the Khionitcs were one and the same people 8a

62 7) T R J Paruck, Sassaniart Coins, p 350, Plate Xf
M r D J Paruck, op at, p 361, R Ghirshman, op at, p 11
" TDJ Paruck, op cil

, p 376 Plate XVII.
81 R Ghirshmin, Les ChtomUs-IIephtaliUs (introduction), p XII

tonlmtud on page 304
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The remarks of ancient writers leave no .room for doubt that

the Khionite-Hephthalites were distinct from the Hiung-nu. In

fact, in a letter of the Sogdian merchant Nanai-vandafe to his

colleague Nanai-dvar in Samarkand, the Hiung-nu, who in 313

conquered Lo-yang are called Xwn, a name which, according to

Henning, is indistinguishable from Huna.*6 But as shown by Otto

.Maenchcn-Helfeo, it is not the decisive proof of the identity of the

HunS and the Him g-nu. He draws attention to many "Pseudo-

HunV, for instance, the Phruni, Chonai, Uenni, Hugni etc. of

Classical wri'ers. In his view the word 'hurt' in East Germanic

names Hunirtx, Hum la, Hmiwulfelc. has nothing to do with* the

Huns of Attila and rather stands for the Old Nordic word hunu

meaning “a cub of bear” or “a young man” or the Proto-Germanic

adjective hu» signifying ‘high’.87 In another paper Maenchen-

Helfenhas held that die Hunas of Sanskrit works were the Heph-

lhalites.
99 K. Enoki has ako shown that the Heplithalites were

wholly different from the Hiung-nu.8S Quoting the view of Katl-

gren Robert Shafer has tried to prove that the ancient pronunciation

of Hiung-nu was Khiong-nu or Xu-nu which resembles the word

Huna* Shafer holds that Afina has affinity with the Tibetan votd

Hot. To the cast of lake Manasarovara in Nari Khorsum (M6a-rb

bskar gsum) is the district of Hundes which means ‘the country

continuedfrom page 303

According to Tabari (tr. Zotenberg II, p.- 1 28) the word

hephihol means ‘brave’, ‘strong’, in the language of Bukhara.

J. Marquart {Eransahr., p. 57) distinguishes these peopfo

Sec also T. Noldeke, Elude.s hisloriqves sur la Perse ancienne,

p. 101-163; Arthur Christensen, VIran sous les Satsenidet,

p 284. But this view is not sound, as seen above. Following

a suggestion of Peter A. Roodberg, Otto Maenchen-Hclfen
thinks that the word hephthal is derived from the Iranian

word hafla meaning ‘seven’ and hints at the seven mythical

Tillers of Samarkand. [Journal of the American Oriental Socirlj

(1959) Vol. 79 p. 297]

W.B. Henning, The Date of the Sogdian Ancient Lettets

,

Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies (1048)

pp. G01-G55.
J

97 Olio Maenrhcn-Helfen, ‘Pseudo-Huns’ Central Asiatic Journal

(1955), Vol. I, Part II, pp. 101-106.
99 Otto Macnchcn-Helfcn, ‘Huns and the Hsiuntr-nu,’ Byz^ion

(194-1-45), Vol. XVII, pp. 230-231.

‘^be Origin of the Heplithalites,’ East end HVrf

(Rome, 1955). Vol. VI, Part III, pp. 231*232.
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wool’ according to Tucci. In Tibet the >yord hor is used For” the

Turks. Shafer is inclined to equate this ward with the word

huna.a° But in this case also we con ill afford to ignore the

warning of Maenchen-Helfen that the mere similarity of names is

not a guarantee of the identify of the Huiias, Hsiung-mi or the

peoples bearing analogous names. The former are called White

Huns, Spel Khyoti or ^cetahuna evidently in contradistinction to the

generality of the Huns. Procopius states about them as follows :

“the Hephtlialites are not nomads but are settled since long on

agricultural land. They have never attacked the Romans but with

the armies of the Medes. Among the Huns only they have white

skins and do not have short eyes. They do not lead a kind of life

resembling that ofthe Huns. They do not live like smiiaak like

them, but are governed by a sole king. They have a government

with laws and live with each other and with their neighbours in a

right and just manner little inferior to that of the Romans.”91

According to Chinese sources, these people belonged to the family

of the Yue-che. The author of the gloss Thung-ktang-nu writes

under the heading of the year 555 that the Aptal were of the race

of Ta Yue-che. Ma-tuan-Iin gives two notes on the Hephthalites

in his Encylopaediai in one he says that Ye-ta arc of the race of Ta
Yue-che and according to others a branch of the Kao-che and in

the other he observes that the I-tan belonged to the same race as

the Ta Yue-cliei92

It has been observed above that the Hephthalites have been

called Sveta huna or the White Hu ij as in Indian works. In this

connection it is also noteworthy that in the Alahabharata (I I, ^09;

III, 11, 05) there arc references to the HSrahunas besides the

Hunas. To this word harahVu}a H. W. Bailey has recently

devoted a detailed study. His view is that the word har is a variant

of the ancient Iranian word karmir or kharrnir (Xarmir) meaning

90 Robert Shafer, Ethnography of Ancient India, pp. 1 60-1 63.
91 De bello Persico I, 3.

92 Edouard Specht, ‘Etudes sur 1’ Asie Centi ale’, Journal Asia-
tique (1883), pp* 339*340. The notes of Ma-tuan-Iin are also
translated by Stanislas Julicn in Les Huns Blancs by Vivien
de Saint Martin (Paris, 1849). Recently these passages
have been discussed by \V. M. McGovern, The Early Empires
ofCentral Asia ; A Study of the Scythians and Huns and the barl
they played in World History (1939), pp. 405-406.
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red’ or 'dark colour’. Thus ‘harahuoa’ means ‘red >»

this connection it may also be noted that in the Mahqbharata (1, i i

II, 120) there is a mention of a tribe TaXira-liptaka which may)iave

association with red or tawny colour We learn from the New

T’ang History that the Tibetans used to paint their races red.*

,

The question of the relationship of race and colour in Asia has been

recently discussed by O. Pritsak.®
5 But the Hunas do not seem

to have had anything to do with red colour. As a matter of fact,

the name of the Hunts having a guttural aspirated stop in the

beginning which resembled the Iranian consonant X or Kli seemed

to recall the words karmir-xarmir to the ears of the Iranians so

closely that they established a connection between them. Through

the Iranians, the word harahuna came into India. But no racial

distinction was ever drawn between the Hunas and the Harahunas.

As suggested elsewhere, SvetahQnas signified the aristocracy among

the Hunas and Harahupa, the common people among them.

Resides the aforesaid data, the language and script of the

Hcphtlialiles are also important evidence of their ethnic origins.

Chinese annalists confirm that their language was different from

that of the Juan-juan, the Gao-gu and other barbarians. The Juan-

juan were a people of Mongol origin and the Gao-gu ivere the

ancestors of the Oighurs or Turks. Thus, the lauguage of *”c

Hephthalites wa« neither Mongol nor Turk.90 On the other hal'd)

there are indications to suggest that their language was of Iranian

family. The legends on their coins and their titles sahi, Shaidt »

Khauiai, bago, auzurg, etc. prove that. Likewise] the names Toramana

‘and Mihirkula arc Iranian names as shown by Wesendonk.

*3 H. W. Railey, ‘Harahuna’ Festschrift Friedrich Weller, (Weis*

Laden) 1954. pp- 12-22.

91 Robert Shafer, Ethnography oj Ancient India
, p. 134.

85 O. Pritsak, ‘Otientierung und Farbsymbolik’, Sesculw*’

Vol. V. 1954.

M W.M. McGovern, The Early Empires of Central Asia, op.cit

p. 405- Ahmad Ali Kohzad is of the view that the lang*

uage of the Hephthalites was akin to Pushto. ^Alointnent y
peoples and Ideasfrom pre-kutoric Times to the Seventh Century

and from Afghanistan, contributed to the Asian History

Congress, New Delhi on 11-12-61)
t

81 O-G. von Wesendonk, 'KuSan, Chioniten und Hephthalitcn*

KUo (1933), p. 345. B. J. StavJsky, ‘Notes on Gem Seals

continued on page 30?
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Likewise, the names Grnmbatet, Bteano, Hozino, AkHshunwar

Ilozoro and Aspurabax are also Iranian.

That the H&nas had a script is manifest from the reference to

fifinalipi, in the Lalitaoislara.** But Sung Yun states that the

Hephthalites had no written characters.59 However, on the coins

of the Khionite-Hephthalites the legends are in n script, the

characters of which are partly looped and elongated.160 In this

script the fragment of a manuscript was discovered by Sir Aurel

Stein at Lu-Ian in 1916, which has been studied byF.W. Thomas,101

and two inscriptions have been found in Afghanistan. 103 There are

also some fragmentary manuscripts in this script in Berlin.103 This

continuedfrom page 306

with KusSna cursive inscriptions in the collection of the

State Hermitage’, Journal of (he XutnisinalU Society Vol. 22
(I960) p. 102.

- 88 Indian Antiquary (1913), p. 226, Sylvain Levi, ‘Notes Chinoises r

sur l’Tnde*, Bulletin de I'ecole Francaise d’extreme Orient, Vol IV
(1904), pp. 575-579. In the Lalilavistara there is a list of
45 scripts in which HOna-lipi figures at No. 23. The cor-

responding entries in the Fo pen hug tsi king of Jnanagupla,
,(587 A.D.) the P'vu yao king of Tchou Fa-hun (308 A.D.)
and Fang Kottang ta tehouang yen king of Divakara (COS A.D.)

, are Mo-no, Hiung-nu and Hou-na respectively. A comparison
of these entries shows that the author of the Lalitavisiara

understood the Hiung-nu by the word hQna. This author
imagined a script for each country he knew. Hence this

long list need not be literally interpreted and the reference
to the Hupa script in it does not necessarily show that this

author was familiar with some writing peculiar to the
Hapas.

83 S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World I, xci
;
Edouard

Chavannes 'Voyage de Song Yun dans 1* Uddiyana et le

Gandhara’, Bulletin de l’ ecole Francaise d’Exlrcme Orient (1930),
p. 404.

100 Heinrich Junger, Die Hephthalilische Munzinschri/len (Berlin)
1930. '

ini F.W. Thomas, *A Tokhari (?) MS’, Journal of the American
Oriental Society (1944), pp. 1-3.

102 A.D.H. Bivar, ‘The Hephthahte Inscriptions of Uruzgan’,
Afghanistan (1953), Vol. VIII, pp. 1-4; Journal of the Royal

- Asiatic Society (1954), pp. II2ff. The inscriptions are :

( 1) Boo Ssaho Zooloo mihroziki

(2) Bo Ossaho Zooloxnihrooo.
103 O. Hansen, ‘Die Berliner Hcphthaliten-Fragmente’, Elio,

(new series) (1951), pp. 41-69.
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is the Greek script of Bactriant of 21 letters with a special letter

for S which firm the script of 25 letters prevalent in T'u Mo or

rAlnrjjtsn it the time of lliuen T nw, ,8 ‘ I Ins script was mute
from B-tciriana and the ttnirm Pamirs up to the frontiers of

Scistin In the north a met the S „dnn he>ond tlie Osus and in

tl e s nali the Khstojjhi script «n Us neighbour Thu script was

known tj Ttkhri or lokhamn and was known is such m the

colophons of titghtir works 101

Hie religion of the Ilephthaliics consisted of the worship of jk)

and fire as noted try Chinese writers Ilmen P sing describes the

temples of their god Sun or Kshun in Zabuhsiari which w is highly

venerated in nenjibo irmg areas The details show that a was a

shrine of Surya ,0 ‘ foramina md Mihirkula ire known to have

worshipped Hrahtnanical dieties while Tarkhin Nizah was a

7cilom follower of Buddhism and reprimanded and beheaded the

Iluddhist chief priest of the Navawhm (Xowbalnr) monastery of
Balklt^ named Birnnk when he embraced Islim In fact, the

religion of Buddha mixed with the Cult of Mithn in Afghan-
istan In the art of Banns an Buddha has been dressed in the

garb of Mithra and the representation or eight Buddhas recalls the

eight Magas or Bhojakas, Mihirt, NiljublTi, R yfti, Dapdmajalca
Pingala, Rajfta Strauja and Ha Garumtat, who arc the eight

divine f trees emanating from the body or the Sun god »•* Thu
rapprochement n symbolic of the cultural synthesis tliat marked
the domination of foreign tribes including the Ilephthaliics m the

North-West

Kalidasa refi-is to a pccttl ar funerary custom of the Hfinas
when he states that the valour of Raghu expressed itself m the

101

10S

107

H W Ba*le>, Ttaugara \ liulletui of the School of Oriental and
African Studies (1935), p B92, Paul Pclhoi, A propos du

* rokharien'
,
T ou 15 pao (193G), p 2G0 changing lm former

opinion expressed in Tokhanen et Routchfen’ Journal
Astahquc (1931), p 34 ff

’

Ft
Belliot, Tokhanen ct Koutlch£en% Journal AstaliyJ*

(1 JJ4), p j3, Sylvain L£vi Fragments dt Textes houtcheens,

pp 5 7

S^Beal_ArlAisl Records of ike Meslern World, Vol II, PP

A and Y Godard and J Hackin, Les AnUauilei Bouddkiques dt
Bcannan, Mmoiref de It delegation archeologique Franchise en
Afghanistan (1928), Plate XXII ff
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gored checks of their ladies 108 We learn from Chinese sources that

the T’u-kiue of Mongolia used to slash their faces with knives so

that blood could be seen flowing with tears, whenever a man died 105

This funerary custom is also noted among the Scythians by

Herodotus (IV, 71) He observes that the people wounded their

arms, faces and noses in honour of the dead In fact, the nomads

of Central Asia including the Scythians and Hunas had this custom

of mourning the dead by wounding the faces with knives and letting

blood flow with tears The Hunas or Hcphthalites having passed

through the nomadic stage and living in close proximity with the

Scythians shared this custom and Kalidasa referred to it when he

made a pointed remark on the wounded checks of the Huna women
on the occasion of the death of their husbands This point is

elaborately dealt with in the next study

Archaeological and cultural data vouch for the differentiation

of the Hiung-nu and the Hun Hephthahtcs In the Hunmc burials

at Borovoc, Shipovo, Seclmann, Pokrovsk, Novogngorevka, Shcher-

bataya, Koilovina and Kcszthely-Gath the tanged arrow-heads are

of iron, cast m mould? and sharpened by rubbing on a stone

Nearly all the points are either tnangular-bladed or tnangulat

solid The arrow-heads from the Kunala and Mohra-Moradu
monasteries in Taxila arc of still another type, they are four-blaclcd

and barbed, with short shank and long tang According to

Marshall, they were used b} the Hunas The Hiung-nu, on the

other hand, used bone points inspite ur their knowledge of iron

and bronze In the fortified settlements at Ivolginsk near Ulan
Ude on the lower Selenga only rhombic bone points are found in

two t>pes, one with a socket hole for the shaft tenon, the other with

a leaf-shaped blade or the tang split lengthwise Hephlhahte art

was deeply influenced by Sassaman Persia The Hiung nil bronze
plaques found m western Inner Mongolia and m Leang $hu have
nothing in common with the metal work of the Huns

The cultural data pertaining to the Hiung-nu and the Huna-
Hephthahtcs also bring out their differences The Hiung-nu wore
their hair in queues, the Attilanic Huns had it neatly chipped
all round th'* head, the Huns of the sixth century cut it offin

J0 * RaghuvamS-v IV, G8 cjqhTH^Kfh sniq
104 Stanislas Julien, 'Documents sur les T’ou Kmc,* Journal

Asiahqttt (1BG !•), p 332 "Ils se tadladent lc visage avee un
coutem, de sorte qu’on voit le sang couler avee les Inrmes ”
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front back to the temples, leTving the part behind to hang down

to a very great length and the Hephthahtes shaved their heads

As regards marriage customs, the Chinese accounts lead us to believe

that the sons of the first wife had precedence over those bom of

the wives whom their father married later But the HepUtlnlites

are known to have practised polyandry. Among them both the

elder and the younger brother could marry one wife Tn Tokha-

nstan, KapiSa, Bamiyan Zabulistan, ten, five, three or two

brothers could marry one woman together [For references see Otto

Maenchen-Helfen, ‘The Ethnic name Hun’, op etl
, pp 232-234]

The aforesaid study of the physical features, language, script,

religion and customs of the Hephthahtes clearly substantiates the

view of R Ghirshman, K Enoki and Otto Maenchen-Helfen that

the Hephthahtes or Khionites were Indo-Europeans110 rather than

110 R Ghirshman, Les Ononites-Hephlahtes, pp H3 ff K,

Enoki, ‘The Origin of the White Huns or Hephthahtes,

Bast and West, Vol VI, Part III, (Oct 1955, pp 231-237)

Enoki has shown that the Hephthahtes were the indigC*

nous people of ToUiarntan Their northern centre lay *n

that region to the west of Badakshan which Hiuen T’saog

has called Ih-ma to lo or Hunuiala Tins Hi ma to lo is

held to have been a corrupt form of the word Hephthal

There Sung Yuu paid a visit to the Hephdialite king in 51"

A D Their southern capital was to the south of the

present-day Kunduz at Ghur, which Procopius has called

Gorgo and the Chinese writers have termed Hua (ancient

pronunciation £ua, Khua) Enoki has refuted the view

that the Hephthahtes came into Tokharistan from .the Alw*

regions Had this been the case, the Hephthahtes like the

western Tou Khue would have established their capital near

the Altai regions

Enoki has observed that from the fourth to the eighth

centuries of the Christian era many tribes of Central Asia

began to assume the names of Hiung-nu, Hun, hhiort, etc

The reason of this nomenclature w as a desire of the people5

of Central Asia to connect themselv es with the Hiung-D“»

since their name and fame had spread throughout the wnolc

of Central Asia in ancient times As a matter of fact, tl,c

Hephthalites had no connection with the Hiung-nu On
this subject the views of Maenchen-Helfen have been

quoted above Enoki, however, distinguishes the Hephtha*

iites from the Khionites But the reasoning of Ghirshman on

this point is more convincing

(ontinued on page % II
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Turks or Mongols, as held by other scholars 1,1 In the first half of

the fourth century A D they spread westwards along the Oxus
and in the Steppes separating the Aral Sea from the Caspian Sea

continuedfrom page 310

Recently the Russian archaeologist S P Tolstov held
that the barbarians consisting of the Kluomtcs-Hcphthahtes,
who destroyed the Chorcsmian sites in the 1th 5tli centuries

A D were of Turkic origin He bases his conclusion on
the fact that the bones of the people found in the top
layers of these sites ha'e Mongoloid traits But m the

absence of any other cogent or convincing evidence this

mere fact does not suffice to establish the Turkic origin of
the Hephtlialites What certainty js there than the bones

m question arc definitely of the Hephthahtcs 0 How can
it be ruled out as impossible that the Indo-European
Hephthahtes were not accompanied or followed by some
Mongoloid peoples? In the history of Central Asia the
phenomenon of the displacement of one tribe resulting in the

movement of others is frequently met with Thus, the view
ofTolstov is not supported by any strong evidence £S P
Tolstov, Ancient IChoresm and its Ties with India, The Hindus-
tan Times Weekly, March 3, 1957 p 2]

111 H Deguignes first identified the Hiung nu of Ine Chinese re-

cords with the Huns of F.urope [Htstoire general det Huns, des

Turcs, des Mongols el d,s autres Tartares, 5 Vols (1750 50) II

pp 1-124] Edward Gibbon adopted and popularised
tlm identification {The Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire Vol 111 p 113) The Russian scholars N A Aristov
and K Inostrancsev drew on Chinese sources while identi-

fying the Huns and the Hiung nu (Otto Maenchen Hclfen,
‘Huns and Hiung nu’ Byzanlton Vol XVIII p 245)
Subsequently Friedrich Hath arrived at the same conclu-
sions on the basis of the same texts without referring to the
articles of the said Russian scholars [r Hirth, ‘Hunnen-
forschungen’ Keltfi Szemle (1901) pp 81-91]

Paul Pelhot wrote “Les noms de Hiong nou, de Hun et

de Hflna seraicnt-ils trois appellations absolument in depen-
dants l’une de Pautre * Ce n’est pas & priori trts vraisem-
blable ” [‘A propo« des Coxnans’, Journal Asiatique (1920)

p 141] At another place he writes “Mongols ^galement
out ei6, selon moi, leur cousins lea Huns blancs ou Hcph-
thahtes qui, vers Pan 500 vmrent s’abattre sur L’Afghanistan
et exercerent de terribles ravages dans le Nord Ouest de
PInde” {La Haute Aste, p 12) According to the latter
position, the Hcphthahtes were different from the Hiung nu,
who, according to Pelhot, were Turks J Marquart also

continued on page 312
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One of their tribes, the Choi settled to the east of the Caspian sea,

another called Kasidi reached the region of Herat and a third

known as gaHttl occupied the area of Gazni. They pushed

continuedfrom page 311

holds the same view, (‘her Udas Volksturn der Komanen

Ostlurkischt Dialeklsluditn, Gdttingen 1920). Rene Growset

calls the Hephthalites “horde morgole descends de 1 Asie

Centralc” [Histoire de TAste (Paris 1950), p. 55). On the

basis of these views P. C. Bagchi has tried to prove that the

Hephthalites were Turks. (P. C. Bagchi, India and Cetdm

Asia p. 9). On the Huns two important papers have recent-

i — #* n-:.— i- -t; t. i Sprachuder

'Mongol^*

. . -iatieJournal

Vol. I, PartlV (1955 pp. 287-291)/ These studies relate

to the Hiung-nu but some interesting observations hose aim

been made in them about the Hephthalites. The most

significant fact to which Poucha has drawn our attention

is that the name of the famous conqueror of Europe A«ila

bears affinity to the Tokharian word afar and the old

German word adal meaning ‘hero* or n ‘man*. This shews

that Altheim’s attempt to etymologize Attila as Atada, Aia

in Turkish meaning ‘father* and la being a substitute of CW

meaning ‘mine’, is incorrect and speculative (sUlila tend du

Hunnai p. 207 note 34). K.H. Mengrs has studied some 44

terms from the Slovo o Polka' Igoreve
,

the old Slav epic.

Among these words 1 is a Slavic translation of the ethnikon

Q.uman, 2 are Slavic, 2! are cither Turkish or introduced

via a Turkish filter, 2 are Mongol, 10 are general Altaic*

3 are ChavaS. One ‘general Altaic* form is (Khun)

designating fjiingariafi. On the basis of these linguistic data
: ’ •’ ‘ ’ * *" ”

' fragments of

es in Siberia

ropean Huns-

bulary ofthe

'em<nt to Ift™

oto-Bulganan

Maenrhcn-Helfen does not subscribe to the linguistic

arguments advanced about the racial affinities of the Huns.

He observes:

“The only Hunnish word, the meaning of which/
known, namely stews (funeral) has been explained as Sla'ic,

Gothic and Turkish. Those proper names which arc not

simply Gothic resist all attempts to etymologize them. B
has been suggested that the Huns spoke an early form <*'

continued on page 313
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further west From the time of the emperor Arcadius they were

the neighbours of the Ibers and aided a certain Farsman to get

their throne Between 350 and 358 they forced the emperor Cons-

tance to make friends with the Sassamds In 363 emperor Jovian

entered into a treaty with Shahpuhr II an important clause of

which bound the Romans and Persians to defend together the passes

of the Caucasus against the barbarians From that year up to the

reign ofLeon I (4G8) Rome paid the contribution for the defence

of these passes and the maintenance of garrisons and fortifications
11->

The beginning of the reign of Shahpuhr II in 309 A D was
marked by the revolt of the Turks, of Rome and of India, according

continued from page 312

Chuvash It may be so In view of our complete ignorance
of the language of the Huns no data to prove that theory
could possibly be adduced ’ [‘Huns and Hiung-nu* Byzanlion
Vol XVIII (1944-45) p 225] As shown above, Maenchen-
HeUen holds that the Huns were different from the Hiung-
nu and belonged to the Indo European rather than a
Turkish race Altliemi has recently reiterated his views in

the first volumes of lus magnum opus entitled Geicfnchte der

Hunnin (Berlin, Walter de Oruyter and Co 1959) He now
identifies the To-pa tribe qtt, which was in Shnn si m about
300, the Xwn of the ancient Sogdian letters, the conquerors
of Loyang in 311, the qun, hun, hdara, who made themselves
masters nfSogdinna after 356 and the Hunm who crossed the
Dnn in 374-375 This view has been ably controverted by
O Maenchen Helfen again in Journal of the American Oriental
Society Vol 79 (1959) pp 295-298 Summing up his
view he has observed “Like most ofthe Eurasian nomads the
Hephthahtes absorbed broken men from other tribes,
splinters of other groups, conquered enemies and deserters
from everywhere They were anything but a culturally well-
integrated people ” {Ibid p 297J This explains why wc have
difTerent, often contradictory, data about them For
instance, Tabari states that the Hephthahtes have no bows
and fight only with swords, whereas Zacharias of Mitylene
observes that ihey live by their bows and swords and Joshua
the Styhte remarks that they fight with maces The Chinese
writer I.i Yen-shou wrote about the capital of the Yc-tha
tribes but a few lines later noted that “they have no villages
and live in tents *’

O Macnchen-Hcllcn is definite, however, that the sub-
stratum of the Hephthahtes was Indo European or Iranian

Sceck, Geschichte des Untergangs der Antiken Welt, band
IV, p 275 ct seq
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to the Persian version of the annals of Tabari.113 Marquart is right

in suggesting that there is a reference to the rising of the Ku$anas

in this remark.114 After putting his house in order Shahpuhr turned

his attention towards Armenia and in 336 sent an ambassador to

the court of emperor Constantine to demand the provinces ceded

by his grand-father Narse in 297* On the latter’s reluctance war

flared up which lasted with varying results up to the sixties of that

century. In the fifties there was a lull in it and Shahpuhr found

time to liquidate the Kusanas. It was perhaps in token of his

triumph over the Kusanas that he struck coins bearing his name

in Tokharian characters The weakening of the Kusanas resulted

in the irruption of other nomadic tribes in the Oxus Valley.

Among these tribes the Khionites or Hupas figure prominently.

Hence m 356 ShShpuhr had to contend with them And two years

later made an alliance with them and the Gelanes. The campaign

of ShShpuhr cowed down the Khionites into joining hi* forces in

the battle of Amida against the Romans in 359. Ammianus^ Mar*

celhnus states that the Khionites who fought on the side n

Shahpuhr were led by their king Grunibates. The status of t e

Khionites was that of nomadic mercenaries who were impressed by

severe campaign and allured by handsome emoluments to enter the

lists against the Romans. The successor of Grumbatcs was nM»t

probably Kutulphe whose bust is dressed in a crown resembling

that of Shahpuhr II on his coins. Kutulphe was followed by

Hcphtnl or Hephthal whose headdress is also similar to that of

Shahpuhr II and who, as such, flourished under him. These kings

acknowledged tlie suzerainty of Shahpuhr and settled along the hmts

of his empire as his vassals like the Germanic tribes on the frontiers

of the Roman empire. We leam from the T’uag-l’iert of the

Chinese writer Tu-Yu that the empire of the Hephthalitcs wa*

established eighty or ninety years prior to the reign of emperor

Wen-Ch’eng (457-465 A.D.) oftheToba Wei dynasty. ' This shows

that the foundation of the Hephtlialite kingdom was laid 'n

36G-37G A D. under Kutulphe or Hephthal during the lifetime of

Shahpuhr I. .»

Shahpuhr II was succeeded by Ardashlr II (379-383) who wa*

perhaps his brother. He was followed by the son of Shahpul ,r

Shahpuhr III, under whom the Khionitc-Hephthahtcs continued to

1,3 Zotcnberg, Annates de Tabari Vol. II, p. 91.
1,1

J. Marquart, Eransahr, p. 50.
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send reinforcements to the Imperial armies in times of war Just

before 334 A D they invaded Mesopotamia under Shahpuhr III

and pushed up to Edessa following winch the emperor sent an

embassy led by Stihcon to the Persian court for discussing the

question of the partition of Armenia The Acts of the Martyrs of

Edessa describe these invaders as Iltmm quidam Ephtahlae, Parsarum

funtimi el qut ad soltm habuahant Oruntem It is for the first time

that the Hcphtlialites are mentioned in western sources The name
of the reigning king Hephthal gave them this name, as seen above

In the eighties of the fourth century a great commotion was

caused by the irruption of nomadic tribes on the Caucasian

frontiers In the south east also the Kusanas raised their heads

and tried to expand their realm Their invasion of India under

Ramagupta. shows that they had developed their power m this

period In these disturbances the Hephthahtes also got an oppor-

tunity to strengthen their position and extend their domination

o\er the neighbouring regions While the effort and attention of

Bahram IV who ascended the Snssantd throne in 388 were nvetted

on the western provinces the Hephthahtes entrenched their hold

in Bactriana and the South at the cost of the Kusanas Towards the

end of the reign of Bahram IV the Hephthahtes had grown in

power and prestige in Bactriana and the Kusanas were eclipsed

But they did not break awa> from the Sassanid empire and kept a
semblance of vassalage to it while enjoying undisputed supremacy
in the Oxus Valley This nse of the Hephthahtes was due to the

energetic leadership of Hephthal I

With the accession of \\».zdegird m 399 the situation seems to

have undergone a change In the first two decades of the fifth

century we do not hear anything about the Hephthahtes There
is a break in their coinage from the accession of “V azdegird I

(or 400) to the end of the reign of Yazdegird II (or 450) The
rise of the Mongol horde of the Ju juan, disparagingly called by the

Chinese, Juan juan, in the Steppes of Central Asia gave a rude

shock to the nascent power of the Hephthahtes In 402 A D
theJuan juan chieJT Slid luen subjugated the nval horde of Kao-
kiu who were the ancestors of the Tulash and Oighur Turks and
inhabited the region of Kobdo anti Urungu In a very short

time the came to dominate they whole of northern Gobi from Leao
ho on the Korean frontier ui the east to Irtysh and the approaches
of Qarashahr m the west The Hephthahtes were hard lilt b\ the
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pressure of the Juan-juan. It is also likely that Yazdegird I tried

to stem their advance in the south-west. His assassination at

Gurgan, where the Sassantds had established their military base

for fighting with the Hephthalites, shows that he was campaigning .

against them. It is also not unlikely that his assassination was

encompassed by the Hephthalites who tried to throw the thraldom

of the Sassanids soon afterwards. But the next Sassanid monarch

Bahram V, known as Bahram Gor (421-438), was equal to the occa-

sion and nipped the insurrection in the bud by inflicting a crush-

ing defeat on the Hephthalites at KuSmehan near Merv.115 After

sweeping off the Hephthalites from Bactriana Bahram Gor appointed

his brother Narse as the governor of that country with the title or

Marzban~i~ICu3an and established his headquarters at Balkh.

Not content with this victory, the Sassanid monarch crossed the

Oxus and conquered the country beyond the river and forced its

people to pay tribute.

In 438 Yazdegird II came to the throne of Iran. He kept the

Khionite tribes in check during the earlier part of his reign and

led a sweeping expedition against the Chois to the north of Gurgan

in the Steppes of Dahistan.118 From the fourth year of his reign to

the eleventh he fought against those people and was obliged to

found a city named Sahristan-i-Yazdegird to serve as the base of

operations. After the victory over the Chois he turned against the

Hephthalites in the twelfth year of his reign in 449-450 and their

king ga\e way enabling the Sassanid forces to penetrate Into th«f

country, storm the towns, pillage the land and return with a rich

booty. But just on the morrow oT his triumph the raids and

razzias of the Hephthalites began to occur in the eastern province5

of the empire. Hence Yazdegird II was compelled to renew th<

compaign in 453-454. Simultaneously trouble broke outin|h«

western provinces of the empire adjoining Caucasia and a rebellion

flared up in a large number of the imperial troops that were

composed of the Armenians and the Alains due to the Sassanid

policy of persecuting the Christians. Just after quelling this revolt

Yazdegird II marched against the Hephthalites, but due to the

114 T. Noldcke {Tabari, p. 99), held that the adversaries of

Bahram Gor were the Hephthalites while J.
{ErUnjahr, p. 52) thought that they were the Khionitcs.
as the Hephthalites ahd Khionitcs were one and the 5

people this controversy bears no fiuit.
J1* J. Marquart, Eraniahr, p. 5G.
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treachery of a counsellor, who hailed from the family of Hailandurk,

he suffered a heavy defeat, the first that the Hepht halites inflicted

on the Sassanids Soon after this triumph the Hephthalitcs moved

southwards and crossing the Indus snooped upon the Gupta empire

in 455 A D But Skandagupta beat them back, as we gather from

the Bhitan inscription 1,7 The chief under whom the Hephthahtes

scored these successes was most probably Hephthal II whose coins

show him wearing a headdress resembling that of Yazdegird II His

headquarters was at Balkh as the reverse of his coins bear the legend

BAXAO (Balkh) in Tokhanan at the right and the letter ph m
Pehlvi on the left which stands for the name of that city 118 In 456

we find Yazdegird continuing the struggle against the Hephthahtes

In that year the first embassy of the Hephthahtes reached the court

of the Wei in China This was the first sign or the independence

of the Hephthahtes The result or these movements of the

Hephthalitcs was that one of their branches called Tsavla or Jauia

or Zabul occupied the regions of Gazm beyond the Indus

The death of Yazdegird II m 457 gave a signal to the civil

war between Peroz and Homuzd The former took shelter among
the Hephthahtes and with their ass stance dethroned his bro

ther and became emperor The contemporary Hephthalite king

of Peroz was Akun Some time later hostilities broke out between
these two kings The Sassamd monarch sustained a defeat undertook
to pay tribute to his rival and sent lus son Kavvadh as a hostage to

him The coins paid m tribute by Peroz to Akun have the name
of the latter restruck on them Henceforth the kingdom of the
Hephthahtes became independent of the Sassanids as the novelties

on his coins indicate This period was marked by an unprecedented
n$e or the power and prestige of the Hephthahtes In 477 A D
they conquered Gandhara in 479 A D occupied Sogdiana and in
the closing years of that century took possession of Turfan and
Qarashahr In 484 again Peroz attacked the Hephthalitcs but
was defeated and killed The conqueror of Peroz was Hephthal
III (the Tc ta i Ii to of Leang shu) who succeeded Akun and whose
name figures on the restruck coins of Balash h-awadh and
Ivhusrau I

11? J F Fleet Corpus Inscnphonum Indicarum Vol II No 13
verse 8 Hunairyasya samagatasya samare dorbhyam dhara
kampita

119 R Ghirshman, Les Cktomtes Hephtahtes, pp H 12
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Menaced by an anti-Hephtha!itc group of nobles, led by Nakhvtr

Gushnaspdadh, Kawadh took refuge among tbe Hephtlialitei, mar-

ried the daughter of their king and dethroned his borther Zamasp

with their assistance and recovered the throne. During the rest

of his reign he was on friendly terms with the Hephihalites who

constantly helped him against the Romans in the west and the

nomads of the north.

After Kawadh K.husrau I Anusharvan (531-578) kept good

relations with the Hephthahtes in ihc beginning of his reign. In

551 he is said to have employed the While Huns, the Chois, accord-

ing to Christensen,l” as mercenaries against the Romans. But in

549 he refused to pay tribute to the Huphthalites and between j63

and 567 their empire crumbled under his attacks in (he west and

those of the Western T’u-kiue in the cast. Their territories on the

western bank of the Oxus were seized by the Sassanids and tho'e

along its eastern bank were occupied by the Turks so that the Ow*

formed’ the boundary between the Sassanid and the T'u-Kjue

empires. According to Tabari, the empire of Khusrau cxeenae

over the provinces of Sind, Rost, ar-Rukhnj (Arachosia), Zabuhstan,

Tukharistan, Dardistan and Kabulistan, which were ceded by the

Hcplithalitc king, who is called’ Ghatfar by Firdausi and Katulphc

by Thcopbanus of Byzantium.,s *

After the conquest of the Hcplithalitc empire some of d* 1
*’

princes were allowed to rule as tlic vassals <?r the Turks over snn

principalities. Sometimes these princes asserted themselves but were

.soon crushed. In 588-589, for instance, they occupied Badghis an

Herat at the instigation of the Turks but were repelled by t c

Spahbad of Kliurassan, Bahram Cobin who wrested Balkh and cros

sed the Oxus and got a victory over the king MazklWk who is iden*1

ficd by Marquart with tbe qugban Sho-lo-hu.m Among these later

Heplulialitc princes the name of Tarkhan Nizak deserves specif

attention. He played an important part In the events of the age

the Arab conquest of Bactriana. But after him the rule of
*

£
Hephihalites came to an end and they merged in the population 0

Bukhara and Samarqand according to al-Mas‘Qdi.123

1,0 A. Christensen, L'hm sous Its Stissanities, p. 3G4.
120 E. Drouin, Alemoire Sur Its Urns Hephihalites, p. 285.

1Jl
J. Marqurt, Eraniahr, p. 65.

lS! Abu’l Hasan ‘Ali bin Al Husain al Mas'utli, A'itab

adk-Dhahah uta M'adirt al'Fauhar, Voh II, p. 195-
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We have seen that in 455-45G the Hephthalites appeared on the

Indus and crossed into India. Though driven away by Skandagupta

and defeated probably by the Jarlas, the Jartikas orjats of theSialkot

region, as we learn from a remark of Chandragomm ajayaj-jarto

Hurtan, they settled in Zabulistan. Their kingdom lay along the river of

Gazni and the lake Ab-i-Istada. To the north this kingdom extend-

ed up to the valley of the Kabul, in the east it readied the mountain

range of Sulaiman, in the west it touched the basin of the Helmtmd
and in the south it met the mountainous regions which have been

regarded as the cradle of the Afghans. Hiucn T'sang states that the

king of Hi-ma-to-lo in. the country of To-ho-lo (Tokharistan) mar-

ched against the Kritiyas ofKaSmira, who had banished Buddhism,

and occupied their country. 133 Marquart is right in identifying this

king with Hephthal and holding that he conquered Kagmira at the

same time as Gandhara. Sung-Yun, who visited Gandhara in 520

A.D. writes as follows: “It was formerly called the country of Ye»

po-lo. This is the country which the Ye-thas destroyed, and after-

wards set up Lae-lih to be king over the country; since which event

two generations have passed.”131 Chavannes renders this passage

as follows: “Le Gandhaic etait appcle primitivement Chc-po-lo,

quand’il eut dtd vaincu per les yc-ta, on y placa cumme roi un Tch’e

le; deputs que (cette dynastie) gouverne le royaume deux generations

sc sont dejd ceoulcc.’' 125 The account of Sung Yun is reproduced

in the Pci-skei ”(Lc Gandharc) etait appeie primitivement Ghe-po-to,

il fut detruit par les Hephthalites, et e’est alors qu’il changea de
nom. Le roi etait a l’origine un Tch’c-le; il gouverne cc pay3 depuis

deja deux generations.” 128 Thus, wc observe that the reading tch’e-le

rather than lae-lih is correet. It signifies Tsavla or Jauvla, a name
by which Toramana designated himself in the Kura inscription,

{rajQdhiTajamnharaj(i‘loTamana-iahijau{bla).lt7 and- Mihirkula is

known in the Uruzagan inscriptions (Boo ssafio zooloo mihroziti) 12*

From the remark of Sung Yun it is clear that the Jauvla kingdom

135 S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the H'cslcrn World, Vol. I, p.
15G-157.

131 Ibid Vol. I, p. c.

111
F-. Chavannes, Voyage de Sortg-Tun, op. cil. p. 416.

113 E. Chavannes, Document} sur les T'ou- Kiue Occidentaux, oh.
cil., p. 225.

137 Ed, by George Blihlcr, Epigraphies Ind'tca Vol. I, p, 239.
134 Ed. A. D. H. Bivar, sec f. n. No. 102 above.
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had been founded on the other side of the Indus in Gandhara and

Gazna two generations ago. We know that the father of Mihirkula

was Toramaga. Coins, however, reveal the existence of another

king Ramanlla who called himself Ramanila, king of Zabul, and

whose bust faces the left instead of right on liis coins in token of his

independent status. Ghirshman139 identifies this king with Tora-

mana but gives no reason in support of his view. It is likely that

Ramanlla was a predecessor ofToramana and founded the Jauvla

empire while the H ephthalitcs scored victories over the Sassamds

and swept into India under Hcpthal II. It is also not unlikely that

Ramanlla belonged to a family that was different from that of

Toramana.

Thus, we observe that after their defeat in India the Jauvlas

settled in Kabul and Gazni and founded an empire130 on 'the other

side of the Indus which reached its zenith under Toramana (cir. 511-

515 A.D.) and Mihirkula (cir. 515-544). The activities of these

kings arc fairy well-known to the students of Indian history. The

Kuvalqyamala (cir. 778 A.D.) refers to the camp of Toraraya (Tora-

m2na) on the bank of the CandrabhSgS and the Jaina writer Soma-

deva (10th cent. A.D.) mentions a tradition that a Huna king

conquered Citrakuta. In an inscription found at Eran in Mahva

a chief named Dhanyavisnu is stated to be owing allegiance to

Toramana and in some seals discovered at Kausambi near Allahabad

there is a reference to the coming of the Hulias to the middle

country. The Rajatarangini gives details of the campaign of Mihir-

kula in the south upto Ceylon and Hiuen T’sang and the Buddhist

text Arya-manjuSri-mula-kalpa describe his invasion in eastern India.

We learn from the Caturbhani, a work of the later Gupta period,

that the Hunas had become very prominent at places like

Ujjayini. In the Padataditakam of Syamilaka, included in this

collection, the Vita finding Bhatti Maghavarman, the son of the

129 R. Ghirshman, Les Chionites-Hephtalites p. 35.
130 R. Ghirshman, (iiirf, p. 32), holds that the Hephthalites

conquered the state of Zabul in the fourth century A.D. during the

reign of C*-=L- u - TT 1 l ’ * the fact that a coin

bearing Zab” and showing

the king r

(338-399) has been

found at Setq-abad. But this coin does not bear the name of the

king which shows that he was not a ruler of eminence but was soine

ordinary satrap or officer. The remark of Sung Yun is too explicit

to admit of any other view.
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commander Senaka, opening the door and entering the house of

somebody, addresses him as follows

aye kasya khalvayam-ahuno hupa-mandana-manditah aryagho-

takah Pataliputrakayah Puspadasya bhavanadvaram-aviskaro ti

(Nirvarnya) \ jnataVn ebhirihfibadha-svetakasta-karmkii-prahasita

- bapo^a - deSair - haddha - karair - asajjamapyasakrt- sajjamiti-

sanjali prativadibhir-lata-difjdibhih sucitab senapateh senakasya-

apatyaratna-bhattimaghavarma bhavisyati Tanna sakyamenamana-
bhibhasyatikramitum [Colurbham ,

ed Ramakrsna Kavi, p 15 ed
V S Agrawala and Motvcandra pp 1G1-102)

It is clear from this quotation that at Ujyaymi the Hunas had
become so powerful and predominant that thej could break open
the house of anybody and enter it Not only this, but the local

people could also take the law mto their hands in the garb of the

HGoas In this connection it is interesting that white wooden
earings were hanging on the cheeks of the followers and retainers

of Ehattimaghavarman The far-reaching conquests of the Hunas
were short-lived and Baladitya in the east and YaSodharman
Visnuvardhana m the west inflicted crush ng defeats on Mihirakula

and expelled Iiun from the interior of India

The defeat and death of Mihirakula marked the end of the

palmy days of the Jauvla kingdom The Turk* pressed into

Gandhara and drove the Hcphthalites fiom there One of the

vassals of the Turks was a king named Napki whose coins have
been found by J Hackin. in the sanctuary of Khatr Khanc near

Kabul 131 At the time of Hiucn T'sang a Turkish prince was ruling

at Kabul But it appears that in Zabulislan the Jauvla dynasty

continued to reign The Chinese pilgrim noted that the king of
that country had succeeded to a long line of kings and was a ful-

Jowerofthe cult of Sun or Ksun ia ' To that dynasty can be as-

signed the coins of king Vakbha, the legends of which reveal a
comprehensive Indiamsation 133 and side by side prove that the

131 J Hackin, ‘Repartition des monnaies mciennes en Afgha-
nistan,’ Journal Astaltque (1935), p 289, see also M F C
Martin, ‘Some Coins of the Napki Malka class restruck by
Sahi Tigjn,’ Journal of the Royal Asta'tc Society of Bengal,

Numismatic Supplement, Vol 46, p G
132 S Beal, Buddhist Records, Vol II, pp 205-20G
IM R. Glurshraan, Les Chionites-Hcphtaliles, p 45
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5 Considerations about the date ofKahda sa

This brief outline of the history { of the Khiomte-Heph-

thalites provides the background of the reference to the Hunas on

the Oxus in the Raghuvamsa of Kahdasa In order to determine

the date, to which this reference can be precisely assigned, it is

necessary to bear m mind the standpoint of Kalidasa The poet

begins his account of the north-western campaign of Raghn by

stating that he set out to conquer the Persians (Parasikas) 137

This shows tliat the primary object of Raghu was to crush the

ParaslLas But after defeating them somewhere near Begram and

conquering the adjoining regions itj became imperative for the

conqueror to proceed right north137 and pounce upon the Hunas
on the Oxus 138 This proves that the association of the Hunas with

the Parasikas was so close that without conqueung them the

victory over the latter was quite meaningless 139 But though the

137 RaghuianiSa, VI> 61.

m-ufi+fwdi i

138 Ibid , IV, 66.

era
- HrenPre TufasiH i

Tor a detailed discussion of the geography of the North-
West as described by Kalidasa, see the next study

133 An indication of the site of the battle of Raghu with the
Parasikas is given m the following verse of the Ragui ainsa

27£i 1

1

{Raghu IV, 65)

The warriors are stated to have shaken off the exhaus-
tion of the victorious war with the Parasikas by drinking
wine in vineyards covered with choice skins The best
grapes were produced in KapiSi in ancient times and the
wine distilled from them was far-famed The grapes of
KapiSi were known as iapisayetni Araksa and their wine
kapisayanam madhu Kautdya refers to two varieties of it

kapisa) ana produced m the region around KSpisi in north
Afghanistan ftom green grapes and harahnraka, manufactured
in the valley of Harahvaiti or Arghandah from black grapes
which are called fiarahurs (ArlhasSstra of Kautdya II, 2a ed.
R Shamshastn, p 120 mrdvikaraso madhu Tasya svadeso

continued on page 324
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Hupas svere allied to the Parasikas they were a people of some

political standing and strategic importance which merited the

pointed mention of them by a poet like Kalidasa in the account

ofthe campaign of a conqueror like Raghu. An insignificant tribe

could not have been mentioned by Kalidasa, as the trend of his

description shows. Thus, we have to specify the period in which the

continued from page 323

vyakhyanam kapiSayanam harahurahamiti. Panini also refers

to the wme of KapiSi in his Sutra IV, 2, 29 KapiSyah Ipliak.

Curiously enough, the ceramic found in the third stratum at

Begram reveals a motif i elating to the manufacture of wine.

This motif shows a jar encased m two branches of vine from

the ends of which bunches of grapes hang and on which two

birds arc perched. Prom the mouth of the jar emerges a

stalk surmounted by a triangular object. This motif

represents the equipment of manufacturing wine, jar, presser

and filter. The triangular object placed on the presser is a

conical filtering basket which the Romans called colm.

The scene depicted here lecalls the paintings found at

Pompeii. R. Ghirshman, {Bigram, Rcchcrches archiologigues tt

hulOTiqu a sut les Kouchans, pp. 69*70, Plate XIX. Hackin,

Carl, M cuniS, Diverses rcchcrches archcologiques at Afghanistan

(Paris 1959) p. 89). This motif proves that

Begram was the home of grapes and the centre of the

manufacture or its tvine in ancient times. Besides tills, a

unique plaster medallion depicts the leaves and bunches
of grapes. {tfouvclUs rcchcrches archiologiquc cn fiigram, iludcs

comparaltiet (Paris, 1954), Vol I, p. 143; Vol II, figures

201). It is likely that the wine of KapUi—Begram was

exported and stoied in large quantities in the ancient

period. Recently a Russian archaeological expedition

led by M. E. Masson lias discovered a large wine cellar in

the remains of the Partlnan capital at Nisa eleven miles

narth-w®t of Ashkhabad, the modem capital of Turkmenia-
In that wine cellar nearly 2,00,000 litres of wine were once
kept in clay pitchers. The writings in ink on pieces of

broken pitchers have revealed that they were mainly con*

ncctcd with the delivery of wine to the big slave-owing
palace and temple economy of Nisa. [M. E. Masson, *NV»v

Light on Ancient Civilization’, Soviet Union (December, 1954),

PP- 2S A. L. Mongait. Archaeology in the U.S.S.IL
pp. 255-259.

The reference to the wine of grapes in the Raglttiva*!*
proves that the poet had the regions of Bcgram-Kap'di in

mind while describing the war of Raghu with the ParasILu-
hor a detailed discussion of this and allied problem* see

the next chapter.
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Hunas grew m political and military importance on th~ Oxus and
side by side maintained their association and subservience to the

Sassamds

It is manifest that the reference to the Hunas on the Oxus
could not have been made m or after 455 456 A D

t
since va that

year the Huijas appeared on the Indus and established their

kingdom in Zibuhstan A writer of that period should have men
tioned the Hunas on the Indus rather than the Oxus Similarly, it

is unhkel} that this reference could have bem made in the first

half of the fifth century for in that period the Hunas were worsted
and vanquished by the Juan juan and he Sassamds and their rela-

tion with the Persian empire was that of var and hostility We
have seen that m the first two decades of the fifth century the

Hephthalitcs suffered a serious setback as the absence of their

coins in this period sho\\s In about 420 A D they were invaded
by Yazdegird and soon afterwards liquidated by Bahrain Gor
Baliram s successor \ azdegtrd II defeated them in 442 450 and
renewed the war against them in 453-454 Thus we observe that

in the first halfof the fifth century the Hunas were not an im
portant power in the Oxus Valley and could not deserve the notice
of Kalidasa Besides this their relations with the Sassamds weie
not good and their association with them had broken down Hence
Kalidasa’s account, which implies that association cannot belong to

this period

We are, thus, driven to place Kalidasa’s reference to the Hunas
between 356, when they first appeared on the threshold of the Sassamd
empire, and 399 the date or the accession ofYazdegird I During the
reign of Shahpuhr II the Kmomte Hephtiiaktes were a floating
mass of mercenaries reinforcing the ranks of the Sassamds rather
than a strongly settled power ov. the. Or.us. Though. wade* KmImV
phe and Hcphthal the Huna> had begun to rise, they were no better
than mercenary nomads in this period The reference to the
founding of the Hephthalitc kingdom about 366 376 A D means
no more than the growth of their importance in association with
the Sassamds

Under Ardashir II nnd Shahpuhr III also the Khiomte—
Hephthahtes were mercenaries serving m the Sassamd army ami
participating as such in the imasion of Mesopotamia in 384 A D
It was towards the closing >cirs of his reign and the beginning of
that of his successor Bahram IV that the Hephthalitcs firmly settled
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in Bactriana and their power considerably increased. It has been

noted above that the Acts of the Martyrs of Edessa notes them

under the name Hephtalite in 384 for the first time. The op-

portunity of the Hephthalites arose from the preoccupation o

Bahrain IV with the disturbances of the Caucasian frontiers.

But they could not float the Sassanids and continued to o^e

allegiance to them. Thus, the political and military importance o

the Hephthalites and their close association with the Sassanids

were the dominant features of the history of Bactriana in the last

decade of the fourth century A. D. It is, therefore, precisely in

this decade that the reference to the Hunas on the Oxus in the

RaghuvaihSa of Kalidfisa can be dated.

I have proposed elsewhere110 to equate the account of the

north-western conquest of Raghu given by Kalidasa with the

^
reference to the conquest of the Bactrians (Valhlkas) after crossing

the seven tributaries of the Indus—Kabul, Swat, Sindh, Jhelutn,

Ghcnab, Ravi and Beas141—by a king named Candra in foe

Mehrauli Iron Pillar inscription.142 The consensus of scholarly

opinion is now in favour of identifying this Candra with Candra*

I gupta II Vikramaditya. Hence it follows that Candra gupta II

led an expedition in Bactriana in order to remove the menace oi

1 the Sakas, Kjisanaa and Paraslkas loot and branch. Recent

|
archaeological researches have established that the third city at

Begram was deserted by its inhabitants in the ' closing decades of

the Fourth century A. D. The people fled from the city under the

pressure of invaders leaving their hearth and home intact. There-

after life never returned to the city and time covered its empty

remains with the sheet of sand and dust.143 About the same time

140 Buddha Pi akasli, ‘The Cental Asiatic Expedition of Candra-

gupta Vikramaditya’, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society y
Rental {Letters, 1917, pp. 31-39.

141
J- IV- McCrindle, Ancient India as described by Plolpnjt

p. 81.

142
J. F. Fleet, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicanim

,
Vol. Ill, No. 32,

lines I *2.

M^ I f ,4 id SSiR II

St frrnfrf^rT Tr%Fr: i

trcqrSTFqfqttrf#
1

1

143 Diverse* reehenhes ank&ologlques eu Afghanistan, p. 12
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were abandoned the cities of Hopian near Chankar, Eskandria near

Sarai-i-Khwaja and Tir-Andaz on the Kabul-Qandhar route It is

certain that the desertion of these cities was the result of some great

invasion The silver coins of the Sassamd kings at Tepc Maranjan

near Bcgram end with Shahpuhr III (383—388 AD) There we

have 338 coins of Shahpuhr II, 24 of ArdashTr II and II of Shah-

puhr III t11 This shows that after 388 A D this region was lost to

the Sassamds Most probably this invasion was tint of Candra-

gupta Vikramaditya mentioned m the Mehrauli Iron Pillar inscrip-

tion We do not know of any campaign of any other king in these

regions in this period Ardashir II, Shahpuhr III and Bahram IV

were weak xnonarchs and the latter two were too busy in the West to

divert their attention to these regions Moreover, there was no neccss-

sity for them to campaign in these countries for they were already

subordinate to them There is also no evidence of any invasion of

nomadic peoples from Cntral Asia in this period Likewise, there

is nothing to suggest that the Kluonitc-Hephthalites conquered

them at that time On the contrary, we have the definite remark

of Sung Vun that they occupied Gandhar-t two generations before

his time i e ,
about 455 AD In that period these people were

entrenching their hold over the Bactrian regions, as seen above

Hcncc the conclusion becomes irresistible that the ruin and deser-
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dhoti on the lower part of the body are of Gupta style. Of special

interest arc the medium-sized supple male figures clad in tunics tied

with belts, trousers tucked in full-boots reaching up to the knees

and crowns with triple crescents having medial orbs. One figure

weares bracelets and large earings of granulated style. In one

upraised hand it holds a shield and in the other, that is shghlty

bent, wields a long sword, the hilt of which is stringed to the belt.

Behind it is another figure wearing armour with breast-plate,

holding a weapon (mace) in right hand, which rests on the shoulder,

and placing the other on the hilt of the sword dangling from the

belt or sash. The face of this figure is missing but that of the

other is clean shaven with soft features just as we come across on

the coins of early Gupta kings. Hackin describes these figures as of

solar and lunar denies. But they seem to be based on exact represen-

tations of warriors bearing affinities with Gupta figures. {Diverse:

recherckes Archcologtques en Afghanistan (Paris 1959) (pp. 49-50). This

appearance and blossoming of Gupta art in Afghanistan in the

vicinity of Kapiii is clearly the result of an intimate contact with

India of the Gupta period.

It appears that the details of the north-western expedition of

Candragupta Vihramaditya are given by Kalidasa in the account of

the campaign of Raghu in the north-west.

In the beginning of his reign Candragupta was busy restoring

peace in his empire. Under Ramagupta, when the invasion of the

Sahas took place, there was trouble in all parts of the empire.

Hence Candragupta had to work hard to put his house in order.

An echo of his campaign in the south-western parts of his empire
is preserved in the Udayagiri cave inscription near Bhilsa, which
states that he passed through these regions, while out on his ex-

pedition to conquer the earth.1*2 It is also likely that Candra-
gupta annexed the eastern provinces of Samatata and Davaka after

quelling the rebellion that appears to have flared up there.1” His

diplomatic activities in the south are also notewoithy. About 388

A.D. he conquered the kingdom of the Western Ksatrapas as their

long senes of coins testifying to their almost unbroken rule for

J* I** Fh-fct, Corpus Jnscripiionum Indication, No. 6, line 5.

Buddha Prakash, The Central Asiatic Expedit 'on of Candrag"Pla
~

l ikramadilja, op. cit., p. 32.
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more than 300 years comes to an end between 388 mil 397 Thus,

it is clear that in the first ten years of his reign Candragupta

was bus) in the wars in his empire It was after 380, the date of

the accession of Bahrain IV, that he was in a position to under-

take the expedition m the north-west

The aforesaid considerations lend us to hold that the invasion

of the north west which served as the basis of the account of the

conquests of Raghu up to the Oxtis took plare between 390 and
399 A D and that Kalidasa's reference to the Hunas on the Oxus
belongs to that period

The above enquiry has led us to determine the exact period

in which the great poet Kalidasa lived and wrote It was held by

a large number of scholars that Kalidasa belonged to the

Gupta period 117 But now we arc on terrafirma and have got a

definite date for the poet and can confidently assert that he

flourished in cir 390-39o A D
Addendum

Recently the question of the language of the Hiung-nu has

heen discussed b> Louis Ligeti in his paper ‘Mots de civilization de

Haulte Asie en Iranscenphon thtnoise’ Published in Acta Onrntalia (Acade-

miae Scientiarum Hungaricae Budapest) Vol I, Part I, pp 141 188

He has shown chat the Htung nu language is not Altaic hut Iems

seian Tor instance, the Hiving nu word for boots sagftdaq (Chinese,

solo) is not attested in Turkish or Mongol of the Altaic group

but m Ostiak or the lemsseian group He think that th-- Hiung-nu

language belonged to what be calls ‘Paleo join pleaii asiatic’

group, which borrowed some of their vocabulary from the Iranian

'SVtx'kfljrtK ‘t/.b/T.IVL

117 A B Keith, ‘Vikramaditya and Kalidasa,*Journal of the Rojnl
Asiatic Society, (1909), p 433, B C Majumdar, ‘The date of
Kalidasa, ibid

, p 731, J Bloch Die £eit Kalidasas, ZDM G (LXII), p 67 1 6 Recently V S Agmwala has
adduced literary and art evidence to establish that Kalidasa
was a poet of the Gupta period v de V S Agrawala,
'Kalidasa and Buddhist Sanskrt Literature, Journal of the
U P Historical Society (1950), pp 189 195, ‘Art Evidence in
Kalidasa,* ibid, (1949) pp 8193 Jyotiratha’ (in Hindi)
Kagan Pracaruit Point a (Candrahah JPandeya Smru Anka)
Vol 63 nos 3 4 pp 412-410



CHAPTER XIV

The Geographical and Cultural aspects

of the Northern Itinerary of Raghu as

described by Kalidasa

1 The north u estem route across the Indus

The hey to the understanding of the northern conquests of

Raghu described by Kalidasa in the foujth canto of his Raghuvmto

lies in the determination of the reading of its sixty-seventh verse

In this verse it is controversial whether the reading vanhu should he

accepted or sindhu should be preferred But, as shown m the preced-

ing study, the reading vanhu is correct and smdhu is the result o ft

Uxtus simph&or supplanting a textus dijficilior in later times K5l' a**

located the Hurras conquered by Raghu on the batik of the (m s“

or Oxus rather than the Smdhu or Indus This shows that t

northern campaign of Raghu reached up to the Vanhu which senes

as a landmark in the study of its geographical and cultural aspec

According to Kalidasa, Raghu led his northern expedition again*1

the Persians (parashas) along the land-route (rihahrartma)
- Be

considering other aspects of this campaign it is desirable to spe )

tins land-route The researches of Trench archaeologists l>1'

thrown a flood of light on this route and it is advisable to cas

flying glance at it

The ancient routes connecting India with the north western

world passed along the tributaries of the Indus that water
.

Afghanistan From the way the risers Suvastu (Swat), Nu

(Kabul), Krutnu (Kuram), Comati (Comal), Ynvy vsati (.1

1 Ragh uramsa, IV, G7

* lUzhnramia, IV, 61
*

'rrvfmpwt w«wnfsrr i

wft it

* A Toucher, la vtttlte route de Vlnde de TiacfrfS a

(Mlmoircs dc la Delegation Archlologique Trincanc

Afghanistan), 2 Vols (Pam, IT 12-1 917) J Hachin, J

I

J Mewnit, Direrrts recherefin atehc-o^o^tjufS tn /y.“

(Para !9j9)
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and Sarasvati (Arghandab)

4

are mentioned in the /Jqrrrfait appears

that their importance lay in the routes that passed along their

banks. In the Rgveda mention is also made of Ilariyupiya (Harlyob)

at the sources of the Kmm.® The most important among these

routes was that passing along the Kabul. Starting from Taksa&ila

it crossed the Indus at the ford of Und. This crossing had become

the site of a flourishing city which is called Udbhiinda in the

Rajatarangini, Udakabhan^a by Hiucn T’sang, Wchand by Al-Birum,

Ohind by the people of Peshawar and Und by the common folk of

the neighbouring areas. Its Persian name dar-i- hind shows that it

was the veritable gate of India. Somewhere in the vicinity of this

place the armies of Alexander crossed the Indus on a bridge of

boats. There, Hiucn T’sang crossed this river by boat at the time

of entering into India and on the back of an elephant while going

home. It was also there that the horses and camels of Babur

waded through the Indus. But at the time of Akbar a permanent

bridge was thrown across the Indus at Attnck, Vpidataka, and the

traffic shifted to that route. Before that the Atfock route was not

prominent, though it is mentioned in the MahabhSrala.

From Und the old route reached Svabi in the north and

from there bending in a westerly direction arrived at Shah-

ba7garhi, where the Fourteen Rock Edicts of A‘okn attest its impor-

tance as a traffic-centre. From that place a sub-route branched off

in the north and passing through the Shahkot Pass reahed Chak-

dari on the Swat and therefrom going along this river led to the

north via Manglawar. The main route moved from Shahbnzgnrhi

via Hotimardan and readied the confluence of the Swat (Landai)

and the Kabul. The township of Prang marking this confluence

is reminiscent of Prayjga which denotes the famous confluence of

the Ganga and the Yamuna at Allahabad. There the great

metropolis of western Gandhara, Puskalavati, was situated. Its

site is marked by the present town of Gharsadda and the echo of
its name persists in the neighbouring village of Pakholi.* After

4 Hillebrandt, Vtdisehe ATythologic, I, 99; III, 268.
5 Aurcl Stein, ‘An Archaeological Tour in Wazirislan’ ‘(JMem-

oirs of the Archaeological Stircry of India ,
No. 37, p. 2.)

8 Alexander Cunningham. Ancient Geography ofIndia, pp. 49-51

;

J. W. McCrindlc, The Invasion ofIndia by Alexander the Great,

p. 59. Kalidasa has refeired to Puskalavati in RaghuvaifiSa

continued on page 332
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crossing the Swat the mam route passed through the Michni Pass

and touching Shah Mansurkliel and Haidar Khan ciossed the Kabul

and then winding through a stony plateau and traversing the

villages of Isagai and Warsak reached Dakka Since the foundation

of Purusapura to the south of Puskalavati by Karuska the route

had deviated towards that city and from there passing by Jamrud

and All Masjid and going through the Khaibar Pass opened out at

Landi Kotal whence a turn to the north joined it to the old track

at Dakka On this new route the remains of the stGpa of Shpol

and a monastery m the vicinity of Ah Masjid still refresh the

memory of ancient times From Dakka both these routes merged

into one track which tackled the difficult <;andy and stony terrain up

to Jalalabad (Nagarahara) There the Kunar or Chitral meets the

Kabul The Chinese travellers Fa-hien, Hiuen T’sang and Sung Yun

have given glowing descriptions of the topes and monasteries of this

place The great stupa, where, according to Hiuen T’sang,

Dipankara had foretold the greatness of Buddha, is still called

‘Alianposh’ (covered with iron) in that locality The cut in the

hills to the south of the village Chahar Bagh, which is known as

Siyah-sang (black mountain), represents the cave of Naga Gopala

which Buddha is stated to have hallowed with his shadow 7 To the

south of tins place is Hidda (Hi lo) where the va3t ruins of Tippch

Kalan bespeak its magnificence in the Buddhist period

rrom Jalalabad the main route traversed the barren and sandy

land and passing by Chahar Bagh and crossing the Surkhrud river

took a turn to the north and going across the Kabul river reached

Mandrawar on the Lugliman river in the west whose dunes

enshrine the remains of Alexander’s town Nikaia Perhaps the

echo of this town rings in the name of the village called Nichaia-

gram m Kafiristan The green and flowery valley ofLaghman

(ancient Larnpaka) sprawling at the feet of huge mountain*

constituted the northern frontier of India, according to Huicn

T’sang It was there that Bibur felt the air of u new world that

continuedfrompage 331

(XV, 09) This shows that this place retained its imp°r'

tnnee up to the time of Kalidisa. (B G Law, Ceo?raphiCit‘

Aspects of Kalidasa's Warb (1954) p 5
7

P Caspani, ‘The cave of the shadow of the Buddh*t_®j
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contrasted with the climate he h-ul till then experienced Thcre
}

the remains of two big stupas arc ensconced on the left bank of the

Almgarnt the slope of the Slrunu mountain If Hiuen T sang is

to be belies cd, this countr) was dotted with dozens of stupas

Leasing this valley the mam route landed into arid anti dr}

plateau called Dasht i Shaitan (the devil s jungle) The ruins of

shrines and stupas arc scattered in that land also Thereafter the

route passed through the Bidpasli I’aL and came out at Na^halu

which dominates the confluence of the Panjshir and the Kabul
From there the route mo\ed in the north along the Mahtpar mcr
and entered into the \allcy or 1 igio where a polygonal luga

attests the extstcncc ofa £aiv i temple Near this hi ga is a fluddlust

stDpa After this valley comes the basin t f Is ijrao which abounds

in old mounds From tl ere tin route ads meed towards die confl

uence of tl e Panjshir and the Gin rband nv ers and neared the

neighbourhood or ancient KapiSi where a big stQpa stands as a

sign post Tlierc the comb ued stieam c f the Panjshir and the

Shutul embraces tin common flow of the Ghorband and the Salang

This was the famous crossroads of ancient routes It is sigmflcant

that tl e coins of the Grech governors Pantalcon and Agatliocles,

found there, depict *lic Greek goddess of crossroads Hceates

2 The valley cfA apisi

Half of the % alley of Kapdi is known as Kohd unan and half is

called Kolustan In its north is Jabal Sarij the site of a rn derii

electrical project, in the middle is Br^ram and in the wcst,Charikar

The southern flank. of the \allcy marked by Kuhd unan The
site of Burj l \bdullah enshrines the remains of the in lent city

Around this placp the ruins or a large number of stupas ami
monasteries litter the land To its cast is the Koh i top or hoh i

Palialvan which stands for that famous lull where Hiuen 1 sang
noted a nat iral representation of Avalohitc$\ ara The important
archaeological sites here are Qpl i Nader and Tepe Knlan J
Meunie has identified the rums of the monastery discovered at the for-

mer sue as those of the convent of Chinese hostages built by Kamyka
at Kapdi Here the ruins of a stupa having a reliquary and a
sangh.irnma have been found It was a square structure with a
gate, gallery, hall and side rooms In the niches the figures of Buddha
have been found A bronze coin ofKLamyha was also found at that

site (Diverse! richrchcs arek&ologiques e i Afghani:let i p 123) In ancient

times there was a prosperous settlement of the Greeks in this city
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Alexander had founded a military cantonment after his name near

Jabal-Saraj But in the age of the Indo-Greek kings the centre

of civil administration had shifted to Kapisi E J Rapsnn8 has

read the legend on a com of Apollodotus restruck by Eukratidcs as

kavisi The elephant shaped crowns of some of these rulers symbo-

lise the god of the locality, whose representation was noted by

Hiuen T'sang m the Pilu sar, a hillock shaped to the likeness o

the head of an elephant Alexander Cunningham9 has identified

Kahni, the birthplace of Menander, according to the MilindapaUho,

wrth Kapisi In hw view this variant Kalasi is due to an ortho

graphical solecism of the Ceylonese scribe Toucher has shown that

the Alasanda-dipa of the MiLtndapanho is identical with the valley

of Kapisi 10

Archaeological researches have shown that Kapisi was a flou

rishing city It was entered into through a southern gate that was

walled for defence purposes In course af tune a stupa was raised

8 Cambridge History of India, Vol I, pp 29, 555
9 A Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India

,

p 28

10 A Toucher, La vieille route de I'Indc de Bactres a Texda,

Vol 11 p 218 In the Chinese translation of the Mtlmda-

pdUho Alasanda (A li san) is stated to have been situated

on the sea-shore For this reason Pelliot, DcmieViUe.

Fmot and Sylvam Levi have identified Alasanda will

Alexandria m Egypt (P. Pelliot, Journal Asiatigut (1919/*

pp 413 417
,

P Demiev.lle, BuIUm de 1'eccU FrancOf'

d Extreme Orient (1924), p 168 ,
L Finot, MtlndapaW

(Trench translation), p 157, Sylvam Levi, ‘Alexandre

c

Alexandra dans les documents Indiens’, Memorial Lf1

(edited by Jacques Bacot), p 417) It appears that th»

view is mainly based on the association of the word dip*

(island) with Alasanda in the Miltndapdnho But it u note

worthy that the word dupa means an ‘island’ as well as tne

‘doab‘ of two rivers Tn the Mahabhdmta (II, 26, 5^6)

doabs of GamlUara and the Panjab are called ‘dupa’

errm gfa i

WSftN q- NTT I

In Arabic the ‘doob’ of Tigris and Euphrates is called a

jazira* The situation of Kapili was not unlike that ®

&akala (Snlkot) Since it is likely that Kalasi of Alasand '

dlpa may be an error of writing on the part of the Ceylont

scribe, it would be safer to locate Alasandadlpa m the'3*1 ’

of KapiSi
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near that entrance There, the corns of Indo-Greek and Kusana kings

«p to Vasudeva have been found, those of Vasudcva, showing two

types, numbering 05 There are two pieces of the Sa<samd prince

Hurnuzd II also who is said to have married a Kusana princess

From this gate started a long and wide road flanked by a bazaar This

road was joined by side-lanes dividing the city into sectors Among
the objects found at the site of the bazaar are jars, vases and bowls,

earthen lamps of many designs, toy-horscs and elephants, jems,

ornaments, rings and carings, bases of stone columns, objects of

hone, ivory and gold, iron lances, arrow-heads, chains etc , proving the

existence of an armament workshop, and Buddha heads with traces

of painting indicating the studios of artists Near KaptSi (Bcgram) arc

the famous sites of Marenjan, Fandukistan and Guldara represen-

ted by Buddhist monasteries having beautiful paintings of Bodhisattvas

etc (Diverses ncherehes archcologtques m Afghanistan pp 03 91)

3 The Tavana Cantonment

Hiuen T’sang states that at a distance of *IU h from Kapisi was a

place named Si-pVto-fa-la-sseu which has been equated with speta-

varaz (white boar) by Pelhot 11 But as Fouchcr has suggested the

suffix ‘fa-Ia-sseu’ may be transcribed as i trez meaning ‘place, resi-

dence* instead of vataz ** On this showing, the name of this place

would mean a ‘white residence’ This was also the name of the

encampment or the Persians at Memphis m Eg>pt, according to

Herodotus (HI, 91) This meaning of the word in question proves
that this place was a military cantonment of the Persians m ancient
times It was perhaps m view of the strategic importance of tins

locality that the aforesaid settlement was laid there Thus, we find

tint there was a Greek colony in Kapi&i and in its vicinity there was
a Persian cantonment also

Advancing along this land-route the armies of Raghu had their

first encounter with the Yavanas or Greeks 13 On this route the

11 Journal Asiatique (t923), p 162
12 Fouclier, La vicdle route de I’Jnde de Bactres a Taxila, Vo! II,

p. 371
13 Raghuvamsa, IV, 61

irjt it b i

Kalidasa shows his knowledge ofTak§asda and Fuakala-
vati (Raghuvatnsa , XV, 89), From this it is clear that he had
the route of Puskalavati in view
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Greek settlement at Kapiti continued to exist for a fairly long time

In its ruins several heads of Dionysus have been found and a head*

less statue of a Roman soldier has teen discovered 14 This image

is dressed in a short tunic and is shown holding a big shield in the

left hand Tins shield has an oval and elongated form and its

middle part consists of a protuberant shaft (omphalos) It represents

the scutum that was in vogue in the Roman army in the period

dating from the end of the Republic to the advent of the Empire

Another important find of this type from Begram is a pair of glass

vases on which two warriors are represented as driving to battle in

cars followed by infantrymen On the basis of the inscriptions found

on these vases O Kura has identified these heroes with Hector

and Achilles whose fight is described by Homer in the 22nd canto

of the Iliad In this painting these two warriors are shown going

to battle in their chariots A significant peculiarity of this painting

is the representation of the fighting of these warriors in chariots,

whereas ordinarily they are shown going to the battle in their

chariots but alighting fiom them on the battlefield and fighting on foot

there Besides this, the charioteers arc not shown in this painting

The warriors hold the reins of the horses themselves This type of

fight in chariots is found on the corns or llton in the Roman
Imperial Age for the first time This datum sheds sonic light on the

date of this painting In this painting a host of Greek infantrymen

and cavaliers are also represented in their peculiar costumes This

battle scene seems to have been a favourite theme of Graeco-Roman

armies 15 These finds attest the military importance or this settle

ment It appears that these Greets were subservient first to the

Kusanas and then to the Sassamds

In fact, there was another Greek settlement at Nysa also It was

in existence even heTore the invasion or Alexander It has been

identified with Koh l-mor in the Swat valley by Holdieh, with

Nysatta, a village near the northern bank of the Kabul river about

14 R Ghirshman, regram, Recherches arckcolosuiues tl huiortiptts

sur les Rouckans (Gaire, 1946), p 53
15 O Kurz in J Hackm and others, Afonvelles rechtrches arches

logiqim en Regram, Vol I, p 103, Vol II, Plates 261*253
Statuettes of bronze especially those of Hercules crowned
'”*** an Egyptian rahthus, a rider in classical garb and a

philosopher of low-comedy type arc indications of the

Yavana cantonment (Mortimer Wheeler, Rome bnoni
Imperial Frontiers, p 194

)
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six miles below Hashtnagar, by Vivien dc Samt Martin and Bellow,

with the neighbourhood of Mount Eltim called Ram Takht at the

foot of which is a duster of old towns bearing Greek names deriv-

able from Bacchos Lusa (Nysa), Lyocah (Lyaeus), Elye, Awan,

Bimecter (Bimeter), Bokra (Bou-Kera), and Kerauna (Keraunos), by

Abbott, with Nagatahara (Jalalabad) by McCnndle and with a place

m Bajaur, that is, the lully country of Yaghistan between the Kunar

and the Swat, by Foucher 18 In this connection it is sufficient to note

here that Nysa lay in that campaign of Alexander.which he undertook

m the northern lands of the Aspasioi and the Assakenoi (ASvakas)

from Nikaia The mam part of his army marched under Hcphais-

tion and Ferditkas along the route that traversed the bank of the

Kabul and crossing the Michm Pass readied Pushalavati and thence

appeared on the Indus. "N)sa is not mentioned on this mam route

Hence it is dear that the Greek settlement of Nysa was somewhat

removed from the main route But the description of Kalidasa

does not show that Raghu deviated from the mam route m order to

vanquish the Yavanas By referring straightway to the mam land-

route (sthalavartma) he has rather suggested that the conqueror

continued to advance along it Besides this fact, ue do not get any
trace of the existence of Nysa or Nikaia in later times Its im-

portance dwindled soon after the retreat of Alexander from India

Hence it is fairly certain that the encounter of Raghu with the

Yavanas took place at KapiSi rather than the sites mentioned obovc

4 The battle ofBegram

Just after measuring swords with the Yavanas, Raghu had to

face the vast cavalry of the Persians It has been noted above that

very near KapiSi was the military base of the Persians at Spetverez

Somewhere m the neighbourhood of that place the battle of Raghu
with the Persians took place The narratne of Kalidasa makes it

crystal clear that Raghu fought with the Persians somewhere m the

valley of KapiSi According to him the warriors of Raghu shook off

the. exhaustion of the war with the Persians by drinking wine in

J VV McCrindle, The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great.

pp 338-40

B M Barua, Asoka end hts Inscriptions, p 96
A Foucher, La mciUe route de I'Inde de Bactres a Taxila,
Vol II, pp 208, 260
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the vineyards covered with choice shins. 17 Tn ancient times the

grapes of RapiSi were considered the best and the wine distilled

from them was far-famed. The grape of KapiSi was called lapisayani

drakiQ and its \vine hapisfyanam jnadhu. KautUya refers to two

varieties of wine : kapisay&nn, produced in the region around Kapisi

from green grapes and harahitraka manufactured in the valley of

Harahvaiti or Arghandab from black grapes called harahura.u Parj’mi

also refers to the wine of KapiSi in his sutra (IV,2,29) kapisyah sphok.

Even such a late author as Dhanapala has referred to lapisayana,

the wine of Kapisi, in his prose-romance 'TtlakamaHjari. According

to this author, it was a favouute drink in royal circles and ‘was

reddish is colour like the eyes of a woman having hatred for ha
cowife or the petals of a red lotus. 1® Curiously enough, the ceramic

found in the third startum at Begram reveals a motif relating to the

manufacture of wine. This motif consists of a jar encased in two

branches of vine from the ends of which bunches ofgrapes hang and

on which two birds arc perched. From the mouth of thejar emerges

a shaft surmounted by a ttiangular object. This motifrepresents the

equipment of manufacturing wine jar, presser and filter. Ihe

triangular object placed on the presser is a conical filtering basket

which the Romans called colum. The scene depicted here recalls

the paintings, found at Pompeii. Besides this, a unique plaster

.medallion depicts the leaves and bunches of grapes forming a design

11
RaghuvattiSa, IV, 65 :

\TtfTUT
l

18 ArlhasaUra of Kautilya, II, 26, edited by R. Shamshastii,
p. 1*20 :

1

sA-f^pTtr
1

THakfimanjari

,

with the commentary ofSantyacarya, Vo!, h

mm<dSr $n fn^T-

snrerh
i

R. Ghirshman, Begnm, recherches archlologiques cl historic'*
sur Its Aouchatis, pp, 69-70, PI. XIX.
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ofsymmetrical arches w These molifs prose th.it Begram vns the

home of grapes inti the centre of the minufacture of its wine in

incicnt times It is hkcls that the wine of Begraro (K ipiii) was

exported md stored in lirge quantities in tint period Recently a

Russian archeological mission led by M T Mvnon has discovered a

large uinc cellar in the remains of the Pirthian capital at Nisa,

eleven miles north west of Ashkabad the modem capital of Turk-

menia In that wtnc cellar nearly 2,00,009 litres of wine were once

kept in clay pitchers The writings m ink on p cces of broken

pitchers have revealed that they were mainly connected with the

delivery of wine to the big slave owning pal ice and temple of Nisa *'

The reference to the uint of grapes in the Ilaghuianua proves

that the poet had the regions of K tpiji on the land route in mind

while dcscrib ng the war of Righu with the Persians

5 The ParasxKas at Be»ram

In this context X ihdosn lias referred to some other matters of

considerable historical and cultural interest The most important

fact is implicit in the remark nbout tin- Persians (Parasikas) The

very object of the expedition or Raghu vs as the conquest of the

Persians It is well known that the rise of the Sassamd empire

eclipsed the power of the hawanas Up to the tunc of Varahran II

(A D 27G-293) the governor of Rhurassm used to be a prince of

the royal blood bearing the title of Kui ioIah * In the time of
ShahpuhrTI (A D 309 379) the Kti?inas raised their heads as is

manifest from the pompous title of devaputraSahUah iruiiahP, cm
ployed for them in the Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudra
gupta but they were soon mown down and Shahpuhr signalized

his ascendancy over them by the issue af a special type of coins

bearing Jus name in Tokharian characters At a place named

J Hackm and others, \ouielles rechtrehtt arcfn-o(agiqties en

Hc^rnm Vol I, p 143 , Vol IT, I ig 20 1 Dnerses rtcherches

arc}Lologtques en Af"ha uslka m p 89
M E \fasson j\mo Light on an Ancient Cuihzattan Soviet
Union (December 1951) pp 28 29

1 Ernst Herzfeld Kasha o-Sassa tan Coins (Memoirs of the
Archaeological Survey of India) JNo 38, Pathuh, Vol I,

p 42

Joseph Hackin Repartitions des monnaies anciennes en
Afghanistan jjaunal /istalique (1935), p 207

•® H H Wilson, Anana Antique, Pis XII, XIII, XIV
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Gimde-Peisa about three miles to the south-east of Bcgram a piece

of ceramic depicting two winged horses facing each other in heraldic

pose has been unearthed.** This motif represents the emblem of the

Sassanid empire. Its discovery in the vicinity of Kaptli conclusively

shows that this region was within the sphere of influence of the

Sassamds. Wc have referred to the discovery of the coins of

Ilormizd II at Bcgram. At Tcpc Maranjan the coins of Peroz,

Hurmizd, Varahran and Shahpuhr are abundantly found. In an

inscription ofPersepohs a high Judge of Kabul named Slok is said

to have prayed that Shahpuhr II would return to Kabul in safety.

The date of this inscription has been deciphered by Herzfeld as

A. D. 35G.*S This clearly proves that the main nucleus of Kusana

empire had passed under the hegemony of the Persians by that

time as seen in a preceding study. The discovery of the Merv

coins of Shahpuhr II in the excavations at Taxila also proves that

the Persian forces had penetrated up to the farthest limits of the

Ku?ana empire.*' The impact of the Persians was also felt in the

realm of art and religion as the progressive engrafting of the ele-

ments of the cult of Mithra on Buddhism in Afghanistan demons-

trates. In the art of Ramiyan Buddha has been dressed in the

garb of Mithra and the representation of the eight Buddhas recalls

the eight Magas or Bhojakas, Miliira, Nik?ubha, Rajhi, Dapd3®5^'

ka, Pingala, Rajna, Strausa, and ISa Garumtat, who arc the eight

divine forces emanating from the body of the sun-god.” Thus,

observe that the lealm of the Kusanas had virtually passed wide*

the domination of the Persians. The reference to the Paraslkas i®

these
.

regions in the Raghuvamsa illuminates the entire political

situation of the early Sassanid period.

The attention of Kalidasa is particularly fixed on the beards of

the Persians.* 8 In this connection a legend mentioned u*

24 R. Glurshman, Bbgram op. eil., p. 70, PI. C.
25 Ernst Herzfeld, A vshnno-Sassanian Coins, p. 36.
28 John Marshall, Archaeological Survey ofIndia, Annual Report

(1914-15), Nos. 48-49; (1915-16), Nos. 51-52. «

87
^-„andY- Godard and J. Hackin, Les antiquitis boudJhig^
de Ramiyan (1928), PI. XXII.

28 Raghumhsa, IV, 63:

RWlH3f3Tdtcl4r ftrctftr: \
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Hanvamsa Parana is very interesting King Sagara who was bent

upon destroying the Sahas, Yavrnas Karnbojas, Paradas and

Pahlavas relented and released the first after having half of their

head shaved, the second and third after having the whole or their

head shaved, the fourth after compelling them to keep their hair

dishevelled and the fifth after forcing them to keep their beards 29

A pointed mention of the beards of the Pahlavas or Persians is also

found in the Vayu Parana and the Visnu Parana (IV, 3) In the

Mahabha,rata (XII 65) the Pahlavas are described as ‘hairy The
art of that period attests the prominence or beard in the representa-

tion of the faces of the Persians In a picture of a four anned
Bodhisattva dressed in the guise of a Persian knight found at

Dandan Oihq the black beard and whiskers are prominently dis

played 30 Kalidasa refers to the beards of the Persians as honey

combs The Sassaman monarchs are shown as having curly beards

passed through rings The coins of Pero and Varahran reveal such

beards Such beards weic die exclusive privilege of Sassaman
monarchs (Paruch Sassaman Corns p 350 )

The army of these bearded Persian soldiers consisted mostly of

cavalry 11 Generali) speaking all Aryan tribes knew hone riding

but the nomadic people of Central Asia made special progress in

this art In particular, the Sahas attained great proficiency m
horsemanship and their life was intimately connected with the

horse At Begr-im the figurines of c«valiers have been found in the

niches or rooms The bonnets of these horsemen are conical in

form and Indent shaped clips are inserted in their fronts Long
hair flowing from either side cover the ears The chins arc a bit

raised and long straight moustaches join the tresses The bodies

are cov ered with long tunics and the legs are dressed in trousers 32

29 Hanvamsa Parana XIII, 763 64, 775 83
30 V A Smith History ofTine Arts in India and Ceylon p 310
31 Ragl uvanua IV 68

'Ti5H icqTSWPPT I

ir^l^Prrgsrfuifl'cr T&wtgx n
Samga means a trumpet rather than a bow The Persian
cavalry used to give the signal for battle by trumpets Bana
has also referred to Samgas which the adharanas riding on
elephants were holding in their hands (V S Agrawala
Harsacanta A Cultural Study (m Hindi) p 14-7 quoting
Clement Huart At aent Persian ami Iranian Civilisation p 151)

33 R Ghirshman B^gram, Pis XX, XLVI
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Similar figurines have also been found at Alrasiab31 near Samarkand,

Tali Barzu in Sogdiana, Dura-Europ3 , ‘ in Syria and Memphis in

Egypt ss Ghirsliman holds that these figurines represent some

Saha deity and were kept for worship in the cornices or rooms.2*

They prove the dependence of the life of the people of Central

Asia, especially the Sakas, on the horse. The Sakas were so

proficient in horse-lore that they wore invariably employed as

horse-giooms in the North-West In the representation of a Jamba
scene on an ivory plaque found at Bcgram the groom attending

on the royal horse (mangaliiia) is dressed in a long Scythian tunic

and a conical bonnet. In some other drawings also the horse-

traders arc Scythians 83 In fact, the horse is ubiquitous at Degram

A large number of sculptures and engravings relate to the horse.
9'

From this point of view the mention of the cavalry of the P3raslkas,

in which the Sakas must have prominently figured, assumes a singu-

lar significance.

After the conquest of the Paraslkas the object of Raghu was

well-nigh achieved. But the trend of the narrative of Kalidasa

shows that he did not consider his position secure and felt it neces-

sary to advance in the north. His position seems to be analogous

to that of Alexander at Kapiii. In the north trouhle flared up in

Bactria and it became imperative for the conqueror to quell it.

Hence he penetrated into the north and pounced on the Hunason
the Oxtis. This shous that the connection of the Hun« with the

Persians was so close that without conquering them the victory of

Raghu over the Persians was of no consequence. But though th«'

Hfinas were intimately associated with the Persians t'-ey were not

wholly subservient to them and had some political importance
Strategic significance of their own in virtue or which a poet l'u
Kalidasa deemed it desirable to mention them in connection with

the contluests of a conqueror like Raghu. A minor and unimpor*

93 G. Trever, Les Monuments dc /’art Grcco-Bnclnai, PI. XL.
* M

* !k^,toVtZeff
> Dura and ,hr- Problem of Parthian rlrt,

< pp. 188-89. J

35 Flinders Fetrie, Memphis. Vol I, p. 1 5^ PI. XL.
S* R- Ghirsliman, Begram

t p. 75.
37 A ' Voucher, ‘Dm Jataka sur iVOire’ J/ouvetlcs recherche

sa
orcficologigues en Bcgram, Vol. I, pp. 84-85; Vol. II, PL 96.
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tint people could not have been alluded to by him as the trend ot

his narrative shows

6 Routesfrom Jta/iii to the Orus

For the northern expedition three routes branched off from

KapiSi These routes passed through the maze or mountain valleys

NearKapiSi and Parian the ranges or Roh i salcd and Koh i baba

come to an end and the peaks of the Hindukush begin to greet the

eyes The Hindukush is pitchforked between the rangds of Kafinstan

in the east and that of Hazarjat in the west just as Java issandwhich-

cd between Sumatra and Borneo The rivers separating the Hindu

kush from these mountains surround it like a girdle In its north the

Andarab flows towards the east and the Surkh ab flows in the

west These risers respectively meet the Panjshir and the Ghor-

bmd which flow in the south of Hindukush m the eastern and

western directions In the cast near the confluence of the Andarab

and the Panjshir is the Rhawak Pass and in the west near the

confluence of the surkh ab and the Ghorband is the Ak Robat

Pass Along these rners and through these passes routes lead

from Rapisi and Ribul to the north In the north of the Hindu
kush there is a third range of mountains stretching from Jiadakshari

to Band 1 Turkestan Several rivers cut it at many places and
merge in the Oxus In the north of Hindukush the routes passed

along the ' alleys of these nvers

From Rapisi one route mot ed in the west along the Ghorband,
passed by Juy e dukhtarm and Chahar dih and rcrossed theShibar
Pass then going new the ancient wills of Shahr 1 Zohak reached
the carat anserai of Topchi Leatmg th s place and moving ahead
one comes across two colossn of Buddha on one side and the
ruined ramparts of a Mohammedan citadel on the other Nearby
is the famous rest of Bamiyan The remains of its convents and
monasteries are still proclaiming Us ancient glory Between the
two big standing Buddha images tvts the Buddhist establishment
founded by ‘an old king of the country according to Hiuen T'sang
Another monastery was centred round the one thousand feet long
lying statue of Buddha in Parmutana pose which is now i-di>s called
the Ajdaha Besides these contents dozens of other sanctuaries
once marked tins site Archaeologi ts hive discos ered numerous
grottos in Bamijan containing traces of paintings md holes in

walls for fixing stit ics with gudgeons Two figures of the Pinnir
t ujaof Buddha indof Bodlmattxa \ ajrapam arc really remarkable
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The Bodlmattvas are shown to be wearing diadems having three

crescents and three or bs respectively with two ribbons floating 1

and left, a typically Sassanid design. They also wear brae

collars, ear tops and scarfs hanging from both the showers.

From the floors of these grottos numerous old Sanskrit manuscrip

have been found.1" After refreshing and replenishing themselves

at Bamiyan the caravans moved towards the north. Jn5t tet

leaving Bamiyan they had to tackle the difficult pass of °

After crossing it the route passed through frightening mountain

peaks. After scaling them and traversing the valley of the ai^ i

the route entered the terrible pass of Dandan-Shikan. Then came

the saltey of Madar and the pass of Kara Kotal. From there

route bent to the north-west and along the bank of the

Yusuf went up to its confluence with the Band-i-Pamir an *

along the joint stream of these rivers known as Balkh-ab appmac

the northern spurs of the Elburz mountains and entered t e am
^

city of Balkh by the southern gate. Balkh proper has ecu

repeatedly ravaged by invaders that we hardly hope to find any

^
tangible there except for pieces of ceramic which resemble

J
c

B6gram, Surkh Kotal and other places. 41 But near Tath-K«|B
^

archaeologists have succeeded in unearthing the ruins of hzir

Banu and Zaker-Tepe. At the former site the coins of Euthydcmu »

Heliocles, Kadpises II and Huvijlika and fragments of bow i ®

baked clay have been found. Among other finds are a unll

of horse in baked clay, a statue of an infant and a plaster p^q

showing a human figure, At the latter site the coins of VaJU e

and many Kushano-Sassanid pieces have come to light,

remnants of swords, daggers, arrow-heads etc.41 This was t

frequented route of ancient times.

The second route moved from K5pUi along the hank oftht

Panjshir in the east and crossing the Kliawak Pass near its con n

ence with the Andarab turned to the west. The high peaks of t 15

pass are called P’o-U-si-na by Hiuen T’sang, Parsiana byPtolcmyi

Aparsen in Peltlvi and Oparisacna (uparily ena) in the Avesia. Th*5

is perhaps identical with the Kubkutagiri mentioned b>'^n,nl'

45 Diverjes uektTthes areheofagiqua tn Afghanistan pp. 1*6*

40 Sylvain Ldvi, ‘Notes sur les manu«crits Sanskrit provenaft

de Bamiyan’, Journal Asiatiqae (1932).
41

J. C. Cardin, Crramiquts de Badris (Fans 1957) pp< 1*^*

41 Dicetses rrcturtius auh&ilogiqur en Afghanistan pp. 78-90,
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From there the route moved in the vvest along the Andatab and

passing by Samandan penetiated into the Murgh Pass in the north

After leaving this pass the route passed Narm via Yarm and then

marching along the Kunduz river arrived in the Kataghnn province

of modern Afghanistan From the city of Kunduz the rippling

fields of the Oxus regions greet the eyes Faom Kunduz a straight

route joined Tashkurghan on the Khulm river and then moving

in the west approached Mazar Sharif and Balkh But this route

was very repelling and difficult It passed through 3andy expanses

where water is extremely difficult to get Hence the caravans

often moved southwards from Tashkurghan and reached Haibak and

thcncc taking a circuitous turn in the east moved along the Kunduz
in the north The road junction of Haibak was a flourishing

centre of trade and traffic in ancient times The remains of an

old stQpa and four grottoes attest the existence of a big Buddhist

establishment at that place This sangharama consisted of an

assembly hall, a dormitory and a residence of the viharasvamm

Hiuen T sang observed that in tl»e vicinity of Kunduz, which can

probably be identified with Kundamana of the MahabhaTdta,

there were ten monasteries 45 The peasants while digging a canal

three kilometers to the north cast of Kunduz have found the base

of a wall of clay bricks which represents the north-western wall ofa

square Buddhist establishment (50 metres) adjoining a smaller

monastery in the south-west Some fragments of statuettes have

also been found there The finds from there include six heads of

roundish features, two circular medallions, a small statue ren-esen-

ting a garuda and a fragment of a foot wearing a sandal. Hactm
has shown that the plan of construction resembles fh- Iranian

pattern which converts the square into an octagon ba swing inward

-•awn? As* Alw jfxgler TAs- If s\r Afer safest Ass- .'.aw .sY

polvchrome paintings as well as holes in which L.- sreat statues of
the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas were fixed by endrmn-p'ns One of
the heads found there cun lie compared to z r=erfeJ»- head from
rWinth 41
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readied Tashkurghan via Haibak. But this route remained Covered

with snow for eight months in a year and used to become im-

passable.

There arc some facts to show that Raghu did not follow the

Bamiyan route. (I) Just after defeating the Hunas on the Oxus

Raghu conquered tlfc Kambnjas. As will be shown later, the

Kambojas occupied the Btdakhshan regions Had Raghu reached

the Oxus at Balkh by the Bamiyan route, he would have traversed

either the terrible route between Taslikarghan and Kunduz or

taken a turn in the south via Haibak. This route was very

cumbrous, circuitous and long and there is nothing to show that lie

tool: so many turns (2) According to Kalidasa, Raghu moved

right in the north If he would have advanced on the Bamiyan

route he ought to have first turned west Thus, it is clear that Raghu

took cither the route of the Khawak and Murgh passes or that of

the Salang Pass and reaching the Oxus fought with the Hunas.

7. The conquest nf ike Hunas on Ike Oxus

It appears that Raghu’s encounter with the Hunas took place

in that region of the Oxus which lies between the Wakshab and

the Aksab. ' This region is called Khuttal by Arab geographers and

Haittal in Persian. It is also known as Khuttlan or Khutlan

following the nomenclature Kutl used by Al-Idrisi and Kho-to-lo by

Hiuen T’sang. In the works of the T’ang period it is named

Ku-tu or K’o-tu-lo and its king as sekin and his son as she. Curiously

enough the imprint of a seal bearing the legend' ‘dag Scuk

Hutlan’ f\TA SlTAK HT.^AN has been Found on a piece of white

skin that has been discovered at Mong on the Zatafshan-
45

letter on which this seal is impressed is addressed to ‘Djvasticb,

king of Sogdiana, lord of Samarkand’. This king Divasttcb »8

identical with the diliqan of Samarkand mentioned by Tabari.

A letter written by him to Emir Jarrah bin ‘Abdullah, the

governor of Khurassan (A.D. 717-719), in Arabic, shows - that

he was a vassal or the Arabs His overlord in Sogdiana was one

Gurek who followed a policy of appeasement towards the Arabs-

45 jRttghuvarft/a, IV, 66:

urTsfXtqjT n
16 A- A. Frcimann, Sogdian Collection (1934), pp. 7-8 (i°

Russian). • '
,
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Divdstich broke away from this policy in cl tried to assert the

independence of his state in Sogdiana by force of arms Ultimately

he was defeated and decapitated by the Arabs m AD 722 The
king of Khuttal whose seal is under consideration ts identical

wnh she of the Chinese records, she and set being the transcriptions

of the same word He sent many embassies to the court of the

T ang offering presents of hordes In 720 he solicited the assistance

of the Chinese against the Arabs 4" His name was Iwdag as is

manifest from the seal It «eems that he and his ally Divastich

were working together against the Arabs We know that Khuttal

is a form of the word Haittal or Hephthal or Hutlan,43 the surname
of Iwdag Hence it is clear that the Hephthahtes continued to rule

over this region right from the time of their settlement there during

the reign of Shahpuhr II up to the period of Arab conquest and
gave it their name also 10

8 Thefunerary custom of the Hunas

Kahdas'i referred to a peculiar funerary custom of the Ilunas,

when he stated that the valour ofRaghu expressed itself in the wou-
nded cheeks of their ladies 50 The correct import of this remark is

missed by ancient commentators Mallinatht, for instance,

observes that the cheeks of the Huna women were made red by

beating on account of sorrow caused by the death of their husbands 51

17 Edouard Chavannes, Documents snr les T on-KiUe Occidentanv,

Notts addilionnelles p 43
48 G Lc Strange

, The Lands of the East'm Caliphate, p 430, n 1

40 The word Huna seems to be the same as Khion or Hion
that figures as i surname on the corns of the Hephtlmlite
kings This word Kluon appears to have been based on
the Sogdian word ‘kshevan’ meaning a ‘king’, as shown
V/y If Vv K IvkoVier Tctie, i, jftuj TViIiV vYre

Khion or the Rluomtes were identical with the Hephthahtes
and that they were a people of Indo European rather than
Turlish stock has been shown by R Ghtrshman (Les

Chlorates Hephtalxles (introduction) p 12) K Enoki also
holds that the Hephthahtes were an Indo European people
He goes to the extent of holding that their homeland lay
in Toklmnstan (‘The Origin of the Hephthahtes or White
Huns’, Cast and West (19a5), pp 231 237

50 Cat’hutarusa, IV, 60

frrfprrrmtiFrT Rfj*? artrfSpnrtr i

•rii-tqiiMreftr Tvtcsaqf 1

1

61 Malhnullia’s commcntaty on Ragfiuniiiua IV, 68
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But this is little better than a guess. The reading q.'iU-nirartfa

is textually incorrect as well as grammatically defective. The

correct reading is Taking this

reading as correct the oldest commentator of the Raghuva*§»

Ballabhadeva lias explained this line as follows : emicnHifahiftfa

iiprf TTOW On the basis of this

reading the commentators Caritryavardhana and Sumativijaya have

observed
: |opflftTT: <T^rRR:. Similarly

Dinakara Misra has remarked : qaiupri f^nt I

wmrr ^tzh tn^i

=nrr i ^?5f as fR»r snrrr qm rrarrtnf i

pfm : d^URR:. Likewise the commen-

tator Udayjkara wrote in his Raghuvaiusa Praka'sika : 'fTCT

JraF^^RwrmfcrfiT w.inxfa jrrrt^frHW^rtfq. Gunavijayaganin m

his Vi'martha-bodhikS commentary noted : »TT2H

rTT^q TlR. Haridasa Milra in his

Raghucamsa Prnka'uka glosses : qrnspft: qT^f

^EPtaV% ITT cfcT In the commentary RAghm-amsavaeuti t-'FidUl'

TIST i iqinFry'll f?T is found.

In 12 manuscripts out of the 16 preserved in die Bhandarkar

Oriental Research Institute Poona the reading cn^H I^Fq occurs in

place of «TT£TRlTT. ^ manuscripts out of the 12 avail-

able in the Rajnslhan.i-Puratattva-mandir Jayapur the reading U

NISHKfq. In the 2 manuscripts of the Raghuvamia in diC

possession of Prof. Rama Suresh Tripathi ofKanpur also the reading

qiznlF^T is found. Thus, it is clear that the correct reading i*

TTZTRfq rather than q i^TKfa.
52

Tlie commentators who adopted the reading ep’ftepn^t^F'l

no doubt arrived at the correct text but could not find

the true import or the passage. They were aware of the custom

of pricking the breasts and cheeks with nails which is common in

Indian erotics. They did not know of the custom or gashing

cheeks with knives which lay behind the description of Kalidasa.

ss V5suclc\a Parana Agrawala, ‘Kalidasa’s reference to
_

3
.

custom or the Hurnv? in the RagbuvaAsa, Indian Hisloncal

Quarterly Vol. XXXIII (1957) No. 2, pp. 139-145; tfagon

Pracarini Potrika, Vol. LX (Samvat 2012) pp. 319-226.
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Thus, their interpretation of the verse -was only partially sound. Wc
learn from Chinese sources that the T’u-Kiue of Mongolia usee! to

slash their faces with knives so that blood could be seen flowing

with teats, whenever a man died.53 This funerary custom was

also observed by the Scythians, as Herodotus remarked. They
used to wound their arms, noses and faces to mourn the death of

their kings. Herodotus writes t

“When the king dies they dig a grave which is square in shape

and of great size. When it is ready they take the king’s corpse

and, having opened the belly and cleaned out the inside, fill the

cavity with a preparation of chopped cyperus, frankincense, parsely-

seed and anisc-sccd, aficr which they sew up the opening, enclose

the body In wax and, placing it on a wagon, carry it about through

all the different tribes. On this procession each tribe, when it

receives the corpse, imitates the example which is first set by the

Royal Scythians : every man chops off a piece of his ear, crops his

hair close, makes a cut all round his arm, lacerates his forehead

and liis nose and thrusts an arrow through his left hand. Then
they who have the care of the corpse carry it with them to another

of the tribes which are under the Scythian rule, followed by those

whom they first visited. On completing the circuit of all the tribes

under their sway, they find themselves in the country of the

Gerrhi, who are the most remote or all, and they come to the

tombs of the kings. There the body of the dead king is laid in a
grave prepared for it.” 51

Recent archaeological discoveries in Central Asia have shed

new light on this custom of mourning the dead. In the ruins of
Pauzikand on the left bank of the Zarafshan river* 42. miles from
Samarkand, Russian archaeologists have discovered some unique
wall-paintings the plates of which are available in a collection

63 Stanislas Julien, 'Documents historiques sur les T'on-Kioue ’

Journal Asialique (I8G4) p. 352 ‘Ils se tailladent le visage
avee un coutcau dcsorte qu’on voit couler A la fob le sang
et les larmcs’; Rene Grousset, L'Empire da Steppes, p. 37.

81 Herodotus IV, 71 George Rawlinson, History ofHerodotus,
Vol. Ill, p. 58. The account of Herodotus has been
confirmed by recent archaeological researches at Pazirik
and other places. T. Talbot Rice, The Scythians pp. 92-122.
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the horses of these territories are very famous Most probably this

region was included in the Bhadr asvavarsa or Harnatsa of Indian

geographical accounts The reference to the big heaps of wealth

(twga dravtna rasaycth) of these regions is in accord with the notices

of silver mines in Andarab, Badakhshan and Wahhan 81 Lieutenant

Wood found one such mine twenty miles from Ishikashm in the

Ghagan region on the southern bank of the Oxus Marco Polo

has praised the rubies and sapphires of Badakhshan According to

Ghirshman the Yue-che were the first people to use the rubies of

Badakhshan 88 It is likely that this region represented the Mandcan

canavarsa mentioned in the Bhismaparvan of the Mahabharata as a

a part ofSakadvlpa

10 The crossing of the Pamirs and the campatgn i

n

Ahotan

After conquering the Kambojas Raghu scaled the high

mountains with the help of the horses obtained in the kamboja

country and reached a region where the bamboos (hictila) were

growing 44 This mountain has been called ‘gaurjguru-satla In

order to identify this mountain correctly it is necessary to bear in

mmd that Raghu was going in the east from Badakhshan and the

Pamirs From Badakhshan he had the same route of Wakhan

and the Pamir before him along which Hmen T sang went home

to China and by which Marco Polo moved into Chinese Turkestan

from Badakhshan (Po to-chang na) Hiuen T sang passed through

the old territory of the Tu ho lo country nr the land of thcTukhanu

He MSited Yamgnn (In po km), kuran (kiu lang na) Tamasthi ti

(Ta mo sih tch ti), Termistat of the Arab geographers, Slukhnan

conttiued from page 351

Ibid, II, 47, 3 4

Mw l ^(ff^Hi ibt '^TTflTTPT l

51 V V Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol Invasion,

II, 65
* s R. Ghirshman Bigram p CO
44 JRaghuvamsa, IV, 71 73 ,

mi
I

mnTsrt
i
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(Shi-k’i-ni) and Sambhi (Shang-mi) till he reached the valley of

Pamir (Po-mi-lo) ' and the Sarik-kul lake known as the Kul-i-

Pamir-kalan, which was regarded as the central point'ofJambudvspa,

Then the Chinese pilgrim reached the country offiolor (Po-Io-Io)

and Sarikol and Task Kurghan (K'ie-p’an-to). Going north-east

from this country and descending the dangerous defiles of the

T’sung-ling mountains he emerged into the kingdom of Och(U-sha)

bordering on the river Sita. Then came the oasis of Kashgar

(Kie-sha). Leaving it the pilgrim stepped into the kingdom of

Chukuka (Cho-kiu-kia) bordering on the Yarkand and Khotan
rivers- To the east of this kingdom, the route led along high

mountain passes and valleys to the country of Khotan (K’iu-sa-

ta-na) (S. Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, II, p. 290-309).

It was probably along some such route that the grand army of the

Kusaijas marched against the Chinese * general Pa’n-chao through

the Pamirs and Kashgharic under the command of Sci. Marching
along this route Raghu reached the region of the ‘kjeakas*.

According to Sylvain L6vi, kicaka’ is the transcription or a Chinese

word.®7 It grew on the banks of the river Saiioda. The country

of the Klchakas is repeatedly mentioned in the Afakabharauu In

1 ,
144, 2, the Pafldavas are stated to have visited the countries of

the Matsyas, Trigartas, Pancalas and Kicafeas in course of tbar

wandering from forest to forest. Again in II, 48, 2, there is z refer-

ence to the people who dwell by the river gailoda, Ccr/ring between
the mountains ofMeru and Mandara, and enjoy the shade of the
tops of kicaka bamboos. The inhabitants of the &sHodl region were
called Kicakas. It was known about this river that nothing could
swim over its surface. Whatever fell on it ?»—*

—

stone. In
order to cross it the Siddhas used to clurca the I.'takes' growing
on its bank, which the high winds bent ever w the other bark,
where they got hold of the ‘kimiar’ cf that side. Besides the
Ramayana and the Mahabharata, the Greek writers Curlius and
Megasthenes have also referred to it. Sjhzzz Levi« has identified
this river with the Khotan river zrd ¥zs&~*> fc*, located it in
western Tibet.
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‘sarala’ (sal) and ‘devadaru1
(a kind of pine) trees70 in these regions

and referred to the musk found there.77 Haider Mirza Dughlat

has also mentioned the musk of Tibet in his Tarthh-i-Rashidi™ Ka-
lidasa has shown interest in the herbs of these regions that shine

like lights at night.79 In the Alahabhurata also the Parvatlyas are

shown to have brought the presents of these herbs on the occasion

of the rqjas&ya sacrifice of Yudhisthira. 80

In the Raghuvamsa the Kiratas are mentioned after the Kam-
bojas. Similarly in the conquests of Muktapjda Lalitaditya (A. D.

G95-732) described in the Rajatarangini 81 the Bhauttas and Daradas
are mentioned after the Kambojas and Tukliaras. The Kiratas of

the Raghuvamsa correspond to the Bhauttas of the Rajatarangini

.

12. The Parvaliyas, Ulsavasanhtias and Kinnaras

After defeating the Kiratas Rnghu conquered the Parvatiyas,82

Utsavasanketas and Kinnaras.83 In the Mahabharala the Parvati-

yas arc placed before the Kiratas among the people who brought

presents on the occasion of the rajasuya sacrifice.81 This juxtapo-

70 Raghuvariua, IV, 75 :

77 Raghuvamsa, IV 74:

73 Major Raverti, “Tibbet Three Hundred years Ago/ Journal
of the Royal Asiatic Society ofBengal (1885 ) p. 9.

78 Raghuvamsa, IV, 75, op. cit.

8n Alahabharala, II, 48, 6:

gqgnrvr: i

81 Rajatarangini

.

IV IGSfF.

82 Raghuvamsa , IV. 77 :

^Ri^^ cr»ft jnviffr%ilc'T%cn7T5Tir n
83 Raghuvamsa, IV, 78 :

sa^'bfT'pnmtr Ptsrr n
84 Afahabharala, II, 40, 7 :

qpfcfpn stolen: Ffqar: i
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In order to reach Khotan from BaUakhsJian it was necessary

to cross the Pamirs Hence the ‘gaurfguru-Saila’ mentioned by

Kalidasa must refer to these mountains. In this connection it is

noteworthy that Ptolemy has refered to a region named Goruaia

and a town called Gorya. Strabo (XV, 697) has also mentioned

it. In the second century B.G Goruaia was a part of Menander’s

empire.™ A tributary of the Swat named Panjkora is also called

Gauri. Thus, It is clear that several place-names iu the north-

west bore the name of Gauri. It may well be that Kalidasa called

these mountains ‘gauifguru sail a’ pointedly because of their proxi-

mity to some such region bearing this name. Besides this, it u

also important to note that these mountains were connected with

the Himalayas according to the belief of ancient geographers.

Greek writers have used the word Hemodos to designate the

Himalayas as well as the Hindukush and later on the Bolor range

which was for a long time considered the dividing line between

China and Turkestan. 71 Hence the treatment of these mountains

in the Himalayan family becomes understandable.

Kalidasa has mentioned the Kiratas 7* in the region of the ‘KJc-

akas’. The Kiratas were the Mongoloids, as shown by Sylvain Levi.7*

The very word Kirata is the Sanskrit from of some Sino-Tibetan

word. The name of the Tibeto-Burman tribe of ‘Kiranti* living in

eastern Nepal thiows some light on the ethnic basis of the word

‘kirata’. 74 Kirata clement predominates in the population of Ladakh

and Baltistan and is also sprinkled in the people of Afghanistan.

According to the Mahabharala, the Kiratas occupied the northern

slopes of the Himalayas. 75 Kalidasa has paiticularly mentioned the

.
70 W. \V. Tarn, The Greeks in Baclria and India, p. 226.
71

J. W. MeCrindle, Ancient India as described by Mtgasihenet

and Arrian, pp. 131-32. B. G. Law, Indological Studies, IN*

p. 175 :

71 Raghuiamsa, IV 76;

vjnni ftrmrnr. ti

7? Sylvain Levi, Le Ktpal. Vol. II, p. 75.
71 Suniti Kumar Chattciji, “Kirata-jana Kfd,’Journal oJthtJtyd

• Asiatic Society ofBengal (1950), p. 163.
75 Mahahh ifata, II, 58, C-10 :

** *nm sr fgipnr: sjqi; i

• ^ RSmXt II
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'sarala* (sal) and ‘devadaru* (a hind of pine) trees70 m these regtons

and referred to the musk found there 77 Haider Mirza Dughlat

has also mentioned the musk of Tibet m his Tanhh-i-Rashdi 18 Ka-
lidasa has shown interest in the herbs of these regions that shine

like lights at night 79 In the Mahabhsrata also the Parvatiyas arc

shown to have brought the presents of these herbs on the occasion

of the rajasttja sacrifice of Yudhi?thira 80

In the Righuvamsa the Kiratas are mentioned after the Kara-

bojas Similarly in the conquests of Muktapjda Lalitaditya (A. D.

695*732) described in the Rajataranginl81 the Bhauttas and Daradas

are mentioned after the Kumbojas and 'l uhharas The Kiratas of

the Raghuvamsa correspond to the Bhauttas of the Rajutarangim

12 The Parpatjyai, Uhatoiankelaj an& KiwiMai

After defeating the Kiratas Raghu conquered the Parvatiyas,82

Utsavasanketas and Kmnaras 83 In the Makabharala the Parvati-

yas are placed before the Kiratas among the people who brought

presents on the occasion of the fajosuya sacrifice 84 This juxtapo-

70 Raghuvamsa, IV, 75

smnfiq-qtff n
77 Raghuvamsa, IV 74

ffqetl Hlfqcflcq^T faquujqipTifWfa l|

'8 Major Ravcrti, ‘Tibbct Three Hundred years Ago,’ Journal
of the Royal Asiatic Society ofBengal (1885 ) p 9

70 Raghuvamsa, IV, 75, op ett

Alahabharata
,
II, 48, 6

qvmmstaqr i

81 Kajalarangwi IV 163IT
80 Raghuvamsa, IV, 77

cPT qqcflqi'lTT^cT I

HKiqs?'BJfyTOqfqmfti n 11

83 Raghuiamia

,

TV, 78

^ fiq fq-ttfhqqiq i

qT^hrt'Hrnmr frTTtq n
84 Alahabharata, II, 48, 7

qrecrrai qfcr srwen fwar i

'prsifr qiftar 1

1
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sttion of the Farvatfyas and Kiratas completely agrees with then

location in the RaghuvathU. These Parvatiyas brought the presents

of honey, the garlands of Ambu flowers and powerful herbs to the

court of Yudhistfeira. These presents show that these people came

from the Tibetan regions. After vanquishing them Raghu fought

with the Utsavasanketas, who were the ancestors of the present-

day speakers of the Mancha*!, Labuli, Bunan, Rangloi and Kana-

shi tongues inhabiting the regions between Ladakh and Tibet.

They did not liavc a hide-bound system of marital relations^

Among them sexual intercourse was mostly promiscuous. Pargiter

quotes a commentary on the Raghuvamia in which the name Utsa-

vasanketa is explained as designating n people among whom wo-

men make plcasuic (rNrapa) at the Hint (nwikr/a) of men. This show

the social and sexual laxity of these people which persists even up

to this day. Adjacent to the land of the Utsavasanketas was the

region of the Klnnaros. The southern part of KaSralra known as

Kanaur is reminiscent of the ancient KinnaradeSa. This region lies

along the upper valley of thejbclum between the Dhauladhar and

the Zaoskar mountains. The valley of Spiti starts from there.®*

13, T/i« homeward journey

The route of Raghu from the land of the Kira las to the region

of the Kinnaras is the same along which Fa-hien travelled from

Khotan into India. After walking for twenty-five days from Kh°-

tan, Fa-hicn reached Tszc-boh (Yarkand or Tashkurgan in Sirikul).

He stayed there Tor fifteen days and then went south for four daV5

and reached the country of Yuliwuy (Aktasch) in the Ts’ung-lin?

mountains. After that he went on among the hills for twenty-five

days and reached K’er.h-ch'a (Iskardu)-® 1 In order to visit the b°V

places Fa-hien went from there to UAdiyana and PumPFur

(Peshawar).

About a century later, the Chinese pilgrim Sung Yun went fro®

Tsiu-mo (Tashkurghan) to Pa-ho (Wakhan) and passed by Po-cbe

(the mountainous region to the north of Slie-roi (Chitral). ®

did not, however, enter the Gilgit valley and Kfllmlra

85 P, E. Pargiter, MSrkaydtya Purtina, p. 319.

** Jayacandra Vidyalank
’ ’ T '

of India’, Cultural Herit . \ '
i

'

B. C. Law, India as .

JainisM, p. 82.

James Legge, Travels of Fa-hien, pp, 16-25.
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moved into the valley of the Swat 88 Then in A D 751 Wu-
K ong came to the kingdom of Kapjsa as the head of an official

mission to bring back a Chinese ambassador He passed by Kucha,
Su lei (Kashghar), Ch’e m (Shighnan), Po-mi (Pamir), Hu mi (Wa-
khan) and travelling- through Po lu-Io (Bo3or) or the valley of Vasin
and Gilgit reached the Indus region 89 In fact, the Gilgit route was
important from fairly early times In a Sanskrit inscription ofthe
seventh century A D of Potaladeva £ahi abas Nava Surendraditya
Nandm there is a reference to the construction of a city by his

minister Makarasimha, who besides bearing Indian titles, is called
Giligitta Saramgha This title shows that the name Gilgit is an
ancient one and its importance lay in the route that passed through
this valley 80 Raghu turned south on this route and caine back to

India

88 S Beal, Buddhist Records of the lVestent World

,

Vol I, p xc
®s Edouard Chavannes et Sylvain T.evi 'Litindiaire de \Vou

R’ong’, Journal Asiahque
t

1 R95 p 35 G et seq
90 N P Ghafearavarti, presidential Address to the Indian History

Congress, Seventeenth Session Ahmedabad, p 18



CHAPTER XV

The Kidarites in Indian History

1, The Kusanas and the Guptas

The Kuianal' occupying the notth-wcjtern marches oflnda

during the ascendency of the early Guptas were a constant menace

to the security of the fertile regions of rivers and plains stretching

J^Tlie fact that the Kusanas had lost the empire of India and

were confined to their kingdom in the north-west n mamtest

from a Buddhiit text which was translated into Chinese in

392 A.D. by a monk named Kaludaka. This text ™ume-

rates the four sons of heaven as the son of licnven ot l an

(China) in the cast, the son of heaven of T’ien-chu (lnniaj

in the south, the son of heaven of Ta-Tsin (Hither Asia

under the Roman Empire) in the west and the so"

heaven of the Yuc-ehc (Kusana) in the north-west, liui

shows that by the time the said text was composed the king

of India was treated among the four
_

great kings
_

ot me

world and ranked on a footing of equality with the king o

the Kusanas. In other words, the Kusanas had no connection

with India and were concerned only with their n£
r

* ^ ^
dominion. Paul Pelliot has shown that before Kalodaka

text of the same title and on the same subject had been

rendered into Chinese' by a monk named Kiang-lcang-ien-

che in 2G6 A D. or probably in 28l A.D. [Paul Pel/ 10'*

‘La Theorie des Quatie Filsdu Ciel\ T'oungPao (19-3) fr
97-99], The theory of the ‘Four Kingdoms’ is also found

a text ascribed to Mani. According to it, the first kingdom

is that of Babylonia and Persia, the second is the Roman

empire, the third is the realm of the Axumites in Arabia an

the fourth is that of China. In the estimation of Mjm

Persia was evidently more important than the Yue-ch

Thus, it is clear that after the middle of the third century

AD. the Kusanas ceased to have anything to do vn

India. During the period 245-250 A.D. a report »«*

Indo-China to the* Chinese court mentions a saying ^wwc

names China, the Graeco-Roman World and the ^V.
e'C

js
as a triad uf great powers. In this enumeration Ind,a

not mentioned Therefore, the independence of India W
have been achieved about or just after 250 A.D. As n>r .

view ofM. Luders that the ‘four sons of heaven,’ mendon

above, signify the ibur-fold sovereignty claimed by Kan'S »

it has been satisfactorily refuted by Sylvain L6vi. (S)'*'*

L£vi, ‘Dcvaputra’, Journal Astatigue (1934) pp 1-21.)
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to the south-east. Whenever the pressure of nomadic migrations

in the Steppes caused dislocation among the settled communities of

the north-west or when the empire of the Indian plains showed
signs ofweakness, these people swooped down and spread havoc in

the country. We have some evidence to show that Samudragupta
campaigned in the west and north up to KaSmira® and -

it was piobnbly in consequence of these campaigns as well

as the pressure of the Sassanids that the Kusanas offered their

allegiance to the Gupta monarch. 3 But after the death oF
Samudragupta (cir. 377-370 A.D.) the Kusanas (called Sakas
in Indian works) again invaded India and coveted the wife

of the reigning Gupta king Ramagupta, whereupon Gandra-
gupta II had to beguile and kill their king by disguising

himself as the queen, as wc infer from the Devicandragvpla of
ViS&khadatta,* the Harsacantn of Bannbhatta and the Afajmul-ul-

Tawatikh-5 Candragupta inflicted a crushing defeat On the Ku§5jjas
somewhere in the Panjab,* and, as has been shown elsewhere, soon

* Arya-mdUjusri-muh-kalpa ed K. P, Jayaswal, An Imperial
History of India, p. 52.

3cRl f?;f5PTr*JcT. II

3 J-F. Fleet, Corpus Inscriptianum Indicarum , vol. Ill, no. I, lines
23 -21 .

4 Sylvain Levi, ‘Deux nouveau* traites de la diamaturgie
Indienne’, Journal Asiaiique (1923), pp. 193-218.

s Elliot and Dawson, History of India, vol. I, pp. 110-112 dis-
cussed by A. S Altekar, Journal of the Bihar and Ortssa Re-
search Society

,
vol. XIV, pp. 223-253.

* According to the Harsacanta (Nirnayasagara Press edition
p. 198, Cowell and Thomas, Eng. translation p. 194) the
Saha king was killed by Candragupta at Aripura, which
Rangaswami Saraswati corrects as AUpura and identifies
with the hill-fortress of Alipur in the Kangra district. K.P.
Jayaswal, on the other hand, identifies this Alipura with the
village named Aim al in the Jullundhar district. But Raja-
Schhar in his 1Cavyamimans5 states that the gaka king was
worsted at Kartikeyanagar which has been located in the val-

conttnued on poge 360
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and the Fanjab and whose kingdom included Turan and
iuran (Makran) sent ambassadors to Ardashir whose sovereignty

acknowledged. Herzfcld believes in the correctness of this

tradition.8 Ardashir’s successor Shahpuhr I (241-272 A.D.) grew so

strong as to imprison the Roman emperor Valerian (260 A.D.). He
extended his influence towards the east over the Kusanas. After

him Varahran II (276-293 A.D.) exerted great pressure on the

Kusanas. Unable to resist the might of the Sassanida the Kusanas
sued for peace and their king married his daughter to Honnizd II

between 301 and 309 A D. The friendship and alliance of the

Kusanas and the Sassanids were frequently renewed and strengthened

by matrimonial connections. After the dehacle of the Kugarjas

under Candragupta II Vikramaditya they joined the Sassanids even

more closely. Tabari states that (he Sassanid emperor Bahram Gor

(420-438 A.D )
received Debal, Makran and the neighbouring tracts

of Sind as dowry of the daughter of an Indian king whom he

married.® Considering the political conditions of north-western India

8 Ernst Herzfeld, Faikuli, I, p. 36 et seq.

0 T.Noldckc, Gesehichle der Perscr undAraber gur grit der Sassanideti,

Aus der Arabischen Chronik des Tabari
, p. 108.

The influence of the Sassanids on the Kusanas is manifest

from their coins also. [Ernst Herzfcld, Kushano-Sassanian Coins

[Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India no. 38(1930);

J. Hakin, ‘Repartitions des monnaics ancicnncs en Afgha-
nistan’, Journal Asialique (1935), p. 287]. We learn from these
KuSano-Sassanian coins that up to the time of Varahran II

the eastern part of the Sassanian empire i.e
,
Khurassan, was

always governed by a prince of the royal blood who bore the
title Kushfinskah. Thus Peroz, the brother of Shahpuhr I,

calls himself***' — r * * “ 1 *' ” 1 *- ‘ oC
2

Shahpuhr I »

\sWa \he po ...
i

Rushans.” Varahran I and Varahran II abo used that
high-sounding title before coming to the throne. Under
Varahran II his brother Hormizd was the governor of
Khurassan. During the war with Rome, he rose in revolt
and carved out an independent state in the east with the help
of the Sakas and Kusanas. This insurrection forced Varahran
II to stop his war with Rome and throw all his troops in
the fight with his rebellious brother. The revolt was quelled
and the prince Varahran was made the governor of the eastern
province with the title of Snghanshah “king of the gaV.as”.
Herzfcld believes that the crown-prince of Iran was always

continued on page 362
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TI e developments in the north-west seem to have made the

T lC

cror KvxnStitgtiptu alert and led him to establish

' G
lations^ps in another quarter. The opening of land and

fC

routes between India and China resulted in brisk exchange
S

ftraders and pilgrims between them When Fa-hien was still in

India Che-xnong started with sixteen pilgrims from Ch’ang-

ngan'in 404 AD. and traversing the land route, that passed

through Kucha, visited Khotan, Iran and Gandhara and

following the track of Fa-hem and passing through Pataliputra

returned to China via, Sseu-chuun m 424 A.D. In 420 A.D. another

monk named Fa-yong, resident of Huang-long (Che-li), took the

route of the north with twenty-five persons, toured through Kabul,

the Panjab and the valley of the Ganges and returned by sea to

Canton. Among the other Chinese visitors to India in this period

the names of Tao-pu, Fa-shcng, Fa-wei, Tao-yo and Tao-t’oi liave

come to us. Tao-yo had come as far as Sankasya, modem

Sankisa in the Farrakhabad district 10 The itineraries of these

these travellers are unfortunately lost but they give us an in*

dication of the intensity of interest of the Chinese people in

India and her culture. In this atmosphere oT growing cultural

contacts Kumaragupta thought it prudent to enter in’o an

alliance with the Song emperor of China probably as a coun*

terstroke to the treaty of the Kusanas with the Sassamds- «

seems that with this end in view he sent an embassy lo the court

of the Song emperor at Nanking by the route of the sea. Chint**

sources re teal that in 428 A.D. an envoy of a king of Kia-pi-li in

T’icn-chti (India) named Yue-ai(bclo%’cd of the moon) readied

corthutdfrom page 3G1

tnadc_ the governor of the provicce of the cast. Thus*

Knslumshah or Sagfumshah was the title analogous to tilth o>

“the Prince of Wales” in Great Britain. [E. Herzfcld, Paifodh

I, pp 42 el seqs, A Cluhtcnscn, Vlran sous Its Sassanides, pp
222-22.1]. Thus, wc observe that the Kushfms (KufUPy
b‘Ul virtually passed under the domination of the Sassam

• and thrjr kingdom had, to all intents and purposes, become a

part of the Iranian empire.
,D

I’.* C. Bagchi, India and China, pp. 72*73.
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the court of the Song emperor at Nanking bringing, besides other

presents, jewels and white parrots.11 The name of the

Indian king which is translated as “beloved of the moon” (aime de

la lane) appears to have been based on a word derived from

“Candra”. Curiously enough, we learn from the Kavyalankarasutra-

vjtti of Vamana that the son of Candragupta was known as

Candraprahasa. Hara Prasad a Sastrin and A. F. Rudolf Hoernle

regard it as a proper name and the latter suggests that it was

the pre-accession name of Kumaragupta. 1 * Should this view be

correct, we ,wou!d easily grasp the significant;; of the Chinese

translation of the name of the Indian king as ‘‘beloved of the

moon.*'. 13 ~

Besides this embassy of 428 A.D. another was sent in 466 A,I>.

when the Sorg emperor gave the Indian king the title which is

translated as “the general who solidly established his authority.”

This title was perhaps a befitting tribute to the gallant exploits of

Skandagupta. In 502 A.D., again, a third embassy brought a royal

message with suitable presents from the Indian king Kiu-to (Gupta)

to the court of the Leang who succeeded the Song at Nanking.

About the same time between 500 and 502 A D. a fourth embassy

visited the court of the Wei or T‘o-pa at Lo-yang and presented a
hoise. 44 These repeated visits of Indian embassies to the Imperial

11 Sylvain Levi, L'Inde Civthsatn'e, p 195.
12 The verse in question is:

surfer i

wren NqftTONtr: ^ctPnst 1

1

For a discussion of the problem of the identification of
Candraprakasa, vide, John Allan, Catalogue of the Indian Coins
in the British Museum—Gupta Dynasties (London 19J4), chapter
on* history and chronology.

13 Sylvain Levi (L’Inde Ciuilisalrice
, p. 196) think* that the

Chinese translation recalls the name of Candragupta and
holds that it is by mistake that it was used for the king of
India reigning at that time, who was, as a matter of fact,

his son Kumaragupta. But in the light of Vamana’s infor-

mation that the name of the son of Candragupta was
CandraprakaSa, the association of the name translated in
Chinese as “beloved of the moon” with Kumaragupta
presents no difficulty. As for the difference of meaning in

prakaSa (light) and ‘beloved’, it may be clue to an acciden-
tal inadvertance of the Chinese translator.

14 Sylvain Levi, L'Inde Cimlisatriee pp. 196-197-
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Court in China were probably pregnant with the motive of forming

an alliance with China against the peoples of central Asia, specially

the Vue-cJie and others, who were menacing the safety of the Gupta

empire in the northwest. We do not know if these embassies

achieved any tangible purpose hut we are well aware of the

movements ofnomadic peoples in central Asia after 428 A.D., the

date of the visit of the first Indian embassy at Nanking, which

resulted in great turmoil on the north-western frontiers of India

and unleashed a new round of invasions in the plains of the Panjab

and the Gangetic valley.

4. Movements end migrations in central Asia

At the beginning of the fifth century AD. the empire of the

Steppes passed into the hands of the Mongol dan Ju-juan, disparag-

ingly called by the Chinese Juan-juan “the disagreebly moving

insects.”
1* About 402 A.D. one of their chiefs named Sho-luen

subjugated the rival horde of Kao-kiu, who were the ancestors of the

lolash and XJighur Turks and inhabited the regions of Kobdo and
Urungu. In a very short time they came to dominate the whole
of northern Gobi from Leao-ho on the Korean frontier in the

east to Irtysh and the approaches of Qarashabr in the west. Among
the tribes pressed by the Juan-juan was a Yuc-che tribe called

Kiaante and a tribe of the Hunas called Yc-ta by Chinese historian?,

Hayathclites by the Persian historian Mirkhund and HephthalitfS
by the Byzamiue historians. 1* In fact, the dan of Yc-ta was
ruling over the tribe named Hua and gave its name to these
people. In the second quarter of the fifth century these

Hephthalites were in agitation as a result of the pressure exercised
*Car ^ °^lcr tribes following the commotion among

the Juan-juan caused by the defeats inflicted on them by the
Wa monarch of Northern China T’o-pa Tao in 424' A.D. and

Z '

,

™ dr
i
ve of the nomads brought them into conflict

T ' * Swsamds. Their movement in Klmrassan was
checked by Bahram Cor (420-438 A.D.; who inflicted a crusb-

Ntov w
°n thC HcphtI,aIites 5n the of KuSmehan near

“ ^Crousset
> L'Emfrc its Supper p. 104.

i}

ior references sec Chapter XIII.
’

*
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5. The Kidarites

In the fifth century A,D. in Bactria the Tukhara clan of the

Kidarites was established between Balkh and Merv. This clan

derived its name from the eponymous hero Kidara transcribed in

Chinese as Ki-to-lo.18 The son of Kidara was Kungkas. Historical

sources refer to the wars of the Kidarites with the Sassanid sovereigns

of Iran. According to these sources, the Sassanid king Yazdegird II

took up arms against the Kidarites and Peroz fought first

with Kidara and then with his son Kungkas. But Peroz tried to

make peace with Kungkas and offered to him the hand of his sister.

Peroz was at war with the Byzantine emperor and had also to

repel the invasions of the Saragurcs and other barbaric peoples who
had penetrated into Armenia through the passes of the Caucasus.

Hence Peroz wanted to stop the war against the Kidarites. But
the hostilities continued and beaten by Peroz the Kidarites quitted

Bactria and migrated to the south occupying Gandhara,19

Chinese sources give an earlier date for these events. In the

chapter of the Pei-she on “the countries of the west”, which has

replaced the original chapter on this subject in the H'a-shu and
which goes back to the epoch of the Wei, there is a remark on
Ta Yue-che and their king Ki-to-lo (Kidara) who, pressed by the
Juan-juan, emigrated to the city of To-lo (Balkh) and thence
invaded northern India, reducing to vassalage Gandhara and the

four kingdoms situated to its north. Marquart identifies Po-lo with

18 Paul Pelliot, ‘Tokharien et Koutchecn* Journal Asiatique

(1934), p. 42.

That Ki-to-lo (Kidara) is a dynastic name appears from
the fact that in the Chinese annals Pei-she, a king of the Ta
Yuc-che, Ki to-lo, is said to have been invaded and pushed
back by theJuan-juan and in the same work on the very next
page, a Ki-to-lo is raid to have been pressed westward by
the Hiung-nu. This Hiung-nu seems to be a mistake for the
HephtUaUte-Hunas. Again Kiu- to-lo is the name of a
country whose ambassador visited Cliina in 477 together
with the ambassadors of western India (Si-t’ien-chu) and
Sravasti according to the Wei-shit* This shows that in course
of time the name of the dynasty came to designate the
country over which it ruled. It is also noteworthy that the
kings Krtavirya, giladitya, SarvayaSas, Bhasvan, Kuiala and
PrakSSa use the word Kidara on the obverse of their coins

19
J- Marquart, Eranschahr ttach der Geographic des Ps. Moses
Xorenac’t pp. 55-57-58; A. Christensen, LTran sous les
Sassanides

, pp. 287-288.
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0r tltc A. s».. toe is another notice of Kt-to-to, the fang of Ta

Vue che tt!w> hat mg migrated westwards under the pressttre of

ordered lus son to occupy the city called Tu-

ten-sha (Purusapura) that was the seat of the Siao Yue che As

a result of occupying the country of the Sno Yue ehe, the

kingdom of the son of Ki-to-lo was a so called by the name of S1.10

cj(C This information reached China through the merchants

oF the country ofTa Yue*chc who went to the court of T’aiwu

f42-M51 A D )
with some embassy of the western countries between

436 and 451 A D and popularized the manufacture of polychrome

glais in China *° This shows th.it the invasion and settlement of

the Kidiritcs on the north-western frontiers of India look place

before the middle of the fifth century

The information given by the Chinese sources appears more

correct in this respect since the trend of the history of central Asia

m tlic fifth century A D suggests that it was under the pressure of

the JuanjuUt that the Kidarites migrated towards the south and

entered into India

On the basis of numismatic evidence A S Altekar holds that

the Kidnrites lose to power about 340 AD At first Kidara acted

a5 a feudatory of the Sassanid emperor Shahpuhr II but about

355-35G A D he asserted his independence by striking the coins

vnth his bust facing in the front which was the privilege of the

Sassanian emperor only. Shahpuhr II invaded Gandhara in 3j6

357 A D and compelled Kidara to strengthen his alliance With

Samudragupta With his help he took the offensive agamst

Shahpuhr in 367 8 A D and inflicted a defeat on the Sassanid

arnucs He appointed Varo Shahi, Piroch and Buddhnbala ash*3

feudatories and satraps About 375 A D Kidara was succeeded

Paul Pchot, op cil

,

pp 42-43 Martin has stated that the

merchants ofTa Yue-che, who popularised glassware if

china reached there during 398-509 AD (MFC Martin

‘Coins of kidara nnd the little Kusrmas’, Journal of the Rc)^’

Astatic Society of Bengal, Numismatic Supplement no KhVl
(Silver Jubilee Number) p 26 But on this point Felho

is more authontatise
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by his son Piro who extended his power further eastwards in the

Panjab and pounced on the Gupta king Ramagupta but was de-

feated and killed by Candragupta II. Shahpuhr III (383-83 A.D.)

also broke his power and compelled him to acknowledge Sassanian

suzerainty.* 1

Martin held that Kidara threw off the Sassanian Yokc in 368

A.D. and established a large empire. Between 375-380 A.D. he

abdicated and set up his son Piro on the throne. But Ardashir II

reconquered at least one of his districts over which lie set a satrap

and Shahpuhr III annexed several other districts and forced Piro to

acknowledge his suzerainty in Gandhara. Varahran, who succeed-

ed Piro, was also a vassal of the Sassanians. Ghirshman agrees with

this reconstruction of Kidarite history proposed by Martin.22

Let us examine the evidence on which this reconstruction of

history is based. It is held by Martin and following him by
Ghirshman that coin-type I of KidSra is directly copied from the

coins or the middle period of Shahpuhr II. It is also admitted that

this coin type ofKidara is slightly exceptional in the great breadth

'of the crenellations on the crown.23 But this view lias been recently

challenged by Curiel and Schlumberger who hold that the crown
of Kidara resembles that on the head of Yuzdegird II (130-457,

A D) rather than that worn by Shahpuhr II as manifest from their

fcoins.51 These authors base their identification on the work of
Erclmann on the crowns of the Sasianid monarchs.** Robert Gobi
also agrees with this view and holds that Kidara was not a
contemporary of Shahpuhr II.15 This view accords well with
Chinese and even Iranian traditions.

sl A. S. Altclear. The Vakalaka-Gupta Age pp. 20-21.
52 M. F. C. Martin, ‘Coins of Kidara and the Little Rushans*,

Journal oj the Jlojal jlsiatic Society, Numismatic Supplement
(1937) no XLVII (Silver Jubilee Number) pp. 37-30 ;

Rene Ghirshman, Les Ghionites Hepfiialites pp. 74-01.
51 M.F.C. Martin, op- cit., p. 30.

11 R. Curiel and D. Schlumberger, Tresors Monctaires d’Afgha-
nistan (Paris 1953) pp 119-124. ' '

44 K. Erdmann, ‘Die Entwicklung dcr Sasanidischen Krone*
An Jilamica XV-XVI (1951) pp. C7-123. *

48 R. Gobi, Die Altmtpragung dcr /Susan in F. Althcim and R.
Stichl, Finangesehtchte det Spalanlihe (1957) eh. 0 pp, 226-227
pp. 226-227 A. Cunningham, Later Ir.do-Seylhiens p. fbj.

continued on page 3G0
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It is held by Martin, Ghirshroan and Altekar that Piro was the

son and successor of Kidara But a comparison of the com-typcs

of Kidara and Piro shows that they have no interconnection

whatsoever The obv erse of the coins of Kidara shows the ‘'bust

of the Jang to right, diademed, ends of diadem floating upwards

behind head ,
wearing mural crown with three crenellated turrets,

crown adorned with floating fillets and centra! crenellation sur

mounted by crescent and fluted globe n * But the obverse of the

coins of Piro shows * the bust of the king, facing, diademed, ends of

diadem floating upwards from sfio aiders
,
wearing crown with two

nm’s horns curving outwards and central foliate ornament offive

plumes
,4* Obviously, there is a world of difference between the

crown designs of these two kings The difference m their feature*

and appearances is c\cn greater Kidara has bushy hair but no

beard and moustache, but Piro has bushy hair on either side of

neck, small moustache with ends twirled and pointed and full curly

beard with end passed through ring This style of beard is called

the honeycomb type which is probably referred to by Kalidasa in

the iiaghuvanua while mentioning the bearded beads of die Persians 1 *

According to Paruch, the beard passed through a ring wtf the

exclusive privilege of Sissanid monarebs *° The legend on the

coins of Kuhra is hidara Kushan Sha winch is amended as hidira

A'ujoiflsa,* 1 whereas the legends on the coins of Piro areSAaand

Pirosa only These legends do not show any relationship or Piro

with the Kusapas as that ofKid in clearly does As for the name

ctmliruedfrom pa”t 307

Shahpuhr II struck some coins with legend in Tuhhanan
characters This shows lus hold over the kingdom of the

Kujiuas On these coins the king u shown u wearing a

crown having three crenallated turrets The crescent and

globe so prominent on the crown of Kid ira are mis«n,T
there Tor these coins of Shahpuhr II see R Glurshman
Ijti Chiontles Htpktahtes p 71

Martin, op cil , p 39
M Marun, op til

, p 40
** Kalidasa, iiaghxtamsa IV, 66

TtJTrnfsRrrn f-rcir* i

tint* n n
b J DJ Taruck Sanation Coins p 350
11

J Allan, Jourral ofiht Royal stsialie Soculj (191 1) p
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Piro, it-appears to be a variant of Peroz, a purely Iranian-Sassaru’an

name. Thus, to sum up, the differences between the coins of

Kidara and Piro arc so marked and numerous that there is no
warrant for treating them as belonging to the same dynasty. Piro

wearing a headdress of ram’s horns and a curly beard passed

through a ring is a Sassanid prince rather than a Kusana chief

who must be clean-shaven like Kidara. He does not seem to

be connected with any Ku§a#a dynasty. As for the theory of

Altckar that Piro invaded India under Ramagupta, it is refuted by

the tradition that the $aka monarch was killed by Candragupta,

whereas Piro is stated to have been alive even after the accession of

Candragupta and suffered from the blows of the Sassanid monarch

Shahpuhr III.

According to Martin and Ghirshman, the successor of Piro was

Varahran. Altckar does not refer to him. His coins show him

diademed, ends of diadem floating upwards behind head, and

wearing a crown with foliate ornaments having three plumes and

a fluted globe. The king has moustache and curly beard with end

passed through ring. Here the legend reading as lur varahran occurs

in Pehlvi. On some coins there are Brahmi letters 'Pi\ Via’ or

'nada'. This king neither describes himself as Kusana like Kidara

nor employs the title sha or Sffthi like Tiro. It appears that he was

some Sassanid governor of some region included in the realm of the

Kusanas. There is not the slightest evidence to show his connection

with the Kusanas. As for the design on the reverse it was
commonly prevalent in those times and regions due to the pre-

ponderance of the neo-Zoroastrian fire cult. Yet there are marked
differences between the designs on the reverse of the coins of
Kidara on one hand and those of Piro (type II) and Varahran on
the other. In the former the bust of Hormizd appears on the
flames to the right, whereas on the latter this bust of Hormizd is

missing; on the former the attendants wear plumed headdresses and
on the other they wear close-fitting broad-brimmed headdresses.

Martin and Altekar hold that Varo Shahi, Piroch and Buddha-
hala were the provincial governors of the Kidarites. These scholars
hold that when the bust of a king faces to the front he should be
taken to be independent whilst the bust facing right is an indication

of subordinate status. It is on this ground that they hold that

Kidara in the latter stage and Piro in the earlier stage were
independent of the Sassanid emperor Shahpuhr. But curiously
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enough the busts of Varo Shaht Piroch and Buddhabala are

shown to be facing to the front which is a sign of independence

How can therefore, they be termed as provincial governors

of Kidara and Piro ? These rulers as well as one Bhasa have

clear shaven faces which denote their Kusana affinities but

there is nothing to prove that they were subordinate to the

Kidantes There ate also coins of petty rulers like Krtavirya,

Siladitya, Sarvayasas, Bhasvan, KuSala and PrakaSa on the

observe of which the word Kidara occurs showing their affinity to

the Kidantes These rulers must have been ruling over some

principalities in the Panjab and undergone the process of Indiaro

sation which was in full swing in the Gupta penod and whose

symbol is the replacement of Kharosthi by Brahnu, but there is

nothing to indicate that they flourished in the fourth century AD
Thus, the numismatic evidence at our disposal does not con

elusively prove that the Kidantes flourished in the 4th century B C
during the reign oFShahpuhr II Nor there is anything to show

that Piro and Varahrau were Kusanas and had any relationship

with Kidara They were rather Sassantd princes or governors As

for the finds of their coins together with those of Shahpuhr II,

Shahpuhr III and Varahran IV this is an argument of a weak

type for the burying of treasures depend on the availability of

coins according to circumstances Chinese and Persian authorities

Concur in showing, as seen above, that Kidara rose to power in the

middle of the fifth century A D We learn from Chinese sources

that m 477 the ambassador of the country of Kiu-to Io (Kidara)

Visited China This shows that the Kidarites were flourishing iQ

the fifth centurv A D The Kidantes migrated towards Bactna
and Gandhara and the Panjab as a result of the pressure of tlic

Juan Juan and such other nomadic tubes 32

The Kidarite problem has been discussed anew by some scholars

Among them the famous German scholar Franz AHheim deserves

to be specially mentioned In the fiist volume of his magnum opus

entitled GtsthcUt der Hunntn (Berlin, Walter de Gruyter and Co
1959) he has identified the Kidantes with the Qun or Hun who,

according to him, made themselves lords of Sogdiana shortly after

356, and the Hunni who crossed the Don m 374-375 He identifies

S
' ^cne Grousset, L'Empire dts Steppes, p, 105. Rahula San

I04-To5

na
* ^ CntTa! Aita H,ndl^ Vo1 l> PP
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the Hsiung-mi king Hu-yi, who held Sogdiana, with Kongkhas,

the Kidarite king, mentioned by Priscus. But he accepts the view

of Shira tori, Enoki and Maenchen-Helfen that the conquerors of

Sogdiana were the Hephthalites. In his view, these people or

rather groups of the same people bore the same name and spoke a

Turkish language.

Otto Maenchen-Helfcn disputes the views of Altheim. He says

that the equation Hu-yi=Kongkhas is untenable since the first

syllable ended in ‘t* and was pronounced as 'khilet' and the second

syllabic had an initial ‘n’ and was spoken as ‘rigid'. 33 Mai quart

also in his Wthrot und Arang p. 39 took Koungkhas to be the trans-

cription of ’qun-qan’. But Barthold doubted this equation.

Robert Gobi suggested to the present author that the Kidarites

were the same as the Hephthalites. But in the Pei-she they

appear as Ta Tuc-che or Kusanas. The Chinese knew full well the

Hephthalites as Hoa or Hua or Tt-ta-i-li-to of the people Hoa. So
there is nothing to show that the Chinese made a confusion of

Ta Tue-che, Ki-to-lo and Te-la-i-lt-to. The reference in the Pei-shih

clearly shows that the Kidarites are to be distinguished from the
Hephthalites, as they are identified with the Ta Tue-che.

Of course, the Hephthalites are also slated to belong to the
race of Te Yue-che in the Thung-Kiang-nu and the Kncylopaedta oi

Ma-tuan-Iin, just as Ki-to-lo (kidara) is called the king of Ta-Yue-
che in the Pei-she. But it is significant that whereas the Hepthalites

never called themselves Ku;ana on their coins, kidara expressly

called himself a Kusana king as the legend on his coin

Kidara ICushm Shd clearly shows. A study of thecoin-types

of the Hephthalites, and Kidara clearly proves that they
belonged to two distinct dynasties. Thus, though it is undoubtedly
true that both the Hephthalites and the kidarites belonged ta the
same Iranian nomadic complex called Yue-Che, yet it is apparent
that they constituted two distinct dynasties.

It appears that in the first halfof the fifth century the Kidarites,

who were a horde of the Yue-che roaming somewhere in central

Asia, were pushed westwards by the Juan-ju an. Hence they came
into Bactriana, clashed with ths Hephthalites and came into con-
tact with the Sassanids. As the Hephthalites were hard-pressed at

33 Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. LXXIX (1959)n OOfi '
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tbit time, they traversed through their territory and occupied

Gandhara But the Hephthalites soon rallied, inflicted a defeat on

the Sassamd armies and pounced on Gandhara

On entering into India through the passes of the Hindukush.the

Kidantcs supplanted their cousins who were settled m Gandhara

and had allied themselves with the Sassamds But the Hephthalites

pushed downwards and came on the heels of the Kidantes to India

The Kidarites were thus pressed forward from the regions of

Gandhara and the lesult was their invasion of the plains of the

Panjab and the Gangetic valley in association with other tribes

The pressure of nomadic movements in central Asia seems to

have given a new orientation to Sassaman politics. The Sassamds

strengthened their alliance with the Kidarite-Kusanas after their

settlement in Gandhara, as we infer from the presence ofthe

Pchlavis, the official mame of the Sassamds, in the Ku$ana hordes

that invaded India The alliance of the Sassamds and the JCidantes

is also hinted at by the traditions of the proposal of the Sassamd

king Peroz of marrying his sister to the Kidarite king Kungas that

are recorded by Persian writers

6. The Kidarite Hephthalite invasion of northern India

The details of this invasion of northern India are given

xn the Candragarbha panprchha sutra which has been cited by the

Tibetan historian Bu ston in his History of the Buddhist D octrine The

relevant passage reads as follows

“King Mahendrasena was bom in the country of KauSambf,

had a son with aims of irresistible might After he had passed the

age of twelve, Mahendra’s kingdom was invaded upon by three

.foreign powers m concert—Yavanas, Palhikas (Pahlikas) and

Sakunas—who first fought among themselves They took possession

of Gandhara and the countries to the north of the Ganges The

young son ofMahendrasena, of weighty hands and other congenital

military marks distinguishing his person, asked for permission to

lead his father’s army The enemy army numbered three hundred
thousand men under the commands of the foreign kings, the chief

ofwhom was the Yavana The son of Mahcndra put his army
of two hundred thousand men divided under five bunded
commanders, sons of ministers and other orthodox Hindus With

extraordinary quickness and a temble drive he charged the enemy
In fury lus \cins on the forehead appeared like a visible tnark
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and his body became steeled. The prince broke the enemy army
and won the battle. On his return his father crowned him king

saying : ‘henceforth rule the kingdom’ and himself retired to

religious life. For twelve years after this the new king fought these

foreign enemies and ultimately captured and executed the three

kings. After that he ruled peacefully as the emperor of

Jambu-dvtpa ”31

In this passage the association of the Vavanas, Palhikas and

5akunas is significant from the historical point of view. The
Palhikas and and Sakunas are evidently the Sassanids and Kusanas

(Kidaritcs) who had come close to each other. The word Yavana

(Yauna) seems to be a mistake for the Huna as suggested by K. P.

Jayaswal. These people had quarrelled among themselves before their

descent on the Indian plains. We have seen that Kungkas led the

Kusaoas (Ta Yue-che) into Gandhara. There he fought with
the. Kusanas (Siao Yue-che, according to Chinese works), who were

already settled in those regions. Obviously, therefore, there was a

clash between the new-comers and the Kusanas of the Gandhara
region.53 They also appear to have been pressed by the Hunas-

51 Cited by K. P. Jajaswal, An Imperial History of India

,

p. 36.
9S It has been noted above that the Chinese text Pei-she

calls Ki-to-lo the king of Ta Yue-che and describes his

son settled in Fu-lcu-sha as the king of Siao Yuc-che.
After the cessation of relations with the West in the latter

half of the third century the Chinese forgot everything
about the Ta Yue-che. Hence Kumarajiva in his Chinese
translation of the great commentary of the Prajna-Paramita
(Ta-che-tu-luen) mentioned Ta-k’ia-lo. which is a trans-
cription of Tukhara, and explained this term as signifying

the little Yue-che. [Sylvain I.evi, Fragments de. Texles

ICouchecns (introduction) pp. 24-25.] Again in his trans-

lation of the Life of Asiafhosa , completed in 412 A.D., lie

rendered Tukhara by the term Siao Yuc-che, since it was
the only expression that was understood in China in his

time. Stael-Holstein believes that Kaniska did, in fact,

belong, to the Siao Yue-che, who had come from Chinese
Turkestan, and Kumarativa gave the aforesaid rendering
with full awareness of the true state of affairs. According
to Konow also, the dynasty of Kani?ha was of Siao Yue-
che origin (Stcn known, ‘Suggestions concerning Kaniska*,
Acta Orientalia VI, part I pp. 93-96.) From this point of view
the reference to the son or Ki-to-lo as the king of Siao Yue-

contmied on page 374
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Hcpathalites The result was that a vast avalanche of the north

western peoples consisting of the Kidantc-Kusanas, Hcphthalite-

Hujjas and Pahlava-Persians descended into northern India

7 Kungkas and Kanka

The king who played a notable part in the descent of these

invaders on northern India was the son of Ki to lo, who is called

Kungkas, as seen above This name Kungkas seems to have been

adapted to suit a pun m a verse by Subandhn in his VasavadaUa 38

In this verse the author refers to the rule of Kanka after that of

Vikraruaditya Here the word Kanka signifies both a heron and

the king tvho came after Vikramaditya To have tins two fold

meaning the author has slightly changed Kungkas to Kanka

Ghirsbman has identified Kungkas with the Hephthahte king

Akun According to him, Peroz demanded tribute from the

Hephthalitfs which provoked a war between them He made

peace with Kungkas and promised to marry his daughter to him

But he broke the treaty Hence the hostilities started again The

Persians were defeated and Peroz was released on a promise to pay

contribution and his son Kawadh was detained as hostage Akun

or Kungkas restruck the coins tendered by Peroz and issued his

continuedfrom page 373

chc signifies that he conquered the successors of Kaniska

'ettled in Peshawar in virtue of which he bore their desig

nation But Pelliot rejects the view of Stael-Holstein and

holds that the description of Ki-to lo as Ta Yue-che and o»

Ins son as Siao Yue che is simply intended to accommodate
the information about these two dans, winch the merchants

of the Yue-che country suddenly released between 436 snd

45
1

(Pellint, op cil
, p 45) William Saraolm hold* that

the epithet Siao ‘little’ is descriptive, not genealogical, ana

refers to the rump successor state of the fourth Kusana

dynasty (W Satnolm, *A Note on Kidara and the

Kidantcs, Central Asiatic Jeurnal Vol Up 297) Whatever

may be the true import of these designations, the f*ct

remains that according to tlic Chinese annalist, there was

war and conflict among the different clans or the Yue chc

people as a result of the rise of the Kidantes Thus, the

conclusion cannot be escaped that the son of Ki to-w

conquered another branch of his tribe settled u> thc

north west of India
w Subandhu, VasavadatlH (ed Hall) p 7

*rr wsrrr sft r% i

tRRfa -JTfa Orwiftt* it
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own coins having their own independent style.37 Ghirshman is

emphatic on the Tact that Kidara was Kuj.'ina rather than a HiiJja.

He clearly and rightly distinguishes between the Kidariles and the

Hephthalities. Kungkas is known as the son and successor of

Kidara, as seen above. Priscus clearly states that the Kidarites

were the adversaries of Peroz. In 468 Peroz sent an ambassador to

the Byzantine court for announcing his \ictory over the Kidarites.

In 465 an official ambassador of the kingdom of T'ou-hou-lo

(Tukhara) visited the court of China. M irquart, Christensen and

Pigoulcvskaya place the Kidarites in this period.3 '* Kungkas, the

Ktdarite, seems to be distinct from Akun, the Hephthahte.

8. Sfandagupta’s tears u'tth the Kidarites and Ifun as

The wars of Skandagupta arc laconically refer. cd to in his Bhitari

and Junagarh inscriptions. The fourth verse of the Bhitari inscrip-

tion5* refers to the coronation of Skandagupta after his victory over

the Pusyamitras, a variant reading being Vudhyamitras, 40 who arc

probably identical with the tribe of the Pusyamitras associated in

the Vitnupurana with the region of Mekala near the source of the

Narbudda.41 The seventh vcric 45 of this inscription refers to the

37 Rene Ghirshman, 1st Chinnites—Iltphtnlites p. 00.
*s Ibid pp. 74 fT ; W. H. Haussig, ‘Theophylakts Exkurs

fiber die Skythischen Volkcr’, Iiyzanlion vol. XXIII p. 328
Marquart, op. cit., p. GO ; Chri»tcnsen, op. (it., p. GO ; N.
Pigoulcvskaya, Sources Syriaques concernanl I’histoire dee peuples de

IJ R.S.S. p. 54. A.D.H. Bivar holds that the first Kiclnm
was succeeded by at least one other ruler using* the same
name. [‘The Kushano-Sassanian Coin Series’ Journal of the

Numismatic Society of India Vol. XVIII (195G) p. 27] Tile
second ruler may be a son of the former. This position
accords with the tradition of Kungkas succeeding Kidara.

59
J. F. Fleet, Corpus Inseriptionum Indicarum, Vol. Ill, no. 13,
verse 4.

qq qlq[ fqqpTT I

Fbiesr f'tTfci'T^aT'fls ?mfaqr qrqqrs: it

*° H. K. Divekar, ‘Pusyamitras in the Gupta Period, Annals of
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute (1920), pp, 99 fT.

A. L. Basham has also endorsed this view oT Divekar.
41 Vitnupurana, IV, 24, 17. The commentator of the VisnuPuruna

distinguishes the Pusyamitras from the seven Mckalas.
Hence they may have occupied the region between the
Mahisyas and Mekala in the Narbudda valley, if not Mekala

continued on page 376
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“conquest of the earth” made by Skandagupta and the eighth

verse43 relates to his victory over the Hunas It appears that the

Hunas, K.idarites and Pahlavas jointly invaded northern India and

were repelled fay Skandagupta In the Junagarh Rock inscription

dated 136, 137, 138 G E they are referred to as Mlecchas In

the Bhitari epigraph, however, we have the mention of the

Hunas, which constituted a prominent element of the invaders

The result of the victory of Skandagupta was that lus fame spread

and his influence was felt in foreign countries including the

Iranian settlements in the north west It may be noted that

Somadeva in his Kalhasantsagara includes Nirmuka, the king of the

Persians, among the vassals of Vikramaditya, son of Mahendra
ditya,44 who is undoubtedly identical with Skandagupta
Vikramaditya The vassalage of the Persian king is a reminiscence

of the victory of Skandagupta over the invaders mentioned above 48

The Kidantes (Kusanas) driven away from India by the young

prince Skandagupta m the closing years of the reign of Kumara
gupta took refuge m the mountainous retreats of the north west

Some petty rulers of the Kidante dynasty, who were completely

Hinduised, ruled over the north west Including some parts of

continuedfrom page 375

itself (H G Raychoudhury, Political History of Ancient

India, 5 th cd
, p 569)

4’
J, F Fleet, op cit , verse 7

t (? ) ^ q;T afacsjcii

fqfacS fsKten#! qqi-

Tftfc&rrT H ^ faftiTd StfafijtT

zr 5rrq-5c^r4cfi»r »
43 /W,verse8

gorqfiT OTPraro utt ^f^rar i a**^
fttfaraanTTOt i

41 ,,

45
‘ London) (1909), pp 88 ff

, ,
• g«ipr In

,example the reading ‘jarta’ is not settled S K Belvelkar bas

amended u as ‘Gupta (Systems of Sanskrit Grammar, p 58).
in acommfnt’ni nn *i— c.jjl. t» „ , j; u. . — ot

Hem; '

. j as

1]
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western Fmjab Coins have revealed the existence of the kings

Kptavjrja, Sitaditjn, Bhasvan, KuSala, PrakaSa and SirvayaSas

"ho used tlie title kidla They adopted Hindu names and culture

Finally they merged in Hindu society Some sections of the
Kusanas repaired to the valle>s of Chitnl and Gilgit alxiut 475 A D
and descended from there after the defeat of the Hunas m the sixth

century and occupied some parts of Gandhara on parts of which
they kept their possession up to the ninth e'enturj 18 About 595 we
hear of two powerful Ku;5na chiefs SI>og and Panok Panok
assassinated Wsstam the uncle of Khusrau II who was appointed
(he governor of Khurasan

The Kidantcs seem to have left an imprint in Sanskrit gram-
matical literature. The Khanka cctrametitiry on the gnmimr of
rinnu refers tn the gold coins c-tlled AVi/jrw which may signifv the
currency of the Kidantcs ”

45
^'
OU
n 4e *a ValliSe-Pousston, L'/titk anx temps des Mannas el

des Barbares, Grees, Scythes, Barthes d Tut Tche, p 318
47 V. S Agrawala, India as known to Pfrnmi, p 261
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device Smith takes this com as the proof of the prevalence of

Sasxamd rule m north western India 7

Shahpuhr I [241-212 AD), the successor of Ardashlr, took the

offensive against the Kusanas again, sacked. Kapi§i (Begram) and

conquered Turan, Makuran, Paratan, Hindustan and Kushansnahr

from Puskabur (Peshawar) to KaS (Bukhara), Sughd (Sogdiana)

and Sasstan (Taskand), as we gather from the Kaabah Zarathustra

inscription

8

The Kusana kingdom was placed under the adtnims

tration of the governor of Khurasan who consequently bore the

title of Kushanshah or king of the Kusanas In fact, the term

Khurasan was used m a wider sense and signified all the eastern

provinces and protectorates of the Sassamd empire It appears

that the crown-prmce of Iran was always made the governor or the

eastern provinces Thus, Kushanshah or Saghanshah was the title

analogous to that of ‘Prince of Wales’ in Great Britain We find

that Peroz, the brother of Shahpuhr I, called himself “the great

Kushanshah” on his coins After 252 Honrnzd, thr son of Shah

puhr, was the governor of Khurasan with the pompous title of “the

great king of the kings of the Kushans’ Varahran I and Varahian

II also used that high sounding title before coming to the throne

After Shahpuhr I there was a civil war between his sons Hor-

mizd and Bahram (Varahran) The latter came out successful and

ruled from 273 to 298 Since the Kushans flirted with Rome and

sided with Hormizd, Bahram (Varahran) quelled and quashed them

in 283 284 A D After this victory, to quote Herzfeld, “to

Sassaman empire actually comprised the following possessions in the

cast, Gurgau anil the whole of Khurasan, perhaps, including

Khvarazm and Sughd, Sakasthan in its widest lututs, including

Makuran and Turan the land of the middle course of the Indus and

its mouths, Kaccha, Kathiawar, Malwa and the adjoining hmterlan

7 V A Smith, ‘Invasion of the Punjab by Ardashlr Papakan

the First Sasaman King of Persia, Journal of the Royal /»*** /?

Society April, 1920 pp 221-226, Early History of India (19241

p 289 F N 3.F D J Paruck, Sassanian Coins pp 79 80

8 M Sprenglmg, ‘Shahpuhr the Great on the Kaabah o

Zoroaster, ‘American Journal of Semetic Langugts and Literatures

(1940) pp 353-253
9 Ernst Herzfeld, Paikuh Vol I p 42, hushano-Sassamait C"'”*

(Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India no o

(1930), J Hackm, ‘Repartition des monnaies ancicnnes cn

Afghanistan,* Journal Astaltgue (1935) p 207, A Christensen,

L Iran tons Its Sassamdes pp 222 223
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of these countries The only exception was the Kabul valley and

the Punjab which continued to remain in the hands of the Later

Kushans ” 19 But these Later Kushans also acknowledged the over-

iordship of the Sassamds

After the death of Bahrain (Varahran) II in 293 his son Bahrain

(Varahran) III occupied the throne for only a few months Among
his retainers were the §aka satraps of Avanti (Avandik (fin) xvat (d)v)

mentioned m line 22 of the Pehlm version of the Paxkuli epigraph,

according to Herzfcld But soon his granduncle Narse revolted and
overthrew him A large number of pnnees came to congratulate

the ness king on his coronation Their list is given at the end of

the aforesaid inscription at PatkuU Herzfcld has translated this

passage as follows

“The Caesar of Rome, the king ofKhwarazm, and Zamasp
of KuSdan, and Digpambak and Sayyidi, the gaikh of the Arabs, and
Pak, the eunuch, and Beruvan, son of Spandorat, and the king of the

Paradan, and Varasgurt, the king, and the king of Zand—Afrik, and
the king of Makuran, and X, the king of and Tird5t, the

king, and Amru, the descendant of the Abgars, and the king of
Abhira and SIka Vryn >rpt that their ByCak Satraps

of all kinds, Varazgirde, the lord of the Sakhurisan and Khvaras-
man, the lord of the Mokan, and Bagdat, the lord of the Zuradian,

and Mitra Alasen, the Lord of the BoraspiSm, and Bali, the lord

of the ZQradatcin, and X, the lord of the ApresmiS5n, and Marwak,
the lord of the Ishtakvm, and the lord ofthe Terakhsm and
other princes, our instruction they became, and the whole empire
anew (

7
) I uish (

?
) or ,

they congratulated me and some came
personally to our poste others envoys and by (*) him
the empire, and the place and to our service they
came”11

Herzfeld holds that among the princes, enumerated in the Paikuh
inscription, some can be considered Indian Sakas ‘‘In the group
ofprinces of royal rank we have Beruwan-i-spandar (a)—tan, the

10 E Herzfcld, Pakuli II p 42
11 E Herzfeld, PatkuU Vol I, p 119

The relevant text is ‘kesare u hrome u zamasp i—kmdan
a XV (a) razm (a)—n sahu, zandafrjk sah u makOran
£ah §ah ut amru apgar

(
1) nan ut abvran sah u Sika

Satrap gonak gonak padese l amma estend a hamahe
satre pa noke p (a) des Seamax xvahem u ke xvat o
dar i ama amat enya frestakans

’
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country to supply silk to Rome &. Bjzantuim from India But as

Procopius writes,” it was not possible for the Abyssmians to buy

silk from the Indians, as Persian merchants were always hanging

about the ports, where the Indian vessels first put in, living as they

do in the next neighbourhood, and these Persians -were accustomed

to buy the wares wholesale * 80

We learn from Indian sources that the Guptas devoted their

attention to the north-western and western region The Arya manjusn

mula kalpa states that Samudragupta led military expeditions in the

west as well as the north up to the frontiers of Kasmira 21 It was

probably m consequence of these campaigns that the western and

northern kings and peoples, including the Abhiras of the west*2 and

the K-usanas of the north, together with other republican tnbes ofthe

Panjab, recognised his authority. This tradition is corroborated

by the discovery of some coins of Kusana type with the names of

Samudra and Candra Samudragupta’s son and successor Candra-

gupta Vikramaditya exterminated the Sakas of western India and

annexed their kingdom to his empire 85 He also led a military

expedition across she Panjab and Afghanistan upto the land of the

Valhtkas (Bactriana), as his identification with Candra of the

Mahrauli inscription accepted by most of the scholars now, demons-

trates 24 Thus western and north western India formed part of

the Gupta empire and the Sakas and Persians settled there became

subservient to the Guptas In particular, the colony of the Pahlavas

in Gujrat, which produced Tusaspa at the time of A$oka, and

SviSakha, son of Kulaipa, at the time of Mahaksatrapa Rudradaman
(cir 150 A D ),

who were associated with the maintenance of the

20 Procopius, De Bello Perstco, ed T E Page and W H
Rouse with an English translation by H B Dewing (Loebs

Classical Library) Vol I, XX, 9 12

K. P Jayaswal, An Imperial History of India (text) p 52.

2' The Abhiras are mentioned m the Paikuli inscription noted

above as well as the Kamasastra of Vatsyayana in the

western region of India
M A S Altekar &. R C Majumdar, The Gupta Vakalaka Age

p 153, R C Majumdar, The Classical Age p 19
** Hocmle Jayaswal, Bhandarkar, Barnett etc. identify

Candra of Mehraub epigraph with Candragupta II F°r

references see Buddha Prakash, ‘The Central Astatic

Expedition of Candragupta Vikramaditya,’ Journal of
Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal Vol 13 (1947)

p 31
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famous SudarSann Jake near Girnar, professed lojalty to Kumara-
gupta and Skandagupta, and produced governors to administer

that region for them, as the reference to Parnadatta and his son

Cakrapahta, whose names arc Sanskritised forms of the Iranian

names rarnadSta and ChakarapSta, as shown by Gharpcnticr, and
who, thus, appear to have been of Pahlava extraction, as die gopira

of Gujrat, m the Junagarjt Rook inscription of Skandagupta,

demonstrate"5 Towards the end of the reign of Kumaragupta the

Kidantcs and the Hupas exercised considerable pressure on the

nortli western frontiers of the Gupta empire and seem to hav e pushed

through them into the interior of the country** to be repelled by
the valiant Skandagupta During this period the Hunas settled

along the river of Gazni and the lake Ab i Istida winch came to

be known as Zabulistan after their tribal name Jaubla orjavla

(Choi) It seems that a chief Ramanila whose coins have his bust

facing the left instead of right in token of his independent status

founded the kingdom of Zabul* 7 which extended upto the valley

of the Kabul m the north, reached the mountain range or Sulaiman
in the east, touched the basin of the Helmand in the west and met
the mountainous regions of the south which are regarded as the

cradle of the Afghans Recently A D H Bivar has published two
inscnpuons from Urtizgan situated midway between the tipper

waters of the rivers Helmand and Arghandab reading as follows —
Boo Ssaho Zooloo mihroziki

Bo Ossolio Zoolonnhrooo

(The divine and glorious king of Zabul, Mihira)18 These records

prove the domination or the lianas of the family of Mihirakula m
95 Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Dec

1 930 pp 282 83
58 Jagannath Agrawal TIic Route of the Tirst Hupa Invasion’

Proceedings of the Indian History Congress (21st Session 1958)
Trivandrum pp 160 lGl Prof Agrawal holds that the first

Huna invasion occurred through the Bolan pass near Quc ta

He bases his theory on the discovery of the inscriptions of
Jaula Mihira at Uruzgan and the existence of their kingdom
there which gave the name Zabulistan to this region It may
well be that the Huijas poured into India together with the
Kidantes who had occup ed Peshawar They could have
set up a kingdom in the Gazni region

27 R Ghirshman Let Chsontles Hepthalites p 35
28 Joun al of the Royal Asiatic Society (1954) pp 112 Alpha ustan

(1953) Vol VIII pp 1 4
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the region called Zabnlistan About the year 455, when a tribe of

the Hunas invaded India, one of their chiefs inflicted a crushing

defeat on the Sassamd monarch Yazdegird II After the death of that

morarch in 457, a civil war broke out m Iran between Peroz and

Hormizd The former took shelter among the Hephthalites and

with their help dethroned his brother and himself became king

But soon hostilities broke out among the Sassamds and the Hep
hthalites, the former sustained a defeat and Peroz undertook to pay

tribute and sent his son Kavadli as a hostage to Ins rival, probably,

Akun In 484 Peroz made another effort to defeat them and was

killed* Thus, it is clear that the rise of the Hephthalites in Balkh

resulted in the weakening of the Sassamd empire They assumed

supremacy in the eastern territories which acknowledged the sway

of the Sassamds and then came under the authority of the Guptas

It is not at all possible that the Sassamds continued to maintain any

effective control over the erstwhile §aka and Kusana realms after the

campaigns ofSamudragupta and Candragupta and, then, the in-

vasions of the Hunas orJaulas The reference to the western mouth

of the ndus being Persian in the work of Gosmas only shows that the

people of that region had a predominant Persian strain, and the

remark of Procopius that Persian merchants used to monopolise the

silk trade with the West by purchasing all the stocks from Indian

traders does not at all indicate Persian domination over Indian

territories, but rather hints at the brisk commercial activity of

Persian merchants in the ports or Persia or the neighbouring regions

“where the Indian vessels first put in ” To infer the existence of

Sassanian supremacy in India from tins evidence is quite unwarran-

ted Thus, we observe that the view of Gharpentier is only partial-

ly correct

4 The Sassamds and (he Sajjhanavamsa of the Ttltkogahpatnnaja

The above discussion shows that the Sassamds overpowered and

eclipsed the £akas and Ku$aoas in the third century A D They
became the overlords or the Scythian rulers of western and north

cm India and continued to be so till the Guptas conquered the

regions held by the Sakas and Ku?5i?as The period of Sassamd

ovcrlordslup over the realms or the £akas and Ku?Snas lasted from

the second quarter of the third century A D up to the last quarter

of the fourth century A. D with varying viossitudes During *h*

period the Sassamds had virtually stepped into the shoes of the

§aka«Ku$!oas This state of affairs is reflected in a remarkable

verse of the Jama text Titiiogahpainaqya which seems to have been
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composed in the fourth century A.D 19 and is the earliest work
ofJama chronology This verse refers to some Indian dynasties

Idee the Nandas, Mauryas and gakas and then mentions the

Syjhanavamsa or Sajjhana dynasty 39 The Sajjhana dynasty rose to

power after the end of Saka ride This Sajjhana dynasty evidently

stands for the Sassamd dynasty, the word sajjhana being a Praknti-

sed Indian variant of Sasan Initially the word 'sasan' seems to

have possessed palatal spirants, as we can gather from the word
Zazana occurring in the Bisutun inscription of Darius (Sen, Old

Persian Inscriptions p 29) One of these spirants appears to live in

the Prakrit form sajjhana As we have seen in this study, the Sassa-

nids eclipsed and replaced the Scythians in western and north

—

western India Hence the author of the said text rightly referred

to the rule of the Sajjhana (Sassamd) dynasty after the Scythian

period This is probably the only unique reference to the Sassamds

m Indian literature and it answers to the real political situation in

western and north-western India after the debacle of the Scythians

in the fourth century A D The history of this period, studied here,

corroborates the aforesaid reference to the Sassamds m the Jama
text Hence we can assume that the author of this text was quite

well acquainted with the changes in the political situation of

western and north-western India following the establishment of

Sassamd rule in Iran It is significant that Kalidasa, in the latter

half of the fourth century, mentioned the Paraslkas in place of the

gakas as the next-door neighbours and adversaries of Raghu 31

5 The cultural consequences of Sassamd tnfuence tn north western India

The specification of the aforesaid reference to the Sassamds

(SajjhanavamJa) m the Tttlhogahpainnaya provides a literary confir-

mation of the data pertaining to the hegemony of tins Iranian

99 Mum Kalyana Vijaya ‘V ira Nirvana Samvat our favua Kala
ganana (In Hindi) (The date of the Decease of Mahavira
and Jama Chronology) Nagan Pracanni Palnka Vol X part

4 p 614 ,
Shantilal Shah, Traditional Chronology of the Jama!

pp 21-22
30 Tttlhogahpainnaya p 23 Verse 705
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dynasty over western and north-western India m some parts of the

third and fourth centuries A D The evidence from the Iranian

side is strikingly corroborated from the Indian side also Thu

cogent testimony of Sassamd overlordship over the domains of the

Scythians in some parts of India throws a flood of light on the

background of cultural contacts and exchange of ideas

b-tween India and Iran during this period We know that under

the Sassanids Zoroastrianism received a renewed impetus and Ahur-

mazda, under the Pehlvi name Harmuz, became the greatest god

of Iran Curiously enough, V S Agrawala has traced a reference

to Harmuz and his maiden daughter Hverenah in the description of

Harimedhas and his maiden daughter Dhvajavati m the Udjogapar-

van (108, 13) of the Mahabharata 32 Likewise, it is possible to find

some Sassamd religious motifs in the account of Maga Bhojaka-

Brahmanas m the Bhamyapur ana In this text Maga is described

as the son ofthe sun (aditya) and Nik?ubha 33 It is stated that

Nik§ubha was born as the daughter of the sage Sujlhva (Rigjihva or

Ryihva) of the Mihira family as a result of the curse of the sun god

Later on, the sun god became enamoured of her and from their

union was born a son JaraSabda31 who became the progenitor of the

Magas This JaraSabda reminds one of the name of ZarathuStra

himself His followers, the Magas and Bhojakas, were intensel)

devoted to the cult of fire and the sun ’I’hey are said to be near*

mg the sacred girdle (avyanga) known as aiwyaongha in Iran To

consecrate the temple of the sun, Samba is said to have invited them

from fiakadvlpa In fact, according to the Brhatsamhita, ch I x, only

the Magas could officiate as priests in a sun-temple Varaha*

mihira, the author of this work, was probably himself a Mag*

Brahmapa 35

31 V S Agrawala, ‘Mahabharata—A Cultural Commentary *

Annals of the Bkandarkar Oriental Research Institute Vol 37

(1957) p 5
33 Niksubha is in the list of the eight Magas or Bhojakas that

are divine forces emanating from the body of the sun-go®

They arc Mihira, Niksubha, RSjhi, Dapdanayaka, P»nS3te

Rajfta, StrauSa, and I&a Garumtat In the art of Barmy3”

the representation of the eight Buddhas recalls the aforesSK*

eight Magas or Bhojakas, (A Godard and J Hacktn,
antiques bouddhiqves de Bamyan (1928) Pt XXII.
Bhaoivapurana I, 139 pp 113-33

** D K Biswas ‘The Maga Ancestry of Varahamihira’ f îan

Historical Quarterly Voi XXV <1949) . 175-183
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D R Bhandarkar has referred to some coins of Sassaman type

and fabric bearing inscriptions in NagarJ, Sassaman Pehlvi and an

alphabet which is probably a development of the modified form of

the Greek alphabet used by the Scytho-Sassamds, found m western

India These coins have the legend Sri Vasudeva in Nagarj on the

reverse and Sri Vahmana in Pehlvi on the obverse 88 These coins

indicate Persian influence which lingered on in thes“ regions

s® D R Bhandarkar, ‘Foreign Elements in Hindu Population*
Indian Antiquary Vol XL pp 1 37 E J Rapson, Indian Cains

p 30, F D J Paruck, Sassaman coins p 98,270 7!

At a place called Bambhore in Sind situated on a creek
of the Arabian sea some pottery of Sassantan design has been
recently discovered which points to Sassanid influence



CHAPTER XVII

On VihramacUtya Traditions

1 Traditions aoout Bikarmajil a contemporary of Ardashir or Shahpithi

mnttonid by Farishta

The Vikramaditya tradition has been a fertile field for the

luxuriant growth of legends Some of these legends are pure fiction

and romance but others rest on historical basis Hence it is always

desirable to analyse and examine these legends critically before

passing any judgment on them Here it is proposed to study some
such legends mentioned in the history of Faushta

Farishta states that ‘ Bikarmajit (Vikramaditya) was the king of

Ujjam (Ujjaymi) and was a contemporary of King Ardashir of Iran

According to some, he lived m the penod of Shahpuhr People
associate an era with the date of his death 1025 A II corresponds
to 1663 A V"
2 The problem of the era of 57-58 B C

Evidently the era referred to by Farishta is the famous Vihrama
era of 57-58 B C Wc know that for several centuries after its

commencement the era of 57 B G was known as Krtu era. In
thcNandsainscnpUonof 225 AD, the Bamala inscription of
278 A D, the Vyayagarh inscription or 371 A D, the Mandasor
inscription or 404 A D , the Ganadhar inscription of 423 A D ,

and
the Nagan inscription of 424 A D , it « called Krta era In the
Mandisor and Nagari inscriptions, cited above, ,t is associated with
the Miiavas In the fifth century A D

, this era came to be known
as the Malava era, e g m the Mandasor inscript.on of 430 A D
and m another inscription from the same locality dated 532 A D

\ L
t,mC’ mlhe last deCadc of the ninth Century .n

D this era is called Vikrama Smvat in the DholpurIS °f Ca
,

r,dl Mal“scna But, m the Gy aspur inscriptionm en 38 years later it is again called Malaya era Of die thirty

™"‘p'“ns orUl' I'nlh «”*»nr A I) ,tem onlym ami the ,a ,n tra
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the eleventh and twelfth centimes ibis era became usually known

as Vikrama era, for instance, m the inscriptions dated 1042, 1104

and 1119 A D 3

It is clear from the aforesaid enumeration, of the inscriptions

dated in the era of 57 B G 58 B C that originally it was called

Kita, then was known as Malava and, later on, in the tenth century

was designated as Vikrama This shows that the name of Vihrnma-

ditya was not associated with it from the very beginning It had

its origin in the republican, state of the Malavas and signified

a decisive victory achieved by them over the Scythians which

enabled them to restore their mtcgntv after a serious rebuff As
this victory ushered in a p-riod of glory, stability and prosperity for

these people, it was remembered as the commencement of the age

of truth and virtue and the era founded to commemorate it was

apt’y called Ktla era 4 In the fourth and fifth centuries A D , when
the Gupta era was popular in North India, the Malavas clung to

their own indigenous era and, m order to emphasize their vita!

association with it, began to call it Malava era m place of Krta era

When in the tenth and eleventh centuries the Malava era began

to be called Vikrama era its foundation was ascribed to a king

VikramSditya Jama authors played a leading part in the develop

ment of this tradition Concerned as they were with the history of

the patriarch Kalaka, the abduction of whose sister Sarasvati by
King Girdabhilla (Dappana) touched off that sc uence of events,

which culminated in the victory of the Malavas over the Sahas and
led to the foundation of the era of 57 B C—58 B C ,

they wove the

episode of Vikramaditya into it in a simple credulous way The
PrabhaJtikaranln5 (l 3th cent A 11), the SatnAjaya AJahatamja (12th

cent AD) and such other texts have inserted the episode of
Vikramaditya in the storv of Kalaka But in earlier Jama texts of
the Svetambara sect, for instance, the Jfisithaeumt and Vvaiahara

Curat, there is no reference to Vikramam connection with the ousting

of the Sakas from Ujjam His role is rather assigned to Balamitra-

Bhanumitra who took possession of Ujjam after the extermination of
the §akas on the expiry of four years of their rule 4

3 Ep graphia Indica Vols XIX, XXIII
4 V S Agrmala ‘Vikrama Eta and VikrunadityV Nagan

PraeaJmx Patnka (Vikramifika) 1944 pp 125 136
8 Prabhaortkacarila of Prabhacandrn ed Muni Jtna Vijaja

(Smglu Jama Granthimala) pp 22 27
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3 Al-JtiruM s reference to twe Vikrrmadilyas

When Ai Biruni came to India, he also heard the legends about

the association ofthe era of 57-58 B C with Vikramaditya which he

reported as follows —
‘A £aka king tyrannized over the country between the river Sindh

and the ocean—some maintained that he was a Sudra or low caste

Hindu from the city of Almansura, while others maintained that he

was not a Hindu at all, but had come to India from the West The

Hindus had much to suffer from him, till at last they received help

from the East, when Vikramaditya marched against him, put him to

flight and killed him in the region of Karur between MuHan and

the castle of Lorn Notv this date became famous as

people rejoiced in the news of the death of the tyrant

and was used as the epoch of an era, especially by the

astronomers Since there is a long interval between the era

which is called the era of Vikram5dit>a and the killing of the £aka
(

we think that Vikramaditya, from whom the era has got its name,

is not identical with that one, who killed Saka, but only a namesake

of his 7

The above quotation shows that, according to At BirQni, there

were two Vikramadityas, the latter being the victor and kilter of the

Saka king and the founder of an era known after his name, and the

former being the king who flourished long before him and from

whose time the said era was dated In other words, the Vikrama

era was founded in commemoration of the victory of Vikramaditya

over the Sakas and tacked on to another which was founded

long before that event Who this second Vikramaditya of Al Birum

‘can be 3 Considering the data furnished by Indian history, there

remains no reason to doubt that this second Vikramaditya, the

conqueror of the £akas, was no other than Candragupta II

Vikramaditya

4 Chandragupla 11 Vikramaditya and the Sahas

Candragupta TI conquered the fiakas of Malwa and Kathiawar,

and put an end to their rule The long series of coins testifying to

the rule or the Western K$atrapas for well over three hundred years

comes to an end between 388 A D. and 397 A D, the period of

8 Mum Kalynna Vijaya* ‘The Era of Mahavira Nirvana and

Jama Chronology (In Hindi) Nagan Pracanni Painka Vol

X Part 4 pp 639 642
7 Sachau, Atbtrum s India Vol II p 6
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Rudrasimha III In place of these coins, Candragupta II issued his

own coins which are almost exact copies of the former and on which
the dates are given m the Gupta era On these coins the first sy mbol
denoting 90 is clearly legible a Thus, it is clear that Candragupta

conquered the realm of the Ksatrapas after 388 A D towards the

end of the fourth century and issued his currency there in the begin-

ning of the fifth The Udayagm Cave inscription, engraved at the

instance of Vtrasena, refers to the march of Candragupta in. that re-

gion in course of the conquest of the whole earth Candragupta
also worsted the £aka ruler when he invaded the Gupta empire under

RSmagupta and sought the hand of his queen TThruvadevi Later,

he crossed the seven tributaries of the Indus and conquered the

country of the Valhikas, as wc gather from the Mchrauh Iron Pillar

inscription of Candra, who is very plausibly identified with Candra-

gupta II These victoucs over the Sahas won him the surname of

Silkan or Sakantaka

5 Candragupta II Vikramaditya's association with Ujjaymi m Alalwa

After exterminating the &akas and annexing their kingdom Can-
dragupta made Ujjaymi the second and more important capital of

his empire Farishta has noted that there was a very fine image of

Vikramaditya in the temple of Mahshala at TJjjayini which Iltut

mish brought to Delhi after the conquest of Malwa 9 Tins shows

the close association of Vikramaditya with Malwa and Ujjain It

appears that after the conquest of the Sakas and the declaration of
Ujjain as the second capital of the empire Candragupta Vikra-

muditya’s association with Malwa became so close that lie began to

dominate the legends and traditions current there It was as a result

of these associations that Candragupta Vikramaditya’s great exploit

of exterminating the Sakas was identified with the ea her feat of

defeating the Sakas perfomed by thd Malavas, and the name of
Vikramaditya was tacked on to the era started to commemorate that

event The tradition reported by AI BirUm makes this point crystal-

clear

6 The identification of Candragupta II Vikramaditya ivilh the traditional

Vikramaditya credited with thefoundation of the era of57 58 DC

8 Altckar & Majumdar, The I'akalaka Cvpta Age pp 153 154,
The Clauuat Age ed_ R C Majumdar p 19, V S Agrauala
‘Jyotiratha ' jVagarl Pracawn Pa'nka (Candra Bali Pandeya
Commemoration Volume) Vol 63 pp 412 418

9 Tan kh-t- Tanshta (op cit) Vol I p 250
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Famhta’s tradition gives a decisive turn to this question by sho-

wing that Vikramaditya, with whom the era known after his name is

associated, was a contemporary of Ardashlr or Shahpuhr, the Sassi-

nid monarchs Farishta, as if doubting the contemporaneity ofVik

ramaditya and Ardashir, states that, according to some, he lived in

the penod of Shahpuhr We know that Ardashir founded the

Sassamd empire m 226 A D Tn his dynasty there were many

Shahpuhrs Shahpuhr I (231 -*>72 A D) was the son of Ardashir I

Shahpuhr II (309 379 AD), was the son of Hormizd (309-379)

and a contemporary of Samudragupta m India, Shahpuhr

HI was the son of Shahpuhr II who came tn the throne in 383 A D

after the brief rule of his uncle Ardashir II lasting from 379 to that

year He ruled up to 388 A D and was thus a contemporary of

Candragupta II Vikramaditya We have said something about the

relations of Candragupta II and Ardashir II m another study

Besides Ardashfr II, Shahpuhr III was also lus contemporary This

contemporaneity of Candragupta II Vikramaditya and Ardashir It

and Shahpuhr III lies at the basis of the tradition that Bikarmajit

lived m the period of Ardashir or Shahpuhr, reported by Faristha

This tradition leaves no room for doubt that the Vikramaditya with

whose name the era of 57 is associated was no other than Candra-

gupta II Vikramaditya, for no other king of this surname was a con-

temporary of any Sassamd king named Ardashir or Shahpuhr

Later on, when the name of Vikramaditya was permanently attached

to the era of 57-58 B C ,
it began to be believed that there was a

Vikramaditya in 57-58 B C also However, the confusion about

his identity continued to exist, as is manifest from the tradition of

two Vikramadityas reported by Al-Birum But after that time

people forgot everything about Candragupta II Vikramaditya an^

completely identified him with that Vikramaditya whom they placed

in 57-58 B C This accounts for the late appearance of the tradition

of Vikramaditya of 57-58 B C and its complete absence from early

Indian records

7 Candragupta 11 Vikramaditya and the South

The aforesaid conclusion is reinforced by another piece of evide-

nce While reporting the traditions of Vikramaditya, Fan slita states

that the Deccan formed part of his kingdom 10 Whereas there is n°

speCiGc reference to the influence of the Vikramaditya placed by

later writers in 57-58 B C over the states of the south, we base

Tarikh’i'Fartshta {op til) Vol I p. 197
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ample ewdence to demonstrate the dominant influence of Cindra

gupta II Vikramadity a o\er the southern states and regions We
Know that Candragupta II marned his daughter Prabhavatiguptu to

the Vakataka king Rudrasena II Rtidrtsena passed away leatmg

two minor sons Divakavasena and Damodarascna Hence Prabh

aiatigupta acted as regent for her minor son But Divakarascna

also died in the thirteenth jear of her regency After some umc,

when Damodarascna came of age he ascended the throne and assu-

med the name Pratansena II During the regency of Prabhavati-

gupta the Gupta monarch dominated the administration of the

Vakataka kingdom as is manifest from the fact that the Poona and

Riddliapur copper plate grants of Prabhaiatigupta unlike oilier

Vakataka records begin with the genealogy of the Guptas rati er

then the Vaka^akas 11 After the coronation of Pravarnsena II also

Candragupta continued to exercise influence in the Vakataka court

and deputed his statesmen administrators and men ofletters to

work there The poet Kalidasa also seems to have resided at the

Vakataka capital on som** deputation from His patron Candragupta

At a distance of three miles from the Vakataka capital Nandivard

liana (modem Nandardhan ) was the famous hill Romngiri (modern

Raintek 28 miles north of Nagpur) from where the Riddliapur grant

of Prabhavatigupta was issued and the itinerary of the cloud in the

hiegha&uta commenced During the visits of Kalidasa to this sacred

place iri course of Ins residence at Nandivardhana the theme of the

Meghnduta must have suggested itself to the poet as shown by V V
Mirashi lE It was also during this stay at the Vakataka court that

Kalidasa composed or revised the Prakrit poem Setubandha for the

sake of Pravarascna by the order of Vikramaditya as we learn from

the commentary of Ramadasa on this work 11 Thus it is clear that

Candragupta II had a predominant position m the Vakataka state

Pravarasena 1 1 also composed some Prakrit gathas which are

incorporatedm die Gathasaptataii BhuvanapaK mentions him as

the author of 1 1 verses of this collection The Nirgayasagara Press

11 Eptgrapkia /rtdicaVol XV p 41 Journal of Asiatic Society

ofBengal Vo\ XX p 53
1* V V Mirashi Stud es in Indology Vol I p 20
15 Setubandha (Nirnaya Sagara Press edition)
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edition attributes 5 gathas of this anthology to him and Pitambara

adds two more to this number It is likely that about Ins time the

following verse no 463 referring to the liberality of Vikramaditya

was composed

snfMdsnr fer^rr 1

1

As Mirashi has shown, the idea of this verse occurs in the Sanjan

Copper plate inscription of the Rastrakuta king Amogavarsa I,

where the reference is clearly to the king of the Gupta dynasty. In

his words, ‘ it is not surprising that such a gatha should have been

'composed in Vidarbha about Candragupta II and should have

found a place in the anthology of Maharastra, for the influence of

that illustrious and mighty Gupta emperor was very great at the

courts of both the VSkatakas and the early Ra$$rakutus, who ruled

to the north and the south of the Godavari, where the gathas of the

SaptiSati were mainly composed” (Studies in Indology Vol I p 88)

To the south of the VakStaka realm was the kingdom of Kuntala,

which included southern Mahara$tra and the northern Kanarese

districts of the Mysore State We learn from the fragment of a work

called Kunlesvarndaulya that Kalidasa was *ent on an embassy to the

court of the king of Kuntala by Vikramaditya At first he was not

received with appropriate courtesy and ceremony and had to sit on

the ground Rut later he strengthened the position and influncc

of his master m the court of Kuntala and when lie returned home
he could report that "leaving the responsibility (of governing lus

kingdom) to you (Vikramaditya), the lord ofKuntala is engaged in

kissing the faces of lus beloveds” 14 On this report Vikramaditya

was also gratified and confirming it observed, "let the lord of

Kuntala continue to kiss the faces of his beloveds, leaving the

responsibility /ofgoverning Jm» kingdom) 1© roc
” 15 The king of

Kuntala mentioned m the above work has been identified with the

11 Sarasvatikan\habharana p 168. Kavyamim&isa (ed C D
Dalai) p 61
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Kadamba king Bhaglratha by H Heras1* and R M Moreas,12

with Pravarasena II Vakataba by S Kmhnaswamy Axyangar18 and

A S Altekar19 and with the Rastrakuta king of Manpur named
Devaraja, the son of Mananka by V V Mirasht Mirashi holds

that under the influence of Candragupta II the Vakatakas of

Vidarbha and the Rastrakutas of Kuntala forgot their enmity and
became friendly to each other This eventually led to the marriage

of the Vakafaka prince Narendrasena, the great grandson of

Candragupta II, With theKuntala princess Ajjhitabhattanka recorded

in the Balaghat plates 21 Whoever this king of Kuntala2 '1 may have

been, it goes without saying that he was under the influence of

Candragupta II Vikramaditya

Thus, it is clear that Candragupta II had a great influence in

the south and was virtually responsible for the administration of

the states of Vidarbha and Kuntala It is for this reason that m the

Mehrauli Iron Pillar Inscription of Candra it is stated that “the

southern seas arc perfumed by the breezes of his valour”15 The
tradition of Bikarmajit's rule over the south recorded by Fanstha

accords well with the aforesaid facts about Candragupta II

Vikramaditya

19 Annals of the Shandarkar Oriental Research Institute Veil XII
p 458

11 Kadambakula pp 19 22
18 Ancient India Vol I pp 271-79, Journal of the Alythic Society

Vol XV p 160-162
19 The Vakafaka Gupta Age p 102 *

10 Studies in Indology p 10
21 ibid p ll

22 Mirashi treats the Kuntesvaradautya as a drama of Kalidasa
(op. ettpp 1-11) But V Raghavan doubts the existence of
any work of this name “It is not improbable”, he observes
“that Kunlesoaradautya does not mean exactly a poetic
composition hut refers to the incident in Kalidasa's life and
career, vtz the embassy he went on from Vikramaditya to
KuntaleSu, and there might have been handed down
in tradition a few stray verses which Kalidasa spoke at both
the courts as the ambassador ” (‘Kalidasa’s ‘Kuntesvara
dautya’, B C Law Volume II p 196) This matter can be
finally decided only after the discovery of fresh material
pertaining to this work

B } F Fleet, Corpus Jnsertptionum Itidicarum No 32 hne 2
rftvtf vwk grffpfrr
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8 Concluding remarks

The aforesaid discussion shows that the traditions about

Vihramaditya, recorded by Fanshta, confirm the view that

Vikramaditya, with whose name the famous era of 57-58 B G is

associated, was no Other than Candragupta II Vikramaditya, the

contemporary of the Sassamd monarchs Ardashlr II and Shahpuhr

III



CHAPTER XVI 1

1

The Age of the Mrcchakatika

1 Reference to Subandhu

In the eighth act of the Mrcchakatika, ascribed to Sudntka,

there is a scene of the strangulation of Vasantasena by Sahara, the

villain of the play While preparing to throttle her, he says
,

“Is he (Carudatta, with whom Vasantasena was jn love, and

whom she w as calling at that time) Indra or Bali s son Mahendra
or Rambha's son Kalancmi or Subandhu or the king Rudra or

Drona's son Jatayu or Canakya or Dhundumara or Tnsahku ?

Or, even they would not be able to save you,”1

Here the villain enumerates all the powerful personalities who,

m his opinion, could come to the rescue of Vasantasena In this

list we come across the name of Subandhu Evidently he must
have been a famous and powerful man We hav e two inscriptions

or a king named Subandhu One or them is engraved on a
copper plate discoveredm the debris of cave No 2 at Bagli and
records the grant of the village Dasithakapalh by the king

Subandhu of Mahismati to the Buddhut monks for their mainte-

nance, the upkeep of their monastery and the worship of Lord
Buddha z The second inscription is inscribed on a copper plate

found m the state ofBarwnm in central India and records the gift

of a piece of land in the village (padraka) named Sohajana in the

Udumbaragarta district (pathaka) to a Brahmana named Sastlu-

svaimn by the great king (maharaja) Subandhu stationed at

Mahismati for the spiritual welfare of himself and hts parents 3

The date of the first inscription is missing though the month

1 Mrcchakatika^ VIII, 34, (Chaukhamba Sansknt Series

p 427

5T eTTfetjJrT trFjp% I

t^F*t \ °r sre^F^r i

2 Annual Report of the Archaeological Department of the Gwalior
State for 1928-29, p 28

* R R Haidar, ‘The Barwant Copper-plate inscription of
Maharaja Subandhu, the year 167, Epigraphia Indica Vol
XIX (1927-28) pp 261-263
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sravahacan be read, but the date of the second is 167 V V
Mirashi holds that this date is in the Cedi-Kalacuri era of 2+9-50

A 0 Accordingly, the date of Subandhu is 41G-417 AD 4 He
agrues that the date of Suhandhu cannot be referred to the Gupta

era, for about the vear486 487 A D the VaV.a{akas were ruling

m eastern and western Mahva and the Anupa country and the

Gupta sway nad disappeared from there

Mirashi s argument rests on the supposition that Malva ‘liad

slipped out of the hands of the Guptas m the period or disorder

which followed the Hupa invasions ” He disregards the fact that

the Hum invasion of 455 A D was so thoroughly repelled by

Skandagupta as to leave no effect on the dcitiny of the Gupta

empire The claim of Skandagupta that he preserved the unity and

integrity of the empire by warding off the menace of disruption,

caused by the upsurge of the enemies, particularly the Hunas, after

the death of lus father*, and established a sound administration by

appointing able governors (goptr) m ail provinces (deia)9, shows that

there was no diminution of territory in his time It is expressly

stated in theJunagarh Rock inscription that Skandagupta ruled over

the country (aroai) consisting of big provinces [sphx laparyanlndesom)

washed by ihe waters of the four oceans (faturudadhijalanlani)
1

That the Gupta empire remained intact and central India up to

the Narmada formed part of it up to the time of Budhagupta is

demonstrated by bis Eran epigraph of 165=384 85 A D Inline

3 of this record it is stated that under Budhagupta Maharaja

SuraSmicandra administered the vast territory between the Yamuna
and the Narmada 8 Thus, Mahismati, modem MaheSvara on the

4 V V Mirashi, ‘The Age of the Bagh Caves’ Indian Huloncal
Quarterly Vol XXI (1945) pp 79 85

s
J F Fleet, Corpus Inscnpiionum Indiearum Vol I II No I3i

Bhitat? stone inscription, verse 6

fidfic PFfdr d-'rdS'jft sprddfafrTdrftj? sfattjrcv w «

* Ibid No 1 4, Junagarh Rock Inscription, verse 7

7 Ibid, verse 3

ftdfajwfecr smctcdrcdsmT u
8 Ibid No 19, Eran stone pillar Inscription of Budhagupta

line 3

grattfd *
1

B^T?T3tfqtT5?jrgd{lT grDnrt-f 1

1
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Narmada9
,
must have been included in the domain of this Gupta

administrator Later on, m 510 511 A D Malwa was a part of

the Gupta empire under the valiant king Bhanugupta and his gallant

general Gopartja 4« Thus, it is clear that the theory of the break-

down of Gupta rule m Maliva in the later half of the fifth century

A D nas no leg to stand upon

Miraslu argues that the use ofMalava era in the Mandasor
^inscription of Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman (434 37 A D and

473 A D ), as well as other inscriptions found in that region, is a

pointer to the decline of Gupta authority This view is negatned

by the aforesaid Mandasor inscription lfself Though it refers to

the year 493 of the Malava era, it clearly states that in it Kuraara

gupta was ruling over the earth “which was girt by the tinkling

girdle of the four oceans, which had the Sumeru and Raila.«a

mountains as her heavy breasts and which smiled in the efflorescence

of the flowers of the forest glens 11 Thus, it is clear that the use

of the Malava era was not necessarily inconsistent with the existence

of Gupta sovereignty The rulers of Mandasor or DaSapura namely
Naravarman, ViSvavarman and Bandhuvnnnan were admittedly the

feudatories of the Guptas and to say that the Mandasor lntcnption1*

ofthe year 461, the Bihar Kotra inscription 14 of the year 474, the

Gangdhar inscription14 of the year 480 and the Mandasor inscription

of the years 493 and o29 bespeak the secession of Dasarna from the

Gupta empire does not stand to reason
v

Ifwe accept Mirasill’s view that Subandhu ruled in 416-17 A D
as an independent ruler in Anupa country on the Narmada it would
mean that the Guptas had lost their hold over that legion by that

time But the evidence at our disposal completely disproves this

9 F E Pargiter identified Mahismati with Mandhata on
the Narmada, Journal of the Royal Astatic Society (1910)
pp 445-446

10 Fleet, op at No 20, Eran Posthumous stone-pillar inscrip-
tion ofGoparaja and Bhanugupta, line 5

sft WTn'cfl 5Hrfcf <CT3H *TT*ftPftsffT5TT I

11 Ibid, No 18, line 13

^4 I 'Cl 3T*d f’fia.'I erf qfqqV II

18 Epigraphta Indica Vol XIII, p 320
13 Epigraphta Indica Vo! XXVI, p 130
14 Fleet, Op at. No 17
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view We know that ever since the marriage of Candragupta Vikra*

maditya’s daughter Prabhavatigupta with the Vakataka king Rud

rasena II in cir 395 A D the Guptas acquired considerable influ-

ence in Vidarbha Rudrasena II died soon afterwards leaving two

minor sons, Divakarascna and Damodarasena His elder son D«a

karasena also passed away at a very young age Hence Prabhavati

gupta began, to reign as regent on behalf ofher younger son Damo-

darasena, the future Pravarasena II Her Poona copper plate grant15

and Riddhapur copper-plate grant16 open with a genealogy of

the Guptas rather than the Vakatakas As tradition has it, the poet

Kalidasa was sent to the court of the Vakataka king Pravarasena II

for whom- he composed or revised the Prakrit poem Setubandha Dur-

ing his stay at the Vakataka court at Nandivardhana, modem Nagar-

dhan or Nandardhan in the vicinity of Ramtek, which lies 28 miles

north of Nagpur, the poet wrote his famous lyric Meghaduta, in which

the cloud-messenger starts the itinerary from Ramagiri, which has

been identified with Ramtek 17 On coming of age Damodarasena

ascended the throne under the name Pravarasena II and ruled from

cir 420 to 450 AD 18 He held northern Vidarbha, while lus colla-

teral Sarvasena (cir. 330-355 AD) ruled over southern Vidarbha

from Vatsagulma, modem Basim, in the Akola district m the Hjdera-

bad state The kingdom of Anupa, with Malusmati as its capital,

was incorporated in that of Vidarbha According to the Dasakumar*

acartta of Dandtn, Vidarbha had a number of feudatory kingdoms,

viz, Kuntala (comprising the upper valley ofthe Krishna and including

the southern Maratha country and northern districts of the Mysore

state), Asmaka (the country along the bank of the Godavari), Risika

(modem district of Khandesh), Murala (the region washed by the

Murala, a tributary of the Godavari), Nasikya ( the country round

Nasik in the Bombay state) and Konkana ( the strip of land between

the western sea and the Kahyadri mountain) 19 Mirashi has also

shown that Candragupta took over the administration of the state

ofManpur apd Kuntala from Devaraja, the ease-lovmg son of Man-
anka, in consequence of the diplomatic mission of Kalidasa reported

in the Kuntesiaradaut)

a

Thus, the Vakataka king Pravarasena H
35 Epigraphxa Indiea Vol XV, p 41.
18 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol XXII, p 58

11 V V Mirashi, Studies tn IndologyVal I, pp 16—20
18 Hid, p 82
18 Kid, pp 167— 168
t0 laid pp 0— 1

1
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and the Kuntala king Devaraja being fnendljr to the Guptas, there

is no possibility of the decline ofGupta influence in the Deccan m
the first halfof the fifth century

Like Candragupta II, Kumaragupta I also t icldcd considerable

influence in the south A hoard of 1395 coins of his lime has been
found in the Satara district* 1 In the west, his coins figure in the

hoard discovered at Kumarkhan in Virnmgaon Taluka of Ahmcda-
bad district as well as in that discovered at Sanund in the same dis-

trict *' Recently 46 gold coins of Mahendraditya (Kumaragupta I)

and 3 of Kramaditya (Skandagupta) have been found in village

Piuubnnd m the Raipur district of Madhya Pradesa showing their

influence in the Chnttisgarh region in South Kosala "3 Further
south, the Kadambas of Vayayanti, modern Banvasi m the No^th
Kanara district, seem to have contracted matrimonial alliances with
the Guptas by giving the hands of their daughters to them We learn

from the Talagunda inscription or the Kadamba King Kakusthavar-
man, who flourished about 450 A D ,

s3 that he married his daughter
to the Gupta king, nho could only lie Kumaragupta I « These
facts show that like Candragupta, Kumaragupta preserved his influ-

ence in the south ^
Mirasbi holds that since the Vakataka king PrthvJ$cna II counts

the king of Malwa, Mekala and Kosala among his vassals in his Bala-

ghat Plates,*5 there can be no scope for an independent ruler like

*5ubandhu in the eighties of the fifth century But the same argu-
ment can be advanced even with greater force against the placing
of Subandhu in the second decade of that century which marked
the moon tide splendour of the Gupta empire under Candragupta
and Kumaragupta Under these kings there could be no possibility

of the existence of the independent king Subandhu

21
J Allan, Calataguc of Gupta, cauit in. tfte British Afui’um X p.
exxx

*' P I Gupta, ‘Kumarkhan hoard of Gupta gold coins’
Journal ojthe Numismatic So Vol XXII (I960) A S Allekar
Commemoration Volume p 265

23 Balcandra Jain, ‘Hitheito unknown Repousse coins ofKrama-
ditya ibid, pp 184 187 ^

23 Th‘ Classical Age, p 272
81 Eptgraphia Indxca Vol VIII, p 33

*3 F-pigfaphta Iniica Vol IX, p 271
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It is clear from the aforesaid discussion that the era used by

Subandhu can not be the Cedt-Kalacuri era. It ts the Gupta era as

held by Haidar and Majumdar.” It is likely that about 486-8?

when there was some disturbance in the central and southern parts

of the Gupta empire following the raids of the Vakataka king

Prthvisena II, Subandhu carved out a principality for himself at

Mahismati by dint of his prowess. The fact that he used the

Gupta era in his records is not surprising since the Ucchakalpa

kings Jay anatha and Sarvanatha are also known to have dated their

records in the Gupta eia without making any reference to Gupta

sovereignty, as rightly pointed out by Mirashi himself.17 The

Ucchakalpa kings are believed to be owing allegiance to the Guptas

as their next neighbours the Panvrajakas are known to have ack-

nowledged their suzerainty. Mtraslu holds that the Ucchakalpa

king Vyaghra transferred his allegiance from the Guptas to the

Vakatakas. It is not necessary to go into this controversy here.

Suffice it to say that the use of the Gupta era by the Ucchakalpa

kings lends colour to its use by Subandhu also.

Subandhu appears to have been a dashing and energetic chiefta-

in who made his mark on the minds of the people of central India

in the last quarter of the fifth century A.D. and probably even the

first quarter of the sixth. There is no king named Subandhu besides

him, who may be identified- with his namesake, mentioned in the

Mfcchakatika.

2. Mention ofKing Jlitdra

In the aforesaid passage of the play the villain names the kin?

Rudra just after Subandhu Obviously this Rudra must have been

a well-known figure m Ujjayinl at the time the play was written.

As wc have seen above, Subandhu, mentioned m this play, flouris-

hed in the last quarter of the fifth century and probably the fint

quarter of the sixth. Hence King Rudra should also be placed in

that penod.

The PadatadilaKam of S> amilaha refers to one Rudravamwn
DaSapura (Daseraka Jiudravarnum). He figures in a list of coquets

1 *

and ranks as a poet.** At another place in tins monologue play there

*« R. R. Haidar, £pigraphia Inina Vol. XIX, p. 26 1 ; R. C.

Majumdar, The classical Age.
17 V.V. Mirashi, Studies in Iniologjt pp. 199-205.
** Catuibkant cchV.S. Agrawal and Moticandra, p. 159.
** Ibid, p. 257. /
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is a reference to daserakadhxpati or the king of Dasapur (DaSera)

The vita calls him his brother or friend V S Agrawala and Moti-

candra plausibly identified him with Daseraka Rudra\ arrann menti-

oned elsewhere in the play. His son was named Guptahuka, which

is a significant name, showing his contemporaneity with the Guptas

RecentlyH V Tnvedi, Deputy Director of Archaeologi , Madhya
Pradesh, Bhopal, Las found some unique copper coins of a king

Rudra at Mandasor In his letter received on 27 11 1961 he has

kindly informed me that ‘ the coin in question is small, like those of

Jisnu and on one side it has the inscription Rudrtla in Gupta
Rrahmt script and on the other side either conch or wheel” This

king Rudra can be identified with Kudravarman of the Padntddtlakam

and king Rudra of the Micchaka\tka

We learn from several inscriptions found at Mandasor or m the

neighbouring area thit a fine of kings ruled at that place Their

genealogy is ns follows —
Jayavarrmn

Siffihavarman

Nvravarman

Visvavarmnn

Bandhuvarman

In the Mandasor inscription ofKumaragupta and Bandhuvarman
Vi§vavarman is called a gopta, a term, winch, according to the

Junagarh Rock Inscription of Skandagupta, means a military gover
- nor Under his son Bandhuvarman m the year 493 V or 436 A D
the silk weavers’ guild constructed the gun temple at Mandasor
It appears that Rudravanman was a successor of Bandhuvarman at

Mandasor The tact that he issued his own coins shows that he
assumed a greater degree of independence than his predecessors

We can place him m the later halfof the fifth century He seems
to have acquired considerable name and Fame in the fashionable

coquettish circles of Ujjaymi, as the Padaladitakam suggests Hence,
it is no wonder that the villain of the Aficchakafika refers to him as

an influential personality of his times

3 AUutton to 'Khera Kha,na '

In the sixth act of the play there is an interesting scene of the
escapade of Aryaka, who had broken out of the prison of king
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palaka, in a covered cart, intended to carry Vasantasena to her

lover, Camdatta Two royal guards Candanaka and Viraka appre

hended the cart and the former peeped into it But Aryaka entrea

ted him to spare his life and he promised him safety So he repor-

ted to the other guard that he had seen into the cart and found

Vasantasena m it But, while saying so, he first uttered the mascul

me term of address aya, and then conected himself by speaking the

feminine term ajjaa This created a doubt in the mind of the

other guard Therefore, the former stated that such mistakes of

gender could easily creep tn the speech of the southerners In that

continuation he remarked that one, used to the languages of foreig-

ners (mleccha), was apt to commit such errors of gender He gave

a long list of foreign tribes which contains some very strange and

obscure names not known from other sources 30 One such name is

fCherakhana

The name Kkerakhana occurs after Cina and Babbara standing for

the Chinese and their Asiatic neighbours In the word Jxhcrakhana

the part khana has unmistakable resemblance with the word xwn

which occurs in a letter of the Sogdian merchant Nanat vandak to

his colleague Nanai-dvar of Samarkand as the name of a tribe which

conquered Lo-Yang in 313 AD 31 The Sogdian word xwn is

identical with the Pehlvi khiyon, Syriac kywn and kiyonaye, Mongol

kusyn And the Classical Chunni or Chionitae The initial guttural of

these words is replaced by the aspirate in such forms as the Avestan

hyaona, Chinese hua or hoa or hoa tun or un, Sanskrit kuna, and hiono

of the coins These words tefer to the tpbe of the Khiomtes which

has been identified with the Hcphthalitcs by R Ghirshman with

perfect plausibility 3 This view is questioned by Enoki and Gobi

30 Mrcehakatika Act VI, p, 348

fort I

fom fSZST 3T, ?T3oft I

31 W. B Henning, ‘The Date of the Ancient Sogdian Letters’,

Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies Vol XII
(1948) pp 601-615

3i R Ghnshman Les Ckiomtes Heplhahtes (introduction) p XII

J Marquart Eransahr p 57; T Noldeke Etudes histortqvef

sur la Pttse ancienne pp 1GI-163, A Christensen, Vltan sous

les Sassamd s pp 28-40, K Enoki, ‘The Origin of the

Hcphthalitcs’ East and U’est (Rome 1955) Vol VI. Part HI
pp 231-232
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Even earlier, Marquart, Noldeke and Christensen had distinguished

the Kliiomtes from the Hephthalites But, on the coins, the words
hephlkat (hutla) and kiano occur together showing that they were
the issues nf the Icings of one and the same tnbe According to

Ghirshman, hephthal is a dynastic name and kian (khion) is a tribal

designation As has been shown m another study contained m this

\ohime, these Khiomte Hephthalites were different ftom the Hiung-
nu who are known to have played a significant past in Chinese

history in the later part of the first millemum B C and the earlier

part of the first millemum A D They represented a section of the

Iranian nomadic people who spread along the Oxus and in the

Steppes between the Aral Sea and the Caspian Sea in the first half

of the fourth century AD In the last quarter of that century thev

had developed considerable power along the Oxus and maintained

friendly relations with the Sassamds of Persia In the fast decade
of that century the poet Kalidasa mentioned them on the bank of
the Oxus m connection with the northern campaign of Raghu In
the first half of the fifth centuryA D they were reb tffed, repulsed

and subdued by the Sassamd monarch? Yazdegtrd I, Bahram V and
Yazdcgirdll But about 454 A D they inflicted a crushing

defeat on the Sassamds and, flushed uith xirtory, snooped down
southwards and invaded India The gallant prince Skandagupta
repelled and routed them from the country But towards the end
of the fifth century they hovered and settled along the north wes-
tern frontiers of India on the banks or the Indus and in the first

quarter of the sixth century advanced from there towards the heart

oflndia, occupied Malwa and the middle country and raided up
to Bihar and Bengal

As we have observed, the initial aspirate of the word huna was
the remnant of an aspiratrd guttural sound preserved in Sogdian
and Persian It is noteworthy that the writers Tabari, Firdausi and
the author of the Bundahithn have called the antagonist of the

Sassamd king Peroz (459 481- A D )
Akhshunwar, Khushnawnz

and Akhshuvan respectively In these forms there is i guttural in

the beginning T W K Muller traced thes* forms to the Sogdian
'kshr (in’ meaning a king and R Ghirshman treated them as variants

ot'khevan’, t! e tuba! name of the Khiomtes Thus, it is clear that
m Pchlvi and Persian the guttural sound in the beginning of this

word was clearly pronounced In some manuscripts of the \Iah5-

bharala this prononeiation has survived In chapter 47 of the Snbhfr
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uith the Hupis on account of the red colour of their ha's, armour
and banners5* But this word also means ‘dirk We know that

according to the Chinese tradition, accepted by most of the stcppe«
peoples, the colour of the north was black57 Hence all northern
peoples were regarded ns blnch and ‘black' became a synonym for

‘northern’ Tor instance, ‘black’ Bulgnrs meant the northern Bul-
gars and ‘black* Ugrians were the northern Ugrians Similarly
the Savarti or Sevordikwere called 'Black Sons’ in Armenian sources

It is possibte that the word harahuna signified the Hupns
from the north It is even more likely that the dichotomy
of White HQpa and Dark HQna was the result of the Central
Asiatic conception of the aristocracy being regarded ns ‘white* and
the commonalty being treated as ‘black’ 18 The White Huijas mn>
represent the nobles nnd the Harahupas, the common people among
them In fact, Pelliot equated hUrahuna with the Mongol Qara
Qyn 89 The word hata or hara had also a guttural sound in the
beginning which was sometimes aspirated The vowel following it

was a, a or c, as the numerous forms, studied by Bailey show Hence
it could be read as kher Thus, Iherakhana of the Muchal a\tka is a
near approach to the Iranian spelling nnd pronunciation of the
Sanskrit harahuna The period to which this reference can be
aligned is the later halfof the firth century or the first half ofthe
sixth century A D

,
when the Huiyas became prominent m India

4 The identification of'Madhughota'

In tl e enumrraiion of foreign tribes, whose languages the guard
Gandanaka claims to have known, figures madhughata (m/idhuvftada)

In this connection it is significant to note that in the T ang
period the Chinese called the Mongols meng u Which w as pronoun-
ced as mung-nguet <0 The last syllable nguet can be easily equated
with ghala in madhughata As for the £uslv it might have been
garbled as madhu So madhughata seems to represent the Mongols

84 Rahman Tail, ed Anklesana VI, 3 quoted by II W Bailey
op at p 13

81 J.T M dc Groot, Chmesischen Urkunden zur Gtschuhte Aliens
(Hitmen) Vol I, p 20

38 Ottn J Maenchen—Helfen, ‘The Yuch chih Problem Re
<"^r

Pmcd,’ Journal of the American Oriental Society Vol G5
{ 1945) p 76 et seq

39 Pelhot cited m Renou and Filliozat, IT Inde Clasnque p 254
49 1J Pelliot, Journal Asxahque (1920) I, 14G, D Smor, Asia

Major N S 11,215
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parvan of this epic we have a reference to hurta and hgrahuna.z% The

first line of this verse is given in the critical edition as follows:

iCinan-hunan-sakin-odran-parvatantaravasinah. But-in the manuscript

tif the Sarasvati Mahal library Tanjore, called G6, the reading of

this line is Cinan'hunan-khavah’kasah-parvataJitaravasinah

,

Here the

word khavah occurring after kSnan obviously stands for the Khioni-

tes. In this form the initial guttural consonant is very clear. The

form khana of the AfrcchakaUka is also based on this gutturaliscd

pronunciation of this word. prevalent in Iran, Sughd and the? nei-

ghbouring countries. The Fact that the author of this play had the

insight to know and use this form even when its variant without the

guttural had become currentm India shows his capacity for minute

observation and realistic presentation of things.

To the word hyon is often added an adjective karmir in the Bahman

fast. As Bailey has shown, the forms of karmir are krmyr, kltyh

xartner etc. To this word he has traced the Krorayina kremtra,

Pehlvi karkehanen, Armenian karkehan, Arabic karkuhan, Khotanese

ktrkiyan. The Tibetan ke-ke-ru, Mongol k'k'rw, Kafiri kremrru,

kremer, kemer also appear to him to belong to this family* 4
. As the

Iranian spit hyon corresponds to tlie Indian svetaliuna or sitahUna, so

kartnir-hyon resembles h\rahtina, karahuna or halahuna**. In AfahabhZrala

II, 47, 19, cited above, the Hunas and Harahuijas are mentioned

»n the same verse which shows that a distinction was drawn between

them. If one stands for the spet hyon, the other signifies the karnu’r

hyon. Bailey has shown that karmir meant ‘red’ and was associated

31 Mahabhara'a II, 47 19, cd. F. Edgcrion (Foona 1944) Vol. 2

pp. 233-34

The variants of pipr are yn 'iTH ,
frcrpT,

those of are SriFTHfaR,

SFPT-'T>|'R, SFFRteM, tsTOT:*FHT‘, cntT:^TTT:;

are qlsiRt^Tf^:, those of

are fJTTKPTj those of^ng'TFT,

are ?TlPw»IT ‘TrtffoTT.

84 H W. Bailey, Harahuna, Asiatica (Festschrift Friedrich

Weller) (1954) pp. 13-18
35

Brhatsariikila ed. Kern XVI, 38-9
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with the Hunas on account of the red colour of their hats, armour

and banners84 But this word also means ‘dark We know that

according to the Chinese tradition, accepted by most of the steppe

jjcoples, the colour of the north was black37 Hence all northern

peoples were regarded as black and ‘black became a synonym for

‘northern* For instance, ‘black’ Bulgars meant the northern Bui

gars and ‘black’ Ugnans were the northern Ugrians Similarly

the Savarti or Sevordikwere called ‘Black Sons in Armenian sources

It is possible that the word harahuna signified the Hunas
from the north It js even more likely that the dichotomy

of White Hutja and Dark Huna was the result of the Central

Asiatic conception of the aristocracy being regarded as ‘white and
the commonalty being treated as ‘black 88 The White Hunas may
represent the nobles and the Harahunas, the common people among
them In fact, Pelhot equated kaeahuna with the Mongol Qa^a

Q.un 39 The word hara or hara had also a guttural sound in the

beginning which was sometimes aspirated The vowel following it

was a, a or e, as the numerous forms, studied by Bailey show Hence
it could be read as kher Thus, khcrakhana of the Mtcchakaftka as a
near approach to the Iranian spelling and pronunciation of the

Sanskrit harahuna The period to which this reference can be

assigned is the later half of the fifth century or the first half of the

sixth century A D ,
when the Hupis became prominent m India

4 The identification of tMadkughata’

In the enumeration of foreign tribes, whose languages the guard

Candanaka claims to have known, figures madhughata (madhughada)
In this connection it is significant to note that m the T aug
period the Chinese called the Mongols meng u which was pronoun
ced as mung nguet 40 The last syllabic nguel can be easily equated

with ghata in madhughala As for the first, it might have been
garbled as madhu So madhughata seems to represent the Mongols

88 Bahman Tail, ed Anklesana VI 3 quoted by H W Bailey
op cit p 13

37 J J M de Groot, Ckmesischen Urkunden zur Geschichte Astens

(Hurtnen) Vol I, p 20
38 Otto J Maenclien—Helfen ‘The Yueh chih Problem Re

examined,’ Journal of the American Oriental Society Vol 65
( 1945) p 76 et seq

39 Pelhot cited in Renou and FiUtozat, L Inde Classique p 254
40 P Pelhot, Journal Asiatique (1920) I, 146, D Stnnr, Asia

Major N S II, 215
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1

by him at day break as the king of the Magadhans 41 K P Jayaswal

has identified ‘Bh initialled with Blianugupta, *Gopa’, with Gopa-
taja, and ‘P initialled with Prakataditya According to him,

Bhai ugupta had imprisoned his son who was subsequently known
as Prakataditya, probably on account of Ins rebellions nature, and
consigned him to the custody of his feudatory Goparaja 15 In

520 11 AD this feudatory Goparaja was killed m a battle and his

wife became a salt, as we learn from the Eran stone inscription

of G E 191 48 This battle is believed to have been fought

with the Huna invader Toramana It appears that in the hurly-

burly of the Huna invasion this rebel 'P initialled got released

and was installed on the throne after the death of Goparaja

The story of the release of Ary aka from the prison of Palaka

and his coronation as king after his death assumes a singular

topical interest in the context of this political coup in later Gupta
history

There is a verse in art VIII of the drama where a garden the

trees of which perform the meritorious function ofaffording protection

to the unsheltered, is compared to a new kingdom and the. heart of

the wicked, which know no restraints and regulations and are capable

of being utilised according to one's own sweet will 1 ’ Tins reference

to the new kingdom may refer to the neiv rule of Aryaka Here the

44 KP Jayaswal An Imperial History of India (Text) pp 56 57

tTWlfa GTPTcT II

znrft sfrrr i

^ srqqvnjfafcstr II

ifhms5;r Hqfrjm; t

rrairpTr^T ii

srrfV 1

1

tnft ^ ?rF^ift trr?r ct*jprt i

tR) ^ it

nnrtiRr ctct twit ?r FrsTn; i

45 Ibid introduction pp G3 64
49 Fleet, op cit Vol III No 20
47

AirccftoAati&a VIII, 4
srsrx&T ^ihhi

i

!TRFq*r TTsmrf^fjrcfJTflPtT n
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word agupSa seems to have a double entendre and is likely to refer to the

new kingdom, mentioned in the play. Should this view he correct, we
would notice here a reference to the non-Gupta new regime. After

the death of Goparuja the region of Malwa passed under the domi-

nation of the Huna king Toramana who set up his own nomi-

nees there. One Dhanyavisnu is definitely known to have trans-

ferred his allegiance to him48
. For the time being, Gupta regime

was overthrown. The Mrcchnkafika seems to hint at this state

of affairs

It appears from the first act of the Mirchikatika that there was

no arrangement of street-lighting at Uijayini- The villain and his

attendant gave a hot Chase to Vasanlnsena in the darkness of night.

Carudatta also asked his servant to escort the courtezan to her resi-

dence with a lamp and referred to the numerous dangers on the way

at night (bahtidosa hisarvari I, 58). In the third act again the clown

refers to the darkness in the streets which was somewhat relieved by

the emergence of the moon. He also mentions the menace of the

thieves48. The burglary of Sarvilaka which follows this remark

confirms it. It appears that in the political upheaval and turmoil

of the first quarter of the sixth century the administrative system

was upset and life in cities became somewhat unsafe. The Miccha-

kafika describes this atmosphere of instability at Ujjayinl.

6. The court scene.

Jn the ninth act of the drama we get a court* scene. • The presi-

ding officer of the court (adhikaranika) is assisted by a merchant

and an official (kayaslha). All these are called adhikamnabho-

jakas. They have an attendant or peon named Sodhanaka who

cleans the courtroom, arranges the furniture, receives the officer*

and calls the complainants. Sahara presents himself and lodges

the complaint about the alleged murder of Vasantasena. The kay-

astlia takes it down. Then the court summons the mother ofVasan-

tasena and records her statement. Thereafter Carudatta is sen* for

and questioned. The police authorities are examined. The mate-

49
J. F. Fleet, op. cit. No. 36.

*8 Mjichakafika Act III p. 115,

fa fati sreqra sRifara-irfirest

•Ttfa ibid
. p. 154 fa =3fU> fa ciffa,

2rf it ibid. P . 157 xsfrN
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rial exhibits are considered and finally the verdict is returned and
the sentence pronounced

According to the drama, the court formed part of a big establ-

ishment where other administrative business was also transacted

-This is clear from the remarks of Carudatta that the ministers wrapt
in thought, envoys moving to and fro, spies present on the spot,

litigants preferring their cases, clerks behaving like serpents, and

horses and elephants crowding the campus gave an appearance of

a sea to the establishment
(
rajakarana)

50 Carudatta calls it devoid

ofjustice and equity (m U fcvnna-lataUca) and full of extortion and
violence

(hinsra)

This estimate of the court agrees with that given in the Padaladi-

takam of gyamdaka In it the judge- (pradh) ah) is stated to be either

drowsing or shouting m the court whereas his brother coa\ed money
from the litigants 81 The officials, clerks and copyists demanded

tips and the amins with big sucks (kasthamahallara)*1 dogged the clients

for bribes Hence the people groaned and felt that apart from suc-

cess or sentence the court was a source of botheration 53 *

As regards the constitution of the court we note that it was a

combination of official and public elements Tn the Gupta period

there was a tendency to associate non official elements with the

administration We learn from the inscriptions on the copper

plates found at Damodarpur and Paharpur that trade, in-

dustry and finance were adequately represented in the adminis-

tratis e system According to the Damodarpur plates the district

Micchakapka IX, 14

Caltlrbhant ed V S Agrawala and Moticandra p 214

SrqfFcT fqtepjnfi ^TT FnT sppg/T l

Plfq-fa II

Ibid

UTOmfiTT Fnnftsffa- far tuizuriur
1

1

Ibid p 213
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magistrate (visayapati) was assisted by a board consisting of the

nagarasretfhm, representing the financial corporations, the sarthavaha,

or the leader of the caravan-merchants, the pratkaTn^uUka or the

chief of the artisans and the pralhamakayazlha or the first secretary.51

The Vi?ayapati was obliged to consult this board in matters perta-

ining to his administrative duties particularly the transfers of land

for charitable purposes. The seals discovered at Basarh (VaUali)

reveal the offices of £re?;hin, sarthavaha and kulika, of Srejthin and

fculika, of Sresthin and of kulika or prathamakulika respectively.* 5

They show that in some spheres the Sresthin, sarthavaha and kulika

jointly acted; in others, the Sre?thin and kulika collaborated and in

the rest they worked individually. It appears that a part of this

big establishment was reserved for the court where the Sres{hin and

the hayastha sat with the adhikaranika to try cases and dispense jus-

tice. The collaboration of the Srejthin with the adhikaranika, men-

tioned in the Alrcehetkafika, points to the administrative system of the -

Gupta period when the ^reythin and others were Intimately asso-

ciated with the district authorities.

In the sixth century the trading and merchant communities obta-

ined some charters of rights
(
acara-stithi-patra

)
from the kings in

which their privileges and immunities were ’ specified and the pro-

cedures of law applied to them were codified. One such

document is the charter of Vi?tiujega dated 592 A. D.5*

Some of its clauses agree with the proceedings described in

the Mrccftakafika. In line 5 of this charter we read that a

_ man could not be arrested on mere suspicion.57 In the drama

we observe that when Sakara made the accusation against

Carudatta and VasanCascna’s mother lent some support to it by sta-

ting that her daughttr had gone out to meet him, the magistrate

did not issue the process against him, but asked the peon to request

him to visit the court as “the presiding officer wanted to see him

in connection with some special work.53” In line'8 of the charter it

51 D. G. Sircar, Select Inscriptions bearing on Indian History and

Civilization pp. 283, 285, 324, 328, 337.
53 Archaeological Survey ofIndia, (Annual Reports) 1903-4, p. 104

58 D. C. Sircar, ‘Charter of Vi$nusena, Sarovat 649, Epigraphia

Indica Vol XXX part V (Jan. 1954) pp 168-181

.

57 Ibid. p. 179, first plate line 5 51^1^ JTTfSrT I

89 Jtfrcchakaftha Act IX p. 472.
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is stated that an oral allegation (ulkistt) could not be entertained

without a written complaint (aiedanaka)
M In the drama the magis-

trate causes the complaint ofSakara to be taken down by the clerk

before proceeding to enquire into it 80 In lines 5 and G of the record

there is a provision that in some cases, notably the outbreak of fire,

“chain is not to be entertained ” D C Sircar interprets this term

chala as a ‘‘half hazard allegation”, “a careless accusation” or a “pre-

text81” Curiously enough, this expression chalo na graft)ah occurs

m the Micchukalika as efiataro-afra na guikya.it The magistrate exhorts

Carudatta to speak the truth, give up silence
(
dhairya) since chala

was not permissible there 83 Here chala is used in relation to dhairya

(silence) It signifies the evasion of examination in the court Its

sense is that a witness can be compelled to give evidence in the court

in respect of a vital matter So the magistrate informs Carudatta

the he will not be permitted to suppress the facts by keeping silent

On this showing, the expresion in the charter k}emagnt-samiilthane chalo

na grahyah means that m the case of an outbreak of fire the persons

concerned will be brought to the court by the process of the law

and be subjected to examination and cross-examination with a \iew

to bringing out the correct facts The phrase svayam hrasile karne

chalo no grahyah means that if a man is in the know of actual facts by

reason of his hearing them himself, he shall be forced to give

evidence in respect of them in the court The clause apane

asanasthasya chalo na grahyah means that a person will not be permitted

to evade his statementm the court on the ground that he has to

occupy the seat of his shop implying thereby that he is the only

person to conduct the business at his shop The section a

madhyanhad urdhvam uttarakuhkauankanim chalo na grahyah means that

the officers called uttarakultkavanka will not be allowed to be absent

from the court after midda/ Thus, we observe that the technical term

chala has the sense of’ ‘evasion of evidence* This principle chalain na

grahyale is intended to prevent a suppressed vert Its occurrence in the

Mrcchikattka and the charter of Visnusena shows that it was a com-
mon term of legal use in that age Thus, both these works breathe
the air of the same epoch

69 First Plate line 0 pFTT T tTI^Tr I

80 Act IX p 465, l

61 Eptgraphia Indtca, op cit pp 170-171
82 Act IX, 18

frnsr srstt gfe i

1

1

'
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7 Concluding observations

It is clear from the aforesaid data of the Mtcchakapka that it is

a work of the early sixth century A D The person who wrote it

fathered it on one SudraLa That it could not be the work of that

fiudraka, to whom it is ascribed, is manifest from the fact that the

death and last rites of Sudraka are mentioned in u83 No person

can be aware of his death in his lifetime

The date of the Mrcchaka\ika has been discussed by several

scholars Gandra Bah Pandeya in his book entitled 'Sudraka iden-

tified Sudraka of the Mrcchakapki with VaSisthfputra Sri pulumavi

and assigned the play to the Satavahana period* 1 But his argu-

ments are based on so many presumptions and speculations that it

is difficult to accept them The data studied here militate against

this view Similary, the view of Sten Konow that the play was

composed by the Abhira prince Sivadatta, who or whose son

ISvarasena is held to have overthrown the last king of the Andhra

dynasty and to have founded the Cedi era of 248-49 A D , rests on

insufficient data Sylvam L6vi s suggestion that the author of the

play lived after Vikramaditya, the patron of Kalidasa, has much to

commend itself but his view that he wished to give it an appearance~
of antiquity by associating it with a prince, who preceded Vikrama-
ditya, is too far fetched and insufficient to suggest a date ss

61 Act I, 4

^T3TPr to TO*[T I

tT.r^T SRTT*? qgftfcffer srfas? 1

1

61 Sudraka (Samvat 2010) pp 1-38

fiS A B Keith, The Sanskrit Drama pp 128-181



chapter xi^

A Historical Approach to the Karpuramanjari of

Rajasekhara

1 Rajasekhara and his ‘KarpuramaHjart ’

The /Tar/mrama^jart of Rajaickhara ts a unique Prakrit play It ts

the only Prakrit play of the sattaka class that has come down to us 1

Its author RajaSckhara was aYajavara Brahma na from MaharSitra *

His great grandfather Akalajalada is called a crest-jewcl of

Mahara;tra 3 His grandfather Sunnanda distinguished himself

as a man of letters and his father Durduka or Duhika took to

government service and rose to be the chief minister (Mahamantrm)
RajaSckhara came to the court of the Gurjara-Pratiharas at Kanauj

and was appointed the teacher of MahcndrapSla or Nirbhayaraja4,
a fact of which he was always proud During the reign of

Mahendrapala (Cir 005 or 090 910 A D
)
he enjoyed great esteerr

and prestige at Kanauj After the death of this king he remained

at the court of his successor Malnp ila (Cir 912—944) and at his

instance wrote his work Balabharala Tor sometime he lived m
the court of the Kalacun King Yuvarujadcva I at Tnpun and

there wrote the drama Viddhasalabharijika

1 According to the Sahityadarpana a saftaka is written entirely

m Prakrit, its acts are called Javamktx, it is cliaracterised

by the marvellous flavour (adbhutarasa) and is devoid of
praieSaka and nskambhaka cp BhSv-ipnkaSa

tfo 5j%sT%^rfa fq-qr gin

InlTT

TT^Trr? 1

a Balaramoyana I, G,13, VtddfiasalabhaTijika I, 5
3 Balaramayana I, 13
4 Karpftramarijart ed by Sten Konow (Harvard Oriental Senes

Vol IV) I, 9 p G

that Nibbhararaa was but another name of Mahendrapala
is manifest from the Karpuramanjan itself (I, 5), where
RajaSckhara is called the teacher of Mahmdavala Ibid p 6

fire TJtT Tgftpreisfagggt I

tt ii
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ofManyakheta were a great power in the Deccan and sometimes
focy were on the verge of conquering practically the whole of

northern India by reducing the Pratiharas and the Palas but, as

we shall presently see, the heroine of the play, Karpuramanjan,
is stated to be the daughter of Vallabharaja, who is unmistakably

“foitical With the Ra$trakuta king of the Deccan As this princess

was married to Caijdapala, he must necessarily be different from
the Rastraku{a king, for it is inconceivable that this king should

have married his own daughter So Candapala was certainly

not the RajtrakQta king, and, since no other dynasty could claim

paramountcy m the Deccan in the tenth century, tins king can

oot be deemed to have nourished in the South
3 Candapata end Mahipala

,
» V Mirashi holds that Candapala is identical with the

hahtihara king Mahlpala T We learn from the Candakaustka of

KiemiSvara that Mahlpala was also known as Kartikeya As,

according to theAtahubharala Canda is one of the names of Kartikeya,*

Mirashi supposes that Caijdapala was a sobriquet of Mahlpala

Mirashi argues that after the sack of Katiauj by the Rastrakuta

Indra m m 916 A D Mahipala had to flee from his capital

After the retreat nf the Rastrakutas from northern India he re*

covered his kingdom with the assistance of the Candela king who

“bst have been Har?a or hu son YaSovarman But “the feeling of

revenge might have been rankling m lus mind ’ This is reflected

111 the reference to Mahlpala as the incarnation of Candragupta

Afauryaand the Karijatas, meaning the Ra?trakutas, as the em*

toduneuts of the vicious Naudas m the Candakaustka of KyemiSvara

^jaSckhara himself in his Pracandapandova described Mahlpala as

aa axe to the Kuntalas So after the death of Indra III, some years

after hu northern expedition, and the accession of his weak and

lascivious son Govtnd IV, Mahipala must have found an opportunity

to avenge himseir on his adversaries It was evidently in the

reign ofGovinda IV that the marriage alliance commemorated in

the J\arpuramaHjari took place

4 Mahipala and the East

The arguments of Mirashi, though ingenious, carry little

conviction m view of some other weighty considerations based upon

the data given m the play In Act I the bard hails Cagdapala as a

V V Miraslu, Studies in Jndology Vol I p 57
8 Mahahharala III, 232, 4
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conqueror of eastern regions in these words, “Victory, Victory to

thee, O, King ! Thou gallant of the women of the East, thou

campak-bloom ear-ornament of the town of Campa, thou, whose

lustre (rqdha) transcends the loveliness of Radhn, who has con-

quered Assam by thy prowess, who providest merry-making (felt)

for Harikeli, who mayst well make light of the beauty of genuine

gold, who delightesl us by the comeliness of all thy person! May
the beginning of the fragrant season (spring) be a joy to thee !”*

In this remark Campa stands for Bhagalpur,10 Radha is the famous

district of Western Bengal,11 Kamarupa obviously signifies Assam,

and Harikch is a name of Bengal, as noted by Hcmacandra.

All these places and regions are included in the East (purvS dis)

which is stated to be under the sway of Cagdapala. Now, we have
no evidence to indicate that Mahipala had any hold or exercised

any sway over the eastern regions of Bihar and Bengal. On the

other hand, we have epigraphic evidence to show that the Palas,

taking advantage of the internal strife and Rastrakuta invasion of

Kanauj, recovered some of their ancestral possessions up to the

eastern banks of the river
.
Son. Tiie Uddaijdapura image ins-

cription records the gifts of Tharuka, son of Ranakauca, resident

of Uddap^apura (modem Bihar town in Patna district) in the

fifty-fourth year of the illustrious Narayapapaladeva. Similarly
the Baragaon (modem Nalanda-Bihar) inscription13 of the twenty-
fourth year of Rajyapaladeva proves Pala occupation of that

9 KarpuTamarjari , tr. p. 226, text, P. 9.

srtr TTSifafaspjTrer-

y<^KHnJT53r g^rsr ? gtffsrcrcnft i

10 Campa, the capital of Anga, stood at the confluence of
the river of that name, modern Chandan, and the Ganges.
According to Cunningham, the villages named Cam-
panagara and Campapura near Bhagalpura represent the
site of the ancient city. Anga was to the east of Magadha
and to the west of Rajmahal Hills. At one time it

included Magadha and even extended to the shores of the
sea. H. G. Ray Choudhury, Political History of Ancient India
5th ed. p. 1Q7.

11 Radhapurj, the city of western Bengal, is mentioned in the
Second act of the Prabodhacandrodaya.

l* Indian Antiquary Vol. 46 (1918) p. 110.
13

ibid. p. 111.
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portion ofBihar. Two Inscriptions of tlic time of GopSla II also

lead to the same conclusion. One of them, found at Nalanda,14

records the covering of the image of the Goddess Vaglsvari by a

pious individual in the first year of the reign of Gopala II, and the

other, discovered in the Mahabodhi temple at Bodhagaya, 18 com-
memorates the installation of an image of Buddha by one

DharmabhJma. Thus, it is clear that at the time of Mahlpala the

Palaswere on the offensive, had wrested many parts of their dominion

in Bihar from the Pratiharas and exercised a firm control over

them. Therefore, the conquest of Bihar and Bengal attributed to

Candapala in the KarpuramnUjari militates against his identification

with Mahlpala who had nothing to do with these regions.

5. Mahlpala and the Raiirakulas

In the drama the king of Vacchoma, Va'tsa or Vatsagulma i. e.

modem Basim in the Hyderabad State, in the Kuntala country

named Vallabharaja is praised as popular and beloved of his

subjects. 18 It is admitted on all hands that Vallabharaja was the

title of the Rastrakutas of Manyakheta. Arab writers called

them Balhara which is an adaptation of this title Vallabharaja.17

In ancient times the territory of Kuntala comprised southern

Maharasjra and the northern Kanarese districts or the Mysore

state. It included the North Kana4fi district and parts of Mysore

state and Belgaon and Dharwiid districts as well as the upper and
central valleys of the Kj-gna. Though the empire of the Ragtrakutas

14 Archaeological Survey of India Reports Vol. I (1062-G5) p. 36.

15 Indian Antiquary Vol. 38 (1910) p. 237.
18 KarpurtimaHjari ed. Durgaprasad and Pnnsikar (KavyamSla.

4) P . 34. -rfm xt^q gpaSrs i

af? ntnr TTtrr i

The reading in the edition of Sten Konow p. 32 is as follows :

itpPjT’TPfti OTTSRopTeSTfr TT*TT t

In Kanyamimansa (P. 10) RajaSekhara states that Vatsagulma
,

(Vacchoma) was included in Vidarblia. This shows that

Vidarbha and Kuntala were united in the empire ofValla-
bharaja or the Ra^rakutas.

17 A. S. Altckar, Rasfrakutas and their Times p. 49. The Galukya
King Vikramaditya conferred the title of Pnthvivallabha
on Dantidurga, the founder of the Rai\raku\a dynasty.
Dhruva and Govinda III also adopted the title of Sri-

Vallabha. So the title Vallabha came to be associated

with the Ra^rakutas.
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and Later Calukyas comprised northern Mahara$tra and

Vidarbha also, besidts these regions, their capitals Manyakheta and

Kalyani respectively were situated in the country between the K.7?na

and the GodSvari. Hence they were called rulers ofKuntala or the

Karnatas*8
. Thus, the reference to the Ra^trakuta king in a way

shotving no enmity or rancour, but rather indicating amity and

friendliness, proves that the king Caipdapala was on good terms

with him. We know that about 916 A. D. the Ra?trakuta king,

Indra III raided and devastated Kanauj and forced Mahipala to

leave it and repair to Prayaga.1* Hence there could be no question

of Mahipala being friendly towards Indra IH. Indra III

died prematurely in 622 A. D.2° and was succeeded by his son

Amoghavarsa II. The latter fell a prey to the foul play of his

younger brother Govind IV. Govinda IV was a youth of 25 at

the time of his accession and gave himself up to a life of vice and

luxury. He became tyrannical and unpopular and his feudatories

and ministers planned his removal by inviting Amoghavar?a, an

uncle of Govinda, to occupy the throne in his place. Mirashi thinks

that the marriage-alliance mentioned in the Karpuramabjan took

place in the reign of this Govinda IV and that he is the Vallabharaja,

referred to in this play. But, as seen above, Govinda IV was

vicious, tyrannical and unpopular, whereas the Vallabharaja of

the drama was extremely popular and beloved of all liis

subjects (Saata-jana-vallabka). So there is a world of difference

between the two and their identification is far from plausible.

Amoghavarsa overthrew Govinda IV in 936. But, as he was

aged about 50, the government was entirely entrusted to his able

and ambitious son Kr?na. This Kr?na led an expedition into

Bundelkhand and captured the important forts of Kalanjara and

Citrakuta. 81 It has been inferred that these two forts of the

Pratiharas were occupied by the Rastrakuja army shortly before

18 V.V. Mirashi, Studies in Indology Vol. I pp. 164-165

19 The Cambay plate of Govinda IV, Epigraphia Indica Vol.

VII p. 26.

f? fatfsprnjfHcf JNRiarf'T

88 The Age of Imperial Kanauj, p. 1 3.

,l Deoil Plates, Epigraphia Indica Vol. V. p. 188
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940 A. D.2i This resumption of Rastrakuta aggression must have
enhanced the estrangement between these two dynasties. Thus,

we observe that Mahlpala was never on good terms with the

Rastrakutas and never succeeded in humbling them, the view of

Tripathi and others that he successfully proceeded against Govinda

IV, based on vague references to the enmity of Mahfpala with the

king of the Karijatas and Kuntala, given in the CandakauAika and
Praeaniapandava ,

being quite unsupported by any epigraphic testi-

mony. The result of this enquiry is that Mahlpala could not be the

contemporary of the Rajtrakuta king, mentioned In the Karpuram/irt-

jan, and the views of Mirashi in this respect are not convincing.

G. Candapala and Mahendrapala

Stcn Konow has suggested that Candapala should be identified

with the Pratihara emperor Mahendrapala, the pupil and patron

of R£»ja§ckhara.” Konow holds that both carda and mahendra mean
Siva and are thus synonymous. In order to examine tills view

we should apply the same tests which we applied to Mirashi’s

theory, noted above.

7. Mahendrapala and the East.

In the first place, let us sec whether Mahendrapala conquered

the eastern regions of Bihar and Bengal and exercised any effective

sway there. Several inscriptions dated in the regnal years 2-19 of
Mahendrapala show that hts hold over Magadha and North-East

Bengal was quite intact. One of them dated in the year 4 of Mahen-
drapala’s coronation found on the pedastal from Bihar Sharif in

Patna district, records a pious gift for the religious merit of

GautamT, the mother of the monk Dharmamitra.** Another

inscription dated in the same year records the installation of

the image of Kumarabhadra as a gift of the Saindhavas.13 An
inscription dated in the year 8 of the reign of Mahindrapala
(Mahendrapala), found at Ramagaya, opposite the Gadadhara
temple at Gaya, records the gift of Rsi Saudi’s son Sahadeva on the

22 R. S. Tripathi, History of Kanauj p. 267 ;
B.N. Puri, History

ofthe Gurjara-Pratiharas p. 91. The latter writer thinks that

this event happened in the regin of Vinayakapala who was
different from Mahlpala.

23 Sten Konow, Das Indische Drama pp. 05.
51 Archaeological Survey of india Reports (1923-24) pp. 101-102.
25 Hirananda gastrin, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey ofIndia

(no. 66) pp. 105-106.
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pcdesial of the figures of Vijnu.** Another of the ninth year,

discovered at Guneria in the southern part of Gaya district, is

engraved on the pedestal of a Buddha image dedicated by Sripala,

the son of the merchant Haridatta.*3 An inscription found at

Itkhori in the Hazaribngh district of Bihar, incised on

the pedestal of an image ofTara, contains the name of Para-

mrSvara Mahendrapala.** Besides these inscriptions from Bihar, we
have also an inscription from Paharpur in the Rajashahi dis-

trict of Bengal, dated in the fifth year of Sri MahendrapSfadeva,

commemorating the dedication of a pillar to Buddha by a monk
named Sthavira Jayagarbha.** A Similar inscription is dated in

the 19 th year of this king Mahendrapala.*0 Kielhorn, Smith and

Hara Prasada gastrin believed that the Mahendrapala, referred to

in these inscriptions, was a Pala ruler.31 But, it is now generally

held on the ground of the titles of the king, given in these records,

as well as their palaeograpliical character that they must refer to

the Pratihara king Mahendrapala.33

The inscriptions of the Pala monarch Narayatjapala do not

appear in this region after the seventeenth year of his long reign

of 54 years. His inscriptions found there are only the Gaya record

of the year 7/ the Bihar inscription of the year 9, and the

Bhagalpur epigraph of the year 17. Thus, it seems that the

Pratiharas occupied Bihar and North Bengal after the 17th regnal

year of Narayanapala, B. N. Puri holds that the 'credit of making

these conquests goes to Bhoja.31 But Tripathi observes that “no

inscription gives the credit for this achievement to Bhoja, nor any

of his records has been found outside the eastern limits of the

s* Memoirs of the Archaeolgical Survey of Bengal Vol. V part III

pp. 64-65.

17 Indian Antiquary (1918) p. 210.

n Annual Progress Report of the Archaeological Survey of India

(Central Circle) 2920-21 p. 5,

18 Archaeological Survey of India (Annual reports) 1925-26 p. 141.

30 h'pigraphia Indica vol. I p. 244.
31 Epigraphia Indica Vol VIII Appendix p. 18; Indian Antiquary

Vol. 38 p. 246 ; Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
Vol. 3 p. 16

32 R. D. Banerji, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of Bengal

Vol. V. p. 63-64
; R. S. Tripathi, History of Kanauj p- 149.

33 B. N. Puri, History of the Gurjara~Pratih 5ras p. 69.
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United Provinces.* 1” Hence he holds that “it is reasonable to

conclude that the event probably took place soon after Mahcndra-

pala’s accession. Perhaps the Catsu inscription also contains a

reference to it, since wc learn that Guhila with excellent horses

from the sea-coast vanquished the king of Gauda and levied tribute

from princes in the East.”** This Guhila must have accompanied

his Pratihara suzerain in his expedition against Magadha and
Bengal, Thus, wc observe that the account of the eastern con-

quests of Candapala, mentioned in the Karpuramatljari

,

can adequa-

tely apply to Mahendrapala alone.

8. Adahendrapala and th< iZfltfra&fitas.

Let us now examine Mahendrapala’* dealings with the Rastra-

kufas. Madcndrapala’s Rastrakdta contemporary was Kr?na II

(Cir 878-914A.D.). In the beginning of his reign he fought with the

Pratihara king Bhoja and the battle between them was so severe

as to be remembered even in 914, the date of the Bcgumra
plates. In this struggle Kpna was assisted by Kf?naraja of the

Lata branch of the Rajtrakutas. But, soon afterwards, he was engaged

in a very serious conflict with the Eastern Calukya king of Vengi

named Vijayaditya HI who had overthrown the Ra?trakuja yoke

during the reign of Amoghavarja. On the accession of Krjfln,

Vijayaditya III attacked the Nolambas and the Gangas in the south

and penetrated into Berar in the north. But the Rasfrakuta armies,

though initially rebuffed, eventually defeated the Calukyas and
imprisoned Bhima, the successor of Vijayaditya. However, Bhtma
was released after some years and permitted to rule over his king-

dom. Hr again took the offensive against the Rafjrakutas but was
put down. Kf?na II was also embroiled in Cola politics by suppor-
ting the cause or bis daughter's son Kannar against Parantaka,
a son of Aditya Cola by another wife, hat suffered a decisive defeat
at ValJala. Thus, his wars generally ended in disaster. 3 *. This
explains why Kp?na could not disturb the peace of the Pratiliara
empire during the reign of Mahendrapala. These circumstances
also suggest the possibility ofthe growth of friendship between Kf?na

“ R. S. Tripathi, History of Kanauj p. 250; R. C. Majumdar
(The Age of Imperial Kanauj p. 33) also holds that the credit
of the eastern conquests in Bihar & Bengal goes to
"Mahendrapala.

33 Epigraphia Indica Vol. XII p. 15.
3* A. S. Altckar, Age of Imperial Kanauj p. 12, The RasfrakUtas

and their Times p. 90 ct. seq.
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and Mahendrapala and its culmination in a matrimonial alliance,

mentioned in the Karpurarrimjari.

9. Mahtndrap&la and Laid.

The drama also refers to the likelihood of the assumption of

paramount sovereignty by Candapala by marrying the princess

Ganasaramahjarl, daughter of Caftdasena, the king of Lata. 37

In fact, Bhairavananda prevailed on the queen of Candapala

to assent to this marriage in order to uplift the political status of

her husband. We know that Lata was under the rule ora branch

of the Rastrakuta family. The contemporary of Krsna II in Lata

was KrsnarSja. He assisted his kinsman in his early wars with the

Pratiharas, He is known to have been on the throne upto 888 but

no successor of his is so far known. Altekar writes : “Whether he died

without leaving any issue, leading to the lapse of his kingdom, or

whether there was a further war between the main dynasty and the

Lata branch, which wiped out the existence of the latter, we do not

know.88” It is also likely that Mahendrapala exerted relentless

strain and pressure on the Lata branch of the Rastrakutas. His

two grants found atUna3 * in the southernmost part of Kathiawad in

the Junagarh State dated 893 A.D. and 899 A-D. and recording

grants of the villages ofJayapura and Amvulaka in the Saurastra

Maridala to the temple of the sun by the Calukya Balavarman and his

son Avanivarman II Yoga respectively, who were his feudatories,

demonstrate that he was successful in maintaining and, perhaps,

even in extending his hold over the province of Saurastra which gave

him access to the sea. In this context the reference to Candapala’s

suzerainty over Lata becomes understandable.

10. Candapala identified with Mahendrapala

It js clear from the aforesaid discussion that in Candapala wc
have a veiled reference to Mahendrapala. His eastern conquests

and southern alliances won him the paramount position in India.

The courUpoet Rajaiekhara dramatised these memorable events

or his time hut clothed them in the garb of fiction by concealing

i? Kfirpirmatjan cd. Konow p. 105^ TITR- THTT I ftFT |f^T VTBTOHrfl'fa 1

m tfcrroifej fafirgr snrr t»*n Trftmrfe’ftT i w
Tft^r^TT i

28 TheAge of Imperial Kanauj, p. 12.
*' Epigraphia Iitdtca Vol. IX pp. 1-10.
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the name of his imperial patron in a less known and remotely
connected but clearly perceptible synonym*. From this stand-
point it would appear that RajaSekhara wrote the fCarfinramanjari
at the time of Mahendrapala. So it was composed earlier than
hu SataOharata or Pracandapandata

, in the prologue of which Mahf-
pala is mentioned and called an axe to the Kuntala king, showing
his deep-seated enmity 'for the Rastrakutas. The view of Mirashi
that it was written later than the Balabharata is not sound.

V c
™.atter âct* thcrc seems much substance in the view of

V.S.Apte, expressed as far back as 1856 in his essay entitled
Bajasekhara, his Ufe and writings, that the k'arpUramanjart was the
earliest composition of this author.

The KarpuramarijaTt is also rich in cultural material. Of
special significance is the description of the Kaula cult of the
aiva ascetic Bhairavananda and his performance of supernatural

magic eats. This cult centred on the unstinted consumption of
meat and wine and constant company of women. All the same
*!* “"lower* professed superhuman powers by virtue of which
1

T*
mac*c t^ie*r mark in royal courts. This was the beginning

°‘ ,h® constant association of the Siddha (perfected ascetic) and
1 ie Samanta (feudal lord) which became the corner-stone or medi-
eva Indian culture and conditioned its characteristic orientations.

Fadmagupta in his Navasakasatikacarila and Soddhala in his

Udayasundar ihatha have followed RajaSekhara’s style of dis-

guising the name of a historical personage in fictitious and
remotely connected name and describing the incidents of
his career in a romantic and miraculous way, This style

a departure from that of Bana in which the life of the
hero was presented in a more direct, though poetically

embellished, manner. [V. V. Mirashi, Studies in Indology

Vol. II. p. 63.



Appendix to Chapter VII ‘Fall ofthe Maurya Empire*.

In Chapter VII section 5 at page 155 the Parisisfaparvan of

Hemacandra (IX, 54) has been quoted to show that Samprati

ruled over the eastern half of India including the Deccan. In

Jacobi’s edition (Bibliotheca Indica) p. 204 the following reading

of this verse is given :

SPTO4I i *jwrra»5rra»rafinr: ii

Here the word sa is joined to daksiriam so as to show that

sadaksinam is connected with the preceding word bharutardham.

Accordingly, the line has heen taken to mean that Samprati ruled

over one half of India including the Deecan. But the verse

admits of another construction also. It is possible to separate sa

from dak$inam and treat it as the nominative form of the pronoun
of the third person in singular. Thus, the line will read as

kramcna sadhayamasa bharatardham sa daksinam and will mean that

“he gradually conquered the southern half of India.” If this

construction and interpretation are adopted the conclusion drawn
from it at pages 153 and 155 above that Samprati ruled over one
half of India including the Deecan seems to falls through. But
the argument of the chapter is not at all impaired. The Rdjatara-

ngtni ofkalhana. (I. 117) expressly states that Jalauka, the successor

of A§oka in KaSmlra, conquered the country up to Kanyakubja
(Kanauj in middle India). This implies that the successor of

ASoka at Pataliputra in Magadha lost his hold over the western

half of India up to Kanyakubja and had to be content with his

rule over those parts of the country which lay to the east of this

city, though he extended his sway in the south in course of time.

The remark of Kalhaqa makes it clear that Kanyakubja was the

dividing line between the dominions of the successors of ASnka in

KaSmTra and Magadha. This shows that the conquests of the
successor of Aloka in Kagmtra up to Kanyakubja had the effect of
the division of the Maurya empire between him and his Maga-
dhan contemporary. In this way, the main thesis advanced at the
aforesaid pages of the chapter under reference remains intact and
does not call for any revision or alteration.
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